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PREFACE

The Lectures here printed were delivered more than

a year ago, and I must apologise for the long time

that has been needed for the work of writing them
out in book form, and putting together the supple-

mentary material on which much of my case rests.

The leisure that a busy teacher’s life commands is

very scanty for such complex inquiries ; and the very

different field of Hellenistic Greek has demanded
its share of my time.

It will perhaps be convenient if I collect in this

preface the chief theses for which evidence and

argument are offered in the following pages. I

have not thought it necessary to occupy space with

the ordinary information which may be found in

good books on the subject, or in such standard

sources as the articles of Geldner and Eduard

Meyer in the ETicyclopcedia Britannica. I am
the less disposed to do this, as I should only be

repeating what I have myself recently vritten in

my little book in the “ Cambridge Manuals ” series,

Early Religious Poetry of Persia. In these Lectures

I am trying to paint a picture, and not merely to

take a photograph. Scholars more competent than

myself may pronounce my painting out of perspective

or false to the facts; but I shall still perhaps have
vii
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done some service to the study of a fascinating^ and

much-neglected subject if I only provoke discussion

and research. I need not sprinkle a host of personal

pronouns over my pages to show where I am gi\'ing

my own reading of the situation ; for by the very

nature of the case I am doing this all through. But

I hope I have given references enough to show where

I have differed from the authorities ;
and if I do

venture on novelties, or even heresies, 1 trust it is

with great willingness to be confuted if I am wrong.

My mistakes may suggest to other inquirers a truer

solution of knotty problems 1 have tried to unravel.

Lecture I. deals w'ith the sources. Here I try to

face the question of the antiquity of the Gathas and

the Later Avesta. The reality of Zarathushtras

person as portrayed in the Gathas is defended; and

the latter are claimed for a very early date, esi)eciaUy

on linguistic and metrical grounds. 'Phc traditional

date (660-583 B.c.) is a minimum, but there are

strong reasons for placing Zai-athushtra and his

Gathas some generations earlier still. The Yashts

may be placed in the later Aclncmenian age, and

the prose Avesta, in particular the ritual of the

Vendidad, probably after Alexander.

In Lecture 11. are inve.stigated the religious con-

ditions prevailing before Zarathushtra came. Darius

is pronounced to have been the first true Zoroastrian

among the Achaimenian kings ; but it is urged that

antiquity had dimmed the clearness of the Prophet’s

more esoteric teaching even with this truly religious

monarch. The other early kings belong to themn-

reformed Iranian religion, either because the teaching

of Zarathushtra had wholly or mainly failed to reach
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them, or because they reverted to superstitions more
in accord with their character. The cult of Ahura
Mazdah is not a mark of Zarathushtra’s teaching,

having been hereditary in a small aristocratic caste

long before his time. The popular religion of Persia,

as described very accurately by Herodotus, is the

proto-Aryan nature-worship, with Dyau§, the sky,

at the head of the pantheon, as in the days before

the Indo-Europeans began to separate. This leads

to some speculations as to the original character of

Mithra, the chief of the Iranian “ heavenly gods
”

whom Zarathushtra ejected from heaven—to return

in a modified form in the Later Avesta. Finally

the period of syncretism which brought the religion

towards the Later Avesta is fixed for the reign of

Artaxerxes Mnemon.
Lecture III. urges the historical truth of the Gathic

picture of Zarathushtra, and places his prophetic

activity in Bactria. This is the answer to the

difficulty which sent Darmesteter astray : the more
esoteric lore of Zarathushtra, and especially the

doctrine of the Amshaspands, remained for centuries

within the land of its birth, which was far away from

the main stream of history. It only spread westwards

when adapted by the Magi, and in the form they

gave it. Among the legends of Zarathushtra one

is discussed as probably referred to in Virgil’s Fourth

Eclogue. It is then shown that the earliest doctrine

of the Amshaspands gives them neither a collective

name nor a fixed number; they are parts of the

Divine hypostasis, sharing with Mazdah the name
Ahura, “ Lord.” Finally I summarise the features

of a double counter-reformation, as I regard it.
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First there is the return of the old Ininian poly-

theism; then the work of the JMagi, which in the

Sassanian revival brought Parsisni to the form in

which we know it to-day.

Lecture IV. is concerned with the Doctrine ol

Evil, which Zarathushtra called Druj, “the Ide”:

Angra Mamyu, “Enemy Spirit,” is a title devised

by the Magi from a casual epithet occurring only

once in the Gathas. The fall of the Daevas—once
“ heavenly ones ” — is examined ; especially it is

shown that Mithra himself, as well as Haoina. was

probably a Daeva in the Prophet’s own systeiii.

Naturally, explicit allusions have not survived, for

the old Iranian gods soon emerged from their eclipse,

shorn of their corrupt attributes and subordinated

to Mazdah. The Fall of man, as taught in the

Gathas, is newly interpreted. In the next Lecture

Zarathushtra’s eschatology is set forth, and some
points in its relation to older ideas examined. I’lie

most important novelties I have to propound come
in Lectures VI. and VII., on the Magi, the delinea-

tion of whose origin and work is central for my
whole view of Zoroastrianism. It is argued that

the Magi were an indigenous tribe of priests or

shamans, the leaders of the non-Aryan population of

Media, who, after failing to gain political supremacy
in the revolt of Gaumata, secured in two or three

generations a religious ascendancy which compensated
for any failure. The earliest evidence of their activity

as a sacred tribe is in Ezekiel (8^^), where they are

found at Jerusalem in or before 591 b.c., worship-
ping the sun, and holding to their face a branch,
which is the predecessor of the later barsom. Th«r
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aboriginal affinities are indicated by parallels from
Central and Western Africa to their method of dis-

posal of corpses, which, like certain other peculiar

tenets always recognised in antiquity as specially

INIagian, points to their being neither Aryan nor
Semitic. Zarathushtra himself was claimed by
them as a Magus, without adequate reason, and
points in his religious system which the Magi
could adapt were taken over. Magian character-

istics which never found their way into Parsism

were (1) next-of-kin marriage, (2) magic, (3) onei-

romancy, (4) astrology, (5) the malignity of planets

and (0) of mountains. On these lines I endeavour to

trace in the Avesta the contributions of the Magi,

who may be held responsible for the ritual, and
for the composition of the Vendidad, while they

preserved the verse Avesta and popularised with

adaptations the teaching of the Prophet. But the

extent of this was very limited till Sassanian times,

so that true Zoroastrianism is not available as a

possible source for religious ideas found before that

period in the West. The alleged influence of

Babylon upon early Parsism is discussed and shown
to be without any real foundation. Finally a Median

folk-story, full of Magian ideas, is traced behind the

Book of Tobit, and tentatively reconstructed in the

Appendix,

Lecture VI I L is devoted to the Fravashis, who
are traced to a double origin, the Di Manes of

universal ancestor-worship and an animistic concept

not greatly differing from the External Soul. This

accounts for the Fravashis of the living, the unborn,

and communities. The relations of and
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daena and x^rawa/i are examined, also external

parallels such as the genius (iuno) of Roman religion.

Finally it is asked how far the Fravashis were

guardian spirits, and whether they were specially

connected with stars, which leads to an examina-

tion of possible signs of Magianism in the story of

the Magi in IMatthew ii.

The concluding liCCture endeavours to illustrate

the true character of early Zoroastrian concepts by

comparing them with corresponding concepts in the

religion of Israel and in Christianity, in matters

where borrowing is excluded on either side. 'Fhe

question of actual borrowing is discussed, and a

mainly negative result attained, except for some
features of apocalyptic imagery aiid of angelology.

Some limited influence of the Fravashi concept

may be accepted, but Ahriman and Satan are only

superficially connected.

It only remains for me to perform the very pleasant

task of expressing my deep indebtedness to two
friends, who between them almost monopolise the

study of early Zoroastrianism in the English-speak-

ing world. Professor A. Williams Jackson of
Columbia University has helped me now for many
years by his books, his letters to me, and all too

rarely by talks when we could meet in his c'ountry

or my own. He read a large part of my MS. and
sent me many suggestions. Bishop L. C. Casartelli,

whom Manchester University is fortunate enough
to claim as Lecturer in Iranian, has read the whole
of my proofs, to my great profit I need not «ay
I do not leave with either of my friends the slightest

responsibility for my reading of this ancient and
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perplexing history. I have generally named them
when they have either added to or questioned what
was before them. But their kind estimate of the

work as a whole has been the greatest possible

encouragement.

There are many other names of learned friends

from whom I have received help in dealing with

isolated points that came within their special know-
ledge. I must resist the temptation to set down
their names here, lest I should produce the impres-

sion tliat this book has been revised by a veritable

commission of experts. I have gratefully named
them at the places where I have sought their help.

'Fwo more extensive contributions must be mentioned.

Mr R. D. Hicks has most kindly allowed me un-

limited borrowing powers in a paper he presented

to the Cambridge Philological Society. Readers

who follow my annotated extract from Diogenes

will be grateful to me for rescuing what a too modest

author had not arranged to publish. The notes I

am able to print under Dr J. G. Frazer’s name
are a very small part of my twelve years’ indebted-

ness to their author. Friendship with such a man
is a liberal education. One name that does not

often figure lies behind every page. No pupil of

E. B. Cowell would omit to record his veneration

for an ineffaceable memory. I read the Avesta with

him at Cambridge for fifteen years, bidding reluctant

farewell to my alma mater less than a year before

she lost one of the most learned and humble of her

scholars, the most lovable and inspiring of teachers.

FravaUm aSaono yazamaide /

I should like to add a word of greeting and of
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thanks to distinguished members of tlie Farsi c‘om-

munity in Bombay. The learned editor of the

Dtnkart, Darab Dastur Peshotan Sanjaua, has sent

me the three latest parts of his great work. I have

had similar courtesies from Mr J. J. Modi, iMr

G. K. Nariman, and the Trustees of the Farsi

Panchayat. Writing as I am of the early periotl

I have had less opportunity than I could wish for

acknowledging their kindness by making appropria-

tions from such researches. My own knoivledgc

unhappily does not cross the border of those ancient

Iranian dialects wherein my studies in IndogtTinanic

Philology first led me to range. I earnestly hope

this book will not too much disappoint Parsi .scholars

who have taken an interest in endeavours to throw

light on the hoary origins of their religion. 1 can

at least plead that I have bestowed much labour of

love on a subject lying rather far away from the

primary claims on my time.

My final acknowledgements, if more limited in

extent, are naturally the most plea.sing to record.

In the holiday of a busy schoolma.ster, my brother-

in-law and old colleague Mr George O.sborn, of

The Leys, was good enough to make me the first

of the Indices. Other help in the drudgery of index-

making comes from members of my family, and
especially my daily helper: oi^lv ocjmXw, « m*/ rt>

ayuTrav^

J- H. M.

Wesleyan College,''

Didsbgey, Manchester.;,

8
;,
.1913.
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TRANSLITERATION AND
ABBREVIATIONS

The system of transliteration adopted in Iranian words is that of

Bartholomae’s Lexicon, except that I substitute the Greek x
tlie rather misleading x (M), This applies only to words in italics,

whicii are represented with exactness. A less strict transliteration

is adopted when Iranian words occur in continuous English text

printed in the same Roman type. A note may be added as to the

probable pronunciation. The vowels have the Italian” value:

a is the Sanskrit d (as in sof«), a the French an
;
d the sound in

Spirant x 7 heard in German dock, Tage (dialectic)

;

$ and S in our hath and baJ?/^e ; a is our ng; s z as in .sure and a£rure

;

cj as in ckuYck and Judge ; x" he heard in the Welsh chfveehy

and t is probably a tJi sound. For more exact definitions the

student will go to the grammars.

Most of the abbreviations will explain themselves. I may note

a ftw that are less obvious :

—

Ys = Yasna.

Fl = yasht.

Fd =-i Vendidad.

Fisp » Vispered.

,A7r» Nirangistan.

W = Westergaard (fragments).

Bd or /hmd= Bundahish.

SZS— Selections of Zad-sparam.

M'kh ss Minokhired.

BFlas Bahman Yasht.

BIS Shayasl-lii-Shayast.

Sd »s Sad-dar.

I)k « Dhikart.

Bk Beliist'ui inscription.

Pers " P(a*sepoiis Inscription

(Kings names precede:

—

Dar(ius), Xerx(es);, Art-

(axerxes).)

= Inscriptions at Nak§-i-

Rustam.

Air Wh = Altiranisches Wdrterhuck

(Bartholomae).

Brugmann Gnmdiiss*^ = Gnmdriss

der vergleickenden Grammatik

der indogermatuschen Spra-

chen.

EB= Encpclopcedia Biblica,

ERPP^Baxly Religious Poetry

of Persia (Moulton).

I

ERE = Hastings' Encyclopaedia

I

of Religion and Ethics.
'

\
Grtmdfiss or Grd. =a Geiger and
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Kuhtt's Grundrus (hr imn-

ischen Phiioii ><:/< \

IF ov Fon^clt.^ hnlogennan-

Lsvkt ’ ForMdiuagefi .

Le Z(in\d) A{vcs\ii), by Danne-

sillier.

LAv= Lahn* Avestan.

O.ib, M.P., N.i'. MkWle,

New lk‘rsi,'Ui.

0(nna7.d et) ./(hriiuan), by Dur-

mesteUa*.

of tlu*

So<*it‘tv of Bihlu-ai Areliie-

olo^'V,

RIIR = Rrviie de rilisfo

Relighms,

Eapp i. =-“= ZDMG xix.

ii =: ZDMG XX.

(l8bo f.),

SEE s:- Sacred Books of tl

ThLZ^l liei iiogische Li

rjeiftiug.

ZiDMG Journal of ilie <

Oriental Soci(‘ty; B’'

of tfn‘ \’ienna do, ; ,

of I lie Ameri(\an <io.

Kor(oastriselu')

Windisclnnaiun



ADDENDA AND CORRIGENDA
P. xviii. To abbreviations add

KAT^ ~ Die Keilinsclvriften mid das alte Testament
(Schrader): ed.^ by Winckler and Zimmern.

P. I865 n. ^ Data must be passive, in which case it means
“ created by the Amshaspands,” or “ by Spenta Mainyu.'^' If

true, this is important for the subject of Lecture III.

P. 233, n.^ (cf. p. 434). My statement receives at once exten-
sion and corroboration from a remarkable find announced to the

Hellenic Society by Mr E. H. Minns on November 11, 1913. A
Persian Christian physician, Dr Saced Khan, secured from Kurdish
mountaineers a stone jar with ancient inscribed parchments, and
presented it to Prof. E. G. Browne. Three documents are Greek,
dated b.c. 88 and 22/1 ; and the name MeipicJdT???—and Mipa(5aT??9

M.Lpa^avSaKov on the later document—recurs with the spelling

for which hitherto the oldest witness is the name in Tacitus.

So the Middle Persian Mihr for MiQra is a century earlier than
we thought. The heightened antiquity of the passage from
Old to Middle Persian strongly reinforces the argument - of

Lecture I. A further fragment in the same jar is described as

“ probably Pahlavi,’** but it had not been deciphered at the time

when this addendum was sent to press. It may be added that

the reigning kings (Mithridates II. and Phraates IV.) are

polygamists, and the forraePs wives include two of his sisters

:

this reminds us to include.Arsacides with the later Achaemenians

(p. 208) who practised hhmtuk-das. One of the principals in

the first document has the name Fadd/r??? : is this a shortened

compound from gdQd ^

P. 252, 1. 11. The statement must bempdified by the evidence

that no fixed number was assigned by Zafathushtra himself.

Anyhow, it was not seven.

E 280, 1. 5 of the second verse extract : read a comma at the

end of the line.

P. 363, n. ^
: transpose “ ambrosia and “ nectar.”

P. 388, 1. 3 from bottom : read “ corrupt.”

P, 390, n. b end : rmrZ “ Nirang.”
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LECTURE I

THE SOURCES

Oh that iny words %¥ere now written !

Olt that; they were inscribed in a book

!

Tiiat with an iron pen and lead

They were graven in the rock ibr ever !

'Fhc Book ofJoh,

Tiik subje(‘t of* which I am to treat in these Lectures

is one that has in our own country attracted far less

attention than it deserves. In the study of the oldest

Iranian languages, litei-atures, and religions we have

produced a very few great experts ; but we have left

it to our cousins in Germany and in the United States

to build up a .school. It is a highly regrettable state

of things, for the Avesta and its religion form a

subject of extraordinary interest alike for the philo-

logist and for the student of theology, live very

name of the hall in whieii these lectures are being

delivered in London reminds Englishmen oftheir Parsi

fellow-subjects in India. Sir Cowasjee .lehangier,

by whose munificence this hall was added to the

Imperial Institute, was typical of a small commun-
ity in Bombay whose influence and importance is

altogetlier out of proportion to its numbers. We
shall find as we study the beginnings of I’arsism that

1
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the religion explains the outstanding excellences ol

the Parsi people. We shall understand why theii

fathers long ago preferred death or exile to ajicvslasy.

For their gi-eat founder Zarathushtra—Zoroaster, as

Gi-eeks and Homans called him—must count among

the loftiest minds of human history. Of him alone

among the prophets of the Gentiles—unless we may

enhance Zarathushtra’s glory by setting Socrates at his

side—we may declare with confidence that he had

nothing to say of God that even Christian thought

could deem unworthy. There is indeed the pro-

foundest truth in the beautiful familiar story which

makes the heirs of Zarathushtra’s teaching first among

men of foreign tongues to offer homage to the infant

Christ. They wei-e worthy of the privilege, for they

professed a faith that gave them least to unlearn

when welcoming the Teacher who should gather

together all the scattered fragments of Truth and

“ mould them into one immortal feature of lovelines.s

and perfection.”

The history of a great religion through some three

thousand years is too large a subject for a course like

this, and I am obviously compelled to limit the field

1 shall attempt to occupy. My title announce.s

“ early ” Zoroastrianism as my subject, and by tliis 1

mean in general the period ending with Alexander

the Great. I shall overstep this limit only for special

reasons which will appear when the occasion arises

and I shall make no pretence of being exhaustive

even up to the limit I have named. I am mainly

concerned with the origins of the religion, and with

the lines on which it diverged in later times from itj

first model. Zarathushtra himself and the Gathas
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will accordingly take a primary place in my scheme.

1 am the less tempted to aim at completeness because

my friend Prof. Williams Jackson of Columbia

University, who has already written the most authori-

tative description of Zoroastrianism we possess, in

the pages of Geiger-Kuhn’s monumental Grundriss

der iranischen Philologie, is preparing for English-

reading people a treatise which would immediately

antiquate my own. 1 shall try to examine with some

fullness a few of the most important aspects of the

religion. For the groundwork which has to be pre-

sumed, even in the study of a subject that enters into

the reading of very few educated people, perhaps

I may refer to a little “ Cambridge Manual ” of

my own—Early Religiotts Poetry of Persia—in

which I have tried to give a non-technical account

of Avestan literature and religion, and have sketched

theories which will be the subject of full investiga-

tion here.

Before 1 turn to some necessary preliminary

questions bearing on the sources of our knowledge,

I should say a few words as to the features which

make the earliest period of the history of Parsism the

most interesting and important for our study. Some
reasons are indeed too obvious to dwell on. In what

are sometimes called the “founded” religions the

person and teaching of the founder always claim our

first attention, and Zarathushtra, dim figure though

he is, forms no exception to the rule. Then we
remind ourselves that it is in the earliest period that

Parsism began most effectively to influence the

outside world; while comparatively little was added

to its store of ideas in any after time. Moreover,
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the greatest problems of religious history in Par.sism

lie within the period I have described. I’he strange

uncertainty which attaches to Zarathushtra’s date

and country, and the attempts of highly distinguished

scholars to relegate him to mythology, will give us

plenty to discuss. And our first essays in systematic

definition will show us that Parsism is by no means
homogeneous. It shows clear signs of a syncretism

of sundry very distinct elements, and the work
of resolution will prove a valuable exercise in scientific

sifting of evidence.

I need not occupy time with any description

of the sources, which may be sought in detail in

various well-known books, and compendiously in my
own little manual mentioned above. I shall only
attempt in this Lecture to call attention to some
points of importance for my purpose, and to discuss

certain vital problems. First among our sources we
take those which come to us in Iranian languages.

A definition of terms should be interpolated here.

Iran is the native form of the folk-name which is

familiar to us in derivatives of the Indian drija} I

shall use the term Aryan throughout in its proper
sense, as the name given to themselves by the

1 The possibility that this name is ultimately identical witli one
which appears at the other end of the Indo-European area in the
Keltic Aviovistus^ etc., with cognates like the Gi’cek apeorro?, has i)een
often urged, especially by Pick, who sought to prove that it was
the prehistoric name of the undivided Indo-European family. V\'e

should then recognise Erin and Iran as kin. But, like .so many
other obvious word-equations, this is not as easy as it look.s, though
I cannot regard it as impossible. Bartholomae {ZAirWb 1 18) gives
us some necessary cautions about the uncertainty that besets the
etymology of folk-names. (See Kretschmer, Einleilung, 130 f.)
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eastei'nmost branch of the Indo-European family,

which at the dawn of history is found already estab-

lished across the border of Asia. According to the

view now generally held, this means a presumption

that the Aryan folk migrated south-east in preliistoric

times from a district somewhere in central or northern

Europe, where a more or less homogeneous people

spoke with some dialectic variations a language which

comparative philology has been busy reconstructing.^

The Aryans proper were still one people at a

relatively recent period. E. Meyer places their

Urheimat in the steppes north of the Black Sea and

the Caspian, whence they migrated through South

Russia to Turan (Turkestan), the Oxus and Jaxartes.

In Eastern Iran they divided. According to

Winckler’s view of the inferences to be drawn from

the inscriptions he discovered at Boghaz-keui, the

unity was still intact within the second millennium

B.C. Winckler recognises the undivided Aryans in

the Harri of his inscriptions, and accordingly the chief

1 Since this bonk was completed^ I have contributed an essay

on some points in Iranian ethnography to tlie volume dedicated

to Pro£ William Ridgeway on bis sixtieth birthday (Cambridge^,

On evidence drawn mainly from technical linguistic

affinities, I have ventured the conjecture that the migration was
considerably later than I thought when I wrote the sentences of

this page. I make the founders of the Aryan culture- or rather

the speakers of tlie language in wlueii it expressed itself— to have

been a German tribe which made a very rapid trek across Russia,

past the nortii end of the Caspian, into the country nortli of the

Fanjab, into winch before very long the liulk of the invading tribe

passed on. In the period of these hypothetical movements the

Indo-European dialects had not yet become mutually unintelligible.

I may recall here that Prof. Hirt {.Die hidogmmnen^ p. S2) places

the first migrations as late as l600-i800 ax.
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gods of the proto-Aryan pantheon in Mitra, Varuna,

Indra, and the Nasatyau (the Twins) who figure in the

treaty between King Subbiliuliuma and Mattiuarza

son of Tusratta of Mitanni. In Prof. Sc'klcrhlom s

edition of Tide’s Coinpendium der EeUgiomp;cxchk'hii\

p. 219 f , the inscription is claimed as confinning the

belief that the Hittites, to whom the Boghaz-keui

monuments clearly belong, were of Aryan origin :

the names “ depend perhaps on a branch of the

Aryans slowly pushing their way from the Baltic

coasts to their new home in the East.” A suggestion

that the connexion is rather with India is worked oixt

elsewhere in these Lectures (p. 26 ) ; and we may
put with it Prof Jackson’s hint ^ that we should be

very cautious about drawing conclusions from

Boghaz-keui until our information is fuller. “ The
mention may be merely a direct reference to Indian

deities without having any immediate connexion with

Iran.” The locality is altogether outside Ii’an, and

only Iranian peculiarities of language could force

us to accept so early an Iranian migration west.

And the names answer only to Indian phonology or

that of the undivided Aryans. Prof Winckler would
recognise this Aryan community in Armenia in the

fourteenth century, to which the inscriptions belong.

Prof. Eduard Meyer accordingly claimed Boghaz-
keui as marking “the first entrance of the Aryans
into history.” Prof Winckler is content to take the
names as evidence that for some reason which we
cannot define the deities in question had special

significance for the states affected by this treaty.

He infers, however, that the undivided Aryans were
1 In iv. 620.
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under Babylonian influence and practised Babylonian

writing^ On this subject of early Babylonian

influences upon Aryan peoples I have said enough

elsewhere (p. 236 IF.). Here I would only observe that

we know nothing about the movements of Indian

or Iranian tribes in the second millennium, and could

postulate an ebb from India to the north-west

without compromising anything that is really estab-

lished." The Aryan character of Mitanni names is

conjectured on very limited evidence, and may, 1

think, be quite possibly unsound. But if it is to be

accepted, it probably means no more than that the

chieftains were Aryan, the people whom they con-

quered being indigenous.

We must postpone speculation upon the innumer-

able possibilities of this discovery till Winckler can

follow it fux'ther. It is enough to observe hei-e that the

Indian branch mov'ed off to the Panjilb only wheix a

very distinctive language, eivili.sation, and religion had

been evoh'ed out of tlie inlierited forms the immigrant

Ax-yans had bi-ought with thexxi across the steppes.

The couxparative method enables us to reconstruct

this “ Aryan period
”

* with a considerable degree of

px-ccision. With the resxilts of such x'econstruction

we shall be very much occupied later on. I'hei'e was

a time when the legitimacy of this whole method was

flercely contested by a school which insisted on the

infallibility of the native Iranian traditional interpi'eta-

^ Orienialmke Liieraturseiiung for July
^ See a later paK.sage in tliis Leefcore, p* ^5 f;

® Die ariseke Permde in the- titk^ of a moBt>|»^raph !>y Pr. S|)iegt*l|

the great Iranian pioneer. It was pnbllslied In and of course

needs cheeking by later research.
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tion of the Avesta; while the comparative school

retaliated with an equally thoroughgoing contempt.

Reconciliation has long been established between the

rival methods by the recognition that both are

indispensable, and a knowledge of the religion of the

Veda is acknowledged to be an essential tool of our

science just as much as that of the expositions handed
down to us by the Parsi guardians of the Avesta.

Having thus recognised the claim of prehistoric

sources, we come to what must of course be the

primary source of our knowledge of Zoroastrianism.

The meaning of the name Avesta need not detain

us,^ nor the romantic story of its discovery by
Anquetil Duperron and the distressingly wrong-
headed scepticism with which the magnificent
achievement was rewarded. These controversies,

like those that raged later between rival schools of
interpretation, have only a historical interest for us
to-day. The great majority of scholars would say
nearly as much of the controversy to which I propose
to devote the major part of this lecture. Put the
denial of the antiquity of the Gathas and the historical

reality of Zarathushtra is so fundamental that I am
bound to deal with the question, the more so as the
negative view is enshrined in the Introduction to the

1 Geldner approves the suggestion of Andreas, that AvislM
comes from upasia, the “foundation text,” of which the Zand (Zend)
is the (Pahlavi or Middle Persian) translation and commentary.
This suits the facts very well, but we cannot say more. I shall
discard the incorrect term “Zend-Avesta” for the book, and
(though less willingly) the conveniently brief term “ Zend ” for the
language, using regularly Gathas and Later Avesta for the one
Gathic and Later Avestan for the other. It seems best to retain
the familiar “Vendidad, ’ even if it is a misreading tor Zidevddt.
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English translation of the Avesta in Sacred Books'

of the Ea.si, a work which English readers may be

pardoned for regarding as iniallible.

It is now nearly twenty years since James
Darmesteter ‘ startled the world of scholarship with

his daring paradox, according to which the (lathas

must be regarded as owing their most central con-

ceptions to Philo of Alexandria, or to a school of

thought of which Philo is the leading exponent. The
theory, as Prof. Mills has well reminded us," invoh-es a

revolutionary change from its autlior's earlier beliefs,

as represented, for instance, in the first edition of his

English Avesta. And within a year or so of its

appearance the great Orientalist died, after crow'ding

into his brief span a marvellous output, conditioned

by the consciousness that for him the night w'as soon

coming, wiicrein no man can W'ork. It is due to his

fame to remember that he never had before him the

all but unanimous judgement of his fellow'-students,

in the light of wiiich he might wxil have reverted to

his earlier opinions. I need not, I think, go into

detail, since with one notable exception the theory

has never attracted any Iranian scholar of the first

rank. But since nearly every page of these Lectures

would be radically affected if we were no longer

allowed to regard the Gathas as by far the oldest

part of the Avesta, and eenturie.s older than Philo,

1 must set forth the main grounds on w'hich ortho-

doxy repels with confidence the new scepticism, as

1 Le Zend’^Avesiit (Fans, IB9S% li'itnxiaction to vol, lii* ; and
8BE iv. pp. xxxi-Jxix, See a convenient list of criticisms in

Bmisset^ JudentufMj 5*1*711.

Zamihmkim, PMk^ ike Ackmnmids^ ami ismei (1 1105 6), p. 10.
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represented in Darmesteter’s latest work, and to a

modified extent in Prof. Franz Cumont’s famous

book on Mithraism.

The sum of Darmesteter’s case against the

antiquity of the Gathas is really concentrated in the

assertion that Philo’s \6y09 Oem is the original of the

Amshaspand “Good Thought.”^ Incidentally, of

course, this carries with it the lateness of all passages

in the Later Avesta which name this or the other

Amshaspands. Darmesteter does not tell us why
Philo or the school to which he belonged may not

have derived the conception from Iranian sources, if

either party is to be convicted of borrowing. More-
over, his admission that only one other of Philo’s six

Xoyoi or Svva/uLeii can be compared with a member of
the Zoroastrian hexad (the Amesha Spenta), is fatal

to any close connexion between the two systems.

The central equation itself is by no means axiomatic.

“Good Thought” is at any rate no translation of
X070? Oeco?, and the functions of the two have only
superficial identity. As we see below (p. 98 ), the
Ameshas have features of proto-Aryan antiquity, and
their non-appearance in Aehaemenian religion can be
accounted for on a very diff’erent theory. When
Darmesteter says (p. Ixvii), “A Magus of the old
days .

. ^
would not have spoken of the earth as

Spenta Armaiti,” he seems to have overlooked the
evidence that Aramati was genius of the earth in
India, and therefore presumably in Aryan times.’* It

1 Fohm Manah, also "Best (vahistsm) Thought,” or “Thy
(6mm)

Thought ” in addressing Ahura Mazdih.
2 Unless Camoy is right in denying the truth of Sayana’s state-

ments (on Rigveda, vii. 86® and viii. 42®) ; see n.s., xiii.
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is very easy to grant much of what Darmestet^lr^

urges as to foreign elements in the later parts of the

Parsi sacred literature, though few scholars would

now care to regard Judaism as a source of such.

Cumont, in the first chapter of his great work, urges

the fundamental differences between Achjemenian

religion and the Avesta, which in this case will

include not only the Vendidad but the Gathas. But

this, as we see elsewhere, only means that Zara-

thushtra himself had not kept a secure hold in the

kingdom of Darius, nor the Magi yet gained one

among the Persian nobility. We may remove the

Gathas from the sphere of Cyrus and Darius in space

as well as in time ; and we may give what date we
please to Zarathushtra, and yet allow that the full

effects of his teaching were not yet seen in Persia at

the period where history opens.

Darmesteter’s account of the transmission of the

Avesta, based on the Parsi tradition, undeniably pre-

disposes the reader to infer that an accurate repro-

duction of a really ancient scripture was impossible.

Tradition told how the twenty-one Nasks were lost

in the invasion of Alexander ; how the Parthian king

Valkhash (
= Vologeses I., a contemporajy of Nero,

according to Darmesteter) ordered the scattered

remnants to be collected ; and how the founder of

the Sassanian dynasty, Ardashir, and his successor

Shahpfihr, completed the canon two centuries later.

A priori there seems every reason to suppose that

the ultimate resultant would have but little of the

13S n\ 1 do not think Ciirnoy adequately accounts for the genesis

of the Indian commentator’s gloss, the coincidence of which with

the Avesta gives a very strong presumption of its originality.
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authentic and ancient about it, and a great (ieal of

heterogeneous Sassanian thought. But when we

have to give chapter and verse for a elaiiu tfiat this

has really happened, it is astonishing how littl.' can

be produced. In particular we have a test, that of

metre, which by itself suffices to demonstrate the

originality of the Gathas and of large portions <»f the

Later Avesta. Darmesteter frankly admits that the

Gathas were written in a dead language, if his date

is to hold. Let us try to realise what this involves.

There is, of course, no antecedent impos.sibiIity in

such composition. All of us who have written Greek

and Latin verse in our undergraduate days know that

composition in a dead language is possible enough,

granted very careful study of accurately preserved

models, and of scientific grammars. Such work as

that which charms us in Walter Headlam’.s Bmk of

Gi-eek Verse proves that it can be done supremely

well. But where were the models, and the grammars ?

Sanskrit has been written for ages since it cea.sed to

be a living language—thanks to Paiuni, and the pre-

servation of an immense literature. Have the very

names of Panini’s Iranian comrades perishc<l ? And
what about existing Gathic venses on which the

priests of the first century modelled their own .so

cleverly? We are to suppose that the innovating

Neoplatonist Magi used this ancient literature to help

them, and then committed it to the care of the sacred

fire, lest their new-fangled Amshaspands should be
found out. It hardly seems probable. Darmesteter’s

earth rests on an elephant, which stands on a tortoise.

And the tortoise ? Oh, riimporte I

But this is only the beginning of the difficulties in
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which the hypothesis is involved. These marvellous
men of the hrst century a.d. had two dead languages
to wrestle with, not one alone ! If the coins of the
Scythian kings Kanishkaand Huvishka (78-130 a.d.)

proveby the legends 2ao|0^oajo(Shahrevar) for Khshathra
\hiirya, and the like, that Gathic Avestan was dead,

they prove equally that the Avestan of the Yashts
was supplanted by Pahlavi. At the very least we
must assume that the poets of the Yashts lived in

anotlier province, where a different literature in

another dead language was preserved, and a second
remarkably accurate grammatical tradition. Or per-

haps, while we are for postulating miracles, we may
heighten the one instead of devising a second. Our
grammax'iansjthe peers oftheir famous Indian brethren,

were able to preserve both dialects and keep them
well differentiated

; they were the guardians of two
literatures, one of which has vanished wholly in favour

of the forged Gathas, and the other has left an un-

certain quantity of fragments behind, mingled with

the new imitations. This, too, seems hardly probable.

'V\'’e come then to the special test anticipated above.

The Gathas are confessedly in metre, and so are large

portions of the Yashts and later Yasna. The metrik

of (iathas and Yashts is very different, and the one

metre that governs all the verse of the Later Avesta

is identic in principle with the ^loka of the later,

classical Sanskrit, but more primitive, inasmuch as

no sense of quantity has yet affected the prosody.^

1 I had better quote what I have written in ERPP 24 in a

chapter devoted to Avestan verse terms —
We have noted that from first to last Avestan vei’se shows no

sign of dependence on quantity^ Long and short syllables are
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Gathic meti-e is equally primitive in this respect, but

is more varied and original in its terms. But the

most insti’uctive feature of Gathic prosody is the fact

that a multitude of forms refuse to scan as they stand

in the MSS. correctly spelt after the standards of a

later day. Thus in the early stanzas of the first (Jatha

we find y^aBre, Ar^naitis, vaurdimaidJ, where the metre

demands three, four, and five syllables respecti\ely.

Etymology and comparison with \^edic enable us to

read huvaOre, Aramaitu, vfwaromiaidl, which suit the

entirely indifferent, and the student of prosody has only to count

and not to weigh. Now the verse of the Veda has luanifc'sily

passed into a new and more developed stage, in which (as lh*of.

Arnold puts it) ‘ preferences arise for long and short syllables and

for groups of these, at certain points in the verse.* Nor is this tiie

only mark of development on the Indian side. The rules of vowel-

combination which in the Rigveda (according to Whitney) cause a

vowel-ending to coalesce with a vowel initial in the next word about

seven times for every one in which hiatus is left, mark a great change

from the conditions found in the Avesta, where this ^sandhi' is

relatively rare. This all means that the Eigveda belongs to a

very much more advanced stage of literax'y evolution than any part

of the Avesta, although the latest Avestan poetry must be centuries

later in date than the latest hymns of the Rigveda. Indian literary

development was clearly a hothouse plant, llie Vedic points

belonged to a regular craft, like Pindar; and the bardic families

had no doubt been elaborating the lines of their models for genera-

tions before our oldest extant hymn was composed. In Persia, on

the othe r hand, it was well-nigh two thousand years before poets

arose who cared much for literary form. We may not therefore

argue that the more primitive system of Gathic verse gives the

Hymns of Zarathushtra higher antiquity than the oldest Indian

poetry with its abundant marks of literary development. But when
we set this mark of primitive simplicity by the side of the evidence

from language, which makes us recognise Gathic to lie at least as

near as Vedic to the pai’ent Aryan, we feel it increasingly difficuk

to acquiesce in the traditional date for the Prophet, if the Vedic

poets are not to be brought down out of the second millennium b.c/*
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metrical requirements. Geldner’s early work, t/Scr

die Metrik des jimgeren Axiesta (Tubingen, 1877),

proved the existence of similarly hidden metre in all

the verse parts of Yashts, later Yasna, and Vendidad.

In these, however, the verse is perpetually interrupted

by prose, which usually betrays its unoriginal character

by internal evidence as well as by its failure to scan.

It is clear, therefore, that the secret of Later Avestan

prosody was lost when the interpolations were made.

The Gathas were much better preserved, and the

verse form is relatively less often interrupted by

misspelling, and practically never by interpolation.

They were doubtless kept from injury by constant

repetition with ti'aditional music : if the music was

wanting in the recitations of the Later Avesta, the

wholesale accretions of prose glosses is accounted for.

Having thus explained how the Gathas came to be

preserved in a form which enables modern science to

restore their metre with ease and certainty, we may
go on to observe how minutely accurate is their

language according to the tests of modern philology.

Gathic inflexions are found to answer with uniform

exactitude to those of Vedic Sanskrit, or to differ in

perfectly explicable ways, the Gathic type being often

more primitive. The 1st sing. act. pres, vax^ya is

older than Vedic -Cnni, the dat. sing. Ahurai than the

Vedic amrdya. That first-century compositions,

written in a dead language which only the priests

knew, could have been made proof against the

microscopic tests of twentieth-century science is

unlikely enough.^ It is equally unlikely that men

This stateiBcnt does not involve a claim that the Gathas are

impeccable in grammar. The recurrent use of instrumental case
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with only religious interests in view would have taken

the trouble to cultivate linguistic accuracy. I hey

had a public far less critical than that on which

Chatterton palmed off his Rowley Poems.

The verisimilitude of the Gathic picture ot Zara-

thushtra, his friends and his foes, is the subject of

comment elsewhere. It is hard to see how anyone

could make it into an elaborate myth. T’oo crabbed

and allusive to be invented, too natural and at tiums

even trivial to bear any allegorical meaning, the

fragments of biography discovex’able in the Gal bus

attach themselves without a suggestion ot diflknilty

to a real man, doing a great work among many ad-

versaries, but triumphant at last in the e.stabli.shment

of a pure and practical religion. The Zarathushtra

of the later Avesta rarely suggests the possibility of

anything but myth. But to make the Hefoimier

into a legend on the strength of the absurdities that

gathered round his name is as reasonable as to make
the Cyropcedia a pretext for doubting the existence

of Cyrus, or the Apocryphal Gospels a triumphant

vindication of the universal scepticism of Robertson ‘

foi* nominative may perhaps be assumed to have somt' syntaeti(*al

ground, though it is hard to find one. But occasional lapsc\s like

the agreement of instr. and locative in Ys 3
1

(as Prof. Jackson

notes) may be the exceptions that prove the rule,

1 The mention of Mr J. M. Robertson reminds nu‘ that the

historicity of Zarathushtra goes the same way as tliat of <n'ery otiu‘r

notable figure ofreligious origins in his Pagan CAm/A*--— ** Menu [aiV /],

Lycurgus, Numa, Moses ” (op. ciL^, 238), with of coiirst^ Buddha and
Jesus of Nazareth. It is ill arguing with a polymath who can set

Prof. Rhys Davids right about Buddhism, and all the Iranists about

Parsism—except, by the way, Geldner and Bartholomae, of whom
he does not seem to have heard 1 The cool confidence with whieli

he declares the Gathas inconsistent with the reality ofZaratlmshtra%
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and Drews. The Zarathushtra of the Gathas is

historical, and in my judgement he himself is speak-

ing there, wholly or nearly so.^ And here, as I have

indicated, I am only echoing all the most recent

criticism. Geldner and Bartholomae are emphatic

on the subject, and Prof. Jackson endorses what I

have written here. (He notes incidentally that

“when Zarathushtra speaks in the third person, he

is simply anticipating by a millennium and a half all

other Persian poets.”) If this claim is allowed, we

see the last possibility vanish of dating the poems

late enough to be influenced by Platonism, for we

certainly can find no room for him in any part of

Iran that could feel Greek influence during the

centuries of Achasmenian and Arsacide rule.

The only live question as to the age of the Gathas

concerns our choice between the traditional date and

a higher antiquity. Since a large proportion of the

Gathic verses distinctly profess to come from Zara-

thushtra himself, and parts which do not so profess

show every sign of contemporary date, we may treat

the antiquity of the Prophet and that of the Gathas

together : there is no discoverable argument for dis-

trusting the overwhelming impression that the hymns

person will only induce those who have really studied the Gathas to

discount other dicta in this work of biassed and unscientific learning

“ pre-philological,” as Dr F. C. Conybeare well called it in his

severe review {Ijilerartj Guide end Rationalist Revien>, Dec. 1912).

i Prof. Soderblom says (La Vie Future, 245), “ C’est au viP siecle

que I’on peut placer, au plus tard, ZarathuStra et peut-etre les Gfithas

qui sont pourtant, selon toute vraisemblance, considerablement

post^irieures au proph^te.” It seems to me that there are many

passages in the Gathas which become unintelligible if we separate

them from the Founder’s own circle.

2
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make upon our minds when the mythological microbe

has been removed. For an earlier date to quote

only writers later than Prof. Jackson's classical di.s-

sertation^—stand Profs. Geldner and Bartholomae.

The former says ^ :

—

If, then, the gathas reach back to the time of Zoroaster,

and he himself, accoi’ding to the most probable eslimale,

lived as early as the fourteenth century Ihi* oldest

component parts of the Jvesta are hardly inferior in age to

the oldest Vedic hymns.

And Prof Bartholomae writes {AirWb 1675, s.v.

ZaraQuUra)
:

—

While I hold fast to Zarathushtra’s historical character,

I regard it as hopeless to determine precisely the perital of

his appearance. According to the native chronology (see

West, SBE xlvii., p. xxviii), Zarathushtra’s birth falls

in the year 660 B.C., and Jackson (Zorofwter, 174) rtigards

this as essentially reliable :
“ The i>eriod . . .

just before the

Achaemenian power (is) the approximate <late of Zoroaster’s

life.” I believe we shall have to begin decidedly further

back ; and I estimate Jackson’s investigation as Tide does

in Geschichte der Religion in Altertum^- ii. 275 and 41M).

Bartholomae’s ipse diwit in rejecting Jackson’s

argument will carry much weight, but I hardly think

that the reasons he actually states are very weighty.

The general criticism of Jackson’s Zoroaster, that it

' ^ See his Zoroastery ij^i^. 150 £, where anciexiit views of the date of

Zarathushtra are summed up, and the case presented for the date

that stands in the Parsi tradition, yiz, 660-583 li.c. His iitgliinenl

is endorsed by Justi, Casartelli, and West.
'

2 Enc. Brit^\xxL 246. But in xxviii 1041 he quotes B. Meyer's

date, viz. 1000 B.c., and adds: “This, in its turn, may be too high,

but, in any' case, Zoroaster belongs to a prehistoric era.” The

volumes of the new edition boast their simultaneousness, !)ul here

an exercise in higher criticism seems to detect a time interval and

a change of view.
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sets down a mass of matter, probable and improbable,

without attempting to sift it, may or may not be

justified : for my part, I have never read the book as

suggesting that Prof. .Taekson accepts all or any of

the non-Gathie stories he collects. But in any case

it cannot apply to a dissertation in which the author

does most elaborately sift and discuss the credibility

of the various elements in the tradition. Nor does

it seem to me that the native chronology stands con-

demned because in Yt 13®^ the holy Sacna is credited

with a hundred pupils, and the chronology further

makes him born on the centenary of the Religion, to

die on its bicentenary. We might take something

off all these centuries and yet hold that other elements

in the system are approximately sound. 1 say this,

though myself frankly unconvinced that the tradi-

tional date of Zarathushtra is early enough. 1 do
not feel that we can dogmatise, but I cannot help

rather accentuating Prof. .Jackson’s ow'n admission

that we could do with a longer time allowance. I will

just state the desiderata, and leave the case, as I fear it

must be left, with the traditional date as a minimum
antiquity and a desire for a few more generations.

To begin with, we seem to need time to bring

Gathic nearer in date to the Veda. The closeness of

Gathic and Vedic is extremely marked, and, as already

observed, the Gathic is in many respects the more
primitive, Vedic metre is decidedly more advanced
than Gathic, as we saw just now.* Now of course

^ See p. 14. In connection with Aryan Metrik it is interesting to

note the Gatliic mf, “ sing praise,” which proi>eriy means " weave
”

(pf* The development of meaning implies a rather long
poetical tradition, well established before the Aryan tribes divided.
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we can argue that a poetical school might develop in

two generations what ten generations might not

produce in a kindred people with a less decided taste.

And since the Iranians remained within the area

occupied by the united Aryan people,^ we can plead

that they would naturally change in language less

rapidly than the tribes which migrated into the new
environment of India. Further, it may well be argued

that we cannot date the Vedic poetry safely within a

good many centuries, though expert opinion seems

generally to assume that its earlier developments at

least lie well beyond the limits of the first millennium

B.C. But when we have allowed for all these considera-

tions, a feeling remains that we have not removed an
a priori probability that a very few centuries at most
should separate the two literatures, and that therefore

we must put the Gathas as early as we can.

Next comes the problem of fitting in the Gatha
Haptanghaiti. It is in prose, but this mu.st not weigh
with us

; for the prose, being uniform, was doubtless

due to deliberate choice, and not to the disappearance
of Gathic ars metrica. But while it is in the Gathic
dialect, and must apparently come from an age when
the dialect was still a living idiom, its range of ideas
differs startlingly from that of the ver.se Gatlias.

The most characteristic conceptions of Zaratliushtra
are thrust out by those of the old Aryan nature-
worship. Apart from Ys 42, which Prof. Mills treats

as an appendix (probably enough), the name of
Zarathushtra does not appear

^
and if we give up our

claim that the Amesha Spenta were in some sense his

special creation, we might put this Gatha before the
1 See £Ri>i>

,
34 £
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Prophet’s time. It is, however, highly unlikely that

prose should appear so eai-ly, and we seem compelled

to allow the lapse of time enough to account for the

gap that separates these compositions from the Gathas

proper. Include 3’i- 42 (or its second stanza, which

alone mentions Zarathushtra), and we are in a com-

munity that worships the Prophet but ignores the

spirit of his teaching: omit it, and we see the

Mazdayasnian folk as oblivious of him as the royal

author of the Behistan Inscription. Either alternative

demands an adequate interval of time, unless perhaps

place will serve, and the seven chapters may come

from a district untouched as yet by the Reform. This

involves (1) that the dialect of the postulated district

was identical, or had been assimilated to the Gathic

in transmission, and (2) that the Ameshas are older

than the Reform and independent of it. This question

we must discuss separately. Under this heading,

then, again we have a problem of which the easiest

and simplest solution comes by way of an enlarged

time limit, though the argtiment admits of alterna-

tives. We look at the case for the tradition, and once

more we are left indecisively balancing probabilities.

Thirdly, we need time most of all for the immense
development that lies between Gathas and Yashts.

As in the Gatha Haptanghaiti, there has been here a

most marked return to the Aryan religion as it was

before the Reform, and in thought as in metre the

Yashts lie closer to Indian models than anything in

the Gathas. There is also here the decidedly later

form ofthe language. It may very possibly (see p. 28 f.

)

be connected with geographical separation. But here

there is also the certainty of later date, which has
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produced inter alia the apotheosis of Zanithushtra.

Unless we are minded to excise all references to the

Founder as belonging to another age though 0 !i the

verse test many of them must be as old as any other

part of the Yashts—we have to grant a (‘onsiderahle

period for the growth of this total revolutitai in the

conception of Zarathushtra and the religion. And if

we ask how late we may put the earliest ^'ashts, we
are met with a chorus of vetoes when we try to get

past Alexander. Are two and a half centuries long

enough to account for all these developments i 1

cannot pronounce the emphatic No. Hut I think the

considerations here advanced may make us disposed

to hear the counsel for the tradition and then bring

in a verdict of Not Proven.

On the subject of the date of the ^’ashts it is

necessary to say a little more, since their date more
or less affects the antiquity of the Gathas. I am on
this matter in complete agreement witli my friend

Prof. Jackson, who places the Yashts in the period
just before Alexander. Notices of Zarathushtra’s
successor Saena influence his decision, and the re-

markable coincidence of the Anahita \'asht with the
records of Artaxerxes Mnemon and his encouragement
of her cult. As we shall see in Lecture II., the
accounts we possess of the religious conditions of the
later Achaemenian period suit the contents of the
Yashts very closely. That the two centuries allowed
by this date give room for the Gathas is to me, as I

have said, increasingly hai’d to believe, when the two
gaps have to be allowed for— between the verse
Gathas and the Haptanghaiti, and between tliis and
the Yashts.
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There are, however, one or two other indications of

date in the Later Avesta which shonld be examined,

the more so as they affect the fundamental inquiry

as to the districts from which we may assume the

various parts of the Avesta to have come. I have

sought further the help of my friend Mr E. W.

Maunder of Greenwich Observatory, as to the data

provided by the Tishtrya Yasht.' He now raises a

difficulty affecting the latitude. The four “ Regent
”

stars, guarding the four quarters of the sky, seem to

be identifiable as Sirius (TiMrya), the Great Bear

{Hapto-irifiga), Vega {Fanant), and Fomalhaut

{Salavacm), t\\Q fir-st two being quite certain and the

last two most probable. These stars would all be

above the horizon together, and not far from it for

1 See note in ERPP, 132: it will be convenient to quote it

“ On this point, where the juithorities differ considerably, and there

is no evidence how far the opinion.-; expressed are supi)orted by

experts in a fiekl very far away from that ol the Zt'ndisl, 1 have

thought it well to consult my friend the Rev. R. Killip, F.R.A.S.,

who has kindlv secured for me a further opinion from Mr K. W.

Maunder of Clreenwich Observatory. Mr .Maunder, .assuming the

latitude 38" N. (about that of Merv) and the epoch of 400 n.c.,

says that at the moment of Sirius’ rising (K.S.K.), Fomalhaut w.as

setting (.S.W. bv S.), Vega being 18” high (N.W. by W.) and

the Ore;it Be.-ir wholly visible, with ij on the meridian, sub-pohir.

‘Reviewing the whole problem, the most st/mmrlrmi I solution would

obviously be to take the four lus Sirius, Fomalhaut, Veg.-i, and Charles’

W.ain. All four would be close to the horizon, and would In* !)0“

apart, the figure being a little slewed round with regard to the

meridian.’ Mr Maunder discusses some other stars, .and makes

some, interesting suggestions as to the possibility ot using the

legend for determining the date—a tempting line, but beyond our

limits here, 'fhe stars 1 h.ave given are the same as those for which

Geiger decides (Civilitation of the Eastern Ira)uam,i. 141), but he

puts Satavaesa in the West, wrongly interpreting the Pahlavi evi-

dence (Bartholomae).” See 3d {SBh, v. 12),
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the latitude 38° N. and the epoch 400 n.c. 'rhcy lie

about 90° apart, and when Sirius is rising they would

guard respectively the East, North, W'esi ami South.’

But Mr Maunder now notes that it seems “ very

unlikely that even in the clear air ol‘ tlie Iraniati

plateau two stars would attract attention at tlu‘

moment when both were on tlie horizon, and one of

them [Fomalhaut] was setting ;
and even if thtw were

noticed they would only be seen together for a few

moments.” “ If we take latitude 30°. then Sirius.

Fomalhaut, and Vega, and the seven stars of the

Great Bear, would be visible together at the rising of

Sirius from about 300 n.c. to 800 is.e. 'fhey would

all be above the horizon together for a considerably

longer period, but either Fomalhaut or the star at

the tip of the Bear’s tail would be getting too near

the horizon to make it likely that it would be actually

observed.” So far we are being led to seek the \'sisht

country in Arachosia, which would suit very well,

especially as it enables us to locate the Gathas in the

north, in Bactria, and the Yashts half way towards

India: their closer relation to the Vedas is noted

elsewhere.

But there are more serious difficulties to come.
The Yasht seems to point unmistakably to the period

of the heliacal rising of Sirius, tlie time when after

seventy days’ invisibility he first emerges victorious

and shines in the morning before the rising of the
Sun. But Mr Maunder notes that “when Sirius

rises heliacally the other .stars practically di.sappear.

The dawn would overcome all the fainter .stars.”

Further, for latitude 30° and 400 n.c., the heliacal
1 More exactly, S.E., N.E., N.W., and S.W.
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rising of Sirius was about July 13 : it is some three

weeks later now. “ But on the Iranian plateau,

anywhere you like to take from the Gulf of Oman to

the Caspian Sea. or further nortli to iMer\% July is

one of the driest months of the year. It is, indeed,

the beginning of the rainless season. The rains of

the whole region between the Persian Gulf and

Turkestan are -ciliter rains beginning in November.”

It seems clear that these facts knock a very .serious

hole in our interpretation of the Yasht and drive us

to find its meaning in a very different quarter.

And here my astronomer helpers are ready with

a suggestion which is little less than sensational

“Reading the Tir Yasht again, my wife and I are

greatly impressed, and the impression has grown with

every reading, that it is practically, in mythological

guise, a description of the breaking of the south-

west monsoon. But this is Indian, and does not

spread to Persia. If, therefore, Tistar means the

heliacal rising of Sirius, it would suit very well

meteorologically for tlie breaking of the monsoon in

the regions round Delhi, Ajmir, .Jaipur', and that

district.”

Did then the Tishtrya myth originate in India ?

If it did, Mr Maunders information further helps us.

“ 1 f we could go as far south as "25 degrees, then

the four chieftains would all be visible togetlier at

the rising of Sirius from about 900 b.c. as far back a.s

I have gone, which is about 1800 b.c.” Now, suppose

the myth is really Indian, and arose well back in the

second millennium. We are very short of .straw for

our bricks, but I cannot resist a tentative effort, even

if the brick is doomed to crumble under criticism.
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Might the Tishtrya myth be one relic of a prehistoric*

migration out of India backwards to the north-west,

of which the Indian gods at Boghaz-kcui (p. 5)

mark the limit ? I see no a prior/ reason why there

should not have been an ebb of tlie tide: some tril)es

after trying India for a generation or two might well

strike back for some reason or other. If sonu'thing

of this kind happened, we have an additional stimulus

for the primitive Aryan religious conditions observable

in the Yashts, and for other features in which we see

them markedly nearer Indian conditions than the

much older Gathas.^

Before I leave this astronomical speculation I

may mention that Mrs Maunder has been examining

the date of the original form of the Bundahish ' and

1 For a perhaps rather daring speculation as to the prehistoric

movements of the Aryan-speaking tribes, I may refer to my essay

referred to above (p. 5
, note). Here I have <‘Xiinune<i the

linguistic affinity of Sanskrit with tin; Wh-.st Indu.Kurope.nn

languages. The whole mass of the salam language.s cuts off .Samskrit

from them; and yet they agree in the preservation of a di.stinetion

between bhdhgh and hdg, which the sal.nn group.s confused.
Certain other affinities suggest that a Ciennanie trilu; inigratetl

very rapidly from the West, perhaps in the muldle of the .see(uid

millennium, before the Indo-European dialects wcr<- very much
differentiated, and imposed their language on a ml.tm folk in

Bactria or the neighbourhood. When the Indian .section pushed
southwards, the language of the Gathic peof)le left, behind was
gradually assimilated to the Iranian around. Tlu^ render is asked
not to judge the theory from this summary 1

2 In October 1912. In the two following months
Mrs Maunder pursues the subject, and I am very sorry that 1 cannot
stay to summarise her argument, which students of the Tarsi classics
ought to read. But I must mention that she an<l Mr Maunder,
who reinforces her argument in a letter to me, try to pnn-e that
Tistrya in the Yasht means not Sirius but the Sun. Their strongest
proof is that in the Bundahish account of the conflict with Apaosha,
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arguing for the middle of the first century A.n. I must
not stay to comment on this interesting conclusion,

which only indirectly concerns “Early Zoroastrianism."

But as I must (juote the Btmdahish often, on the as-

sumption that it contains much fairly early matter, it

is worth chronicling that an acute specialist in another

field of research sees reason to place it at this rela-

tively early epoch. With this let us pass on to another

possible ctironological datum of a difierent kind.

The nineteenth Vasht, as Darmcsteter observes,

“would serve as a short history of the Iranian

monai’chy, an abridged Shfih Nameh." If so, we
can hardly help attaching .significance of some kind

to its silences. The royal succession comes down to

Vishtaspa, and passes on immediately to Saoshyant

(who in tlie Yashts is a purely supernatural figure), to

appear in the future at the Frashokereti. It seems

fair to argue that the Yasht could hardly have omitted

the great names of Cyrus and Darius, if it was
composed in Persia several centuries after their time.

But liere as usual the a7'gumentmn e Hilcntio admits

of a good many alternatives. A section in honour of

Tishtrya is said ti) he Caiieer/* which of course no orthodox

Do^stfir could b(\ I ,'^houki have to assume tiiat the Bimdahish

source was a little mixed ** in its astronomy, unless Mrs Maimder*s

hint can he used that Sirius rose hellacally at Delhi when the

Sun was in Cancer, in the month Tir, and the breaking of the

monsoon was in suspense." That Greek writers [late, with the

doubtful exception of Arclnlochus] confuse the Dogstarand the Sun
suggests t(^ Mr Maunder that the brightest of tlie stars was regarded

as his representative. But Greek evidence, at anyrate, seems to

make tlie star name come first. In the Excursus (|>. 435 C) I suggest

that Rm was distinct from TiMrt^a and used to represent the

planet Mercury- Tlie clear slirtement of Plutarch {below, p. 402)

shows that Sirius was very prominent in the Magian system.
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Darius and his successors might even have been

suppressed under the Arsacides, more pliilhellene

than the Greeks themselves; or other causes might

be invoked to explain a loss which was so painfully

easy in centuries in which it is the survival atxl not

the disappearance of Avestan texts that nunes our

wonder. Or, again, geographical separation may be (he

key to our problem. We can hardly study the long

lists of manifestly genuine but utterly unknown names

in Yt 13 without asking whether the scene of all this

mysterious literature may not lie in some part of Iran

which has never entered the stream of history. I U're

again, then, we are making bricks without straw.

A te7'minus a quo seems to be {)res(‘nted with

considerable probability in Yt 13'", on which I may
repeat what I wrote recently in ERPP, ]>. Ill f.

“ In 1.'® we read how the Frava.shi.s cause a man to

be born who is a master in assemblies and skilU'd in

sacred lore, so that he ‘ comes away from debate
’

a victor over ‘ Gaotama.' Now Gotama, which
answers exactly to this, is a Vedic proper name, and
Bartholomae is satisfied with recognising an other-

wise unknown unbeliever. Geldner (in 1877) took
it as a common noun. But the temptation to see

here Gautama the Buddha is extremely strong.

Darmesteter says that Buddhism had e.stablishcd a
footing in Western Iran as early as the .se<;ond century
B.C. Prof. Cowell used to point out that prufua^
the cognate of the word rendered ‘debate’ just now,
was a prominent word in Buddhism.' On the same

1 But it must be noted that appears in Yi .'5'", where the
wizard A)(tya asks 99 questions ofthe holy Yoisia, which he answers

:

the wizard is an Iranian Sphinx, but rather resembles this “Ciaotema.”
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side is a concise and telling argument in Prof.

Jackson's Zoroa,s‘tc?\ p. 177 f. Accepting this view,

first suggested by Hang, we are, in Darmesteter's

opinion, brought down to the age of the Arsacid

dynasty ; but there hardly seems adequate reason for

i-ejecting the possibility that isolated missionaries of

Buddhism might have been found in Iran many
generations earlier, and I’rof. Jackson gives a good

argument for this earlier date drawn from the Yasht

itself. One might even hazard the suggestion that

the mistake by which the name of Ulautama is trans-

ferred to a man who preached Gautama's gospel, may
be due to the very butt that the preaching was thus

isolated, that Buddhism was still almost unknown.”

Prof. Jac“kson (/.c.) points out that in 1.®' of the

same Yasht mention is made of Saena, whose date

is on tlie traditional chronology 531-431 B.e. (see

above, p. 19), and who “might therefore have been

a contemporary with Buddha.” “ In the case of

Gaotoma as of Saena,” Prof. Jackson proceeds, “ the

Yasht may be alluding to one who is born after

Zarathushtra, and may be hurling anathemas against

an opposing and heretical religion (and that religion

Buddhism) which began to flourish about the .same

time as the Yasht may have been written.”

One witness from antiquity should be mentioned

before we leave the subject, especially as it might

seem to tell in favour of the Sassanian date of the

Ave.sta. In the latter half of the third century a.d.

the philosopher Porphyry writes thu.s—the original

may be seen in Jackson’s Zoroaxter, p. 243 -

Yourself, Forpliyrius, have written several criticisms upon

the book of Zoroaster, showing it to be a recent forgery
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concocted by partisans of the sect [of ihe (inosiics,

apparently] with a view to commending doctriiu's they

have set themselves to propagate as if they canu‘ from the

ancient Zoroaster.

Now of course these words would be completely

justified if, as Darmesteter asserted, the })art of the

Sassanian king Ardashir (211-241 a.d.) and his high

priest Tansar in gathering the Avestan texts was that

of composition rather than collection. And it is no

part of our case to deny that Tansar busied himself

in both ways. Porphyry is not likely to havc^ secured

first-hand witness of what happened at the court of

the Persian king ; and there would be little difficulty

in making out a plausible case for a wholesale forgery

of Zoroastrian texts in the fervour of the revival.

But the philosopher’s language suits muc‘h better

some Gnostic work, an anticipation of iVIanichean

teaching which used the hoary name of the IraTuan

Prophet after the familiar manner of pseudepigraphic

literature. Vishtaspa’s name was notoriously thus
employed. I need not further argue that even if

Porphyry was accurately recalling the literary activity

of the newly established Sassanians, which began not
long before he was born, our case for the antiquity of
the Gathas is not affected.

One more argument bearing on the date of the
Gathas remains to be mentioned. Prof. Eduard
Meyer, with Geldner’s approval, urges from tlie

appearance of Mazdaka as a proper name in Media as
early as 715 b.c. that “the Zoroastrian religion must
even then have been predominant in Media” (Geldner
in Enc. Brit.). But, as Prof. Jackson notes, the
name in question may come from TnazdJuh just as well
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as 31azddh: even in the Gathas the word is not

invariably a proper name. But there is a far stronger

piece of evidence than the name Mazdaka could

supply, even if we allowed that it is a theophoric

appellation. Prof. Hommel’s discovery of the divine

name Assara 3Iaz(ls in an Assyrian inscription of the

reign of Assur-bani-pal ^ in\'olves an antiquity for the

name Ahura Mazdah higher than any scholar could

venture to assign to Zarathushtra, whose claim to the

authorship of this characteristic title must, I fear, be

abandoned. The inscription itself is rather later than

the date of the name Mazdaka, but the archaic form

of Ahura JMazdah’s name takes us back at least into

the second millennium, and some way back. To the

phonetic indications described elsewhere* may be
added the fact that Assam 3Iazas is followed by the

seven good spirits of heaven {Igigi) and the seven

evil spirits of earth {Anunnaki). This means that

the deity has been pretty thoroughly assimilated to

Semitic condition , as we shall see when we come to

discuss the bearing of these facts on the problem of

the Amshaspands. Phonetic and historical evidence

therefore converge on the deduction that the name
Ahura 3Iazdah, in an earlier form, was in existence

long before Zarathushtra. Asura- Ahura being

already a generic name for the highe.st deities, we
have to postulate the addition of a cult epithet “ the

Wise,” attaclied to one great deity* ; some would say
^ See Proceedings of the Society for Bihlkal Arc/twologt/j 1899,

p. 132- I have to thank Dr C. H. W. Johns for the reference, the

importance of which has been largely overlooked.

Sec the detached note below, p. 422 £
^ I may meiition here a daring conjeetare of my friend Prof.

H* M. Chadwick. Starting from the fact that the. Semitists seem
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Varuna, who in the Veda forms a pair with INIitra, as

Ahura and Mithra do in the Yasht addressed to tlie

latter. Probably this took place in a very limited

circle, so that long after on the Behistan Hock .Vhura

Mazdah could be called “god of the xVryans." that is,

presumably the nobles of Aryan race living among

a people largely or mainly of a different stock,

indigenous to the country.

I pass on from what might seem to be a digression,

were it not that candour .seems to demand the

examination of an argument which ])rove.s to con-

tribute nothing reliable towards the evidence for the

antiquity of the Gathas. Wg shall not need it, I

venture to urge, after weiglung the considerations

already brought forward. The position of Cumont
must be sketched before we leave the xVvesta. One
sentence will, however, suffice for our present purpose.

“A fact which cannot to-day be contested," he
says,^ “is that Avestan Zoroastrianism, whatever its

antiquity, was not practised by all the inhabitants of
ancient Iran.” He emphasises the contrasts between
the Avestan ritual and the cultus of the Achannenian
kings, points out that Mithraism is nearer to their

religion than is the teaching of the Ave.sta, and
observes that not the Amshaspands but IMithra and
Anahita first appeared as sharers of Auramazda’s
throne and made an impression on the Gneco-Koman
very doubtful about the meaning and etymology of tln^ grc;il god
Asshur, he suggests that it may have been simply Asura adapted.
Hommel’s discovery would encourage the possibility, one vv(nd<I
think; but the Semitists must be left to deal with the sugge.stion.
If accepted, we have fresh arguments for a cultus of thi.s Aryan
deity long before Zarathushtra.

A- Textes et Monuments, p. 4.
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world. All this we shall have to meet later on, but
it may be said at once that geographical separation
will account for it quite as well as a theory that
makes the Amshaspands late. This, however, is

Darmesteter’s position, not Cumont’s, for the latter is

at pains to show (see below, p. 104 f., 430 f
) that all

six of them supplied names for the Cappadocian
Calendar some centuries b.c. If, apart from this

exception and the evidence of the Later Avesta, the
Amshaspands are invisible until the first century, it

is only because the Reform was slow in making its

way among the people of Western Iran, if indeed it

ever did so, until the Sassanian era : it seems to have
remained in the West the religion of the more intel-

lectual classes—which is extremely natural. And
when we find Cumont feeling strongly the difficulty

of postulating early date for poems so recondite and
abstract as the Gathas, is it not enough to reply tliat a
great religious genius is always far beyond his age?'

With the Avesta we must class the mass of the

* To these; notes on Prof. Chnnont’s position I ini<r!it iippeiul one
on a point Tniuh; by him in a Congress paper reported in RIJR
xxxvi. e()I. He eall.s the Avesta the work ot a closed relorniing
caste not anterior to the SiiKK.'undes—wliich for its present form
we admit. He goes on to say that the texts do not allow ns to
decide whether there wa.s a rmlimenbiry .\ve.sta in Aehaanenian
and Ansacide ages. Basil and Eznik SJiy the Magi had no Ixioks,
while Fausaiiias atlrihute.s some to tlnan. .-\re we to regard Basil*
and Ezuik as better witnesses than Hcrmippius ('rhc*remark of
Dr S. Keiiiaeh in the discu.ssion, that the fre(|ucnt comparisori of
Magi and Druids proves the former to have had no book, .strikes
me as curiously inconclusive.) After all, if Magi in certain di.stricts
did not u.«‘ a K;icred hook, it agrees with all we expect to find from
other indicatioms : elsewhere we know they had such. Prof. Cumont
indicated that a reconciliation of the data was possible.

3
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later Pahlavi literature, of which The Sacred Baokx oj

the East contains a very important selcc'tion. Since

these all fall in a late period, a millennium or more
after the date we have fixed for our lijnii. they can

of course only be used incidentally, 'riiat they can
be used at all is due to the evident fact that they
contain a large thoug^h indeterminate amount of
Avestan matter otherwise lost—some ot'it decidedly
early, as we saw above, p. 26 £ The extreme
difficulty of determining the date of the late prose
contained in the Avesta itself, which includes tlie

bulk of the Vendidad, is of course e^*en exceeded
by the problem that meets us when we try to
speculate on the antiquity of Avestan fragments
contained in Pahlavi books, or in passages written in
Pahlavi which claim to be paraphx’ased from lost
Avestan matter. The grammatical chaos which pre-
vails so often in prose parts of the Avesta, or in
what appear to be interpolations of prose inserted in
the older verse, demonstrates that tlie later Ave.stan
lalect was dead when these belated efforts at com-

position were made. They may therefore very wellbe due to the Sassanian editors themselves, to whomm any case we owe the collection and preservation of

hare dlSwe p
™ P™* ™ happen to

0fele.„=m C
on the rit S“to„Tock°“‘
for digression, but I must ie“p to reTS
-In” ‘Seon. The interpretabon of the inscriptional
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data affecting religion will come before us in the
second Lecture. The hir-reaching consequences of
the colossal achievement by which the men of the
early nineteenth century read the secret of Darius
are apparent to all students of cuneiform-written
languages to-day. The task of decipherment seems
to be finally accomplished now

; and the would-be
gleaner at Behistan, equipped as he must be with the
faculties of the Alpine climber as well as of the
scholar, has little prospect of new discoveries. There
is something specially fascinating about the one piece
of modern writing which Prof. Williams Jackson dis-

covered on the face of the Rock below the records
of Darius. The habit of courting immortality by
cutting names on rock or building or tree is attested
in papyrus letters from ancient Egypt and in too
frequent irritations of modern experience. But for

one indulgence of this kind the sternest censor will

feel nothing but sympathy. “With an iron pen
graven in the rock for ever ” may be read below the
cuneiform

H. C. RAWLINSON, iSM;

and those who can best appreciate one of the most
splendid triumphs of the brain of man will be readiest
to allow that name its right to stand there.

Upon the rest of our Iranian sources we need not
dwell, for they will come up when wanted for special

purposes. The newly discovered treasures of Turlan
lie far outside our period, but that they are eminently
relevant will be speedily realised by anyone who reads
the supplement, one quarter the size of the original
book, which Bartholomae has added to his Dictionary.
Much later still is l^irdausi’s Shah Nameh, but we
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shall find frequently that its stores of ancient Iranian

saga and folklore will help us in our study of the

origins of Zoroastrianism.

Finally we come to the Greek and Latin writers, who
afford us evidence of the utmost importance because

of the precision with which we can generally date their

information. Before Anquetil Duperron brought the

Avesta to Europe, the classical sources were naturally

almost the only evidence upon which historians of

Persian religion could rely. Thomas Hyde’s great

book, which indirectly stimulated Anquetil’s fine

ambition, was published more than two centuries ago,

but remains a valuable tool to-day because of its

treatment of material accessible before Avesta or

Inscriptions were known. A few of the most im-
portant /od dassid will be found translated and
annotated below.^ The limitations of these foreign

testimonies were easily allowed for, and I think
experience gives the inquirer a higher sense of their

value. This is especially the case with our oldest
witness, Herodotus, to whom alone I need refer in
this context. I leave to historians very cheerfully
the duty of estimating the general reliability of the
“ Father of History ”

; but I must bear my testimony
to his character as a source for the delineation of the
popular religion of Persia in the fifth century. Thirty
years ago Prof. Sayce brought out an edition of the
first three books which in many ways seemed intended
to be an up-to-date reissue of the ancient tract JDe
DXalignitate Herodoti. I am not qualified to express

1 Herodotus, i. 131-140 (p. 391 fF.)
j Plutarch, Isis and Osiris,

46 f. (p. 399 flf.) ; Strabo, xv. 3, 13 ff. (p. 407 ff.)
; Diogenes Laertius,

Procem, ad init, (p. 410 fF.).
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an opinion as to the bulk of the Professor’s strictures,

which range over a large proportion of the field ap-

propriated by one of the most encylopjedic Orientalists

of our time. But in the corner of that field in which I

have tried to work I have found that a generation of

research has antiquated not the ancient historian but

his modern annotator. Some of the grounds of this

opinion will, I hope, make themselves apparent in the

later pages of this volume.^

Our survey needs only to be completed by a bare

reference to epigraphic sources to which reference

will occasionally be made. A rescript of Darius
comes to us in Greek, and a long inscription from
King Antiochus of Commagene (first century b.c.).^

Coins of the Indo-Scythian kings, in Greek letters,

afford some important indirect evidence that we shall

have to weigh. And there are the monuments of
Mithraism, scattered all over Europe, which will be
borne in mind during sundry parts of our inquiry,

although we shall shortly realise that their direct

connexion with the subject is but small. I have by
no means exhausted the list of sources which we shall

have to study, but I have said enough to prepare for

the investigations that will follow.

1 I need hardly say that I do not suggest the indiscriminate

acceptance of Persian material in Herodotus. He could make
Darius, for instance, tfilk Greek in more senses than one (e.g. in.

72). But the line is generally easy to draw.
2 The text of the “(jadatas” imserlption of Darius may be seen

with Dittenberger’s notes in his S^lloge In.imjitionum (Invcarum,

1-4 (No. 2). Those on the monument of Antiochus of Commagene
are in the same great cpigraphist’s Orimlis Gneci Inscriptioms

Selectee, 591 ft- (No.s. .S83-401). The religious importance of the
Antiochus inscriptions is discussed below, p. 106' f.



LECTURE II

BEFOUE ZARATHUSHTEA

The Persian—zealous to reject

Altar and image^ and the inclusive walls

And roofs of temples built by human hands

—

To loftiest heights ascending^, from their tops^

With myrtle-wreathed tiara on his brow.

Presented sacrifice to moon and stars,

And to the winds and mother elements,

And the whole circle of the heavens, for him
A sensitive existence, and a God,

With lifted hands invoked, and songs of praise.

Wordsworth, The Excuf'smiy book iv.

We are not ready yet to study the personality and
the work of the thinker and prophet whose name
gives us our subject. It is never possible to under-

stand a religious reform without first understanding

that which was reformed. So I must prepare the way
further for Zarathushtra by investigating the beliefs

and practices of the people to whom he came. It in-

volves anticipating some subjects the proper place for

which will come later on, but I must repeat my assump-
tion that the foundations and framework of the Zoro-
astrian system are known. I am not, as I said before,

attempting a complete exposition of Zoroastrianism
as it stands, but inquiring into its origin, growth, and
essential character

; and for this purpose the order I am
adopting seems least open to practical disadvantage.

38
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There are, as I read the history, two main strands

in the rope, apart from that which Zarathushtra

himself supplies. One of these will form the subject

of inquiry when we have examined the history and
teaching of the Prophet himself; for it seems fairly

certain that it was outside his own knowledge, though
in existence before his time. The work of the Maei,
as we shall see, was to build on Zarathushtra’s

foundation a superstructure which (to put it very
moderately) was not in all respects after Zarathushtra’s

style. The question before us now is the religious

position of the people to whom he came, ^^’hat

were the beliefs which he inherited, which he had to

accept, to adapt, or to reject ? Our evidence for this

inquiry will be of very varied character. We examine
by the comparative metliod the prehistoric conditions

of the Aryan-speaking tribes before their division

into Indian and Iranian as indicated in Lecture I.

We pursue our researches into the period of the
Achffimenian kings in Persia, and from their monu-
ments and the works of the Greek Iiistorians, especially

Herodotus, we try to picture the religion of the court

and of the people.

The first question which should be settled is that

concerning the religion of the early Acluumenian
kings. The debate on this famous problem is perhaps
not likely to be closed with any decisiveness, the data
being curiously ambiguous. I cannot present the
material here, but it is really unnecessary, as it has

been done so well by experts who (for once) do not
require us to go outside English. Indeed, there is

a penny pamphlet by Bishop Casartelli which supplies

all the quotations that are really germane to the
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subject, with the comments of a scholar who carries

the utmost weight,^ Of a more technical character

is the very full discussion by Prof. Williams Jackson

and Dr L. H. Gray.” Dr Gray gives us a careful

summary in his excellent article on the Ach^menians.®

With researches of outstanding importance available

for every reader, I may content myself with merely

stating my own view and offering a few comments.

We begin with Cyrus. His position might seem

to be removed from the range of discussion by the

summary dictum of Prof. Eduard Meyer that “it

cannot be doubted by any unprejudiced mind that

Cyrus was a Zoroastrian.” ^ It will be seen from his

words quoted below that this is mainly an inference

from the Zoroastrianism of Darius, which Meyer
asserts is patent from every word of his Inscription.

The specialists are by no means so clear about Darius,

and in the case of Cyrus it is hardly too much to say

that the “prejudice” which Meyer’s dictum implies

in any who question it seems to have afflicted them
with distressing uniformity. Dr L. H. Gray remarks

that “ there is no evidence whatever to show that he

was a Zoroastrian.” Dr Casartelli records the doubt
whether Cyrus was an “ Auramazdean ” like Darius,

since

—

The Assyrian cuneiform inscriptions of that famous
conqueror portray him rather as a polytheist, inasmuch as

he proclaims himself to the Babylonians the servant and

^ The Helicon of the Great Kings (Catholic Truth Society).

2 Journal of the American Oriental Society, saa.. (190I), p. 164-184.
3 i. 69-72 (1908).

^ Enc. Brit., xxi. 205 : cf. Gesch. d. Alt., iii. 21 (" . . . wird, wer die
Sachlage besonnen uberlegt, nicht bezweifeln; sonst tniisste die

Religion bei Darius als Neuerung auftreten ”).
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the worshipper of the Assyrio-Babylonian gods. . . . This

—it may at least be supposed—was done in order to please

his new subjects, and to gain the favour of the powerful

sacerdotal body.

That Meyer’s ipse dixit in itself would be accepted

more readily than almost anyone’s is undeniable, and

in questioning it here I am rather denying than yield-

ing to a “prejudice.” We have nothing whatever

from Cyrus’s own hand which could possibly bear

on the question, except the “ Cylinder Inscription
”

with its profession of loyalty to Marduk, and the

rescript in Ezra (1*'®) where he declares that

Yahweh is God. I do not draw the conclusion that

Cyrus was a polytheist, for Darius, the fervent wor-

shipper of Mazdah, makes the like concessions to his

foreign subjects ; but they will hardly be claimed

as evidence that lie really adored only the deity

who is not mentioned ! Of course, in the absence of

Old Persian inscriptions from him,^ the silence about

Mazdah is intelligible enough. But it will not do for

us to compensate for the silence by a mere “ doubt-

less,” which is all too often the cloak for a total

absence of evidence. We have in fact only two
sources of information to eke out Meyer’s not very

conclusive argument about the improbability that

Darius was an innovator. We turn naturally to the

Cylinder for what it may give us, which certainly is

very little indeed.^ The one conspicuous point we

^ The Murn^Iiab iuHcription am Cyrus the the

AchcemeTiiaD ”) will not help us—even if it were quite certain

that it does not belong to Cyrus the Younger, who might be

'^^ayaOiya in tin* same sense as Darius’s ancestors liad the title.

- C. J, Bally JjigM from the East^ p. 224* £, translates the

inscription. A microscopic criticism might note that Cyrus is
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observe is the relation in which the great king stands

to Marduk of Babylon. The theory of local divinities

could not be more emphatically stated. Mai’duk is

angry because Nabonidus, anxious to make Marduk

supreme, had removed the shrines and images of the

local deities to Babylon, which was his own locality.

They in turn are angry at being removed away from

their own place. So Cyrus, restoring all to their

homes, and establishing Marduk as lord in Babylon,

supreme because Babylon itself had such primacy,

enjoys the favour of all the gods alike.

Dr Gray seeks for material in the Cyropcedia of

Xenophon, and very acutely points out^ that its

subtle coincidences with our Iranian evidence make
its testimony much less negligible than it is usually

supposed to be. I think he makes a strong case, but

that he has omitted to show how Xenophon bridged

the gulf of a century and a half between Cyrus and

his own Persian travels. When, on the strength of

Xenophon’s evidence, which Dr Gi’ay thinks the most

reliable we have, the religion of Cyrus is inferred to

be nearest to that set forth in the Later Avesta, we
note the proof as striking and helpful, but for the

religion of Artaxerxes Mnemon rather than that of

Cyrus. If we regard Cyrus as probably a Mazdean
—^not a Zoroastrian, however—it will be because

Ahura Mazdah was “god of the Aryans ” (p. 32), and
Cyrus belonged to an eminently Aryan clan. If it

again and again “ King of the Four Regions ” (N., S., E., W.),

which is an obvious contrast to the Seven KarSvars of the Later

Avestan. But of course Cyrus (or his Babylonian secretary) uses

the idioms as well as the language of Babylon.
1 ERE,i. 70.
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was possible to be a Mazdean without ever having
heard of Zarathushtra, we have nothing left as proof,

and next to nothing amounting to a presumption, that

Cyrus had come in contact with the Reform. His
creed was more probably the popular Iranian nature-

worship described so accurately by Herodotus in the
locus classicus we shall be taking up presently. In
many particulars its elemental worship would agree

sufficiently with Babylonian and Elamite ; and “ the

God of heaven” in the Ezra rescript suits his own
religious phraseology perfectly, especially if his chief

god was Diyaus, the sky.^ Since he and his ances-

tors ruled in a country which was not Iranian, we
naturally expect to find non-Aryan traits in any
account of him and his ideas.

One solitary scrap of evidence in favour of Cyrus’s

connexion with Zoroastrianism I am bound to present
before I leave him, and I believe the point— nafea?

quantum !—is new. He called his daughter Atossa,
which is identified with the Avestan Hutaosd. This
was the name of Vishtaspa’s queen

; and of course
the name of Vishtaspa himself, Zarathushtra’s royal
patron, was perpetuated in the Achiemenian femily,

in Hystaspes the fatlier of Darius. I do not think
the double coincidence can be accidental. How much
does it prove? We will return to this when we
come to Darius, from whom we are detained for a
moment by the intervention of Cambyses. It seems
almost grotesque to discuss the religion of one whom
only the accident of birth and time rescued from
segregation as a criminal lunatic. But maniac though
he was, we should expect him to be restrained by

^ Oil this see below, pp. 60 S91 £
'
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superstition; and it is therefore significant that he

had no fear of the wrath of the sacred element when
he burnt the corpse of Amasis.^ This fact may-

be put with similar notes from the life of Xerxes,

and with the well-known argument from the burial

of the Achasmenian kings, to show that the Magi
had not yet come upon the scene: for all this see

p. 215 f. The other fact about Cambyses’ religion

is the Egyptian text, quoted by Dr Gray, which
shows him worshipping the goddess Xeit at Sais, as

Darius did after him. He acted presumably from a

very real fear of the possible consequences of offending

the local gods in foreign countries, where omne ignotum
pro magnifico probably counted more heavily than the
politic motives which preponderated with statesmen
like Cyrus and Darius.

Before we pass on to consider the religion of
Darius, a man for whom religion was obviously a
very real experience, we may look into some questions
concerning the Acheemenians in general. I quoted
just now what seems to be Prof. E. Meyer’s one
reason for regarding Cyrus as a Zoroastrian—his

unwillingness to make Darius an innovator. It is

important, therefore, to notice considerations leading
us to postulate a rather marked difference between the
two branches of the Haxamanisiya clan. Cyrus was
king in Elam, while Darius expressly claims that his

ancestors were “royal” from Achaemenes down, and
possessed “ this kingdom which Gaumata the Magian
took from Cambyses . . . both Persia and Media and
the other provinces” {Bh i. 12). Media at any rate was
not ruled by Achaemenians before Cyrus

; but Persia
^ Herodotus, iii. l6.
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may well have been. Cyrus reigned over a people

among whom Aryans were at best a small minority/

but his own Aryan descent '^

is emphatically endorsed

by the statement of Darius that he was “of our

family” {Bh i. 10), that is, the Achfcmenian. Accord-

ing to the Assyrian inscription of Cyrus, he was son of
“ King Cambyses of the city Ansan,” who w'as son of

Cyrus, son of Teispes, both also Kings of Ansan.

This makes Hystaspes, Darius’s father, third cousin

to Cyrus, Teispes {CaiSpis) being a common ancestor.

If we are to take Darius literally, we can make him
“ninth” in royalty by counting the royal line of

Ansan from Aclnemenes to Cyrus, fifth in succession,

and then adding the (younger ?) branch Ariaramnes,

Arsames, Hystaspes, Darius. I’he difficulty is that

neither Hystaspes nor his father and grandfather are

ever called kings. If they exercised any kind of

royalty, it must have been in some other province,

such as Parthia, where Hystaspes wins a victory for

Darius in Bh ii. 16. It may be noticed that Darius

1 Compare E. Meyer's statement {Fmc, xxi. 203) that the

kings of the Mitanni on the Euphrates bore Iranian names, but
ruled over people s|)caking non-Iranian language. Meyeiv by the

way, makes tlie Medes Iranian : they reached W. Iran before

900 B.C.

- The names Kurus and Kambujiya are of disputed etymology,

but there is no reason whatever to doubt their being Aryan. I do not

think there !ias been any suggestion more attractive than that made
long ago by vSpiegel (Alfpers. Keiimsck,% 96)

that they attach them-
selves to Skt Kitru and Karnboja, originally Aryan heroes of fable,

whose n;unes were naturally revived in a royal house. Spiegel

thinks tliat the myths about Cyrus may have onginated in confusion

between the historical and the mythical heroes, (Kambaja is a

geographical name, and so is Kuru often: hence their appearance
in Iranian similarly to-day as Kur and KamoJ.)
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does not say his ancestors were “ Great Kings ” like

himself, or the ancestors of Cyrus in the latter’s

inscription above referred to (quoted from Spiegel,

op. cit. 84). A more local sovranty will satisfy his

words.

Suppose, then, that Darius’s branch of the femily

were chieftains in Parthia, where Hystaspes is found

after his son had won the supreme throne. We
remembei-, of course, that Herodotus tells us that he
was vTrap)(os in Persia. If we had to choose between
Herodotus and the Behistan record, the Greek historian

must naturally yield. But there is no real difficulty,

for when Darius was once on the throne his satraps

could be moved very easily, and he would naturally

wish to have his father nearer to his own court. But
when it was a matter of quelling a serious rebellion,

probably among the subject population, there would
be obvious advantages in sending Hystaspes to a

country over which he and his ancestors had ruled.

On this conjecture, then, Parthia becomes an earlier

settlement of the conquering Aryan invaders, from
which a prince of the Achsemenian house, Cyrus’s

ancestor, went on to conquer Elam.
Now Parthia is exactly the district in which we

should expect to find the earliest traces of Zoro-
astrianism proper. Lying east of “Zoroastrian
Ragha,” on the way towards Bactria, it suits equally

well both the possible theories of Zarathushtra’s sphere
of teaching. He or his successors must have preached
to the Parthians as soon as the Religion began to
extend beyond its original home, whichever of the
two centres may claim it. And this brings us to the
remarkable coincidence noted above, in the recurrence
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of tlic iKUnes of \’ishtaspa and his queen Hutaosa

in the father of Darius and the daughter of Cyrus.

Antiquity even tended to confuse tiie two royal

\’’i.shtaspas. which may be taken as a slight indication

that the name was not common. The repetition of

this very significant name in the family of a monarch

wliose Zoroastrian faith is attested by many lines of

evidence, as we shall sliow, is by itself suggestive.

Hut of course, if Vishtaspa’s name is significant for

Darius’s branch of the Achannenians, Hutaosa's must

be ecpially significant for that of Cyrus. 'Fhe names

must at least prove, I think, that the memory of

the great king was kept alive in both branches

of the family ; nor is it unlikely that it was cherished

on religious as well as on secular grounds. But

when we remember how quickly after Zarathushtra’s

time all but the most superficial features of his

teaching were practically lost, and only rediscox'^ered

in an esoteric circle by the preservation of the

Clathas in worship— a subject which will come before

us in I.ecture III.—we realise that to prove Cyrus

a Zoroastrian in any cflective sense demands evidence

that his ancestors had maintained the traditional

lore in a (S)untry wdiere the religion of the people

was wdiolly alien in spirit, and in the face of a

powerful tendency, observable in all the metrical

I^ater Avesta itself, to fall back upon the old Iranian

nature-worship. As a great champion of JVIazdah-

worship \hshtaspa might well be commemorated

in Cyrus’s family ; but there is complete absence of

proof that for Cyrus Ms name signified more than

this, which we have seen to be on other grounds

very probable.
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This brings us to ask what tests we shouki apply to

determine the presence of elements due to Xarathush-

tra’s Reform. We saw in the last Lecture that the

woi’ship of Ahura Mazdah must be abandoned for this

purpose, however reluctantly, since there is ca>nciusivc

reason to believe that he was adored in a trii)c which

could contribute to the Assyrian pantheon centuries

before the earliest possible epoch for Zaratlmshtra'.s

mission. The sacrifice of this test is a most serious

complication in our problem, and may even preclude

the possibility of any really deci.sive solution. But in

the case of Darius we have really strong evidence to

support the conclusion of Prof. Geldner that “ Darius

and his successors were witliout doubt devoted adher-

ents of Zoroastrianism.”^ Meyer’s difHculty as to a

religious innovation is met by E. W. West’s proof

that Darius probably reformed the Calendar in a

Zoroastrian direction ; see AR'jE', xlvii. pp. xliii xlvii.

That Darius was a fervent w'orshi})pcr of Auramazda

may not prove* Zarathushtra’s influenc^e, but it is of

course consistent with it. But what of his failure to

mention Zarathushtra himself, Angra Mainyu, and the

Amesha Spenta? The first omission is intelligible

enough, if the Prophet was a figure of the distant

past, but not yet elevated (by Magian theology) into

a supernatural being. Taking the Gathas as generally

representative of Darius’s religion, we might fairly

say that the omission is no stranger than that of Paul’s

name would be in a historical rescript by some pious

medieval king, perpetually ascribing his triumphs to

the grace of “ God and Our Lady,” but silent about

the Apostles, to whose writings he would of course

1 Enc. Brit, Zoroaster/'
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attribute the whole of his religious belief.^ As to

the absence of Angra Mainyu, the usual answer is

probably sufficient, that the spirit of Zarathushtra’s

doctrine is adequately reproduced by the frequent

mention of “ the Lie ” (drattga), which appears in the

Avesta as draoga, and (in a different flexion) as Bruj.
Now, as we shall see later on, it is actually not true

that Angra Mainyu was Zarathushtra’s name for the

Evil Spirit. The combination oialy occurs once in the

Gathas (E? 45^, see pp. 185 f., 370), and it is there no
more a proper name than is the corresponding English
when Milton calls Satan “ Enemy of God and man.”
The name for the Evil Spirit in the Gathas is nearly

twenty times Drii/j, “ the Lie.” I point out (below,

p. 136) that the Later Avestan transference of this

casual appellation, which thus became a proper name,
is really the work of the Magi, and very possibly de-

pends upon an association of the two words “ enemy ”

and “ liar,” which actually occurs in Darius’s inscrip-

tion. That being so, we can see that the king’s

language is most remarkably in accord with the

1 My parallel does not convince Dr Casartelli, who writes (May 4
,

1913): “Don’t you think the omission of Z.’s name in the Royal
Inscription a much more extraordinary one than that of Paul (or

Peter for the matter of that) in a medieval text ? Would it not
be nearer to the entire omission of the name of Buddha in Asoka’s
Inscriptions, or of Mohammed in Islamitic ones ? ” I must naturally

lay some weight on my doctrine that in Darius’s day the more
abstruse features of Zarathushtra’s teaching—such as his personal

relation to his followers at the Last Day—had been dimmed by
time. And the practical apotheosis of the Prophet, which seems
necessary for Dr Casartelli’s comparisons, was on my theory entirely

the work of the Magi, and later than Darius. Nor is Zarathushtra’s

absence more remarkable than it is in the Haptanghaiti, if we take
the one occurrence as a later addition.

4
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Gathas, since every form of evil reduces ilst'lf to this

one term. Every rebel chief “ lies,” not merely when
like Gaumata he personates a meinhcr of the* royal

house, but when he simply leads the native population

in an effort to shake off the Aciuemenian yoke*. 'Flu;

objection accordingly turns to a positive argument
in favour of Darius’s acceptance of Zarathushtra's

theology.

The one really serious omission having thus ex-

plained itself, we need not trouble very much over
the absence of the Amshaspands from Dariu.s's great
Inscription. We shall be seeing later on (p. 4:U f.)

that the Parsi Calendar is traced on strong c\ idt‘nce to

Darius, and that the present names of the months
therein bear very strong marks of his hand. I f this

is true, these most characteristic of Zarathushtra’s
concepts were exceedingly familiar to Darius, and
their absence from State documents needs no elaborate
explanation. But indeed there are not wanting fairly

close parallels to ideas included within this innermost
circle of Zarathushtra’s thought. 'Fhus the recurrent
vaSnd, AuTcvniazdoJid (forty-one times in Darius's in-

scriptions), “by grace or mil of Auramazda,” difl’er.s

little from Vohu Manah in such pas.sages as I'v.'f.'F®,

'oohu uxsya nananha . . . tarium, “ bless my body by
the Good Mind.” When Darius says {Uh i. 5}
jd.uTamazda TtianCt Jrabcira, Auramazxla
gave me the kingdom,” he means a kingdom of
this world; but the two worlds were in the Persian
mind so closely parallel that the of Auramazda
would be a necessary corollary to that of his earthly
vieegerent. Then we might say that MijutiH, “wel-
fare, which in the recurrent formula Auramazda
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“made for man,” is not far away from Haurvatat,

the Amesha. Tliat the conception of Truth was

supreme in Persian ethics needs no proof ;
and Asha

included this as its primary element, as Plutarch’s

rendering 'A\>i6eia illustrates, and the fact that Asha

is the avTiTe-^voi of the Druj. So if the Amesha

were not formally present, the ideas which lay behind

them as divine attributes were not far away. We
may add the recently restored a?'si.(lm in JBh. iv. 13,

conjectured by Foy and then read by Jackson on the

Rock : this is an abstract word (for cirMatam), “ up-

rightness,” almost exactly identical with the Avestan

yazata, closely akin to the Amesha in character,

ArMat (
- arSta-tM), to which it answers like iuventa

to iurcnfns in r./atin. Less significant, but not quite

negligible, is tlie occurrence in the Inscription of

one Avestan fiend, that of Drought {DuUyard, Av.

J^u&yfih'yd, qs. ’^'Sucrmpla). Dr Gray notes also the

mention of the other great affliction of the agri-

culturist, the nomad “horde” (O.P. haind, Av.

hacml), associated with Drought in both texts.

The negative argument for Darius’s Zoroastrian

position may be noted before we begin to face the

arguments con. Daiius is of course no monotheist

in the strict sense of the word—any more than the

pre-prophetic Israelites, who regarded Yahweh as

supreme, but believed the gods of the nations to be

regnant powers in their own lands. Darius acknow-

ledges occasionally the help of Auramazda “and the

other gods that exist ” {uta aniya bagfiha tyaiy hantiy),^

or A. J/. hada viOaibis or vi&ibi$ bagaibis,^ “with all

the gods ” or “ with the elan gods ”
: which of the two

^ Bh al. ^ Bar. Pers. d^.
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readings must be taken we cannot determine finally.

The meaning of baga comes out well in the Persepolis

inscription of Artaxerxes III. (Ochus), where we find

mam Auj'amazda utd JMPBra haga pdtuv, “may A. M.

and the haga Mithra protect me.” Now Auramazda

is maBiUa bagdndm^ “greatest of bagas” and in the oft-

repeated creed of Darius and his successors^ he is

expressly baga vazarka, just as Darius himself is

XSd.ya6iya vazarka. But it looks as if even in the

days of Artaxerxes III. the godhead of Auramazda
was so high above that of the “ other gods ” that he

and Mithra would never be called bagdka conjointly,

any more than the “ Great King ” would have shared

the title with the inferior kings who are

implied in the title x^dyaOiya We
have therefoi’e a subordination of other divinities

as emphatic as in the Gathas themselves
;
and the

6eoj Qem is the same as in Zarathushtra’s preaching.

So near an approach to monotheism we can hardly

trace to coincidence ; and, in spite of many difficulties,

it seems best to regard Zarathushtra as the ultimate

author of the creed which so obviously comes from
Darius’s heart of hearts on the columns of triumphant

exultation at Behistan.

So we may turn to the difficulties. These are

forcibly put by Dr Gray, in his summary of the

evidence from non-Iranian texts {op. cit. p. 180, and the

more recent article in ERE, i. 69-73). Darius speaks

{Bh i. 14) of the “places of worship” {dyadand) which
he restored after Gaumata the Magian had destroyed

1 Bartholomae {AirWb, 292 f.) points out the parallel mazisto

vazatanqmm. Yt 17^®.

2 See p. 12S below.
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sharply chides a satrap for violating the sanctity of a

precinct of Apollo, ayvowv efiwv irpoyovwv eh Tov Qeov [I'joi/)/,

o? TLeparaii elire [7rair]a[i'] OT|Oe/ce[i]a[i']. Dittenbei’ger,

whose supplements are printed here, understands the

“ ancestors ” to be his predecessors Cyrus and

Cambyses. Darius tells Gadatas ^ that he was mis-

representing him to Apollo’s worshippers

—

t^v vTr'ep

6eu>v fiov SiaOecrtv acpavl^et?. Here Dr Gray finds an almost

“polytheistic” tone. But in an inscription found

between Tralles and Magnesia, concerning (surely ?) a

Greek god whose oracles, like those of Delphi, had

been valued by Persian kings, we must expect to

meet with language adapted to Greek conditions.

Finally, Dr Gray quotes an Egyptian inscription in

which Darius calls himself son of the goddess Neit,

to whose special favour he owes his victory.

These quotations, we may readily concede, show
that Darius was no fanatic. His religious position

was remarkably like that of King David, whose

passionate devotion to Yahweh proved perfectly

consistent with a conviction that leaving Yahweh’s

land involved entering the service of “other gods”

(1 Sam. 26^®)
; or, again, that of Elisha, who seems

to have acquiesced in Naaman’s belief that he could

only raise an altar to Yahweh on soil brought from
Palestine. In foreign lands, therefore, the king must
propitiate the gods of the soil, just as the Assyrians

provided for the return of a native priest to teach
“ the manner of the god of the land ” to their colonists

whom they had planted in Samaria (2 Kings 17^® fif.).

A ccording to ancient ideas there was quite as much
real belief as there was “ political shrewdness ” in

^ Who was surely not a Greek/' as Dr Gray calls him*
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the action of Darius, Cyrus, and Cambyses towards

foreign deities. Even Jews were practising a much
more remarkable tolerance, as the new Aramaic

papyri from Elephantine have shown us lately.

Moreover, in any case we have no reason to credit

Darius with the whole creed of the Gathas. He was

probably further removed from Zarathushtra’s day

than was the Gatha Haptanghaiti ; but he is a better

Zoroastrian than the authors of those prayers, on any

showing, and less of a polytheist.

One point of interest made by Dr Gray seems to

tell distinctly against his general thesis. He tells us

that whereas the Old Persian inseriptions, like the

Avesta,^ have the word “ Lie ” only in the singular,

and in this are supported by the New Susian version,

the Babylonian version “ uses the plural of the con-e-

sponding parsu ‘ Lie ’ in the two passages in which

the word occurs,” especially Bk i. 10, “the Lie

became rife in the land.” He infers very naturally

that “ the usage would seem to bespeak personifica-

tion among the Persians, but not among the Baby-

lonians ”—who were thus, in fact, no Zoroastrians like

the former.

To the objections raised by Dr Gray—with de-

cidedly less emphasis, if I understand him rightly, in

his newest article (in ERE, i.)—may be added one

from Bishop Casartelli’s pamphlet. Dr Casartelli

presses the argument from the silence of Behistan as

to Zarathushtra himself and Angra Mainyu, and

declares himself unsatisfied with any of the “ several

ingenious solutions ” which have been proposed for

the problem of the differences between Behistan and

1
[
F^] 24*^^ is noted as no real exception, being late.
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the Avesta. The resemblances which I have tried

to bring out seem to me so striking that I feel bound
to add to the tale of attempted solutions, and cherish

the fond hope that my learned friend may find it a

less “rash theory ’’than its predecessors. He has a

further difficulty in the silence of the A vesta about

the Achfemenian kings, and the substitution of other-

great dynasties, Peshdadian and Kayanian, which are

unknown to history. Can we meet this by urging

(1) that the Avestan country is far away from those

which enter the range of external history, and (2)

that if (for instance) Achsemenian kings were praised

in the Farvardin Yasht, there was no guarantee that

the philhellene Arsacides would encourage the sur-

vival of those sections? The harmless prehistoric

monarchs had the best chance of this immortality.

After much hesitation, therefore, and I frankly

confess not a few pendulum swings from one side to

the other, I give my vote Aye when the question is

put whether Zarathushtra comes into Darius’s spiritual

ancestry. I have given away, in deference toHommel’s
inscription, the one evidence that would be absolutely

decisive—Zarathushtra’s authorship of the cult title

Mazdah. But though the other arguments could be
countered severally with good replies, I think the
balance turns in favour of the affirmative, and I accept
it with the modifications already given.

Finally, we have to ask what were the religious

beliefs of Xerxes. The inquiry may be suspended
here, since we have nothing whatever to discuss in
the history of Artaxerxes Longimanus or Darius II.,

except the popular religion as observed by Herodotus
in his travels during this period. Xerxes is almost
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as grievous a stumbling-block to defenders of the

hereditary principle in absolute monarchy as Cambyses

himself, and he lacks the excuse of insanity. Religion

meant much less to him than to his great father, and

we should naturally expect to find in his ideas an

eclipse of the ethical theology of the Gathas and

Darius, and a recrudescence of the popular Aryan

superstitions. Herodotus (vii. 114) has a very in-

structive story, which {pace Dr Gray) I find entirely

credible. Coming to a place called Nine Ways, the

Magi buried alive nine boys and girls of the place.

(The Magi at least are the subject of the preceding

sentence, and it seems most natural to understand

Herodotus to implicate them here—of course wrongly

—as the agents of the king’s superstition.) The

historian goes on to observe

—

“To bury alive is a Persian custom, for I learn that Amestris,

the wife of Xerxes, when she grew old, buried fourteen children

of distinguished Persians, endeavouring to propitiate on her own

account the god who is said to dwell beneath the earth.” ^

There are many other evidences that the Magi had

not yet begun to push their propaganda against burial,

and the idea that the Earth-spirit would be offended

never entered, it is plain, minds wholly impervious

to more important considerations. There are two or

three instructive (and very horrible) pages in Prof.

Jackson’s Persia Past and Present (pp. 271--3), deal-

ing with the barbarous punishments still inflicted in

Persia. One of these, the plastering up of the victim

in gypsum, with face exposed, and leaving him to die

as a pillar by the roadside, is in principle not unlike

1 The significance of this extremely interesting appellation will

be considered in Lecture IV. (p. 128 f.).
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what Herodotus describes as TLepcriKov long ago. And,
as Prof. Jackson’s informant observed in reporting

another horror, h'dji hamin ast, “ Persia is always the

same”! Perhaps the well-known humanity of Russian

manners will effect the needed change in the un-

willing pupil!

Two other hints are extracted by Dr Gray from
the seventh book of Herodotus. Xerxes on arriving

at the Hellespont sacrificed 1000 cows (/3o!/? tj?

’AQrivalt] rrj 'IXtaSi, while the Magi poured libations to the

heroes : it is added that a panic fell on the host because

these things had been done at night.^ Dr Gray re-

stricts his citation to the point about the “ 1000 oxen
[sic]” and the correspondence with Yt 5“^ (etc.), where
the sacrifice to Anahita is 100 male horses, 1000 oxen
(or cows), and 10,000 sheep. The suggestion that this

is an early notice of the Anahita cult is very interest-

ing, but the concomitants are unexplained, and we
cannot be sure that the notice, like the regular appear-
ance of the Magi, is not an anachronism transferred

from a later time. Still, there is no serious difficulty

in believing that the cult had already begun to make
its way.® It is further stated that Xerxes poured a
libation into the sea and prayed to the rising sun
(vii. 54). I see no necessity to bring in Mithra here,

as Dr Gray does : the Sun was a yazata on his own

^ This was a rather definite lapse into the daevayasTia : see the
note below (p. 129

)
on nocturnal sacrificing of cattle as condemned

in the Gathas. If the notice of Herodotus (vii. 43) is sound, we
must suppose that the spirit of the Reform had in this respect pene-
trated the soldiery. But I should hardly care to trust the detail :

it is enough to assume that Herodotus had heard of the existence
of orthodox objections to sacrifices by night.

2 See on this subject, p. 238 f.
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account from of old. The libation probably agrees

only by accident with Magian doctrine {p. 216 below).

It was hardly Persian, for Aryan worship only con-

cerned the waters that nurtured plant life. But the

sea had given Xerxes trouble before, and propitia-

tion would be politic now, even if it belonged to

the Daevas. Dr Gray finally cites vii. 40, where the

chariot of Xerxes follows “the sacred chaxiot of

Zeus,” drawn by eight white horses, whose driver

went on foot, “ for no man ascends this thi*one.” I

am myself inclined to recognise here, not JMazdah, to

whom the symbolism is not specially appropriate, but

the popular Sky-god to whom w'e shall be tui-ning our

attention presently. The general impression made
by these notices is that if the religion of Darius
suggests the Gathas of Zarathushtra, that of his son
has its affinities in the “ Seven-chapter Gatha ” which
marked the relapse into the old nature-worship.

Everything we know of Xerxes makes us feel that

it would suit him better.

Let us turn now to the popular religion of Persia,

as described for us with convincing and detailed

accuracy by Herodotus. The loma clamcus is trans-

lated and annotated in the appendices, and I need
only call attention to a few outstanding features.

First let me call attention to its omissions. Without
over-pressing the argmienktm ex dlentio, we can
assert positively enough that Herodotus never met
with the name of Angra Mainyu, nor heard of the
Prophet Zarathushtra. I have been explaining away
Darius’s silence about the Prophet, and noting that
the absence of Angra does not need to be explained.
But it really passes all probability that a writer like
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Herodotus should omit so interesting a figure as

Zoroaster’s if he ever heard of it. I think his silence

must at least mean that his knowledge came from strata

wholly untouched by Zarathushtra’s teaching. So

abstract and esoteric a doctrine was never likely to

win popularity ; and if it was really known to Darius,

the extent to which it spread beyond the royal circle

must have been limited to a very few of its easiest

conceptions. It was the Magi who popularised it by

refraction, as we shall see. Ahura Mazdah himself

is described on the Susian version of the Behistan

Inscription as “ god of the Aryans,” and this probably

gives us the estimate of the people in general. The
“Aryans” in this context may well be simply the

nobles, who had taken up the new cult, while the

mass of their kin of lower rank continued to worship

the old elemental daiviis, with the Sky-god at their

head. It will be remembered that the ’Api^avrol were

only one of the six tribes of the Medes in Hdt. i. 101

:

there may have been other Aryans among these

Median tribes, and the Persian ariyazantava would
not be identical with the Median in their beliefs, if

a new religion had made its way into Persia first.

In the description which the historian gives of the

Persian religion the central feature is the worship of

the ovpavov upon mountain-tops. 1 have tried

to prove in my note on the passage (p. 391-3) that
“ Zeus ” here is not the Greek divine name transferred

to the chief deity of another country—as we have

Zeus Oromazdes in Commagene and Zeus Ammon
in Egypt,—but the old South Indo-European deity of

the Sky, the Indian I)yau^,who&e name in Old Persian,

especially in the accusative, genitive, and locative cases.
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would sound to a Greek very much like the name of

his own Zeus. It is more than doubtful whether an

elemental character can be assigned to Ahura Mazdah,

even in the pre-Reformation age. It is true that

Prof. Cumont claims for him in the Avesta itself

“traces of his original character ... as the god

of the bright sky.”^ But against this we may set

Dr Hans Reichelt’s comment" on Yt 13®: “Ahura
Mazdah is the Varuna of Aryan times, the god of

the night-heaven.” And for this it may be pleaded

that in the Later Avesta the old Aryan pair survives

as Midra Ahura,

^

a dvandva compound like the Vedic

Mitrd{ti) Varund{u ) : unless, then, we assert inde-

pendent origin, we must make Ahura = Varuna, as

the Asura kut e^oyjjv. So scholars have largely agreed

to read it : Geldner’s words may be cited as typical

—

In one Asura, whose Aryan original was Varuna,

[Zarathushtra] concentrated the whole of the divine

character, and conferred upon it the epithet of the

“Wise.”^

(But we cannot still hold the doctrine that the

Reformer invented the name Mazdah.) If this is

right, Ahura would necessarily be the night sky, if

a Sky-god at all, for Mithra’s prior claim on the light

is certain. But really the evidence for Ahura’s ele-

mental character is exceedingly weak at best, unless

we are prepared to assert the same whenever a deity

is said to be robed with stars or clothed with light.

^ Id Rosclier^ Lex, Myth.^ Hi, 105^. I owe the reference to my
friend Mr A. B. Cook, ,

,

2 which Mazdah wears as a star-spangled robe
’’

1 15 : cf, 110). See p. 280 below,

» Ys l^\ Yt 101^^'

^ Enc, sub mce.
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It must be admitted, however, that the ohl Sky-,i^<Hi

of the Aryans has left his traces in Iran abundantly

enough, if only in deities who have stolen tlicir

thunder from its rightful lord. Here Mithra is

emphatically the most conspicuous. I shall return

immediately to his past, and deal with his ultimate

future in Lecture IV. ; but I must first note this

connexion with the sky, which, however explainetl,

is unmistakable in the Yashts and kindred texts. In

this regard, since too many scholars have been in

a hurry to antedate the ultimate identification of

Mithra with the Sun, I should emphasise the fat't,

properly insisted on by Tiele,’^ that he belongs to the

night as well as the day. Tiele notes that in the

Yashts he is “unsleeping,” as in the Rigveda, and
has myriad eyes. Since, however,

The Night has a thousaiicl eyes^

And the Day but one

;

Yet the light of the bright world dies

With the dying Sun,

the divinity of the bright sky is very naturally linked

more and more with the greater light." How the

transition was made from Light to Sun is explained

^ Religmisgesck.y 242 £
2 In proof of this important claim^ Tiele refers to Yi

where after sunset Mithra goes forth with his club, touching both
ends of the earth and surveying everything between cartli and skv
—this last a touch in keeping with his character as /iccr/r?/?, lord

of the middle region. Darmesteter (SBE, xxiii. 143
)
assumes that

Mithra as the Sun has to retrace his steps during the night, (juoling

a Hindu belief that the Sun had a bright face and a dark one,
turning the latter to the earth on its nightly journey back to the
east. But this would not suit the idea of his watchful survey:
the sky as illuminated by moon and stars gives us a preferable
interpretation.
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by no less an authority than Prof. Cumont, whose pro-

prietary rights in Mithraism everyone acknowledges.

In his fascinating lectures on Oriental Religions in

Bo7nan Paganism,^ he tells us that the “learned

theology of the Chaldseans imposed itself on primitive

Mazdeism,” and that “ Ahura Mazda was assimilated

to Bel, Anahita to Ishtar, and Mithra to Shamash

the god of the Sun. That is why in the Roman
Mysteries Mithra was commonly called Sol invictus,

though he was really distinct from the Sun.”

When, however, the most has been made of the

elemental features of Mithra, we are brought back to

the ethical side as distinctly more conspicuous in

Parsism, recalling the same dual character in the

Roman Jupiter as Dius Fidius.^ Prof. A. Meillet

has even put in an elaborate plea® for regarding the

ethical as Mithra’s original function in the Aryan

period. Both the branches of Aryan possess a

common noun, miWd-^niQra-, meaning in Sanskrit

“friendship” (neut.) or “friend” (masc.), and in

Avestan “ compact.” They even coincide in possess-

ing a compound, Skt. 7nitradruh, “ injuring a friend,

treacherous,” Av. 7nidro-d7'vJ, “ breaking a compact
”

(also “trying to deceive Mithra”). Meillet regards

this word as the original, and the Aryan divine name

as derived from it. There are, he says, no elemental

traits in the one Vedic hymn {Rv. iii. 59) addressed to

Mitra. The transference of this ethical deity to the

elemental sphere is due to the natural thought that

1 Les Eeligions Oiientales dans le Eaganisme Eomam^'^ p. £17.

> Oa this compare Warde Fowler, Religious Experience of the

Roman People^ BXid. 1^9,.

''Journal Asiatique^ 1897, ii. 143 ft
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Light is the guardian of good foith : lying and

treachery always love the darkness. The very

ancient Roman deity Fides will be on the same plane

;

and as the Roman abstract deities have a sti-ong claim

to be regarded as U7'alt, we might urge this feature of

that very conservative religion as a point in Meillet’s

favour, when joined with the similar mixing of ethical

and elemental ideas in Dius Fidius. Dr Fowler’s

quotation from Varro (“quidam negant sub teeto

hune deiurare oportere”) is very suggestive in this

connexion. Prof. Meillet recognises that Mithra’s

twin, the Indian Varuna, must be treated on similar

lines if his theory is to have a chance. Now, of

course, Varuna has the most strongly ethical functions

of all the gods in the Indian pantheon ; and the

difficulty of making him distinctively elemental is

well illustrated by the differences of the pandits in

finding his proper sphere. I wonder whether he

would ever have been so generally assumed to be the

Sky if it had not been for the supposed necessity

of identifying his name with the Greek Ovpavoi I

Meillet boldly proposes a connexion with Skt vrata,

“ordinance,” Av. urvata, mxmti, “contract,” U7'va9a,

“friend.” The coincidence is very striking, and I am
more than half convinced. Myonlyhesitation concerns

Meillet’s insistence that the elemental deity is evolved

out of the ethical one. Is it not just as probable that

there has been a fusion of two originally independent

conceptions, just as the two figures of luppiter and
Fides met in Dius Fidius ? I am encouraged in this

suspicion by the silence of Prof. Brugmann, whose
almost papal authority we all acknowledge in the

sphere of comparative philology. He has a careful
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account of the origin of the common noun mitrd-

miQra-,^ but does not seem to deal anywhere with the

name of the god, which, I infer, he regards as a distinct

word. Now the two strains in the history of Mithra

in Iran are remarkably distinct, and I am disposed to

think that in attempting to unite them, whether on

Meillet’s lines or on those of the orthodox, we are

sacrificing a valuable aid towards the solution of one

of our most difficult problems. The possibility of

foreign influence in the building up of what we call

Mithraism is admitted for the later stages. Ought

we to antedate it by several centuries, and suggest

that as a god of the firmament, fiecrlrtis in a physical

sense between heaven and earth, Mithra is essentially

Semitic? I was almost inclined to withdraw or to

pass by in silence what I feared was a too ventui’e-

some suggestion^ that the remarkably similar Assyrian

1 Gnmdnss^^ ii. i. 346. The etymological material, skilfully mar-

shalled by Meillet, may be conveniently seen in Walde, Lat. etym.

Worterbuch^y 488 f. Etymology at any rate makes it certain that the

Aryan common noun is primitive in form and meaning. The root mei

austaiischen^, verkehren’'—Brugmann) is attested by Skt rndyate^

^^barter”; Lat. com-^mimisy Gothic grt-wf/zW (Ger. and many

other words : Brugmann makes the Aryan noun originally ireimd-

licher Verkehr.'’ Meillet would like to recognise the interrelation of

a second root, shown best in Lithuanian: we need not follow this up.

2 EEPPy 37. The Assyrian word was supplied to me by one

whom I must now (alas 1) call niy late colleague, Prof. Hope W.

Hogg. Note that in an Assyrian inscidption from the library of

Assurbanipal, quoted in Zimmern, KAT^, 486, the name of Mithra

is spelt Mi-it-ra, This proves the name current in Assyria from at

least the seventh century. It involves, however, the sharp differ-

entiation between the divine name and the Assyrian for rain ” in

one particular, the t being of different quality (Hebrew n JD

respectively). Of course the name of Mithra would naturally be

reimported in an altered form from a foreign language.

5
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7netru, “ rain,” was somehow concerned. But the

reading of Meillet’s paper has started me on a fresh

clue, and I pursue my former line a little beyond the

point to which I took it. Does not the existence oi

this Assyrian word for “ rain ” fit in singularly well

with the curious partnership between Mithra and

Anahita which appears at the very beginning of the

worship of this goddess in Iranian lands? Our earliest

notice of her (Herodotus, i. 131) expressly asserts

her Semitic origin, which is supported on evidence

drawn from many quarters : see pp. 238, 394. I have

commented on the instructive mistake of Herodotus,

who describes the cult of Anahita under the name
MLrpa. Now if one member of this inseparable

pair represented the waters above, and the other

the rivers and springs below, we have an obvious

reason for the association. We really ought to have

some reason supplied by those who suggest that

an Aryan Light-god was selected for adaptation as

partner for a water-sprite in process of being fused

with the West Asiatic Mother-goddess. On my
theory we postulate Rain and River as a divine pair

associated in some Semitic district. The former

would easily develop a connexion with the firmament:

compare Genesis (!'), where we read of the solid

canopy through which, when the sluices were opened,

the rain came down. At this point we may conceive

contact between Semitic and Aryan, with the almost

identical names to prompt a new idea—that the sky

is the all-seeing witness which guarantees good faith

in contracts of man with man. In the purely Iranian

religion this never passed beyond an attribute applied

to the ethical deity Mithra. By “purely Iranian” I
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mean here that strain of Avestan religion which was
independent of ;l?arathushtra, and probably developed

in a country into which his Reform did not penetrate.

The Tenth Yasht is addressed to a Mithra whom
Zarathushtra might not have disdained to acknow-

ledge. But, as we shall see, in his OAvn country he

seems to have been in contact with a Mithra cult

that he could not countenance in any way. That
was, if I am divining rightly, an elemental worship

essentially akin to that which by further syncretism

issued at last in the great system of Mithraism, a

religion so totally distinct from that of the Avesta

that we shall naturally leave it on one side except

where it supplies a few scattered hints for our

purpose. It is perhaps significant that Zarathushtra

can use the common noun miQra with a religious

meaning: “his vow and his ties of faith” [Ys 46®)

actually adds the very word {urtsaiti) with which

Meillet identifies the root of Varuna. This is in

welcome accord with the supposition that in the

Gathic period miQra and MiQra were still consciously

distinct words.

It is time to pass on, and we have still some points

of special interest to bring out from the great passage

in Herodotus. His statement that the Persians used

neither images nor shrines nor altars is supported

by good evidence froxn various quarters. Genuine

Parsism was, indeed, without images to the last.

Porphyry ^ was true to the spirit of earlier Mazdeism
and Iranian nature-worship, as well as the syncretic

Parsism of his day, in his statement that “ the body
of Oromazdes is like light and his soul like truth.”

^ Quoted^ p. S9i below.
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When Clement of Alexandria would convict the

Persians of idolatry, he quotes DeinoiC for the

statement that they “sacrificed in the open air,

accounting fire and water the only images of gods.”

It was only after many courses of years that

Artaxerxes II. taught them to worship the image

of Anahita. There were earlier apparent exceptions

to the rule, in the figures of Ahura JMazdah sculptured

on the Behistan Rock and elsewhere, but the Parsis

have claimed that these represent only the Fravashi.

The winged solar disk, an importation from Egypt,

is a further exception ;
and at a later period we have

the highly syncretic cultus of Cappadocia, as de-

scribed by Strabo,” in which images of “ Omanus ”

were carried in procession. Geldner has acutely

compared Vd where a similar use of an
image is very strongly suggested for Vohumanah,
who is usually identified with Strabo’s Omanus. But,

after all, these deviations are on much the same
footing as the Bethel Calf when set against the

Second Commandment: the general spirit of the
religion is unmistakable.® For a surface inconsistency

as to shrines between Herodotus and Behistan, I

may refer to my note below, p. 391.

Altars, such as Greeks would recognise, were
certainly absent. The sacrifice is very primitive in

its character, consisting of flesh laid on a carpet of
tender grass, to which the deity is invited to come
down, the messenger being the sacred Fire. This

1 Protrept., v. § 65. For Deinon see the locus in Diogenes Liiertius,

and note thereon^ below^ p. 415.

2 See the passage below, p. 409^ and further notes on p. lOl f.

3 See further, p. 96, and Soderblom, Fravashis^ 68.
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has a close link with the Veda, where the grass

carpet has a name which in the ritual of the Avesta

has been modified to suit a Magian cult instrument,

as we shall see later (p. 190).

Many features of popular Persian religion I may
leave to Herodotus as reproduced below, with com-

ments linking his record with our other information.

It remains to make a few general remarks on its

character, and add some notes on features which

do not come out conspicuously in his account.

The comparison of native Iranian religion with the

earlier forms, depicted with masterly analysis by
Prof. Otto Schrader in his monograph on Indo-

European Religion,^ shows how much of the primeval

inheritance the Iranians retained—much more, it

would seem, than the Indo-Aryans. I have just

discussed the chief example of the So^idergoiter, or

“special gods,” whom Schrader regards as con-

spicuous in the primitive religion. Mithra, as god

of Contracts, is by no means the only survival of

this very ancient type. There is the genius of

Victory, whom the Greeks as well as the Romans
adored. Prof. Bartholomae renders vrtrahan-vors

Orajan “assault-repelling, victorious,” which implies

that the Indian demon Vrtra was a creature of

imaginative etymology, belonging to a period when
the true meaning of vrtra was lost. The Later

Avestan Verethraghna was simply the old Sondeygott

of war. It would perhaps be right to bring into

this class the great Avestan Fire-spirit, who shares

with the Earth {Aramaiti) the privilege of keeping

under Zarathushtra the prominence he enjoyed in

1 “Aryan Religion” in jERF, ii. 11-57.
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the unreformed Iranian religion. It would have

been natural to include Fire with the Nature gods,

as we certainly should do with the Indian Agni.

But, as Prof. E. Lehmann points out,^ the Indian

tribes radically modified their inheritance in this

matter when they migrated into a sub -tropical

climate. Fire became for them the consumer of

the sacrifice, which he bore up to the “heavenly
ones ”

; and with a new function he received a new
name, Agni, cognate with the Romans’ igfiis and the

Lithuanian ttgnis szwenta, “ holy fire.” But in Aryan
days, as in Herodotus (i. 132) and the Avesta, the

sacrifice was not burnt at all, but the gods were
invited to come down and partake on the spot.

The sacred fire was called Atar, the house fire,

with which name we compare the Latin atrium,

the room that contained the hearth. Northern
tribes continued to regard this institution as under
the patronage of a specially important Sonder-
gott ; 'Eo-r/a and Vesta are obvious witnesses, and
Atar is of their company. With the migra-
tion southwards the hearth fire necessarily disap-

peared. It is suggestive to compare the change of
the old word tepos, which connoted grateful warmth
in Italy, and perhaps gave the Scyths in their

inhospitable country a goddess Tahiti.^ In India
tapas is “ penance ”

! Lehmann shows how Atar
was the great purifier who illuminated the night,

kept off bitter cold and wild beasts, and destroyed
noxious and devilish powers generally. The myth
of Atar’s victory over the serpent Azi JDahdka is

^ In Saiissaye’s Handbuck, p. 18S.

^ But see Hirt, Die Indoger7na7ieny ii, 587.
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characteristically Iranian, and goes back to the old

nomadic life when the tribes were ranging over

the steppes. But indeed it goes back further still,

if we may compare with Lehmann such Germanic

myths as Loki’s binding by Thor. With the Sonder-

gotter we may also set two other very different

conceptions, or sets of conceptions. On the one

side is Soma-Haoma, the drink of immortality, sug-

gested to us at this point by the remarkable omission

of Herodotus, who says that the Persians used “ no

libation ” at their sacrifice. Against this negative we
have the strongest evidence that the Sondergott of

the sacred intoxicant exercised his power in Aryan

days. Tiele^ would solve the problem by making

the cultus late, arising first in a district lying between

India and Iran, and spreading N.W. and S.E. The
theory breaks down on conclusive evidence that

Haoma was known and banned by Zarathushtra

himself. In Vedic India Soma was, like the Avestan

Haoma duraoki {“ Averter of death ”), a drink of im-

mortality, and was closely connected with the moon.

The crescent in the tropical evening descends the sky

with the horns pointing up to the zenith, suggesting

to primitive fancy a cup that was being filled by

the gods of the firmament with a di-aught of silver

hue, to be quaffed at the banquet when the day

was done. Soma was prepared by crushing the

stalk of a plant, not yet identified, which, when
fermented, produced a drink strongly alcoholic in

character. This feature survives in the Gathas, for

Zarathushtra sternly ignores the name of the divine

drink, and makes unmistakable allusions to the evil

^ ReligionsgescL^ ii, 23*4*.
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results of such a cult. Orgiastic nocturnal sacri-

fices/ held perhaps in honour of Mithra, Slayer of

the Bull, and under the inspiration of Haoma,
were among the grievances of quiet Mazdayasnian

agriculturists against the Daevayasnian nomads.
“ When wilt thou smite the pollution of this in-

toxicant?” says the Prophet 48’”); and though

the Magian guardians of his hymns took care that

Haoma should not be named, we can hardly doubt

that he was meant. Indeed, there is one place
(
Y.f

32’*) whei'e his standing epithet dF/raoXa gives us

an unambiguous reference : the enemies of the

Religion promote a slaying of cattle “that it may
kindle the Averter of Death to help us.”"

A similar connexion between Haoma and the

syncretic figure of Mithra, the Slayer of the Bull,

might be recognised in the notice pi-eserved by
Ctesias,^ that the Persian king used to get drunk
on the one day of the year when they sacrificed to
Mithra. In the period of the Yashts, whieli seems
to have been the age of the kings, Haoma reappears

in all his glory. The most elaborate and best pre-

served of all the hymns is dedicated to him, the only
one which still retains its verse character through-
out. But we gather that the Iranian Bacchus has
in the interval signed the pledge. There is no sug-

^ It is possible that these orgies included other elements. Dr
Tisdall suggests (Mtjthic Christs and the True, p. 12) that the con-
fusion in Herodotus between Mithra and Anahita may point to
ritual immorality in Mithra-worship, resembling what the historian
knew of in the cult of Ishtar.

2 Hence Vohumanah significantly supplants Mithra as lord of
cattle.

^ And Douris: see Cumont^ Textes^ if 10.
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gestion of alcohol, and Haoma is a magical, mystical

drink which to all appearance is harmless enough,

whether it bestowed immortality or no. I am
inclined to suggest that the plant used for this

purpose failed the people as they migrated west-

ward out of the land where Zarathushtra preached

and taught his Gathas. Later substitutes lacked

the very element that made Haoma hateful to the

Prophet and attractive to the reveller. And in

another part of Iran the failure of the original

plant might well cause the disappearance of the

whole ritual, and make the Persian sacrifice lose

the “libation” which in Aryan times was its necessary

accompaniment. The fact that Xerxes poured a

libation into the sea, as noted above, may be re-

membered as showing that Herodotus is not quite

consistent. And there are one or two theophoric

names, with Haimna as first element, which we
must not overlook. Hamnadata occurs as a Persian

name in the Aramaic papyri of Elephantine, at the

date 459 b.c.’^ The Scythians of Hmimavm'ka {1) ai-e

named on the Behistan Rock, but of course their prov-

enance removes them from Persian suiToundings.

Last in this class of deities we may note those

which were destined to be adapted by Zarathushtra

for use in his abstract system. The comparison with

Roman religion, at which we have hinted already,

prepares us to believe in the primitive antiquity of

shadowy powers that might well seem to us too

advanced for an early period in the development of

thought. But it seems undeniable that Eta-Am is

'

. According to Prof. E. Meyer, Der* Papt/rusfimd von Elephantine,
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an Aryan conception, the principle of order, conceived

as under the guardianship of the highest godsd Nor
was this the only Amshaspand which Zarathushtra

thus adapted. The connexion of his ysaOra,

“Dominion,” with metals may be built on a pre-

existing Sondergott as well as on the idea of the

eschatological ordeal ; see p. 98. Aramaiti, the

Earth, and Haurvatat and Ameretat, in their con-

nexion with Water and Plants, belong to the type

of Nature powers.

We come into a different sphere when we turn

from these abstract divinities, presiding over special

provinces of human life, to the *Deivds of Indo-

European religion, the “ Heavenly Ones,” who came
to their most conspicuous development in the

Olympians of Greek fancy. The great pair. Heaven
and Earth, were presumably at their head, and the

other Nature powers named in the list of Herodotus

are also unmistakably of Aryan antiquity. But I need

not go into any detail on this subject here, for the

most important points connected with the Indian

dexms and Avestan daeva will claim very special

attention later on. Schrader’s remark that the
“ Heavenly Ones ” were less concerned with the

guardianship of morality than the Ancestor-spirits

—to whom we return in Lecture VI II.^—will prepare

^ Cf. Macdonell;, Vedic Mythology, p. ii. Prof. Oldenberg would
credit Babylon with this conception : see Religion des Veda, 195 ff.^

where he gives a full account of the Indian pictui'e of Rta. The close-

ness of Vedic and Later Avestan is well seen in the identity (noted

by Darmesteter) of the Vedic Khd rtasya and asahe {Ys 10^).
2 For a specially important ancestor-spirit, Yama-Yima, who is

also linked with the Heavenly Ones, see the discussion of the
Iranian Fall-story, p. 148 f.
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us for the strange fate which they met in the Reform

of Zarathushtra.

We come, finally, to the climax of our problem of

reconstruction when we ask in what period the old

Iranian religion and the Zarathushtrian Reform met

in the Persian world as a whole, as distinguished from

the private belief of a king like Darius and his own
caste of Achaemenian “Aryans.” The first appearance

of such critical names as those of Zarathushtra, the

Amshaspands, and Ahriman will be the indications

for which we must be looking. Their absence, as

we have seen, need not necessarily outweigh other

evidence when a strong case has been made. But of

course their positive presence is decisive.

For chronological purposes we must depend upon

the inscriptions and the Greek writers, the date of

the Avesta being transferred from the category of

evidence into that of the quod ercit demonstrandum.

Herodotus, therefore, must be the starting-point of

our inquiry. I assume for this purpose that he

really travelled in countries where he could collect

first-hand information about both Persians and Magi.

This fact seems to me warranted by the accuracy

of his information, which stands all the tests we
are able to impose. I need not say I should not

claim infallibility for him. Even twentieth-century

travellers make mistakes; and Herodotus could make
a curious blunder about the Persian language,^ and

by his confusion of Mithra and Anahita provide us

with information such as other writers’ accuracy

cannot always rival. But his knowledge is too

detailed and recondite to be obtained without

^ See the note below on Herod, i. 1S9, p- 398.
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observation. He must, I think, therefore have

travelled beyond Babylon. I need not venture more
precise definitions, but may note that the late Prof.

Strachan’^ included Susa. The period of these ti-avels,

about the middle of the fifth century, falls some
seventy years after the failure of the Magi in their

bid for temporal power. The Magophonia'^ still

kept the memory of their failure alive, but they had

long won compensation. Herodotus found them in

undisputed possession of the priesthood ; and we are

free to infer that they were already at work upon
that fusion of the three main elements in Avestan

religion which we shall find well advanced during the

next century. But Herodotus is perfectly aware of

the diflPerences between Magian and Persian. The
priestly caste preserved their own separate identity,

as they were bound to do if they would retain

the reverence of their fellow-Medes. Indeed, a

certain aloofness was effective even for the achieve-

ment of their first object, the attaining of an exclusive

hold upon the office of zaotar or aQravan among
the Persians. But this is anticipating the special

subject of Lecture VI., and we must return to our

chronology.

Herodotus is silent as to the crucial names’ Qpo/uLaa-Stji,

"Apeifiavioi, and Zcopoao-rpri^. The meaning of his silence

I have discussed elsewhere ; but it clearly presses us

to look carefully for the period when the silence is

broken. The question is rather technical, and is dis-

cussed accordingly in a special note below (p. 422 f.),

but the results may be collected here. We find that

^ The Sixth Book of Herodotus^ p. xiii.

^ Herod, iii. 79: see p. 186 f.
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when these names begin to appear in Greek writers,

their form proves beyond doubt that they came from

Old Persian, and not direct from the Gathas or the

Later Avesta. There has therefore been adaptation,

and it proves to be more considerable than has some-

times been assumed. When we ask for the name

of the earliest Greek writer to report these central

Avestan titles, we find one a whole century before

any other, Xanthus the Lydian, a contemporary of

Herodotus, who is credited with a mention of

Zoroaster as having lived 6000 years before Xerxes.^

The fragment in which this statement is made bears

marks of authenticity, and a Lydian had information

near at hand in his own country. No native Greek

mentions Zoroaster till the middle of the fourth cen-

tury. Deinon, whose son Cleitarchus accompanied

Alexander and wrote his annals, explained “in the

fifth book of his Histories ” that ’Ltcpoao-Tp-tn meant

acrrpodvrt]?." From about the same date comes the

witness of the pseudo-Platonic dialogue Alkibiades

/., where we read of “ Zoroaster son of Oromasdes.”

Aristotle, in the lost work IlejOi ^iXoa-ocptas, is said

by Diogenes ® to have mentioned the two Principles,

“ Zeus or Oromazdes ” and “ Hades or Areimanios.”

We see then that the Greeks knew of Zoroaster and

the deity he preached at the end of the reign of

Artaxerxes Mnemon (404-358 B.c.), and knew of

Ahriman a little later.

Now at this point we are reminded that the king

just named was an innovator in religion. Berosus

^ See the note on Diogenes Laertius, below, p. 415.

^ Ibid. See also p. 210 £

^ See p. 415,
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tells us^ that he set up images of Anahita : and if

his testimony is questioned as dating a century after

Mnemon, there is the fact that the king’s two
inscriptions support the statement. In that from

Susa he says," “ By the grace of Auramazda, Anahita,

and Mithi-a I built this palace. May xVuramazda,

Anahita, and Mithra protect me!” And in the

British Museum inscription from Hamadan we find

the words, “Let Auramazda, Anahita, and Mithra
[protect] me,” curiously spelt, in the Old Persian

text. The triad never appears in the earlier

Achsemenian Inscriptions, and it is very significant,

as noted elsewhere (p. 239), that of the two new-
comers the goddess stands first.

How far does this take us ? Practically, I think,

to a conclusion that a religion much like that of the

Yashts was established in the Persian court and
among the people in the first half of the fourth

century. Anahita had fairly arrived, and her images
were familiar, before the fifth Yasht could be com-
posed. Zarathushtra’s name was venerated as that

of a divine sage supposed to have lived millennia

before. The Magi (see p. 135 f.) had taken out of

the Gathas his epithet for the spirit of evil; and
the metrical Yashts could be composed much as we
have them, with but little that we could call really

Zoroastrian. The religion was practically the unre-

formed Iranian polytheism, with the Reformer’s name
retained to atone for the absence of his spirit. What
new elements there were came not from him, but from
Semitic sources, or through the powerful influence of

Jp. Clem. Alex., Proir., V. S 65. See p. 68.

A In the Susianian version ; the Old Persian is defective.
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the Magian priesthood, already at work. The day of

their complete triumph was not yet. How they

effected a further syncretism, introducing much that

differed widely from Zarathushtra, and even from the

Iranian religion on which he built, is another story,

to which we must devote a separate Lecture. When
we come to this, we shall find that, though another

five centuries have passed, the Magian priests pre-

served the old remarkably well, and did not only

establish the new.



LECTURE III

THE PROPHET AND THE REPORM

They said unto him, Who art thou ?

He said, I am a Voice.

Gospel of Jo/oL

That Zarathushtra is a historical clKiracter, wlio \?as

already ancient when the Greeks first heard his name,

has been briefly stated in tlie preceding I.ectures,

In returning to the subject rather more fully, I

cannot do better than quote the excellent summary
of Prof. Geldner, which comes to us with authority

from one of the two or three greatest living experts.^

The Gathas alone claim to be authentic utterances of

Zoroaster, his actual ex{)ressions in presence of the assem-

bled congregation. They are the last genuine survivals of

the doctrinal discourses witli whic!i~as the promulgator

of a new religion—he ajipeared at the (‘ourt of king
Vishtaspa.

The person of the Zoroaster whom we meet with in these

hymns differs toto cwh from the Zoroaster of the younger
Avesta. He is the exact opposite of the miraculous

personage of later legend—a mere man, standing always

on the solid ground of reality, whose only arms are trust

in his God and the protection of his powerful allies. At
times his position is precarious enough. He wliom we hear

in the Gathas has had to face not merely all forms of out-

ward opposition and the unbelief and lukewarmness of

^ E71C. xxvih. 1040,

80
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adherents, but also the inward misgivings of his own heart

as to the truth and final victory of his cause. At one time

hope, at another despondency ; now assured confidence, now
doubt and despair ; here a firm faith in the speedy coming

of the Kingdom of Heaven, there the thought of taking

refuge by flight—such is the range of the emotions which

find their immediate expression in these hymns. And the

whole breathes such a genuine oi'iginality, all is psycho-

logically so accurate and just, the earliest beginnings of

the new religious movement, the childhood of a new

community of faith, are reflected so naturally in them all,

that it is impossible for a moment to think of a later

period of composition by a priesthood whom we know to

have been devoid of any historical sense and incapable

of reconstructing the spiritual conditions under which

Zoroaster lived.

It is needless to elaborate the estimate sketched in

this paragraph, which must, I think, command the

assent of all really careful and unbiassed readers of

the Gathas. 1 will only fill in the outline a little in

two parts of the picture. The proper names of the

Gathas supply us with evidence which the mythical

theory will find it hard to rebut. Zarathushtra him-

self is a problem for the mythologist to start with.

By various manipulations the name has been tortured

into conformity with meanings more or less appropri-

ate for legend ;
^ and if the motive be supplied we

might conceive popular etymology at work in a

dialect more or less remote from that in which the

name originated. But apart from such—and surely

the burden of proof must rest on those who insist

on deserting the natural for the recondite,—no one

could doubt that like his father-in-law Frasa-uUra

One of the most ingenious maybe seen in F. Miiller’s paper,

TFZKM; 1892, p. 264.

6
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the Prophet was named from uSt?'a,^ the camel, just

as his patron Vwta-aspa and his son-in-law Jdma-aspa

from aspa, the horse : compare Prexaspcti {Framspa)

in Herodotus. The case is strengthened by the

similarity of the other names in the primitive circle.

The clan name Spitama “ is not quite clear, but it is

most naturally derived from spita (Skt pviti'a, O.E.

hwit), “ white,” which does not lend itself to .sugges-

tions of myth. Zarathushtra’s parents, Pourushaspa

(“with grey horses”) and Dughdhova (“who has milked

cows ”), are not named in the Gathas, but the Later

A vesta did not invent these very prosaic names.^ The
Gathic Hvogva, the clan name of the brothers Fra-

shaoshtra and Jamaspa, and of Zaratliushtra’s wife

Hvovi, means “ having fine oxen.” Tliese names all

suggest very clearly the pastoral community in which

they arose. The Prophet’s cousin Maidyoimdaha

(“(born) at mid-month”) has a name of a different

stamp, but no less unhopeful for the theorist out

myth-hunting. Zarathushtra’s children are equally

suggestive in a complementary way. His son Bat-

vdsBa (not Gathic), “ desiring pastures,” represents

one very prominent side of Zarathuslitra’s ideal. His

daughter Pourucistd, whose nuptial ode is Ys 53, is

^ See AirWh^ 1676^ where mraiit^ {Skt jarant^ yepoiv), is (I

think rightly) taken as supplying the first part. We may imagine his

parents commemorating in the name a camel they had ridden for

many years. (See also Zuni AirWb^ 240, for tine latest nxisdirected

ingenuity in this field.)

^ Cf. %inrdjxas in Ctesias, HmraiJLivrj^s (an Eastern Iranian).

^ Thomas Hyde {Hisioria, p. S I 2) equates Dughdhova with Dodo^

and favours us with a plate whereby we may recognise the bird.

Mythologists might make capital out of this : I cheerfully present

them with the hint.
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named “ very thoughtful ” by a father who regarded

thought as great riches, and did not grudge it to a

daughter. The whole series evidences a very real

and lifelike situation. I will only further repeat

(from Bartholomae) a Gathic verse which crystallises

particularly well “ the reality of the conditions under

which the Gathas arose ” :

—

The Kavi’s wanton did not please Zai’athushtra Spitama

at the Winter Gate, in that he stayed him from taking

refuge with him, and when there came to him also Zara-

thushtra’s two steeds shivering with cold (K? 51^^).

Zarathushtra, travelling in the bitter cold of a Persian

winter, had been turned away from shelter by the

servant of a Kavi, or daevayasna chief, whom he

fiercely calls by an opprobrious name. This little

picture from homely experience may be commended
as a promising exercise to the pupils of Jensen for

interpretation in terms of astral mythology. The
reader who is not yet satisfied as to the hopelessness

of the quest of legend in the Gathas may look at Ys
29“, 31^®, 44^®, and many other stanzas in the transla-

tions of the appendix below, with the note on the

first of them.

The crucial question of the date of Zarathushtra

has been discussed already in the first Lecture. The
question of the sphere of his ministry is equally

important and closely linked with it. I need not

repeat here the argument of Prof. Williams Jackson,^

by which he seeks to prove that Zarathushtra was
born in Adarbaijfm, in Western Iran, but that there

is at least a good case for supposing him to have

preached in Bactria. Prof. Jackson gives impartial

^ Zoroaster^ p, 205-225.
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summaries of the argument for Media and that for

Bactria. The former (p. 224) includes some pleas

which disappear automatically if there is anything in

my doctrine of the Magian stratum in the Avesta.

Western elements will, on my reading, be introduced

by Median Magi, who need have had nothing at all

to do with the pure Zarathushtrian propaganda of

generations earlier. I am not impressed with the

oft-repeated conjecture that the Median king

Phraortes was the first to introduce Zoi'oastrianism as

the national religion of Media. That his name really

means “ confessor ” is only one among several possi-

bilities ; and if it does, we must not overlook the fact

that Herodotus, to whom we owe our knowledge of

this king’s existence, tells us that his grandfather, a
person in private life, had the same name.^

I had occasion at the end of Lecture II. to sketch
some of the considerations which weigh with me in

my conviction that I must go forth boldly from Prof.

Jackson’s cautiously neutral position, and seek the
first home of Parsism in Eastern Iran. Before
developing this further, I should like to quote Prof.

Bartholomae, with whose judgement on this impor-
tant matter I am glad to find myself in accord. He
says (in AirWb, 1675):

—

The assertion that Zarathushtra was born in the West of
Iran is by no means inconsistent with the fact that all de-

cisive passages of the Avesta (especially Yt 19™ f.) point
to the East, the neighbourhood of Lake Hamun. We can
suppose that the Reformer left his home because he found
no sympathy there, or was even driven to leave it. We
may also thus interpret the strong emphasis he laid on

^ See below, p. 269.
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agriculture. The West of Iran undoubtedly took a higher

position in agriculture than in the East, where complete

settlement was still far off. Zarathushtra must accordingly

have set himself to ti-ansplant to the scene of his active

work the blessing of the well-ordered conditions prevailing

in the home of his birth. It is thus quite conceivable that

Vishtaspa as a wise ruler gave his special favour and support

to the exiled preacher just because of these efforts of his.

That Bactria was a perfectly possible field for

Zarathushtra’s preaching is suggested by some in-

ferences from a report we possess of a mission of

Tehang K’ien to the north of the Oxus in 128 b.c.

The envoy found in Ta-yuan (Khorassan) and Ta-hia

(Bactria) two classes of population, nomads and “un-
warlike.” Of the latter he says that they can make
themselves understood from Ferghana to Parthia with

difference of dialect. The men liave deep blue eyes

and large beards and whiskers. They are astute

traders. In Ta-hia there is no supreme ruler, each

city and town electing its own chief. They pay
great deference to their women, the husbands being

guided by them in their decisions.^ This last point

recalls the Germans of Tacitus, as does the description

of their physique. Have we here the traces of the

northern immigration? I am very much afraid we
cannot credit the earliest Indo-European immigrants
into Asia with being “ unwarlike,” but they may have
attained to this more civilised state after a few genera-

tions of settled life. The nomads on this view will

be aboriginal. However this may be, the agricultural

population, dwelling among nomads, reflects the

features of the Gathas sufficiently well. The local

1 I summarise from Mr W. W. Tarn’s paper, “ Notes on Hellenism
in Bactria and India/' Journ. of Hellenic Studies, xxii. 268-293,
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autonomy answers to the familiar Avestan institution

of zantupaiti and vtspaiti : Vishtaspa himself need not

have been a ruler of the Western autocratic style.

In addition to Bartholomae’s quotation, where good

Pahlavi tradition recognises the Hamun swamp in

Saistan, we have the fact that Airyana Vaejah is

mentioned with X'^airizani (Chorasmia) and Swyla

(Sogdiana) as the last link of a chain extending from

S.E. to N.E.^ With the statement quoted above from

Mr Tarn’s paper, that in the second century b.c. the

Bactrians could make themselves understood as far

as Parthia, we may compare Strabo’s remark (p. 724)

that the name of Ariana extends as far as to include

Bactrians and Sogdians, who are “ nearly identical in

speech ”
: on this see further p. 233 f

There are sundry arguments on points of detail

which might be elaborated here, but I only wish to

dwell now on some general considerations. An asser-

tion more often made than proved is that the Avesta

owes much to Babylonian ideas. I have to confess

that I cannot discover what these ideas may be.® A
few isolated possibilities, clearly late in origin, may
be collected ; but, speaking generally, the Avesta is

remarkably free from influences of the kind, and when
we go back to the Gathas there is literally nothing to

suggest it. Now, when we remember how widespread

the dominion of Babylon was in matters of thought,

we can hardly doubt that only a distant and rather

primitive country could have been free from its influ-

ence. Note, for instance, the striking absence of star-

1 Reicheltj A vesta Reader, p. 97, citing Yt 1 0^^, VdYt, and the cnnel-

form inscr. Dar. Pers. (D. 5^, 6^ in Bartholomae's notation).

2 See this discussed more fully in Lecture VII.
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lore in the Gathas, and its strict limitation in the later

Avesta. Prof. Cumont’s recent American lectures

bring out impressively how powerful was the astrology

of Babylon. How did Parsism escape all real trace

of its influence ? This consideration reinforces what

I said above about the slowness with which real Zara-

thushtrian conceptions found their way to the West.

We shall see that the Amshaspands are the most

distinctive feature of Zarathushtra’s own thought.

That they can hardly be traced outside the Avesta

till the first century a.d. is an obvious fact, even

though we can get scraps of evidence for them in

earlier days, enough to establish a presumption that

they were already in being.’- But if we had nothing

but this evidence to rely upon, it would go hard with

us in our effort to prove the historicity of Zara-

thushtra’s person and the antiquity of his Gathas.

The real answer to the sceptic’s question, “Where
were the Amshaspands during the last five centuries

B.c. ? ” is “ In Eastern Iran, outside the world we
know.” The religious abstractions of Zarathushtra

were in any case far too difficult for the popular mind.

They attracted thoughtful aristocrats, and chiefs who
felt the economic advantages of the extremely sane

and practical lore of husbandry with which they

seemed so strangely linked. But outside the court

we may be quite sure the Iranian people went on with

their old nature-worship as before, even as they were

certainly doing when the Father of History travelled

in Aryan lands. And when at last the esoteric teach-

ing of the great prophet and thinker found its public,

it was through the interpretation of ritualist Magi,

^ See below, p. 104 £
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faithful to some, but by no means all, of the doctrines

they had brought “ from far,” as the Haptanghaiti

significantly hintsd The Amshaspands are just the

element most likely to fall into the background until

the Magi had fully developed their angelology, and

adapted the conceptions of the Prophet whom they

claimed as one of themselves, to fit their own
elaborated dualism. I do not think we need more

explanation of this silence about the most conspicuous,

but least popular, element in the theology of the

Gathas.

I have discussed elsewhere (p. 39 ff.) the problem

of the religion of the Aehsemenians, and have ai'gued

for the conjecture that Vishtaspa the father of Darius

was deliberately named after the king whose favour

gave Zarathushtra his long-sought success. That

Vishtaspa’s queen Hutaosa was also commemorated
in the Ach^emenian family, in Atossa the daughter

of Cyrus, is the only piece of evidence I know in

support of the claim that Cyrus was in any sense a

Zoroastrian. It seems to me that both names show
simply the existence of a pronounced connexion with

the ancient royal house in which Zarathushtra found
shelter. That connexion need not in either case be

religious. It is possible enough that Acha^menes
{Haxamanis) was the founder of a new dynasty of

Aryans in the very country where Vishtaspa ruled,

and that the interval was occupied by Turanian chiefs,

i

^ Ys 4^2^ : aBmmmamca paiti-ajqOrom yazamaide yoi yeyam dumf
aso'zB daliyungm, and the coming again of the priests we adore^

who go from far to them that seek Right in the lands.” The Later

Avesta distinguishes priests on home and on foreign service : see

AirWb,68l/s65.
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who seized power under conditions vividly portrayed

in the legends : we remember that Zarathushtra him-

self was slain (according to Firdausi) in the Turanian

invasion at the storming of Balkh/ To other indica-

tions that Vishtaspa’s country was in Eastern Iran, I

might add the fact already noted in Lecture 11. (p. 45),

that Darius’s father was in Parthia when a rebellion

broke out. I have conjectured that he was “ King,”

like Cyrus at Murghab, but not “ King of kings,”

succeeding to a satrapy carved out of a petty monarchy

which had perhaps been established in Parthia since

the Achasraenian dynasty arose. The other branch of

the family, from which Cyrus sprang, may have estab-

lished themselves in a different part of Eastern Iran.

When they extended their power westward, or actually

migrated to Ansan, driven out possibly by the same
forces which we have postulated for the fall of the old

Kayanian dynasty, we naturally cannot tell. I do

not, of course, claim this reconstruction as anything

more than conjectural, but 1 think it meets the facts.

It suits, moreover, the linguistic phenomena. In dia-

lect and in thought, taken together, the Gatha Hap-
tanghaiti stands nearest of Iranian documents to

the Veda. Gathic was on my view the language of

a district lying half way between Parthia and the

Indus, now Saistan. Saistan is described as a country

of fertile soil, well fitted therefore for either tilling or

grazing, and suited to the pursuits which are preached

so earnestly in the Gathas. Here the Bundahish finds

Lake Kasaoya, in which the seed of Zarathushtra was
preserved under the guardianship of myriads of

Fravashis till the time of Saoshyant’s conception.

^ See Jackson^ ISO.
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Somewhere in this triangular district, with Parthia,

Bactria, and Drangiana as its apices, we may suppose

that Vishtaspa reigned and Zarathushtra won his

converts. The latitude 30° N. has already been noted

as suiting some astronomical conditions (p. ^4) : it

is about the most northerly at which the four Regent

stars could all be observed ruling four quarters of

the sky when their leader, Sirius, rose. This would

probably mean that we should find two districts,

fairly separated from one another, but both near the

same parallel, to account for the diiference between

Gathic and Later Avestan dialect. The latter would
presumably be located on the western side of our

suggested area, so as to be a step towards the occupa-

tion of Media which comes before us in historic times.

The totally unknown names which fill the roll of de-

parted saints in Yt 13, and the absence of historical

monarchs in the royal records of Yt 19, help us to

realise that it was not in the Avestan period that the

Religion fairly occupied the lands we know from

history. I have tried to prove elsewhere (p. 77)

that the first half of the fourth century marks the

most distinctive epoch in the westward spread of the

syncretic religion which absorbed the teaching of

Zarathushtra.

Since I make no pretence to completeness, and aim
only at examining a series of important problems

which are vital to a real understanding of the religion,

I need not apologise for spending more space on the

question of the birthplace of the faith than upon the

personal history of the Reformer. It is little enough

that we can gather from the Gathas as to Zara-

thushtra’s life and work, and the later legends are
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mostly negligible,^ except in so far as their absurdity

throws up in relief the entire credibility of the story

which underlies the Gathas. One of these legends 1

will just mention because of its literary association.

In my Eaiiy Religious Poetry of Persia (p. 51-54)

I sketched the possibility that in the most famous

of his shorter poems Virgil used the story that Zoro-

aster laughed when he was born. When, then, Virgil

calls on his wondrous child,

Incipe^ pai'ue puer^, risu cognoscere matreiti,

he means '' rival the storied Sage of the East.” I may
repeat part of my argument in support of this thesis

:

Assuming that this means to greet thy mother with a

smile**'—and the alternative ‘‘by her smile**' forces the

Latin intolerably— we have at once a difficulty which

seems to have escaped the commentators. The whole

point of the passage is that the child is new-born—indeed,

if Prof. Conw'ay is right,^ not even that. And when did

a new-born child laugh or even smile at anybody ? Is not

the poet here, as in so much of this mysterious poem, using

Eastern imagery? “Risisse eodem die quo genitus esset

unum hominem accepimus Zoroastrem," says Pliny {HN^
vii. 15), a century after the Eclogue was written. Virgil's

Child should share that unique distinction. Indeed, the

remaining lines of the poem will gain point if we assume

that Virgil, so diligent a reader of Greek literature, knew

what Greek writers had told of Zoroaster generations

before, his receiving laws in direct converse with the Deity,

Virgil's conclusion,

Incipe, parue puer
:
qui non risere parent! [or parentis],

nec deus hunc mensa, dea nec dignate cubili est,

1 These are of course accessible in Jackson’s Zoroaster,

2 VergfVs Messianic Eclogue (London, 1907), p. 13 £ Note

Mr Warde Fowler's interesting citation from Suetonius in the same

book (p. 71), showing that Virgil himself was believed at birth to

have abstained from crying.
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is in its first element well satisfied by this allusion, assum-

ing the classical embellishment that the divinity not only

instructed but feasted the sage. To bring in the second

point involves the assumption that the West had received

another very prominent element in the Zoroaster-legend

:

that we have no evidence of this may be frankly confessed,

but its absence is entirely natural. In the Yashts we read of

Zarathushtra’s wife Hvovi, a member of a noble family at

Vishtaspa’s court. Two brothers of this family are named
with their patronymic in the Gathas as conspicuous among
Zarathushtra’s disciples and helpers. ... On this wholly

natural basis later legend built a marvellous superstructure.

Unfortunately we cannot fix the period, or tell whether

there was authority for it in ancient Avestan texts. Ac-

cording to this story, Zarathushtra has no children by
Hvovi in the natural order, but they are to become the

parents of three sons who shall be born as the Regeneration

draws near ; the last of them [being] Saoshyant. ... It is

obvious that Hvovi might just as well be a goddess bride

outright, and Virgil may very easily have heard the story

in this form, which assimilates it to myths of Greece long

familiar to him.

I need add nothing to my exposition, except my
gratification that I have convinced my colleague Prof.

Conway, who has peculiar claims on our attention

in questions affecting Virgil’s '' Messianic Eclogue.”

Another legend, that Zoroaster met his '' double ” or

Fravashi walking in a garden,^ is interesting because

of Shelley’s use of it : see p. 254. But as we should

never think of accepting more than a very small

percentage of the legends as worthy of serious in-

vestigation, we may pass on. It will be more profit-

1 My colleague Prof. Herford tells me that Shelley was well

read in the history of non-Christian religions, which had been made
easily accessible by the French encyclopasdists. Apart from this

hint 1 have no information for identifying Shelley’s source.
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able to study the self-poiTraiture in the Gathas, dim

and scanty though it is, as presented in the translation

below. No reader even of these crabbed and obscure

texts can fail to realise the sacred ambition of their

author, his determined fight against tremendous

difficulties, and his unquenchable hope of ultimate

triumph, in a world to come if not here below.

We turn to the characterising of Zarathushtra’s

theology, apart from the two special sides of it which

are to occupy us in Lectures IV. and V. I begin

with his conception of God. It was shown in

Lecture I. that the special cultus of the “ Wise ”

Asura must have been in existence ages before the

traditional date of Zarathushtra, and long before any
date that we can with probability assign him.'^ The
“ Wise Lord ” was the special deity of the “ Aryans,”

by whom we must in the Susianian version of the

Behistan Inscription, which records the fact, under-

stand the highest social caste, including perhaps all

who were really descended from the immigrants from

Europe, as distinguished from aboriginal populations

that spoke Aryan language. The 'Api^avroi of

Herodotus will represent the same caste. Now,
Zarathushtra could not belong to two of the six

Median tribes, and the explicit evidence that Ahura
Mazdah was “ god of the Aryans ” is reason enough
for believing that he was himself an ariyazantu, and
not the Magus that much later ages assumed him to

be. For those, therefore, among whom Zarathushtra

grew up, Ahura Mazdah was the “clan god” (p. 51)

of their caste, as superior to the gods of other castes

as the Aryan was to the Magus or the Budian, but
^ See above, p. 31 and the more technical discussion, p. 422 £
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only “greatest of gods”^ after all. It would seem
that Zarathushtra’s first step was to rise from this

higher polytheism to monotheism, from a god who
was greatest of gods to a god who stood alone.

I am assuming for the present that Zarathushtra’s

religion really was monotheistic, postponing the clear-

ing up of some indications which appear to deny this.

It is natural to ask whether we can guess any of the

forces that woi’ked towards monotheism in Zara-

thushtra’s mind. Judging that mind solely from the

Gathas, we find its distinguishing note to be the

remarkable combination of abstractness and practical

sense. In the world of thought Zarathushtra lives

among qualities and attributes and principles which
are as real to him as anything he can see, but never

seem to need persoiiification. But the ideal never

obscures the real for him, and his communion with

shadowy spiritual essences leaves him free to come
down to cows and pastures without any sense of in-

congruity. Taking this as a clue, we see at once how
the elevation of the god of his caste would elfect itself

in his mind. His own caste was agricultural, and there

were nomad castes from which they were receiving per-

petual injury. The fact would stimulate a lively hatred

towards the gods of their oppressors. And the national

emphasis on Truth would produce in such a mind the

speculative inference that Truth must be One, the

two qualities of the Prophet’s thought converging

thus on one great inference to which he was almost

the earliest of mankind to leap.

The God who takes his place thus at the centre of

the Reformer’s religion had lost, if he ever possessed,

^ So maOiUa bagandm on the Inscriptions,
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all real traits of an elemental deity. On this I need

not repeat what 1 said in Lecture II. That Mazdah’s

connexion with Varuna is but slight, as Prof. Jackson

declares,^ may be set beside the doubt whether Varuna
himself was originally elemental. When Darius in

his great credal formula glorifies Mazdah as creator

of heaven and earth,* any primitive identification with

the bright or dark sky must clearly have been long

forgotten. And if there are ti’aces in the Avesta of

physical attributes which need explaining as survivals,

we have only to remember that the daevayasna

avowedly set the Sky-god in the centre, and that

plentiful elements from that cultus remained in the

thought even of strict Zoroastrians in the period when
syncretism was advanced or complete. When Angra
Mainyu was thought of as v-ro Ahura Mazdah
was naturally established in the sky without any

recollection of a primitive connexion. Whether
these survivals, then, are real or accidental, matters

very little : it is more important to gather up the

moral and spiritual characteristics of the God so

pictured. He is Creator of all things, as P’s 44- brings

out in great fullness, and Darius’s creed in brief.

Darkness as well as light is his work ( Ys 44'’), and
upon him the whole course of things depends. He
knows all things—men’s secret sins {Ys 31^*), and

events of the distant future {Ys 33^*). He has

“absolute sovranty” {Ys 31*'), though, as we shall

^ GnmdrisSy ii, p. 6S3.

2 With which we may compare the cult-title DaQid, "^‘Creator/'

which gave a name to the tenth month in the calendar, early

adopted in Cappadocia : see p. 434. It is a regular title of Mazdah
in the Later Avesta.

^ See beloWj p. 128 £
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see later, the presence of the evil power limits that

sovranty during a fixed period of time. And with

absolute power and boundless wisdom he has com-

plete freedom from any stain of unworthiness or evil

This is quite consistent with the use of not a little

anthropomorphic phraseology, which is never allowed

to include what would in any sense mar the dignity

of the conception of God or associate grotesque in-

congruities with the reverence due to him. There

is, I think, no anthropomorphism in the Gathas to

which we could not find an adequate parallel in the

Old Testament.

To understand Zarathushtra’s doctrine of God we
must carefully study the Amshaspands,^ to give them
the Pahlavi title as most convenient. It is very

important to notice that the title, though old as the

Gatha Haptanghaiti, is not found in the Gathas

proper at all. Bartholomae is right in urging that

the collection of them into one body is “ not Gathic,”

and results in the “ obliteration of the special char-

acter ” of the six divinities included. The segregation

of the Six under a collective name is a work of later

theology. It is true that there are many verses in

the Gathas where most of them are named, and one
or two where they all six appear, and in the usual

order, in a verse that looks very much like a catechism

answer.^ But there is a very marked difference in

^ In its oldest form (Gathic dialect) sjmita amdsa or in reverse

order, each occurring once in Gatha Haptanghaiti. On the meaning
of sponta, see below, p. 144 f.

2 Ys 47^ : see ERPP, 108 f. I ought to reserve the point of order

as hxr as the first two are concerned. In the Gathas, though not in

the Later Avesta, Asha seems to lead. All the Six appear also in

Ys 45^*^, in marked dependence on Ahura. See the note there.
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the prominence of the members of the hexad. A
rough enumeration of the occurrences of the words

in the Gathas—discounted by the difficulty of allow-

ing for places where the names may have no reference

to the Amshaspands—shows that Am appears ten

to fifteen times as often as Haurvatdt and Amardtdt,

fully three times as often as JCmdra, and four times

as often as Aramaiti. Asha and Vohu Manah are

obviously far more important than the others. And
it is not easy to draw a sharp line between the least

conspicuous Amshaspands and other spirits of the

same general class. Sraosa, “obedience,” is named
almost as often as Haurvatat in the Gathas ; and

Gdus urvan, “Ox-Soul,” Gnis tamn, “Ox-Creator,”

and Atar, “ Fne,” have a conspicuous place. Barthol-

omae calls them all Ahuras, and they seem to be

alike marked with the distinctive featxire of Zara-

thushtra’s spirit-world. That is, as 1 take it, the

Ahuras are not really separate from Mazdah or sub-

ordinate to him : they seem to be essentially part of

bis own being, attributes of the Divine endowed with

a vague measure of separate existence for the purpose

of bringing out the truth for which they severally

stand. When the very name of Good Thought can

be replaced by “ Thy Thought ” in addressing Mazdah,

it is clear that Vohu Manah cannot be detaclied from

Mazdah except as far as Spenta Mainyu, his “ Holy
Spirit,” may be ; and if this is true of one of the two
greatest Amshaspands, it may fairly be presumed of

the rest. When in later times Aramaiti was called

Mazdah’s daughter, and Atar his son, it was really

the materialised expression of the same fact.

What I have said carries with it, if true, the sacri-

7
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fice of any close connexion between the Amshaspands
and similar figures of Vedic or of Babylonian myth-
ology. In an early work, Or??iazd et Ahriman (1877),

Darmesteter tried to demonstrate the existence of a

link between the Amshaspands and the Adityali of

India, whose name “infinite ones” resembled the
“ immortals ” of the Avesta. I can see no objection

in principle to our allowing the Adityas influence

upon the process of collecting the Hexad into a

special class : nor should I protest with any energy

if an Aryan title were held to lie behind the name by

which in the Haptanghaiti the heavenly collegium

was distinguished. Indeed, I think it likely that

Zarathushtra intentionally took up Aryan mythus
where it compromised no principle.^ That Aramaiti

is clearly the genius of the Earth in the Gathas is

noted elsewhere, and that the connexion between

XsaOra and Metals forms the basis of the eschatological

idea of the ayah ymsta (p. 157 f): that Haurvatdt
and Amorotdt are Water and Plants is still more
patent. One might almost suggest that Zarathushtra

took out of the popular religion the animistic idea of

th.QfravaU possessed by every creation of Ahura, and

drew from it what suited him.

More seductive is the suggestion that the Amsha-
spands are connected with theBabylonian planet world.

There is the fact that Assara Mazd^ in the Assyrian

inscription already referred to is associated with the

“seven Igigi.” Now we have undeniably seven

Amshaspands in later stages of Parsism. In Yt
I3S2

f ijaye their sevenfold unity insisted on vnth

^ Some good points in this direction are made by Prof, Carnoy
in his article on Aramaiti in Le Museon^ n.s., xiii. 127 if
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emphasis, and their common relation to one Father,

the Creator Ahura Mazdah. We must suppose

Sraosha to be the seventh/ Sometimes when the

seven are named, Ahura himself is included. It is

noteworthy that in J'obit the “seven spirits” are

expressly dissociated from God as subordinate. The

trait may go back to the Magian original and answer

to Assara Mazas and the seven Igigi. This fixing of

the Amshaspands as seven has parallels in the history

of the Adityas, as Darmesteter showed. Whether it

came into Parsism by way of Babylonian astrolatry,

or represents the survival of an Aryan cultus to which

Zarathushtra’s system has been accommodated by

the methods of Procrustes, we need not stay to

inquire, for we are concerned with Zarathushtra’s

own concepts alone. And here we must resolutely

put aside presuppositions drawn from later Parsism,

and realise that Zarathushtra cannot be proved

by any valid evidence to have created a Hexad,

far less a Heptad, to have given them a collective

name, or to have depended on either Aryan or

Babylonian hints for the invention of abstract ideas

.strikingly in keeping with his own characteristic

thought.

We may notice further, in studying the Amsha-
spands in the Gathas, that there is the same absence

of stereotyped forms which we shall observe later in

the crucial case of the evil spirit’s name. In the I^ater

Avesta “ Right ” is regularly VahiUa ;
“ Dominion ” is

Vairya, “desirable ”
;

® “Piety” is Sp9nta ; and “ Good

1 So Ys 57^^ : Sraosha ‘'‘returns to the assembly of the Am. Sp/'
2 Who ought to be chosen^ ie, by free will of man ” (Casartelli).

It is not Gathic, but Ys 51^ show it in the context of
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Thought ” is a fixed combination. But in the Gathas

vohu (“good”) goes with 3I'^“) as well as

manah, and “Good Thought ’’may take the superlative

vahista or the possessive “ Thy,” while Aramaiti

usually does without an epithet, or has “ good ” like

her comrades, only five times claiming the “holy”

that later became a fixed part of her name. This

goes with the obvious fact that the words am, manah,

and xs«^^«5 and even amardtdt, can be used without

reference to the technical meaning, while often we
are left with no decisive criterion by which to decide

between the small initial and the capital in our

translation. It is all characteristic of the early stage

of development in which we find these fioating

abstractions, still perfectly fresh and free. We must

clearly leave plenty of time for the appellations to

become stereotyped. Those who believe that the

Indo-Scythian coin-legend Skahrevar in the first

century a.d. had been developed out of xsa^ra vaii-ya

in a generation or two are pressing probabilities very

far indeed

!

Strabo has in a well-known passage described the

cult of Omanus (or Omanes) in Cappadocia. The
description is cited in full below (p. 409). Omanus is

associated with Anaitis,^ and we are told that an

image of him is taken in procession. Strabo had seen

this cult himself. In another passage (p. 512) he

says that Persian generals built a large barrow in

commemoration of a great slaughter of Saeae, “and
set up the shrine of Anaitis and the gods who share

^ Tavra 8’ ev rots r^s ’Ava'mSos koX rov ’[2ju.dvov vevo/jucrrai' tovtwv Se

Kol crrjKOL ctcrtF, /cal ^oavov rov ’O/xavov TTO/XTrcvet. ravra fx.h/ ow
i(vpdKajj.€Vy iK€lva 8’ iv rats tcrroptats Xcycrat /cal to,
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altars with her, Omanus and Anadatus, Persian

divinities.” ^ He connects this with the Sacaga, which

was still observed at Zela (in Pontus). I have quoted

the passages to show how far we may regard them as

relevant for our present subject. It is generally

assumed that Omanus is Vohumanah, while ’AmSarov

is supposed to be a false reading for AfxapSaTov, and so

to represent A moratat. There are too many assump-

tions here to make me feel at all easy. Good Thought

and Immortality might be selected as the first and

the last of the Amshaspands, according to the usual

later order. But there is nothing beyond the name
Omanus to suggest Amshaspands at all. They have

no special link with Anahita, who was, as we see

elsewhere, a deity quite foreign to primitive Zoro-

astrianism. That need mean little, for clearly the cult

here described has suffered severely from syncretism.

But the ^oavov of Vohumanah has naturally raised

much difficulty. We are assuredly in a very un-

familiar atmosphere when such a divinity has ceased

to he aniconic ! Geldner, however, has supplied a

parallel from the Avesta which is convincing enough.®

In Vd 19®°®® rules are given for the “cleansing” of

Vohumanah, who is to be taken up by the worshipper

and laid down under the light of heaven, and then

perfumed with incense. The Pahlavi explains it

here as meaning the man’s clothes, since the Amsha-
spand presided over cattle and therefore presumably

over hides used for raiment. It will be admitted

that Geldner’s suggestion is more probable. The

^ Kal TO Tijs *AvatTiSo9 Kal rmv $€mv lepbv t^pvaravro

^Qjxdvov Kol 'AvaSdrov Il€p(rtKd>v Satfjuovmv*

^ GrundrisSj ii. 39,
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Vendidad is not likely to contain ritual matter that

is older than Strabo; and under the guidance of

Magian ideas a worship very different from the old

Aryan imageless cult, and still more different from

the spiritual religion of Zarathushtra, would easily

develop with the name as the only link. We are

familiar enough with this kind of process in the

history of religion. Those who question the identity

of Omanus and Vohumanah should at any rate be

ready with an alternative explanation, when Strabo

definitely says he and “Anadatus” were Persian

Salfiove^} The recognition of Ameretat in the corrupt

name that follows must of course be left open. I am
not disposed to make use of Strabo’s evidence as

proof that the Amshaspands were popular divinities

in Cappadocia in the first century. A scholar whose

scepticism is robust enough to make him postulate

Gathas composed in a dead language under the in-

spiration of Philo will not be troubled greatly with

an argument drawn from the identification of Omanus,
nor will he recognise the necessity of providing an

alternative. I only point out here that Strabo’s

witness is perfectly congruous on the orthodox

theory, and actually gains in reasonableness when we
put Zarathushtra’s date further back still. It is, more-

over, supported by the nearly contemporary witness of

the coins of Kanishka and Huvishka. There we have

Khshathra and perhaps Asha, with the form stereo-

typed and developed into Middle Persian dialect

;

while the presence of the disguised form of the name
of Vishtaspa’s father Aurvat-aspa testifies to the

permanence of the Zarathushtrian tradition, and the

^ See note^ on p. 101.
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names of old Aryan gods—Verethraghna, Tishtrya

(or perhaps Tira—see p. 435 f.),Mithra, etc.—attest the

syncretism of the Avesta as already complete.

But here comes in Prof. Cumont’s argument from

the Cappadocian Calendar. In a short note appended

to a quotation from Moses of Chorene {Textes, ii. 6)

he calls attention to the fact that the Cappadocian

months bore Avestan names “ scarcely altered,” as

may be seen undeniably from the names as restored

from a medley of late Greek MSS. in Cumont’s first

volume {Textes, i. 132). The discovery is indeed an

old one, going back to Henri Estienne’s Thesatirus

;

and the great names of Benfey and Lagarde are

connected with the working out of the Persian

equivalents. In Cumont’s note (ii. 6) we read that

“ certain indications appear to show that the adoption

ofthe Persian Calendar in Cappadocia took place about

400 B.c.”—during the Achsemenian period, anyhow,

though it is “ very difficult to determine more pre-

cisely the date at which they began to use in Asia

Minor these foreign names of the months.” In a

separate note at the end of this book I attempt some

discussion of the case which Prof. Cumont thus

accepts as proved—for the argument is only presented

by references to other literature,—and here 1 will

assume its truth. It will be noticed at once that all

six Amshaspands are in the list, which is sufficient

proof that if the great Belgian savant is quoted in

support of Darmesteter’s paradoxical dating of the

Gathas, it can only be for an attenuated fragment of

the same. For of course Darmesteter’s case rests on

the assertion that the Amshaspands are ultimately

due to Philo ; and here is Cumont declaring that they
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not only existed but had been exported to Cappadocia

nearly four centuries before Philo was born !

To enlarge further on Darmesteter’s unlucky

theory is, however, not my purpose here. How
does Cumont’s date for the adoption of the Persian

Calendar in Cappadocia square with the evidence we
have traced, showing that the Amshaspands were
almost unknown in Western Iran until a period

generations later than this? The first observation

we make is that the date (which would bear bringing

down towards the middle of the fourth century if we
see other reasons) is in the reign of Artaxerxes

Mnemon. Now, as we see elsewhere (p. 77 f.), this

king was the promoter of a new religious syncretism.

If Darius I. attaches himself to Zarathushtra, and
Xerxes represents mostly a relapse into Aryan natui-e-

worship, Artaxerxes II. is emphatically the patron of

the Magian movement. He is the first Achasmenian
of whom we can say that the I-,ater Avesta fairly

represents his religion. Now the mere repetition of

the deities of the Persian-Cappadocian Calendar is

enough to show what has happened to the Amsha-
spands meanwhile. They are, in order of their months,
the Fravashis, Asha Vahishta, Haurvatat, Tishtrya(?),^

Ameretat, Khshathra Vairya, Mithra, Apam Napat,
Atar, Dathush (the Creator), Vohu Manah, Spenta
Armaiti. The names are in their later form with
epithets fixed and an integral part of the title. They
are altogether out of order : note that the inseparable

pair, Haurvatat and Ameretat, is divided, and the cult

epithet of Mazdah occurs in the name of the tenth
month. Then we find the six Zoroastrian angels

^ Tir : see below^ p. 435 f.
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accompanied by two others (Fire and the Creatpr-^

who would suit the Zoi'oastrian and the pre-reforma-

tion creed equally, and four who belong distinctly to

the older Aryan faith. But the alien Anahita is

absent, replaced seemingly by Apam Napat, who

stands next to Mithra: the Anahita Yasht is called

Abdn, by a survival of this name. Since after West’s

investigation we ha^'e reason to believe that Darius

reformed the Calendar in a Zoroastrian direction, we

might recognise that great king’s acuteness in thus

scattering tlie new names among the old. But we

may be sure they never became popular with the

meaning which Zarathushti*a attached to them. It is

safe to believe that “ Desirable Dominion ” meant for

Persian nobles very much what “Empire” means

to-day for the Jingo, and “Best Right” something

not far away from “ Might.” Nor must we forget

that the old SondcTgottcr of whom Zarathushtra

availed himself, using very new and recondite inter-

pretations of their significance, were ready to come

out into tlie light. Aramaiti was still the Earth and

Vohu Manah cattle. It is quite possible that the

“ images of Omanus ” seen by Strabo in Cappadocia

were very much like the Golden Calves. To this

extent the names of the Amshaspands may well have

been preserved in Magian syncretism, and propagated

by the Persian grandees who set up their luxurious

state in south-eastern Asia Minor and in Armenia.

New names of months might be adopted by the

common people, but they did not necessarily under-

stand them any better than a modern cockney

understands that July and August commemorate

famous Romans of the past. And even so the
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Amshaspands won very narrow recognition. It is not

far from Cappadocia to Commagene. How much of

their lore, or their very names, did Persian propa-

gandists take to that country ?

For this we of course interrogate a royal witness,

in the well-known inscription of Antioehus I., of

whom we hear first in 69 b.c. Dittenberger’s descrip-

tion of the monument^ tells us of lions and eagles

sculptured on the smoothed eastern and western sides,

with five human figures seated on thrones—Zeus

Oromasdes in the middle, Mithra and Artagnes

{VdrdQrayna) on the light, Commagene and King

Antioehus [their Fravashis ?] on the left. There are

other figures, much damaged ; and we are told that

Antioehus portrayed his ancestors, claiming descent

on the father’s side from the great Darius, and on the

mother’s from Alexander (!). This is an appropriate

symbol of the syncretism he shows in his profession

of faith, for such the inscription is mainly intended to

be. He begins with the declaration that religion is

the most abiding of all good things and the greatest

joy, and he traces to it all his fortune and success.

The phrase he uses here supplies a reason for referring

to his witness at this point. “All through my life,”

he says, “I showed to all men that I regarded

Holiness {rhv ocnorrira) as a most trusted warden of my
kingdom and an incomparable delight a;x(/x>;Toi/).”

Later on he says, “ All that is holy is a liglit burden
{Kov(pov epyov), but heavy are the woes that follow

impiety (ao-e^eta).” Can we say that he means Asha ?

We cannot pronounce dogmatically on the question :

the mention would be appropriate enough, but no
^ Orientis Greed Inscrij)tiones Selectm^ L 5%l L
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Gi’eek scholar, ignorant of Asha’s existence, would

suspect any foreign allusion in the words. And the

Persian elements in the King’s creed are clear enough.

He says that he has set up his monument “ as near

as might be to the heavenly thrones {ovpavlwv ay-^ia-Ta

dpovcev),'' “ for that the body of my outward form

{ij.op(l)Pii), having lived in happiness unto old age,

having sent my God-loved soul to the heavenly

thrones of Zeus Oromasdes, shall sleep unto endless

time.” This last phrase has the suggestion of Zervan

Akarana ;
but there is a closer equivalent later on

(y_u2 where he speaks of “ men whom endless time

{xpovo? aVeipo?—in the former passage amv) shall set in

the (royal) succession of this land in their own lot of

life.” There is a quasi-personal tone about the title

which would suit the identification very well. A few

lines later Antiochus points to the images :
“ Where-

fore, as thou seest, I have set up these god-befitting

images of Zeus Oromasdes and Apollo Mithras (who

is) the Sun (and) Hermes,’ and Artagnes^ (who is)

Herakles (and) Ares, and of myall-nurturing country

Commagene.” He then turns to remark that he had

set up his own image in their company and in the

same stone, “preserving a just counterfeit {nlfinm

1 An identific.'ition whioli is suffgestive for the view taken of

Mithra in that age and place. Dittenberger quotes Cumont, and

remarks that .Mithra .and Hennes were alike xl/v^oTt^ojirroi, und. that

the planet which the I’ersians assigned to Mithra the Greeks gave

partly to .‘\.{)oll() and partly to Hennes. How far this suits the

solar character of Mithra, by this time pretty generally established,

I need not stay to ask. There is obviously not a little confusion

here between (ireek and Persian ideas.

^ Dittenberger observes that the Greeks gave the planet Mars

(in Persian Verethraghna) to Herakles or Ares.
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SIkuiov) of the immortal thought which

ofttimes stood visibly by me as a kindly helper in

my kingly endeavours.”^ These remarkable words

point distinctly to the Fravashi, and to the belief that

it sometimes became visible as a man’s “double.”-

The Fravashis, then, Mithra, Verethraghna, probably

Zervan Akarana, and the “heroes” (who for Antiochus

would be the “ gods of the royal house ” recognised

in Achsemenian religion®), together of course with

Ahura Mazdah, are the divinities to whom Antiochus

offers such whole-hearted allegiance. There is no
real Zoroastrianism here, but a religion not far from

Mithraism as we know it a little later, with the

unreformed Iranian nature-worship still only slightly

contaminated with elements drawn from Semitic or

other alien sources : it is significant that there is no
mention of Anahita. In such a pantheon there was
no room for Asha, and the tentative question with

which this paragi-aph opened receives a negative

answer. Antiochus owes much more to Hellas

than to Zarathushtra, whose teaching had not yet

established itself so far west.

The negative results which meet us w'hen we try

to trace the Amshaspands in the West, except in the

Cappadocian Calendar and in rather doubtful forms
like Strabo’s Omanus and Anadatus, must not sur-

prise us too much. These conceptions belong to the
most esoteric side of Zarathushtra’s lore, and there is

^ y TToXXaKcs e/1.06 TrapaaraTis iwii^av^s ek por/Oeiav aywvm fiacnXiKwv
ev/j.ev^'s emparo.

2 See Lecture VIII.

® Seep. 274. Probably the same are meant when he distinguishes
6toC and Sat/ioves-
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really nothing strange in their absence even where

a true Zarathushtrian doctrine has been absorbed.

It is most probable that until the Magi popularised

them in their own way, after an adaptation which

preserved little beyond the name and the traditional

association with departments—fire, cattle, metals,

earth, water, and plants—they were never heard of

except in cultured circles. We may perhaps trace

them in the nomenclature of Persian royal and

aristocratic families. Thus Artaxerxes—answering

to an Avestan *At<a-xi<cc6ra,
“ one whose kingdom is

according to Right”—combines two oftheAmshaspand
names, and the first of them has its meaning very

much on the lines of Gathic thought : the frequency

of Persian names in Arta is very suggestive. In the

inscription on the grave of Darius, Weissbach restores

the word lF]auma?iih, and suggests connexion with

the words which in the Avestan appear as vohu

manah} Unfortunately the inscription is too frag-

mentary for us to get any connected sense. We
cannot therefore be positive that we have a proper

name derived from “Good Thought,” or even a case of

the name Good Thought itself. If we may trust the

conjecture, we cannot miss the significance of the

fact that the two words of the Gathas are fused into

one, here and in Strabo’s Cappadocian cult and (in

the analogous case of the third Amshaspand) on the

Indo-Scythian coins. This is, of course, obvious

^ Die Keilinschnften am Grabe Darius H^staspis^ p. 40. The
Aryan noiin mams had in Old Persian (cf, Ha)(a7mni8) passed into

the 4s declension. Weissbach notes the parallel in Sanskrit [imu

and manas)y and makes it a derivative from a word for wisdom ''

:

he ignores the Amshaspand,
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with the name Auramazda, and when Greek evidence

is taken, with ’Apei/mamo?, 'Aa-/jLoSaio?, and other names.'

Soderblom has tried to discount this evidence by

urging that the Gathas separate existing unities in

the manner of learned poetry. But his parallel foirm

patrem from Plautus does not impress me Plautus

is not a hopeful source for learned archaism ! iVnd

surely it is far more probable that free and non-

technical designations, not yet crystallised into proper

names, were in after generations compressed into

set terms. Insistence on the Eastern origin of

Zarathushtra’s Reform, the esoteric character of the

Amshaspands in their earliest conception, and the

length of time (as evidenced by development of

language) during which a drastic adaptation has been

working, will remove all the difficulty which has

been felt as to the absence of these spirits from
extra-Avestan sources until a late period.

On the Amshaspands in detail I have had something
to say already, and shall have to add more." The
primacy among them belongs to ASa, even as late as

the Haptanghaiti. Plutarch accurately translates

’AXijdeia, for the fact that Dn/j, the Lie, is the
antithesis of Asha from the first makes tliis the most
outstanding feature. I have used “Right” as the

word that covers best the very varying use of tlie

name, which from Aryan times® denotes the right

order of the world, things as the Creator meant them
to be. If Philo really was thinking of the Amsha-

1 See on this subject the Excursus, p. 422 f.

2 See p. 293-300.
s Skt rta does not quite answer, for its Avestan e<iuivalent is

srata
; but there are parallels for this difference in Ahxlufung.
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spands in Iiis enrious allegorising of the Cities of

Refuge, and if Darniesteter riglitly attaches A070?

deioi to Vohumanah—whether as origin, or (as we

should emphatically assert) as derivative or parallel,

—

we can only say that the comparison is not very

happy, and that the Greek Logos comes quite as

near to Asha as to \^ohumanah in the Gatliic system.

Indeed, Darmesteter’s identification would be a

positive hindrance for his own theory, since the chief

of his Avi'dfjLeK is distinctly second in the Gathas and

only attains primacy in the I,,ater A vesta. But the

Powers of Philo have so little in common with the

Amshaspands, after the Logos has been taken out,

that we need only make a general reference. The

priority of Asha over Vohumanah in the Gathas is

not at all explicit. It may perhaps rest on the idea

that Asha is more inclusive, representing Mazdah’s

action, creation, and law, and not only the “ Thought ”

that inspires it. But Fohumanah—ewoux in Plutarch

—

is comprehensive enough. He is the Thought of

God, and of every good man, and we shall see later

(p. 171) that he is the very paradise that awaits all

who conform to the will of God. He comes very

near Mazdah’s “ Spirit,” for once ( I’i* 33®) we actu-

ally find “ Good Spirit ” replacing “ Good Thought.”

XhOra {ewofxlu) represents Dominion as an essential

attribute of God. At the end of F5 33 we find

Zarathushtra bringing Obedience and Dominion to

Mazdah. The Prophet who teaches men to obey, and

the “ man of Asha ” who spends his life in accumu-

lating good words, thoughts, and deeds, are alike

engaged in “ bringing Mazdah the Dominion ”
;
for

the ultimate triumph of Blazdah over the Lie will be
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achieved by the preponderance of good works over

evil at the great Reckoning. Khshathra represents

accordingly the “ far-off divine Event,” but also its

anticipations in time. He does not attain to the

great Triad, Ahura Mazdah, Asha, Vohu IManah,

which outshines all other conceptions in tlie Gathas ;

'

but he stands out well above the other Ahuras.

Armaiti—so the name is spelt in our MSS., but the

scansion shows that it was tetrasyllable, like its

Sanskrit equivalent araviati— retains her Aryan

connexion with the sacred earth." I have ventured

to suggest {ERPF, p. 63) that her very name may

arise from a popular etymology of Aiyan antiijuity,

so that she began as “ Mother Earth ” and took on

her the idea of “ right-thinking, piety,” by confusion

with another combination.^ Plutarch calls her eroijyla,

but of course it will be remembered that A\Tsdom is

a very practical virtue in Parsism from the first. So

the connexion with the beneficent * Earth was easy

to maintain.

A further characteristic of Aramaiti .should be

1 See, for example, Ys 30», and 29, with my notes.

2 See on this p. lOf. There is a very full .study of .tramaiti by

Prof. Carnoy in Musem, n.s., xiii. 127 ff-

8 I ought perhaps to repeat my suggestion here for eonveuieiiee.

Since ipa. {ipaie,
“ earthwards ”) is an old word for Earth, arii mala is a

possible name (in nom.) for “ Mother Earth,” whicli may have been

confused in the Aryan period with the word for “right thinking,”

the antitheses of which are found in Avesten (CJalhic pairimaili, i j>

32* “ perversity,” and tanviaiti, Ys 33‘‘, “heresy”). *Ara di,saj)peared

in Aryan—the adjective prAm, “broad,” ejected its a(Tompanying

noun in the earliest period of Skt. But our earth survives to wilne.ss

it, conflate perhaps with a distinct name Nerikus, the earth-deity in

Tacitus.

^ Spdnta, see p. 145 f.
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noted here. In my note on the Gathic verse, I'Is* 45‘,

I have delended the rendering vtdncli makes Ahura
Mazdah “the Father of the active Good Thought,

and his daughter is Piety.” That relationship be-

comes lixcd in the I alter Avesta, where also Atar is

Mazdah's “ .son.” Gunkel ' bring.s Aramaiti thus into

comparison with Athena as daughter ol‘ Zeus, Ishtar-

Siduri, goddess of Wisdom, daughter of Anu, Sin, or

Bel, with the Gnostic Sophia and tlie Wisdom of

P7-overb!i. I mention it mainly by way of calling

attention to the \'ery trifling antliropomorphism in-

volved by the Gathie phrase, which does not really

go beyond W'ordsworth’s

SttHTi Daughter of the Voice of (}od,

0 Duty
!

The use of the figure in I.-ater Parsism is markedly

more literal.

Some special questions arise as to the origin and

functions of the inseparable pair who in later Parsism

were assigned the last places in the Hexad : we have

already seen that in the Gathas the line is not drawn.
“ Welfare and Immortality” are not so much attri-

butes as gifts of Mazdah, sharing with j^Vramaiti the

difference which thus sets them apart from the first

three. It might almost be suggested that .s}-mmetry

had something to do with the fixing of the Hexad

;

and if, as we suggest, the Magi were really responsible

for it, the assumption would be quite in character.

Late descriptions of the Am.sha.spands represent them
sitting three on eaiih side of Ahura at " heaven's high

council-table.” On one side are the three whose

names are of neuter gender, regarded later as male

;

Rdimmsmsckkkilkim Ferstiindnu des $6,

8
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on the other three abstractions witli teininine names,

naturally treated as goddesses. I'hc distiiu'liou of

sex is, as Diogenes saw,^ altogether foreign to genuine

Parsism, as is proved by the very fact that tr.ijm. vohri

mand and ^^re neuter nouns. Lut flua-e

happens to be also a real distinction of nature, in that

half these spirits I’epresent what Mazdah is and the

other half what he gives. It is, howe\ er, more than

doubtful whether Zarathushtra himself would have

allowed the distinction, any more than he would have

sanctioned the rigid limitation of the number. He
puts SraoSa side by side with XmQra, as we saw abo\-e

;

and Aramaiti in one place ( Ilv 31') forms a close pair

with A^i, “ Recompense,” the two names appearing

idiomatically in the dual as the last two Amshaspands
constantly do. There is no real reason to sup])o.se

that a difference of kind was conceived. Ihitting

aside, therefore, as irrelevant for primitive Par.sism the

question whether Welftire and Immortality should

exclude other like spirits from the last places in a
closed circle, we notice two points about their history.

That they represent Water and Plants appears in the

Gathas ( Fi* 51^), and we can see that Zarathushtra is

preserving and adapting an old Aryan myth of tlie

water of youth and the food of immortality. Prof.

Jackson notes® that they are the heavenly counter-
parts of “strength and abiding” {l.nfm vfai/nir/. Fv
51’'). Now Water and Plants are the special care of
other genii, notably An^hita and the Fravashis. I

am inclined to think that the twin Amshaspands were
intended to supersede the latter, who were very
popular among the people to whom Zarathushtra

' Procern. 6-, see below, p. 418 f. ^ Grimlrh-x, ii. tes.
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preached, and that the unmistakably foreign Anahita

came in from the other side to poach on their pre-

serves at a later time. But these may not have been

the only ancient divinities for whom liaurvatat and

Ameretat were substitutes or rivals. The strongly

marked twin-like cluiracter of the pair suggests that

they may have replaced the Aryan Dioscuri, whose

epithet Nasatya (of unknown meaning) survives on
apparently Aryan ground at Boghaz-keui, and in the

Later Avestan form many centuries later as the

demon A^CwhaidyaJ Their functions do not strikingly

recall the vivid figures of the Indian xV^vins, except

that they are physicians and deliverers, who stave off

disease and dangei’. But all we know fron) other

Indo-European mythology of the prominence of

Dioscuric worship makes us expect to find in Parsism

traces of a cultus once universal, and exceedingly

prominent in the kindred Indian pantheon.^

^ The complete loss of all consciousness of original meaning, com-
bined with the lateness of the Avesfam texts (Fd 10® ig’®) which

name this featureless demon in company with Indra and Saurva,

make it at least possible that it h.as been reimported, and represents

anti-Hindu polemic (ef. the Indian gods Indra and (J'arva). Similar

late polemic is probably to be found in the reference (Yt J.S’*) to the

heretic Gaotjma, who is beat taken, I think, as Gautama the Buddha :

see on this p. 28 f. Bartholomae does not give his reasons (AirfVb,

481) for regarding thi.s as improbable. The Bundahisli (28*®)

assigns “ discontent ” to NanhaiOya as his function, and has in the

smne passage provinces for Indra and Saurva, equally unoriginal,

to all seeming.

To complete the analogy, Castor and Folydeuces must have a

sister Helena, as the A<,‘vinau have A9vini. Aramaiti would natur-

ally fill this jilace. But 1 fear this is all too speculative. On the

whole question of Twin-cultus see Dr J. Rendel Harris’s works.

The Cult oj the Heavenly Tivitis and The Dioscuri in Christian

Legend.
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Zarathushtra’s solution of the problem of Evil, and

his doctrine of the Future, I shall deal with at greater

length in the next two Lectures ;
and a few details

of the Gathic system may be left to be annotated in

connexion with the translation that appears in the

Appendix. One subject only I shall take up here

before leaving the Gathas. How are we to classify

Zarathushtra as between the two great categories

into which men of religion naturally fall? Was
he Prophet and Teacher, or was he Priest ? Is

the religion of the Gathas practical and ethical, or

sacerdotal

?

Now there is one passage in the Gathas where the

preacher does call himself by the old Aryan name
zaotar (Skt kotar), “ priest.” In Ys 33® (cited Yt Y)
we read

;

I who as priest would, learn through Am the straight

paths, would learn by the Best Spirit how to practise

husbandry.

In the Later Avesta the zaotar is a chief priest whose

special duty is chanting the Gathas. This is obviously

the successor of the priest who in Iranian worship

stood before the Fire chanting a Beoyovlri or Yasht, in

the classical description of Herodotus.^ By the time

of the historian’s travels, the Magi had made them-

selves indispensable for this function ; but there is no

reason whatever for postulating a sacerdotal caste in

Aryan times or in the days of Zarathushtra, as there

was apparently in the Late Avestan period. The
(Wravano^ or “Fire-priests” do not appear at all in

the Gathas, and there is a hint in the Haptanghaiti

^ See below, p. 395. ^ The name of course is Aryan.
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that they came from abroad.^ They are of course the

vvpaidoi of Strabo. The one suggestion of a caste

connected with religion in the Gathas is the appear-

ance of three classes (see Ys 32^ and note), airyaman,

y^aetu, and V3rdzdna, which Bartholomae makes out to

be severally priests, nobles, and husbandmen. In the

Later Avesta we have a fourfo!^ division—uBravan,

raQaeUar (“charioteer”), vastrya fSuyaiit (“herds-

man”), huiti (“artisan”): the name for “caste” was

piStra
(
Ys 19'^), which meant “ colour,” like the

Indian va?'na, and suggests the presence of distinct

races. The six tribes of the Medes (Herod, i. 101)

are a parallel. Now we can hardly understand the

Gathas on the assumption that Zarathushtra himself

belonged to a separate and higher priestly caste. His

enthusiasm for husbandry would make us put him
with the lowest of the three, if we were free to choose.

The question really is what functions we are to assign

to the airyaman. The word is Aryan. In the Rig-

veda (Macdonell, Vedic Mythology, 45) Aryaman is

named a hundred times and has the dignity of an

Aditya ; but he is “ destitute of individual character-

istics,” and nearly always named with Mitra and

Varuna. Prof. Macdonell says that in less than a

dozen places the word means “comrade,” much as

Mitra means “friend,” and this is apparently its

meaning in the Gathas. Is there anything to prevent

the “brotherhood” in question from being simply

the fellowship of teacher and disciples who amid

much detraction {Ys 33*) strive to spread their

message through the community? The very fact

^ See p. 88. On priestly families in Indo-European times, see

Schrader, in EBE^ ii. 42 f.
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that the other two castes are the same in Gathas and

Later Avesta—for the “ nobles ” and the “ charioteers
”

are obviously the same—makes it more striking that

the place of the aQravan is taken in the Gathas by a

class the name of which at any rate carries no sort of

priestly function. That Zarathushtra is teacher and

prophet is written large over every page of the Gathas.

He is perpetually striving to persuade men of the

truth of a great message, obedience to which will

bring them everlasting life. He has a revelation, a

mystery, which he offers to “ him who knows ”
: it is

an esoteric doctrine which bigoted partisans of the

old daevayasna will not receive. Men have their

free choice, though Aramaiti pleads with the wavering

soul. He who has brought the message will be men’s

judge at the last, for he has given them a word of

Truth and they spurn it at their peril. There is no

room for sacerdotal functions as a really integral part

of such a man’s gospel ; and of ritual or spells we hear

as little as we expect to hear, after studying the life

and work of religious reformers in other parts of the

world. Ritual has its place, but it is not in the first

fresh dawn of a religion that is going to live.^

I have not by any means exhausted the topics that

may be, or even ought to be, discussed in a lecture

upon the Prophet of Iran. But my limits do not

permit of any attempt at completeness, and I have

^ That Zarathushtra was afterwards assumed to be a Magus^ and

that his name^ with a superlative suffix (zaraOmtrotdmd) became a

term for ^^high priest/' I regard as irrelevant. I have given

reasons elsewhere (esp. p. 197 £) for believing that the Magi adapted

his system long after his day and claimed his name. This is ob-

viously natural^ and it is just the sort of question on which the

assertions of later generations count for very little. See also p. 41 1.
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still to sketch the main lines of the Counter-reforma-

tions which are to be recognised as underlying the

Later Avesta, as I have already tried to prove. The

very possibility of such counter-reformation depends

on the disappearance, very soon after the Prophet’s

death, of that passionate conviction which made him

incapable of countenancing any concession to rival

inferior creeds. Prof. Eduard Meyer ^ remarks on the

accommodating character of Mazdeism, which could

adopt foreign deities by the simple device of making

them servants of Ahura Mazdah. He mentions

Aramaic inscriptions in Cappadocia which show Bel

recognising Dtn 3Iazdayasms as his sister and wife.

This^accommodating temper, utterly foreign to the

enthusiasm of Zarathushtra, must have been the

national bent, to which the people reverted easily

when the fiery personality was withdrawn. It was,

however, this very power of adaptation which made it

possible for the religion—even if only in forms widely

differing from the original— to spread beyond the

bounds of its early home. There was no nationalism

connected with it, no suggestion that Ahura Mazdah

was still what he had been at first, the “ god of the

Aryans” alone. Great Persian magnates who had

estates in Armenia and Cappadocia took their religion

into these districts. The inscription of Antioehus

of Commagene shows with what energy many of

these propagandists carried the faith.^ But it was

not the highly abstract and profound teaching of the

Founder that went forth conquering and to conquer.

2 xhe foregoing remarks are largely drawn from some excellent

observations of E. Meyer^ in GescJi, d, AlL^ iii. 128 .
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In the absence of enthusiasm for his deeper doctrines,

never really understood, it was easy to keep his names

and forms, and deny his spirit, unconsciously enough.

Hence the two successive movements, one of mere

relapse, the other of drastic innovation, which created

the Later Avesta and transformed Zarathushtra’s

religion till it would have been hardly recognised

by him. The mischief was only partially undone by

the Sassanian reformers, who could not revive the

Prophet’s spirit for the multitude of clouds that had

arisen to hide him.

The earliest among these movements is seen in the

Gatha Haptanghaiti. Its identity of dialect shows

that we cannot separate it far in period or in place

from the Gathas proper. Its extraordinary difference

in religious standpoint, with the fact that it is in

prose, might point to its coming from a community

distinct from that which received and preserved the

Gathas themselves. It was not a community

consciously alien from the Reform, for we actually

find Zarathushtra installed as an object of worship.^

If the passage where this appears is an original part

of the text—and of course in a prose composition we
have no resources for proving this—we naturally pre-

sume that we have to do with a period a generation

or two after Zarathushtra’s death, and a social stratum

separated from the literary and presumably aristocratic

traditions in which the verse Gathas arose. In such

a community it was inevitable that the old Aryan

nature-worship should remain almost unaltered. The

^ Ys we adore Mazdah and Zarathushtra.” This answers

to Later Avestan passages like Yt where Zarathushtra is wor-

shipped with zaoQra and bardsman.
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already ancient cult of “the Wise Ahiira,” the special

divinity of the aristoci'acy/ had been adopted by their

feudal retainers ; and the Prophet who had been so

effectively patronised by the court was duly honoured

as t/asatxi, though perhaps the fact that he is named

but once- illustrates the relatively small importance

that he had attained in the popular esteem. We
naturally compare with this the oft-discussed absence

of Zarathushtra’s name from the Inscriptions. The

most characteristic creations of Zarathushtra, the

Amshaspands, are before us, and they are collected

into a definite community and distinguished by a

corporate name. But, as we have seen, this is only

an apparent conformity, which may very well cover

a real return to an old Aryan use. Asha, whose

name is conspicuously Aryan, is far the most

prominent among the individual Amshaspands, of

whom only the first four are named at all : whether

Ox-Soul and Ox-Creator and Fire are meant to be

included among the “ Lords ” we have no means of

knowing. They are worshipped manifestly, as are

the Waters, Fravashis, and Haoma. The Waters

receive their old Aryan name of “ wives ” of the deity,

being linked with the sacred Earth.® An interesting

contact with the Inscriptions may be seen in Ys 37h

where it is said of Ahura Mazdah that he

made the Cattle and the Right, made the Waters and

the good Plants, made the Light and the Earth and all

that is good.

The words have a ring decidedly like that of the

1 See above, pp. 32, 60.

2 Wolff would make him implied in Ys 35K » Ys 38\
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recurrent Lobgesang of Darius to the “great god
Auramazda,”

who made this earth, who made yon heaven, who made
man, who made welfare for man, who set up Darius as king,

one king of many, one lord of manyd

Zarathushtra had after all left behind him the em-

phasis that he most desired—the uniqueness of the

Creator as the central feature of the faith. Darius

preserved his system more perfectly than the framers

of the Haptanghaiti, who compromised monotheism

seriously, and never even named the powers of evil

which came so prominently into the Gathas and the

records of Behistan.

The characteristics of the Haptanghaiti are repro-

duced and emphasised in the older Yashts. Here
the Aryan “ Heavenly Ones ” are back again in

their original place, only formally subordinated to

the supremacy of Ahura Mazdah. And even the

supremacy itself seems grievously affected when
Mazdah himself is said to have sacrificed to the

yazata whose praises occupy the hymn, and im-

plored his or her help. Anthropomorphism is

complete. The Amshaspands, who in the Haptang-

haiti were already male and female,^ are definitely

the children of Ahura,
^
just as the Waters were his

wives. The details of this revived Aryan cultus

will prompt some comments elsewhere.^ Here it

1 Dar.NR ai, al.

2 Ys 39^:, ‘‘die guten (Gotter) und guten (Gottinnen)/* as Wolff

has it—the original has simply bonos bonasque. We must remember
that the Gathic names are neuter and feminine respectively, and the

latter accordingly no more represent female spirits than the former

X'epresent males : see above, p. 113 f.

s Yt 1382. ^ See p, 271 f.
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must suffice to note how the atmosphere of the

Vedas is brought back, not in the Gathas, which

come so near to the Vedic in language, but in the

verse Yashts, whose very metre approximates to

those of Indian poets more closely than the measures

found in the Gathas.^

The last stage in the syncretism is, on our theory,

connected with the Magian name. It is not always

possible to assign a given feature of later Parsism

to the one side or the other of the reaction, but the

general lines are clear enough. We are not yet

ready for the analysis of Magian dualism, nor for

that of the ritual which so largely depended upon

it. Here I will only recall my remark that until

the Sassanian revival the West only knew as much

of real Zoroastrianism as the Magi cliose to transmit.

Having once decisively claimed the Prophet as one

of themselves, the Magi followed on to make truly

their own as much of his system as they were

capable of apprehending. They preserved the

Gathas and the Yashts, and composed the ritual

parts of the Avesta. They do not seem to have

learnt how to imitate the verse which they trans-

mitted so well, and all their own additions seem to

have been in prose. Our most notable Greek re-

presentations of Parsism, especially that in Plutarch,

are of Magianism essentially. Zarathushtra’s doctrine

was kept in the East, just as his own vitality was

fabled to have been kept in the waters of the eastern

lake, till the time came for Saoshyant to be born.

1 On the whole subject of Avestan verse, see the chapter in

ERPP: it has not seemed sufficiently relevant to my present

purpose for me to repeat its substance here.
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Even so the full system of the Prophet was known
after the Sassanian age. But by that time the

world was no longer ready to listen. Zarathushtra

did not come “in the fullness of the time”—he

came too early, and too late as well

!



LECTURE IV

zarathushtra’s doctrine of evil

Frmarane Masda^asno Zara6uBris Vldaevo Ahuraikaeso,

I declare myself a Mazjdali-worshipper^ a Zoroastrian, an enemy

of the Daevas, holding Ahura's Law/’-—Oldest Zoeoastrian Creed.

From Zarathushtra’s doctrine of God we pass on

to his doctrine of Evil, which is an essential part

of it, and the most conspicuous of his contributions

to religious thought. I call it essential because it

involves a limitation of God’s omnipotence, even

though it be only during a definite period of time.

In his admirable article on Iranian Dualism in the

latest volume of Dr Hastings’ Encyclopcedia,^ Dr
Casartelli very justly says that our calling the Parsi

solution of the problem of Evil “ dualistic ” is mainly

a matter of terms. He would himself retain the

term on the ground that the Parsi Evil Spirit is

independent, and can create. I had rejected it,

since it seemed to me inconsistent with an optimist

outlook on the future. Whatever view Parsism

has taken as to the past history of the evil principle,

it has always declared that its future is utter and

final destruction. If we restrict ourselves to the

origin of evil and its development during human
history past and future, we may use the term

^ EKE, V. nil
12S
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dualism fairly enough, in Dr Casartelli’s sense, for

until the Frasolm'sti there is a power independent

of God which God cannot destroy, shaiing his

peculiarly divine prerogative of creation.

But this Ijecture is primarily concerned with

Zarathushtra’s doctrine of evil, and here I can see

no evidence whatever to justify the imputation of

dualism. We have already realised that Parsism

as we have it must be distinguished in many
important respects from the teaching of its Founder,

as far as we have this in the Gathas. When
we come to discuss Magianism we shall find that

nothing is more characteristic of that system of

thought than the “tendency towards . . . bilateral

symmetry,” as Dr Casartelli puts it : whether it is

Iranian or not we will consider later on. I want

to lay all possible stress on the importance of de-

lineating Zarathushtra’s doctrine of evil from the

Gathas, and the Gathas alone. We shall find that

unless we think ourselves justified in reading back

from the Later Avesta and the Pahlavi classics,

we have really no proof that the Founder himself

originated many of the most conspicuous elements

in Parsi dualism. He shares with his successors

the confidence that “Good will be the final goal

of ill.” But the very name of Ahriman is due to

a later application of an incidental epithet occurring

once in the Gathas. The creative privilege of “ the

Lie,” her independence of Mazdah, the co-eternity

in the past of the “ Bad Spirit ” with the “ Holy
Spirit,” and other crucial notions which later theology

developed, cannot be proved from the Gathas. I do
not feel at all sure that the Prophet himself, if con-
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fronted with accurately drawn pictures of the Evil

Spirit, gathered from the New Testament and the

Later Avesta respectively, might not have pointed

to the first as in some important points nearer to

his own view, except for the absence of any opening

for regarding Good and Evil as “ twins.”

The rather unprofitable question as to originality

is raised about Zarathushtra, as about all other great

religious teachers. To judge from the language of

some theorists in our midst, no new religious idea

ever was invented : they were all implicit somehow

in protoplasm at the creation, if such an archaic

term may be used for brevity. I am not careful

to defend the Prioritdt of Zarathushtra or of yet

greater teachers, for the higher originality is generally

found in one who can I’e-mint old gold and “ make
it cui'rent coin.” 1 am content to accept the fact

that before Zarathushtra began his own thinking

he was familiar enough with the idea of a stream

of tendency, not ourselves, making for unrighteous-

ness. Iranian folk-religion, like most others, had

plenty of hurtful spirits ; and if Zarathushtra found

the source of all evil in a spiritual power working

havoc in the world and in the heart of man, he

was only systematising a philosophy the germs of

which were easily found. But in laying down
man’s duty in the face of this evil power he may
claim credit as the pioneer of a most momentous
revolution. In every other religion, outside Israel,

there were demons to be propitiated by any device

that terror could conceive. Zarathushtra from the

first bade men “ resist the devil.” The Magi, as

Plutarch tells us (p. 399 £ below), invoked “ Hades and
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Darkness ” in a sunless place, with (/!«o?«a-)libations

and the blood of a wolf. Mithraists dedicated offer-

ings Deo Arimanio. But none dared to interpo-

late such an element in the Avesta. The Ihithful

Zoroastrian has never had anything to do with

Ahriman but to fight him and destroy his creation.

It was a veritable emancipation for devil-ridden souls,

ever cringing with fear before powers of darkness

possessing vague but intensely real capacity for

mischief.

We may return for a moment to the subject just

referred to, and ask whether we may postulate the

existence in unreformed Iranian religion of a con-

ception of a god of darkness, capable of suggesting

to Zarathushtra some lines for his portraiture, while

no less supplying elements against which he would

protest with all his power. Between Herodotus,

Plutarch, and the Anahita Yasht I think we can

answer the question in the affirmative. Plutarch, as

we have seen, credits the Magi with an apotropaic

ritual carried on in a sunless place and addressed to

Hades and Darkness. The Magi in his time were

priests of a very syncretistic religion, and such rites

suited their antitheses entirely, whether they got the

hint from an Aryan infernal power, or from the

Babylonian Nergal, or from a devil of their own.

That the last of these alternatives may be rejected

is proved, 1 think, by a remarkable story in Herodotus
(vii. 114). Amestris, wife of Xerxes, as we noted in

Lecture II., buried alive fourteen^ Persian children

of high rank, to propitiate vtto 'yrjv Xeyo/uimfi elvai 6e^.

This we compare at once with the mention of Hades
^ On fourteen, cf. Frazer, Golden Bouglt^, v. i. 32.
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in Plutarch and elsewhere as the nearest Greek

equivalent of Ahriman. Since, as we saw (p. 57),

this could not possibly Iiave been done by Magi, we
naturally assume that it was Iranian, and that Xerxes

axid his wife, as might be expected, reverted to usages

abhorred by the Prophet, wliose doctrine the really

religious Darius followed in the main. Tlie Mithraic

sacrifice will also derive from this chthonian rite,

which has parallels enough in Indo-Eui’opean religion.

Now the A vesta itself gives indications of the ex-

istence of this heresy. In the Gathas even (I'i? 31“)

we read of a teacher of evil who declares “the Ox
and the Sun the worst things to behold with the

eyes,” who perverts the pious and desolates the

pastures. Bartliolomae sees here an allusion to

nocturnal orgies of daevaycmia, associated with

slaughter of cattle. The Mithraic taurobolkmi

naturally suggests itself, though Prof Cumont
regards this as late in origin :

' might it not after all

have been based upon a really ancient usage ? Then
in Yt 5^* we have a very curious reference to

“libations” brought by “ r/nr*ua-w'orshipping Liars”

{drvanto daevayasmwho) to Anffinta after sunset,

which Anahita declares will be received by Daevas
and not by hei’. Dai*mesteter compares Yd 7™,

where we read of a “forbidden libation offered in

the twilight ”
;
^ also NirangistAn 48, condemning a

libation to the Good Waters (the predecessoi-s of

^ See his TexteSj i. 334^ m He regards it as aacientj,, but not

in Mithraisin. But he mentions (p. 335) the immolation of the

mythic Ox, which might well suggest it.

2 Darmesteter renders ^‘in dead of the night/* which suits

his own parallels badly* I correct from Woj£
9
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Anahita) after sunset or before sunrise. All this I

think is a heretical ritual, originating in Iran, and

surviving in Mithraism, in the superstitions of Xerxes

and others whose Zoroastrian orthodoxy was but skin-

deep, and in practices adopted by the JMagi, as con-

genial to their system. They threw it off later, when

in the Sassanian revival a healthier doctrine came to

the front, more directly dependent on the esoteric

lore of Zarathushtra, as preserved by this same caste,

which had in greater or less degree countenanced a

less desirable practice.

There were not wanting other evil divinities in

the Iranian world to which Zarathushtra came.

As usual, they presided over special departments.

There was “ Bad Season ” {Du&yCm'ya, O.P. JDuEydr,

dmydriy in the Manicha’an MS. from Turfan), who
brought the farmer all he dreaded most. There was

“Wrath” {aesma, cf. ot/^a, ira), drunken rage, unless

indeed he is a personification due to Zarathushtra

himself, which is perhaps more likely. The serpent

{azi, cf. Skt ahi, Gk. Ixt?) might have been developed

;

but the latent possibilities were left very much as

were those of the figure in the third chapter of

Genesis. A general name for dangerous spirits was

also available in buiti, Skt bhuta, “ ghost ”—the word

which Darmesteter during a temporary eclipse of the

philological faculty wanted to compare with Buddha.^

There were probably many more to choose from,

and the fact enhances the significance of the choice

that was made. The supremacy of Truth among
the virtues was as conspicuous for the settled agri-

1 See SBE^iv.^ 209 n. Perhaps we need only accuse Darmesteter

of taking rather too seriously an etymology out of the Bundahish.
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culturists of Eastern Iran as for Darius and his

Persians in the West ; and Zarathushtra was following

the strongest element in the national character when

he concentrated all evil into the figure of Falsehood,

Dnij, the antagonist of Am, “ Truth ” or “ Right.”

It is hardly realised as it should be that for Zara-

thushtra himself, as studied in his own Hymns, “ the

Lie ” is beyond all comparison the name for the spirit

of evil. JD7'3gvant, answering well to the phrase in

the Apocalypse, “whosoever loveth and maketh a

Lie,” is the perpetual term for those who take the

devil’s side in human life. So conspicuous is this in

the Gathas that I feel strongly inclined to make its

very similar conspicuousness in Darius’s Inscription

a balancing argument in determining the great

king’s religion. For him as for Zarathushtra the Lie

sums up all evil. A rebel against his royal authority

—which was after all only that of a defacto monarch
—“ lies ” by the mere act of rebellion, when there is

admittedly no imposture about it. A spirit of dis-

loyalty in a province is described by the same com-

prehensive noun. The Old Persian word is one that

appears in the Avesta, though not commonly, being

the same word as dr-xcj, but in a different declension.^

One other possible ancestor of Zarathushtra’s arch-

devil may be noticed on a suggestion of Tiele-

1 The cognate druh in Sanskrit retains hardly any trace of tlie

meaning perfidious,” being generalised into injurious/' or (as a

noun) fiend” (fern.). The German Bdriig and the derivatives

Traum, dream^ make the meaning “deceive ” probable for tlie earliest

stage; and the Iranian meaning is unambiguous. We must,

however, note Prof. SehradePs reminder (EeaUex,, p. 27) that the

Old Norse drmgr, Old English dredge support the suggestion of

malignant spirit ” as primary.
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Soderblom, p. 374, where Ahriman’s (Later Avestan)

epithet pouru-mahrka, “ full of death,” is regarded as

perhaps a survival from an old god of death, dwelling

underground. This will naturally be the “ Hades ”

with whom Plutarch equates Areimanios, the “ god

said to dwell under the earth,” to whom the wife of

Xerxes offered victims buried alive. (See p. 128 f.)

He must belong to the unreformed Aryan religion

:

the Magi could not allow him to inhabit the sacred

earth.

In one very remarkable passage of the Gathas

Zarathushtra propounds his doctrine of the origin of

evil. The thirtieth Yasna has the appearance of

being a Lehrgedicht, a concentration into verse form

of the Prophet’s central doctrines for the purpose of

retention in the memory. The third stanza of this

Gatha is so crucial that I must quote it exactly,

with the thankful preface that for once there is no

serious divergence between our authorities as to its

translation.^

3. Now the two primal Spirits, who revealed themselves

in vision (.?) as Twins, are what is Better and what is

Bad in thought and word and action. And between these

two the wise once chose aright, the foolish not so.

4*. And when these twain spirits came together in the

beginning, they established Life and Not-life, and that at the

last theWorst Existence shall be to the liars {dn^gvatam),but

the Best Thought to him that follows Right {aSaone).

A Pahlavi treatise declares that Ormazd and

1 In ERPP, 93, I recorded Geldner’s dissonance. But in his last

writing on the subject {Lesebuck, 324) he accepts "Twins” for

which enables us to treat it as certain : its importance is

manifest. That he still differs as to -j^afna (“ nach ihrem eigenen

Wort”) matters less.
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Ahriman were once brotiters in one womb.’ The

doctrine was specially associated with the sect of the

Zervanites, who found the necessary parent in the

concept of “ Boundless Time.” " Tliere is nothing to

prove that Zarathushtra wasted on metaphysics time

which he needed for practical teaching ; and he may

be safely assumed to have meant only that Good and

Evil were co-eternal in the past, or arose together

“ in the beginning ” {poiirui/c, cf. Skt purvn, “former
”

or “ first ”). Evil is thus the antithesis, the counter-

action of Good. Plutarch’s description of the Evil

Power creating aiTLrexiw to the creations of the

Good (p. 401 below), though primarily Magian in

1 See Dmkart, ix. 30‘^ (SBE, xxxvii. 242), whert^ the saying is

attributed to the demon Aresh, and exjiressly re|)iidiated by the

Avestan VarUmmsar Nask, according to tlie record of the Faldavi.

West refers to tlie Pahlavi on Ys and compares the statement

of the Armenian Eznik (Haug, Essays, p. 13).

2 On the Zervanites see Sdderblom, La Fie Ftdure, p. 248. The

subject lies far beyond our limits, for tlie date of tlie triumph of

the sect is in the fifth century a.d. But tlie statement of Berosus

that ‘‘ Zerovantis was an ancient king proves, as Brea! notes, the

idea current as early as the fourth century n.c. Its presence in

Mithraism also attests its antiquity. But Cinnont observi\s (Tiw/es,

20) that the Avestan traces of it are small. And in Zitd-siJaram’s

Selections [SBE^ v. l 6C)) we have it expressly stated that in aid of the

celestial sphere [Ailharmazd] produced the creaturti '’I'ime (zorvan).

This statement agi*ees with the spirit of the Avestan theology.

Mithraism might make Kronos {ie. Zervan) supreme ; but for the

true Avestan system, whether Zarathushtrian or Magian, Ahura

must be first. It may be noted that long ere Zervan secured his

temporary exaltation he had changed his original character. In

Mithraism he was Kpovos, presumably a misundtu-slanding of X/jopo?,

to which he no longer answered. And in late Ch-eek writers he

appears as rvxy, which agrees with the strong fatalism that marked

the heresy. See Dr L. H. Gray's article on Fate ” (Iranian) in

ERE,v.79±
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origin, is quite in accordance with the original con-

ception of Zarathushtra. The doctrine that evil is

essentially negative may certainly claim him as a

first promulgator ; but we must take the epithet as

connoting the utmost activity. The evil spirit is

simply the opposite of the good in every one of his

functions, fighting against him and his followers

perpetually, and striving only to ruin every creation.

The name “ rZr?4/-having ” {dr3gvant) is given to him

in the stanza following those I have quoted, thus

attaching him to the Druj in the same way as wicked

men ; and he is said to have chosen the doing of

what is worst, just as the Holiest Spirit chose Right

(Asha), truth and perfection.

It would follow reasonably from this that the evil

spirit is the spirit of “the Lie,” regarded as the

primary evil power, and that in the same analogy

the “ Holy ” or “ Holiest Spirit ” is the spirit of

Ahura Mazdah. This last point, however, is not

quite certain.^ It seems best to accept the view

^ Bartholomae's note (AirJVby 1139) wshould be cited : ^^They were

conceived of as twins

,

who, remaining in everlasting strife with one

another, created all that exists. The relation of the good (holy)

spirit to Ahura Mazdah seems not quite clear. It appears that

Zarathushtra s teaching is not devised on pure dualistic lines, but

that it elevates over the two primeval and equipotent spirits of the

strict dualism the divinity of Ahura Mazdah. In this way the holy

spirit, where he is set in relation to Ahura Mazdah, becomes a

ministering and intermediary spirit of Ahura Mazdah, like Asha,

Vohu Manah, and the rest; and as a new antithesis there arises

Ahura Mazdah and Angra Mainyu.’' There is an excellent state-

ment on the subject by Geiger, cited with approval by Prof. Jackson

in the Gnmdriss, ii. 648. I have given it in English in ERFF,
66 f. See also Casartelli’s Mazdayasnian Religion under the Sasswiids

(Bombay, 1899), pp. 1-71 : this work is most important for the

period following that to which these Lectures are restricted.
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excellently expressed by Geldner in Enc.

xxviii. 1041 :

“ 'Fhe Wise Ijord ... is the primeval

spiritual being, the All-father, who was existent

before ever the world arose. . . . His guiding spirit

is the Holy Spirit, which wills the good
:
yet it

is not free, but restricted, in this temporal epoch,

by its antagonist and own twin brother, the Evil

Spirit. ... In the Gathas the Good Spirit of

Mazdah and the Evil Spirit are the two great

opposing forces in the world, and Ormazd him-

self is to a certain extent placed above them both.

Later the Holy Spirit is made directly equivalent to

Ormazd.”

Once in the Gathas we find an epithet used for

the “Bad Spirit” which, though to all appearance

merely casual, was destined to have a long history.

In Ys 45^ Zarathushtra declares

:

I will tell of the two spirits in the beginning of the

world, the holier of whom spake thus to the hostile :

“Neither our thoughts, nor our doctrines, nor our pur-

poses, nor our convictions, nor our words, nor our works,

nor our selves, nor our souls agree together.”

The word angra, rendered “ hostile ”—or etymologi-

cally “ fiend ” — is not elsewhere applied to the

Evil Spirit in the Gathas,^ and it is used of human

^ Prof. Jackson (Grundrissy ii. 650) says that in the Gathas the

name of the evil spirit^ mamifu, with the epithet angra^ occurs only

three or four times.,*^ He gives as references Ys 45-, 44^%, and as

a general adjective also dat. sing. fem. [or adverb]

•'48^®. In Bartholom.ae is rights I think, in making migm a

human enemy : see however p. 137 n. The other two occurrences

of the adjective could not possibly apply to Ahriman, so, 'that the

total is reduced to one after all. Reference should be made to

Prof. Jackson's article ‘^Ahriman" in ERE^l 287.
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enemies or evil men : clearly it has not begun to

be a title in any sense. There would be quite as

much reason for isolating Ako Blaimpik as Zara-

thushtra’s name for him, for “the Bad Spirit” also

occurs once (Kv 32^

—

5'.a), and there is another place

(l^s S0\ quoted above) where “the Bad” (neuter)

stands in apposition. It seems extremely probable

that Zarathushtra’s suecessors took up this casual

epithet and created the proper name of the Iranian

evil spirit. Their choice may have been partly deter-

mined by a collocation found on Darius’s Inscrip-

tion, probably reflecting there an association already

fixed. Darius tells us ^ that Mazdah blessed and

advanced him “because I was not an enemy nor

a deceiver” (nai^ arika naiy draujana nham). The
first word {=aJiri-ka) is identical with the Gathic

angi'a (Aryan '^‘asrd), with an adjective suffix added ;

the second is derived from the name of the arch-

fiend, Di-auga, “the Lie.” If we are right in

regarding Darius as the first really Zoroastrian

king, we may take this passage as evidence that

the two words were already related in the vocabulary

of religion. Darius, perhaps, cannot be said to

have used a phrase which we should translate

“ because I was not a follower of Ahriman and the

Druj”; but he does not fall far short. When
once the title was appropriated, it became a fixed

and permanent name, entirely ousting the Druj
from place of power, so that in the Later Avesta

she becomes only an ordinary fiend. This crystal-

lising process seems to me very clearly the work
of the Magi, who needed a title that could claim

1 Bk 413.
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Zarathushtra’s authority for a devil very different

in many respects from his concept^

But we must keep for the present to Zarathushtra

himself, and see how he marshalled the hosts that

ranged themselves for the great conflict, on the

side of Right and of Wrong. He emphasises from

the first that it was a matter of free choice. The
stanza quoted above {Ys 30®), which tells us of

the Twin Spirits, closes with the statement that

the understanding chose the one and those void of

understanding the other. These adjectives {kudiwho,

(luMaBho) are used of the heavenly and infernal

spirits as well as of men, but the latter are no

doubt intended here. The antithesis of wisdom
and folly is wholly ethical, as in the Sapiential

Books of the Old Testament. After stating that

those men who would please Ahura made the wise

choice, the poet goes on to say that the Daeva
chose “the Worst Thought” after taking counsel

together, for infatuation came upon them. There

is a clear remembrance hei’e that the Daeva were

once divine spirits, whose deliberate choice trans-

^ Dr Cas<artelli writes to me thus (May 30, 1913) :—“ As regards

Aogro-M. in the Gathas, I am much impressed by Ys 44*-, with its

curious Anro-Angro, and its jeu de mots. As I take it, I read :

' Quis sanctus [inter illos] quibusctirn loquor, quisve scelestus ? Ad
quern [adhaeret] Impius [Spiritus]? Vel ille-ne Malus [Spiritus

ipse est] qui, mihi infensus, Tuas benedictiones impetit ? Quomodo
ille non-[sit] ? Ipse [enim] mala eogitat [to keep the word-
play, we should have to substitute 'spirat’]’

—

i.e., is not my
opponent, who attacks thy teaching, ‘the very devil himself,'

as we might say ? The play on Ahm [Mainyus ?] and ahro

mainyete seems to suggest itself. The difi'erence between angrd

and anro requires more elucidation. I fancy there is a good deal

behind it all.”
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ferred them to the world of evil. One passage in

Fs' 32 may be specially recalled, to show how
fresh and keen was the feeling that connected the

Daevas with their nomadic worshippers, true

ancestors of the savage Kurds of to-day. Zara-

thushtra (1.®’^) fiercely attacks them as “seed of

Bad Thought, of the Lie, and of Arrogance,” and

their followers are as bad. They have “long been

known by [their] deeds in the seventh Karsvar of

the earth,” the habitable abode of men

:

For ye have brought it to pass that men who do the

worst things shall be called “ beloved of the Daevas.”

An old Vedic compound, devdjusta (Gathic claevd-

zuUa), is here suggestive of the manner in which

the old gods fell from their high estate. It was

the term used by these robber hordes of themselves

as they commended their raids to heaven for the

success they asked of their patrons there. No
wonder their victims charged upon these divinities

the wrongs their votaries inflicted.

The Daeva are of course by their name the Indo-

European *deivds, known by this title from east to

furthest west of our speech area.^ A recent sensa-

tional discovery shows us the names of their chiefs,

as worshipped by Aryans of some kind as far north

as Cappadocia in the fourteenth century b.c. I deal

^ Skt devd, Lat. deus and dlvoSy Lith. devas^ Old Icel. (pi.) tivar (c£

Twe^day), Old Ir. dia, etc. From a derivative adjective, with

weakened root, which makes it equally derivable from *di/eus (Z^vs

D£e.9-piter, etc.), comes Stos, Lat. dtus^ Skt divt/d. The imrelated

^€09 (orig. meaning ghost”) took on many of the functions of

^deioos. It may be observed in passing that Bios ald^p comes very

near to Mithra.
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with this matter elsewhere (p. 5-7) ; and here only

observe that if the Mitanni inscription is surprisingly

north of India, it is iio less surprisingly west of Iran.

We have no other Iranian evidence for Varuna ; and

the footing of the demons Indra and NtwhaiOya

{Nasatymi. in Sanskrit, the “ Heavenly Twins ”) in

the Avesta is so late and uncertain that we suspected

(p. 115) a reimportation, through anti-Hindu polemic,

rather than survival. But the remaining name from

Boghaz-keui is that of Mithra, and we do not need

evidence that he was worshipped everywhere in Iran

—except where Zarathushtra had his way! That

Mithra was in Aryan times the twin of Varuna has

been already explained (p. 61) ; and I have noted the

<juestion wliether this does not mean that Ahura is

the Pollux of these Dioscuri in Iran, and Mithra

the mortal Castor. The total eclipse of the latter in

the Gathas and Achajmenian Inscriptions, until his

sudden reappearance under Artaxerxes Mnemon, is

no accident. Tiele rightly declares^ that Zara-

thushtra cannot have been unacquainted with him.

With the suggejition that he was too warlike for

the Prophet I quite agree ; but I should not add

“aristocratic,” for Mazdah himself decidedly claims

this adjective, as we have seen (p. 60), The fact

seems to be that Mithra had t\yo sides, answering to

the character of different classes of worshippers. On
one side he was, as we saw (p. 63 f.), pre-eminently

the god of Compacts, an exceedingly ethical deity

of whom Zarathushtx’a need not have been ashamed.

When the now dominant Magi restored him, wisely

recognising the fact that the people had never given
^ Reii^onsgesck^
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up his cult, it was exclusively his nobler side that

was preserved, as already pictured in the Yasht that

bears his name. But Mithra was not only Dim
Fidius. Whatever the origin of the duality, he was

also on the way to the Sol Invictm of Mitliraism, and

in the character of a mighty warrior was adored by

robber hordes who had no use for a god of good faith.

It was in this capacity, I take it, that Zarathushtra

knew him best. He was one of the divinities “ for

whose sake the Karapan and the Usij gave the cattle

to violence.
” ^ No wonder, then , ifZarathushtra trans-

ferred to his shadowy Asha the patronage of Truth

and Justice which Mithra seemed to have abjured

under an “ infatuation,” to “ rush off' into violence
”

and take the part of the evil power.

We may also bring in, I think, the powerful

attraction of monotheism upon the Prophet’s mind.

The great Ahura of Wisdom, who had been enthroned

perhaps for generations in his own aristocratic elan,

seemed to leave no room for a second, not to speak

of an equal : all functions and attributes of deity met
within his personality, and other “ I^oi-ds ” were only

a part of himself Mithra held too great a place in

the popular theology to be reduced to a mere attribute

of Mazdah. He must therefore go. In no Gatha
that the priests have preserved for us is Mithra named
or hinted at. If even a fairly definite allusion had

occurred, like one or two stern references to the

drunkenness which hurled the followers of another

1 Ys 44^0. Karapan (akin to Skt kalpa, ‘‘rite’’) is a teacher or

priest hostile to the Mazdayasna. ' Udj (Skt u^ij) seems to ,have

meant nearly the same. Both names^, associated inseparably with

the dem-daeva ciiltus^, have shared its degeneration.
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daiva, Haoma, against Zarathushtra’s long-suffering

agriculturists, we may well doubt whether the

hymn containing it would have kept its place in the

yasna of a later day. But I cannot resist the con-

clusion that Mithra does come under the Prophet’s

ban, as a member of the Iranian pantheon which

he dethroned because it had proved itself ethically

unequal to the demand his own conscience made

upon the conception of God.^

In this way, we may suppose, the cleavage between

Mazdayasna and daevayasna came into being. The

Gathas are full of the signs of a great conflict.

Chieftains and priests or teachers are named who

vehemently flung themselves against the heresy

that thus outraged the old gods. A time of failure

and persecution leaves its record in the despairing

cry of Ys 46 . Neither high nor low will own the

1 I ought to point out that my view of Mithra in Zarathushtra’s

thought goes very little beyond that of our two leading German

Iranists. Geldner says {Eric. xxviii. 1041): “ Other powers of

light, such as Mitra the god of day (Iranian Mithra), survived

unforgotten in popular belief till the later system incorporated

them in the angelic body. The authentic doctrine of the Guthas

had no room either for the cult of Mithra or for that of the Haoma.”

Bartholomae {AirWb, 1185) says the same ; “ Ich nehme an, dass M.

in der strengsara^Msfrischen Lehre als Gottheit nicht anerkannt

war, ebenso wenig wie z. B. Haoma. Da aber der Glaube an M. im

Volke zu fest wurzelte, waren die Priester spiiterhin genotigt, seine

Verehrung zuzulassen.” Mithra, then, did not belong to the

Mazdayasna: must he not fall to the daevayasna} Or are we to

father on Zarathushtra the system described by Plutarch (p. 399,

below), by which Mithra becomes an “ intennediary ” {^i-icrCr-qi)

between Light and Darkness, dwelling as it were in the Hamistakdn

limbo ? I think my alternative is simpler, and its difficulty is re-

duced by recognising a better and a baser side in the conception

of Mithra. Imagine Zarathushtra assisting at a tauroholium !
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Prophet, and the rulers of the land follow tlie Lie : he

has but few cattle and few folk. But at last ilie tide

turned with the conversion of Mshtaspa and his

nobles, and Zarathushtra can coucenlralc on his

missionary work among the misguided people who

would not accept the Reform. Ilis triumph within

his own lifetime was probably limited to aristocratic

circles, unless we may believe that he won over the

farmers and graziers in whose interests he spoke so

constantly. “ The ruder ^foei'a-cult [held] its ground

among the uncivilised nomad tribes,” says Cleldner;

and as the Yashts abundantly show, the divinities

included in it were soon installed as angels in

the Mazdayasna, under sanction of Zarathushtra’s

authority, and with nothing sacrificed except their

collective name. So hard is it to reform a religion

!

The gods of polytheism may be cast down to hell

;

but they need only change their designation to be

back in heaven again, with a new colleague in the

very Prophet who had protested so strenuously in his

lifetime that God is One

!

From the doctrine of spiritual powers that originate

and perpetuate evil we turn in due course to ask

what Zarathushtra understood evil to be. Naturally

“the Lie” came first. False and degrading views of

God, and of what God demands from man, were to

his profound and yet intensely practical mind the

darkest of sins, because of what they produced. A
religion that made Truth its centre could not be

content with requirements touching only the exter-

nals of life. The triad of Thought, Word, Deed is

perpetual in the Gathas, and holds its own through-

out the history of Zoroastrianism. Darmesteter {OA
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p. 8 ff.) insisted upon the close parallelism between

the Avestan triad {/mniata, huxta, hnarSta) and three

Vedic terms {sumati, sukta, mkrta), two of which are

verbally identical^ and all identical in literal meaning,

“good thought, good word, good deed.” Now the

Vedic words are, as Darmesteter goes on to show,

purely ceremonial : they mean respectively prayer,

hymn, and sacrifice. He argues that in the prehistoric

Aryan their equivalents—which were, however, not

brought into close relation outside the Iranian area

—

had a similar liturgical meaning and retained it in the

Avesta. If it were not for the Gathas, this would be

fairly plausible : it is at least not incongruous in the

later Avesta. But the whole atmosphere of then-

author’s thought seems alien to any such develop-

ment. It is the association of the three that makes

them so important, and this is admittedly Iranian,

and may be safely set down to Zarathushtra, in

whose use of the triad there is absolutely nothing to

suggest that it has hardened into mere ritual. What
are we to make of the antithetic triad of ill thoughts,

ill words, ill deeds, or the neutral with no qualifica-

tion {ma7iah, vacah, .%ao0«a) ? We must follow the

simple and obvious interpretation, and note that

Zarathushtra made good and evil alike to be functions

of the three parts of human life. Right thoughts of

God and duty, right words to comrades in the faith,

right actions, which meant mostly the zealous per-

formance of a farmer’s varied work—such were the

virtues which were destined to give the follower of

Asha a happy passage over the Bridge of Doom into

1 Though for this purpose it is not indifferent that mmati and

hnmata are in distinct declensions.
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the House of Song. And even so the guilt of heresy,

lying, or cruel words to the faithful, deeds of oppres-

sion or lust or blood, weighted the scale against the

soul at judgement.

I have let fall a phrase the expansion of Avliich

belongs to my next Lecture; but there is an application

of it which is in place here. What provision does

Zarathushtra make for the annulling of sin i 'The

answer appears to be that there is none, except the

piling up of a credit balance of good thoughts, words,

and actions. If a sinner turns from his evil way and

does what is just and right, he shall save his soul

alive—if he can crowd into the rest of his life merit

enough to outweigh his sin.^ And if a righteous man
falls into evil ways, his future will depend on the time

he spends in accumulating liabilities, Zarathushtra’s

practical mind was so concentrated on the supreme
importance of securing right conduct that he did not

discover the superior importance of character as the

fount of conduct. But the fact that w'e can detect

shortcomings in his system will not blind us to the

immense step he took when he taught that Hod
is pleased not by futile offerings but by })rac^tical

benevolence and a life unspotted by the workl.

Zarathushtra’s ideals in ethics and religion can be

illustrated by an examination of the two adjectives

which everywhere sum up all that is good. The
epithet which belongs peculiarly to Mazdah and his

associate spirits is spsnta, usually rendered “holy,”

^ The similar procedure in Persian jurisprudence should he
recalled : a man accused of a crime was (at least in thcorv) judged
by his whole record, and if his merits outweighed his crime he w^is

acquitted. See Herodotus i. 1 37 (p. 397 below).
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and often found in comparative and superlative degree

(spa7iyah, spjidsta). It is found in the Gathas applied

to Mazdali himself, to his Spirit, to Aramaiti, and to

pious men. In the Haptanghaiti first appears the

specific title “ holy immortals ” {am9.^a spmta), which

became the ordinary name of the Six Spirits of

Mazdah. The exact connotation of spdnta has been

a subject of debate. Its historical identity with the

Lithuanian szventas, “ holy,” cannot be questioned,

nor the relation of them both to Gothic Jmml,

“sacrifice,” Old English hAsel (Shakespeare’s un-

hoiLseled). But there is believed to be some ground

from Parsi tradition for regarding “ beneficent ” as

nearer the meaning in the Avesta. It may have

ai-isen from association with another verb meaning
“ to benefit,” ^ which in its present stem sounds very

much like it ; there is actually a Gathic verse ( Pa*

51"S see p. 387) where we find spmto . . . aAo/n spSnvat,

“a holy man . . . advances Iliglit.” Bartholomae, who
stoutly defends “holy,” regards this as an intentional

paronomasia. I should prefer to think of a popular

etymology helping to colour the sense of the word.

But, even apart from this, the tendency of thought

was strong enough to make the idea of ritual holiness

or purity pass quickly out of sight in favour of the

practical and ethical connotation." The antithesis of

spanta is angra in the notable verse already quoted ;

and Bartholomae, whom we find inventing a new
word on occasion to improve an antithesis, ought to

^ Sav, wlience the future participle saosyant,

2 Dr Qisartelli compares the development of a moral meaning

in French sage^ originally only *^one who'knows/^

,

^ See Ys 30-t below (p. 349 h)*

10
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appreciate our argument that “ iiolier ” and ” hostile”

are not sufficiently in the same plane. His objec-

tion {AirWb, 1621) largely rests on the assunipLion

that we cannot accept the meaning “beneficent”

for the Avestan word without cutting it off from its

cognates in Lithuanian, Slavonic, and Clermanic. I

do not see that the consequence is necessary: we
have only to suppose the connotation of an Iranian

word for “ holy ” altered towards “ beneficent,” partly

by popular etymology, and partly by the practical

bent of Zarathushtra’s mind and teaching.

I have already dealt with the central conce})tion of

Asha, “Right,” and therefore may only mention here

the fact that a good man is pre-eminently described

as asavan, “ one who has Asha.” The epithet is used

of the heavenly world as well. The man after Zara-

thushtra’s heart is he who holds Truth in thought and

word and deed, the man of right belief right speech,

and right action, in opposition to the “man of the Lie.”

The title is on the same lines as those just suggested for

“holiness.” For all the profundity of Zaratlmshtra’s

thinking—and it is perhaps mainly this which has made
it hard for a few great scholars to put his date back

as far as seems necessary—he was intensely alive to

the practical realities of life ; and there was a singular

absence of the mystical element about his teaching.

A little more of it might perhaps have helped his re-

ligion to secure a much larger part in human history.

A more conspicuous absence is that of ascetici.sm,

which cuts him off strikingly from spiritual kinship

with India—where, by the way, we may well believe

that our Aryan blood was not responsible for a

phenomenon safely to be credited to the indigenous
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population. Zarathushtra never dreamed of any

merit in celibacy. One of his Gathas celebrates the

wedding of his daughter, and he was himself married

more than once. The Vendidad was quite in his

spirit when it declared (4'*' f.) that the married is far

above the celibate, the man with children above him

who has none, the man who eats meat above him who
fasts. We are told how the Sassanian king Yazdgard

was indignant at the contrast between the sanity of

Parsism and the morbid tendencies of a Christianity

which had largely forgotten the Gospels.^ No
speculative Gnosticism in Zarathushtra’s dogmatics

taught the inherent evil of matter. This is the more

significant in that, as Prof. Soderblom well points

out,^ there is a strongly marked dualism of matter

and spirit visible throughout the Avesta. In the

Gathas we have “this life here of body and that

of thought ”
(
Ys- 43*)

; and the antithesis continues

through the whole series of Parsi scriptures. But we
find that the division of the world between good and

evil cuts right across the other division. In the

Yashts we read of “spiritual and corporeal yazata''-,

and we find that “ Azhi Dahaka is in the corporeal

world the representative of Angra Mainyu who is by

n&txirt mainyava, ‘spiritual.’”* So in the Vendidad

(8*^) we find the question asked

:

Who is absolutely a daeva? Who is befoi'e death a

daem ? Who changes after death into a spiritual daeva ?

(The answer is the human being who has practised

1 See Darmesteter, SBE, iv.^ 46 n. On the strong anti-ascetic

tendency in all ages of Parsism see Prof. Soderblom’s excellent

article in ERE, ii. 105 f. ® Les Fravashis, p. 60 f.

3 Soderblom, op. ciL, 6l ; see references in his notes.
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uiimitural vice.) The contrast between this and tlie

Greek dualism, with its tendency to make the two
categories coincide, and the Judaic antithesis of the

present and the future, is of great importance when
we examine the relations between these independent

systems of thought. Zarathushtra’s ])osition here is,

of course, most important for his fixing of the rules

of conduct, as we saw Just now. Every creature of

the AVise Lord was good, and nothing to be rgected

:

that alone was evil which was created by his foe.

I have used the word “dualism,” though, as we
saw above (p. 125 f.), it is not strictly applicable lo

Zarathushtra’s Doctrine of Evil. The optimi.st out-

look which assured men of the ultimate triumph of

Good will be the chief subject of the next I lecture.

Meanwhile we have to go back to the beginning of

things, and ask how Sin entered the world, bringing

death and all our woe. One all too brief verse in the

Gathas tells us of the Fall. It would seem tliat here

Zarathushtra made use of an old Iranian folk-story,

adapting it to his own doctrinal purpose, mucli as the
author of the third chapter of Genesis is usually sup-
posed to have done. In Ks 32“ Zarathushtra says

;

To these sinners belonged, ’tis said, Yirna also, son of
Vivahvant, who, desiring to satisfy mortals, gave our people
portions of beef to eat.

Three stanzas before this the Daevas are said to

have “ defrauded men of good life and immortality.”

Yima, the Indian Yama, seems to have been in the
Aryan period the first man, though in the sagas of
later Parsism he was apparently deprived of this

primacy. His own name probably means “ twin,” and
he is a “ son of the sky,” as twins often are in folk-
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lore ; for his father’s name (“ shining abroad ”) is

clearly a cult-epithet of the bright sky. To render

his subjects immortal he gave them to eat forbidden

food, being deceived by the Daevas. Bartholomae

{AirWh, I8GG) quotes Pahlavi tradition that Yima
made them iiximortal during his reign by giving them
flesh. If that is an independent form of an old

Iranian story, Zarathushtra has significantly brought

in a moral judgement against an act not reprobated in

the myth that came to him. To snatch immortality

before Mazdah’s own good time was sin. This is a

very striking development. It is noteworthy that

Firdausi makes Yima’s sin consist in his pretending

to be a god. The connexion of this grasping at

immortality with the eating of forbidden food suggests

a reference to the belief that at the Regeneration

Mithra is to make men immortal by giving them to

eat the fat of the primeval Ox or Cow from whose

slain body, according to the Aryan myths adopted

by Mithraism, mankind was first created. The
Gathic stanzas imply seemingly that the act was one

of sinful presumption, inspired by the Daevas—and

especially by Mithra himself, if my view of him is

justified—and that the demons who tempted him to

the act defrauded men of its expected consequence.

The Later Avesta, which makes Yima’s sin consist

in yielding to lies, describes his punishment as the

loss of the Kingly Glory. In its three forms—those

of the priest, the warrior, and the labourer—it succes-

sively fled from him {Yt 19^* ff.) in the form of a bird.

When he saw the Glory vanish,

Yima Khshaeta, noble shepherd,

Rushed he round distraught, and smitten

By his foes on earth he laid him.
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He became a wanderer on the fac-e of Llie earth, and
was at last sawn asunder by his wicked brother

Spityura. The relations between this b’all-story and
that in Genesis muU oceupy our attention later. It

is unfortunate that we have so brief and obscure
accounts of a docti'ine which to all appearaiu-e had
high ethical value.'

We must pass on to deal rather succinctly with the
doctrine of evil found in the laiter A vesta, and the
ethics resulting from it. The purely Iranian stratum
contributes relatively little. l*rof. Otto Schrader
well remarks- that the “heavenl}' ones” of Indo-

European religion had less to do with morality than
the ancestor spirits. They were the ^’u/u/cri>atfrr of
spheres far less concerned with human ac'tion than
were the spirits of men’s ancestors that always hovered
within range. ^•Ve are prepared to believe that the
deva-daeva worship was on a lower plane morally
than that of the amra-ahura, which originated in the

ancestor cult ; and, as we have .seen, it is essentially

the daevayasna that inspires the Vashts, though the
name has departed from the yazaia who are honoureti
there. The one conspicuous exception to the rule

is Mithra. The complex question of the origin and
development of this great yazata is discussed else-

where.^ Here I will only point out that the higher
ethical features of Mithra have been collected in the
Mithra Yasht so as to present a divinity who might

1 There are some interesting notes in Dannesteter, iy/,A, ii. ()i34.

He cites the self-glorification of Yima in the Hhahnameh, an<! lie

gives references for a Talmudic adaptation of the .story for King
Solomon.

2 ERE, ii., art. “Aryan Religion ’’—noted above, p. 74.
2 See p. 6'l2-67.
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be worshipped even by those who had to a large extent
absorbed Zarathushtra’s teaching. His ethical nobility

may even have helped the return of his associates,

none of whom, however, can be said to share it to any
large extent. Mithra stands for Truth and compact-
keeping between men. This in the Gathas is in the

province of Asha
; but we can hardly wonder that so

shadowy an abstraction was ousted by a splendid

figure like Mithra, who satisfied the craving of

humanity for a god that could come within man’s

sphere. The invincible, unsleeping divinity, whom
none can outwit or escape, will crush the man who
“ breaks a compact ” or “ tries to deceive Mithra” :

—

both these expressions meet in the original viidro-druj,

which we may spell with large or small initial as we
please, since miBra is a “ compact ” as well as the god
who protects it. This is an element quite in the

Gathic spirit, heightening our suspicion that in the

Mithra cult of the Avesta the Iranian priests—who
were not yet the Magi—deliberately re-minted the

gold there was in the old worship, in strong and

intentional opposition to that crude and bai'baric

mythology which was afterwards to develop into

Mithraism as we know it. But we must postpone

speculation. It suffices here to note that the universal

duty of Truth covers the very heretic—an ethical

advance even on the Gathas. The hymn opens with

a fine stanza which 1 may repeat here :
—

Spitama^ break not the promise ^

Made with sinner, made with faithful

Comrade in thy Law, for Mithra
Stands for sinner, stands for faithful.

1 From ERPP, 1S7;, where note other extracts from Yt 10.

^ Mi6r97u.
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The contributions of the Magian stratum to the

regulation of Farsi conduct are very abundant, but

they cannot be said to add much of any value to the

ethics of the Gathas, while they unmistakably do not

a little to spoil their high ideal. As so often happens

when the prophets of a religion give place to priests,

the outwai’d and ritual side of it is exaggerated till

all perspective is lost. We have in the Wmdidad
passage after passage where sins are catalogued with

their appropriate penalties, and we marvel at the

triviality of those that get the liardest measure. It

is a most deadly thing if a man who cuts his hair or

nails does not properly dispose of the cuttings or

parings.^ To kill a water-dog (otter) deserves ten

thousand stripes, apparently repeated with two
instruments, though the point is hardly of* pra(;lic*al

moment ; and if the sinner survives he is to offer ten
thousand libations, kill ten thousand land-frogs, and
do sundry other acts of righteousness which would
absorb quite a large proportion of his time. Ofl’enccs

against ritual and against moral purity are treated as of
about equal seriousness. Against this we have t:he fact

that, in however vague and onesided a way, the makers
of the Vendidad did realise the possibilityofrepentance,
atonement, and remission. Dastur Dhalla's aca-ount

of the Farsi provision for expiation and atonement"
shows clearly enough that the very idea of it docs not
belong to the “ Early Zoroastrianism ” with which I

am concerned : it starts with the latest Avestan texts

1 A very interesting and primitive tabu, for which cf. J. Frazer,
Golden Bough %i. 57, etc. These cuttings were capal)Ie of being u.sed
against their former owner so as to cause him grievous Jiarm

2 £RE, V. 664-6.
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and only becomes systematic in Sassanian Parsismd

As elsewhere stated (p. 144), the only remedy for

sins was overweighting them with merit. The
Magian insistence on ritual purity included the stern

denunciation of most forms of sexual vice, though

we naturally take their emphasis on the next-of-kin

man’iage as a serious offset. They inculcated industry

with excellent decisiveness. The demon of Sloth,

called by the expressive name “ Going-to-be,” “ is to

be vigorously abjured wlien she keeps men abed in

the morning. Cruelty to animals of Ahura’s creation

is denounced tlirotigh a whole gamut of possible

variations. Alms-gi\'ing to the faithful is a supremely

great virtue, as Farsis have well shown in practice to

this day. It is a pity that so many good things

should be overweighted and pushed out of sight by

tiresome and foolish ritual, sometimes nothing less

than di.sgusting— that prayer should harden into

mechanical repetition of formulB—that the Gathas

themselves, still chanted in a dialect obsolete for ages,

should have sunk into mere spells, the exact pro-

nunciation of their words achieving what their author

sought by pure life and diligence in an honourable

calling. But, after all, it is the line on which all

religions begin the downward way, and Parsism

never lost the upward look and the striving for

better things.

^ A hint of pardon in another life may be seen in Ys 51*^: see

note there.

.
2 Effh/ada^ derived from the future participle of the verb ^‘^to be.’’'



LECTURE V

THE LAST THINGS

Each man’s work shall be made manifest ;
for the

Day shall declare it, because it is revealed in Fire.

And the Fire itself shall prove each man’s work of

what sort it is. Paul.

The later stages of thought in Israel before the rise

of Christianity were before all things characterised

by the growth of apocalyptic. The line of distinction

between apocalypse and prophecy is fairly definite.

Prophecy is concerned with the will of God for the

present and the immediate future. In apocalypse

the future contemplated belongs to another order.

This present world inspires too little hope for the

kindling of high religious enthusiasm ;
and the faith

of men who fervently believe in the omnipotence and

the perfect justice of God comforts itself by the

assurance of a theodicy beyond the veil that only

death can draw aside. Israel’s, however, was not the

earliest literature to develop apocalyptic. Without

attempting to discuss any views as to the actual

contact of two systems of thought and the influence

of one upon the other, we may note the fact that

centuries before the earliest Jewish writings of this

kind Zarathushtra was expressing in difficult but

quite unmistakable language the conceptions I have
164
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described. Pictorial represei\tation of a future soon

to be realised, though not in this world, supplied for

him constantly the inspiration of his appeal to men

that they should choose the Right and resist the Lie,

for so it would be well with them when at last the

justice of God won its final triumph.

For thus we must begin, linking on the subject of

this Lecture with the last. I showed that if Zara-

thushtra’s doctrine of evil is fiiirly called dualistic at

all, it is only so for the present a?on : when time has

run its appointed course the powers of darkness will

be broken, and broken for ever. “The Kingdom’

will come, and the omnipotence of Right will be

established, no more to be challenged. We should

note, however, that the reward of righteousness is not

put off wholly to the other side of death. There is a

quaint stanza in which the Prophet asks Ahura

whether in this life he will attain the reward, “ ten

mares, a stallion, and a camel,” besides Salvation and

Immortality in the life to come. For, as he goes on to

declare, a man who refuses to give a promised reward

to one who has earned it will merit punishment here,

as well as hereafter ( Ys 44^®). Similarly he promises

( Ys 46^®) a pair of cows in calf to him who deserves

the Future Life. We may probably also interpret

on the same line the declaration in 34“ that the

reward of “ the wisdom that exalts communities
”

shall be given by the Ahuras “ to the bodily life” of the

pastoral folk. But the grim facts of this world drove

Zarathushtra to rely mainly on the Future, however

wistfully he may pray for some earnest of that Future

here and now. Nothing but a great theodicy, to

come in God’s good time, will adequately compensate
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the peaceful and pious herdsman for all that he has

to suffer in the present from savage raids of daeva-

yasna. We may take it as fairly clear that the line

along which Zarathushtra came to his conception of

a better world was that of a powerful conviction of

the justice of God. With “ Right” at the centre of

his doctrine of the Divine, he could not be content

with a world in which Wrong seemed for ever on

the throne. God is “ Lord ” and God is “ Wise,”

omnipotent and omniscient, and He can never be

foiled at the last so that the Right Oi-der succumbs

to “ the Lie.” Elence, with conditions of suffering

and wrong all round him, Zai-athushtra is impelled

to moralise the conditions of another world, and

teach that there the balance will be redressed, the

righteous made happy at last, and the violent man
finally destroyed.

I must recur in my last Lecture to the importance

of recognising the forces which seetn to have led the

Iranian Prophet to his picture of justice triumphant

in another world—earliest of all teachers of mankind
to bear this witness of God. For the present I must
keep to the beaten track, and delineate the details of

his eschatological system. The hope of the good man
is concentrated essentially on the coming of the

Kingdom (xsadra), which like the other members of

the great Hexad is a part of the very being of God.
The epithet vairya, “ to be desired,” which became a

fixed element in the later name of this Amshaspand,
crystallises appropriately the attitude of Zarathushtra

and his faithful followers towards the great con-

summation upon which all their longing was fixed.

According to Prof. Jackson’s highly probable eon-
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jecture, the special association of the “ Kingdom ”

with metals arose from the atjah the Hood of

molten metal which is to be poured forth at the last.

The righteous—so tlie later apocalypti.sts put it

—

would pass through the flood as through warm milk,

but Ahriman and all who were “of his portion”’

would be consumed. It does not appear, however,

that in Zarathushtra s own thought the annihilation

of evil and evil beings was contemplated. For him

the “ House of the Ihe ” is to be the permanent abode

of those who choose here to follow the Lie. It is

only in later Parsism that, after the purifying flood

has passed through the world,

Hell itself will pass away,

And leave lier dolorous mansions to the [leering day.

Of course we might legitimately conjecture that

here the later escliatology has borrowed from lost

Gathas. Zarathushtra is not in the least bound

to have been rigidly consistent—no eschatological

system ever w'as or could be consistent and logical.

He may very easily have portrayed at one time
' the wicked destroyed by the molten flood, and the

dreary realm of Ahriman purifled and added to

the Good Creation; and at another, without any

real inconsistency, have declared that the punish-

ment of sin would be eternal. In the nature of

things both annihilation and eternal punishment

would be symbols of profound truths on which the

emphasis is laid successively without an attempt to

reconcile them. And so would be the third con-

ceivable hypothesis, that evil only was destroyed and

evil beings saved as through fire. But how far the

1 Wisdom 2*^'*. See Bd SO'-*® {8BE, v. 1 26).
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Prophet himself wrestled with this problem we have

no material for deciding/

Before we turn to the future of the individual, we
must deal with Zarathushtra’s picture of the world

as it shall be. The “ Consummation ”
^ of the Gathas

involves a “ Renovation of the World,” “ a divine

event towards which the whole creation is moving.

It is accomplished by the present labours of “ those

that will deliver,” the saoSya?ito.* In the Gathas these

are simply Zarathushtra himself and his fellow-

workers, whom the Prophet’s faith pictures as as-

suredly leading on an immediate regeneration. The
superb conviction with which he anticipates that very

soon he himself will attend his faithful followers into

the presence of God is characteristic of his whole

^ It is on these lines that I should deal with Prof. Scklerblom's

argument (La Fie Future, p. 243)^ that the idea of the ayah as

an old Indo-European mythus paralleled in Norse and Greek saga,

implies the purification and renewal of the world, so that there is

no room for an endless hell. But^ unless I am very much astray in

my whole argument, Zarathushtra was little disposed to bind himself

to ancient mythology. He took it over when it offered symbolism

he could use, as we see from the case of the Bridge and the weigh-

ing of souls. But he was always ready to give it a totally new
meaning. It is thus that I understand the figure of Cinvant, as

Zarathushtra s own addition to the old idea of the Bridge. Some-
thing like this, I imagine, took place with the Molten Metaf
Zarathushtra kept the idea, but there was no necessity for him to

interpret the myth in any stereotyped fashion. He is so positive

and so often insistent on the everlasting torment of the dragrata,

that the mere fact of an earlier meaning for the ayah xNk.v/a—-takcui

up again in post-Zarathushtrian ages, as so often happens—-provc^s
little against it. I am half inclined to conjecture tliat the Metal
was for him an ordeal, whereby the Separator did his work.

2 Ydh^ with or without the epithet maz or maziBa, "great(est).*'

3 fraso-kdrati : the abstract is post-Gathic. For the verb cf. Ys SOI
^ Future participle of sav, benefit'': cf, p. 145.
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tone in proclaiinin^j^ futui*e destiny. Violence and

wrong may hold cairnival aroutid him tiow ; but never

does his eye lose the vision of a new heaven and a

new earth in which Right shall dwell for evermore.

It only enhances tlie picture when we note the very

human wistfulness with which lie asks whether the

men of Right will not win their victory before then

(K? 48"). In any case the time is not to be long.

He hears IMazdah bid him speed his work, for soon

the end is coming and the awards of Right will be

dealt out to good men and evil {Vs 43*-).

Zarathushtra was not destined to see in this life

the fulfilment of his great hope. We may digress

for a moment to notice what happened to his doctrine

generations after liis death, when his glowing promises

seemed to be mocked by the continuance of the

present evil world. The successors of Zarathushtra

did not abandon the conception of Saoshyant, nor

detach him from the great teacher who had taught

them to hope. The very name Saoshyant contained

the idea of futurity ; and in the true spirit of their

founder they prepared themselves to wait for one who
was yet to come. A mythical symbol was developed

by which the future deliverer* was i*egarded as the

^ His nam,e was incarnate Eiglit : Bartholomae

{AirWbj 215) compares Ys 43"^^ astmi (It should be

remembered that mta is really the same as cmi^ beinir indeed

closer to the Aryan original of the Vcdic rta.) This forms

a climax after his two precursors^ Increaser of Right” and
^^ Increaser of Worship.” The name fell out of use ultimately in

favour of the title sao^i/anL C£ Soderblom^ La f ie Future., 252 : X

prefer Bartholomae’s interpretation, as restoring symmetry. As

Sbderblom himself says, the Xact that his own rendering (^‘^he

who restores the body”) is found in 13^“^ does not prove that

it is right i
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Prophet’s true seed, thougli only to l)c horn ages

after he passed away. But in essentials the cschat-

ology was unchanged.

From the rather vague and general pictures of a

renovated world we turn to the muc-h more precise

promises and warnings which Zaralhushtra has for

the individual. The diligent and peaceful husband-

man is to find comfort under oppression in the cer-

tainty of a blessed fiiture {Yu 28''}; and even the

“robber horde” may be converted to tlie religion by

this message. He calls his gospel a manthnu an old

Aryan word which had always had the suggestion of

inspiration about it. Later ages, in India and Iran

alike, saw it degenerate into a spell ; but Zarathushtra

knows no magic—he will only try to convince men
by the reasonableness of a message which he knows

to be from God. He seems to have taught- though

the Gathic texts are far from explicit here that the

merits of the Ashavan were being faithbdly recorded

day by day, to be brought out at the Last Day.

Bartliolomae’s statement of this teaching may be

quoted {AirJFh, 702)

The victory of the world of Ahura o\’c'r that of I he I);u'vas

is secured by the preponderance <»f good works over evil at

the last account; the promised reward is secured for the

individual by the prepoiulerance. of good in his own personal

reckoning. Zarathushtra as “Overlord" {a/nt) takes care

that none of the faithful man’s good works shall bi' lost,

but entered in the account to his credit, and treasured uj>

in xVhura’s “ House." As “ Jwlge" (rnU/l he accomplishes

the final enfeebling of the world of the Druj, and the final

dominion of Almra Mazdah.

He finds the same teaching in the Ahuua rairi/a

( Ys 27^’*), the great creed of Parsism, campo.sed after
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Zaratliiishtra’s day, but at so eaidy a date that the

key to its meaning seems to have been mostly lost.

We may thus rendei' it, after Bartholomae :
^

—

Even as he (Zarathushtra) is the Lord for ns to choose,

so is he the Judge, according to the Right, he that bringeth

the life-woi'ks of Good Thought unto Mazdah, and (so) the

Dominion unto Ahura, even he whom they made shepherd

for the poor/^

On this reading of the creed we see the Prophet

marked out by Asha, the Right Order of things, to

take command of this life, and then at the last to

present before God the merits of his faithful followers :

Vohu Manah has a practically collective significance,

as often. This final work will bring the complete

^ See his elaborate defence of it in Zimi AirWb, 126-1 3 vS, where

he gives Geldner’s translation and his own in parallel columns

and discusses differences between them. Geldner s investigation

(Skidien, 1882, p. 144< £) laid the foundation of an intelligible

explanation of this profoundly difficult text. I should add that

Dr Casartelli is not satisfied that the aim is Zarathushtra and not

Mazdah.

It will be advisable to quote Bartholomae' s own words, as I

have reproduced him rather freely : I add Geldner's version for

comparison :

—

Bartholomae

:

Wie der beste Oberherr, so der (beste) Richter ist er

(niimlieh ZaraOustra) gemiiss dem heiligen Recht, der des

giiten Sinnes Lebenswerke dem Mazdah zubringt, und (so)

die Obergewalt dem Ahura^ er {ZaraQiiUra)^ den sie den

Armen als Hirten bestellt haben.

Geldner

:

Wie er der auserwahlte Regent, so wurde er von A^a

selbst aus als Lehrer der Welt in den Werken des Vohuman5

(der guten Gesinnung) bestellt fiir Mazda. Und die Herr-

schaft gehort dem Ahura, der den Hilfsbediirftigen einen

Hirten bestellte.

11
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victory over Evil, the coming of the Kingdom of

God. In the light of this future climax of his work

we are to contemplate his preparatory functions in

earthly life as “ shepherd of the poor,” the oppressed

husbandmen whose virtues are at last to win ,\hur:i

Mazdali’s reward.

Fahlavi books depict a treasure-house (gv/w/) when'

works of supererogation were stored for tlie benetit

of those whose credit was inadcciuate. 'I'lie idea

makes the genuinely Iranian lldmislakan impossible

—we are coming to this doctrine presently. It

cannot be original, though the treasury in heaven,

where merit is safely stored against the .hidgcmcnt,

is a thoroughly Gatliic conception ; c'ompare I'.v

and the statement on p. 160.

In close agreement with this lofty ethic is the

thought on which the Gathas lay great stress, that

the man’s own Self {dacna) is the real determiner of

his eternal de.stiny. The c,go of the Liars will bring

them to hell by their own actions ; their soul and

their ego wall distress them (Kv EE”, 40"). It is very

suggestive that Zarathushtra tacitly igiu7rcs the part

of the human personality w'hieh popular beliel' wi7uld

have chosen for guardian on the way to paradise. A
genius like the Fravashi, which was, so to spi'ak, good

ex officio, WHS not good enough for him.’ I'hc Self,

which became fairer or fouler with every thought,

word, or action of the man who owmed it, was a litter

guardian angel or attendant fiend. The cx(juisite

^ The special discussion of the Fravashi dociriiu^ !h‘!gw {Lecture

VlII.) deals with the reason whj these spirits were only associated

with the righteous
; see pp. There is also a on the

relation between the two (?) words damm.
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fra,<(nu'nt oft lie llacihokht Xask, generally known as

\'aslit *22, works out this idea entirely in the spirit of

the Gathas.*

\Vc liia\"c seen how two constituent elements^ of

huinun personality, the ii?Tan and the dcmifu fared at

deatlk \\"hat about the body ? Among the Persians,

it was buried, and covered with wax,^ which implied a

desire to preserve it, very different from the impli-

cation of the Magian dakknia. According to the

Later iVvesta and the Pahlavi writers—to quote Prof.

Jackson s summary

The physical constituents of the gaedd which enter into

combination at birth and go into dissolution at death are

(1) fann^ or the entire body with its various anatomical

portions
; (2) the bones or frame

; (3) gaya or ustdna^

life, vitality, which is lost at death (Vd 5^). Although the

corporeal body is resolved into its elements at death, the

tbnn {h\)hrp^ fann) is once more renewed at the Resurrection

(1’'^ Fragm. 4‘h ; and the individual assumes the new

body of the liereafter (Pahl. tanu I pasm) at the rejuven-

escence or renewal of the world {framhsrdti).

The teaching of the Gathas on the resurrection

of the body is deduced by Prof. Jackson from Ys

30\ where Aramaiti, who presides over the earth,

gives '' continued life of their bodies, and inde-

1 A free verse paraphrase of this text, so far as it affects the

passing of the righteous soul, will be found in my ERFP, at the

end: sundry other features of Farsi eschatology are woven in.

Bishop Casartelli has also put Yt 22 " into English verse, keep-

ing closer to the text: see his Leaves from my Eastern Garden

(Market Weigh ton, 1908).

- On the five spiritual constituents of man, found in the Yasht

:,of the Fravashis, see below, p. 256 f.

® On this statement see below, p. 202 f., and the note on

Herodotus, i, 140, p. 398.

^ GrundfisSy ii. 674.
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structibility.” Since the bodies sleep in her bosom,

her bestowal of a<pdapa-ta upon them accords well

with the character of a genius who cannot con-

sistently be associated with corruption. If so, we
see opposite deductions from the purity of Earth.

The Magi refuse to pollute her with the touch of

a dead body. Zarathushtra accounts her to be so

charged with life that she gives renewal of life to

the corpse that is within her. Only, he does not

allow this life-giving power to the material earth,

but to the exalted Spirit, a very part of the Creator’s

being, which watches over the earth He made.^

In this idea, accordingly, we find Zarathushtra

making use of material drawn from the old nature-

worship, and adapting it to spiritual use. A more
conspicuous example of this practice is fopnd at

the next step in the journey of the disembodied

soul. Cinvato pdrstu, the Bridge of the Separater,

is mentioned three times in the Gathas,^ and often

in the Later Avesta, generally as one word, cinvat-

'paratu, as is natural when it has become a technical

term. We have detailed descriptions of it in our

later authorities, summarised thus by Bartholomae

{AirWb, 597) :

—

^ Prof. Soderblom’s discussion {La Vie Future^ 242) is pxior to

Prof. Jackson s treatment of the Gathic text^ and must be modified

in the light of it. He cites de Harlez for the view that even in

Yt 1
9®'^ resurrection is spiritual^ and that Pahlavi theology first in-

troduced the notion of a resurrectio carnis. He himself thinks that

the resurrection may well have formed part of the theology of the

priests of the Gathas, though in the fragments of Gathic literature

that have come down to us they had no occasion to speak of it

except once, as Prof. Jackson enables us to say„ or even twice, as

Ys 48® suggests (see note). 2 Ys 51^^, 46^®’
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According to Middle Persian books, it goes from the

foot of IFitrbmrj'^ on the north to its southern ridge.

Underneath the middle of it, which rests on the IMoiint

of rludgeinenU'' (nJiUt i lies hell, h'or the righteous

it appears io he 1) spears' or 27 arrows" length across, i)ut

for the godless man as narrow as a razor's edge, so that

he falls into hell. [A number of references follow.]

This picturesque fancy was borrowed by Islam : com-

pare Byron’s lines,

Though on Al-SiraPs arch I stood,

Tiiat topples o'er the fiery Hood,

\¥ith Paradise within my view,

And all its Houris beckoning tiirough.

(But Zaratliushtra’s Paradise had no houris !) There

is no reason to question the antiquity of this de-

scription of the Bridge, though it comes to us

from late authorities. It is, indeed, likely enough

that the germ of it was older even than the

Aryan period. There was in Nox-thern mythology

a bridge, guarded by a maiden, which led to the

home of the dead.* It may have owed its origin

to the I’ainbow, or more probably to the Milky

Way. However this mxiy be, Zarathushtra evi-

dently concerned himself little enough with the

working out of the myth. We trace the hall-

mark of his thought, in the name, which represents

the only part of the idea he cared to retain. As
Soderblom acutely points out,® the test of the

Bridge is not ethical: it comes down from a time

^ Modern Persian Alburz, a mythical mountain in the Avesta,

Bard hmzaiii.

2 So P,rof. H. M. Chadwick in a letter to me he thinks there is

.affinity with chmato See other parallels in Soderblom, Les

FrmiasMs, 70 C
® Les BYmmkisy, 70, following de Harlez.
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when vigour and agility which could get over a

tight-rope without turning dizzy were qualities for

admission into Paradise. Zarathushtra had no use

for Blondins, any more than for houris, in his

Paradise ; and in retaining the Bridge from the

popular belief he added a judgement which the soul

had to undergo before passing over. Of course,

this made the Bridge superfluous, but it also made
it a harmless conception : ^ given the new ethical

figure of the “Separater” {Cinvant), the Bridge to

which he admitted might be retained. In Ys 32^®

we read how the righteous, whom the sinful com-

munity will not have to rule over them, shall be
“ borne away' from them to the dwelling of Good
Thought.” This is the separation on which the

Gathas insist so strongly. Who is the Cinvant 1

The answer seems to be supplied decisively by
Ys 46^^:—

Where [in Paradise], 0 Jamaspa Hvogva, I will recount

your wrongs . . . before him who shall separate (vicinaot)

the wise and the unwise through Right, his prudent

counsellor, even Mazdah Ahura.

Minor differences between the translators here, re-

ferred to in the note, do not affect the certain

inference ; and that God should be the Judge of

all is what we should expect. But Mazdah is

not alone at the Bridge, though his function there

is supreme. Zarathushtra himself will be there: as

he declares in the same hymn (Fs 46'"’), he will

^ Cf. Bokleii^ P«rj. Esch., 26 : ^‘Sie ist ofFenbar ein mythologisches

Stiick^ das die G^thaverfasser iibernommen haben und das fiir sie

nur insoweit Interesse hatte, als sich geistige Vorstellungen damit
verkniipfen liess/V
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plead for his followers as their advocate and then

accompany them as their guide. There is also

Rashnu, the abstraction of Justice, called 7'azisla,

“most just,” in the I^ater Avesta, where he first

appears as the yazata charged with the weighing

of the merits and demerits of men before the

Bridge. He is specially associated with Mithra

and Sraosha, the latter of whom is a Gathic figure.

Moreover, the fact that he has only a late and

perfunctory Yasht addressed to him rather takes

him out of the category of the Yazatas of the un-

reformed Iranian religion—the Daevas in the older

sense, as we saw above (p. 187 f.): his entirely

abstract character goes the same way. Since his

functions are very limited, and are only named in a

few places in the Gathas, it is perhaps not strange

that Sraosha, who stands essentially on the same

footing, should appear frequently and Rashnu not

at all. But it is equally possible that Rashnu is a

later impersonation, conceived in the true spirit of

Zarathushtra’s system, but after the Gathic canon

was closed.^

Putting Rashnu, then, aside, as at least improv-

able for the period of Zarathushtra, we should add

a few points as to the function of the Prophet

himself in the Judgement. I spoke of him just

now as his followers’ “Advocate” before Mazdah

( Ys 46^'^), and their “ Guide ” across the Bridge

But there is a suggestion of more exalted function

yet. In Fj? 84*, at any rate according to the natural

TIele {ReU^omgemh, £10) w^tild see Greek iofitience in felie

later triad of Judge$"*"MithML Sraoslitt* and Easknn. I greatly

doubt it.
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rendering of the existing text, Zarathushtra declares

he “will give Immortality and Right and the Do-
minion of Welfare ” in Mazdah’s name : see the note

there. And in the supremely sacred Ahuna Vairya
formula, which cannot be much later than the Gathic

period, we have seen that Zarathushtra is declared

to be both ahu and ratu, lord of men’s belief and

conduct here, and ultimate judge, to present the

fruits of his religion before Mazdah. That he will

be ratu—Mazdah being ahu—at the Resurrection is

to be gathered also from Ys 33^ and 31®, the latter

of which passages is quite precise. It would seem

that Zarathushtra regards himself as filling in the

corporeal world the place that Mazdah fills in the

spiritual, by virtue of his unquestioning conviction

that Mazdah has inspired him to know the truth.

His work in the world then is to produce a like

conviction in the minds of other men, and by this

to reform human life as a whole. As already stated,

the ultimate victory of the Good—or in technical

language the “ Dominion of Ahura Mazdah ” —
depends on the final preponderance of good
thoughts, words, and deeds over evil in the world

as a whole. By persuading men to “Obedience,”

accordingly, Zarathushtra “brings the Dominion to

Mazdah.” If he judges men on their life record, it is

as preacher of a revelation which they have accepted

or rejected :
“ the word that I spoke,” he might say,

“it shall judge him at the Last Day.” There is

nothing in the least incongruous or self-assertive in

the Prophet’s claim, and certainly nothing to prompt
any inference that sentences in which it is made could

not have come from his own lips.
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It may be noted, by the way, that any difficulty

which might have been felt as to the apparent

coincidence of function between Mazdah and Zara-

thushtra at the Judgement is discounted further by

the appearance of other names yet. In Ys 4>3'-

Sraosha comes as angel of judgement—as in the

Later Avesta

—

followed by treasure-laden Destiny (Afi), who shall render

to men severally the destinies of the twofold award.

So here, as in many other places, Mazdah’s attributes,

described as his fellow-Ahuras, perform a function

belonging essentially to God in His unity of nature.

This is of course sharply differentiated from the

sense in which the human teacher acts as judge, as

the stanza just cited will itself show when examined

as a whole.

Two or three other points may be referred to in

connexion with the concept of Judgement. A strik-

ing anthropoinorphie phrase appears in Ks” 84^ where
the separation of “ faithful ” and “ hostile ” is made
by “the pointings of the hand.” If Yx 43* {(/f-v.) refers

to the same idea, the hand will be that of Mazdah.

Reserving for the present some consequences of the

central doctrine of the weighing of men’s merits and

demerits, we may take up the que.stion of the in-

dividual judgement, as contrasted with the general.

In his review of Stave’s book on the influence of

Parsism on Judaism,’ Prof. Soderblom seems to

doubt the emergence of this doctrine as early as the

Gathic period. I cannot but feel that this goes rather

too far. The figure of the Separator contains every-

^ lieth de i'kisimre des reiigmm, kL 266 C
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thing essential in the later doctrine of judges who
wait by the Bridge; and 1 should hold rather em-

phatically that the Judgement is Zarathushtra’s own
addition to the eschatological picture. The weighing

is no doubt an old Iranian idea. It coincides re-

markably with the principle of Persian jurisprudence,

whereby an accused man was supposed to be judged

on his whole record, and a balance of merits might

cancel the offence with which he was charged. And
if we are right in recognising Hamistakdn in two

passages of the Gathas—on which see p. 174 f.

—

it seems essential that we should accept the doctrine

of judgement in this form as an integral part of

Zarathushtra’s own system.

From the Bridge the soul of the good man passes

into Paradise—according to the Later Avesta through

the three heavens of good thought, good word, and

good deed. The Gathic name Gard d9mrma means
“ House of Praise

”
^

:
gar5 answers phonetically to

the Sanskrit giras, genitive of gih, and there seems

no reason for trying some other equation. Sbderblom

well compares the fine phrase in Psalm 22^ The
name is kept up in the Later Avesta (garonmrma)

and in Pahlavi, but its implication is nowhere brought

out. If Soderblom’s parallel from the Rgveda (x.

135^) is more than accidental—songs and flute are

heard in Yama’s heaven^—we should suppose that

Zarathushtra took over this name of heaven from

^ Soderblom {La Vie Future^ 9S) makes ttwii gaire in Ys 28^ an
equivalent. This is supported by the Pahlavi tradition and
Neriosengh (see Mills, Gdthdsy 8 f.) ; but it is difficult to get it out of

the text. See the translation below (p. S4'5), and AirWby 51 4f,

2 Girhhih pariskriah shows in fact the same word.
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Aryan ant'ujuity, and did not lay enough sti'ess on

it to give us any expansion of the idea. Whether this

he so or not, lie .seems to have ereated terms of his own

whieh were more in aeeord with his trend of thought.'

lie likes to ilwell on the word (vahika),

wliieh ultimately survived all other names for heaven

;

it may he read in the new Manieha'an fragments

from i'urfan, and in Modern Pensiau still. The name

of the Amshaspand rohu or Maml describes

the paradise where the Be.st Thought dwells.'' It

seems fair to claim that Zarathushtra anticipated

Marlowe and Milton in the great doctrine that

The miiMt is its own place.^ and In itself

Can make a iu^avcn of hell, a heil of lieaven.

Sometimes we find “ the House of Good Thought ”

(Kv 30“' «/.), “the Kingdom of Good Thought”

(F.v33®), “the Kingdom of blessings” (3^? 28®), “the

I’asture of (Jood Thought ”( l"iv 33®), “the glorious

heritage of tiood 'I’hought ” ( Ts 53^) ; and we are

told in a fine sentence that the way to it is on

“the road of Good 'rhought, built by Right, on

which the Selves of the Future Deliverers shall go to

the reward” {Ya 34*®). The language used is not

quite free from metaphor, 'rhe poet longs to “ see

I SiUlerlilnin, following Darnu-steter, would add one to the list

which I do nt>t veulure to give except in a ftx>tnote. In 1* 46“*,

mntLimqm was n*ad by the Piihlavi glossator as a o«m)«>uu<I of mn
uid tbma ; and Darmcsteter rendered duly “ Dans la demeure des

^oeux combk'-s.” Bartholoinae (%. Fomck., x. 10) .says the Pahlavi

s only an “ <‘lymoioglsche Spielerei,” which the French savant has

:aken o« grand He himself makes it an infinitive (Skt

mrdkman)-. (Jcklncr renders “in seiner Hcrrlichkcit.” I confess

[ rather like the Spielerei, and sympathise with Sdderldom. See

La Fie Future, 99, and my note on F# 46 l.c.

See below, p. S Wl, note on Y» SO*.
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Right and Good Thought, the throne of mightiest

Ahura and the Obedience {sraohm) of Mazdah” {Ys

28®). But there clearly cannot be any approach to a

spatial conception of the place where the Wise Lord

is throned, when “ Obedience to Mazdah ” comes as

its correlative in the next line. Perhaps the nearest

approach to localising the Paradise is in P5 30^

—

“ the felicity that is with the heavenly lights, which

through Right shall be beheld by him that wisely

thinks.” But we need not stay to show that this

involves no more real localising than when we speak

of “ heaven ” as the abode of the blessed. The Later

Avesta made more of this when it stereotyped the

phrase anayra raoch, “the Lights without begin-

ning.” Yet there too the commoner terms for heaven

and hell are xiahiUo and acisW avhu§, “ the Best,” “ the

Worst Existence.” The Gathic names for hell are

of the same mintage. It is the House of the Lie

{Druj), and of Worst Thought, the Home of the

Daevas, the Worst Existence, and the like. Remorse

is the sharpest of the pangs of hell : w'hoever went on

the downward path,

his own thoughts^ along that rugged way,

Pursued, like raging hounds, their father and their prey.

But there are more symbols employed here. Hell

is full of darkness, sad voices, stench, foul food, and

cold. It would seem that the conception of it sprang

from the privations of winter on the steppes during

the migration southward, when the preciousness of

the house-fire made Atar the very symbol of all that

was best for man. For the Iranian, hell and the

demons were always in the north. The idea of

darkness is the distinguishing feature of the House
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of the Tie. It is worked out in the later fancy which

conceives the damned so close together that they

seemed an indistinguishable mass
;
yet in the dark-

ness each ever wails, “• I am alone !
” Hie symbolism

of Fire was kept nut of this eschatology for obvious

reasons. It was left to the imagination of Milton to

combine the symbols

A dungeon liorrihk on all sides ronnd

As one great, furnace Hanied, yet from those flames

No light, but rather darkness visible.

The picture is quite in the spirit of the Gathas.

The basis of the darkness motive was very likely

Aryan. In the Rgveda (vii. 104®) hell is a place of

darkness in the depths of the earth. We have seen

already (p. 128 f.) how the evil spirit was imagined

before Zarathushtra to dwell below as “the god

underground,” in the phrase of Herodotus. The

Prophet, then, is using again imagery made ready for

him. But as usual he takes care to stamp it with

his own hallmark, and make it clear that imagery is

only meant to impress ideas that are wholly of the

mind.

If ideas of space are left intentionally vague, we

soon find that those of time are defined with vivid

clearness. There are three different phrases to

indicate the duration of future reward and punish-

ment. A typical passage is F.9 45’.

He whose awards, whereof he ordains, men shall attain

whoso are living or have been or shall be. In eternity

(amardrdtt) shall the soul (untd) of the righteoas be

happy, in jwrpetuity {tUa^Sia) the torments of the men of

the Lie. All this doth Mazdah Ahura appoint by his

Dominion.
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Here of course we might render “ in immortality ”

;

but in 48^ we read :

That which was long since foretold shall be dealt out in

eternity to demons and to men.

Amsratdt is capable therefore of meaning simply

endless existence. The phrase yavoi vispdi, “to all

time,” is unmistakable in Ys 46“, where it is said

of the Karapans and Kavis (pp. 140, 157)

:

Their own soul and their own Self shall torment them

when they come to the Bridge of the Separater. To all

time will they be guests for the House of the Lie.

The same phrase is used of the happiness of the

righteous. In the light of these two expressions we
can hardly doubt that dar9ga, “long,” means “eternal”

in this connexion. In Ys 30^^ “ long punishment,” and
3120 «ihe future long age of misery, of darkness, ill

food, and crying of woe,” are as clearly endless as in

33® is the “ long life ” of him who treads “ the straight

ways unto Right, wherein Mazdah Ahura dwells.”

Utayuiti, “ perpetuity,” is another word used of both

states : see Ys 45^ just quoted, and 33®.

The future of the righteous and of the wicked is

accordingly marked out clearly enough, and the

contrast is as that of noon and midnight. So
reasonable and practical a thinker was not likely to

overlook the fact that a large proportion of men will

not easily fall into classes between which there is

a great gulf fixed. Since provision was admittedly

made for this in later Parsism, the presumption is

in favour of the expectation that Zarathushtra would
not omit to deal with it. And there are two Gathic

passages where the recognition of the Limbo doctrine
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seems to suit the language and the context better

than anything else. I quote them after Bartholomae,

to whom belongs the credit of having first found

the key :
^

According as it is with those laws that belong to the

present life, so shall the Judge act with most just deed

towards the man of the lie and the man of the Richt,

and him whose false things and good things balance

( Ys 33^ : see notes on the passage, p. 358).

Zarathushtra is himself the liatu (Judge) here,

though he does not expressly make the claim. I^ess

certain, but with a high degree of probability, is the

reference in 48^

:

He who makes his thought now better now worse, and

even so his Self by deed and word, who follows Ids own
inclinations, desires, and choices, his place .shall bo separate

according to thy judgement at the last.

The “ separate place ” here is made explicit in the

Ijater Avestan mhva gUtu, “place of the mixed.”

It was said to extend from the earth to the stars

—

was this large allowance intended to sugge.st that

^ Prof. Bartliolomae draws my attention to an oversight of mine
in ERPP, 9B, by which I assigned the Priontat to Roth. As a

matter of fact, Roth*s well-known paper in ZDMG^ xxxvil

was two years after that of Bartholomae in the same journal (1881),

and was written to controvert the critieism of de Harlez. Soder-

blom {La Fie Future, 1 26) thinks the Dasturs read too much into

Ys and that Zarathuslitra thought as little of Hanmiakdn when
he wrote it as Paul thought of Purgatory in I (k>r. Dr
Qisartelli also thinks the doctrine later {Mazdat/asnum Religion^

p. I9'l^ f). But neither he nor Scklerblom had before him Bar-

tholomac’s treatment of as from luni (Skt avo/i, (jreek

a-) and the root imfas, mix,” cognate with wSkt jnhjrd, and ultimately

with mtsceo and /xlyn^gi

:

see Walde, iMieirL elt/m, IVdrlerlmch-, 488.

This brings in L.Av. mumn and PahL hmmutakm to be etymological

as well as semantic associates.
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there would be a preponderance of souls that could

not be classified as asavan or as dngvant ? Souls in

this limbo only suffered the changes of temperature

due to the seasons, and the Regeneration w'ould

bring their dubious position to an end. Later

speculations of this nature need not be described

;

but one specimen might be noted, the case of

Keresaspa. This hero might have been expected to

go to Qaronnidna for his exploits in dragon-slaying,

related in Yt 19®® ff. and elsewhere. But he was

unfortunate enough to offend the Fire, by attempting

cookery on what seemed an island but was really

a sea-monster’s back. The monster withdrew into

the depths, Atar suffering extinction in the process

;

and “the manly-minded Keresispa fled affrighted,”

though the Pahlavi commentator assures us that he

proved his manly-mindedness by keeping his wits

under obviously trying circumstances. It seems a

little hard that he should be condemned to limbo

for an act so unintentionally disrespectful to the

majesty of Fire. The story is worth repeating for

the patent contrast it affords to the lines of Zara-

thushtra’s thought. His “middling souls” were,

we may be sure, determined on more ethical

principles ; but the scanty indications of the Gathas

are not enough to satisfy our curiosity further. It

is interesting to compare Plato’s treatment of the

same problem in the m3rthus of the Phmdo, c. 62.

Roth compares also a passage in the Koran (Sur. 7)

where men of this kind abide on the ridge of the

wall separating paradise and hell, content to escape

the torments they see on the one side, but full of

unquenchable longing for the joys visible on the
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other. Milton’s Paradise of Fools, located on the

outermost “sphere” of the Ptolemaic “world,” is

another interesting literary parallel.

Some other details in Zarathushtra’s eschatology

will emerge from the reading of the Gathas as given

below. What has been said will suffice for a general

picture of his system. Later accretions, consistent

or incongruous, may be examined in Soderblom’s

great monograph, in Casartelli’s authoritative account

of Sassanian Parsism, and in Bolden’s suggestive but

too ingenious exposition of parallels between Parsi

and Jewish eschatology. A few general observations

must suffice here.

Specifically Magian eschatology was probably

limited to speculations as to a new heaven and a new
earth. We have the authority of Theopompus for

their belief in immortality, but even Theopompus is

not nearly ancient enough to guarantee his evidence

as applying to Magianism apart from the Iranian and

the strictly Zarathushtrian elements which they

assimilated. Of course, I must admit in my turn

that to prove the absence of an individual eschatology

in original Magianism lies outside the evidence.

There is one obvious point of view from which

Magianism would naturally come to a belief in

immortality. Death is conspicuously the creation of

Ahriman, one of whose standing epithets is pouru-

rna/irka, “ many-slaying.” Even, then, if immortal-

ity formed no part of the original doctrine of the

Magi— and it seems to me improbable that it did

belong to their system before they took up Zoro-

astrianism—it would be commended to them by their

tendency to make the world evenly divided between
m
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the two opposing powers. light and darkness, health

and sickness, knowledge and ignorance, love and hate

—these were antitheses necessarily linked with the

conception of Ormazd and Ahriman. Life and death

could clearly not be omitted; and the certainly

Magian notion of the supremely polluting power of

a corpse would tend to suggest that the good Spirit

must annul that which was so conspicuously the

triumph of his foe. This, however, only meant that

the Magi accepted immortality, not that they

inherited a doctrine based on the analogy of nature,

like the unreformed Iranian religion, or like ^^ara-

thushtra could contribute original and profound

thought to the establishment of the far-reaching

conception which was to influence so widely the

religious thinking of men. The more character-

istically Magian speculations—the flattened earth,

the vanishing of shadows, the uniformity of speech,

and the like— I have dealt with elsewhere. How far

these Magian ideals contribute to the enhancement

of happiness in the world that is to be, the reader

may judge for himself.

Meanwhile, among the .
Iranian peoples whose

belief in a future life Zarathushtra had inherited and

developed, the picturesque and mythical side of the

doctrine naturally went on gathering new features.

The hints of the Gathas were improved upon—if,

indeed, we must not generally say that the Gathas

have reduced to mere hints elements of mythus
already existing, which in post-reformation days re-

covered all their old exuberance. For example, the

Gathas allude^ to the nectar and ambrosia—if we
^ See Ys 34^^ and note (p. 363).
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may translate by familiar terms ol‘ another mythology
" on which the blessed are to feast in the House of

Praise, It is there, as we should expect, a passing

symbol, no more to be taken literally than the fruit

Qf the vine’’ which Jesus spoke of drinking in the

Kingdom of God. In the Later Avesta there is

more precision. The climax of the exquisite descrip-

tion of the passage of the soul into the presence of

Ahura in the Hadhokht Nask ('^‘‘Yasht 22”) is the

answer from the Throne to the question addressed to

the newcomer by one who has arrived before him :

—

16 How didst thou die, O righteous man ? How earnest

thou, righteous man, from homes stocked with cattle and

where birds gather and pair (?), from the corporeal world

into the spiritual, from the world of perils into that where

perils are not? How fell it that the long felicity has

come to thee ?

Then spake Ahura Mazdah : Ask him not of whom thou

art asking, who has come on the awful, painful, distresvsful

path where body and consciousness ^ part asunder. Let

them bring him food of springtide butter : this is the food

of the youth ^ of good thoughts, good woixls, good deeds,

good Self after death ; this the food for the woman whose

good thoughts, good words, good deeds outweigh (the evil),

docile, obedient to the authority,^ after her death.

This raoyna zaramzya is evidently the survival of

an Aryan concept, seen in the Indian arnrti and the

Greek and other Indo-European mythologies. As

^ Astema haoSaDkmca: c£ the five parts of man as described

below, p. 256 f.

2 For the daenfi has the form of eternal youth, fixed as that of

fifteen years old.

2 RaLu, In the Later Avesta Bartholomae defines it as the

spiritual superior assigned to every creature of Ahura, who has to

make the deeisioii in all questions, especially of religion. Some-

times it keeps its older sense of Judge. See AirWb^ 1498.
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we see elsewhere, the Aryan Smma (Haoma) belonj^s

to the same category. The antithetic “foul food.”

as the most characteristic feature of hell, has met us

already in the Gathas (p. 172), and meets us again in

the obverse of Yasht 22 (1.®®).

There are many other things to be learnt from the

gem of the Later Avesta from which this quotation

comes. I must stay for only one, the registration of

a clear sign-manual of Magian work in the exact and

mechanical balancing of all its details. As the

Yasht has come down to us, a large section of

this hideous caricature is missing. Darmesteter

{SBE, xxiii. 319 f.) supplies its substance from the

Book of Arda Viraf, the Pahlavi Dante. We should

have liked to believe that something sealed the lips

of that literary outrage-monger, when he set to the

deliberate spoiling of the most beautiful thing in the

Avesta. But I do not imagine that poetry was much
in the line of the priestly theorists who tried to make
Zarathushtra’s teaching symmetrical. It may have

been only accident that stayed the sacrilegious hand.

It is, however, a curious coincidence at least that so

much of this balancing seems to have been left un-

finished—angels only half provided with fiends to

match, and virtues with imperfectly vicious antitheses.

It all belongs to the general fact that the syncretism

was completed before the Magi had become entirely

merged in the Parsi community, having clung too

long to their own peculiar uses and beliefs, which
were destined to fail of entrance to the closed canon
of Sassanian reformed Mazdayasna.

Let me close with one reminder affecting a field

I have left generally untouched for reasons sufficiently
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set forth elsewhere. That the religion we know as

ISlithraisni moved on a very different and a very

much lower plane than the creed of Zarathushtra

has been already made clear; also that most of its

primary characteristics were so independent of our

Prophet, and so charged with Semitic and other alien

ideas, that its study cannot help us in the delineation

of the religion with which we are concerned. But it

was mostly Aryan mythology that gave Mithraism

its doctrine of immortality. The long, stern struggle

between. Mithra and Christ now lies many centuries

back in the past, and nothing but Christmas Day
remains to preserve the significant fact that the

“ Birthday of the Unconquerable Sun ” has long been

added to the Victor’s spoils. We can record then

without grudging the value of the testimony of

Mithraism as to the wistful hope of humanity. It is

faithfully enshrined in Mr Kipling’s splendid song,

which, if it is far away from Zarathushtra,^ would in

this regard at least not be unworthy of his thought

:

Mithras, God of the sunset, low on the Western main,

Then descending immortal, immortal to rise again

!

Now when the watch is ended, now when the wine is drawn,

Mithras, also a soldier, keep us pure till the dawn 1

. Mithras, God of the Midnight, here where the great bull dies,

Look on thy children in darkness^ oh take our sacrifice !

Many roads Thou hast fashioned : all of them lead to the Light,

Mithras, also a soldier, teach us to die aright

!

^ What Zarathushtra thought of the nocturnal iauroholitim^ alluded

to in the second stanza, is noted on p. 1^9.



LECTURE VI

THE MAGI

Mayoi Se Ke)(0)p[Sarai ttoXXov t<^v aXXoiv av^poWcor.—

H

erodotus.

We turn now to what I have provisionally called the

non-Aryan stratum in the Avesta. In delineating

this I must premise that I am venturing largely off

the beaten track of scholarship, and endeavouring to

blaze a path for myself through a rather difficult

wood. I have indicated already that the Yashts, and

kindred parts of the Avesta, represent with tolerable

exactness the unreformed Iranian teligion. They are

posterior to Zarathushtra in time but not in matter,

except to a relatively small degree.^ Like many
another great religious reformer, Zarathushtra over-

stepped the people’s capacity. His success was

mainly with the court circle, and depended on the

fortunate accident that he discovered a monarch of

high character and spiritual receptivity. Of really

popular elements his religion had few ; and as soon

as the Founder himself and his royal convert were

gone, the religious conditions of the people largely

reverted to the previous level. Only the I’rophet’s

name remained, and some of the simpler conceptions

of his system, which were preserved by the very fact

^ Cf. Bartholomae’s dictum (Zum Air Wh^ 245) : The Later Avesfei

contains a great deal that is wholly non--^oroastrian*’'

182
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that they were misunderstood, and could therefore

he assimilated to other elements of a practically

undisturbed polytheism. The systematisation of

Zarathushtra’s doctrine, in a form that in some of its

most serious aspects really approximated to their

original, was reserved for the age of the Sassanians.

1 1 becomes very clear as we study the Avesta that

a mere reversion to Iranian polytheism will not

account for all its features. The Yashts and Later

Yasna are explained, apart from many passages

which pi-oclaim themselves relatively late in the most

cursory examination. But the ritual portion, cover-

ing nearly all the Vendidad and cognate texts, written

wholly in prose, cannot possibly be interpreted from

sources that give us Aryan or Iranian religion. Now
our classical texts are unanimous in connecting the

Persian religion with the name of the Magi. Who
were they? They are absent altogether from the

Avesta, one prose passage excepted, very obviously

late; but from Herodotus down they figure con-

sistently in Greek and Latin writers as the priests of

the Persian religion. He gives us as usual our first

and best information. There were six tribes, he says,

in Media. All the names have been plausibly inter-

preted on Persian lines by Oppert, and again by

Carnoy.^ We are only concerned with two, the

'ApiCavrol and the Md7o^. The former word is obvious

Ariyazantava, “having Aryan family”—or

perhaps Arizcmtava, “having noble family.”’^ We

1 Dr Casartelli has kindly called my attention to an able article

by Prof. Camoy, of Louvain, on “ ht Nom des Mages," Le Musion,

ti.s., ix. 121-158 (1908). He discusses afresh the names of the six

tribes, regarding them all as Aryan. For ’Apt^avroi he would
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should not allow the word Aryan the wide connota-

tion we generally give it : we can hardly believe that

five out of the six tribes were non-Aryan, though

we may be fairly certain that some of them were. If

we take ariya here as denoting the aristocracy we
shall probably not be far wrong: the alternative

cognate a7'i of course means this in any case.

It will anyhow mean the same as it does in the

Behistan Inscription (not the Old Persian form
of it), where Auramazda is “god of the Aryans.”

The Magi are accordingly outside the ruling caste

:

whether they belong to what we call the Aryans
or not may be left open for the present. But we
might separate the language question, remembering
that scientifically we must think of Aryan first

as a language term exclusively,^ with freedom to

recognise the prefix ari in Skt ari-gurta, etc., so that it is equivalent
to 06 apLCTTOL. Names like 'Apidtnrrj^, “ with strong horse.s,” require
the original sense of ar^a, while such as ’kpiapdO-q';, “friend of
Aryans,” demand the derived. If we say that the word meant
“noble,” both in the social and in the deeper sense, we shall
probably be near the truth. As I argue in the text, “Aryan”
did not mean what we make it mean, in any case. As to MU706,
Prof. CArnoy urges that it must fall into line with the rest, whi<‘h
he has interpreted as names of social castes: his ai-gument i.s

certainly plausible, though we can hardly expect assured proof.
He connects it with Ma;^d<ov, which by a careful
linguistic analysis he brings into line with the Gothic and Old Irish
word discussed in the Excursus below (p. 429). The moaning ho
reaches is “celui qui aide, qui travaille k gu^rir et k repousscr les
maux.” This is undoubtedly appropriate to the Magi a.s .shamans

;

but does it explain the absence of the name from the Avesta jis

satisfactorily as the explanation I venture below ?

^ E. Meyer (Gesch. d. Alt., iii. 28
) thinks ariya in Darius’s usage

means the Old Persian language : it is to Tar$a what is to
Bo6(i)Tds. But I do not think we must exclude the possibility that
others beside the ruling caste spoke Old Persian. Meyer notes that
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postulate the existence of various different races

within the same speech area. It is well then

to remember that the Behistan Rock itself, with its

three languages, bears witness to Media as a trilingual

country. The Susianian or Elamite must have been

largely spoken within Media, as there is no reason of

State for including it. The Babylonian shows that

there was a considerable Semitic population. That

Old Persian was also spoken by a section of the

common people is highly probable; but it must be

allowed that it is the only dialect of the three which

might be there as an official language. In Palestine,

for example, Aramaic was the native tongue, Greek

that of all dealings with the outside world; Latin

was there simply as the official language of the

government, which was very likely understood by no

more than a minute proportion of the Jews. I do

not suggest that Old Persian was in the same case in

Media ; but it is as well to recall this consideration

that we may not overestimate the predominance of

Aryan speech there.

To this Aryan speech the name of the Magi seems

to belong. To summarise here the results of a more

technical detached note at the end of this book

(p. 428 f.), there appears to be reason to believe that it

was a name which the Magi themselves did not use

;

they kept it out of the Avesta, except in one passage.

If the other tribal names of Media are Aryan, as

is‘ probable, there is a presumption that this will be.

And there happens to be a phonetically exact Indo-

in ^chylus, Choepk. 4«23, 'Aptov (a) means Persian (as the Scholiast

explains it) ; he compares Herod, vii. 62,
where it is stated that the

Medes used to be called "Aptot.
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European equation available, which, as I read it, will

give the meaning “ slave.” It was, then, a contemp-

tuous title given by Persian conquerors to a subjugated

populace, and especially to the caste which had

probably been foremost in resistance, as the revolt of

Gaumata would lead us to expect. We remember

how Cambyses, when he heard of the Magian revolt,

adjured those present, and especiallythe A cluemenians,

not to let the kingdom go to the Medes, of whom the

Magi are simply a leading tribe.^ Compare also the

notice in Herodotus, cited elsewhere,^ as to the

popularity of Gaumata with the native population.

The historian tells us ® that the Persians kept as their

greatest feast the Mayocpovta* the anniversary of the day

when Darius and his Six slew Gaumata, and the Per-

sians were only stayed by darkness from massacring

all the Magi. On this Persian Fifth of November
“ no Magian may appear in the light, but they keep

within their houses for this day,” having perhaps

some reason to fear another pogrom. Ctesias also

mentions this commemoration,® which was no doubt

intended to remind the subject population of the

consequences that would follow if they tempted
fortune again with an elfort to throw off the yoke.

(1 must not stay to discuss the possibility that the

1 Herod, iii. 65. ^ See p. 196. ® Herod, iii. 79.

^ So Herodotus : Ctesias (see next note) makes it fiay(><j>oin'a.

® Gilmore^ p. 1 49;, ’'Aycrat rots Uipcrai^ ioprr) ryjs pLayo^ovlm Haff"

r)p 6 Mayos av'pprfraL. (Was the name Ctesias gives him
a religious title^ assumed when he ascended the throne ? " Maker
of holiness (or beneficence)” would be suitable; and though

Ctesias did not go to a Persian school, where to aX7)6€vuv was third

subject in the curriculum, he can hardly have invented this good
Persian name ^Spaniadata,)
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Magophonia had a history behind it, attaching itself

to " an old festi\’al of uproarious character ” under

co\'er of which Darius and his comrades were enabled

to kill Gaumata. It is worked out as a theory, in-

A'olving some exceedingly interesting consequences,

by Dr Ia)uis H. tiray in ERE, v. 874 £) The
ubiquitous ‘‘rebellions,” which all the energy and

resources of Darius were needed to quell, bear

eloquent testimony to the strength of the indigenous

populace. The 'Api^avrol were probably the only

Median residents who had kinship and sympathy for

the Persians. The story of the revolt leaves us,

accordingly, with the impression that the Magi were

the natural leaders of the indigenous people of Media,

whether Aryan or non-Aryan in language. We
might even explain along these lines the connexion

between Magians and Chaldaeans, which causes con-

fusion in some classical writers.^ This may arise

simply from the general belief that the Magi re-

presented the native, non-Persian element.

Can we find signs of the presence of Magi in the

country before the conquest of Cyrus ? Our earliest

Greek source® makes the Median king Astyages

consult “the oneiromancers of the Magi.” This,

however, in view of the historian’s date, can count for

little. But nearly two centuries earlier the Prophet

Jeremiah ® includes a Bab-Mag among a number of

Babylonian officers sent to Jerusalem by Nebuchad-

rezzar in 586 B.C. That this means “ Arehi-magus
”

is at least the most obvious and natural interpretation

;

and as it is mostly Semitists who question it, with

1 See Wilhelm, ZDMG, xHv. (1910), 15S.

Heroil. is 1()7. * Jer. 39’'”
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authority that I should be the last to dispute, I record

with satisfaction that “chief soothsayer” is the

meaning given in the Oxford Hebi’ew Lexicon.

Moreover, according to Zimmern and Winckler,^ the

name of this official, Nergal-Sharezer," means “ Nergal,

protect the King”; and in their account of Nergal

they expressly compare Ahriman, who they think

owed his origin at least partially to Babylonian myth-

ology. The probability that the specially Magian

contribution to Avestan religion was coloured by

Babylonian ideas is strong, as I shall show later

(p. 238-41). I have observed already (p. 135-7)

that the Ahriman of the Vendidad is not the

figure of the Gathas, from which the Magi selected

a casual epithet and turned it into a proper name.

The head of a caste of exorcists, who by potent

charms can keep the Satan from harming the king,

answers remarkably well to the Magi who exercise

their apotropaic functions in Plutarch (p. 899 f.). I

fancy some of the opposition arises from the axiom

roundly stated by Dr Cheyne,^ that the Magi “ iiave

no place in Babylonia ”—which is just what has to be

proved. The opinion of Dr C. H. W. Johns* that

the Rab-Mag may have been “ Master of the horse in

the Assyrian Court” must naturally carry great

weight. But perhaps if we can show reason for ex-

pecting to find Magi, as a priestly caste, in Babylonia

at this date, the objection to the most obvious

explanation of the name may disappear.

So far, then, we have convergent evidence which

^ Schrader^ p. 41 6.

2 See Dr A. S. Peake, Cerdury Bibk^ in loc,

^ Enc, BihL^ 4000. ^ Enc, BibL, ildd.
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traces the Magi to Media and Jerusalem respectively

during the last generation before the accession of

Cyrus. Our next item is not concerned with their

name, but with their characteristic eultus, in a detail

which we can prove to be peculiar to them. Ezekiel

describes in ch. 8 a series of “ abominations ” taking

place in the Temple at Jerusalem, the date being

accordingly a little earlier than that at which we have

just seen the Chief Magus in the suite of the Assyrian

general there : the vision itself is dated 591 b.c., but

the practices in question may be either contempo-

raneous or earlier. First comes a debased animal-

worship ; then, as a “ greater abomination,” the women
weeping for Tammuz ; finally, as greatest abomination

of all, some twenty-five men with their backs turned

to the Temple, worshipping the sun toward the east,

“ and lo, they put the branch to their nose.” Inter-

preters, from the LXX down, seem to have made

nothing out of this last clause. The recognition of

the Magi here supplies a perfectly simple key. Taking

Ezekiel’s phrase as it stands, we see in the rite a very

natural concomitant of sun-worship. In many forms

of primitive religion the eultus of sun and of trees is

closely united; and the holding of a bough before

the face when worshipping the sun is likely enough

to have been the starting-point of the usage, which

meets us next in a developed form. Now we have

various notices from antiquity which connect the

Magi with the ritual use of “ rods ” (pd^Soi). They

were said by Deinon^ to divine with them: the

scholiast who quotes him for us adds that they were

1 C. 350 B.c. (Miiller, Fragwi. Hist. Graic., ii. 9l). Notice that

Deiiion does not call them Magi, but " Median soothsayers.”
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of tamarisk. This detail appeal’s in Strabo (xv. 14),

who tells us that in Cappadocia the Magi guarded a

perpetual fire, before which for an hour evx'ry day

they chant, Sear/nhv tS>v pa^Swv 1 his would

have been recognised without hesitation as the ex-

planation of Ezk. had not the obvious diflieulty

of seeing Parsism in Jerusalem at the beginning of

the sixth century B.c. forced the commentators to

look elsewhere. But the very phraseology of the

ritual betrays the fact that we are not dealing with

Parsism at all, although we are recognising a rite

identical with the use of the barswn which Parsi

priests still hold to the face as they minister before

the sacred fire.^ The Avestan bansmufi is cognate

with hardzil “cushion,” Skt barhis, the carpet of

grass on which the flesh of the offering was laid. We
have already seen (p. 68 f.) that this form of sacrifice

was Persian as well as Indian. In the Avesta, where

a bundle of twigs held in the hands is substituted

for the mat of tender grass described by Herodotus

(p. 394 f. below), the wholly incongruous verb star, “ to

spread,” is used to describe the putting together of

the barsom—a clear reminiscence of the very different

usage on which the Magi grafted their own cult

instrument. The notice in Ezekiel is reinforced by

Dr Gray with a very plausible allusion in Isaiah (17“',

“cuttings of an alien God”), where, however, the

^ See the whole pass43Lge beloWj, p. 409*

2 A full account of tho^ritual is given by IVof. Mills and Dr L. H.

Gray in EllE^ ii. 4£4 f. \See also the interesting description of

Prof. Jackson (Persia Past Present^ B69 f-), who adds a plate*, of

the fresh green tamarisk spr^s he saw thus usetd by tin* Parsis at

Yezd

:

the picture takes us nearer to the use of twentydive centuries

ago than any descriptions we %ve from the interval
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context is not so clear. It may be noted, however,

that there is a remarkable coincidence with Ezekiel,

if wc read the Isaiah passage according to Dr Gray’s

suggestion. The “ plantings of Adonis”^ answer to

the Tammuz or iVdonis worship in Ezekiel, and the
“ slips of 41 strange god ” to the “ branch held to the

nose” by Magian sun-worshippers. Each prophet

thus points his denunciation of idolatry by bringing

together two heathen cults, and the same two—one

that of the vegetation spirit, the other that of the sun,

adorned with an emblem which itself showed how
closely kin they both were.^

That in these Biblical passages the Magian cultus

appears in company with usages derived from Baby-

lon or other parts of the Semitic world is quite in

keeping with probabilities otherwise ascertained : in-

digenous dwellers in Media and Babylonia, they had,

as we have seen, a definite status in Babylon, as well

as at the Median court. Indeed, we may even

question whether we are not to seek for their origin

further afield. Their most characteristic features are

not at all Semitic. The method of disposing of

corpses—and there are few racial features more per-

manent than those concerning the treatment of the

dead—is as little Aryan as it is Semitic, if we are to

^ Dr G. B. Gray in loc, (Internat. CriL and Prof. J. G.

Frazerj Adonis^ Aitis, (hiris^y ch. x.

"It will be seen how superflnous is the emendation (?) of the

Hebrew text oifered l>y Prof. C. H. Toy in Em. BihL^ ii. 1463. I

diould note perhaps that 1 gave this explanation of the Ezekiel

passage in 189^2 Cflie Thinker^ ii. 49S) : I probably got it from Haug,

p. 1. The interpretation is accepted by Prof. Jackson {Perdu,

La.) and Dr H. Gray {EBEyli. 4^4 n.). So also Mr J, J. Modi,

King Eo!om<m\' Temple and the Amimi Bombay, 1908), p, 40.
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determine Aryan custom by the practice of Iraniaris

where it agrees with that of Indo-Aryans. It is

characteristic of various barbarous tribes north of the

35th parallel and lying between the 45th and 70th

meridian. In Strabo’s eleventh book we hiive at

least three cases which have a general similarity.

The Massagetas cast out those who have died Irom

disease, to be devoured by wild beasts (p. 513).
^

The

Bactrians are somewhat more civilised {fxiKpov fifxepw-

Tepa Tu Toov HaKTpiavSiv |]e0>;]) than the nomad tribes,

but Onesicritus {ol 'rrepi ’Ovri<rUpiTov), who accompanied

Alexander, says that those who were enfeebled by

age or illness were cast alive to dogs kept for the

purpose, called evTa<pta<TTal, and the chief city of the

Bactrians is clean outside, but inside is full of dead

men’s bones. Alexander stopped this custom (p. 517).

The Caspii in the Caucasus starved their septua-

genarians to death and exposed their bodies in the

desert. It was a good sign if birds dragged them

from the bier, less good if beasts or dogs: if no

creature touched them, they made it a bad sign (/ca/co-

Smuovl^ovcri, p. 520). Two parallels may be quoted

from districts lying on or near the frontier of India.

Aristobulus {ap. Strabo, p. 714) gives to pl-KTeaQai

rov rereXevrriKO'ra among the customs Current in Taxila

on the upper Indus, in curious juxtaposition with

suttee, for which, however, he does not vouch so

positively. It comes also among the Oreitae, a wild

mountain tribe iq Baluchistan, as noted by Prof.

Otto Schrader ;
and there is an interesting detailed

resemblance in the ai^companying ritual.^ In ancient

^ EllEj ii. l6, quoting Di^oras, xvii. 105 : kinsmen of the

dead bear forth the bodie^going naked and carrying spears.
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India, Prof. Rhys Davids observes,^ “ people exposed
corpses to be destroyed by decay and birds and beasts.
Children, bhikkus, kings, and Brahmans were burnt.
Burial is not mentioned.” As there is nothing
answering to this in Europe, we have no reason to
suppose that the practice was Indo-European. It is
not likely therefore to be proto-Aryan, even though
found among nomad tribes speaking Aryan languages :

it seems essentially aboriginal. The same may be
said of other Magian practices. We may safely
regard them as an aboriginal folk, who retained under

influence of religion usages which were generated
in a low state of culture. They gained, it would
seem, a reputation for occult powers among tribes
more advanced than themselves; and the retention
of their characteristic customs was bound up with
this reputation and the profitable results of it. That
an inferior race may enjoy such privileges as power-
ful shamans, can be shown from parallels elsewhere.^
Prof. J. G. Frazer cites for me the case of the Kur-
umbas on the Nilgiri Hills. These aborigines are
employed as priests by the Badagas, who dread them

Having laid the corpse in a coppice such as they have in their country,
they strip off the apparel

{koctimv) that is on it, and leave the dead
man’s body to be devoured by wild beasts.” A corpse-bearer in
the Vendidad (Si") must be naked : modern usage understands this
to mean that he must substitute “ Dakhma clothes ” (Darmesteter
in foe.). The stripping of the corpse itself is also (naturally) a feature
of the Parsi procedure. See the full account by Prof. Soderblom in
ERE, iv. 502-5, where other savage parallels are cited.

1 In a letter to me (Oct. 1912) : he refers to his Buddhist India,

pp. 78-80. “ The period is about 6th century b.c. to Srd century a.d.’’
2 I repeat here some material from my paper in the TransaciioM

of the Third International Congress for the History of Relio-ions
(Oxford, 1908), ii. 92.

13
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intensely, though strong enough to have perpetrated

Majocpovia on a large scale when convinced that the

Kurumbas were bewitching them. Similarly in New
Guinea “theMotu (immigrants) employ the Koitapu
(aborigines) as sorcerers to heal their sick, to gi\'e

them fine weather, etc. The aboriginals, as such, are

believed to have full powers over tlie elements.” Of
course, the Magi may well have risen in the scale of
culture since they first secured this reputatioii for

mysterious power : the parallel case of the Brahmans
in India will serve as an illustration. The success of
these foreign shamans in securing a monopoly of the
priesthood for a cultus wholly alien to their own is

no difficulty when we consider the conditions. The
Aryan Medes and Persians had known them for gener-
ations as skilled magicians and occultists

; and when
they volunteered for the work of the Persian nOntvan
and zaotar, which was confined to no s{)ecial class,*

the people would feel that they had a special guarant ee
of correct and effective ritual. It would be like; the
case of Micah, who exclaimed, “Now kiiow I that
Yahweh will do me good, seeing I have a Levite to

my priest” (Judges 17^®). He could have performed
the ritual himself, but it would now be much more
certain to secure what he wished from it.

At this point it will be well to leave the (5reek
sources for the Persian. The Behistan Inscription
tells us in detail about the usurpation of Gaumata
the Magus, whd.pretended to be Bardiya (N/w^A? in
Greek), the younger son of Cyrus. Darius say.s that
Bardiya was slain b]^ Cambyses, his brother, the |)eople
not knowing of it. '^hen Cambyses went to Egypt,

^ C£ Ys and (Geiger).
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“ the Ijie ” broke out in Persia, Media, and the other

provinces. Gaumata appeared from Pishiyauvjtda,

from the mountain Arkadri : the former is often

supposed to be HatrajoyatW in Persia. All the people

went over to him, and Cambyses slew himself. The

sovranty which Gaumata thus took from Cambyses

had been from long time past in the Achtemenian

family. No one, Persian or Mede or Achannenian,

could depose Gaumata, whom the people feared, lest

he should slay the many who had known the real

Bardiya. At last Darius called on Auramazda for

help, and it was given: “with few men” he slew

Gaumata and his foremost allies, in the Median

province of Nisiiya. Darius names his six comrades

in the perilous enterprise towards the end of the

Inscription (iv. 18). Here, as in the other essentials

of the story, Herodotus is accurate, except for one of

the six Persians’ names, and the omission of the name

of Gaumata, who is simply “the Magus.” And even

in the name which Herodotus wrongly inserts among
the Six, we find that his mistake lay only in promoting

too high a man who in an inscription at Nak§-i-rusfrim

{N'K d) figures as “bow-bearer (?) of Dariu-s.” It is

clear that the historian was remarkably well supplied

with authentic evidence as to events lying two genera-

tions before his own day.

One or two of Darius’s comments on Gaumata

may be noted before we pass on. It is said that

Darius restored “sanctuaries which Gaumata the

Magian destroyed.” I have discussed elsewhere the

nature of these Hyadand, which are not necessarily

to be taken as shrines of the king’s own religion.

The Magian usurper, as was natural in a priest seizing
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temporal power, seems to have tried to stamp out

the invading Aryan cultus, and very likely Semitic

worship as well, so as to leave the indigenous cult

without rival. Darius in restoinng the temples ol‘

other religions, together perhaps with his own, was

only acting with the statesmanlike tolerance we have

seen in him already. Darius mentions four other

restorations he accomplished, but these seem to he

unconnected with religion. From Herodotus (iii. (!7)

we add the significant statement that the Magian
“ did great benefits to all his subjects, so that when
he died he was lamented by all in Asia except the

Persians themselves ”—that is, presumably, the Aryan
minority, whose unwelcome yoke the aboriginal Medes
thought they had shaken ofF.‘ The long succession

of revolts which Darius had to quell within the first

year or two after his accession has already been called

as evidence that the Achasmenian House had no

popularity to start with : after eight years of Cambyses
this was not strange. The Magian’s usurpation was

essentially an attempt to regain the ascendancy his

caste had enjoyed under Median kings: see Hdt. i. 1 20.

As we have seen, it is not much less than a century

later when we begin to hear of the Magi again. I

have been using Herodotus already, but only for the

history of a political event : what he tells us about

the religious position of the Magi evidently comes
from observation in a later period. From the first the

Greek writers assume that the Magi were pric.sts,

with special skill in divination and oneiromancy.

They were already essential for all priestly acts, and

1 The historian shows he had information from popular sources,

and not only frona nobles*
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identified thoroughly with the Persian religious

system. Moreover, from the fourth century down
there are frequent allusions to Zoroaster himself as

a Magus, and many of the fox’emost modern authori-

ties have accepted this as probably true. It is, of

course, admitted that no such a.ssertion is made about

him till between two and three centuries after the

traditional date of his death, which, as we have seen

(p. 17 f. ), is the minijnum antiquity we can allow him.

In that period there was plenty of time for a mi-staken

identification to arise; and if my general theory is

right the Magi would of course make it a central

point of their policy to claim the Founder as one of

themselves. Their chance of regaining power, of

winning the position which Herodotus so truthfully

makes them claim in their conversation with Astyages,

was obviously—when the direct method of Gaumata
had failed—to persuade the people that they were

necessary to them for the due performance of the

rites of a common religion. For this purpose they

had to minimise the differences between their own
religion and that into which they tried to insinuate

themselves. Their ancient reputation as a sacred

caste, already secure for many generations among the

non-Aryan Medes, would win them easy entrance

among the followers of a religion which in those days

was ready to receive proselytes from any race.' Once

thus established, they would point out that Zara-

thushtra, who had certainly performed some priestly

functions (p. 116), was a Magus, and had handed

^ In the Oatlias we have the Turanian Fryfina accepted by

Zarathushtra m one of the faithful. See Ys 46^®, and Wilhelnfs

notes, ZDMG, xliv, 151,
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down to them sacred lore. The guardianship of tlie

Gathas would be claimed by them, and rea(iily (‘<ui-

ceded when the Magian boriajidcH was once ac'cepled.

And so the enlargement of the Ave.sta, by the

addition of a codified Law, was only a matter of

time. We shall not, I think, be far wrong if we
assume for a working hypothesis that the verse parts

of the Avesta were preserved by them and the prose

parts composed by them. At present it will be

enough to point out how entirely congruous the ritual

element in the Avesta is with the general character

of Magian religion, and how incongruous with the

spirit of the Yashts, still more with that of the Gathas.

Incongruities in detail will come out as we proceed.

First, however, let me try to present the features

of Magian religion which the priests could emphasise

as common to them and the adherents of Iranian

Mazdayasna. The picture of pure Magianism which

we have secured from Ezekiel (p. 1 89 f. ) includes sun-

worship with eastward position, and the use of the

barsom. Now this last, as we have seen, is an adapta-

tion of Iranian usage. If we may take “ the branch
"

literally, original Magian use involved holding a

bough up to the face during the act of adoration

towards the sun. The symbolism is obvious and

natural. The Magi found the adherents of the un-

reformed Iranian cultus laying their offerings on a
carefully strewn carpet of green stalks. I’hey had
only to emphasise the sacredness of this bar\>rM,^ and
so gather a number of these stalks in the hand to

present before the deity; the application of a variant

^ I assume that the Iranian word once meant what its Indian
equivalent meant.
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form of the old name completed the identification,

and the old use faded away before it. Not immedi-

ately, however, for \ve remember that it was still

in vogue among the P.ersians when Herodotus was

gathering inibrmation. though the Magi had long

established themselves in the monopoly of priesthood.

I'hat will serve to remind us how cautious they were

in attempting to innovate. Of course we may leave

open the possibility that in some other part of Iran

the hanom was in earlier use. The Sun would be an

obvious link to bind together religions even more

distinct than the Magian and the Iranian, reformed

or unreformed. One difficulty may be named. In

Herodotus (vii. 37) the Magi comfort Xerxes in his

alarm at the portent of a solar eclipse by telling him

that the sun was wpoSeKraip for the Greeks, but the

moon for themselves. This seems to imply simply

that divination in Hellas depended on the sun—were

they relying on the solar elements (real or apparent) in

Apollo ?—and among the Persians on the moon. In

Babylonian religion Sin (the moon) takes precedence

of Shamash (the sun),^ but this will hardly help us.

More to the point is perhaps the importance of the

moon in its connexion with the Urkuk. Could we
be more assured of the antiquity of the identification

of Soma and the moon, we might regard this as a

hopeful solution. 1 cannot sugge.st anything com-

pletely satisfactory, assuming that the historian’s

notice is correct : it is too strange to have been in-

vented. But perhaps we may infer that in any case

the sagacious Magi were depending on a Persian

connotation of the moon as foretelling the future,

^ JastroWj &%, o/ Bothnia C58,
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leaving us free to believe that their own reverence

was paid primarily to the sun. The sun, of* course,

took one of the first places of honour in all the phases

of religion that we are discussing now; and we do
not need to assume that it was the first place for ;Ul

purposes^ that was assigned to the moon in tlu'se

words, but only a special connexion with divination.

Since the Magi were so specially concerned witli

interpretation of dreams, there is appropriateness in

the function assigned to the queen of the night.

Closely akin to this is the honour paid to Fire.

This was one of the proto-Aryan divinities, as

appears from Herodotus (i. 131), and from the
Vedic cult of Agni. Zarathushtra himself had re-

tained this element in the religion, in so far that
he had made Fire the foremost emblem of Deity,
and the instrument of the eschatological “ Regenera-
tion.” If then the Magi were in any sense fire-

worshippers—to the same extent, for example, as
the Scyths, with whom the Magi, if Iranians,* may

' It should not, perhaps, be assumed too confidently that the
Scyths were Iranian in anything but language. Prof. J. (>. I’razer

(Adonis, Aitis, Osiris 246) says that “ the Scythians seem to have
been a Mongolian people.” He brings an exceedingly dose
Mongolian parallel for the ghastly funeral custom ascribed by
Herodotus (iv. 71 f) to the Scyths. As an argument for (he
Mongolian affinity of the Scythians, it is discounted by other near
parallels—Chinese, Patagonian, etc. — quoted in this context by
Dr Frazer: he does not however cite the custom in pro(»fof the
affinity, which he simply states, without rea.sons, as prohahle. But
it must be noted against this that Prof. O. Schrader, who (»n stieh
a subject has paramount authority, speaks of "the Scythiajis, wh<»,
ethnographieally, seem to represent a part of tlie primitive Iranian
race, left behind or scattered westward, and who remained in more
primitive conditions of culture" (ERE, ii. l6).
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well have been kin—they would find here a very

obvious povii d’appuL

Two reniaiuing points of contact may be put

together in a sentence drawn from the conclusion

of W^ilhelm's important paper on “ Priests and

Heretics in Ancient Iran” {ZDMG^ xliv. l-Pi-lSIi).

He assumes that when the Avesta was w'ritten

all Iranians were united in the "worship of Ahura

Mazdah, and perhaps even leaned towards Dualism

;

but the people of \¥est and South Iran had another

form of Dualism in which the cult of the stars took

a more conspicuous place than it does in the Avesta,

Some of the details here may perhaps invite amend-

ment, but the essence of the sentence contains, I

think, a central truth. All independent references

to tlie Magi make much of their astrology. It will

be remembered that popular etymology interpreted

tlie name of Zarathushtra himself as da-TpoBirri^ (p. 77).

But apart from the special cult of Tishtrya and his

fellow- regents, we find very little star-lore in the

Avesta: there is, however, just enough to make
the connexion. As to Dualism, we saw above

(p. 12.5 f.} that we cannot use the term to describe

Zarathuslitra’s theology, except by defining it in our

Dwm way. But the Magi may very well have been

real adherents of a dualist view of the world. In

the parts of the Avesta which we have provisionally

assigned to them, nothing is more patent than the

nwchanical division of the world between creatures

of the good I*ower and creatures of the evil. There

is a very marked difference in spirit from the treat-

ment of the .subject in the Gathas. As we see

elsewhere (p. 131), Zarathushtra’s own doctrine of
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Evil amounted only to a strengthening of the old

Iranian doctrine of Truth as the highest virtue, with

Falsehood as the sum of all evil, 'fo that s<mr<*e

of every wrong the Prophet attached a d<*seripli\ e

title, Angra Mainyu, which, however, he did not

make into a real name. The fiend might almost as

well have been called Achia Daiva [Wu'fi.wUtw) oji

the indications of the Gathas alone. U seems a

reasonable conjecture that the Magi commended
their own dogma of a division of the world between

good and evil powers— a mere relic of animism,

which gave birth to a dreary ritual of apotropaic

spells — by adapting the Gathie titles of Ahura
Mazdah and Angra Mainyu. 'i’he latter name, in

fact, waited for the Magian counter-reformation tc

give it currency: its presence is a sure sign not so

much of Zarathushtrian religion as of Magian adapta-

tion of the same.

There are two points in which the classical writers

testify with great clearness to a radical difference

between the Magi and the Persians. They are ex-

pressed together in -a sentence of Strabo (p. 7^5)

:

TOW Md'yoyf ou QaTrrovtnv aXX* omvofipdmmi «twi‘ toiVows

Se Koc fjDjrpttcrt crvvep)(ecr6ac vevofutarrm. The first of these

may depend on Herodotus (i. 140, see p. 898), though
the omission of the dog.^, which Henalotus and the

Vendidad couple with the carrion birds, may possibly

be significant. Strabo may have seen the “ 'fowei

of Silence” much as it is to-day, with vultures

alone to operate. Herodotus, as we see elscwlierc,

insists that the Persians bury their dead, after cover-

ing them over with wax, possibly as a preserva-

tive: he is very emphatic on the difference here
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between Magi and Persians. This, of course, en-

tirely agrees with the patent feet that the Acha'-

mcnian Kings themselves w^ere buried. We may
add another instance of burial from Herodotus, vii.

117. While Xerxes was at Acanthus, a member of

the Acha'inenian house named Artacluees died, a

man of immense steture and powerful voice. All

the army joined to make a barrow for him, and

he was buried with great pomp. In obedience to

an oracle the Acanthians saci'itice to him w npm,

TO ovvofia. One is tempted to recognise

here tlie familiar sacrifice of the Yashts, aoj(to-

ndmana yaana, “ with a wor-ship in which the name
is invoked.” As a foil to these genuine Iranian

usages, we have the tremendous emphasis with which

the Yendidad thunders against any defiling of the

.sacretl earth or sacred waters by contact with a

corpse. In Farg. P* the burial of a corpse is a

“ sin without atonement ” {annp^\'>6a)

:

it is Angra

Mainyu’s counter-creation to “the beautiful Harah-

vaiti ” or Arachosia. It is noteworthy that this land,

w'here the Magian -writer complains that .so heinous

a sin is rife, lies on the confines of Iran towards

India. In Farg. the joy of Earth is greatest

whtu’e pious men have dug out most corpses of dogs

or men. Quotations could be multiplied. In the

original Median folk-tale underlying I'chit we shall

see g<K)d reason to recognise in the heroes, father

and son, the faithful performance of this duty towards

the .sacred Earth. Here then we can realise with

complete assurance the establishment of a rite which

belonged peculiarly to the Magi, and did not prevail

among orthodox Zoroastrians till after our era, if
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we may judge by Strabo’s evidence. Probably we
should say till the Sassanian era, ibr the drastic

religious changes which took place umb'r thust*

zealot kings are the first obvious opportunity f(»r

an innovation evidently most distasteful, 'fhe cor-

ollary suggests itself that the prose Wmdidad may
have been composed in that age: on this see p. 198.

The other Magian custom horrified the (Ireeks

to much the same degree. If Xanthus Lydins can

be relied upon, they knew of it as a peculiarity of

the Magi as early as the fifth century b.c.‘ This is

rather doubtfully endorsed by Herodotus when he

remarks (iii. SI) that before Cambyses the Per.sian.s

were not wont to marry their sisters. The form of

the phrase rather suggests that Herodotus knew such

a practice to be current at a later time. But he does

not mention the Magi in connexion with this, and
his silence suggests that he did not know of the

practice as one prescribed by any body of teachers

in the Persian Empire. The Xanthus fragment,

decidedly our earliest witness for Greek knowledge
of the matter, suggests some suspicion through the

exaggeration of the statement: it may e%'en mean
that Xanthus also knew of Magian practice only by

^

^ Ap. Clem, Alex., Strom., iii. § II (p. 515)
;
jMyvwrat Si,

oi yudyot pr^Tpaot km $vyarpd<n (crX. The extract, «»Sd to comi* from
the Mayt/cct, goes on to accuse the Magi of pracUc.iI pnoihscHity.
Muller {Fragm. Hist. Grcec., i. 4S) declares the fragment ineonsihtrnt
with that pre.scrvcd by Nicolaus Damascenus. I do not tjuite mte
why. But there are weaker points about it than this. On the
authenticity of the Xanthus fragments in general, see the nidf* on
Diogenes Proasm. below, p. 412. Naturally, the fragments need
not be accepted or rejected en bloc

:

we may claim lilwrty to
them one at a time.
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hearsay, l^rohably the Magi began their propaganda
generations later, whatever their private practice

was. In regard of this custom, modern Parsism,
which has preserved the dakhma— an eminently
sanitary, ine.xpensive, and even decorous provision in

a country where vultures may be commanded, how-
ever repulsive on the first impression—has repudiated

the k/ivcfuk-dm as heartily as any outsider could

expect. The fullest argument against the imputa-
tion that iticestuous marriages were belauded as

a religious duty, whether in the Avesta or in the
Pahlai'i books, may be .seen in a monograph by the
distinguished editor of the Dinkart, Darab Dastur
Peshotan Sanjana, Ni\vt~of-kiu Marriages in Old
Irdn (I.,ondon, 1888 ), It must be admitted, I fear,

that the learned Dastur’s argument against the
evidence of cla.ssical authors is hardly capable of

carrying the weight laid on it.^ The hostile judge-

ments upon the credibility of Herodotus, cited by
him, have long ago vanished as fuller knowledge has

shown us how remarkably good was the historian’s

information. And to cut out as a gloss the above-

quoted statement of Strabo is a heroic expedient

which only betrays the Parsi scholar’s exceedingly

pardonable bias. I cannot stop to discuss the matter

here in its later developments, for Sassanian practice

^ See the eritickm of Dr in the Balyimim mid
Ommiai I8S9—eoiitlBtied in 1890. The bulk of the imper
l» A <lisni!»sioti of the strmoge ¥edie hymn (ih\ x* 10)^, in which
YiiittI wcM)8 her lm>ther Yama, Just as Yimak woos Yim In a Fahkvi
Ifiwijd translated by West {SBE^ xvllL 418 £), Dr Ciisartelli infew

that this late Veclic hymn is an attack iijK>n a custom known to

jiremil in some weighbonring race—one, as I should put it, which

was closely akin to the MagL
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lies outside my period. Indeed, on my own detini

tion the Vendidad ought likewise to be passed o\ er,

since it seems highly probable that this part of it

is Sassanian. But an actual Avcslan passagn- can

hardly be overlooked. Bartholomac {.HrlVh. IHtUt

where see literature) is very positive that the institu-

tion is known to the A vesta. Ihulcr x’aPfvadtithi

he gives the etymology " kin," and

“marriage,” despite Justi's objection. So far I d<i

not see how to question his case, but 1 wtnild

note that the word does not occur in any Avestaii

text that has a claim to come from tlie earlier age

;

I should myself be prepared to put the pas.sage.s

quite late. But when Prof. Bartholomac proceeds

{AirWb, 1822) to make Queen Hutaosa the sister as

well as wife of Vishtaspa, and to hud evidence not

only in the Pahlavi literature but in Vt 15“ I feel

the greatest doubt of the inference. In this Yasht
passage—which is metrical— Hutaosa “of the many
brothers, of the Naotara house,” prays to Vayu tliat

she may be “ dear and loved and well received in the

house of King Vishtiispa.” Should vit not infer that

she was about to enter that house for the hrst time,

as a bride ? It is stated that both Vishta.spa and his

Queen belonged to the Naotara family.* That would
not make them brother and sister; and Darmesteter
further remarks that the Bundahi,sh (Rl®) excluded

^ Vishtaspa is called by implication a memlwr of the Xmttuinft in

Yt 5» a verse passage. The clan pray to Annhito for swift horses,
and receive the gift—“ Vishtaspa became jMissessed of ttic swiftwt
horses in those lands by matrimonial alliance with this hunse,
it might be suggested ! Vishtasija’s name was enough to bring him
in where it was a matter of possessing horses (mpa).
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\'islitaspa from tliis iamily.^ “ Perliaps he was con-
sidered a Naotaride on account of his wife ” {SEE,
xxiii. 77 n). Is it not more reasonable to take the
Vasht passage in its obvious sense, and charge the

Pahlavi glossators with the interpretation which
would make the royal patron of Zarathushtra the
hrst example of their much-lauded virtue ? For that

the practice is lauded in this literature is really beyond
question. The paramount authority of E. W. \\'est

has fairly settled it," and his demonstration gives all

the more weight to his opinion that it is not proven
for the Avesta. I refer to West’s dissertation

specially for his proof that the writers were urging
on the people a practice which they w'ould not
receive. This is exactly the impression that the

classical evidence makes. A rule peculiar to an
alien tribe, strongly marked with traces of barbarous
origin surviving into later days under the influence

of religion, remained peculiar to them to the last.

That instances occurred in the royal family is another
matter. Herodotus makes no suggestion that there

were iVIagi at the court of Cambyses, and his “judges
”

expressly declared that they knew no law permitting
marriage of brother and sister. The king’s own
character is abundantly bad enough—or mad enough
—to account for his act. Artaxerxes I. might be a
similar case, though by this time the Magi could have
intervened : there is no proof that they did. Personal

viciousness, and an incre^ing jealousy of introducing

foreign elements into the royal house, will be sufficient

* iiieiifcioriH Vishtas|m, b«t I see no reference to the
Naotarii family in the conteiit as West gives it {SEE, v. 137).

SBE^ xvlii. : cf* p-, xxviii £
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explanation of the eases where the infainons Cainhyscs’

example wtis followed by later Aeha'menians. 'I'hc

parallel case of the Ptolemies in Kgypt is naturally

recalled. Here, however, there was the incentive ol

native practice in their adopted country, against which

the natural Greek instinct seems to have failed to pleatl.

Next among the characteristics of the Magi we

will take that which actually usurped their name,

^ fiayiK^ or fAayela : SO, for example, in

17\ Acts to give two fairly early instances of the

use of the name without any reference to the Magi.

It is hardly necessary to stop and prove that the

Magi were generally believed to be pre-eminently

skilled in magic.^ What concerns us here is that

^
'E. Meyer (Gesck d. All^ iii. 124 1) reminds ns that ** magic*

was attached to^ the Magian name from the middle of the fifth

eentnry. Yet the best Greek witnesses, Deinon and Aristotle,

expressly say, rt/v yoy/rtrr/r /tay^iar lymacrav (the Magi)* In

[Plato] Alkik L 122 fiayua is defined as 6€mv dipawttfK A good

sample of the popular belief as to tlie powers of famoio

shamans may be seen in a passage of the Baedeker of antiquity,

Pausanias (v. 27^, p* 449), after retailing a truly marvellous hinry

of a bronze horse, caps it with a miracle partaking of iniigie art

{fjidyiov cro^tas), which lie declares he had seen in Lydia. He telL

us (in BVazer's English) that ‘‘The Lydians wIk» art* Kurnanird

Persian have sanctuaries In Hieroea*sarea and Hypiepa, and in

each of the sanctuaries there is a chapel, ami in the chiipel there

are ashes on an altar, but the colour of the itslies k not that ol

ordinary ashes*^’ He proceeds : *Emk&m SI is ru mri^p p$iym

Kal ^vXa im<^op^aras ada im ror wpwa rutpup iwiihrf* T|

K€<f>aXfp Scurepa 81 iTrlKXipmp 5rov 0m¥ loatc oMapfe
^crupcm ^'EXXifpriy * Sc lirtXiyo/Afrw fii/SXim^ tlmp re

dvdymy irdcra ra ivXa icai ^X6ym i$ airmy inkup^m.

Prof. Frazer tells us {Inirod. p. lix*) that Pausanias wfiis priilwibly

born in Lydia (2nd century a.m). The "magie” is aeconlirtgly

attested by good witness ; and It Is both harmless mid (one would
think) 'tolerably easy.
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magic was alien to Zoroastrianism. Even in the

Vendidad we have the statement (Farg. 1'^) that

Angra JMainyu created aya i/afava, sorcery, to be

the bane of Haetumant, or Saistan. Darmesteter
(in he.) observes that the district was half Indian,

according to Masudi, “and Brahmans and Bud-
dhists have the credit of being proHcient in the

darker sciences.” Whether such credit is merited

or not, it is obvious that a half-heretical population

would be easily held guilty of “ black magic,”

the only kind against which the ban would lie.

Darmesteter tjuotes from the Great BiuKlahish

the note : “ The plague created against Sai'st.ln is

abundance of witchcraft ; and that character ap-

pears from this, that all people from that place

practise astrology : those wizards produce . . . snow,

hail, spiders, and locusts.” If this comment con-

tains ancient material, it witnesses strikingly to a

general hostility to the occult of every kind. The
later parts of the Avesta, to which we are tenta-

tively ascribing Magian authorship, contain elements

decidedly magical. Note the prose passage in Vt
concerning the potency of a bone or a feather

of the viltanffan bird. I would not press this

argument too far, for the yatu who is so often

banned in the Avesta need not on purely Avestan
evidence be a magician in general, but only one

who hanns the faithful by Ahrimanian spells and

sorcery.

Oneiromaney is a department specially connected

with the JVlagi in our Gi^k sources, from the time

of the expedition of Xerxes. It was evidently one

of the most prominent of their functions. But the
14
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word for “dream”* only occurs once in the lAter

Avesta with that meaning, and there is no hint

that dreams were ever studied.®

Astrology has already been referred to as a great

feature of Magian activity. Now a certain amouiit

of astrolatry no doubt belonged to proto-..Aryan

religion. It is, however, astonishingly small. Here

there is a patent contrast to Babylonian religion, and

t o Mithraism. The Tishtrya Yasht is the exception

th at proves the rule. In that hymn the prince of the

fixt'd stars is certainly invoked, with the three co-

regesnts of the other quarters of the sky. But there

is no’pe of the sheer inconsequence of astrology. In

the efiountry where the Tishtrya myth had its birth,

the^ disappearance of Sirius in the sun’s rays coincided

wi.'th the season of drought, and soon after his heliacal

riviing the rains began to fall. 'Fo regartl Sirius as a

good genius who has been fighting a long battle with

Apaosha, the drought demon, savours of pttst hov

propter hoc, but is quite reasonable as sucdi notions

go.* One other Yasht, that addressed to Hashnu,

has a good many references to the stars, but these arc

1 identical with sofimus^ Old Norse smfh : it s«r%ive» iii

Chaucer's swemn. On its appearance in the Gathas, Bix* ¥i .10^ and
note there (p. .149).

Nicolaus Damaseenus (in Mtilier, iii 399) makes the mollirr of

Cyrus consult tlie Chaldaans about her dream : Wilhelm eiies ItiiH

(ZDMG^ xliv, 151) in his evidence for the popular eimfitiiifm of

Magi and Chaldeans.

® The Greeks (e.g* Hesicxl^ 417 f.) traced the fieat of the Ihig

Days to the fact that Sirius was shining by day, and so addiiig life

influence tt> that of the Sun* The contrast lietweeii tlie resullii

attained by infantile science and relatively siiiie mytfudogy h
instructive ! The astronomical problem of the Tislitryii Yiiilit If

discussed in Lecture L, p. 2$ £
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not even mythological. The ubiquity of the spirit of

Justice is brought out by invoking him from a series

t)f places in earth and heaven where he may be. Three

of the four Regents—Satavaesa is omitted perhaps

by mere textual accident—are thus named, and the

stars that hold the seed of the waters, the earth,

the plants, and the Bull, the stars that descend from

Spenta Mainyu.* I need not collect Avestan references

to the stars, which are all on these lines." There

is never a suggestion in the Avesta that the destiny

of the individual or the nation can be read in the sky.

Whatever real astrology there was must be associated

with the Magi apart from the orthodox religion.

There is one curious phenomenon here which can

only be explained on some such theory as I am
advocating. I'lie planets are malign influences in the

developed Parsi .system. Eacli of the great regent

stars has a planet as his Ahrimanian antagonist.^ And
yet these “ wandering stars,” whose strange irregular

motions seemed like an element of disorder in the

sky, bore the names of the great Yazatas : Anahit was

Venus, Bahrilm Mars, Auharmazd Jupiter. The

^ Were the sters supplied to hold the seed of plants and animals

from the notion that thej were tiny holes in the firmament throu|ifh

whieli the rain descended ?

A speculation of I)annest€*ter*s, endorsed with a (piery hy

Bartholomae, might lie mentioned m a possible instimee of the more

developed iistnilatry of the era of the Vendidad, regarded as largely

SaiiMniaii and built up by Magian influence. In Farg. it is

conjectured that ** the two M»r»sUf the southerly, the everlasting,”

may Ihj a constellation, and the seven Horns** in the same verse

another. Justi guessed the Milky Way for tlie former. I am
temptitl to ask if we might puiBue this throughout the verse hy

transferring to a heavenly wean the Fish Kara.
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incongruity was noticed in medieval times. A
Moslem writer quoted by Prof. Jackson ‘ declares

that the planets originally had the names ol demons ;

but w'hen Ormazd brought them under his sway he

gave them new names. Our explanation will natur-

ally be that Aryan and Magian elements are mixed

here. The Anahita Yasht (11 5'®) links the godde.ss

with stars ; but the plural itself seems to preclude

special association with the planet Venus, so that

the Avesta does not help us. The names of the

planets agree with the classical. There seems no

inevitable reason why the planets nearest to us should

be respectively the goddess of beauty and the god of

victory, or that which only the telescope can prove

to be the largest in our system receive the name of

the supreme deity. The key is found immediately

when we see that in Babylon Venus, Mars and Jupiter

were respectively Istar, Nergal and Marduk, which

answer exactly to both Pahlavi and Greek. Prof.

Cumont '^ shows how after the fourth century the

ancient Greek names of the planets were gradually

ousted by names evidently intended to answer to

those already fixed in Semitic star-worship. \\"e

have, accordingly, very clear proof that when these

names entered Parsi phraseology—and it should be

noticed that there is no proof that this happened till

a relatively late date—it was from Babylon. But

whence came the notion that the planets as such were

i Grimdriss^ ii. 666.

“ Astr'ofogi/ a7id Rcligmi armmg the Greeks^ (uid Roukuls

p. 46, the names of the planets whit’h we rmploy io.day

are an Engiish translation of a Latin translation of a (Ireck trans-

lation of a Babylonian nomenclature.*’
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malign ? Not from the Semites, for the sun and moon
were of their company in Babylonian astrology, and

I need not say how such a suggestion as this involves

would have horrified the framers of Bundahish theo-

logy. Not from Aryans, who assuredly never saw
demoniac features in “ sweet Hesper-Phosphor ” or the

splendid Jupiter. We have here, I think, a significant

hint that the Magi were strangers alike to Aryan and

to Semite—a conclusion suggested by other evidence

that has passed before us.'

A similar double view seems to appear with regard

to the classifying of IMountains. It will be remem-
bered that they were creatures of Ahriman in the

system described by Plutarch (p. 408) ; they are all

I ^ly fnend Dr Vernon Barfclet has called my attention to the

interesting discussion of this subject in Pro£ Boiisset's HmipU
proble7muier Gnosis (1907). The matter lies outside my chronologi-

cal limits, but I must briefly refer to it. Bousset discusses the fact

(p. 27) that ** in Clnostic systems and mythology the highest Baby-

lonian divinities, the Seven and the great Mother Goddess, ai*e no
longer the greatest divinities, but low demoniacal beings or half

good imd half evil, belonging to the Mitieheli-y or fallen from the

world almve.’* He Imngs out the agreement of later Parsism

(|X 41 f.)| noting how Gdethar and the ^Hhievish MtlSpar (perhaps

a comet) have taken the place which sun and moon could not filL

He thinks the agreement of Mandaism and the Gnosis enables us

to explain this by dating it from the time when Babylonian and

Persian religion came into antagonistic contact. The Persians

accordingly turned the revc^red Babylonian planets into demons

—

a theory resembling the discarded view of the relations between

the Avestan daim and the Indian dem* Prof. Bousset rejects

almost with scorn CumonPs explanation that the wandering stars
”

were malign from their very nature. But Cumont is, I think, indis-

putably right. This way of looking on the planets answers Magian

thought exactly, as the treatment of Mountains will show. We can

explain the phenomena by simply noting where essentially incon-

gruous systems failed to mix.
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to be smoothed mil wiien the I^egenerntioii eotiies.

What, then, of Aryan %vor.sh!p on hilltops ( Ilenxlotus,
see p. 801), or the commanding glory of Alhur/, mul
other sacred hills in the xV vesta ? Like the planets,
I take it, they introduced irregularity into the hal;m<-e<l

order of things, and so Ahriman must he held resp<ni-

sible for them. This ultra-logical idea conllicted with
the prevailing instinct, sts is shown by the fact that
even the Bundahish preserves a trace of the other
view: note the “fostering hills” of lid 12*’. Since
the mountains were sacred for Semites as well as
Aryans, we may recognise here yet another hint that
the Magi were neither.^

If I am right in thus interpreting features where
there is some definite evidence for differentiating
Magian and Zoroastrian doctrine, I think I may go on
to select others in which incongruity betw^een (lathas
and I^ater Avesta may be read in the same way.
Here of course we shall have to ask %vhcther the
deviations from Zarathushtra are due to the ftlagian

^ Clemen (Prim. VkrMani(y, l6f)) brings Biblical paralleis |j,

viewofthe rough and mountainousdmnu'ter ofthe !and,it was natural
in I ersia to expect in the last dajs an earth entirely level : with
this w(^ may connect the prediction in Zee. (wh*er«', however,
the point is the eln'alimi of the new .len>ftfd<*ra over a vasl'MirnHiiid'
ing plain) . . . ; and in the Sibylline Oracles (iii. 777 ff); • AU /kf
path in tkejlat land and the rugged hilloch and the hj\y hUk and the
raging Inllorn shall he smooth and natigahle in time dat/s.' The Apoea.
lypse also, I think, proceeds from this asstunplion ; otherwise it
could not depict the new Jerusalem as it does in •Ji**’."

I cannot see where the Sibylline oracle goes bev<uud Isai. 4tH
which Prof. Ck-men wisely does not quote. Nor can I undersfand
his inference from Hev. 21«8 For these rmmm. though wliollv
wdhng to admit apocalyptic imagery as a held when- Magian
influence may have told, I do not include tliese suggestions in mv
disciissioD iit Lecttire IX,
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iiirtiience or represent simple reversion to the stand-

point of the old Aryan religion. Generally this will

give ns little trouble, guided as we are by the truthful

picture of Persian religion in Herodotus, when checked

by the comparative method.

Veneration lor the sacred elements of Earth and

Whiter was a common feature of both religions. We
know this of the Persian, and we infer it for the

Magian. I'he Dakhma was always explained as a

device whereby Earth and Water could escape

pollution from a corpse. Then worship of these

elements in one form or another was so general in

the countries where the Magi are found, that we
should be justified in presuming it for them, were the

evidence much weaker. Further, there seems a great

difference in spirit between the Later Avesta and the

relevant narratives of Herodotus in regard to these

cults. A word may be added on the last head. The
actions of Cambyses and Xerxes towards the elements

became a very obvious stumbling-block when these

cult.s were defined on Avestan lines. Cambyses

profaned the B'ire by burning the corpse of Amasis

(Hdt. iii. 16): the scandal thus produced, duly

recorded by the historian, may be safely assumed to

be reflected from the ideas of his own time, assisted

by the tradition of the horror caused in Egypt by

tlie destruction of a royal mummy, Cambyses out-

raged the Earth by burying twelve Persians alive

(iii. 35). Xerxes scourged the Hellespont and cast

fetters into it (vii. 85). The words of his defiance

should be noted, for they exactly bear out the

explanation given above (p. 59), which was written

without reference to this passage. “And King
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Xerxes will go over thee, whether thou wilt or no

;

but to thee, as is right, no man dt>th sacrifice, for

that thou art a foul and salt river.” (’out cast vii.

113, where the Magi sacrifice white horses fcf. p. 591

to the Strymon.

Now it is easy to plead that “the character of the

royal sinner would make a lapse from orthodoxy not

very surprising”: it remains true, to continue my
quotation,* that “the most probable explanation

seems to be that the kings were transgressing only

Magian orthodoxy, which had not yet entered the

religion of the court and nobles of Persia, whatever
may have been the ease with the popular creed.”

That a purely Aryan cult underlies the history seems
certain. The Aryans had no reverence for the sea,®

for it was the Waters as sustainers of plant life that

they worshipped. At his actual crossing of the

Hellespont Xerxes was very reverential (vii. 54).

At sunrise he poured a libation into the .sea, and

1 From ray paper at the Oxford Congres.s of ReligioiiH

2 Tide cites the case of Tiridates travelling to Rome hy iirad

as evidence that the sea was Ahrimanian {Reliffotugmc/i., ii.

Tl)i.s would probably mean that a first-century Arsncide inherited an
old Iranian impulse. The action would tfuis be in line with Xerxes'
defi.'ince of an element the Aryans never knew, and therefore
never loved as the (Ireeks and the Cieniianic races have done.
Our inference is that the sea was a creature of Onnazd for the
Magi, like the other waters, and the horrtir at Xerxes is characteristic
of them. But Tiele luw unwarrantably ignored the reason assigned
by Fliny (see p. 419 n., below), that Tiridattss would not iMiUute a
.sacred element, as a sea-traveller must do. I do not pre.ss the
notice of Herodotus (vii. 1 91), that the Magi sacrificed to Thetis
.and the Nereifl.s, genii of the sea, for we are expressly told that
they wcrt> firompted by the lonians. But I feel eonvinecd that
Tiele is douhly wrong.
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then threw after it the golden bowl out of w'hich he

had poured, with a golden tankard and a Persian

swonl to follow. Naturally he wished to avoid no

preeaution ; but Herodotus expressly notes a doubt

whether he was dedicating these gifts to the Sun

—

as the choice of time might suggest—or confessing

remorse for previous sacrilege. More probably the

historian has coloured the incident with Magian

notions transferred to an earlier day. It would be

absurd to make something affecting religion, in its

deeper sense, depend upon the recorded conduct of

creatures like Cambyses or Xerxes. But their very

worthlessness suggests the expectation that they

would not insult a powerful spirit like Earth or Sea

if inherited or acquired superstition taught them to

hold such in awe. The often-noted fact that all the

Achacmenian Kings, good and bad alike, were buried,

is decisive against the assumption that in their age

the jMagi had succeeded in teaching their own form

of reverence to the Earth. Burial may even be pre-

sumed in a passage of the Gathas (see above, p. 163 f.).

To Aryan minds the return of the corpse to Mother

Earth may well have seemed the highest reverence.

Strabo tells us (p. 520) ofa savage tribe in the Caucasus,

the Derbikes, who venerated the Earth, but buried

their dead—-or those of them whom they did not eat

!

That Aryans could venerate Fire and yet practise

cremation is sufficiently shown by the usage in India.

The whole conception of ritual pollution in these

matters is understood at once when we recognise an

alien notion coming from the Magi.

It is less easy to assign to its true source the Later

Avestan doctrine of the jwtency of spells. It is a
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great departure from the spirit of the (Lnthas. the

words of whit'h were turned into spells at a \ ery <'arly

period. The AvCsSta is not the only sacred hook for

which verbal inspiration has been claimoil ; nor is

the day of manfhrax apparently done in religions far

more widespread than Ihirsism. On the whole, we
may well allow that both strata were responsil>le for

this particular perversion of the Prophet’s tcacdiing.

A Magian character in a matter akin to this may
perhaps be recognised in the appropriation of a whole
set of words to describe things and actions wdien
connected with Ahrimanian creatures. I should not
hesitate for a moment in attributing to the Magi a
usage so completely in keeping with their manner of
thinking, but for Bartholomae’s tracing the germ.s of
it in the Gathas : see ¥s 51*” and note there (p. 885 f.}.

But a single occurrence of one or two words of this

class, which may have actually suggested the later

appropriation, is inadequate evidence that so jieculiar

a practice was in vogue in Zarathushtra’s day. To
divide words, like everything else, between the two
great opposing Powens, is almost an inevitable sefpiel

of the Magian theory.* I'arallels may be sought in

* There is one pasaigc, Yt 5®, where an otherwise Aiirininniari
w'ord is used of Ahura’s creation, viz. hizjngra, « hiped.” Ko far nw
this goe.s, I might infer that the system wa.s not stcrcotyiied in the
Yasht period. The use of marak, “kill” (see !»elow),* in l‘d l!»'

bring.s an exception into the later stage. It may he cimvetdent
t0 cite scmie eiainples :

Head (Ahuryan) vayBana (Ahrimanian) kitmamm
Hand sasia gm
Foot ziwga Mmgm.

drdSra Hi.'*

Ear mi kmrmm'
Son puQra kmm
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various quarters. It is tempting to compare Homer’.s

statement that the gods called the river Xauthus,

hut men Scamander ; or that the gods called Moly
a herb which unfortunately iiien do not seem to

have named or identified. Nearer to .some of the

examples in the note below is the euphemism by
which the Sabines called a wolf I’/irpim, \vhich in

Latin {/lircus') has its proper meaning “goat.” Much
illustration of the principle is cited from uncivilised

peoples by Prof. J. G. Frazer in eh. vii, of The
Golden Bough part ii. The particular application

of it with which we are here concerned has, however,

features wholly peculiar, and thoroughly characteristic

of the Magi.

For by this time we can hardly hesitate to assign

to Magian theology the systematic division of the

To die (Ahiiryaii) me$ (Ahrimaiiiiiin) mar

To wac dm
To run — drao

To go ay dmff fat (and com-

j>oiindB)

To conquer the forces of Ahriman is mn^ to the creatures

of Oriniml is m(mk (see alK>ve). And so on. How little original are

iimny iT thcBe niinifs is obvions. The verbal root wdiieh describes

the dying of Ahrinian’s creatures actually enters into the name of

the AitishaspiiMi Immortality. |>ate,’* with its deprecia-

tive prefix, is the only one in the above list where any particular

reason is visible. A very similar principle may be seen in the

names of three animals where we infer that Massdayasniims and

IhkOMiymmmm (and pious people when they forgot ?) used different

words. Kvil-speakiiig people ** use tlm popular, non-theologieal

names for the Ahiiryiin creatures hedgehog and cock—-di&la and

kakrkaifd insteiul of mmhdpura and parodark respectively. They
also use the pet (abbreviated) name zmrimySka for the tortoise

{mmmymura^ keeping his toes in his sheir'), an animal which

the Magi handed over to Ahiiman.-
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world and all that is therein, each creation of Ahura
being matched by one from Angra's hand. I’he very

fact that the balancing was often inconiplcte .suggests

that it was attempted in the latest period of develop-

ment. The Magi never took very kindly to the

Amshaspands, who play a small part in the A vest an

texts which we have assigned to their authorship.

But, as Plutarch’s evidence shows (.see p. I-OI). they
duly created a daStm to be special arriVex*'®? to each

one, though it was so perfunctorily done that the

shadowy antagonists provided by IVIagian theory are

invisible in all earlier texts; and as they stand in

Pahlavi theology they fail to have any special appro-
priateness for their several functions.’ It should be
noted that the tendency to balance each creation of

Ahura with one of Angra suggests origin in a type
of dualistic theory which existed early in Babylonia.

When the Second Isaiah says in \’'ahweh’.s name,
“ I form the light, and create darkness ; I make
peace, and create evil” (Isai. 45^), we may recogni.se

in the doctrine implicitly rebuked that of tcachcrrs

essentially akin to the Magi. It should, however, l)e

ob-served that the existence of such a duahsticr tendency
within the field from which he drew his observa-

tions does not prove any nexus between the Magi
and Babylon, unless in their accepting Babylonian
ideas as they accepted Persian. But the dualism in

question may quite well have been Magian and not

^ Sec on this subject Jackson in KRK, iv. fiCO. My statement
above i.s not at variance with the genera! d<wtrin«* «l»k the Magi
were re-spon-silile for bringing out of tlie Rest cv«-rytl»)ng that the
West eanie to know about the AmshaspandH. u'ow mueli tfiej
transformed t!iem may be seen from the fJappadorian cvideiice.
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Babylonian at all : in that case Kohut’s “ Anti-Parsic

polemic in ii. Isaiah is only mistaken in its identify-

ing Magiau and Parsi.

Finally, one can hardly question the responsibility

of the Magi for the ritual, or very nearly all of it.

Zarathushtra, if we are to judge from the Gathas,

resembled the rest of the world’s great prophets in

his indifference to anything of the kind ; and native

Aryan religion had only a simple system which would

easily yield to the elaborate, under stress of the

tendency which everywhere stimulates the growth of

the externals of religion. Much of the ritual is of a

kind which Eastern priests take pleasure in devising,

perhaps with small expectation of its being undertaken.

This especially applies to the rules that are to govern

women, rules very obviously man-made : it appears,

however, that Parsi women still yield partial sub-

mission to some of the most trying of them. The
large use of gaamaf^a {qs. *fio6fuxfjia) is rather hard for

outsiders to stomach ; no doubt chacun d son goM I

The sacredness of the indispensable ox and cow
is an Aryan feature just as much as it may have

been a Magian : here the Semites, too, were entirely

in accord. But we naturally cannot dogmatise as

to where they would draw the line in practical appli-

cation. Another point of difficulty is raised not

infrequently in the Vendidad, where penalties are

often so extravagant as to make the reader infer that

they never had any particular meaning, l^erhaps the

lowest depth.s of absurdity are sounded by Fargard

xiv, where is set forth the manner in which the

* See his {wper, ZDM6, xxx. 709. The idea was first broached

by Saadya (Cheyne oa Isai., f.c.b
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slayer of a “water-dog” or otter may “redeem his

own soul.” Darmesteter may well be right when he

says, “These exorbitant prescriptions seem to be

intended only to impress on the mind of llic faith-

ful the heinousness of the offence to be a\oided." If

language were intended to mean anything, we might

think that, as the penalty .starts with 10.000 stripes

with each of two kinds of whip, the piled-up com-

plications that are to follow do not really matter very

much. But to appreciate the elevation of the (lathas

the reading of this section of the Vendidad may be

found of educational value.

I venture to present at the clo.se of this argument

some tentative suggestions which liave occurred to

me after hearing my friend the Rev. Jolm Roseoe on
the central African tribes, of which he has a uni(jue

knowledge. Their points of contact with the iMagi

may be variously interpreted. Mr Roseoe sliow.s

that the kings of Uganda belong to a stock (the

Gallas) which has left very strong traces in Egypt;
and it might not be utterly impossible to postulate

some very early connexion with aboriginal tribes on
the other side of the Persian Gulf. But the discus-

sion of such prehistoric conditions must be left to

experts. The parallels are presented here simply

because they illustrate remarkably well the cultural

stage which was crystallised by religious conservatism

in the Magi.

First may be mentioned tlie use of ffome::, which
is regular among the pastoral people of Bunyoro, a

northern Bantu tribe. In connexion with this we
may place the Waganda use of the urine of the

parents of twins in purificatory ceremonies, such a
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birth being regarded as pre-eminently fortunate, if

both tile twins live. This is remarkably like a pre-

scription of the Vendidad by whicli a man and

woman who have contracted the next-of-kin marriage

may supply urine that is a permitted substitute for

^omcrj. Wc might, indeed, say that the ceremonies

for purification of the relatives after a death, in which

gomcz is the chief agent {Fd 8-12), have a striking

general resemblance to the equally tedious and elabo-

rate lustrations practised among the Bantu tribes.

Next comes the fact that the people to whom we
may specially trace the last-mentioned rite practised

endogamy. The Baganda are strictly exogamous,

but tlieir kings, like those of the pastoral tribes, made

their sisters queen. For generations past, before the

coming of Christianity, there had been no children

of these marriages ; the king had a number of wives

from the common people, whose sons were ultimately

destined to fight for the succession. But doubtless

in earlier times a genuine Kkvetukdas was the rule.

We may even parallel the Magian usage which

the horrified Greeks always associated with this, the

institution of the Dakhma. For though the Bantu

peoples regularly buried their dead, and regarded

each clan as responsible for the placating of their

kindred ghosts by a strict ritual of inhumation, we

are told that human sacrifices were an exception.

Men and women who had been slain in sjicrifice were

left unburied because they no longer belonged to

their clan but to the gods, (In some cases provision

for the corpse was anticipated by the exposure of

victims alive to sacred crocodiles, with their limbs

broken.) Now to be thus sacrificed was regarded as
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a specially privileged end : those left unburied l)ccause

given to the gods had in this seeming neglect a

happiness all their own. We might say. accordingly,

that in the Bantu mind the exposure of liic corpse

might be associated with the most ccrtaiTi entrance

into the home of the gods; and this of course woukl
bring them near the ideas of the Magi.’

A fair parallel to the Fravashi may be brought

in here instead of being kept till Lecture \’ni.

Royal children in Uganda have what is called a

“twin,” regarded as an imseparable part of them-
selves. It is the umbilical cord, which is <‘arcfully

preserved and placed with the jawbone - the seat of

the spirit—after death, to be venerated as jointly

representing the dead man’s personality. ’'I'he aflinity

with the external soul is clear ; but I think the Fra-

vashi is recognisable on one of its sides, and there

is the suggestive parallel for the union of soul and
Fravashi at death. The affinity of the “ twin ” with

the plantain flower may also be noted, for the latter

is certainly an external soul.

The extinction of fires when the king dies may
be compared with the care taken in Magian religion

to keep Atar from pollution of the dead, fi'hcre

are other le.ss notable parallels. The general im-
pression produced by the combination of similar

characteristics is that while actual connexion of

1 Among other .savage parallels should he plact-d that ([uoUal hv
DrCasartelli from Ahercromby’s Trip l/iroiip/i l/ic Eu.stern Cmatsiis
(London, 1889), p. 291. In the last sbiges oi' ((roof-furn-cting 1

see in the newspaper a Reuter telegram (dated I.S .Sept.

“It appears that Mongols never bury their dead, hut place the
bodies in the open fields, where they are usually devovired hy wolves
and vultures.'’'
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Magian and Bantu would be hard to establish, the

usages compared may illustrate strikingly the fact

that the Magi stereotyped for religious purposes

a number of practices characteristic of a low stage

of civilisation. The number and quality of these

strengthen our inference that the Magi were neither

Aryan nor Semitic, but remained on a distinctly

lower plane than either until a relatively late period.

Of course, the mere existence of isolated survivals

from savagery in itself proves nothing : my inference

depends on a cumulative impression. The fact that

the Baganda had no temples for the Nature-gods

—

rivers, trees, lightning, etc.—but only for ghosts,

suggests at once the Persian parallel in Herodotus

(p. 301 below).* Oivination by the entrails of fowls

or cows links the Bantu with the Greek, as does the

pot in which were olfered upon a tomb. And
we remember pre-eminently the discovery by Mr
Roscoe among the Bunyoro pastoral tribes, and that

by Dr Seligmann among Sudane.se, of the long-

sought and most striking parallel for the King of

the Wood at Nemi, in emphatic confirmation of

Dr .1, G. Frazer’s intuition. These parallels, how-

ever, are le.ss varied than those tx-aced for the Magi.

With this cautious note we may leave the fertile

anthropological field of Central Africa and return

to We-stern Asia again.

* The prinative Indo-European community was siniilarly without

temples for the *dmm. See Schrader’s account of the evolution of

shrines, ERE, ii. 46 f.

15



LECTURE VII

THE MAGI {contim/cd)

The ancient Magians existed already k^fore tin* lime

<if Zoroaster^ but new there Is no imrci iiniiiixeci

portion of tliein who do not practise the religion

of Zoroaster. In faet^ they btjlong now either to

the Zoroastrians or to the Shmmig^fM sect {siin-

worshippers.)

We pause a moment to take note of consequences

that iiave accumulated from our inquiry, when
combined with those in which we have tried to

trace the thought of Zarathushtra himself. 'Fhe

conclusion has become increasingly clear that \‘cry

little genuine Zoroastrianism percolated to the West
before the Sassanian age. Through Herodotus,

and to an incomparably less degree through other

travellers, the Greeks knew something of Iranian

religion, untouched by the Reform ; and the same,

when contaminated with Semitic accretions, so as

to form what we call Mithraism, hecaine extremely

powerful in the Roman world. On the other side

the Magian system supplied abundant traces of its

^ P, 314 (ed.^ Sachiui): ef. Jaeksori^ I4L In IIIDfl

accordingly, there were stilly as AlbfrUnf says, reprcKeiitalivc^i t*f lltc

ancient people of Harriln/^ who remained distliicl fejiii tic liM-'

astrians, as we have seen a |»rt of the Magi had reiiialiied In

ancient times.
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iiiHuence in many of the sources we have examined.

Two examples from the Greek Bible are rcser\'ed for

special study later in this Lecture and the next. A
Magian folk-story, with practically no distinctively

Zoroastrian feature, is found to underlie the Book

of Tobit. And the familiar story of the Wise Men
from the East is found to owe less than we should

like to the Prophet of Iran, drawing its most note-

worthy features from things peculiar to the Magi.

Such phenomena lend what plausibility can ever be

made out for paradoxical theories of late dates of

Avestan texts. The real deduction should rather be

that the religion of the Gathas—and to some extent

that of the later and metrical texts and the Gatha

Haptanghaiti—did not effectively occupy Western

Iran till Sassanian times. A few of its doctrines

came through, suffering some obscuration in the

process ; and the Founder’s name and those of his

chief conceptions became known, but hardly under-

stood, for they were interpreted very much along

Magian lines. The doctrine of immortality was the

main exception ; but even there we trace nothing dis-

tinctive of its Gathic setting, which would have deeply

interested Greek thinkers. Our evidence gives us

little to encourage the high hopes entertained by

scholars who think to find in early Parsism a solution

for many a problem of the history of religion. I have

myself tried hard to build the necessary bridge, but

I have to confess it does not seem strong enough to

bear the hosts that would fain cross over. Not in the

barren times of the later Achsemenians, the alien

Greeks, or tlie indifferent Arsacides did the Avesta

come fully out of its Eastern realm and win the
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attention of the West And when it tlid thus e<»ine,

most of the elFeets it was supposed to have produc*cd

were already a matter of history.

'fherc are some outstanding (jncstions relating to

the IMagi which we may tike up before we apply

what we have learnt to the peculiarly interesting

problem of the Hook of Tohit. We have tried to

isolate the Magi for separate examination, and have

noted several remarkable peculiarities of belief and

habits which distinguish them sharply from Aryans

and Semites alike. Their curious doctrines concern-

ing the planets and the mountiins were seen to he

as hard to reconcile with Aryan or Semitic affinity

as their notorious enthusiasm for the next-of-kin

marriage and their method of disposing of the bodies

of the dead. We must pursue the inquiry further,

and try to set the Magi in their proper ethnographic

place.

And first as to the evidence from language. We
have in Herodotus (vii. 62) a statement that the

Medes were originally called ''Apun. Wlien the

Colchian Medea came to these Aryans from Athens,

they changed their name. “And the Mctles them-

selves thus speak of their own history.” In all this we

can hardly acknowledge more than that Herodotus is

duly telling us what he had been told. M oreover. four

chapters later, he uses the name "AffitH (as in iii. tt.'t) to

denote the people of Ilaraiva (as Darius calls them),

living south-east of Farthia ; this suggests the possi-

bility that he may not always have kept these names

distinct. But I am not anxious to labour the point:

Herodotus may very easily have been reproducing the

proud declaration of an Aryan Mede that his own
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people had been named Ark/a from of old. The
historian’s own notice (i. 101) as to the tribes of the

Medes is much more important, since he gives six

tribal names which seem to be genuine, if we may
accept Oppert’s or Carnoy’s identifications. These

assume that all the names are Iranian, which is of

course at least witness, as far as it goes, for the position

of .Vryan speech in the country. But here again we
need only recognise that Herodotus got his infor-

mation from Aryans, who gave him the names they

themselves used. Now the tribes (yevea) were Bova-al,

llupriTUKtivol^ ^rpov^UTSi, 'Api^avroi, BovStoi, Ma-yoi. It

is a natural p7'ima facie inference that if one of the

tribes was “Aryan” {ariya-zantava, from zantu,

clan ”), the rest were not. But we have to define

“ Aryan,” and we must admit the strong probability

that here it keeps its primary meaning of “noble.”

Not that there is any remembrance of an original

etymology—which etymology may indeed be only a

myth itself,*—but merely a survival of the hard fact

that the .sturdy invaders from the North were (like so

many other conquerors) a relatively not numerous

clan, forming an aristocracy like Homer’s Achaians

or the Normans in England. If “Aryan” is to be

used in its modern scientific sense, with limitation to

language only, we may still be free to suppose that

some others of the Median yevea spoke Old Persian

or a closely kindred Iranian dialect.

So we turn to the Behistan Rock and ask what it

can tell us. Bagistana is in Media, and it may be

assumed that the three languages of the Inscription

would between them reach the whole population of

^ See OR tMs, p. 4.
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Media. These arc Old Persian, Assyrian, .hihI Snsi>

aniaii. Old Persia!i was accordingly adctjuatc tor ail

the Aryan-speaking people who wouhi see the In-

scription: there was no use for (hit hie or Later

Avestnn- a fact "we shall find of hnjiortanct' later.

But why were the other languages there ? < )ne,

agreeing with that of the inscriptions of Susiana,

closely akin to Elamite (Tiele), witnesses that (’yrus

brought with him from Elam the progenitors of a

population that kept up tlie old language, or found

their kin already settled there. The other, Assyrian,

necessitates our recognising Semitic colonies in

Media. I'he general result must surely be that the

five Median tribes which were not 'Api'^avroi may
have spoken the Semitic or the Elamite dialect, and
so fall outside the limits of Iranian. I do not .say

this is proved, but only that Tiele (see next page)

does not bring us far. If I am right in my reading

of the Ezekiel passage (p. 189), we may reasonably

expect to find the Magi .spread far beyond the limits

of Media, as indeed their affinities with certain

aboriginal customs would encourage us to presume.

In that case they would be at least as likely to u.se

the xVssyrian (as the Rab-Mag of course did, if he
was really an or even the Su.sianian

language. Of course, we have always to remember
that we decide nothing about their racial affinities

by determining their language.

After defining the language of the Behistan In-

.scription, which stands between the Ohl i*crsian and
the Assyrian, Tiele proceeds :

‘

‘ Rdi^iimgrsc’k, ii. fKl (p. -1.4. in Nariiiuin'a KukHnIi ver .inn, whitli
! (Mily «:nv in the proof ntagt*).
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It is very })ossible, indeed, that the indigeiious popu-

lation of Media, subjugated by the Aryans, spoke a

language of the sanie family as the Elamite ; but in the

time of the Aehamienids and the Aryan dominion gener-

ally it was certainly no longer the recognised language

of the country. The ruling population of Media was

Aryan; the names of most of the kings mentioned by

Herodotus, appearing partly also in the Old Persian cunei-

form inscriptions, prove this.

But is not this mere assertion ? How do we know
that the population of Media was predominantly

Aryan? Considerations just mentioned, reinforced

by other significant evidence, suggest that our ethno-

graphy should recognise in Media at least two strains,

a conquering caste and a more numerous aboriginal

folk. The anxiety of Cambyses lest by Gaumata’s

success the kingdom should pass to the 3Iedes—the

manifest fact that Gaumata’s usurpation was popular,

in tiiat it meant the triumph of the indigenous over

the alien power,—these and cognate indications would

seem to imply that Median was not simply a different

branch of one Aryan stock, but the language of a

people racially distinct from the Aryan Persians.

And if Tiele really means to depend on the names

of the Median kings as his central evidence, we may
show the weakness of the ease by simply turning to

the history of Cyrus. He and Cambyses were most

certainly Aryans, for they were Achaemenids, and

they probably had Aryan names : there is at least as

strong a case for this claim as there is for making

Deioces Aryan. But Cyrus did not originally rule

over Aryans, for his own Cylinder Inscription shows

that he was King of Ansan. Who rules over Aryans

need not himself be Aryan—or vice versai Tiele
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thinks that the names of Median kings in the

eighth century, down to tlie reign of Sargon IL in

Assyria, are not Aryan in sound. The list of Ctesias,

which Oppert tried to explain from what we now
call the Susianian, he rejects, hut insists on tlie

Aryan character of FravartiS Uvaksatara

{Kva^up>!f), and Dahyuka (A^/ibW). The last named
is the subject of Prof. Sayce's naive note {Hero-

dotus, p. 02), “ A reign of fifty-three years indicates

its unhistorical character.” Queen Mctoria had

nearly disposed of this argument when he wrote,

or indicated her unhistorical character.” As.suming

in preference that “ the discoveries of recent yeans
”

have 7U)i quite “ brouglit to an end,” as Prof Sayce

declares (p. xxxiii), “ the long controversy which has

raged over the credibility of Herodotus,” and that in

all sorts of unexpected places the old historian gives

us hints which enable us to solve problems otherwise

hopeless, I should incline to read the history in a very

different way from Tiele. Herodotus not only gives

names of Aledian kings which may plausibly be
interpreted as Aryan, but he tells a romantic story

wlpch connects Cyrus with the Median royal family.

What if that story starts from a germ of truth after

all? I am not proposing to rehabilitate Astyages
as Cyrus’s maternal grandfather. But I do think it

possible that Aryan kings in Media may have been
meuibers of the same conquering race which under
the early Achiemenids established itself in Klam.
Tlae 'Api’^avrol, whose chieftains they were, become
i»|» this way a warlike tribe pushing west from the
prehistoric home of both branches of the jVryans, and
subjugating a weak native population. Just as the
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Achaians and the Dorians successively subjugated

Hellas. I am not sure that the resemblance may
not be something more than a fortuitous parallel,

'riie eight-footer Ach«emenid Artachaees (Herodotus,

vii. 117) was probably typical of Persian physique,

although of course an outstanding specimen ; and it

is hardly a wild flight of fancy to make the Persians

cousins of the Achaians, sprung alike from the great

Northern stock which gave big bones and muscles to

Homer’s Greece, dowered heretofore with little beyond

brains.' But all this is in the nature of things highly

speculative, and I return to what is certain. I only

wish to claim here that the Aryan element in Media,

as in Elam and Persis, is reasonably regarded as

limited to a small but dominant race, which in parts

of this area imposed its language upon the conquered,

like our Saxon fathers when they invaded Britain.

Strabo’s statement (xv. 2. 8
; p. 724) that Persians and

Medes were o/xoyXwrrot vapa fUKpov belongs to a period

when Persian—now verging towards Middle Persian ^

—had become the prevailing language of the Arsacid

kingdom. When, therefore, he says (p. 529) that the

Medes call an arrow rlypii ( =LAv tiyri^), he is not

contributing towards the refutation of our thesis.

Indeed, the passage quoted above might even be

turned in our favour, for Strabo expressly says that

the name Ariane covers partially Persians and Medes,

1 On this see my essay in the volume dedicated to Prof. Ridge-

way, referred to above, p. 5*

S" Cumont {Texles et Monuments, p. 11 n.) notes the name Meher-

dales in Tatutos, Ann. %L 10, showing the Middle Persian Mihir for

MiBra: the date at which this presumably young man is

named as a candidate for the Pmthian throne is 47 a.d. That is

only two generations after Strabo.
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and Bactrians and Sogdians to the north, which are

in fact nearly of one speech with (Persians and Medes).'

It is not quite clear whether all four Aryan folk-names

are subject to aerh', or only the last two. But any-

how the Persians and Medes are assumed to be of

Aryan speech, and yet there is still a (pialihcation

suggesting that the Aryan speech does not cover the

whole of their area even in Strabo’s day. d’he Aryan
character of the Sogdians has been shown to us

finally by the extensive new documents, but of

course these are of a still later date. So also are the

Maniclnean MSS. from Turfan, which include Middle

Persian and some specimens of a dialect supposed by

Muller to be the language of Khorassan, “ the refuge

of the Manichieans” (Fliigel).®

I should not wish to press very far any conclusions

^ tw€KT€[v€mi Sc TOLPO/xtt /ccpop9 Tivm Ktil lliparmv

Kal ml trt rtlm irpm mptcror BaicrpcW ml • ittrl yap mn
Kill apilyX.mTTt}i irapk piKpQp (|>. 7^4).

« Theri* are seitte features in the scanty relics of this dialect

whi(»|]i bring it neart^r Avestan than the bulk of the MSH. Thus

the numeral Jmr is here mi/dr instead of eafmr (cajlir once, p. 4l>)

:

Jim is punjj pmwumik (ordinal), against pans. One document (p- 1 CH
)

shows tlm word with the M.P. nlr (
= strength) in the

Pahlavi |mrt of the same fragment : I note hve other instances of

vmmr in iVlilUer's texts, and assume that these survivals are due to

dialect»inixture. Specially interesting are the small fragimmls on

p. 98 f* which give the panj mariMspmdtth^ **five holy elements*'--

the last word is doubtful ; they are *urtm Jmmrihp ** pure ether

(spirit)f' ivl/, **wind/’ *arkikhuuSl^ **piire light/* Vip, water/*

'^fire.” In tine other texts (M.P*) we have nld^ mlfm To
Jhmirttp we must return, only noting here ilmt both it and uriu

show ri against the peculiar Avestan lA (ah^Jramm), Once more
we have ^‘Aloor/* which is nearer Avestan than d&r of the

M.l^. texts. But tliese do not bring us yet anything peculiar to

the Avestan dialect
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that might l)e drawn from the affinities I have thus

sketched. They lead us, I think, to realise more

effectively the consequences of the fact that Media

is the Western limit of Iranian language in ancient

times. Except for the perplexing Indian (or Aryan)

god.s at Boghaz-keui and the assumed Iranian names

of INIitanni tdiiefs, near the middle of the second

millennium, we have no sign of Aryan language west

of the forty-second meridian, to which limit the Medes

and the Karduchi (Kurds) represent the Iranian

branch.' Iranian speech manifestly claims more and

more of the ground as we go east. It is, therefore,

at least natural to suggest that Media was the resist-

ing medium in which the Iranian migration westward

was arrested, only a proportion of the population

being affected by the language invasion from Persia.

The net result i.s that linguistic probabilities tend to

reinforce the inference, drawn above on stronger

grounds, that the Magi were part of the indigenous

poptilation of Media. They may have been sooner or

later assimilated to the Persians in speech, but in racial

characteristics, and in customs preserved by them from

a remote antiquity as a sacred tribe, they owe nothing

to either Aryans or Semites, and are purely aboriginal.

* Gin the Kurds represent a swarm of nomads that left the main

stream and struck soutliwards before reaching the north of the

Caspi.in 'i Tlur Siirmatee, just the other side of the Caucasus, and

the Ossetes who still hold the Caucasus region, mark this path of

Iranian migration. We could account for the Iranian chiefs of the

Mitanni in this way. As to Boghaz-keui, we must be content to

wait for more infonnation, and hold ourselves prepared to tear up

some. |>et theories, if necessary, when it comes. On the Iranian

cliaracter of Mitanni names I should be sorry to dogmatise. Have

we really evidence enough ? (Compare p. n.-^.)
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Having attempted thus to answer the question as

to the affinities of the Magi on the eastern side of

their native land, we may proceed to ask whether

they had affinities on the west. It will he (convenient

to enlarge the question to include l*arsisra as we
have it, whether Magian or Iranian, reformed or

unreformed. How far, then, is Babylonian civilisation

responsible for Avestan ideas? There is a strong

party among Oriental historians who are bent on

finding Babylon everywhere. I am not an expert

in Semitic matters, and shall not even ask the obvious

questions as to the evidence on which we are to regard

the Babylonian mind as the one great original force

in Oriental thought. But before I shut myself up
within my own proper corner, I cannot help express-

ing satisfaction in some signs of the times. I am not

listening for the shout, “ Babylon the Cireat is fallen,”

from serried ranks of scholarship ; but some check to

the extravagance of a few learned enthusiasts is not

unwelcome. My predecessor in this Lectureship,

Dr Farnell, has in his Greece and Babylon rescued

Hellas from absorption ; and believers in the most
original nation of history will read his concluding

sentence with relief :

—

So far, then, as our knowledge goes at present, there is

no reason for believing that nascent Hellenism, wherever

else arose the streams that nourished its spiritual life, was

fertilised by the deep .springs of Babylonian religion or

theosophy.

With this we may set the rebuke which professional

astronomers have been administering to a distin-

gui-shed group of Assyriologists who have built up
a system of “ Astral Mythology ” without apparently
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thinking it necessary to learn some astronomy. The
glory of Hipparchus as the first discoverer of preces-

sion has been restored ; and with all our admiration for

a pioneer civilising agency, we are no longer obliged

to credit Babylon in the second or third millennium

with the lead in every department of thought.^

So far as I can see, Parsism is as independent of

Babylon as was Hellenism itself. Its silences are

very eloquent. I may put first one that follows

naturally on the topic just referred to. If Babylon

was not quite so learned in star-lore as some enthusi-

astic imaginations have feigned her, there can of course

be no question as to the prominence of astrology in

her religion. And in Parsism this is most conspicu-

ously absent. We have seen that the Magi had a

great reputation as astrologere, but that it was in their

own right: astrology never was at home in Parsism

proper. Few sacred books have less about the stars

than the Avesta. There is Tishtrya, the obvious

exception that proves the rul^. But it has been

already observed that there is no suggestion of astro-

logy in the use thus made of the most brilliant of the

fixed stars—only a very natural mythology, account-

ing for the fact that Sirius disappears in the Sun’s rays

just during the hottest season of the year, the “ dog

days.” 1n early Parsism there is never a sign of that

element which was so pervasive in Babylonian theo-

logy, nor does the later development show any in-

vasion of the kind.

1 See the severe criticism of “ Astral Mythology,” by Mr E. W.

Maunder of Greenwich Observatory, in the London Quarterly Reviem

for October 1912.

® On this subject see p. 23 £
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Another pervasive element in Ha})yloniau tlieolog;;

is the pairing ofF of deities, and the prominence o

mother-goddesses. This is most significantly absen

in early Parsism. The Greeks observed ' that Persiai

religion knew no sex distinction among divinities, am
for the most genuine Zoroastrianism this is strictb

true, 'fhere is, of course, one very prominent goddes
in the Avesta as we have it. xVnahita claims a Vash
to herself, and it is apparently as old as any othe

Yasht. But that Anahita is a foreigner all on
evidence converges to prove. In the time of Hero
dotus the cult was new, and the historian's blunde

in calling her “ Mitra”® sugge.sts that she was at firs

simply a pendant to the great Aryan divinity, devi.se<

on the model familiar to the Semite.s, ilerodotu

himself asserts that the cult came “ from the Assyrian

and the Arabians.” Her name, “ the undefiled,” is i

cult title of a type familiar to us in Greek religion-

as XeiV MeiXtxm and the like. But, as sometime
happens in Cireek, there is considerable suspicion o

popular etymology. Jensen® pointed out that thi

name stood as Nahitte in the Susianism version o
the inscription of Mnemon, which might come iron

an Elamite Nahunti. Cumont* mentions as pos

sibly connected the Semitic Anat, which Tiele als<

mentions, though preferring another connexion. Ii

the same note {Rellgionsgesch., ii. 255 n.) he evei

suggests that Ardvt Sdra (“ moist and miglity,” oi

^ See Diogenes Laertius below, p, 4L% and note tbere,

« In WK7Mi P* C£ also W, Foj*s discussion of lb

inscription in the same journal, 1900^ pp* 277 ff

EUE^ i, s.v. Aiulhita, See further below, p. 394
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Bartholoniae’s view) was an attempt to translate the

title riibaf bclit, often attached to Istar’s name. On
some views of the meaning of ardm this would not

be at all impossible : if it were akin to Lat. arduos,

the meaning “ exalted lady ” would bring it near

enough to the Babylonian title in question. On this,

howe\'er, I am not able to express an opinion, and

will only say that a priori grounds for expecting

both name and cult to be ultimately Babylonian are

strong. This does not prevent its having been

grafted upon an Iranian river-cult, specially con-

nected with the Oxus. But the late arrival of

Anahita upon the scene of Zoroastrianism, coupled

with the express statement of Herodotus, makes her

foreign origin fairly certain. We can even date the

rise of the cult as an element in Iranian religion.

Artaxerxes Mnemon is the first of the Achsemenian

Kings to name any god but Mazdah, and he prays to

“ Auraraazda, Anahita, and Mithra.” Three times in

the Old Persian inscriptions he names the deities in

this order, with the Mother-goddess significantly

before the old Iranian deity, who was apparently

being used* to cover her advance. (It may even he

significant that Artaxerxes III. (Ochus) names only

“ Auramazda and the god {baga) Mithra ”
: among

Iranians the cult ofthe Mother was not likely to thrive

greatly, and Mithra might easily carry off her spoils,

after having been reintroduced very largely in the char-

acter of a male counterpart for Anahita on the Semitic

model. )
Now we read in Berosus ® that Mnemon was

1 If the mistake of Herodotus in calling her Mfrpa may be ex-

plained as on p. 2.S8.

2 Fragm. l6, ap. Clem. Alex., Protrepi., v. § 65 (p. 57).
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the pioneer in introducing images of the gods, and

the worship of Anaitis, whose statue he set up “ in

Bahylon, Susa, and Ecbatana for 1 ersians and

Bactrians,^ and Damascus and Sardis.” We can

hardly doubt that in the Yasht dedicated to AuahiLa

we have a description of hei' drawn from one of these

statues— a useful incidental evidence for the dating

of the Yashts. How she took over functions origin-

ally appropriate to the Fravashis in the unreformed

Iranian religion, and to Haurvatat and Ameretat in

Zarathushtra’s system, is explained elsewhere."

In this conspicuous but late feature of the religion,

then, wemay frankly acknowledge a debt. This, how-

ever, is clearly not enough to account for Prof. Eduard

Meyer’s emphatic statement that “ Babylon . . . in-

fluenced most strongly the civilisation and religion

of Iran.” When we turn to Meyer’s Gcschichte we

find that the statement just quoted may easily be

misunderstood.® He insists that the influence belongs

to the Persian period. Babylon was responsible for

fixing the Amshaspands as answering to the

planetary deities,—but had nothing to do wdth their

original conception nor with that of the Indian

Adityas, as Oldenberg would like us to believe. In

fact, the religious elements assignable to Babylonian

influence, on Meyer’s own showing, are so late and

so relatively unimportant that it is not quite easy to

^ We should connect this with her Iranian origin as genius of the

Oxus river. Meyer, however {Gesck, iii. 126), renders “in i^er-

sepolis and Baktria ”
: the text seems corrupt.

2 Compai'e the ai-gument at the close of Lecture 11. ; and on the

relation of Anahita to the Fravashis and the last two Amshaspands,

see p. 271 f.

3 See especially iii. 126.
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see how his compendious statement of the extent of

that influence can be acquitted of exaggeration

—

perhaps in the process of Anglicising his article for

appearance in the Encyclopjedia

!

A few lines should be given to this matter of the

Heptad, a subject which has already been discussed

(p. 98 f. ). We have seen that the Hymns of Zara-

thushti’a are full of the divine attributes which at

a later period were collected into a sacred hexad,

with the name amaSa spanta (Amshaspands), or

“Holy Immortals.” But the Gathas do not even

give us a hexad : there are other abstractions there

with the rank of akura, and we have no statement

which would show us where to draw the line. There

is accordingly an innovation when with the prose

“Seven Chapters Gatha” the Amshaspands are

collected into one body with a special name. And
when in the Yashts, later still, we find Mazdah
associated with the Six to make a Heptad—or

Sraosha added to their company so as to produce a

body of “ seven spirits before the Throne,”—we are

naturally inclined to recognise influence from the

Babylonian planetary gods. It is worth noticing that

when at a very early date the name of Mazdah him-

self was borrowed by the Assyrians,^ he was con-

nected with seven Igigi, spirits whose “sevenness”

may very well have supplied the hint for post-

Gathic Parsism. As Tiele-Soderblom (p. 227 £)

suggests, we may possibly recognise Semitic in-

fluence in other Indian and Iranian sevens. When,

then, Cheyne and Gunkel claim for the Semitic

side what proved the ultimate form of Persian

' Assmra MazSS, see p. 31.

16
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“ archangelology,” we may acquiesce without re-

luctance.

Two suggestions of Spiegel^ have been taken up

by later writers. Prof. Meyer thinks that the pure

Zarathushtrian system made every man meet an

individual judgement three days after death: in

contrast with this stands the idea of a general day

of judgement, which must therefore be an inij)orLa-

tion. We must reserve the “ Great Transaction,”

as it is a Gathic conception, which, however,

would on the Prophet’s own scheme be a new

beginning for the world as a whole, and need have

no relation to the individual. If the Semitists care

to claim the impulse that brought the individual

into this scheme, no harm is done. Prof. H.

Zimmern® thinks the idea of an end of the world by

fire is probably Babylonian. His only evidence i.s

Berosus (in Seneca) ;
and one would like to ask of

those who think the at/a/i borrowed, whether

the Stoics must also have borrowed their wirt'pwrt-i?.

We should need very good evidence indeed to prove

Babylonian influence upon Zarathushtra’s own teach-

ing, such as this one suggestion would involve.

Two smaller points may be added from Gunkel *

—

'the assignment of each month and each day to its

special genius ; and the recognition of four “ regent
”

stars, one in each quarter of the sky, as .seen in the

Tishtrya Yasht. The former may have been in

^ Eran, Alterlumskmdey n. 365-7*

^ In KAT^, 560.

^ See Lecture V, for this aud other cschatologienl kiwis hew
alluded to.

'

^ Zum religionsgescMcMlichm FerMaiuinis dm N/I\s pp* 17 $ ii.

—the former from E* Meyer*
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operation in the early Achamenian age, and has of

course no connexion with Zarathushtra. The latter,

with anything else that implied a careful observation

of the stars, might as well come from the Magi as

from IJabylon. Prof. Gunkel’s next point, that “ the

division of woi-ld history as a world-year into four

great ages is probably found in Berosus, and depends

on the Babylonian observation of solar precession,”

must, as shown on p. 237, drop its last element under

the astronomer’s proof that the Babylonians knew
nothing whatever of precession till they could learn

it from Hipparchus. As we see below (p. 404 f.),

there is very great doubt whether the Four Ages

entered Parsism before the Sassanian epoch.

There may be other features of Later Avestan

religion in which Babylonian influence could be

reasonably suspected. I have no desire whatever

to contest them. The complete freedom of “ Early

Zoroastrianism ” from such influence comes out more

and more clearly from the inquiry, and constitutes a

new proof not so much of its antiquity—for to outdo

Bal)ylon in antiquity we should need to put Zara-

thushtra back with the classical writers to 6000 b.c.

—

as of its geographical separation. We might even pre-

sent some items to make a case for borrowing in the

opposite direction. There is, as already observed, an

adaptation of the Iranian divine name to the Assyrian

pantheon, and the date must fall in the second millen-

nium- With this may be set the fact that the winged

solar disk as a symbol of deity was borrowed from

Egypt alike byAch^menian Persians andbyAssyi ans.

Whether independently or not, and by which p )ple

first, I have no qualifications for deciding.
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The possibility that Babylon infected the ^Aryans

in their prehistoric unity has been mooted by notable

scholars, of whom we need only name Johannes

Schmidt and Hermann Oldenberg. I'hc former

devised, a generation since, the one argument, worth

calling an argument, which has ever been urged in

favour of the old assumption that the Indo-Kuropean

Urheimat was in Asia. Schmidt fotmd certain con-

tacts between the Indo-European numeral system and

the Babylonian sexagesimal reckoning, and one or

two in the culturally most important field of metals.

The inference was that our language-family must

have radiated from some region within reach of

Babylonian civilisation. But Hirt proved that the

peculiarities of our numeral system showed really

a duodecimal system, not a sexagesimal, crossing the

decimal at certain points : our own eltTcn and twelve^

against the ’teens, are enough to illustrate it. And
one or two similarities in the names of metals can

clearly prove nothing. We know too well what the

long arm of coincidence can achieve in language

to rest far-reaching conclusions upon much closer

resemblances than these.

Prof. Oldenberg’s venture^ is less daring. He asks

whether the contrast of Varuna and Indra, the ethical

and the mere elemental divinity, may not betray

signs of contact with the West. The Semite.*!

reached an ethical view of life earlier than the Intlo-

Europeans : is it a mere chance that suspicion of

Semitic influence should suggest itself here in the

similar tone of an Accadian-Babylonian hymn to the

Moon-god, and in Vedic hymns to Varuna, who for

Religim des Feda^ 195. See also p. 74 n. iikive# .
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OldeiTiberg represents the moon ? If Prof. Olden-

berg is right-"-and his great authority prompts us

to give any suggestion of his a most respectful

hearing. - wc should probably go beyond his actual

proposal, and find the contact in the Aryan period.

For obviously what is said of Vanina applies

much more emphatically to Ahura Mazdah. But

alter all we liiui plenty of abstractions in primitive

Roman religion, and ethical conceptions in the earliest

Greek thought that we know. Themis and Ananke

—the last not unlike Asha in .some respects—were

even independent of Zeus. Is it not at least un-

proven that an Indo-European people was wholly

incapable of discoveries on these lines? A people

whose worship included the Sky, loftiest of all

nature-deities, and those ancestor-gods who are ever

the most potent to stir up the feeling of a close bond

between religion and conduct, had native material

on whicli to work without help from the outside.

So we may, I venture to think, dismiss all round

the notion that Parsism owes anything material to

the religion of the powerful culture on her west.

The conclusion would have been popular with the

poets of the Yashts, who would certainly be slow to

admit that they had borrowed from that quarter.

Azhi Dahiika, the three-headed dragon, had his

abode in limcri ( Fi 5®®) : so early did the name of

the great city atxpiire the sinister connotation it has

held through many ages! In the light of that

antagonism I cannot greatly wonder that only in

secondary and incoasiderable matters the Parsi Bible

took anything from Babel.

We must now turn to another field in which it
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will prove that ISIagianism has been at work. It

takes us westward again, and the result ol’ the

inquiry will be to confirm by another line of evi-

dence the ease we have been constructing. Once
more we find influences credited to “ Persian religion

”

w'hich turn out to have been almost, exclusively

Magian ; and once more, by the unexpected absence

of characteristically Zarathushtrian traits, we are

led to comment on the meagreness of proof that

the Iranian Prophet’s doctrine had any real influence

outside Eastern Iran before the Sassanian era. The
establishment of this thesis, that the Magi arc really

responsible for everything in Zoroastrianism that

influenced the Western world, is so important that

we may reasonably devote considerable space to the

new evidence on this account, quite apart from the

intrinsic intere.st of the subject itself.

'That there is some connexion between the Hook

of Tohit and Iranian religion has long been recog-

nised ; but the nature of that connexion has generally

been read in what I venture to call impossil)le ways.

I have been led towards an amended form of a theory

I set forth some years ago.^ In restating the theory

I shall offer in support an attempted reconstruction

ofthe story in what I conceive to have been .something

like its original shape. Since proposing my theory

I have received unexpected and welcome encourage-

ment from the discovery that it had helped a fellow-

worker coming to the study of Tohit from another

side. The Rev. D. C. Simpson, editing Tohit for

the Oxford Apocrypha, had used my paper of 1000
in building up a theory that the book was written

1 Iranian B^ackground of Tobit/* Expomiory Tmms^ xi Ml.
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in E^»ypt iit. n (‘onsiderably earlier date than some
critics allow, and that an underlying folk-story was
brouglit to Egypt by Persian soldiers of the time
of t’ainbyst‘.s. His diliieulty was the supposed

presence of strictly Zoroustriun elements in this

assumed tiriginal. Meanwhile 1 had been myself

revising my own hypothesis, and had concluded (as

will be seen bcltjw) that there is no need to postulate

anything at all in the Median story that bears the

stamp of Zarathushtra. My amended theory there-

fore removes the one difficulty in an account of the

book framed on wholly independent lines. And
.simultaneously Mr Simpson's tliesis fits in exactly

with my independent view of the religion professed

by C'yrus and Cambyses, as simply Iranian daiva-

worship, witliout any trace of Zarathushtra’s Reform.

The date and history of our present does not

concern me here, for I am only proposing to recon-

struct out of it an Iranian story used in its com-

position. I previou.sly assumed that this story came
into I.sraelite hands in Media, where were settled

the tie.sccndants of the Northerners deported by

Sargon in 721 H.e. (ef. 2 Kings 17*). But clejurly

Utlr Simpson’s view will suit my requirements equally

well. I may content myself with referring to his

argument, only remarking that Jews in Egypt are

much more likely to have originated an edifying

narrative of pure Yahwism than a community of

the “Lost Ten Tribe*” in Media, whose loss of

nationality was confessedly due to aposta.sy from

the national religion.

Tobii moves in a Median atmosphere. Its scene

is largely laid in Raga, “ the Zoroastrian,” as it was
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afterwards calle<i. That it enshrines hetero^eneons

folk-lore is fairly obvious, and our theory only pre-

sumes that for a purpose which does not matter to

us now—-Mr Simpson has a very ingenious sugges-

tion—this was used in the construction a story

adapted to Jewdsh ideas. The old Semitic folk-

story of Ahiqar is part of its material xVwl as

has been often recognised, the motive of “'I'he

Grateful Dead Man,” found in the folk-lore of widely

separated countries, lies at the foundation of the

whole story, witli the obvious substitution of an

angel for the ghost—a substitution matle easier by

the fact that the folk-story in Media would naturally

introduce the dead man as acting by his “<loubIe,”

his “angel” (Acts 12'®), or, in other words, his

fravas/d.

My theory is most sati-sfactorily expounded by a

conjectural restoration of the Median story which I

postulate as the original of 'Voldt, I have en-

deavoured, accordingly, in an Appendix printed below

(p. 882 f.}, to tell the story in outline, with notes to

show my sources, and to point out the passages in

Tobit which 1 am reconstructing, where these are

not obvious from the sequence of the tale itself. My
story, of course, pretends to no sort of authority : it

only offers a specimen to show in what way the

writer may have adapted his material. He found, we
may suppose, a popular legend which with some not

very serious modifications might be used among his

own co-religionists in Egypt with clear possibilities

of edification. Dr Rendel Harris’.s 77ie Dimeuri in

the ChrMian Legends gives abundant illustrations of

a method of adaptation which has been fruitful in
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later days, thouj^h rarely, if ever, applied so wisely

and well' With such a purpose, quietly ignoring

the features which his own religion could not accept,

our author rewrote the Mcirchen, saying to himself

the while,
** Tnilh emlKKlied in a

Sliall enter In at lo-wly cloors»""

Leaving, then, most of the details of my case to be

gathered from the text and notes of my hypothetical

“ Median folk-story ” as reconstructed below, I put

together liere a few general arguments in its favour.

Tlie case rests upon the broad fact that there are

traces in ToMt of the most important factors in

Magianism, as distinguished from the other strata in

complete Avestan Parsism. Magic may clearly be

recognised in the use made of the fish’s heart, gall, and

liver, though of course this is not specially distinctive.

The extraordinary stress laid upon burial is most

naturally explained as an adaptation from an original

in which a leading motive was the proper treatment

of tlie hodie.s of the dead. Kohut’s suggestion that

the insistence on burial is anti-Parsic polemic does

not explain the language used. Alternative methods

of disposal are not even hinted at. Then comes

the other .specially Magian practice, that of consan-

guineous marriages. Our author comes fairly near

this when he cites the example of Abraham ; but

in his story he seems to contemplate the marriage

of cousHis, and hi.s presumed Median original must

» There me excellent examples in Mr .1 . C. lawsjon’s Modem

Greek Folktare ami Ancient Greek Religion. Thus the Rape of

IVrsephmw survive.H in a story of “Saint Demetra" and her

daughter, with a Turk to play Hades.
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have applied the doctrine in this way. CM course,

there is nothing in Tobit even to hint at nnirriagc

within ‘••prohibited degrees” - any more than there

is a hint of the dakhma ;
hut the curi<ius coinci-

dence that two of the most earnestly pressed morals

of the Book concern the proper treatment ot the

dead, and the duty of marrying within the kin.^ is

most naturally explained by such a postulate. 'I’he

absolutely otiose dag which figures in the story, so

utterly without meaning as it .stands, and fisreign

to all the associations of the dog in Hcljre^v litera-

ture, bears out strongly our iiiferenee with regard

to the former of these two Magian praetiee.s, alway.s

coupled together in the mind of (Jreek sttidents of

Persian customs. And as to the second, we find

corroboration in the curious and illogical rcitsons,

so often insisted on, for Tobias's being the hushiuid

marked out for Sarah by the law and the custom.

The appeal to Num. 36®, which figures in the margiiml

reference at I'ob. 6'*, cannot bear thi.s weight, for it

only prescribes marriage within the tribe i we cam

hardly assume that the tribe of Tobit wais .sa> reduced

that Tobias was the only young man avaiilahle for

Sarah as an heiress I If my reaiding is right, the

original story haid the Khvetuk-daa in what hjis

always been the popuhir fonn, current to-daiy m
the Parsi exegesis of the Pahlavi dicta on the subject,

the mairriage of finst cousins.

Next I come to the most obvious contaict with

Parsisra, the fiend Asmodaeus. The peculiar form

in which Cod. B reads the name, 'Atr^Mam, ace.

’Acr/x<5(k^u)/, is clearly original, for 'Aa-fAoSum is a very

palpable Hellenising of a bizarre fonn. And with
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its ae(;eptance goes one of the scanty reasons for

allowing the Talmudic Ashmedai a Semitic ety-

mology. .Vs (iriinbaum pointed out long ago

{ZDMG, xxxi. 216 ft*.), Ashmedai in the Talmud

differs Avidely from A.smodffius in I'ohit and Ae.shma

in the A.vesta: he is not really bad, but a playful

imp, with a highly coloured dramatic characiter, very

unlike the colourless abstraction of Parsi demonology.

So “ID^, “to destroy,” which would suit Tobit, is

inappropriate as soon as we get the word into a

purely Semitic atmosphere. 'Aafi-o^avs, or still better

comes very near the Avestan Aehno-

dafva, when treated as a single word. But as I

think it probable that all these names came into

Greek tlirough Old Persian, where alone they were

made single words (see pp. 109 f., 425), I waive this and

only point out that the y excellently represents the

V of an O.P. ^Aismadaiva, which is lost in 'A(rp.odacoi.

Now it is noteworthy that in the Avesta, as we have

it, the actual collocation Ashia dan-n does not occur,

though it does in the Bundahish, which is based on

a mass of lost Av'estan matter. But he is, in fact,

the chief of the demons after Angra himself, in the

Later Avesta. Like Angra (see p. 202), he is only

a casxial personification (“Wrath”) in the Gathas,

if, indeed, we are justified in giving him the initial

capital at all. His “bad pre-eminence” appears to

be due to the Magi. Zarathushtra had been content

with very few demon names, and the Magi had to

make the most of rather scanty material. In my
former paper I thought it necessary to explain why

Asmodfcus in Tobit was rather Lust than Hate;

but it seems needless trouble. Asmodjeus kills
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Sarah’s husbands, and his motive may just as well

have been the one as the other, if not rather both.

It remains to comment on the only two considera-

tions which might militate against our atfril)uting

Tohifs original to the Magian stratum of Parsism.

There is just one point in Tohit which seems to point

to Zarathushtra’s own contribution, the doctrine of

the Amesha Spenta. Raphael is one of “ the seven

angels who stand in the presence and go in before

the glory of the Lord” But in Zara-

thushtra’s own system the Amesha were .s'/.r; and
there is reason to suspect Semitic influejice in the

change to sci^en, requiring the addition of either

Ahura himself at their head— whu'h is expressly

excluded by the language of Tob. 1*2*\ %vhere “ the

Holy One” is added—or Sraosha at the lower end
of their company. We may even plead that the

“seven Igigi,” who accompany Assara MaxaJI in

the Assyrian inscription disemsed elsewhere {p. 31),

show a very early trace of this contamination. If

so, the original of Tobit is still Magian, and need

have no really Zoroastrian elements at all.

This is confirmed by a very notable omi.ssion in the

Book, which at first seemed to me a difficulty. 'Iljere

is not a sign of any eschatology. Tho.se who have
dated theBook in the second century a.i>.—improbably

enough—must assume that it is of Sadducee origin.

If purely Jewish, and sufficiently early, its complete

freedom from any outlook on a future life would be

no difficulty. But if it is based on a Magian original

we have an equally good reason for expecting no
eschatology. In Parsism, beyond all reasonable

doubt, there was a doctrine of immortality in the
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earliest h-anian stratum, cognate with that in the

Veda ; and Zarathushtra enlarged and enhanced it

till it became the very centre of the Religion. There

is no element in it in which we can see the smallest

reason to suspect a Magian origin. Indeed, as

Btjklen points out {Purs. JS,?c7<.,102), the extraordinary

care the IMagi took to destroy the corpse is (as ancient

ideas go) in itself a presumption against their having

originally cherished any hope of a resurrection.^

^ As a serious offset agaiiist the approval of the editor of TobU

in the Oxford Apocrypha, published while this book was passing

through the press^ I have to record Bishop CasartelM^s dissent, in an

interesting letter to me (Junc 6, 1 9 1 3). I cite the main part in full —
The book strikes me rather as being of purely Jewish origin,

but certainly written in a Marxlean [Magian you would say] milmi,

and directly {K>inted against prevailing Mazdean ideas and practices

as found all round. Hence the insistence on earth-burial as even

a sacred work, directed against the ideas of nmm, corpse-pollution,

etc. The very dog seems brought in as the purely domestic house

dog—the “harmless, necessary*' dog,—stripped of all the super-

stitious ideas of the Sag-did. The old fatlier is blinded by a

swallow's dung, i.c, probably by a bird belonging to Ahura Mazda’s

realm
:
physical evil therefore is not merely a creature of Angro-

Mainyus; and so on. I think this theme could be plausibly

worked out.”

In a further letter (June IS) he adds: “I did not mean to

suggest any ver}^' overt * polemic^ in TMt It might have been

all the more telling if merely implied in the redaction of the book,

apart altogether from the (juestion of its origin,”

It will be noticed that Dr CMartelli practically liolds to Kohut’s

view, to which 1 have referred above, adding to it a tempting

suggestion in his interpretation of the swallows. But were they

swallows? Jerome thought so, but <rrpovdia, is indifferent warrant

where the precise x^XtBoms; was
.

available. is a rather

geneml word for small birds, many of whom would belong to the

creation of Ahura : here evidence is conflicting, Herodotus (below,

p. S98) puts birds indisedmmately into the evil creation, while

Plutiirch does the reveree (p. 400),



LECTURE VI

O

THE FEAVASHIS

The EariL Ere Babylon was dust',

The Magus Zoroaster, niy dead <‘hihh

Met his own image 'walking in the garden.

Thai apparition, sole of men, he saw.

For know there are two worlds of life and <!eath :

One that which thou beholdest ; but the other

Is underneath the grave, where do inhabit

The shadow^s of all forms that think and live,

Till death unite them and they part no more.

SiiKLLKV, Pmmeikmm Ihthimmi.

The most conspicuous of all the conceptions of

Parsism which do not owe their origin to the

Founder, or receive his seal, is that of the Fravashi,

the spiritual counterpart of a man. Since it is

beyond question earlier than Zarathushtra, and

very obviously survived the silence with which he

treated it, we are justified in bringing it within our

survey. And since it has had large influence outside

its original home, and in its history and development

is of high importance in the philosophy of religion,

it does not seem to be disturbing the balance of this

course if we give the subject a special investigation

in some detail.

Persian religion claims, of course, no monopoly in

the notion that every man has a “ double,” spiritual

or embodied. The Egyptian Ka is a conception
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clearly independent but decidedly kin. The Roman
Genim, as we shall see, stands very near to the

Fi’avashi, and the Greek ayaOo? Sal/j-tov not much
further away. In Babylonian hymns the phrase

“my god” or “my goddess” is said by Cheyne

{.EB, S-liO) to be “equivalent to the worshipper’s

better self.” A genetic relation has been more or

less probably claimed for more than one of these.

In medieval thought the figure of the Guardian

xVngel developed one side of the conception. The
other side, that of an embodied Doppelgan^cr, pro-

duced in popular legend a curious variety of fancies.

In the lines quoted at the head of this Lecture,

Shelley tells of Zoroaster meeting his own Fravashi,

as we translate him ; and he goes on with words that

describe the Farsi conception with remarkable exact-

ness,^ showing that he had somehow got hold of

good sources of information as to Oriental lore. The
idea has been used with tremendous power as an

allegory in Stevenson’s Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde.

Not less eff’eetive as an allegory, and told with

literary grace that fits it to be named even with

that masterpiece, is Mr Canton’s story of “The
King Orgulous” in the Child's Book of Saints.

These very miscellaneous parallels, ranging from

J That Zoroaster remained “ sole of men ” in this experience is

challeixgiHl by (Joethc, who tells us in Dicktung und Wahrhelt of his

meeting an apiwrition of himself on horseback. Indeed, Shelley

had read a similar story in an Italian book, which .so impressed him

that his friends one night found him walking in sleep and shrieking

for terror in a dream which rej>eated the story. (I owe the jiarallels

in this note to my friend Mr Canton, whom I consulted as to the

existence of legends supplying a basis for his own conception.)

On Shelley’s sources, see above, p. 92.
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high literature down to the child-like fancies of a

savage about his shadow, help to illustrate the

great variety of applications which this simple idea

has had in human history. We may proceed now
to trace its origins and development within the

limits of Parsism.^

The Fravashis are beyond doubt in the first instance

ancestor spirits. Whether this is their sole origin,

as Soderblom seems to hold, will be discussed later

in our inquiry, which may start from the features

which clearly attach themselves to this primitive

conception. We should, however, have before us

from the first the fact that the Fravashi takes its

place as one of five souls belonging to men—living,

dead, or unborn. Thus:

We adore the vitality, the self, the perception, the soul,

and the Fravashi ^ of righteous (asavan) men and women
that understand the Religion, who in present, future, or

past win the victory, who have won the victory for Asha

^ Special literature on the subject may be mentioned. Prof. N.

Soderblom^s monograph, Les Fravashis (in RUR, 1 899)^ is the most
important, but it only deals with one of the two aspects. So does

Prof. E. Lehmann in ERE, i. 454 f. Ancestor-worship and cult of

the dead (Iranian) ”). I may refer also to my forthcoming article,

Fravashi,’^ in ERE, and my paper, ^‘^It is his Angel,' ^ in Journ. of
TheoL Studies, 1902, pp. 514-527, in which the possibility of Biblical

analogues is discussed—necessarily passed over here.

2 These five souls, as we might call them, seem to be independent

of the fivefold division of human personality in the Pahlavi books.

An unedited text from the Great Bundahish is thus given by Darme-

steter, Le ZA, ii. 500

:

Auhrmazd a compose rhomme de cinq[414ments—^le corps {tan), la vie (Jdn),

r^me (ravdn), la forme (dlA^tnaJc), et le frthar [fravashi]. Le corps est la

partie mat^rielle. La vie est I’^Mment li6 au vent [two illegible words follow].

L’^me est ce qui, dans le corps, avec le seconrs des sens (&dcZ), entend, voit,
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The Fravashi is the highest part, the divine and

immortal part, of man ; and just as the medfia in

the New Testament is never associated with “un-

spiritual” men, so in the developed Parsi theology

the Fravashi was always, as here, “ of the righteous
”

alone. Originally, as we shall see, this was only

because ancestor-spirits are manes, “good folks,” in

all sorts of religions. To them in Parsism belonged

the intercalated last five days of the year, which made

up the shortage of twelve thirty-day months, together

with the five days preceding these, the “ Gatha days.”

The ten, which fell in March, were called Hama-

spaQmaMaifa : the etymology is much disputed.^ In

Sassanian times the name Farvardtgdn “(days)

belonging to the Fravashis,” appears: in a record

of the sixth century it is given as <povp^lyav and

translated vemia (Darmesteter, Le ZA, ii. 503). The

account of this festival given in Albiruni (ed." Sachau,

tiarli'. ct. connait La forme (litt. “ le iniroir, I’image ”) est ce qui est devant

le Seigneur Auhrmaxd. Ccs iUmmts ont etd cr46s de telle nature que quand

sous raotion du demon Phomme uieurt, le corps retourne ^ la terre, la vie au

vent, la forme au soleil, et Pume se lie au Fr61iar, de sorte qu’ils ne peuvent

fairti perir i’slme.

The form ” and the body have ejected two of the five spiritual

elements of the Avcstan text. “Vitality,” “soul,” and Fravashi

arc common to the two lists. “ Perception ” {baoUh) answers to

bCd, the senses, through which the soul {'‘rvan, Pahl. ravdn) “ hears,

sees, speaks, and knows.” n i xj

A triple division appears in the Dinkart account of the Prophet s

entrance into this world (Jackson, Zoroaster, 24 f.). Glory and

the Frav.-ushi I deal with together below (p. 275). The third element

is the “ Substantial Nature ” (gohar), or material essence, which was

brought to Zarathushtra’s parents, combined with the elements nf

milk,' by the agency of the twin Amshaspands presiding over Water

1 See Sciderblom, Les FravasMs (henceforth cited as Sod.), 5 ;
Bar-

tholomae,
^ 17 '

^
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p. 210) may be quoted, before we go back to Avestan

material

:

The last five days of this month [Aban], the first of

which is Ashtadh, are called Farwardajan. Duiing* this

time people put food in the halls of the dead and didnk

on the roofs of the houses, believing that the spirits of

their dead during these days come out from the places of

their reward or their punishment, that they go to the

dishes laid out for them, imbibe their strength and suck

their taste. They fumigate their houses with juniper,

that the dead may enjoy its smell. The spirits of the

pious men dwell among their families, children, and. rela-

tions, and occupy themselves with their affairs, although

invisible to them.

Regarding these days there has been among the Persians

a controversy. According to some, they are the last five

days of the month Ab^n ; according to others, they are the

Andergah, the five Epagomenae which are added

between Ab^n and Adhar-mah. When the controversy

and dispute increased, they adopted all (ten) days in

order to establish the matter on a firm basis, as this is

one of the chief institutes of their religion, and because

they wished to be careful, since they were unable to

ascertain the real facts of the case. So they called the

first five days the first Farwardajan, and the following

five days the second Farwardajan ; the latter, however, is

more important than the former.

The first day of these Epagomenae is the first day of the
sixth Gahanbfir, in which God created man. It is called

Hamagpatmaidhaemgdh

There are some obviously late elements embedded
in this mostly very primitive ritual, or rather in the
interpretation of it which Albirxmi reports as current
in time (1000 a.d.). The connexion of the
Gah^nbars with days of creation is not of Avestan
antiquity, and may be due to Semitic influence in
the Sassanian period. More important for our
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present purpose is the suggestion that the souls

returned from heaven and hell. This may he only

Albiruni’s own inference, for it is highly improbable

that Parsis would admit the possibility of the

Fravashis’ coming from hell. Indeed, even their

coming from heaven is incongruous enough, when we
note the way the ritual provides for their assumed

wants, with food and clothing and shelter. The fes-

tival is a manifest survival, as inconsistent with the

higher religion as the corresponding implications of

All Souls’ Day are with the Christianity professed by

many backward communities observing it in Europe.

Soderblom (p. 21 f.) collects sundry indications that

the Fravashis as souls of the dead were conceived to

dwell in places which cannot be brought into agree-

ment with the Zarathushtrian teaching that the

righteous soul at death passed away from earth

altogether into the heaven of Ahura Mazdah. He
denies (p. 42) the Avestan character of the doctrine

that the Fravashi (of the living or the dead or the

unborn) dwells with Ahura ;
and he even questions

the common assumption that unbehevers have no

fravashi, derived from the standing title “fravashis of

the pious” (p. 66).^ The fact is manifest that the

whole conception is antecedent to any ethical system

of rewards and punishments after death. Our limits

exclude discussion as to various later efforts to

reconcile these ideas with the religion which failed

to drive out the hoary superstition, even as

Christianity has failed in a large part of the Christian

1 Note Soderblom’s quotation from the Saddar Bundahish (see

the reference in Justi’s Handhwh, p. 200), showing that the Fravashi

of an unbeliever goes to hell with his soul and his baoZak.
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world. There is no need to attempt any reconcilia-

tion for the age of the Yashts; for we have seen

already that the religion of the Yashts is frankly

independent of Zarathushtra and far older than

his reform, to which it only yields an occasional

lip-service.

Some quasi-physical characteristics of the Fravashis

may be noted at this point. There seems a reason-

able probability that Fravashis are actually pictured

on weU-known monuments of Iran. A Sassanian

bas-relief (Sod., 68 n.®) appears to have the name of

Ahura Mazdah. We are encouraged to think that

the winged figure of the upper part of a man, with

a flowing robe, before which Darius is represented

standing at Persepolis, is meant for the deity of his

worship. But since there is evidence, especially from

Herodotus (see p. 391), that the Persians tolerated no

images of the gods, we are justified in recognising the

Fravashi of Ahura. Wings are indeed expressly

suggested by the Farvardin Yasht itself (Yt 13”),

and agree with the general conception of these genii

as aerial and swift. Dr Casartelli
(
The Beligion of

the Great Kings, p. 21) prefers to regard these

figures as directly representing Ahura, observing

that “there is not the slightest trace [of a belief in

fravashis'] in the text of the inscriptions.” It seems

to me that silence here does not prove much, and

I would rather keep in mind the express assertion of

Herodotus.

We turn to the more fundamental matters raised by

the great Yasht, and deal first with the important

section (vv. ^®ff.) where the Fravashis are most con-

spicuously nothing but ancestor-spirits. The section
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has a few snatches of verse, but its material is so obvi-

ously primitive that we need not trouble to ask the

date of its composition. During the whole of the

ten days—the section knows nothing of the distinction

Albirftm draws—the Fravashis go to and fro asking

for woi’ship, just as other Yazatas do in the Yashts,

and promise blessing to the house of him who will

thus adore them. The worshipper must have “ meat

and garments " in his hand, for the souls returning to

their old haunts need to be fed and warmed, just

as in similar feasts of the dead elsewhere : see Frazer,

Golden Bouglr, iii. 86-89.

In several passages of the Later Avesta, if our

texts may be trusted, there is an express identifica-

tion of the souls of the dead with the fravashis.

Thus Kv 16^ (prose) )^anvaitls aSahS vorazo yazamaidS

yn/m ^ristanq7n '^rvqnd Myenti (1. Myente) ya oMaunqm

frava^ayo, “We adore the sunny abodes of Asha,

wherein the souls of the dead rest, which are the

Fravashis of the righteous.” So Ys and 71®*,

which repeat the words that identify them. It

must of course be allowed that these three crucial

words might be claimed as a patent gloss by any-

one concerned to do so. This applies also to the

fragment (Westergaard, 10*®) cited by Bartholomae

{AirWby 992) among other passages where souls

and fravashis are named together, under conditions

which suggest a veiy close association, though of

course not proving identity. The fragment with a

little manipulation of text would fall into verse
;

and it should perhaps be noted that the three words

under discussion make a self-contained verse. It

runs thus

:
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Of what origin are the souls of the dead, which are the

Fravashis of the righteous ? From Spenta Mainyu is their

origin.^

“ The spirit returns to God who gave it.” We may
compare further Yt 13'^*, which, however, is prose.

Here the “ souls ” (uruno) of animals are adored

—

tame, wild, of water, earth and air, etc. ;
and, at the

end, “the Fravashis we adore.” The souls of

animals would not be brought in unless identified

with the Fravashis who are the subject of the Yasht.

This, however, attaches itself to another aspect of

the Fravashis, the frankly animistic element which

accounts for the doctrine that all sentient beings—of

the good creation at any rate—have their Fravashi,

including even Ahura himself. To this I return

later.

The doctrine that Fravashi and Soul united at

death will, as Prof. Jackson remarks {Grundriss, ii.

643), account for a parallelism of treatment which
arose from the prehistoric ancestor-worship widely

current in the proethnic Indo-European period. On
this it will suffice to refer to the great article on
“Aryan Religion” by Prof. Otto Schrader, in

Hastings’ Encyclopcedia.

Before passing from these features of primitive

ancestor-worship, we may note that in the mythology
of our own Germanic peoples, at the other end of the

Indo-European area, there is a similar association

of intercalary days at the end of the year with an

^ It may be noted that in Bund 1® {SBE, v. 5) Auharmazd creates
all immaterial beings prior to the creation of matter. This
belongs to the first trimillennium of the world-age, on which
see p. 403 f.
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annual feast of the dead. The Germanic Kleinjakr of

twelve days was added to the twelve lunar months of

354 days, instead of the 360 days ;
and the Germanic

year ended when the sun began to turn northwards

after the solstice, and not with the vernal equinox.

The Homan Parentalia celebration, from Feb. 13

to Feb. 21, stands near the end of the last month

in the old Roman year, and recalls the Farvardigan

by its character: Dr J. B. Carter {The Religion of

Numa, p. IH) notes that it “was calm and dignified,

and represented all that was least superstitious and

fearful in the generally terrifying worship of the

dead.” At the same time was the Greek celebration

of the Anthesteria. Miss Harrison {Prolegomena, 54)

remarks on the reason for the placating of ghosts

when the activities of agriculture were about to

begin, and the powers of the world underground

were needed to stimulate fertility.

A conception comparable in some respects to

that of the Fravashi, which is significantly absent

from the Gathas, is the daena or ^“self “ die

Gesammtheit der seelischen und religiose Individu-

alitat,” as Bartholomae defines it {AirWb, 666),—of

which the Gathas are full. It goes with the man

after death to heaven or hell. It is expressly dis-

tinguished from the urvan (soul) in Ys 45^ where the

“holier” of the Twin Spirits says to the “enemy

{angra)

:

noii na memo, noit swgha noitxratam
_

naSM varana noit uxSd naeda Syaodana

noit daena noit urvqnd hacainte.

“ Neither our

wills, nor our

thoughts, nor our doctrines, nor our

beliefs, nor our words or deeds, nor
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our individualities, nor our souls can agree.” Zara-

thushtra promises that his own daena shall stand by

that of his follower at the last
(
Ys 45'\ on which see

JERPP, 106). But a crucial difference between the

daena and the fravashi lies in the fact that the bad

man as well as the good has a daena : see, for example,

Ys 49‘. The conception was probably suggested to

Zarathushtra by his own philosophic analysis of man’s

personality : if he knew of the fravashi, apart from

its connexion with ancestor-spirits, he presumably

used another word to emphasise the fact that each

man had his own individual responsibility, and an

immortal ego within him which would pass on to

weal or woe. The fravashi was too much entangled

with mythology to suit him, and he had no use for

a system which would not apply to all men. It

is indeed not impossible that the name and the

thing were hardly current in his part of Iran. The
strong argument for the alternative view is that we
have the word /rauaxi once in the Haptanghaiti: Ys
37^ amunqm fravaM narqmca nUminamca yazamaide,

“we adore the fravashis of the followers of Asha,
both men and women.” On the whole this is prob-

ably decisive ; and we should regard the daena as

Zarathushtra’s deliberate substitute for the fravashi

on its ancestor-spirit side, from which, of course,

comes its characteristic limitation to the righteous.

It is, however, the other element in the conception
which comes nearest to the daeml, that of the
“double” or representative in the spirit world. If

this was known to Zarathushtra, we might suppose
that he rejected it in favour of a deeper and more
reasonable psychology. But, after all, the difference
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between daena and fravashi is more conspicuous than

their rather superficial resemblance. Zarathushtra’s

concept has nothing suggesting a primitive super-

stition ;
and a thinker of his calibre did not need the

hint which such a superstition might be supposed to

provide. The obvious presence of two distinct and

somewhat discordant elements in the fravashis of the

Later Avesta would (apart from the features noted

below) most naturally be interpreted on the lines of

our general theory, by assuming the Magi responsible

for everything in the fravashi that does not arise

from ancestor-cultus. And since we have no other

indication that the Magi were known to Zarathushtra,^

there would be thus a strong presumption that his

da^na was an independent idea.® But if its resem-

blance is thought too close to be fortuitous, we must

assume that the complex of the fravashi was built up

among the Iranians of Zarathushtra’s milieu before

his time. This involves our making the most of

Indo-European parallels to the fravashi on this side,

1 Me iudice^ of course : see p, 197 f. First-rate authorities have

pronounced for the association of Zarathushtra with the Magi—cf.

Jackson^ Zoroaster, 6-8.

2 Xhe question whether there really are two distinct words in

the Gathic dama is not yet finally cleared up, Bartholomae makes

two distinct entries;, but appends a note which seems to betray a

wish to link them. Prof. Jackson tells me he has long felt doubt

about severing them. It seems to me,” he writes, the idea back

of the whole word is ^ insight/ and so ‘ conscience * and ^ religion,’

That means, I presume, deriving it from the root seen in Skt

dhi, dhya^ ""see,” "'think,” Av, ""see,” which is Oeldner’s view

(rejected by Bartholomae, AirWh, 665). The coincidence that both

words are scanned as trisyllables, and go back accordingly to an

Aryan strengthens the suspicion that an ultimate unity

ought to be found. Sbderblom (p. 52) would make "" personality ”

the earlier meaning, "" religion ” the later.
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especially the Greek ayaSo? Sa[/j.c»v, and still more the

Roman genius. In my paper already referred to

(p. 525 n.) I observed

:

It is remarkable how great the general similai'ity is

between the Genius and the Fravashi. The Senius, with

his female counterpart the luno, is the sjeckd patron of

birth, a function which markedly belongs to the fravashis.

Both seem to combine the ideas of an inborn part of the

individual and a power which watches over him. And
both from belonging to individuals acquire relations to

communities, the Genius very markedly. Se< Wissowa,

Religion und KiMus der Romer (in Iwan v. Hiller’s Hand-
Imch der Massischen AUertumwissenschaft, w. 4), pp. 154 ff.

That both genius and iuno were closely connected

with birth is a point to which I must return. Genius

carries the connexion in its obvious etymo logy ;
nor

iuno less so, when explained (after Brugmann) by
comparison with Skt yosd, gen. yo&ijm, “young
woman.” Restricting ourselves to genius, lbec.sias& of

the rarity of its female counterpart, we recall at once

the familiar description in Horace :

scit Genius, natale comes qui temperat astrunn,

naturae deus humanae, mortalis in ununi

quodque caput, voltu mutabilis, albus an afer.

(£pp., o. ii, 187-9.)

Orelli’s note on this passage may be consulted for

an excellent collection of classical illustrations. The
fullest account is in Censorinus De Die N&tali, ii. and

iii., where among other features is emphasised the

fact that the Genius is “ deus cuius in tutela ut

quisque natus est vivit.” This represents a later

stage than the definition of Varro, “ animus irationalis,”

and that implied in Horace, who makes tie Genius

a man’s self or double rather than his guardian angel.
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Since, as we shall see, there is a similar emergence of

the idea of a tutelary spirit in later stages of Avestan

doctrine, we may suppose that part of the develop-

ment proceeded independently on pai'allel lines. But
there is a case for regarding the starting-points as his-

torically connected.

The two strains which can be with fair certainty

detected in the Avestan fravashi doctrine may be

conjecturally accounted for by recognising a second

original element entirely distinct from the ancestor-

spirit. On this I may repeat what I wrote in 1902

(op. cit, 526)

:

The idea seems to me essentially identical with that of

the External Soul, expounded very fully by Dr J. G.

Frazer in The Golden Bough\ iii. 351-446. It is shown

there that primitive peoples in various parts of the world

imagine the soul or life of a human being to reside some-

where outside him. Sometimes it is no further away than

his hair, but in a great many cases it lives in some distant

object—animal, plant, or inanimate thing—which must be

destroyed before the man’s life can be taken. In a large

class of folk-tales embodying this belief, the life of a giant

or a witch is safely stored in some absolutely inaccessible

place, and the hero’s triumph lies in his finding and
destroying it, generally by the help of friendly animals.

It is unnecessary to say that the Magian fx'avashi is a

conception immeasurably loftier than this naive savage

notion—though, if we are inclined to despise the latter too

heartily, it is well to remember that our German and Keltic

ancestors must have held it in all good faith centuries after

the Magi had risen to their development of this primitive

germ. It seems just the kind of idea which the speculative

East would naturally evolve out of such a primitive

inheritance.

Upon this theory, as repeated in a few sentences in

the account of Yt 13 in my EBPP^ p. 145, Mr N. W

.
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Thomas made the following criticism in the Review

of Theology and Philosophy for March 1912 :

The Travashi Dr Moulton identifies with the External

Soul; but the External Soul, though it may not be the

only one which a man possesses, is at any rate the one with

which his life is wrapped up, otherwise there would be no

object in taking steps to hide it. A much nearer parallel

may be found among some negro peoples, who hold that

a soul (eAi) lives in heaven and represents the man there,

while at the same time a second ehi dwells on earth. When
the man dies the two ehi exchange their functions in the

next incarnation of the personality.

I am greatly obliged to Mr Thomas for this

parallel, and I need not perhaps discuss the question

whether it may after all represent a notion essentially

kindred to that of the External Soul. In any case

I only seek the remote origin of the Fravashi in the

primitive conception to which I have referred. It

seems to me still possible enough that the idea of a

man’s life as resident in some external object might

develop into that of the fravashi ; and the thought of

terminating the life by destroying the external object

might drop away, or even give an impulse to the

conception of a guardian spirit.

More important for my purpose than this discussion

of remote origins is the problem of the meaning of

'the name. The usual interpretation is th&t fravoB
comes fsova fra + ’^var {AirWb, 1360 f.), to choose,

especially to profess a religion. That would make
the nomen actionis mean “ confession ” or “ belief.”

Side by side with this the proper name Fravarti

(4>/)adpT)7?) in Old Persian was assumed to stand as a

(dubiously formed) nomen agentis, “ Confessor.” The
name is of considerable antiquity. One Fravartish
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appears on the Behistan Inscription as a pretender

who raised his standard in Media, and was ultimately-

captured at Raga. More than a century earlier we
have in the record of Herodotus a Phraortes, son and

successor of Deioces, founder of the Median kingdom.

There has been a tendency to hail this name as an

anticipation of our Saxon Edward’s title: if so, we
might be curious as to the creed he—or rather his

father—“ confessed.” But no one seems to have

noticed that the father of Deioces bore the same

name (Hdt., i. 96), which rather spoils the implica-

tion. It is useless to ask what form of religious zeal

prompted the giving of this unknown person’s name,

well back in the eighth century. Bartholomae

{AirWb, 991) calls it a probable Kurzname^ connected

with /rauasi or fraor9ti, which latter does mean
“profession of faith.” The choice of the former

would bring the proper name also under the “eig.

Bed.? ” which sums up succinctly his interpretation of

fravasi on its etymological side. I cannot feel satis-

fied with any account of the name Fravartish that

brings it into connexion with fravcm, the difference

between the two formally identical words lying, I am
convinced, deeper than the divergence of gender.®

^ Darmesteter, Le ZA^ ii. also treats FravartiS as a Kurznamey

for drigu-fravartiy qui nourrit le pauvre.” I cite this only as an

illustration, for Bartholomae can hardly be wrong in rejecting it.

It seems that Darmesteter, like others, started to explain it as a

royal name, overlooking Phraortes* inconvenient grandfather.

2 There is a plausible parallel in the double meaning of Gathic

dama (see above, p. 265) if it is to be regarded as one w'ord. But, as

we saw, the development of meaning there must be very different

if we are to save the unity of the word. Prof. Jackson {Grundfissy

ii. 643) mentions another /ra-uar *^protect,*’ due to Haug, which seems

to be much more hopeful than the usual etymology. It involves
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In my EBPP (p. 142) I tentatively suggested deriva-

tion of fravaSi from the root *var, to impregnate.

The meaning “ birth - promotion ” attaches itself to

one of the primary functions that the Fravashis

perform. Some quotations may be given to illustrate

this. In Ys 23^ the formula of adoration of the

Fravashis ends with y& barsdrisva puBre vi^arayan

paitvmrdte apara'iriBanto, “ which preserve sons con-

ceived in the womb that they die not.” This is

presumably quoted from Yt where Ahura declares

that it is by the Fravashis’ splendour and glory that

he preserves the unborn sons from death : four verses

later he says that by them “ women conceive

{v97
'

9nvainti, from ^var) sons, . . . have easy delivery,

. . . become pregnant.” This last is a verse quotation.

In Yt 10^ they give vigorous offspring to those who

do not deceive Mithra (or “ break pledges ”). The

phrase of Yt and Ys 23^ is recurrent, and evidently

describes a pre-eminent characteristic. Now ancestor-

spirits in a very early stage of human society are

believed to be actually responsible for the pregnancy

of women : cf. J. G. Frazer, Toteviism and Exogamy,

i. 191, ii. 508 ;
Adonis, Attis, Osiris^, 76 IF. It seems,

therefore, at least possible that their name may have

been at first a special cult-title of the ancestor-spirits

as the powers that continue the race. It will of

course be an old name, and its later connotation may
well have been coloured by popular etymology, or by

the influence of a distinct word (such as the original

of the proper name PravartiS). I do not put forward

making the idea of a guardian angel primitive—which is, however,

rather doubtful. King Phraortes might then find a greater analogue

in our English history six centuries after the Confessor I
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my suggestion with any wish to dogmatise : 1 only

urge tentatively that we might reasonably expect the

etymology to reflect what seems to be a most

conspicuous function^

The Sanskrit translation of the Avesta (by

Neriosengh) has vrddhi/i, “growth,” as the rendering

oi fravaU. Whether this depends upon the certainly

wrong connexion with vays or not, the equivalent

reproduces a very central feature of the Avestan

conception. There is a constant association with

Waters and Plants, the special provinces of the twin

Amshaspands Haurvatat and Ameretat. In Ys 44‘

Zarathushtra distinctly assigns the maintenance of

Waters and Plants to Ahura himself, who naturally

works through his Amshaspands
;
and in this arrange-

ment we may perhaps see his attempt to supersede

the Fravashis. The river-genius Anahita, who is

imported (see p. 238 f.) from non-Aryan cultus, inde-

1 Before leaving the problem, I might refer to Sod., 57, where

the possibility of the meaning ‘^protector’’ is noted, and described

as a euphemism to designate the dangerous and powerful dead :

the suggestion is assigned to my colleague Prof. Arwid Johannson.

There is also a reference to Justi's explanation that is the

source, in the sense ^^pre-existent.’' (I cannot ti*ace Soderblom’s

attribution of this to Hang, who (Essays

\

206) interprets “pro-

tector,") Soderblom further cites Prof. K. F. Johansson of Upsala

for an explanation depending on vart, “ turn ”
: ‘\fravasi serait alors

ce qui se detourne, ce qui s'^loigncj ce qui part.” This does not

seem to me probable. Prof. Jackson has “ not come to a satis-

factory solution of the problem," but he tells me he has “ long

since practically abandoned the idea offravaB being connected

with the radical for ‘ confession.’ ” Following up a hint of his

to look at pra-vart in Skt, I notice the idea of originating,"

“producing," among its derivatives. But the multitude of alterna-

tives makes me more dubious as to the possibility of arriving at

a solution.
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pendently undertakes these functions of promoting

birth and growth.^

“The more 1 have studied the subject,” writes

Prof. Jackson to me, “ the stronger becomes my feel-

ing that the idea of pre-existence and continuance is a

fundamental one in connexion with the Fravashis. . . .

The pre-existence idea would make clear your point

about the part played by the Fravashis at birth. It

is natural, of course, that they should have such a

r6le, as the fravaE then becomes embodied in human
form. . . . The point is right, whatever view one may
hold about the etymology.” Without venturing to

settle the vexed question whether the hen or the egg

has priority, we may logically assume that to establish

the pre-existence of the Fravashis is very important

before we can recognise them as birth-spirits. The
doctrine is very conspicuous in the Pahlavi books,

as in the Bundahish {SJBJE, v. 149), where a world-

^ It is curious to notice that among the very few divine names

in Greece forming compounds in -Swpog or -Soros stands the river-

name Kdc^tcros, which belongs to no less than three sti*eams. It

seemed to me possible that this fact^ which struck me in reading

again the Nicareta Inscription from Orchomenus^ with the name
Ka<^tcroS(opoSj might attest a primitive connexion of rivers with the

promotion of birth. On this Dr J. G. Frazer kindly writes to me
as follows (May 31, 1913): ^^Your explanation of Ka<;6tcrd8a)pos is

very interesting and, I thinks highly probable, but I cannot supply

you with any parallel names formed from rivers. But in The Magic

Arty vol. ii., pp. l6l sq., I have given some evidence of the Greek

belief in the power of rivers to marry women. And in regard to

Cephisodorus it is worth noting that according to a local legend a

certain Eteocles was a son of the river Cephisus (the Bceotian)^ and

that hence he was called by the poets Cephisades (Pausanias, ix.

34<^). Another case of a person fathered on a river was the mythical

Platsea^ who was said to be a daughter of the river Asopus, though

the sceptical Pausanias refused to believe it (Paus. ix.
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period is postulated during which the Fravashis exist

alone, before any material creation/ As noted below,

on the locus classicus in Plutarch (p. 403), Theopompus
seems to have been ignorant of this first trimillen-

nium, which was probably not older than Sassanian

theology. But there is sufficient Avestan warrant

for the doctrine that the Fravashis exist before

the material creations with which they are linked.

Thus Visp 11'^ speaks of “ all the holy {asavan)

Fravashis, belonging to holy men dead, living, un-

born, men that reform (the world), men that shall

deliver it {sao^yanto).'" Yt 13^^ establishes a rule

of precedence

:

The most powerful among the Fravashis . . . are those

of the men of the primitive law ^ or those of the unborn

men that reform the world, that shall deliver it. Of the

rest, the Fravashis of the living holy are more powerful

than those of the dead.®

The whole stanza is in verse, and its evident antiquity

will serve to prove the present thesis without multi-

plying citations. Note that there is no hint of

metempsychosis here. The Fravashi exists before

1 We may recall also the statement in the Bundahish (ii. 10, 11)

that before creating,man Ahura offered the Fravashis the choice

between remaining in the spiritual world eternally and coming

down to become incarnate and join in the battle against the demons.

They chose the latter, knowing that the strife would end in the

annihilation of evil.

2 The first teachers of the Religion.

® For the idea of the Fravashi of a living man one is tempted to

quote Tennyson {In Memoriam, 44) :

If such a dreamy touch should fall,

O turn thee round, resolve the doubt

;

My guardian angel will speak out

In that high place, and tell thee all.
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the soul with which it is one day to be connected

;

but the whole theory would be thrown into disorder

if it were successively identified with various human
personalities. Precedence among Fravashis is strictly

in accord with that of their earthly counterparts.

Thus, in a prose passage

:

We adore the Fravashis of house, of family, of clan, of

district, of Zarathushtrotema.’- {Yt 13-^.)

This is the familiar series

—

nmana, vis, zantu, dahyu

—which survives as late as the Manicheean MSS from

Turfan, in the same order.^ According to Bartholomae

these adjectives, mnanya, etc., denote “zur Gottheit

Nmanya (etc.) gehorig.” We naturally compare the

disputed phrase vidibis bagaihis, in Darius’s Persepolis

inscription,^ which Bartholomae {Zum AirWb, 227),

Tolman, and others now render “with the gods of

the royal house,” the Qeo\ fSaa-iX^Loi of Herodotus.

This provides for the conception of a Fravashi

attached to a community, analogous to the “princes”

of nations in Daniel and the “ angels of the churches
”

in the Apocalypse.^ Another good passage is Ys
23\ where Fravashis are adored

which were in the beginning, those of houses, of families,

of clans, of districts.

These passages are of special importance when we
examine the possibility that the “ angels ” or “princes”

of communities in Jewish or Christian writings may
originate in Parsi influence. In this I incline to the

affirmative answer, not considering Clemen’s reply to

^ See p. 118.

2 Muller, pp. 18 and 24. ^ Da7\ Pers, (Tolman, p. 86).

^ See my paper in Journ, of TheoL Stud,, 1902, pp. 514-6.
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Stave sufficient.^ But to discuss this would anticipate

what belongs to the next Lecture. My present

demonstration that the Fravashis have functions

that take them very far beyond the limitations of

ancestor-spirits may be finally clinched by yet another

fact about them. The yazata had his fravashi just

as much as the asavan on earth. Even that of Ahura
Mazdah is often adored (see, for instance, Yt 13®°).

This is another parallel to the use of the Latin genius,

which the gods possessed as well as men.

The suggestion that a conception akin to that of

the External Soul may account for one strain in the

Fravashi prompts a brief digression to show that a

more or less allied Avestan notion, that of the

y^ciTonah or “ glory,” has features of the same kind.

The passages of the Dinkart described in Jackson’s

Zoroaster, p. 24 f., tell of the Glory descending from

the eternal light to enter the house where the mother

of Zarathushtra is to be born, uniting with her until

at the age of fifteen she brings forth her son. Mean-
while the archangels Vohumanah and Asha have

conveyed the Fravashi to earth, in a stem of the

Haoma plant, which in Ys 9“ is specially connected

with the Prophet’s birth: the myth distantly re-

sembles Prometheus’ bringing the Fire in the fennel

stalk. The relation of plants to fravashis here

appears again. The Glory is the subject of Yt 19,

one of the most important
; and the O.P. farnah,

found in well-known names of the Achasmenian age,

is evidence of its prominence in Iranian thought.

^ See his Primitive Christianity^ p. 94 (E.T.), and my paper just

cited : the latter seems to be among the few English contributions

to the subject which have escaped Proh Clemen's eye.
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It was a mythical talisman which belonged essentially

to the royal house of Iran, though it vanished with

Yima’s sin, flying away in its three successive

manifestations in the form of a bird : we are re-

minded that the Fravashis also are winged. Its

location in the sea Vouru-kasha resembles stories told

of an external soul in other Indo-European countries.

We cannot bring evidence that the loss of the Glory

produced death, for Yima survived to be ultimately

sawn in twain by Spityura {Yt 19^®). But the

persistent efforts of Frangrasyan (Afrasiab), the foe

of the Iranian monarchy, to seize it in the depths

of Vouru-kasha read very much like the folk-stories

that tell of the hunt for the soul. In Yt 5*^ and
19®® ff. the prayer of Frangrasyan, “the Turanian

ruffian,” to Anahita, who as the queen of the waters

might help him, and his thrice-repeated dive into the

mystic sea after the Glory that “ glides ” or “ waves ”

in its midst, only lead to the refusal of the boon and
the failure of the Turanian to capture it ; the Glory

can be seized by no sinner. This in its way is some-

thing like the generally asserted impossibility of a

sinner’s possessing a Fravashi. In both Yashts, in a

phrase that must be old, it is described as “ belonging

to the Aryan people, born and unborn, and to the

holy Zarathushtra ”
; and its possession would have

enabled the Turanian champion to “ rule over all the

Karshvars.” Turning to the Old Persian, we meet
with the name Vindafarnah {’hraipepvijs), describing

“ one who finds the Glory,” in antithesis to the

Turanian alien from whom it flies. Two persons are

thus named : one a member of Darius’s Six who con-

spired with him against Gaum§,ta, the other a Mede (?)
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who led an army against a Babylonian rebel. (It

should be noted that Tolman’s text of Bh 3^®

reads Pa{rsa] instead of 3Iada, which stands in

Weissbach-Bang. This would enable us to regard

the two servants of Darius as one.) There are other

occurrences of names in -farnah found in Media.

Justi {Grundriss d. ir. Ph., ii. 408) mentions two

chieftains Sitirparnu and Iparnu ( = CiQ^'afarnah or

Ttcrcra<^e/5 i'J7? and Vifarnak) who were taken captive by

Esarhaddon, more than a century before Cyrus. It

may be assumed that the name was current only in

the ruling classes of the ’’ApiCavTol, the “ Aryans ” in

the narrower sense, to whom the Behistan Inscription

tells us (see p. 60) the god Auramazda belonged.

Without pursuing the parallel of Fravashi and
“ Glory ” too far, 1 think it may be claimed that

distinct and independent development of the primi-

tive notion of an External Soul may account for

each of them ;
and in any case the comparison of

the two as necessary elements in the higher life

will help us to understand their nature. Both are

closely connected with the divine Waters—compare

Yt 13'^'“ with —and the Glory is kept safe in

the midst of a mythological lake.^ We might

almost say that the Glory and the Fravashi are

bound together in the same way as Water and

Plants. The Glory is more closely associated with

the Waters, and the Fravashi with the Plants. In

the same section of Dr Frazer’s work, referred

to in n.® below, we find many stories where the

1 Compare the folk-stories in The Golden Bought, iii. 357, 364, 365,

367, 368, 369 (two), 372, 374, 375, 379, 381, 382 (two), 386 (two),

in all of which the external soul is protected by surrounding water.
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external soul is resident in a plant ; and the eating

of such a plant would supply a very easy explanation

of pregnancy for the simple prehistoric folk among
whom my hypothesis assumes the idea to have

originated. But all this is of course very specu-

lative, and we may leave it here.

There remain to be noted two more functions of

the Fravashis, one clearly visible in the Avesta,

the other very doubtfully present there. They
are in the later Parsi theology rep'esentative spirits

beyond everything else, sharing the fortunes of their

earthly counterparts. This corresponds closely with

the familiar Avestan picture of the Daend of the

good or the bad man, which becomes fairer or uglier

with every characteristic thought, word, or deed.

But in the Avesta there are not wanting proofs

that they were to some extent real guardian angels

also. They are essential for promoting birth
; they

nourish animals and men, waters and plants ; they

guard sun and moon and stars ; they are constantly

present in battle as givers of victory
; they watch

over the Lake, the stars of the Great Bear, the

body of the sleeping Keresaspa, and the seed of

Zarathushtra, in preparation for the final Renewal.

In time of drought they vie with each other to

procure water from Vouru-kasha, each for his own
house, clan, or district {Yt fif). These attributes

come from the Farvardin Yasht itself. The Fra-

vashis of five unknown saints are invoked {Yt 13^®'')

to withstand ill dreams and visions, unnatural vice

and the Pairikas. The Fravashi of the holy Man-
thravS,ka, in the next stanza, will smite heresy, as

the good priest had no doubt done in his lifetime.
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Another (I? 13^-“) will restrain persecution from
kindred—an allusion clearly to unrecorded events

in the saint’s family life. Their general character

as beneficent spirits, objects of prayer in exactly

the same way as the saints in syncretistie forms of

Christianity, is well seen in a fragment thus given

by Darmesteter in SBE, xxiii. 322

:

“ 0 Maker ! how do the souls of the dead, the Fravashis

of the holy Ones, manifest themselves ?”

Ahura Mazda answered: “They manifest themselves

from goodness of spirit and excellence of mind.”

(That is, these qualities in men bring the Fravashis

to help them.) It has become sufficiently clear that

if fear was in prehistoric times the great motive of

the cult of the dead, it had long yielded to affection

and a sense of dependence when the Fravashi doc-

trine as we have it was framed. It is significant

that the first month of the Farsi year is called by
this sacred name, and the last ten days of that year

were dedicated to the special honour of spirits whom
no reformation of religion could banish from their

place nearest the people’s heart.

Lastly, we must inquire how far it is true that

the Fravashis were specially connected with the

stars. We have seen already (p. 237) that astral

theology has a very small part in genuine Parsism

;

and we are prepared to expect that in a field where
Magianism is very little to be seen the traces of

this star-lore will be few. This soon shows itself

in fact. I proceed to collect what can be inferred

from the Avesta in this connexion. We may
quote some passages from Yt 13, our most im-
portant source.
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First comes a verse passage, presumably old, which
I give as in ERPP, 146 :

By tlieir brightness and their glory,

Zarathiishtra^ 1 stay from ruin

Yonder heaven, sublime and shining,

That the whole earth doth encompass

;

Like a palace spirit-fashioned,

Stablished, far withdrawn its limit,

With the form of glowing metal.

Lightens it the world’s three regions.^

With that heaven, as with a garment
Stai'-embroidered, spirit-woven,

Mazdah clothes him, and his angels

Mithra, Rashnu, Aramaiti

;

Nor on any side beginning

Nor an end thereof appeareth. f.)

This is on similar lines with a later passage, which
is more explicit : the rough verse-rendering attempts
to show where the metre fails in our text

:

Who the paths of Right appointed

For the stai-s, the moon, the sun, . . .

And the bright eternal heaven.

That had erst in one place standing [long time]

Never moved, for hate of Daevas.

For the onsets of the Daevas.

Now they move for ever onward
to come to the turning-point of their path.

To the blessed Restoration. {Yt 13^^ f.)

In both these passages the Fravashis are only power-
ful genii who can work for Ahura in any sphere.
“ It must be allowed that though they thus ‘ preserve
the stars from wrong,’ this falls short of identifica-

tion with stars” {ERPP, 144).

In two other passages they are connected with
specific stars, two of the four Regents that meet
us in the Tishtrya Yasht

:

^ Contrast the commoner (Gathic) sevenfold division.
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They between the earth and heaven

Speed the lord of falling waters^

Satavaesa/ at man’s entreaty. (Yt

Similarly they watch (v.“) the stars Hapto'iringa,

the seven stars of the Great Bear, which are guai'dians

of the North and therefore need special help, for it

is the quarter of the demons. There are 99,999 of

them—a standing figure for infinity. This stanza

is naturally prose. On this evidence, manifestly,

the Fravashis are no more connected with stars in

their Yasht than with Waters and Plants and other

provinces in which they achieve the same victories.

It is noteworthy also that they are never even

brought in to help Tishtrya (Sirius) in his great fight

with the demon Apaosha in Fif 8. We have to

go outside the A vesta for the connexion between

stars and Fravashi. In Dind-i Matn6g4 Khirad
(or Minokhired), 49^* {SBE, xxiv. 92) we read

:

The remaining unnumbered and innumerable constella-

tions {v.l. stars) %vhich are apparent are said to be the

guardian spirits of the worldly existences.

An isolated and hesitating statement like this in a

late Pahlavi book clearly cannot take us far. But
since we know the Magi to have been great astro-

logers, the statement fits in accurately enough with

what we know of their system, apart from the other

strata in the Avesta, and may perhaps be provision-

ally accepted in this way.®

^ Probably Fomalhaut, Regent of the South.

2 There are some good remarks on the growth of astrolatry in

Western Iran in Wilhelm’s important paper, Priester und Ketzer
im alten Ertn,” {ZDMG, xliv. 142 ff., 1890). He remarks on the
prominence of star-worship among the Zervanites, and thinks the
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In connexion with this subject I should make some

reference to the story of the Magi and the “ King of

the Jews.” What has been already said will help us

to show that the Magi in the second chapter of

Matthew act throughout in a manner perfectly con-

sistent with what we have ascertained about them,

or inferred concerning them, on evidence lying very

far away from this familiar narrative. It would be

tod serious a digression from the subject of these

Lectures if I were to stop and examine the historical

character of the story. I must restrict myself severely

to a few notes on its relation to Magianism, which

I cannot discuss without some allusion to the one

event that ordinary Western readers connect with

the Magian name.'^

That the story does connect itself with the Magi
in the strict sense of the word will probably be con-

ceded at once by readers who have followed my
argument in the last two Lectures and are prepared to

connect with it the obvious prominence of star-lore

and dreams in the Gospel narrative. Our evidence has

forced us to minimise the genuinely Zarathushtrian

elements in Persian religion as known in the West

development may have begun in the Achaemenian age^ though

only certain in the Sassanian. This has no more than an indirect

bearing on the question whether the Magi found the Fravashis in

the stars.

^ There is a convenient summary of “ religious-historical specu-

lation on the subject in Clemen’s Primitive Christianity, p. ^98 f.

(E.T.). The readiness with which Boklen, Cheyne and others

have set down Parsi sources many centuries later as material

for the explanation of the story seems very uncritical. Cumont’s

advance answer {Textes, i. 4*2^ cited by Clemen) is authoritative^,

though most of us would have arrived at something like it by the

light of nature.
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of Asia and Europe before the Sassanian epoch.

Our Magi will accoi’dingly have affinities with the

traditional wisdom of their ancient sacred tribe,

rather than with the orthodox Parsism with which

they had linked themselves as priests. Their astro-

logy and their oneiromancy alike are therefore features

which we have every reason to expect in them. This

includes their readiness to link the Fravashis with the

stars. M^hat sort of a star was it which they tell us

started them on their journey ? Not a planet, clearly,

nor a conjunction of planets, as Kepler first suggested

;

for, as we have seen, the planets were malign for the

Magi.^ It seems most natural to think of a Nova,

one of those sudden apparitions that tell us of a

1 On this point see above, p. 211 f. My purpose excludes the

discussion of the many rival theories, but I mig*ht simply mention
one of the latest, which wnll at least indicate that the student has

plenty of elioice. H, Voigt (Die Geschichte Jesu mid die Astrolabe,

1911) makes the a conjunction of Jupiter and Saturn in the

Ram, which happens only four times in a millennium. A papyrus

is said to show that it happened in 6 b.c., recurring about live

months later. In Gnostic texts we find that Jupiter was repre-

sentative of Judaea. The Magi, then, observed the conjunction

first in the spring of 6 b.c., and watched it again, culminating

in the South as they entered Bethlehem. The theory is thus

suggested by Kepler’s, with some new points: it refers to the

conjunction of the planets in the year following that of which
he thought. I am glad to note that my preference for a Nova
agrees with that of Mr Maunder (Astiwmm/ of ike Bihle^ p. 399).

But Mr Maunder, with the expert^s caution, will not commit
himself there to very definite conclusions, declaring the data

insufficient. One other contribution should be referred to, since

it comes from a first-rate Avestan scholar. In the Diddm Reiiem

for October 1902 Dr Casartelli gave what he called a *^4botnote to

Matthew ii. 1
J’' Among many very interesting suggestions I note

especially the comparison of the d<rrrjp to the in accordance

with Chrysostom’s idea ofa luminous phenomenon descending upon
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stupendous outburst in the depths of space, bringing

to our eyes a new star that in a few weeks or months
fades away from sight. We remember the Nova in

Perseus which in Februaiy 1901 added a brief unit

to the small company of our first-magtiitude stars.

But the Star of the Magi need not have been as bright

as this. Professional astrologers would notice a new
star which had no chance of observation by amateurs

;

and whether it was a Nova or not, the place of the

star would probably count for more with them than

its brilliance. My preference for the postulate of a

Nova comes from the naturalness of their quest for

an identification of the Fravashi they would associate

with it. They had no doubt met with numerous

Jews in their own country, and had knowledge of

their Messianic hopes, which may even have struck

them with their resemblance to their own expectation

of Saoshyant. A dream which would supply the

sought-for identification is all that is needed to

satisfy the demands of the narrative. Their five

miles’ walk due south from Jerusalem gave time for

the star, if seen low down in the sky in S.S.E. when
they started, to be culminating just over Bethlehem

when they drew near to the town ; and men so

deeply convinced of the significance of stellar motions

would of course welcome this as fresh evidence that

the end of their quest was gained.

Here I leave the story to the sceptics who count

earth. If I venture an opinion, I should confess that Chrysostom’s

interpretation is my difficulty in using Dr Casartelli’s tempting hint,

Peidiaps I ought in candour to add that my own explanation above

has a weak spot in our ignorance of the view the Magi would take

of a Nova : it is conceivable that it might have struck them as

abnormal and therefore Ahrimanian—we have no evidence.
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it beautiful legend and the believers who hold it

“ Gospel truth.” My own vote between these alter-

native positions would depend on a series of con-

siderations, critical and theological, which have

nothing to do with Zoroastrianism. All I am con-

cerned to prove here is that the narrative might

have been composed by a Magus for the accuracy

with which it portrays Magian ideas. ^ It might be

Magian fiction, of course, like the original of 2'obit

discussed in Lecture VII. But since the author was

confessedly a Jew, the correct colour of his “fiction”

is at least interesting.^

^ From Dr Casartelli’s paper I should add his remai'ks on the

appropriateness of ^‘^frankincense and myrrh/’ “The use of

fragrant woods and vegetable perfumes has always been a character-

istic of the Zoroastrian religious cult” : he refers to 8‘^ and

where voku-gao?ia “ is apparently frankincense.”

2 I jiQt repeated in this chapter all the points about the

Fravashis which are mentioned in other Lectures : the Index s.v,

will enable the reader to collect them. The most important is the

reference of King Antiochus to his Fravashi as an avatar (€7rt<^av?^s)

:

see p. 108.



LECTURE IX

ZAllATHUSHTllA AND ISRAEL

From the rising of the sun even unto the going

down of the same my name is great among the

Gentiles ; and in every place incense is offered unto

my name^ and a pure offering
;
for my name is great

among the Gentiles, saith Yahweh of Hosts, ^

Malachi i. 1 1

.

The main purpose of this concluding Lecture is not

that which will appear at first sight from its title.

An active discussion has been going on for a genera-

tion as to the reality and extent of influences passing

from one to the other of the two greatest religions

of Western Asia. I naturally cannot decline all

reference to this controversy, and hope to have

something to say about it before I have done. But
before suggesting any answer to the question whether

Zarathushtra influenced Israel, or Israel Zarathushtra,

I want to take a summary view of Parsism. in the

light of another religion, using the comparative

method as a help to bring out the essential character

of the religion which I am trying to interpret. The
moral of the comparison may be reserved for the

^ See E. Meyer, GescL d. 17 J, outlie implication from

the Jewish prophet's words that the everywhere worshipped God
of heaven and Ruler of the world was in his mind identified with

Yahweh.

286
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present
:
points of similarity and of difference between

the two religions, in spheres of thought which concern

the deepest essentials, will sufficiently occupy our

attention
;
and in most of these points independence

is so obvious that we shall not be troubled with

suspicions of borrowing. Coincidences will be the

independent agreement of deep thinkers upon the

same great problems, and their independence will

enhance their suggestiveness. Our Ime will resemble

that of Professor Harnack in a striking paper in the

Mibbert Journal for October 1911, in which he

sketched the religion of Porphyry, showing in how
many points it unconsciously resembled the faith

which the philosopher in his controversial work so

bitterly attacked. And at the other end of the scale

of human thought we shall find an apt parallel in the

coincidences which perpetually meet us as we study

primitive religions in The Golden Bough. The
human mind has an ultimate identity of constitution

on many sides wherever we find it ; and when its

powers are brought to bear upon identical material

the results tend to approximate.

I must not further anticipate the promised moral,

but proceed to sum up afresh some of the leading

characteristics of Early Zoroastrianism in terms of

a comparison with ideas found in the religion of

Israel. By the religion of Israel I mean of course

the religion in its full and complete development,

including the crown of the whole system in the

teaching of Jesus, and the apostolic interpretation of

it. Indeed, as a main part of my subject is concerned

with the phenomena of religious syncretism, it is

reasonable to expect helpful illustration even from
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the syncretisms of later Christianity, which cast its

net into many waters and gathered of many kinds,

both bad and good.

I cannot state my text better than by quoting

a page from Prof. Bousset’s well-known work on

Judaism in New Testament timesJ The author is

a leader among those who believe in a definite and

powerful influence exerted upon Judaism and early

Christianity by Parsi thought. I shall have to argue

against this view, except to a very limited extent,

but the passage will serve none the worse as a state-

ment of the common features of the religions,

however explained

:

In the Persian religion the later Judaism came in contact

with a powerful and influential faith, predominant in one

part of the world and strongly impressing even the Greeks,

which at least in its purer form was almost of equal rank

with itself. In no other religion outside Judaism was there

so pronounced, and triumphant a movement of belief

towards monotheism—if we make allowance for the strong

tendency to dualism. Ahura Mazdah is, among all the

deities of the world that surrounded Judaism, distinctively

of a type which can most easily be compared with that of

Yahweh. We have here also a strong spiritualising,

transcendental bent, a deep-seated union of religion with

earnest ethical thought. And in details how many

resemblances and agreements are found ! Here, as there,

the thought of the hereafter and the judgement is central,

and the doctrine of individual rewards and punishments is

complementary , to apocalyptic, the elaborated doctrine of

the future of the world. In both religions there is a

tendency towards dualism : the Kingdom of God, of Ahura

Mazdah, stands in contrast with that of the devil, of Angra

Mainyu. In both we find remarkable coincidences in

Die Religion des Judeniums in neutesta7rientlichen Zeitaltery ed.^

( 1906 ), p. 549.
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speculations concerning God and divine beings {Hypostases ^

= Amesha Spenta) ; in both, sacrifice and worship {Kult)

recedes before ritual and ceremonial, and we may character-

ise both as religions of observance (of the Law). In both

great stress is laid on the care of the poor. Just as the

order of Scribes arose in Judaism over against the priest-

hood, the Magi among the Persians gained increasingly

the character of theologians, commentators, and custodians

of an ancient scripture tradition. Just as a canon of

Scripture was formed in later Judaism, Parsism appears

in the same period to have possessed a like collection.

True, in all this there need not be any dependence : it may
all be parallel development. But the coincidence in so

many points is extremely remarkable, and compels us to

examine it more closely. For we are concerned here with

contacts and perhaps with dependence in the very centre

of things.

One more quotation may be in place before I

proceed to elaborate the parallel. Prof. Soderblom, at

the beginning of his important work, Les Fravashis,

quotes a late Parsi creed according to the translation

of Darmesteter. It runs thus :

I have no doubt as to the truth of the good religion of

the worshippers of Mazda, the coming of the Resurrection

and the future life, the passing of the Cinvat Bridge, the

account made during the Three Nights [after death] of merits

and reward, of faults and punishment, the truth of heaven

and hell, the annihilation of Ahriman and the demons, the

final victory of God the Spirit of Good, and the destruction

of the spirit of evil and the demons, the brood of darkness.

^ A definition of these hypostases may be appended from Prof.

Bertholet’s continuation of Stade, Bibi TheoL des A, T., ii. 394

:

they are ‘^‘^nicht ganz so anschanlich konkrete, volkstiimliche

Gestalten wie die Engel, aber auch nicht reine abstrakte Gedan-

kengebilde ; die naive Philosophie denkt sie sich in gewisser Weise
personlich” (W. Luekens, Die Schriften des N, T., ix. SS5).

19
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This credo is removed by its date from the Early

Zoroastrianism to which we are limited, but it is

completely in the spirit of the oldest period. We
cannot read it without recognising how little material

change must be made to enable devout Christians to

use it heartily. We should have to add to it, and

add what is of primary importance, but there is

nothing to take away. It is well to realise this at

the outset, that we may the better appreciate our

problem.

The comparison in detail may begin with the idea

of God. That the divine name “ Wise Lord ” is

closely akin to Biblical conceptions needs no proof.

But it is interesting to observe that the Old Testa-

ment conception of “ wisdom ” as a strictly practical

and ethical attribute answers well to Zarathushtra's

view, in which there is no room for merely speculative

or theoretical knowledge. The omniscience of the

Creator is a point kept in great prominence by
Zarathushtra, who would have found nothing to

question in such an exposition as the twenty-eighth

chapter of Job. The doctrine grew in explicitness

in later times, when this attribute of Deity was so

conspicuous that ignorance and blindness had to be
primary features of the evil spirit who was the
mechanical antithesis of the Good in all his functions.

Another parallel development may be seen in the

conception of the “ wisdom ” that God gives to men.
In the Hebrew scriptures it is the “ fear of Yahweh,”
the knowledge how to live in conformity to the will

of God. In the book of Prove^'bs Wisdom is

personified in a way that reminds us strongly of
Aramaiti, whom Plutarch represented as ^o<pla. The
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personification in each case is feminine, and pictures

a spirit specially associated with the Deity : in post-

Gathic phrase, Aramaiti is the “ daughter ” of Ahura
Mazdah. Those who are so minded may observe that

she was especially protectress of the Earth, from
Aryan times, and may recall that in Prov. f.

Wisdom was with Yahweh when the Earth’s founda-

tions were laid, and took her pleasure in it.

That the “ Only Wise God ” was Creator is a

fundamental doctrine of both religions. The already

quoted confession of the Achsemenian kings shows
that Ahura made both the material and the moral
world,^ both man and happiness. But in the original

Zarathushtrian doctrine, even as in the emphatic

words of Deutero- Isaiah, there was no room for the

dualism which removed from the Creator’s province

the darker side of the world. In Isai. 45^ Yahweh
“ creates darkness ” and “ evil ”

;
^ and in the Gathas

( 44®) Ahura creates darkness, being indeed, as the

context emphatically declares (u.'^), creator of “all

things.” The Gathas do not retain for us any

suggestion that Ahura made disease or death, as the

Hebrew prophet boldly claims. Naturally the Magi
would eliminate this feature if it was ever there,

having developed the idea of a counter-creation. The
thought of actual creation ex nihilo was present in the

Bundahish, as Casartelli points out : see SBE, v. 121 f.

Whether this is based on ancient material we naturally

^ The statement depends on our rendering of BydtU, Avestan

which in the latter can only mean joy ”
: compare its

cognate qides. Other renderings have been given^ but there does

not seem room for doubt.

- That is^ of course, physical or material evil^ not moi’al.

I
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cannot determine
;
nor can we say with certainty

how early the idea appeared in Israel. It is said by
Dr Skinner to appear first unambiguously in 2 Macc.
7^®, dated not long before our era. Even this passage

is questioned by Hatch {Hibbert Lectures, p. 195 £),

who would make the Gnostic Basilides the earliest

to announce the doctrine.^

Two other striking features may be noticed in

which the concept of Deity approximates in the two
religions. That “ God is light, and in Him is no

darkness at all” is a doctrine too familiar to need

further illustration. But Parsism from the first lays

quite equal stress on the idea. In the anthropomor-

phic phrase, Ahura “ clothes himself with the massy

heavens,” even as Yahweh “cover[s him]self with

light as with a garment.” Later we have the splendid

phrase that the body of Ahura is like the light and

his soul like Truth.^ This is as immaterial a con-

ception as could be easily devised, and it fits in with

the constant insistence on the spiritual nature of God.

Prof. Soderblom well brings out the fundamental

antithesis of corporeal and spiritual {astvant and

mainyava). It goes back to early times, and may
be called an alternative dualism. He notes that the

Jewish fundamental antithesis was rather between

the present age and the future.® Ahura is wholly

spiritual, and surrounded by spirits. The great

Johannine saying that God is Spirit, and His

^ I owe the reference to my colleague Prof. A. S. Peake.

^ See p. 391 for its original Greek (Porphyry).

^ Les Fravashis, 6o f. The division cuts across the other dualistic

division : cf. the illustrations quoted from Prof. Soderblom above,

p. 147f.
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worshippers must worship in spirit and truth, would

translate very easily into Gathic. Nor would the

Pauline antithesis of the seen and the unseen, the

temporal and the eternal, sound unfamiliar to men
whose thought was guided by Zarathushtra.

The most characteristic feature of Zarathushtra’s

own theology is the doctrine of the Amshaspands.

It has been already shown that we are specially bound

here to distinguish the Gathic teaching from that

of the Later Avesta, and carefully avoid crediting

Zarathushtra with anything for which we cannot give

chapter and verse from his own poems. This means,

as we saw, that the collective name and the fixing of

a number must be sacrificed. The spirits of whom
we are now thinking receive in the Gathas distinctly

the name Ahura just as Mazdah does. They are, in

fact, no more detachable from Mazdah’s own hypo-

stasis than the “ Angel of Yahweh ” or the “ Spirit of

Yahweh ” is from Yahweh himself in the oldest

Hebrew scriptures. The whole use of the names in

the Gathas shows us that we have to do with con-

cepts which are within the concept of God, not

separate from it. The combination therefore has to

be taken together if we would realise what attributes

were assigned to the Deity in the religion. We
soon see how far the Jewish and the Parsi theology

travel together. First among these Divine attributes

stands Asa, the Divine Order, ideal Truth and Right.

To stop and prove that Judaism made i-ighteousness

and judgement the foundation of God’s throne would

be superfluous indeed. Then comes the Thought of

God, out of which springs ail that is good. And we
are taught that man must think God’s Thought after
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Him, and find in this their heaven. Vohu Manah is

in fact very much like the New Testament evSoKLa.

His two sides are fairly combined in the phrase

avOpooTToi evSoKLa^ in the Gloria—-men on whom God’s

vahistdm mano rests, and who reflect that Best

Thought upon all around. That “the Kingdom
belongs to Yahweh ” was a central doctrine with the

prophets of Israel, who prepared for the sublime

simplicity of the daily prayer ^ ^aa-Ckela aov—
ajamydt ysaQi'dm Qwom, as Zarathushti*a might well

have said. The constant thought of the Kingdom of

God as the supreme object of man’s ambition is in

the Gathas largely obscured for us by the difficult

language
;
but it is central, and there is no more

significant link between the religion of the Iranian

prophet and that of the Gospels. Next stands

Aramaiti, Piety, which seems to us rather an attribute

of good men than of God. But it is fair to plead

that to include God’s best gifts within His own nature

is true to the deepest reality. The Kingdom, supreme

Dominion, is what He possesses. Piety, Salvatior

and Immortality are what He gives. But He always

gives Himself. We may complete the Biblical paralle

by recalling that the “ Son ” of God is expressly saic

in Heb. 5^ f. to have been “ heard because of his

eilXdjSeta,” and we could hardly find a closer Greel

equivalent for Aramaiti. The same verse attribute

viruKorj, sraoSa, to Jesus, and thus brings in another o

these Zarathushtrian Ahuras as an attribute of om
who is claimed to be Divine. The special epithe

spmta suggests a further parallel. If Piety is beyon<

all others “ holy,” and “ holy ” means, as we have seen

“ beneficent,” we see an approximation to the grea
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doctrine of James P® f., that the only ritual {dp>ia-Kela)

that is acceptable to the God and Father is that of

practical benevolence and a pure heart. So we pass

on to the twin gifts of God to man, perfect sound-

ness and endless life. “ I came that they may have

life and have abundance,” said the Johannine Christ,

and these are just the two great gifts foreshadowed in

Zarathushtra’s thought : their splendid comprehensive-

ness shows how well he knew ^>i\oSv ra -xapia-ixara TO.

ij.el'i^ova} And like the rest, these gifts are attributes

of the Divine. Here, as all through our exposition,

we can go to the New Testament to enlarge and

explain great truths that Zarathushtra saw “in a

mirror, riddlewise.” To realise the Amshaspand
Haurvatat, “ Wholeness,” or Salvation,^ we remember
the command, “ Be perfect, even as your heavenly

Father is perfect.” And for its twin, the projection

of this perfect soundness, this fullness of life and

blessing, into a future which death has no power to

mar, we think of the revelation of Him who “ only

hath immortality, dwelling in unapproachable light,”
**

and of the words that tell us how He “ created man
for incorruption, and made him an image of his own
proper being.” *

I have intentionally spent a little time in expanding

the obvious parallels from the Christian Scriptures,

1 John 1 Cor. 12^^.

2 Jackson, in a recent paper (Amer, Jouriml of Tkeol.^ April 1913,

p. 198), remarks that Haurvatat “denotes ‘^wholeness,’ ^ perfection/

^ saving grace,’ and hence ^ salvation
’ ”—its etymological cognate,

by the way.
s 1 Tim. 6^®.

^ Wisdom 2^. For tStor'^ros two cursives read dtStoTT^ro?, “ ever-

lastingness.”
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because the very juxtaposition of the implicit and
the explicit may help us to make for ourselves a

profitable comparison of the two religions. We
cannot praise the older faith more highly than by
showing how it contained seed-thoughts that in the

light and warmth of Christian enthusiasm might have

blossomed into beauty for all the world to admire.

There is also another comment that will be in place

after nearly every paragraph in the present exposition.

We have seen that Judaism and Christianity have

developed a series of fundamental ideas which can be

recognised centuries before in the obscure phrases

of the Gathas. But the difference of setting is so

complete that we have not to argue against the

perversely ingenious people who write as if there

was a complete set of Sacred Books of the East in

Aramaic on the shelves of a public library in Nazareth

or Capernaum. One cannot, of course, predict what
a Jensen or a Drews may say—quihus est nihil

negatum

!

But for scholars in general there will, of

course, be no thought of dependence in such a sphere

as this; and the very fact that there may be such

deep-seated affinity in religions which at least in these

respects admittedly did not influence one another,

may be remembered as a useful caution later on.

Pursuing my general comparative method, I

proceed to point out a more recondite affinity than
those I have been noticing. I have observed already

that the Amshaspands are so markedly within the

Divine hypostasis as not to allow the sugges-

tion that Zarathushtra’s own thought fell short of

monotheism. There is a very real but by no means
obvious parallel in the development of Early Christian
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theology. For my purpose it does not matter when
or how the doctrine of the Trinity emerged as an

attempt to explain the mutual relations of Divine

Personalities who are central in the New Testament:

my point would not be affected if the Trinitarian

dogma was the invention of Athanasius. Nor need

I stop to define the Catholic doctrine, which I

naturally do not suggest to be an exact or even very

close parallel to Zai'athushtra’s idea. Obviously the

Iranian sage would never have approved or even

understood the Athanasian Creed. For him the

doctrine of an incarnation would have associated

itself with the unlovely avatars of Aryan mythology,

and have suffered discredit from the association, just

as it would have been discredited in the eyes of

Socrates by the epiphanies of Greek deities. It is

very suggestive that the Christian doctrine of Incarna-

tion sprang up on virgin soil.^ The affinity between

the Christian and the pure Zarathushtrian doctrine

lies simply in the fact that both systems realise the

necessity of recognising a differentiation within the

Godhead—that if God is “the white radiance of

eternity,” there is also “ a rainbow round about the

Throne,” which is that same Radiance seen in another

way. There are six hues, or more, in Zarathushtra’s

rainbow, only three in the Christian, but the under-

lying reason is the same. It is, moreover, only

^ Perhaps I had better guard myself by observing that I am
perfectly aware of alignments that have been urged in favour of

foreign influences here. I cannot discuss them in these Lectures,

and need only say that they entirely fail to commend themselves

to my judgement, which in this matter is altogether free from bias.

How anyone could fail to see in Matt, i.-ii. the most intensely

Jewish chapters in the New Testament passes my compi*ehension.
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heightened by the impossibility of equating any part

of the Hexad to a part of the Triad. It would be
possible enough to argue for a Trinity in the Gathas,

where Ahura Mazdah, Asha and Vohu Manah stand

together in very marked detachment from the remain-

ing four. But the comparison helps us nothing : we
might as well illustrate the Athanasian Creed by quot-

ing the triad Zeus, G^, and Helios ^ from Egyptian
Greek papyri. There is a “ Holy Spirit ” in the

Gathas, but he is not a separate Ahura. We find

Mazdah described as the Father of Asha {Ys 4#),

but the conception is too metaphorical and abstract

to suggest except verbally the Divine Fatherhood
of the New Testament. Then there is Darmesteter’s

attempt to compare Vohu Manah with the Logos.
But, as Prof. Mills very justly observes,^ Asha
would have been decidedly preferable in this com-
parison, if the Gathas are mainly in view

; and the

resemblance is shadowy at best. Putting aside all

attempts to force parallels which are not helpful, we
may be the more impressed by the far deeper unity

of the two systems in the way in which they were
led to look upon God.®

1 So Oxyrhynchus Papyri, vol. i. pp. 106, 107, in two documents,
dated 86 and 100 a.d. (as restored by Deissmann in TliLZ, 1898,

p, 628). The formula is said by Schurer to recur twice in inscriptions

of the Bosporus. One may compare with this the triad of Artaxerxes
Mnemon, mentioned on the next page.

2 ZaraOustra, Philo, the Achcemenids and Israel, p. 17.

® A very remarkable argument by a Mohammedan scholar, who
claims that the idea of differentiation within the Godhead is implicit

in the faith of Islam as well as in Christianity, is cited in Internal.

Review of Missions for January 1913, p. 115 f. See some remarks
on this in my Religions and Religion (Fernley Lecture, 1913),

p. 100 f.
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I should mention, perhaps, that Prof. Soderblom,

in his interesting paper on “ Holy Triads,” com-

municated to the Oxford Congress for the History of

Religions, cited Prof. Albrecht Weber, who made
what seems a rather strange selection of the most

important questions concerning the influence of the

Avestan religion upon the Biblical religions. It is

“ the possible connexion between the Avestan triad,

God, the Doctrine, the Souls of the pious believers

(the Fravashis) . . . and the Christian Trinity . . .

;

and the Buddhist triad, Buddha, the Law, and the

Congregation, must also be taken into account.”

Prof. Soderblom justly observes that “such a trinity

scarcely appears in the Avesta.” He himself has

much to say of a Holy Triad found independently in

non-polytheistic founded religions, “ the Revealer, his

revelation (God), and the new life of his followers,”

which stands in sharp antithesis to the triads of poly-

theistic creeds : Mazdah, Anahita and Mithra on the

inscriptions of Mnemon will serve as an example.

What I said above about the “ Holy Spirit
”

{Sponta Mainyu) of Mazdeism leaves me free to note

how strikingly the Gathic concept illustrates that of

the “ Spirit of Yahweh ” in the Old Testament.

There is the same combination of distinctness and

identity, the same stress upon spirituality. Of
course, the fact that we use the same English render-

ing must not mislead us into an exaggerated notion of

the equivalence of Spdnta Mainyu and to ayiov irv^ft.a

or its Hebrew original. The connotation of “ holiness
”

in the two languages is quite distinct ; and while Greek
and Hebrew get their word for “spirit” from the

^ Transactions, ii. 39 1

.
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idea of “breath,” the Avestan starts from the verb

“think.” A smaller point I may just name before I

pass from this comparison. In 1^5 33® we read of

“ the Dominion of Good Thought ” {xsa()7v?}i vavhaus

manaaho). So we may have one of the Hexad depend-

ing on another, instead of on M azdah. It is perhaps

not too fanciful to compare the occasional appearance

of TO TTvey/j-a ’Itja-ov or XptaTov in the New Testament as

a designation of the Third Person of the Trinity.

I must pass on from these necessarily abtruse

points of theology, in which it is easy for one who
is neither philosopher nor expert in the history of

dogma to stumble. Whether my comparison hitherto

has been just or fanciful, I am on sure ground when
I point out the general resemblance of the paths by

which the two religions reached the heights of

monotheism. To each people when polytheism still

reigned there came a great Prophet, the centre of

whose message was to bid them fix their thought

and faith on One alone. But neither Moses nor

Zarathushtra denied the existence of other beings

called divine. The Gathas know nothing of gods

who could be regarded as inferior to Mazdah but on

his side. For Zarathushtra, we should judge, the step

was already taken which late in Israel’s history made
the gods of other peoples real divinities, but of devilish

nature. In the Inscriptions, however, Ahura Mazdah
is “ the greatest of gods {madiSta baganam)” and

these “ gods (baga) ” are beneficent. We may assume

safely that if Zarathushtra tried to ignore these

inferior deities he failed to carry his people with him.

The growth of monotheism, after the primary impulse

was spent, lay along the same lines in both nations.
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The transcendence of the one national deity—Ahura
Mazdah, “the God of the Aryans,” Yahweh, “the

God of Israel”—became more and more marked with

time ;
and ultimately the nation reached a real mono-

theism by this road. In each case there is a possi-

bility that the Founder reached it ages before. It

may be added that the lines of religious declension

were much the same. The old polytheism in each case

constantly threatened to return. Mithra and Anahita

might in theory be only yazata, angels subordinated to

the only God, just as in medieval Christianity Michael

and the Virgin were by theologians kept wholly apart

from Deity. But with the populace the distinction

was unreal, and polytheism virtually returned, as it did

throughout the history of Israel before the Captivity.

The part played by the Prophet may be compared
with suggestive results. Zarathushtra stands solitary

in the history of Parsism, while Moses has a series of

successors, some of whom were at least as great as

himself. There lies the most important part of the

ultimate difference between the destiny of the

religions. In other respects the parallel will hold.

Each Founder was credited in later days with a

complete legislative system, which in Zarathushtra’s

case was the work of men wholly alien ^ from his

spirit. By way of compensation, the men who mis-

1 Here I must chronicle the fact that my friend Prof. Jackson

sprinkles queries about these two words. His opinion is worth so

much more than mine that the reader should be told when I am
venturing without his company. My main contention is that the

ritual of the Vendidad was alien to Zarathushtra^ who^ as I under-

stand him^ had nothing of the ritual or the sacerdotal in his system.

But I have no doubt that without their adaptation Zarathushtra's

thought would have failed to survive.
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represented him—unconsciously enough, we may
probably assume—elevated him to a virtually divine

rank, and supported the apotheosis with a multitude

of singularly feeble miracles. It will be admitted

that the memory of Moses was hallowed in ways

more congruous with the Prophet’s true character

and message.

When we come down from the Doctrine of God
into the comparatively indifferent sphere of angel-

ology, we are entering a subject where dispute is

more feasible. But even here we may put in the fore-

front some coincidences which none would claim to

be anything else. The prominence of Fire in both

religions will be one, for it is too obviously old to be

conceivably borrowed. “ The Fii’e of Yahweh ” and

“the Fire of Ahura Mazdah” are parallel phrases,

and the associations of each are very similar. Yet it

is clear that the sacredness of Fire as an emblem
came to Iran and to Israel by totally different roads.

The Zoroastrian A tar, with which we compared the

Latin airmm, the room where the house-fire burnt,

was in its origin neither sacrificial nor elemental, but

represented simply the fire of the hearth, which in

a country of intensely cold winters had never lost the

supreme importance belonging to it in the Urheimat

in Northern Europe and through the long migrations

over the Steppes. The Fire of Yahweh was in its

origin, we may suppose, the lightning :
^ the narratives

1 Or the volcano : I do not pretend to determine a matter which

conceims the Old Testament specialist. There is much interesting

matter on this subject in Hugo Gressmann's Eschatologie, Dr
Gressmann would trace a connexion between volcanic theophanies

and the a^ah comparing especially Enoch 52® 67^ ftl, where we
have mountains of metal that melt. He would also (see p. 37-40)
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of the theophanies in fire, and the familiar phrases in

which the God of Israel is described as “everlasting

burnings ” or “ a devouring fire,” are distant survivals

of what was once quite literal and had become wholly

spiritualised. Another quasi-angelic figure in the

Gathas is the Ox-Soul, which, with the Ox-Creator,

represents the world of animal life entrusted to the

diligent husbandman. There is a likeness in the

loftier and wider conception of the “Four Living

Creatures,” borrowed by the New Testament apoca-

lyptist from Ezekiel, and defined by a commentator

as representing “Creation and the Divine immanence

in Nature.” Other points in angelology we will

postpone for the present, as affording at least a

plausible case for direct borrowing.

We come, then, to the Doctrine of Evil. Here

again there has naturally been strong presumption of

Persian influence on later Judaism. Keturning to

that point after developing the present thesis, I will

note here some resemblances in which influence would

not be alleged. Before doing so let me quote a

sentence from Prof. De Groot’s Religion of the

Chinese (p. 3)

:

The oldest and holiest books of the empire teach that

the universe consists of two souls or breaths, called Yaivg

and Yin, the Yang representing light, warmth, productivity,

and life, also the heavens from which all these good things

emanate ; and the Yin being associated with darkness, cold,

death, and the earth.

get the later conceptions of Weltbrande, found in Jewish pseudepi-

graphic writings (and in 2 Peter), from Iranian sources. I am not

much tempted, I confess. The matter should come later, but I

mention it here as I shall not be returning to it.
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I might proceed with the quotation for another

page, but this sentence will suffice to show that

Parsism, especially in its Magian form, has parallels

in Chinese religion comparable with anything we
could find in Judaism. Prof. De Groot does not

allude to Parsism, unless it be in rejecting with em-
phasis “theories advanced by some scientists” that

China’s religion proper had its origin “in Chaldeean

or Bactrian countries,” and maintaining that “ it has

had a spontaneous birth on China’s soil ” (p. 2). But

if we wrote Oromazdes for Yang and Areimanios for

Yin, we might well imagine his words to be a para-"^

phrase of Plutarch on the religion of the Magi. We
shall have to find extraordinary closeness between

Jewish and Persian doctrine before we can argue for

historical connexion, with this Chinese parallel in mind.

A very fair closeness, however, may be observed,

if nothing so close as the Chinese. Zarathushtra’s

own name for the spirit of evil, “ the Lie ” [Dricj),

resembles the Biblical use of “ lie ” for an idol : cf.

Isai. 44“, Rom. 1*^ Rev. 21^^ Jer. lO'L The parallel

comes out more vividly in the emphasis with which

both religions enthrone Truth as supremely Divine.

As we have seen (p. 135 f.), once in the Gathas the

epithet “ enemy ” {angra) is applied to the spirit of

evil ;
and the term was caught up, by the Magi,

apparently, to become the normal title of the evil

deity of later dualism. Curiously enough, the

Hebrew term “ Satan ” has the same meaning as

Angra, and develops in much the same way. That

angra meant “ enemy ” was lost in the Parsi tradition,

which renders “ wicked ” or “ murderous ”
;

^ but we
1 Neriosengh^ kantar, I take this from Mills.
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cannot base any argument on this, as we do not knpw
how long what is pretty certainly the original meaning

survived. But authorities on Hebrew religion point

out that “ the Satan ” is in the earlier passages

completely subordinate to Yahweb
;

^ and this is

held to dilFerentiate him from Angra Mainyu,

who is set in a dualistic opposition to Ahura Maz-

dah. Now it is true that in the Gathas the

“ Two Primeval Spirits ” are thus opposed ;
^ and

it is obvious that no Jew could ever have allowed

the notion of an evil spirit apparently coeternal

with Yahweh, as far as the beginning is con-

cerned. But later Parsism subordinates Ahri-

man as thoroughly as could be. He has, indeed,

the power of creation, and not only (like the Satan

of Job) a delegated power to hurt. But ignorance

and blindness, and the strictest limitation of his

power, with final destruction awaiting him at a set

time, subordinate him sufficiently ; and if some

of these traits are developed only in the Magian

process of antithesis, we must remember that in no

other form would Persian ideas reach the Jews. We
should, however, go on to note that the Bundahish

makes the time-limit originate in an arrangement

between Ormazd and Ahriman, in which the latter

overreached himself through possessing only “ back-

ward knowledge.” 'This transaction (if the Bundahish

is not depending here on purely Sassanian notions) is

as alien as it well could be from the whole spirit of

^ See G. B. Gray, Enc. BibL, 4297 ; Stade, Gesck, ii. 243.

2 See Ys 30^ and notes, also p. 132 f. In Ys 45‘^ we have the

sharp antithesis brought out : this is the one place where the term
angra occurs in the Gathas.

20
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the Yahweh religion.^ An actual genetic relation

between Parsism and the growth of the Satan idea in

Judaism seems to be thus excluded: how far a

connexion may have existed we will inquire later.

Meanwhile we may note Prof. Soderblom’s remark ®

that Angra is not enough to explain the Satan, for he

does not go beyond his own domain in the corporeal

world : here we must not, however, forget that he

is emphatically the spirit of lies, which makes him
obviously a Tempter. Soderblom refers to Luke 4®,

John 2 Cor. 4*, 1 John 5“ as essentially strange

to Mazdeism. That religion certainly could not con-

ceive of Ahriman as “prince of this world,” which

is the scene of the great strife, and of victories for

Ahura marked by few defeats. The difference of

conception is thus very deep-seated, even though it is

possible to describe the affinity in words, that go far.

Thus Prof. Jackson sums it up® by saying that

Ahriman resembles Satan in being

alike opponent of God, tempter of the Saviour, foe of

mankind, author of lies, a traitor and deceiver, an arch-

fiend in command of hosts of demons.

To this we may add that the host over which the

evil spirit presides was recruited in the same way in

Iran and in Israel. The Daevas, as we have seen,

^ To a very limited extent, perhaps, we ought to allow that the

Prologue of Job shows us the Satan parleying with Yahweh, and

being ultimately overreached by his own proposals. But in the

Pahlavi theology God makes proposals to the Devil and so ensnares

him, which goes a long way beyond the challenge of Yahweh in

Job. And in Job the Satan is not yet the foe of God : they are

not two antagonistic world-powers. It is here that the essential

contrast lies.

® Reviewing Stave, in BHR, xl. 266 if. ** Grundriss, ii. 652.
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were the gods of the pre-Reforraation age ;
and so

were the Baalim in Palestine. Milton’s greatest

poetry has made the later Jewish doctrine vivid for

us, peopling hell with the gods of other nations.

Akin to this is the doctrine of the fall of the angels.

The Daevas “ chose ” the wrong side, we read in the

Gathas ( Ys 30®), which suggests distinctly that they

“kept not their first estate.” Naturally the basis of

this statement is simply the fact that the majority

of the Iranian people to whom Zarathushtra preached

refused the truth he offered and “ chose the Lie.”

The Jewish doctrine originated very differently, but

the result is the same
;
and in both religions it is

equally inconspicuous. Far more important is the

doctrine of the fall of man. I have discussed this

fully in Lecture IV. If my interpretation of an

obscure text is right, we could say that in both

religions the primeval parent sinned by giving for-

bidden food which should bring immortality, and

that the sin was committed through the deceit of a

demon power. In both again we have the spirit of

evil materialised as a serpent—we may pass over the

absence of Azi Dahaka from the Fall story, which is

of course but a fragment. And in both the con-

sequence of the Fall is the loss of the Divine “ Glory.”

Put in this way, the resemblance is so striking that

we should assume dependence to be inevitable. But

mark the differences, which will serve as an illustra-

tion of the too much neglected fact that by judicious

selection one can make widely varying material

appear to be the same.^ In the Avesta, it is a king

who gives forbidden food to his subjects
; in Genesis.

^ See on this my Religions and Rekg^onj p. 26,
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a woman who gives it to her husband. In the former

the food is beef, in the latter the fruit of a tree.

Moreover, Yima had lost his pride of place long before

the Avestan story took its form : he was only in the

fifth generation of mankind—Mahalalel in Genesis

instead of Adam. He has a brother, who treats him
ultimately as Cain treated Abel, and there are men
enough in the world to supply him with a kingdom.

His story, indeed, has features which recall later

narratives in Semitic saga, for his F'ar has points in

common with Noah’s ark—to say nothing of its

resemblances to the apocalyptic imagery of the New
Jerusalem. Since the Hebrew stories with their

Babylonian parallels are far too old to be borrowed

from Iranian sources in any period that lies within

centuries of the dawn of Iranian history, any borrow-

ing hypothesis here must work the other way.

Yima emerges accoi-dingly as a combination of ele-

ments taken from Adam, Eve, their son Abel, their

great-great-great-grandson, and lastly Noah. I had

almost forgotten to clinch this demonstration by
the decisive fact that Gaya, the name of the new
Iranian first man, means “life,” and “Eve” was

understood to mean the same. Many a less weighty

case than this has been accepted as a verdict of

science ere now

!

From first things let us pass to the last, and show
how Zarathushtra moved in parallel lines with Israel’s

prophets in his visions of the End. The learned and

ingenious work of Boklen^ is dedicated entirely to

this subject ; and Stave’s Ehiflms des Parsisrmis auj

^ Die Verwandtschaft der judisck-ckristlichen mit der parsischen

Eschatologie (Gottingen^ 1902).
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das Judenhm'^ devotes much space to it, as does

Soderblom’s great work, La Vie Future dtapres le

Mazdeisme} How far we may go in recognising

Zarathushtra as a real influence among those which

ultimately shaped Jewish and Christian eschatology

we will inquire later. For the present let us again

note merely the similarities and the differences of the

two systems, taking first the future of the world and

then that of the individual.

Among striking but certainlyfortuitous coincidences

the most notable concern the figure of the “Future

Deliverer.” We have seen that saosyant in the Gathas

is the term which Zarathushtra uses of himself and

his immediate followers. He believes that it will be

his own work to inaugurate a new era, and he pictures

a fiery purging of the world wherein all evil will be

destroyed. Moreover, he distinctly implies that “ this

generation shall not pass away till all these things

have happened.” The Prophet died, and “ all things

continue as they were from the beginning of the

creation.” For us, as in the case of one yet greater

than Zarathushtra, the lesson is that to know the

when of future certainties, discerned by prophetic

insight, is for some reason wholly incompatible with

the conditions of a real humanity.^ The religion

1 Haarlem, 1898. 2 Paris, 1901.

^ To discuss the application of this principle to the Gospels^

under the guidance of Mark is of course impossible here
; nor

can I even indicate my own view without trespassing out of my
present subject, difficult though it is even to institute a comparison

without stating my standpoint in this much-discussed question.

To show that I have not ignored the problem, 1 may just refer

to a paper entitled Maranatha ” in the Free Church Year-hook

for 1911 , and to Religions arid Religion^ p. 141.
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adapted itself, as Christianity had to do, to the post-

ponement of the great hope. Saoshyant became a

figure of the distant future linked with Zarathushtra

by a miraculous birth.' The too dogmatic precision

of Magian thought ultimately fixed a date for the

coming of Saoshyant. According to the Bundahish,

as worked out by E. W. West {SBE, xlvii. p. xxxi),

his birth will take place in 2341 a.b., his two fore-

runners dating respectively one and two thousand

years before this : the actual Renovation is fixed for

2398 A.n., when Saoshyant reaches the age of fifty-

seven. Parsi prediction, wiser than that which even

in our own time gains thousands of credulous ad-

herents in Christendom, left a good margin of time

before its assertions could be put to the test of

experience. Qid vivra verra !

As we saw above, Zarathushtra himself concentrates

mainly on the individual’s future destiny, and the

reaction of that destiny on present conduct. That
men will be judged at last for all their thoughts,

words, and deeds, and that their own Self will

determine a future destiny of weal or woe, is the sum
of his teaching, and it is the sum of Christian teach-

^ It is not superfluous to remark that this fact has been pressed

into comparison with Isai. 7^^ and the story of Matt. 1, and that by
Dr P. Horn, a first-rank authority on Iranian subjects. It seems
necessary, therefore, to relate the manner of Saoshyant’s birth from

the seed of Zarathushtra, preserved by 99^999 Fravashis in the

waters of Lake Ktaaoya^ in which at last three maidens successively

will be impregnated when bathing, and bring forth severally

Saoshyant and his two predecessors, XJyyyai • 9nia and U)(yyat * mmak.
See SBE, xxiii. 195 n.^ I express no opinion here as to the

Matthew story; but surely, in the name of science and sense,

we might be spared the trouble of discussing such parallels '' as

these!
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ing also. He is equally in accord when he promises

the righteous a spiritual Paradise, endless in duration,

vocal with songs of praise, and bright with the

Presence of God and the Spirits that surround the

Throne. Even the imagery of celestial food is

common to both systems, while the difference between

“spring butter” and “the fruit of the vine” is

sufficient to prove the emblems wholly independent.

We have seen that Zarathushtra associated Judge-

ment with the old mythological idea of the Bridge

over which the soul must pass to heaven, but added to

it the significant figure of Cinvant, “the Separator”:

here we are at once reminded of Matt. 25®- (and

Joel 3“?). There was one contingency for which

Zarathushtra made provision, the thought of which

never came into Old orNew Testament. His criterion

for the “ separation ” at the Bridge must have been

the ancient balancing of merits and offences, the soul

going to heaven or hell according as the one or the

other predominated. It was inevitable therefore that

the case of equal or nearly equal balance should come
into consideration. The Christian system went
deeper. Every man must be either wheat or tare,

either fig or thistle, and a mixed crop of figs and
thistledown is unthinkable. Now of course this

seems flatly to contradict the facts of life. We are

mixed, very mixed; and Zarathushtra undeniably

faced a notorious reality, whatever we may think of

his solution of it. The Christian answer would be

that diagnosis is so impossible to human faculties

that we cannot even imagine an absolutely just award
upon any one human record : if we are theists we
must assume that an infinitely higher Intelligence
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will solve the problem which is too hard for us even

to set down. Our more practical problem is to live,

and to bring life to others.

And what of Retribution, for those who definitely

“ chose the Worst Thought ” ? For the Gathas there

seems to be but one answer.^ Penal suffering without

end—ill food and crying of “ Woe !
”—nothing less

is the reiterated threat of the Prophet to those who
defy his gospel. The Molten Metal, which accom-

plishes the “ separation ” (vidaiti) of mankind at the

General Judgement, would naturally be supposed to

annihilate either the whole being of the sinner or the

evil that is in him. The annihilationist and the

universalist theories may emerge in later Parsism,

but neither seems to have occurred to Zarathushtra.

And of course—explain it how we may—penal suffer-

ing without visible end is the figure which in the

New Testament sets forth the awful reality and

heinousness of sin. Independent witnesses here,

most certainly—for the resemblances vanish when we
come to detail,—the prophet minds which searched

most deeply the realities of life agreed that their

consequences must last beyond any limit that our

eyes can see.

One point may be mentioned from later Parsism as a

^ I must correct what I said in ERPP, 70, as too strong for the

evidence. Prof. Jackson sends me a note here which I am glad to

quote :— My own view has long been that Z. preached eternal

(j^avaeca yametataecd) punishment for the sinners, as implied so

often in the Avesta and elsewhere
;
yet we have in Z. the same

problem as with our own Christian ^everlasting.’ The Pahlavi

interpretation always renders the phrase, so far as I can remember,

by ‘till the future body’ {tan-i-pasln), or ‘until the Resurrection

’

(rist-akhe^y
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good illustration of fortuitous parallel. Boklen (p. 58f.)

quotes from the Sad Dar^ a statement that a soul which

on the Fourth Night proved to be deficient in good

works might have the necessary amount made up by

Mithra and Rashnu out of the works of supereroga-

tion accumulated by men of the good religion.^ In

later Judaism and medieval Christianity this doctrine

makes its appearance, and as far as date goes the

Pars! writer might be a borrower. But it comes

very naturally out of the idea of weighing merits,

which is fundamental in Persian thought. The Sad
JDar theologian insists upon that doctrine on the very

next page, urging that, if the sin outweighs the merit

by the estimation of a hair, that person arrives in

hell. He does not seem to remember the other

statement, which would require us to believe that

the treasury of supererogatory good works was empty.

The oversight is due simply to the fact that the

writer has a different object. When he tells of the

works of supererogation, he is insisting that men must

have no “ hesitation and doubt ” as to the superiority

of the Religion to all other faiths, with its store of

superfluous merits for the steadfast believer to draw

on. His moral in the next chapter is that “ even if

a sin is trifling it is not desirable to commit it.” If

this conception should after all be old, there is no

plausible reason for supposing that the Rabbis knew
of it, and as little for the converse: we have only

independent deductions from rather similar premisses.

^ SBEy xxiv, 258 : on its date see West’s introduction, p. xxxvii.

2 ‘^‘^Xhis is to be associated,” Prof. Jackson writes, ‘^‘‘witLi tlie

prayers for the soul as still made among the Farsis after the death

of one beloved.”
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The weighing of actions is a much older example
of independent coincidence. Prof. Jackson ^ cites a

passage from the ^atapatha B^'dhmaiia to show that

this is “an Indian as well as an Iranian idea.” This need
not mean that we assign it to Aryan antiquity, though
it seems to be suggested in the Gathas and is there-

fore very old in Iran. But some of the Old Testament
parallels cited by Boklen are sheltered from suspicion

of Zoroastrian influence by their very date : this must
at least be true of Job 31®, Prov. 16^ 21^ 24“ In
1 Sam. 2® we have the same word applied to the

weighing of actions, in a much older passage. But
the Hebrew word seems nearer to measuring than
weighing.® It is in any case a casual figure which
could occur to any writer without help from a foreign

literature. The really noteworthy resemblances come
much later. Boklen cites the Testament of Abraham,
which Dr M. R. James assigns to the second
century a.d.® Here we have an angel with scales,

and the case of a soul whose sins and merits balance

exactly, the total of each having been entered in a

book. This would suit a Parsi writing very well

indeed, but even here we ought to be able to support

the parallel with other suggestions of borrowing
before we can be sure of a real connexion.

Before I pass to the formal discussion of the

problem of historical dependence, I may collect a few
examples of isolated thoughts which resemble one

1 Actes du X. Congres intemat. des Orientalistes (Geneva, 1894),
ii. 65 ff.

2 See Driver’s note on 1 Sam., l.c., and the Oxford Hebrew Lexicon,

p. 1067.

3 Texts and Studies, ii. ii. 29 : the passage is on p. 90 f.—see also

p. 70.
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another. I take the Parsi parallel from Pahlavi

books, the date of which of course makes borrow-

ing from Christian Scriptures abundantly possible.

Nevertheless, I greatly doubt whether this has really

taken place : accidental coincidence seems to me far

more likely. The Golden Rule in its negative form

stands in a position by itself. I have put it into my
conjectural restoration of the story underlying Tobit

(p. 336), because it is found in Parsi writing and may
be old : its appearance in Tobit may therefore be due

to the very special conditions of that book. In the

Bundahish {SBE, v.) we read several sentences to

which Biblical parallels occur. Thus (p. 114) the

darkness of hell is “ fit to grasp with the hand ”

:

cf. Exod. lO^h Of the future life it is said (p. 126 f.)

:

They give every one his wife, and show him his children

with his wife ; so they act as now in the world, but there is

no begetting of children.’-

There is a certain resemblance to Imke 20®® f. A
striking passage on p. 124 tells us that a righteous

man who did not warn his wicked friend would suffer

shame in the assembly of judgement: West quotes

a parallel from Ardd-Viraf, where it is a husband who
neglected to teach his wife. We may compare
Ezek. 33^‘®.® A distant echo of Matt. 25“ may be

found in the Dtnkart {SBE, xxxvii. 196), where we
read

:

1 On this see Soderblom, La Vie Future^ 269.

2 I cannot see that there is any real resemblance between
2 Cor. 5^ and Bel 30-® (SBE^ v. 127): it is at most a similarity of

phrase. It would be more to the point to illustrate Paul here by
the Robe in the Hymn of the Soul,*' noting that Bardaisan had
Parsi affinities.
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Whoever gives anything to the disciples of Zaratust,
his reward and recompense are just as though the thing
had been given by him to Zaratust.

From the same book (p. 266) we may quote for its

resemblance to many Biblical passages,

Let no one practise ill-perpetrated deeds, even though
in a wilderness when far from publicity, nor in distress,

O Spitaman ! because Auharmazd, the observer of every-

thing, is aware of them.

In the Bahman YaU {SBE, v. 197) we have something
like the story of Dives and Lazarus

:

I have seen a celebrity with much wealth, whose soul,

infamous in the body, was hungry and jaundiced and in

hell, and he did not seem to me exalted; and I saw a
beggar with no wealth and helpless, and his soul was thriv-

ing in paradise, and he seemed to me exalted.

And in the same book (p. 203) there is a closer

parallel with Micah 7“ (Matt. 10^*^ f.)

:

And at that time, 0 Zaratust the Spitaman! all men
will become deceivers, great friends will become of different

parties, and respect, affection, hope, and regard for the
soul will depart from the world ; the affection of the father
will depart from the son ; and that of the brother from his

brother; the son-in-law will become a beggar from his

father-in-law, and the mother will be parted and estranged
from the daughter.

It will be allowed that these parallels have not
much of a moral either way, but they are perhaps
sufficiently interesting to warrant quoting. There
are doubtless others to be found for the trouble of
searching : we must ttirn to more important matters.

I think I may claim to have presented a suflficient

amount of manifestly fortuitous coincidence to justify
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an attitude of great caution when dependence is

alleged. The need of caution is the more obvious to

us when we notice how far-reaching are the theories

which have been built on the assumption of this

dependence. It is perhaps as well to remember that

these theories do not come from Iranian experts, but

from scholars whose fame was achieved in other fields.

Were we to count only the Iranists, we should even

doubt whether the Parsi did not bori’ow from the

Jew, for that was the view of Darmesteter ! And it

must be allowed that, however high is the authority

of the protagonists in this controversy, they have

nearly all come to the problem from another side,

compelled to take much at second hand when dealing

with Iranian texts. The real Avestan experts are

very cautious indeed. From yet another point of

view we learn the same lesson. Nothing impresses

us more vividly, in prolonged reading of modern

religionsgeschichtlich research, than the tenuity of

the resemblances upon which historical connexion is

often built up. Boklen’s parallels are to a very large

extent a conspicuous example in our particular field,

though they are vitiated still more seriously by

indifference to the date of his Parsi authorities, and

to the existence—often naively admitted—of equally

impressive parallels from other sources. The very

thought of fortuitous coincidence seems hardly to

enter the minds of many most learned and acute

investigators.^ The cautions of Prof. Clemen, in his

1 I cannot resist quoting one extraordinary example touching

the other side of the Aiyan held. Dr Hugo Gressmann^, in his

most able and suggestive book on the origin of Jewish eschatology

(p. 305), finds traces of mythus in the statement (Isai. 44^) that
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introduction to Prhnitive Christianity and its Non-
Jewish Sources, are very sane and veiy ranch needed,

as is best shown by the multitude of comparisons

alleged by first-rate scholars which he rejects. But
even among those which he accepts, in a thoroughly

tentative way, there are certainly some that are very

doubtful. The new method needs much more testing

before it will give us assured results.

Before we can begin to examine alleged parallels

between Judaism and Parsism, we must obviously

ask when and how contacts were made. That the

Northern Israelites were deported partly to Media
clearly cannot help us : later Judaism owed nothing

to the Ten Tribes, whose religious apostasy caused

them to vanish out of the history of Israel. What
of the Jews in the Babylonian Exile ? This question

concerns the extent to which they had any real

Zoi’oastrianism around them. During the “ Persian

period,” from the reign of Darius down to the fall

of the Achsemenian house, the Jews in Palestine

were subject to Zoroastrian kings, as we see else-

where. The period that follows is very dax'k. The
Arsacide dynasty probably helped Greek influence

in Judgea ; and our knowledge of the conditions is so

limited that we can neither form conclusions of our

own nor reject on positive evidence any conjectures

that ingenious speculation may attempt. What hap-

Cyrus trod not the path with his feet ” —so he translates, with a

reference to Dan. 8^. It is to be regarded as a trait of divinity,

established as such by the passage in the Tale of Nala

^

familiar to

every beginner in Sanskrit, where the four gods at Damayanti's
prayer distinguish themselves from their human lival by five tests

of which this is one. Possibly Gressmann only means it for illus-

tration.
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pened during the Sassanian age does not concern us.

I should, however, remind those who read detailed

comparisons in the work of Bousset or Boklen that

the antiquity of material to be found in the Pahlavi

books is subject to the greatest uncertainty. We
may be dealing with faithfully produced translations

of old Avestan texts now lost, or with doctrines of

medieval post-Sassanian Parsism. When we add to

this the problems of date presented by the material

collected in the Talmud, it is clear that the question

of interlacing dependence is likely to be often

insoluble. Happily, I am able to pass it by, and go

back to Babylon as the place of contact, according to

Bousset, the most important champion of the theory

of Iranian influence on Judaism. It may be well to

quote his summary {Judentum, p. 548)

:

The place where Parsism and Judaism came in contact

was Babylon and the Babylonian plain. In Babylon, as

we have said, was the centre of Jewish religion after the

Exile. And there are many indications that on the other

side Iranian religion had overflowed its ancient bounds and

pushed its way far into the west, and in any case had

attained the predominance in the old Babylonian mother-

country. When Alexander the Great made his expedition

to Babylon, there met him in the front rank the “ Magi ”

or Persian priests, and in the second the Chaldseans, the

priests of the Babylonian religion.^ In Greek tradition

1 Bousset quotes Quintus Curtius, who gives us the order of the

procession which met Alexander when he entered Babylon after

Arbela. After the captain of the citadel and the presents he

brought came the Magi :—Magi deinde suo more carmen canentes,

post hos Chaldaei Babyloniorumque non vates modo, sed etiam

artifices cum fidibus sui generis ibant, laudes hi regum canere soliti,

Chaldaei siderum motus et statas vices temporum ostendere. So
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Zarathushtra (Zoroaster, Zaratus, etc.) often figures as an

Assyrian or a Babylonian. This means that Greek scliolars

travelling in the East found the Zarathushtrian religion

predominant in the Babylonian plain. In Jewish-Christian

tradition the legendary ruler of Babylon, Nimrod, was

identified with Zoroaster. Iranian religion pushed yet

further westwards during the period with which we are

concerned, in the form of Mithraism, wliich was very closely

related and sprang from the same roots. Antiochus of

Commagene, in the first half of the first century b.c., was

a Mithraist, as we learn with certainty from his famous

epitaph. The religion of the pirates conquered by Pompey,

who came mostly from Cilicia and Cyprus, must also have

been Mithraism. Contacts between Judaism and Iranian

religion were abundant during the last centuries b.c. It

may further be noted that the relations of Judaism to the

Persian empire were from the first very friendly. To the

Persians Judaism largely owed its restoration. And in the

following centuries it appears to have remained altogether

unmolested within that empire, and with complete freedom

of development.

again in iii. 3^* Darius sets out for Issus with Magi who come

second after the sacred fire, followed by 365 youths ‘^^ puniceis

amiculis velati, diebus totius anni pares numero.'’ My colleague

Prof. Tait notes for me the limitations of Curtius, who depended

too much on the rhetorical writers of the century after Alexander

:

unless supported by Arrian, who had narratives written by Alex-

ander’s generals, his facts are usually viewed with some distrust.

Here one may say there is nothing improbable, though we cannot

prove that the description represents conditions older than the

age of the historian. I may observe that the detail about the

365 youths is simply Mitlmaic: c£ Jerome, In AmoSjV. 9-10 {ap,

Cumont, Textes, ii. 19)j, where it is said that Basilides made *A/3pa^as

supreme god, meaning thereby the course of the year, quern

ethnici sub eodem nomine aliairum litterarum vocant MetOpavI'

(M€t6>pa5 and ’A^pa^as alike have letters whose numerical value

totals 365.) Prof. Jackson holds that Curtius has ‘^"much that is

truly Persian,” and would not rule out the 365 youths as standing

/or the solar year.
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The page which follows this has been quoted already

(p. 288 f.). The importance of Prof. Bousset’s views

on the subject is so great that I make no apology

for completing my transcript of his summary. He
proceeds in conclusion (p. 550)

:

One point, however, must be emphasised very specially

here. Judaism came in contact with Persian religion, as

we have already explained, primarily in Babylon. We
shall have to conclude, therefore, that the Jews learnt to

know this religion not in its purity but when strongly

tainted with Babylonian elements. This mixture of

Babylonian and Persian religion must in general be regarded

among the most important facts of the history of religious

syncretism during the last centuries b.c. It must also have

been highly significant for the development of Judaism.

We must also conclude that Babylonian religion in many
respects influenced that of the Jews through the medium
of Parsism, even where a direct contact is not admissible.

The origin of many ideas which were influential in Judaism

cannot accoi'dingly be defined with certainty ; and we must

be content to speak ultimately in general terms of “ foreign

Oriental elements.”

The admission of Prof. Bousset that Parsi influence

on Judaism must be restricted to the period of

syncretism and decadence in Parsism has very great

significance for our problem. Practically it means
that Zarathushtra himself is to be struck out of the

list of the prophets who contributed to the develop-

ment of Israel’s religion. All the indications gathered

during the course of these Lectures have converged

upon a proof that Zarathushtra influenced only a

small circle in the West during the period to which I

am limiting my inquiry. What was known of his

teaching reached the people living in Babylonia and
21
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Media only as the Magi represented it ; and the

mirror they held was indifferently polished. It will

be an advantage if at this point we stop to ask what
were the main characteristics of Parsism as it would
be understood by Jews living in Babylonia and Media
during the last four centuries before Christ. It had
lost the very features which bring the Gathas nearest

to the spirit of Israel’s prophets. Magian dualism and
ritualism -were firmly established. The Amshaspands,
always an esoteric conception, had not begun to take

their place beside the Yazatas of popular worship.^

The Magi had popularised the aristocratic di\'inity

Ahura Mazdah, and set by his side the foreign

Anahita and the Aryan but now syncretised Mithra.

A host of angels and an antithetic host of demons
occupied a prominent place in the creed. Religious

duties included the slaying of (theoretically) noxious
animals, the performance of tedious ceremonial such
as we find in large measure in the Vendidad, and the
pronouncing of sacred formulfe as the most powerful
of spells. With the ascendancy of the Magi came
the commendation of next-of-kin marriages, with
which the religion was necessarily credited, although
these alien priests failed in their long struggle to get
them established as orthodox. And the idea of im-
mortality must have declined very much fi-om its

strongly ethical character. So far as the Magi took
it up at all, it was only as a part of their mechanically
balanced reconstruction : death must disappear in the
new world just as mountains and shadows and
dialects and other unsymmetrical things. As for

Zarathushtra, the Magi claimed him as one of them-
1 Except in name : see p. 100 f.
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selves, a great figure of mythical attributes, a master

of magic and esoteric lore. This picture, drawn from

the evidence supplied primarily by the classical

writers,^ may be used when we ask how much the

Jews are likely to have taken from Parsism. If the

Parsism they knew was after this model, certainly

there was not much by which they could enrich their

own religious treasury.

The Talmud states that the Jews “brought the

names of the angels from Babylon,” which tallies

with the obvious contrast between the pre-exilic

angelology and the detailed and ordered hierarchies

of later Judaism. This elaborated doctrine of angels

and spirits was an unmistakably new thing, as is

shown by the refusal of the conservative Sadducees

to accept it.® I see no a priori reason for denying

the possibility that Persian (that is, Magian) influence

fostered the growth of this quasi-animistic angelology.

It was never in the main stream of Jewish theology.

Paul’s attitude towards it is very suggestive. Meet-

ing something essentially of the same kind at Colossae,

he took no trouble to endorse or deny its truth.

Speculation about angels was for him purely idle, and

worship of angels debased superstition: the only

1 Rightly,, as Prof. Jackson still thinks. On this subject see my
remarks above,, p. 197 f.

2 f^But I believe it to be fairly true^ if you compare the

Muhammadan 'writers of later times/' writes Prof. Jackson, Does

not their date alone make testimony on such matters almost value-

less ? But I need not repeat with how much diffidence I venture

a view of Zarathushtra and the Magi which differs seriously from

that of such an authority as my friend. I have stated my reasons

elsewhere, and must leave my theories to sink or swim.
s Acts 23^
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thing that mattered was our direct relations with a

Being infinitely high above all angelic hosts. If we
are concerned with the question whether the later

Judaism developed its own new world of spirits, or

derived it wholly or partially from an external source,

it seems enough to say that there was a system not

unlike their own in the environment of the Jews of

the post-exilic period ; and that, if the specialists in

Old Testament theology find the later developments

inexplicable by native growth, there is a possible vera

causa in Magianism. I do not presume to decide the

question, and I confess it seems to me to have

singularly little importance.

One kind of “ angel ” who plays a small but not

trifling part in Jewish angelology is very much like

the Fravashi or “ double,” which formed the subject

of Lecture VIII. Is there dependence here? The
link would be easy to make, for, as we have seen, the

Fravashi concept on both its sides is no part of Zara-

thushtra’s system, but belongs partly to the ancestor-

worship of primitive Aryan religion, and partly to a

belief in a kind of External Soul, which may belong

to Iranian or to Magian doctrine. This had its home
in the countries which Jews knew well during the

Exile. The conception accounts primarily foi

Matt. 18“ and Acts 12“. The “angel” of the little

child, who has not learned to sin, stands in the verj

presence of God. Jesus then gives emphatic endorse-

ment to an idea the history of which may have startec

far away. And the company in Mary’s house are

ready to assume that the “double” of the Apostle

for whom they had met to pray was standing outside

the door. These two passages seem to be explicable
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by the presence of a belief in angels very much like

the Fravashis on the side which was independent of

ancestor-worship. The same may be said of the

“ princes ” of the nations in Daniel and the Talmud,

and the “angels of the Churches” in Rev. 2-3.

These Fravashis of communities answer very well to

Avestan conceptions. Inasmuch as there seems to

be nothing in Israel’s native angelology to prompt

such a development, it is not unreasonable to suspect

a real foreign influence here.’^

Much more serious is the question whether foreign

influence affected Jewish demonology. Here I put

on one side the popular belief by which demons took

in relation to disease very much the position that

microbes take for us.^ There is no reason for recognis-

ing Persian influence of any kind here, though there

are some similarities in Persian as in other religious

systems. What concerns me more is the possibility

that the Magian Ahriman explains the Jewish Satan.

It is fairly pointed out that the idea of attributing

evil, moral as well as physical, to the agency of a

spirit antagonistic to God is late in Jewish thought.

One thinks at once of the Chronicler’s assigning to a

temptation of Satan what the earlier writer attributed

to Yahweh.® Now ifwe content ourselves with saying

that in post-exilic times the Jews knew of a (Magian)

theory whereby evil came from a power hostile to God,

1 For a discussion of Biblical passages involved, see my paper

It is bis Angel'’ in Journal of Theological Studies, 1902, p. 514 ff.

:

also above, p. 274.

^ Prof. Jackson remarks that a Zoroastrian priest said the same

to him years ago.

2 2 Sam. 24^^, 1 Chron. 21h
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we may account for the phenomena by assuming that

it fructified in their minds and helped their thinkers

to their solution of the great problem. But the de-

velopment of the Hebrew Satan is perfectly clear, and

wholly different from that of the Magian Ahriman. I

have already referred to these differences, and will onlj

now express the belief that a hint was given and used,

but used in a wholly original and characteristic way.

A more hopeful field for the discovery of genuint

Persian influence lies in Apocalyptic. We have seer

that Zarathushtra was really the earliest apocalyptic

thinker; and (what is more important for our pur

pose) he was mostly known to after ages in thi:

character. Now almost the only resemblances tha1

powerfully strike us, by their number and their exact

ness alike, are found in the imagery of Apocalyptic

not the substance, or the religious ideas that the

literature conveys, but the machinery and the formula

show sometimes a likeness which we cannot easilj

regard as accidental, the cumulative effect of manj

coincidences being considered. Several of then

affect the Johannine Apocalypse. There is the

final unchaining of Azi Dahaka, the Old Serpent

which prepares for his final destruction, and the

detail that he swallows the third part of men anc

beasts:^ cf. Rev. 20®- 9^1 Then there is the

falling of the great star Gocihar upon the earth

which strongly suggests Rev. 8“. It may be said

of course, that these are only from the Bunda

hish, and that there are possibilities of lateness

But, as Prof. Jackson notes, the general antiquity o

1 Soderblom, La Fie'Fuhire, p. 258 f. Clemen, Primitive Christianity

p. 1S7 (E.T.).
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the Bundahish, as based on the D9,mdat Nask, and

confirmed in important respects by Plutarch, justifies

us in depending on it : we remember also how
independent astronomical tests have assigned it an

epoch as early as 40 a.d.^ An Avestan guarantee is

available for the parallel between Yima’s Vm- and the

Jerusalem of Rev. 21.® More important is the

mention in Rev. 1* of “ the seven Spirits which are

before [God’s] throne.” This answers closely to the

form of the Amshaspand doctrine in which the

number seven is made up without including Ahura
Mazdah : and it is significant that the same form

appears in Tobit, which we find to be based largely

on Magian folk-story. Extra-canonical works like

Enoch supply a larger fund of parallels. A quotation

from Clemen’s summary will put in short compass

the points in which an acute outside observer of

Parsism thinks the imagery of Jewish-Christian

apocalyptic traceable to this outside source :
®

The idea of the Son of Man comes ultimately from

Parsism,^ and the speculation in this system regarding the

Primal Man ® probably lurks behind such passages as 1 Cor.

15^® if. and Phil. 2® f. But, more important than this, the

expectation of a future triumph over the devil,® of a

^ See above, p. 26 f.

2 Seep. 308, and ERPP, 156.

® Primitive Christianity, 368 (E.T.).

^ P. 154-6. None of the evidence is early, and at the most can

only affect externals.

® Ib. The extent to which Yima and Adam approximate is

indicated above.

® P. 160. This point, as far as imagery goes, was admitted above.

There is not the slightest reason to assert a historical connexion

between the two religions in their optimist outlook as a whole:

cf. p. 155 f. above.
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universal conflagration, of a new heaven and a new earth,

as well as of the destiny of the blessed, agrees so fully with

Mazdeism even in details, that here again the influence of

this system must be admitted^ And so, too, the Mazdean
belief, that the soul traverses a series of heavens,- has

probably influenced 2 Cor. 12^ ft*., perhaps also Heb. 4^*,

1 Tim. 3^®, and particularly Jude*—just as the Mazdean
comparison of the resurrection body with a new heavenly

garment has influenced the corresponding passages in Paul’s

Epistles (2 Cor. 5^ ft".) and the Apocalypse.*

I might add to these the very ingenious but hardly

convincing comparison of Rev. 1^^ with the “high-

girt” Vayu of Yt IS®* (and Anrihita in Yt 5®'‘) by

Dr James Moffatt {Expositor s Greek Testament,

in loc.).* How far we may accept Prof. Clemen’s

comparisons will appear from the notes below,

1 only remark further that the atmosphere o:

Jewish and Parsi apocalyptic is sufficiently alikt

to make us ready to believe in a real connexion

Just as the Jews picked up and adapted an unmistak

ably Iranian story like Tobit, they may very wel

have used the figures and imagery of Magianism fo:

their national vision-literature. It is far from eas;;

to prove conclusively that they really did so, bu

The final conflagration differs in the most important feature o

its imagery—where is the molten metal in Judaism, except (in

significantly enough) in Enoch ?

2 P. 171 depending mainly on Bousset. The three stages c

the ascent to Gardmmma in the Hadhokht Nask [Yt ^9}^) are th

best evidence of this idea in Parsism. I should not object to ii

And yet, was not a Jew bound to be influenced by his own language

in which heaven is plural ? Must we go further afield ?

s P. 174. But the one Avestan passage quoted [Ys 55^) only saj

that the Gathas are like food and clothing ! The Bundahis

passage is equally distant from the point.

^ Clemen rejects this (p. 154).
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it remains on the whole probable. The debt, if

acknowledged, is small enough.

The greatest innovation of post-exilic Judaism was,

of course, the doctrine of Immortality. Here again

the stimulus of Parsism has been freely assumed.

But if my thesis is right, the immortality doctrine

of Magians in contact with Israel was very different

from Zarathushtra’s teaching. The bare fact that

the Persians believed death would at last be abolished

was not a very powerful encouragement to Jewish

thinkers in their great venture; though I would

not deny that it may have contributed something.

The real lesson lies much deeper, and with it we
may close, making no attempt to pursue paral-

lels which only become numerous or detailed in a

period outside our limits. Zarathushtra’s doctrine of

Immortality rested on a pure and passionate belief

in the justice of God. Successors endowed with his

spirit might have developed a serious theology recog-

nising adequately the fact of sin and the need of

deliverance. But the successors never came. Zara-

thushtra is a lonely figure, and the mere fact that

Israel has a “goodly fellowship” of prophets to set

against his solitariness is quite enough to explain the

sequel. We might compare him with individuals in

the long line and gladly count him worthy to stand

among the greatest of them. But had he stood out

above them all, he could not have prepared for the

establishment of a world religion. It was Carthage

that accounted for the failure of Hannibal: it was

Iran that made Zarathushtra a voice of one crying

in the wilderness where but few could hear. The
interpreters of Zarathushtra busied themselves with
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explaining the world where they should have tried

to save it ;
^ they spent in dreams about its future

blessedness the energy that might have produced a

diagnosis of its deepest needs, and some contribution

towards their satisfaction. The result was a shallow

optimism from which any real understanding of

Zarathushtra himself might have saved them. The
very devil against whom they fought was a poor sort

of demon after all, contending with plenty of noise

but with no sort of success : he could be conquered

by muttering a Gatha and killing some frogs. And
Evil is a greater and more fearful fact than anything

represented in the Magian Ahriman. The shadows

were not dark enough because the light had grown

dim since Zarathushtra’s day. I am loth to criticise

the Magi, for I regard them as worthy of high respect.

On a far lower plane than their Prophet, they stand

farabove most other teachers of their day ;
and I hope

I have made clear the preciousness of their gift when
they came to Saoshyant with gold and frankincense

and myrrh. Yet at best their myrrh was but an

anodyne for a sickness that called for stern surgery.

The King of the Jews had no use for it when He
came to the supreme task. He promised Paradise

with dying breath to a forgiven sinner, and the word

came from Persia.® But Persia, even in Zarathushtra’s

own doctrine, could not fathom the depths of truth

1 Here again Prof, Jackson would enter a plea for the energy

of the Magi. He also queries my estimate of Ahriman as an

ineffectual angel ” of darkness.

2 Av. pairidaesa (^Treptrotxos)^ "walled enclosure/’ hence (in

Persian) "park.” It is curious to compare the conspicuousness of

the encircling wall in Milton’s picture of Eden.
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which that word was taught to convey. It was great

to realise a theodicy, to be assured that the wrongs

of life will be righted for ever by a Divine Judge

who will deal justly with all. But Israel learnt a

profounder lesson still. For the immortality towards

which Jewish thought tardily struggled, in days

when earthly happiness and prosperity had fled, was

more precious even than the assurance that the Judge

of all the earth would do right. It was developed

through the ever-deepening sense of fellowship with

a God who is love, and who cannot suffer the child of

His tender mercy to pass into nothingness. It is not

strange that the deeper doctrine came so much later

to mankind. It was worth waiting for. He was

great who taught men faith in God’s ultimate justice,

even though to-day only a handful of believers guard

his sacred fire. They were greater who led men from

a Judge to a Father, and prepared for the revelation

of a love that shall win the world.



APPENDIX TO LECTURE VII

THE MAGIAN MATERIAI. OP TOBIT

The hypothetical reconstruction referred to in

Lecture VII. ad jin. is transferred to the more
modest position of an appendix, lest incautious

readers should fancy either that I am giving them
a scientifically restored document or that I seek

for laurels in the unfamiliar field of fiction. My
story is only a vehicle for points which can be

more easily exhibited in this form. I need only

observe by way of preface that the names are

chosen from Old Persian, mostly at random, and

Avestan words translated into that dialect, on the

assumption that the story was thus current. It

might of course have circulated in one of the

other languages used in Media. The specimens

of Magian wisdom which I have put in the mouth
of the old man, the hero’s father, I have selected

often on Pahlavi evidence alone, and I must enter

a preliminary caveat against assuming that Magian

teachers really used such language at the date

when this tale maybe supposed to have originated.

I claim no more for them than that since Parsi

priests some centuries later credited them to

antiquity, and they are in keeping with the system

established by research, we may plausibly assume
332
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the Magian origin of these as of other elements

actually found in our Jewish Book.

I proceed, then, to tell my Median folk-tale, which

we will call

The Story oe Vahauka

It came to pass in the olden time, when Azhi

Dahaka overran the land of Media,^ that Vahauka
and his son Vahyazdata^ gained great merit by their

zeal for the Religion. For that accursed Daiva-

worshipper slew by tens and by hundreds the

righteous^ of the land, and cast forth their dead

bodies to defile the earth and the pure waters. Then
did Vahauka and his son go forth together, as the

Law ordains, and with them the four-eyed dog that

makes the corpse-fiend * to flee ; and when they saw

the body of a righteous man, they carried it to

the top of a hill, and fastened it down there where

^ Tob. 1^®; Yt 5^^ (which connects him with Babylon: above,

p. 245). The tyrant has not yet become a serpent.

2 Two names from Behistan, containing the adj. vahu, “ good,”

as Tobit and Tobias contain iitD.

® /.<?. asavano.

It was deadly sin to do it alone (Vd 3^^). The Sag-did glance

of the dog,’' which must have two spots above the eyes) expels the

Nasti (
= v€Kvs)- If a dakhma was not available, the summit of a

hill would do {Vd 6'^^); see the context there It may be

noted that the ‘‘four-eyed dogV appears in the Rgveda (x* 14^^,

sdrameym pvdnmi caturaksau), so that the Magi got this congenial

item from Aryan sources. The dogs that guard the Bridge {Vd
13^', 19'^^) m*e also apparently Aryan. If the ethnic affinities of

the Magi were with the nomad Iranians, this is quite natural. By
nomad Iranians,” however, I do not mean necessarily tribes of the

same blood as the Northern invaders who brought Iranian speech

;

aboriginals Aryanised in language only will suit the conditions, if

these aboriginals had kin in India.
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the flesh-eating birds might devour him. And they

consecrated the eoi-pse-cakes and partook of them/
nigh to the place where they laid the bones in sight

of the sun, when the birds had devoured the flesh.^

And as they went upon the work they said aloud

victorious words, even those that are most fiend-

smiting. So they did many days. And one day it

befel that as they sat down to meat, and had not

yet begun to eat, one brought them word that the

corpse of a faithful man lay on the earth beside their

door. And they left their meal, and went and put

the corpse in a small chamber,® for it was near night-

fall, and they could not carry it away. Then they

returned and washed themselves with gojjiez,^ and ate

meat in heaviness. Now, as Vahauka and his son

thus did the works of Righteousness, the demons
gathered together against them

;
and as Vahauka lay

sleeping that night in his courtyard, being polluted,

^ I have brought in the corpse-cake ” here because of Tob. 4^'^,

which Kohut interpreted by reference to the a small round

cakcj consecrated and eaten in honour of the dead : see West in

SBE, V. 283 and Darmesteter in SEE, iv.^ 57. It must be noted,

however, that Bartholomae (AirWb, 770) questions the corre-

spondence of the Avestan draonak with this M.F. ritual dmu. On
the corpse-cake in general see Hartland, Lege^id of Perseus^ ii.

288-312.

^ The rich were to use regular ossuaries (astoddn)

:

see Fd
6'^^

f. and Darmesteter’s notes. Cf. also Casartelli in BahyL and

Ormital Record for June 1890^ and J. J. Modi, Ayithropological

Papers, p. 7.

^ Tob. 2^
; cf. Vd 5^® ff

,
on the rooms for temporary reception

of a corpse.

4 gii-13
. V

d

8^^ ff. shows that the cleansing

might be complex, if the sag-did had not been performed. So if

Vahauka had not had time to complete the ceremony, he would be

unclean overnight.
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they dropped evil charms upon his eyes, and he was
made blind.

Now before all this came to pass, Vahauka had

left in pledge much gold at the house of one Gaubaruva

in Raga of Media ; and for fear of Azhi Dah^ka, the

servant of the Lie, he could not go to claim it. And
his wealth was diminished by much almsgiving, and

by oppression of the evil king
; nor could he, being

blind, increase his substance. So as the roads were

now safe, he bethought him of his gold, and that

Vahyazd^ta his son should go to Raga to claim it

again. And Vahyazd^ta was right glad to go, but

first he went to seek a travelling companion. But

even as he went, there came to meet him a young

man, who said to him that he was one of his clan,

and that he knew the road to Raga, and the house

of Gaubaruva therein. So Vahyazd^ta brought the

young man to his father, and he covenanted to pay

him wages. But before they went on their journey,

Vahauka called his son and counselled him thus

:

“ My son, to obtain the costly things of bodily life,

never forsake the spiritual life. For Righteousness

obtaineth everything good. One may not have at

wish the power of a head of house, of community, of

clan, of province, or authority over brethren, or well-

built frame and well-developed stature. But that

desire may be with every man in this bodily life, that

he should be mo.st desirous of Righteousness.^

“ Seek thou, my son, a store of good deeds, for

this is full of salvation. The ox turns to dust, the

horse to dust, silver and gold to dust, the valiant

1 Cf. so far the fragments published by Darmesteter, SBE, iv.^

295, vv. 90, 94, 95-98 : Tob. 4,s-6.
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strong man to dust, the bodies of all men mingle

with the dust. What do not mingle with the dust

are the confession that a man recites in this world,

and his almsgiving to the holy and righteous.’^ For
they shall partake of the vision of the Best Life ® who
most give alms to the righteous and most care for

them. He that gives to a lover of the Lie despises

Righteousness by his giving.

“ Understand fully, my son, what is well done and

not well done, and do not to others all that which

is not well for thyself.^

“ My son, thy mother and I are old, and it may be

that we shall not long remain in this bodily existence.

When we die, see I pray thee that the rite is done

to our bodies according to the Law. And for thyself

take a wife of the seed of thy fathers, and take not

^ Here I simply appi'opriate Darmesteter, SBE^ iv.^ q.v.^ for

his sources. What follows is from the fragments just quoted^

p. 297 of the same volume. Of. Tob. and
2 The allusion to the ‘‘Best Life is taken from Magian writing

of a later time, when they had accepted Zarathushtra’s teaching.

It seemed best to leave it undisturbed.

^ Tob* 4i4“i5
^ Parsi precepts are from Shd;^ast4a-skayasl in

SBE, V. S6S. There is nothing to prove antiquity about the five

accomplishments owing to religion/' of which I have selected two

above. The Pahlavi treatise is conjecturally assigned by West to the

seventh century a.d. (op. ciL, p. Ixv), but he notes that it was mostly

a compilation from far older writing. It refers to Christians and

Jews (p. 297), and of course may have borrowed this negative Golden

Rule from Tohit or Hillel, as far as date goes. But it is at least possible

that the material here is old, and it may lairly go into this recon-

struction. The precept concerningalmsgiving has Avestan authority.

In Fd 1

8

^^ £ we read that the refuser of alms to one of the faith-

ful is the most prolific ^dier of the offspring of the Druj. To give

unasked, to one of the faithful, even the smallest gift, is the way of

destroying this accursed progeny.
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a strange wife, which is not of thy father’s kin. For

we are children of those who have kept the holy law.

Great is the perfection of the next-of-kin marriage.” ^

So when Vahauka had made an end of counselling

his son, he sent him away with his blessing, but his

mother wept as he departed. And Vahyazdata and

his companion, whose name was Fravartish, came at

eventide to the Tigris, and the young man went

down to bathe. But a fish demon leaped up and

tried to swallow him. Then Fravartish bade him

turn and seize the fish, and he dragged it out upon

dry land. This done, he told him that he should cut

out its heart and liver and gall, which they took with

them. So at length they drew nigh unto Raga,

where Fravartish took VahyazdS,ta to the house of

Vaumisa, who was his father’s brother. NowVaumisa
had a beautiful daughter, named Utaus^, against

whom Aishma the Daiva of the murderous spear had

raged cruelly; for he had slain seven husbands of

hers in the bridal chamber. But Fravartish told

Vahyazdata that Utausa was his kin, whom he was

destined to wed in accordance with the holy Law

;

1 I have used the words of Tob. as they stand, and combined

them with a sentence from the Dinkart, ix. 38® (SBE, xxxvii. 273),

which professes to describe a fargard of the Varstmansar Nask of

the Avesta. How far the Avesta was really responsible for the

Khvetukdas is discussed elsewhere (p. 206 f.). Marriage within the

kin, if understood to imply cousins, is very probably latent in Tobit,

and may be safely assumed for its Grundschrift. Note how Abraham,

who married his half-sister, is expressly named as an example

(Gen. 201^). Rebekah was Isaac’s first cousin once removed (Gen.

2223); Jacob married his first cousins. Noah, the first example

named by Tobit, has in Genesis no stated relationship towards

his wife. Tobias was Sarah’s first cousin (Tob. 7^), if we take

literally the of S : the B recension corrected it to avexjnZ.
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and he promised him that he should overcome the

demon. And so it fell, for when Vaumisa knew that

Vahyazdata was his brother’s son he gladly gave him
his daughter to wife. But the young man took the

fish-demon’s heart and liver with him into the bridal

chamber, where he offered it unto the sacred Fire.

And Atar the son of Auramazda was well pleased

therewith ; and by the smell of that enchantment he

drove away Aishma the Daiva ;
who forthwith fled

into Mazana, where the demons dwell, and there

Srausha bound him fast. And all the household

of Vaumisa rejoiced that Utausi had been affianced

to the husband destined for her, and that the demon
had been driven away.^

So when the wedding feast was over, Vahyazdata

prepared to take his wife home to his father’s house.

He asked Fravai'tish to go for him to Gaubaruva and

bring back the gold ; and when he returned with the

same they started together on their journey. When
they drew near to the place, Fravartish bade

Vahyazdata go forwai-d with him, while Utausa came

^ For the spell used, see the note below on the further use made
of the appurtenances of tlie fish. In Tohit the demon flees rh

dvaJTara Acywrov (8^ B) or dvo) els rd fJiipy) Alyvirrov (t^). Kohut

suggested that the original was Mazindaran, which a popular mis-

reading turned into = Atyvirros. The instead of T seemed a

difficulty to Noldeke, but it hardly looks like a fatal obstacle. The
mountain is suggested by dvco {^), which is more original. For Sraosha

binding him we may compare Thraetaona binding Azhi Dahttka on

Mt. Dimavend in Mazindarfin (SBE^ v. 1 19). Sraosha is the special

antagonist of Aeshma. It should be added that a good parallel for

the spell is quoted by Robertson Smith from Kazwini (i. 132) : The
smell of the smoke of a crocodile's liver cures epilepsy, and that of

its dung and gall cure leucoma, which was the cause of Tobit^s

blindness.” I owe the quotation to the Rev. D. C. Simpson.
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on with her maidens ; and they took the dog still

with them, for they feared lest Vahauka might be

dead. But when they saw the old man afar off,

Fravartish told the young man to take the gall of the

fish-demon in his hand and strike it in his father’s

eyes when he kissed him. And as soon as he had

done this, the enchantment was destroyed, and the

old man saw his son plainly with great rejoicing.^

But now that Vahyazdata was at home again, the

time had come for his travelling companion to depart.

So Vahauka called him, and gave him hearty thanks

for all the service he had rendered ; and he offered him

half of all that his son had brought from Raga. But

he said, “ I am not a mortal of this bodily existence,

but a spirit from the abode of Auramazda. Dost thou

remember when thou and thy son did rise from eating

to take up from the sacred earth the corpse of a

faithful man ? Lo I am that man’s angel,^ and

I dwell with the seven Immortal Holy Ones® in

the abode of Auramazda. Howbeit I came down
in the form of that faithful man to bring thee

recompense for thy good deed and that of thy son.

But now I return again whence I came. So bless ye

continually Auramazda and all the Bagaha who are

1 The spell is almost identical with that by which Rustem in the

Shah Nameh (vol. i. pp. 256, 260) restores sight to King Ka<is and

his warriors, blinded by the enchantments of the White Demon.

Rustem slays him, and squeezes his heart’s blood into their eyes.

As we shall see, this use of the demon’s heart is transfen-ed to the

gall in the Tobit story, but it is completely in keeping.

2 On the folk-motive of the “Grateful Dead Man” see above,

p. 248.

® See p. 241, above.
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before him, and all the angels of the faithful^ who
increase the welfare of the world.”

And with this the angel vanished, and they all

were filled with awe and with gladness. In process

of time Vahauka and his wife died in a good old age,

and their son performed the rites for them in due
order according to the Law. And after this Vahyaz-

dita and Utausa went to dwell in Raga, where were

Vauraisa and his wife, and they lived to a good age.

But before they died they had joy from hearing how
Azhi Dahaka was slain and the kingdom passed to

the faithful.
“

1 Fravamt/o amofiqm. For the context cf. Tob.

^ The mistaken reference in the Oxford Apocrypha (i. 201, 223)

to my discussion on Tobit as in excursus to Lecture II/’ is due to

a rearrangement introduced since the MS. stage, in which Mr
Simpson read it.
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THE GATHAS

I HAVE felt it necessary to put before the English student the

documents on which any account of Early Zoroastrianism must

be primarily based. He can indeed read them in Prof. Mills’s

version {SBE^ xxxi., or the immense monograph The Five

Gathas,” with the Pahlavi and Sanskrit tradition). But the

SBE volume was published in 1887, and it is essential that

the results of newer work should be presented. My version

disclaims originality. Had I the authority which only the life-

long specialist can claim, I should still think it the student’s

right to have before him the results of Prof. Bartholomae,

whose massive Lexicon must be for another generation as much
a court of final appeal as Justi’s was when I began to read

Avestan with Cowell. I have not, however, followed him

slavishly: all who can read German will naturally study his

own version^ directly. In particular, I was bound to use

Prof. Geldner’s latest views as exhibited in the Grundriss d, iran.

Philohgie and in his invaluable classified collection of Avestan

exti'acts in Prof. Bertholet’s Religionsgeschichtliches Lesebuch

(Tubingen, 1911). If I have generally leaned towards Bar-

tholomae’s view, for all his daring originality, it is mostly

because his case is accessible in the Woiierbtich and its appendix;

and for the present it may be said at least tentatively to hold

the field. To decide judicially between two such experts non

nostrum esL

I have endeavoured to keep the same English word for the

technical terms, but not because any one word will always

represent them. Where these terms are brought in, generally

with initial capital to emphasise them, the reader is asked to

^ Die Gathas des Avesta, Zarathushtra’s Vers-Predigten (Strassburg, 1905).

343
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recall the original and the explanations occurring in the body
of this work, to which I hope the Index will at once give him
reference. The following ai‘e the chief :

—

Ahura MazdaJi : [Wise Lord]—regularly left untranslated,

though not without reluctance.

Ak% : Right—hence anavan : righteous. Rightness^ Tridliy

Righteo'umess^ will often come nearer the meaning.

Vohu (vahiMa) Ma?iah

:

Good (Best) Thought.

JCmQf'a: Dominion. Kingdom will often be preferable, or

Sovrmiiy^ Rule,

Aramuiti (Amiaiti) : Piety. Or Demtmi,
Hmirvatdt : Welfare. Or Salvation (see p. 295 n,).

Amdrdtdt : Immortality,

Sy'aosa : Obedience,

Asi : Destiny,

Gav: Cattle (as indeterminate in gender). But
G§uS urvan

:

Ox-soul.

Gifu^ tasari

:

Ox-creator.

Saosi/ant : Future Deliverer.

Cmvant

:

Separater.

Spsnta: Holy,

Mainyic : Spirit.

Daend : Self,

Maga : Covenant (.?). (See note on Ys 29^h)

Angra : Enemy.

Aesma

:

Violence,

Dri^ : Lie—hence dr^gvant

:

Liar. This is always to be
understood in the technical sense infidel,’** Le, ciacOT-wox'shipper.

Daeva : Demon—generally left untranslated.

I. Gatha Ahtoavaiti

Yas7ia 28

1. With outspread hands in petition for that help, O
Mazdah, first of all things I will pray for the works of the holy

spirit, O thou the Right, whereby I may please the will of Good
Thought and the Ox-soul.^

^ See pp. 97, 303.
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2. I who would serve you, O Mazdah Ahura and Good
Thought—do ye give through the Right the blessings of both

worlds, the bodily and that of Thought, which set the faithful

in felicity.

3. I who would praise you, as never before, Right, and Good
Thought, and Mazdah Ahura, and those for whom Piety makes

an imperishable Dominion grow : come ye to my help at

my call.

4. I who have set my heart on watching over the soul,^ in

union with Good Thought, and as knowing the rewards of

Mazdah Ahura for our works, will, while I have power and

strength, teach men to seek after Right.^

5. 0 thou the Right, shall I see thee and Good Thought, as

one that knows—the throne of the mightiest Ahura and the

Obedience of Mazdah ? Through this word (of promise) ^

on our tongue will we turn the robber horde unto the

Greatest.

6. Come thou with Good Thought, give through Right, 0
Mazdah, as thy gift to Zai'athushtra by thy sure words, long-

enduring mighty help, and to us,^ 0 Ahura, whereby we may
overcome foes.^

7. Grant, O thou the Right, the reward, the blessings of

Good Thought ; 0 Piety, give our desire to Vishtaspa and to

me; O thou, Mazdah (Wise one) and Sovran, grant that your®

Prophet may perform the word of hearing.

8. The best I ask of thee, O Best, Ahura (Lord) of one will

^ The souls of his people-collective. (See p. 170 n.^.)

^ Truth (Plutarch’s axi&eLo) would he nearer here.

^ Mg,nBray “ spell.” There seems a conscious transformation of a word

hitherto used of mere spells, and destined to revert to this baser use.

Zarathushtra’s ‘‘ spells ” are promises of heaven, by which he will convert

the wild nomads to the Truth.

^ As ill some other places, the Prophet’s followers are the speakers,

joining him with themselves as a present leader. Zarathushtra might still

be the composer, as in v." below.

& Omitting dme^i for the metre: the MS. text has ‘Hhe hostilities of

the hostile ” (Bartholomae in Ms 1879 text),

® As often, the plural joins the Amesha with Mazdah. Note how the

collocation Mazcld brings out the fact that Mazdah is not yet a

mere proper name. It would in some ways be more satisfactory to keep “ the

Wise” throughout, and ‘‘ Lord” for Ahura.
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with the Best Right,^ desiring them for the hero Frashaoshtra ^

and myself and for them to whom thou wilt give them, gifts of

Good Thought for aye.

9. With these bounties, O Ahura, may we never provoke

your wrath, O Mazdah and Right and Best Thought, we
who have been eager in bringing you songs of praise. Ye
are they that are mightiest to advance desires and the Dominion
of Blessings.^

10. The wise whom thou knowest as worthy, for their right

(doing) and their good thought, for them do thou fulfil their

longing by attainment. For I know words of prayer are

effectual with you, which tend to a good matter.

11. I who would thereby preserve Right and Good Thought
for evermore, do thou teach me, 0 Mazdah Ahura, from thy

spirit by thy mouth how it will be with the First Life.^

Fama 29

1. Unto you^ wailed the Ox-souL^ ^‘‘^For whom'’' did ye

fashion me? Who cx*eated me? Violence® and rapine hath

oppressed me, and outrage and might. I have no other herds-

man than you
:
prepare for me then the blessings of pasture."’

^ Ajslia Yaliislita was fixed as a title later : in the Gathas the epithet is

free, as it is with Manah.
2 A noble of the Hvogva family, brother of Jfiniaspa, and son-in-law of

Zarathushtra and a chief helper.

3 savavham, eschatological, Samh is a nonii from the verb sm,

bless” or ‘‘ save,’’ of which the future participle is saoiyant.

4 Life in this world, also called ** corporeal life” or ^‘this life,” as

opposed to ‘‘future” or “second” or “spiritual life.” He “asks for

inspiration that he may set forth the way in which this life may be so

lived as to lead on to another” (EMPF, 90, where an alternative rendering

is noted).

^ Ahura with the Amesha around him.

^ iiTvan is a being with much the same relation to cattle on earth

that the Fravashis have to men. He complains in the heavenly council of

violence done to those on earth whom he represents.

^ “What” seems less likely. The masc. anticipates the answer that the

hymn will supply*

^ Aekndy but it is not yet a proper name : it is on the same footing as the

synonyms following. Aitev hazascd the word “savagery,” is left out

for the metre—it may be a gloss.
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% Then the Ox-Creator ^ asked of the Right : Hast thou a

judge for the Ox, that ye may be able to appoint him zealous

tendance as well as fodder ? Whom do ye will to be his lord,^

who may drive off violence ^ together with the followers of the

Lie?^’^

3. To him the Right replied^: There is for the Ox no

helper that can keep harm away. Those yonder® have no

knowledge how right-doers act towards the lowly.”

{The Ox-Creator) “Strongest of beings is he to whose help I

come at call.”

4. {Asha) “Mazdah knoweth best the purposes that have

been wrought already by demons and by mortals, and that shall

be wrought hereaftei*. He, Ahura, is the decider. So shall it

be as he shall will.”

6. {The Ox-Creator’^) “To Ahura with outspread hands we

twain would pray, my soul and that of the pregnant Cow, so

that we twain urge Mazdah with entreaties : Destruction is not

for the right-living nor for the cattle-tender, at hands of the

Liars.”

6. Then spake Ahura Mazdah himself, who knows the laws,

with wisdom :
“ There is found no lord or judge® according to

1 It is suggested in ERPF, 91 (g.v. for analysis and further notes) that

this genius replaces Mithra. He is not Ahura JIazdah, for he addresses

him in this hymn. Bartholomae makes both Gsu^ taSan and urvan

share the title of Ahura, which belongs also to the Amesha and to Atar

:

these nine are named together in Ys P and 70^.

2 Ahurom

:

the word is a common noun here.

3 Ae^ma here comes much nearer personification.

4 Drdgvant, ‘‘ one who has the Drujj^^ the standing antithesis to a^avant^

“ one who has Asha.”

s Asha, as guardian of things as they should be. But the passage is

significant in that even Asha is not high enough for the purpose presently

disclosed. Nothing less than Mazdah’s own commission will be authority

enough for Zarathushtra.

® I.c. men below.
7 But instead of him we seem to have urvan again, who speaks for

a primeval pair, ox and cow.

^ AM and ratu are correlative terms, in the Gathas denoting the

prince and the judge respectively, the former executing the judge's

decisions. At the final Judgement Mazdah is ahu and Zarathushtra ratu.

Seep. 160 f.
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the Right Order ; for the Creator hath formed thee for the cattle-

tender and the farmerd

7. This ordinance about the fat - hath Aliiira Mazdah, one in

will with the Right, created for the cattle, and the milk for

them that crave nourishment, by his command, the holy one.

(The Ow and Cozo) ‘^Whom hast thou, 0 Good Thought,^

among men who may care for us twain ?

8. (VoJm Manali) ^Mie is knowm to me here wdio alone hath

heard our commands, even Zarathushtra Spitama : he wdlleth to

make known our thoughts, O Mazdah, and those of the Right.

So let us bestow on him charm of speech.’”

9. Then the Ox-Soul lamented; ‘‘That I must be content

%vith the ineffectual word of an impotent man for my protector,

wdien I wish for one that commands mightily ! When ever

shall there be one who shall give him (the Ox) effectual help

10. (Zarathushtra '^) “ Do ye, O Ahura, grant them strength,

O Right, and that Dominion, O Good Thought, whereby he

(the protector) can produce good dw^ellings and peace, I also

have realised thee, Mazdah, as first discoverer of this,

11. Where are Right and Good Thought and Dominion.^

So, ye men, acknowledge me, for instruction, Mazdah, for the

great society

1 The cattle are chattels, and can only appear by their patron, like a

woman with her Kttpios in Greek law.

Mazdah declares tluit the cattle are divinely appointed to give flesh

and milk to men. As Bartholomae observes, the form of expression

assumes the hearer’s knowledge of the mmithm ordinance ”) stated : the

Gatha only mentions it allusively.

^ Cattle were the special province of Vohu Manah, but the Gathas do

not emphasise it.

^ Justi would make the Fravashi of the Prophet interlocutor here.

Since the Fravashis are ignored in the Gathas (see p. 264 i), this should not

he admitted without strong reason. And in this symbolic poem it is very

natural for Zarathushtra to xncture himself joining in the council without

raising prosaic questions as to the way in which he could do so. Incident-

ally note how consonant with Zarathushtra’s own authorslup is the

depreciatory phrase of v. 9. It is what in Gospel criticism would be called

a “ Pillar ” passage, in Prof. SchmiedePs phrase—^one which is guaranteed

by the impossibility of later ages inventing it.

s A rather problematic word, taken by Bartholomae as Zarathushtra’s

name for his community of followers. But there is great attractiveness in
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{The Ooo and Cow) O Ahura, now is help ours : we will be

ready to serve those that are of you.” ^

Yasna 30

1. Now will I proclaim to those who will hear the things

that the understanding man should remember, for hymns unto

Ahura and prayers to Good Thought ; also the felicity that is

with the heavenly lights, which through Right shall be beheld

by him who wisely thinks.

Hear wi bh your ears the best things ; look upon them with

clear-seeing thought, for decision between the two Beliefs, each

man for himself before the Great Consummation, bethinking

you that it be accomplished to our pleasure.

3. Now the two primal Spirits, who revealed themselves in

vision 2 as Twins,^ are the Better and the Bad in thought and

word and action. And between these two the wise once chose

aright, the foolish not so.

4. And when these twain Spirits came together in the be-

ginning, they established Life and Not-Life, and that at the last

the Worst Existence shall be to the followers of the Lie, but

the Best Thought ^ to him that follows Right.

the argument elaborated by Prof. Carnoy of Louvain in Museon^ n.s. ix.

(p. 17 ff. of reprint). He equates maga with Skt magJm in the sense of

richesse, meaning generally “ treasure in heaven,’’ especially when combined

with the adjective great in the “archaic expression” found here. If

Carnoy is right, we must alter the rendering accordingly in Ys 46^"^,

63”
;
see further the note on Ys 33L

^ Yfiirtiavant^ lit. “like you,” apparently means “you of the heavenly

company,” Mazdah and the spirits with him.

^ X^^fnci Bartholomae equates with somnd, an exact phonetic equivalent

yielding good sense. Geldner (in BeligionsgeschichtUches Lesebuch (1910),

p. 324) renders “nach ihrem eigenen Wort.” The word occurs in Yt IS^o^

as “dream,” and often as “sleep.” For a defence of Bartholomae’s render-

ing against Justi, see Zum AirWhy 245.

^ Geldner (Ic.) has now accepted this traditional rendering. Bartholomae

remarks that the word occurs in the Pahlavi form in the Dinkart, where

West renders “Ohrmazd and Ahraman have been two brothers in one

womb ” (SBEy xxxvii. 242). See above, p. 132 f.

4 Bartholomae (Air}Fby 1133) wishes to recognise a second mana/i, “ dwel-

ling” to complete the paraUelism. It seems very unlikely that the
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5. Of these twain Spirits he that followed the Lie chose

doing the worst things; the holiest Spirit chose Right, he

that clothes him with the massy heavens as a garment. So

likewise they that are fain to please Ahura Mazdah by duti-

ful actions.

6. Between these twain the demons ^ also chose not aright,

for infatuation came upon them as they took counsel together,

so that they chose the Worst Thought. Then they rushed

together^ to Violence,^ that they might enfeeble the world

of man.

7. And to him (ie. mankind) came Dominion, Good Thought,

and Right ; and Piety gave continued life of their bodies ^ and

indestructibility, so that by thy x'etributions through the

(molten) metal ^ he may gain the prize over those others.^^

8. So when there cometh the punishment of these evil ones,

then, O Mazdah, at thy command shall Good Thought establish

the Dominion in the Consummation, for those who deliver the

Lie, 0 Ahura, into the hands of Right.

9. So may we be those that make this world advance !
^ O

familiar collocation vahistmi mmio should thus change its meaning. In

Ys 53^ heaven is “ the inheritance of Good Thought ”
;
and Humanah

was in Later Avestan one of the three heavens that led to the House

of Song.

^ Eememhering that the Daeva were the old nature-gods, who got

their bad character largely through the predatory behaviour of their

devotees, this verse becomes very suggestive
;

it preserves the memory of

a time when the Daevas had not yet fallen.

2 In L. Av. dvar is a verb peculiar to the dcmvaia world : see p. 219.

® Ae.^ma, semi-personified here.
^ Prof. A. V. W. Jackson (in JAOSj xv. lix. f.) showed that as Ai^amaiti

is in special charge of the Earth, this involves the idea of a bodily resurrec-

tion for those who sleep in her bosom. We might add that it squares badly

with the Magian doctrine that the Earth must not receive the bodies of

the dead
;

it presumes burial as practised by the Iranians, and notably

by the Achaemenian kings.

^ Ayazihd, which in L, Av. was expanded into ayah x^usta, “ molten metal.”

It is the flood which is to he poured out on the Last Day, which will burn

up all evil, but leave the good unharmed.
® Lit. “ become first over them,” ^pcoros avr^v—to use the idiom of

Hellenistic Greek.

^ Fdrabm hnndun ahum

:

the noun of this verbal phrase,

becomes in L. Av. a Urm* techn, for the Eegeneration.
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Mazdah, and ye other Ahuras,^ gather together the Assembly,^

and thou too the Right, that thoughts may meet where Wisdom
is at home.^

10. Then truly on the Lie^ shall come the destruction of

delight ^
; but they that get them good name shall be partakers

in the promised reward in the fair abode of Good Thought, of

Mazdah, and of Right.

11. If, 0 ye mortals, ye mark those commandments that

Mazdah hath ordained—of happiness and pain, the long punish-

ment for the liars, and blessings for the righteous—then here-

after shall ye have bliss.

Yasna 31

1. Mindful of your commands, we proclaim words hard for

them to hear that after the commands of the Lie destroy the

creatures of Right, but most welcome to those that give their

heart to Mazdah.

2. If by reason of these things the better part is not in sight

for the soul, then will I come to you all as the judge of the

parties twain,® whom Ahura Mazdah knoweth, that we may
live according to the Right.

1 By an idiom frequently paralleled in Aryan, “ ye Mazdah Ahuras ” means
“ Mazdah and the others (see p. 241) who hear the title Ahura (Lord).^’

^ Probably best taken eschatologically, though Bartholomae renders

Eure Bundesgenossenschaft gewahrend.”
^ So the tradition, and Mills in BBE. Justi {Idg, Forsch.^ xviii. (1905-6),

Anzeiger 36) defends it satisfactorily, I think. “Wisdom” is really

“ religion,” in the familiar Old Testament sense : from cisti Zarathushtra

named his daughter Pourucista, a ^pSpifios irapeivos according to the applica-

tion of Matt. 252. The verse becomes a prayer for the speedy coming of

the End, when good men^s “thoughts” {mm&) would dwell in “Good
Thought ” or Paradise, where Eeligion has her eternal home. Bartholomae

differs widely, “wo die Einsicht noch schwankend ist”
; Geldner has “wo

noch der falsche Glaube besteht.”

^ That is on the followers of Druj.

® Slcendd sjoayaerahyd is very doubtful. Geldner, “der Untergang der

Macht (?) ” ;
Mills, “ the blow of destruction ”

: the tradition made spayaera

“ army,” and Tiele took it as a proper name of an angel of destruction.

My rendering follows Bartholomae, but without any assurance. He com-

pares Ys 53®.

® The followers of Ahura and of the Daevas respectively. Zarathushtra

declares himself to be the ratu appointed by Ahura.
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S. What award thou givest by thy Spirit and thy Fire, and

hast taught by Right, to the two parties/ and what decision

unto the wise—this do thou tell us, Mazdah, that we may
know, even with the tongue of thine own mouth, that I may
convert all living men.

4. If Right is to be invoked and Mazdah and the other

Ahiiras,‘^ and Destiny and Piety,^ do thou seek for me, O
thou Best Thought, the mighty Dominion, by the increase of

which we might vanquish the Ide.

5. Tell me therefore what ye, O thou Right, have appointed

me as the better portion, for me to determine, to know and to

keep in mind, 0 thou Good Thought—which portion they envy

me : tell me of all these things, O Mazdah Ahura, that shall

not be or shall be.

6. To him shall the Best fall who as one that knows ^ speaks

to me Right’s very word of Welfai'e and Immortality,^* even

that Dominion of Mazdah which Good Thought will prosper

for him.

7. He that in the beginning thus thought,'^ “ Let the blessed

realms be filled with lights,” he it is that by his wisdom created

Right. Those realms that the Best Thought shall possess thou

dost prosper, Mazdah, by thy spirit, which, 0 Ahura, is ever

the same.

^ Believers and unbelievers. Geldner tr. “ die beiden Schiilden,’’ that is

‘‘ urn Lolin und Strafe zu bestinimen.”

^ Bartholomae compares with this plural, “the Mazdah Ahuras/ the

phrase in the Behistan Inscription, “ Auramazda and the other hagas that

exist/’ So also Xerxes, “Aiiramazda with the hagasJ^ He adds that

Yanina is found in the plural in the Atharva Veda, meaning, I presume,
“ Varuna and bis associates,” Provided that we limit the AJmrm to

Mazdali and the Six, with the other Gathic abstractions of the same class,

we do not compromise Zarathushtra’s unmistakable monotlieism.

^ A£ in the Gathas represents the eschatological award to good and

bad. She is here put in close connexion with Aramaiti, the two nouns

standing in the dual as an associated (dvandva) pair. See p. 118.

Man6faj teaching, doctrine : the word later fell to a mere “ spell.”

® So Bartholomae renders haurvatdtd aMiyd ammtafMasca. I am not

(piite sure that we should not keep the order, with, Asha between the other

two Amesha— the word of Welfare, Right, and Immortality.”

^ Bartholomae links with 6—“ dessen der zu Anfang sich das ausdachte.”

See some comments on this stanza and the next in EEPF^ 85.
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8. I conceived of thee, O Mazdah, in my thonglit that tlion,

the First, art (also) the Last—that thou art Father of Good
Thought, for thus I apprehended thee with mine eye—that
thou didst truly create Right, and art the Lord (ahurJin) to

judge the actions of life.

9. Thine was Piety, thine the Ox-Creator,^ even wisdom of

spirit, 0 Mazdah Ahura, for that thou didst give (the cattle)

choice whether to depend on a husbandman or on one that is

no husbandman.'^

10. So of the twain it chose for itself the cattle-tending

husbandman as its lord according to Right,*'^ the man that

advances Good Thought,'^ He that is no husbandman, O
Mazdah, however eager he be, has no part in the good message.''

11. When thou, Mazdah, in the beginning didst create beings

and (men's) ‘Selves^ by thy Thought, and intelligences—when
thou didst make life clothed with body, when ({"hou madest)

actions and teachings, whereby one may exercise choice at ones
free will

;

12. Then lifts up his voice the false speaker or the true

speaker, he that knows or he that knows not, each according to

his own heart and thought. Passing from one to another,

Piety pleads with the spirit in which there is wavering.

13. Whatsoever open or secret things may be visited with

judgement, or what man for a little sin demands the heaviest

penalty—of all this through the Right thou art ware, observing

them with flashing eye.

14. These things I ask thee, Ahura, how they shall come and
issue—the requitals that in accord with the records are appointed

for the righteous, and those, Mazdah, that belong to the

liars, how these shall be when they come to the reckoning,

/ Bartliolomae notes that Aramaiti and iaian arc linked becansa tlie

former has the Earth as province.

® The nomad of the daevaymna, a persistent cattle-raider,

^ Aktmm asao7i9m

:

note here ahura applied to a man, wlio is for the
cattle what Ahura is to mankind.

A good instance of Vohu Manah as lord of cattla

^ Eum^rdois. (cf. Skt is in etymology and meaning much like

tthayyiKtov,

. ‘Hhe sum of a man*s spiritual and religions characteristics”

(Bartholomae, AitWb^ 666 : see the whole note).

23
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15. This I ask, what penalty is for him who seeks to achieve

kingship for a liar,^ for the man of ill deeds, 0 Ahura, who finds

not his living without injury to the husbandman's cattle and
men, though he does him no harm.

16. This I ask, whether the understanding man that strives

to advance the Dominion over house or district or land by the

Right, will be one like thee, 0 Mazdah Ahura—when he will

be and how he will act,

17. Whether is greater, the belief of the righteous or of the
liar.? Let him that knows tell him that knows; let not him
that knows nothing deceive any more. Be to us, O Mazdah
Ahura, the teacher of Good Thought.

18. Let none of you listen to the liar's words and commands

:

he brings house and clan and district and land into misery and
destruction. Resist them then with weapon !

19. To him should one listen who has the Right in his

thought, a healer of life and one that knows—who, 0 Ahura,
can establish the truth of the words of his tongue at will, when
by thy red Fire, 0 Mazdah, the assignment is made to the
two parties.^

SO. Whoso cometh to the righteous one, far from him shall

be the future long age of misery, of darkness, ill food, and crying
of Woe! To such an existence, ye liars, shall your own Self

bring you by your actions.^

21. Mazdah Ahura by virtue of his absolute lordship will give

a perpetuity of communion with Welfare and Immortality and
Right, with Dominion, with Good Thought, to him that in

spirit and in actions is his friend.

22. Clear is it to the man of understanding, as one who ha^
%

1 Bartliolomae thinks that here and in 18 we have personal allusions to

a daevayasna chief (Bmdva) and a teacher or priest (Grs>hma) who were
foremost in opposing Zarathushtra.

2 It seems clear (despite Justi in IdgF, xviii., Anz. 35) that Zarathushtra
means himself : he will fulfil his prophetic warnings at the last day, when
their truth ‘‘ is revealed in fire.’' For the dual rgnaya see Fs SP above.

2 After Bartholomae. The aiavan is Zarathushtra. DarsgQm dyu (cognate
with aevorn) no doubt means eternity, but the adjective is not decisive.

For “ ill food ” cf. Ys 49^^
;
for “ crying,” Ys 53^ Bartholomae takes avaetas

vaco (lit. “ woe ! ”-ness of voice) as an abstract from avoi (cf. ovaf, vae). For
the Self, see v.^h
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realised it with his thought. He upholds Right together with

the good Dominion by his word and deed. He shall be the

most helpful companion ^ for thee, O Mazdah Ahura,

Yasna SS

1. Zarathmhtra.—And his blessedness, even that of Ahura

Mazdah, shall the nobles - strive to attain, his the community-

with the brotherhood,^ his, ye Daeva, in the manner I declare it.

Representatives of the Classes,—As thy messengers, we would

keep them far away that are enemies to you.^

2. To them Mazdah Ahura, who is united with Good
Thought,^ and in goodly fellowship with glorious Right,

through Dominion,^ made reply: We make choice of your

holy good Piety—it shall be ours.

3. Zarathushtra.—But ye, ye Daevas all, and he ® that highly

honours you, are seed of the Bad Thought—yea, and of the

1 Bartholomae compares asti with Skt atiihi, ‘‘ guest ”
: the primary idea

will be one living in the same house.

2 X^aetUy v9r9Z9na^ and airyaman are, on Bartholomae’s scheme, the three

ranks of the Zarathushtrian commonwealth : the nobles, the peasants or

farmers, and the priests (AirWb^ 908 : see ZAzrPFb, 118 1). Justi (IFAnz,^

xviii. 39 f.) observes that the airyaman always stands last, “ a modesty which

the priestly profession has nowhere else shown.” Moreover, he notes that

airyaman in the Zend and Pazend of the Avesta and in Pahlavi literature

generally means “ servant,” and in Persian “ an uninvited guest ”—one, there-

fore, outside the family. I very much doubt whether there was any priestly

order at all in Zarathushtra’s system. The exclusion of the old Aryan
aeaurvan from the Gathas can hardly be accidental

;
and in the place where

zaotar occurs {Ys 33®) there is no suggestion that it is a separate order.

Justi would put the priests into the with the nobles and citizens.

While I do not think airyaman means ‘‘priest,” I do not feel satisfied

with Justi’s “ Dienerschaft” The relation to the Vedic aryama% and to

the divinity which elsewhere in the Yeda and Later Avesta attaches to the

name, is far from clear. See above, p. 1 17.

^ Le, the Ahiiras, Mazdah and the rest, as elsewhere.

4 Of. Ys 49®.

® XMra, as a quasi-personification of the Lordship of Mazdah, becomes

the medium of the divine acceptance of the homage of the Zoroastrian

community,
® Bartholomae regards this as directed definitely at Grdhrm^ the

daevayasnian teacher named in v.^^ and elsewhere.
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Lie and of Arrogance; likewise your deeds^ whereby ye have

long been known in the seventh region of the earthd

4- For ye have brought it to pass that men who do the worst

things shall be called beloved of the Daevas,^ separating them-

selves from Good Thought, departing from the will of Mazdah
Ahura and from Right.

5. Thereby ye defrauded mankind of happy life and of

immortality,^ by the deed which he^ and the Bad Spirit

together with Bad Thought and Bad Word taught you, ye

Daevas, and the Liars, so as to ruin (mankind).

6. The many sins, by which he has attained to be known,

whether by these it shall be thus,^ this thou knowest by the

Best Thought, 0 Ahura, who art mindful of man^s desert. In

thy Dominion, Mazdah, shall your sentence and that of the

Right be passed.

7. None of these sins will the understanding commit, in

eagerness to attain the blessing that shall be proclaimed, we
know, through the glowing metal®—sins the issue of which,

0 Ahura Mazdah, thou knowest best.

8. In these sins,'^ we know, Yima was involved, Vivahvant’s

son, who desiring to satisfy men gave our people flesh of the ox

to eat.® From these shall I be separated by thee, 0 Mazdah,

at last.

^ ‘‘ The central part of the earth, on which men live (Geldner).

2 Daevo-zuitd, identical with devdjusta, a compound found in the .Rigveda

to denote what is “acceptable to the DevasJ^ The consciousness of the

older reputation of the Daevas is latent.

3 On this see what is said above concerning Yima’s Fall, p. 148 f.

^ That is Gr9hma again. It seems that this complex sentence intends to

imply that the human heretic taught the “ men of the Druj,” and Aka
Mainyu taught the Daevas. (Geldner’s tr., Lesehcch, 324.)

^ As set forth in v.^.

® On the Flood of Molten Metal, see p. 157.

Eartholomae and Jackson take ae^am aenanhqm masc. here, “ of these

sinners,’’ though B. makes the identical phrase neut. at the beginning of

v."^. This seems to me unlikely
;
and as aend in v.® must be neuter, I prefer

to take it so throughout.

® See on all this p. 149. It may be observed that Tiele (tr. Nariman,

p. 76, or p. 90 f. in the German) argued for a new rendering which involved

taking srdm as active (“Yivanghat, son of Yima [a slip in the English],

heard of this punishment”) I
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9. The teacher of evil destroys the lore, he by his teachings

destroys the design of life, he prevents the possession of Good
Thought from being prized. These words of my spirit I wail

unto you, 0 Mazdah, and to the Right.

10. He it is that destroys the lore, who declares that the

Ox and the Sun are the worst thing to behold with the eyes,^

and hath made the pious into liars, and desolates the pastures

and lifts his weapon against the righteous man.
11. It is they, the liars, who destroy life, who are mightily

determined to deprive matron and master of the enjoyment

of their heritage,^ in that they would pervert the righteous,

O Mazdah, from the Best Thought.

12. Since they by their lore would pervert men from the

best doing, Mazdah utters evil against them, who destroy the

life of the Ox with shouts of joy, by whom Grehma and his

tribe ^ are preferred to the Right, and the Karapan ^ and the

lordship of them that seek after the Lie.

13. Since Grehma shall attain the realms in the dwelling

of the Worst Thought, he and the destroyers of this life, 0
Mazdah, they shall lament in their longing for the message

of thy prophet, who will stay them from beholding of the

Right.^

14. To his undoing Grehma and the Kavis® have long

devoted their purposes and energies, for they set themselves

to help the liar, and that it may be said “The Ox shall

^ According to Bartholomae’s convincing exegesis, this points to nocturnal

orgies of daSw-worshippers, associated with slaughter of cattle (q^uery, a

Mithraic tauroholnm) and intoxication with haoma. See further above,

p. 129 f.

^ Bartholoinae takes this of the heavenly inheritance, comparing KX7}povofji.la

in Ephes. 5^. This connects well with v.^^.

^ Lit. ‘‘the Grehmas,” as we say “the Joneses.” This leader of Daeva-

worship presides at the orgy.

^ The name denoted priests of the daevayasna, and is connected with

Skt halpa, “ ritual.”

^ The beatific vision, for which they will unavailingly long when it is

too late.

® A name of Iranian chieftains, appropriated (when used separately) to

daevayasna chiefs
;
but it had become already attached to the names of

a dynasty of Mazdean kings, so that the term retains for Kavi Yishtaspa

a good connotation.
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be slain, that it may kindle the Averter of Death ^ to

help us.’’’*

15. Thereby hath come to ruin the Karapan and the Kavi

community, through those whom they will not have to rule

over their life. These shall be borne away from them both

to the dwelling of Good Thought.^

16. ^ ^ ^ ^ who hast power, 0 Mazdah Ahui'a, over him
who threatens to be my undoing,^ that I may fetter the men
of the Lie in their violence against my friends.

Yama 33

1, According as it is with the laws that belong to the present ®

life, so shall the Judge® act with most just deed towards the

man of the Lie and the man of the Right, and him whose

false things and good things balance.^

£. Whoso worketh ill for the liar by word or thought or

hands, or converts his dependent to the good—such men meet

the will of Ahura Mazdah to his satisfaction.

3. Whoso is most good to the righteous man, be he noble

or member of the community or of the brotherhood,® Ahura

—

or with diligence cares for the cattle, he shall be hereafter in the

pasture of Right and Good Thought.

4. I who by my worship would keep far from thee, 0 Mazdah,

1 Duraoia is in L. Av. the standing epithet of Haoma, so that we have here

a perfectly clear allusion to the old Aryan intoxicant which Zarathushtra -

banned.
^ See above, p. 171, and cf. Ys 48^° below.
2 Two words in this line, u^uruye syasc% defy all reasonable analysis and

appear to be corrupt.

^ Almost the same phrase in Ys 48®. See AirWb, 763, for construc-

tion.

^ Lit. “ former,” as often.

® The ratu is Zarathushtra himself, but this does not seriously militate

against his authorship. One may compare Matt. 25^^.

^ See the discussion of hamistaJcdn above, p, 175 1, and MEPF, p. 98 f.

To the note on p. 175 it may be added that the old reading Mmydsaite
is altered to Mmsmydsaitej from root myas^ to mix, in Geldner’s great

critical edition, with a decided preponderance of MSS. Cf. Ys 48"*.

^ See note on Fs 32h
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disobedience and Bad Thought,^ heresy ^ from the nobles, and

from the community the Lie that is most near,^ and from the

brotherhood the slanderers, and the worst herdsman from the

pasture of the cattle ;

—

5. I who would invoke thy Obedience as greatest of all at

the Consummation,*^ attaining eternal^ life, and fhe Dominion

of Good Thought, and the straight ways unto Right, wherein

Mazdah Ahura dwells

;

6. I, as a priest,® who would learn the straight (paths) by

the Right, would learn by the Best Spirit‘d how to practise

husbandry by that thought in which it is thought of : these

Twain of thine,® 0 Ahura Mazdah, I strive to see and to take

counsel with them.

7. Come hither to me, 0 ye Best Ones, hither, 0 Mazdah,

in thine own person and visibly, O Right and Good
Thought, that I may be heard beyond the limits of the

people.® Let the august duties be manifest among us and

clearly viewed.

8. Consider ye my matters whereon I am active, 0 Good

Thought, my worship, 0 Mazdah, towards one like you,^ and,

O thou Right, the words of my praise. Grant, O Welfare and

Immox'tality, your own everlasting blessing.^

1 Lit. “ would worship away.”

2 tar9maitmh^ the converse of aramaiti in usage, whether or no the latter’s

etymology was rightly assumed.

3 Druj here is like Darius’s drauga, an enemy’s violence.

^ avmhdna^ Yedic amsma^ ‘‘goal” {Buheort in Grassmann), here of

cotirae eschatological, crvprcheia rov alavos.

^ dar9gd’jyditm, as elsewhere, lit. “ long life,” but its context regularly

justifies the other word.

® Zaotd, Skt hotar : the L. Av. dBravan is not found in the Gathas, and

this old Aryan title only occurs here. See p. 116-8.

" Note that Vahistm Mand has here become V. MainyuL
s Asha and Vohu Manah : cf. Ys. 28^ 47^.

® Magmnd, which Bartholomae here and in Fs 51^® renders “Bilndler.”

But if Carnoy is right (see note on Ys 291^), it means “the rich,” especially

as supporters of the priests (?) and the cultus. I have doubts on this last

detail : see p. 116 f.

^ Cf. Ys 29^^ and note. XSmdvant, “ vestri similis,” always means “one

of you Ahuras,” Mazdah with his associates.

That is welfare and immortality.”
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9. That Spirit of thine, Mazdah, together with the com-

fort of the Comrades twain,^ who advance the Right, let

the Best Thought bring through the Reform wrought by

me.^ Sure is the support of those twain, whose souls

are one.

10. All the pleasures of life which thou boldest, those

that were, that are, and that shall be, 0 Mazdah, according

to thy good will apportion them. Through Good Thought

advance thou the body, through Dominion and Right at

will.

11. The most mighty Ahura Mazdah, and Piety, and Right

that blesses our substance, and Good Thought and Dominion

—hearken unto me, be merciful to me, when to each man the

Recompense comes.

12. Rise up for me, 0 Ahura, through Piety give strength,

through the holiest Spirit give might, 0 Mazdah, through the

good Recompense, through the Right give powerful prowess,

through Good Thought give the Reward.^

13. To support me, O thou that seest far onward, do ye

assure me the incomparable things of your Dominion, 0 Ahura,

as the Destiny ^ of Good Thought.^ Holy Piety, teach meifs

Self the Right.

14. As an offering Zarathushtra brings the life of his

own body,^ the choiceness of good thought, action, and

speech, unto Mazdah, unto the Right, Obedience and

Dominion.'^

1 Haiirvatat and Ameretat, who were named in v.®.

2 Bartholomae observes (AirJFb^ 1107) that Geldner has given at. different

times three different versions of this passage. Ilis own translation makes
good sense, but is far from convincing when coiifronted with tlie original

I follow him here, but without any assurance. MtteM. viaijd he takes as

lit. “through my change”
;
but tnaedd in F.s means “ wavering,” which

is not a support for the lexicographer's rendering here,

^ Eschatological, like add (tr, “recompense”). Of. Ti. 511 Twice in

the G. Hapt. we find the goodfi^ratu^ the good AraniaitiJ'*

^ AE, an eschatological term me^m^ng much the same as ddd and fmaiU,
In L. Av. Ashi Vangulii is a ymata

:

see BEFP^ 147.

Cl. Ys 46^

The thought is not unlike Rom. 121

Zarathushtra brings “ Dominion ” to Mazdah by bringing “ Obedience.”
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Yasna 34

1. The action, the word, and the worship by which I will give

for thee ^ Immortality and Right, O Mazdah, and the Dominion

of Welfare—through multitudes of these, 0 Ahura, we would

that thou shouldst give them.

And all the actions of the good spirit and the holy man,^

whose soul follows with Right, do ye^ set with the thought

(thereof) in thine outer court,^ O Mazdah, when ye ^ are adored ^

with hymns of praise.

3. To thee and to Right we will offer the sacrifice® with

due service, that in (thy established) Dominion ye may bring

all creatures to perfection through Good Thought. For

the reward of the wise man is for ever secure, O Mazdah,

among you.®

4. Of thy Fire,^ O Ahura, that is mighty through Right,

promised and powerful, we desire that it may be for the faithful

man with manifested delight, but for the enemy with visible

torment, according to the pointings of the hand.^

^ This is Bartholomae’s earlier view; he now gives “fiir die Du o Mazdah

. . . veiieihen wirst.” The other seems to me much easier grammatically,

and sound in sense. The Prophet declares that he will be judge at the

last by the message he gives; cf. John 12^®. This is not inconsistent with

the supreme Judgeship of Ahura. See p. 167 f.

2 Bartholomae in his translation (p. 47) takes both of these collectively,

describing the pious community. In AirJVh^ 864, he makes “ the holy man ”

Zarathushtra—less probably, I think.

® As elsewhere, the plural includes Mazdah and the other Ahuras.

^ The pairigaeBa is “ the place, in later times called the Treasury, where

good deeds are stored up until the final Beckoning” (Bartholomae, com-

paring his note on Y$ 28^^).

^ Lit. “at the adoring those of your company” : Bartholomae (AirWb,

1404) says in kausalem Sinn.”

^ myazda, an offering of food, as distinguished from zaoBra, a drink

offering,

7 Reading ya for ya, with Bartholomae.

^ Lit. “those like you ”—the same word as in v.^ (note ^).

^ The ayah x^asta, flood of molten metal : see p. 157.

^ The Bundahish (BO^^) says, “Afterwards they set the righteous man

apart from the wicked.” The separation (cf. the “ Bridge of the Separator ”)

is conceived as indicated by motion of the Judge’s hand pointing. Fs 43"^

may show that the “ hand” is Mazdah’s, as we should expect
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5. Have ye Do'ttiinion and powei\ 0 Mazdali, Right and

Good Thought, to do as I urge upon you, even to protect your

poor man ? We have renounced all robber-gangs, b{>th demons

and men.

6. If ye are truly thus, O Mazdah, Right and Good 'Thought,

then give^ me this token, even a total reversal of this life,“

that I may come before you again more joyfully with worship

and praise.

7. Can they be true to thee, 0 Mazdah, who by their doctrine

turn the known inheritances of Good Thought into misery and

woe
[

. . ]
^ ? I know none other but you, O Right : so do ye

protect us.

8. For by these actions they put us in fear, in which peril

is for many—in that he the stronger (puts in fear) me the

weaker one—through hatred of thy commandment, O Mazdah.

They that will not have the Right in their thought, from them

shall the Good Thought ^ be far.

9. Those men of evil actions who spurn the holy Piety, precious

to thy wise one, O Mazdah, through their having no part in

Good Thought, from them Right shrinks back far, as from us

shrink the wild beasts of prey.

10. The man of understanding has promised to cling to the

actions of this Good Thought, and to the holy Piety, creator,

comrade of Right—wise that he is, and to all the hopes, Ahura,

that are in thy Dominion, O Mazdah.

11. And both thy (gifts) shall be for sustenance, even Welfare

^ Bartliolomae parses data as 2 pL, which would require vlspam ma§e§m
(sL very slight change) in the next line, unless there is anacoluthon.

2 That the unseen world would involve an ayaa-rdrwo'ts of the conditions

of the present is assumed : the sorely tried Prophet asks for some token of

Divine favour here and now.
® uBuru is instr. sing, of a noun which Bartholomae gives up as

inexplicable. Geldner made it ‘‘energy,” others “ intelligence/’ etc.

Certainly it is hard to defend it from the suspicion of complete cor-

ruption. The whole sentence is doubtful, as the differences of the

doctors show.

^ Here, as in Fs 30^, Bartholomae (AirJVb^ 1133) would make mano a

different word (cognate with /acW, maneo\ with “ Wohnstatt ” as meaning.

But it seems very unlikely that such a combination as voM maiw should

have an alternative meaning ; and “ Good Thought ” is a very natural

name for Paradise : see p. 171.
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and Immortality^ Piety linked with Right shall advance the

Dominion of Good Thought, its - permanence and power. By
these, O Mazdah, dost thou bless the foes of thy foes.®

1^, What is thine ordinance ? What wiliest thou ? what

of praise or what of worship ? Proclaim it, Mazdah, that we

may hear what ordinances'^ Destiny® will apportion. Teach

us by Right the paths of Good Thought that are blessed to

go in

—

13. even that way of Good Thought, 0 Ahura, of which

thou didst speak to me, whereon, a way well made by Right,

the Selves of the future benefactors ® shall pass to the reward

that was prepared for the wise, of which thou art determinant,

O Mazdah.

14. That precious reward, then, O Mazdah, ye will give by

the action of Good Thought to the bodily life of those who

are in the community that tends the pregnant cow, (the

promise of) your good doctrine, Ahura, that of the wisdom

which exalts communities through Right.

15. 0 Mazdah, make known to me the best teachings and

actions, these, 0 Good Thought, and, 0 Right, the due of

praise. Through your Dominion, 0 Ahura, assure us that

mankind shall be capable® according to (thy) will.

^ Bartholomae (with the Pahlavi) renders “ der Wohlfahrtstrank und die

XJiisterblichkeitsspeise,” ambrosia and nectar, which is likely enough.

- Or the permanence and power ” (utayuitz tdvisl) may be that of the

beatified : there is no pronoun.
^ So Bartholomae, but his bold explanation of 6wdi as an infin. from a

verbal root with no known cognates (‘* Etym.?” AirfFh^ 798) seems to rest on

slender foundations. (Still, I might suggest that a root dioa is an obviously

paralleled by-form for tav, with the meaning augere,) His explanation of

vtdvaiiqm (for see AirWb, 1446) as “ anti-enemy ’’ is supported by

Skt vidvems. But it must be noted that this is one of a great many places

where Ikrtholomae stands alone.

^ Bdzm here means the final judgement of weal or woe : at the beginning

of the stanza it may be more general.

® Ai% a yamta in Later Aves.ta resembling the Latin Fortima.
,

In

Ws she is closely linked with Aramaiti. Cf. note on Fs

® Bmiymtg.'m, On dmnd, “ego,’^ see p. 263 f.

'^Lit. «of”
® /ralm, the word that forms the (later) abstract fraBlmti, the Ee-

generation.
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Yasna 43

1. To each several man, to whom may Mazda,h Ahura ruling

at his will ^ grant after the (petitioners) will^ I will after his

will^ that he attain permanence and power," lay hold of Right,''’

—grant me this, O Piety,—the destined gifts ^ of wealth, the

life of the Good Tliought

;

2. and it shall be for him the best^ of all things. After his

longing for bliss may one be given bliss/ through thy provident

Buost holy spirit, O Mazdah, even the blessings of Good I'hought

which thou wilt give through Right all the days with joy of

enduring life.'^

3. May he ® attain to that which is better than good, who
would teach us the straight paths to blessedness in this life here

of body and in that of thought—true paths that kad to the

world where Ahura dwells—a faithful man, well-knowing and

holy like thee, O Mazdah.^

4*. Then shall ^ I recognise thee as strong and holy, Mazdah,

when by the hand ^ in which thou thyself dost hold the destinies

that thou wilt assign to the Liar and the Righteous, by the

glow of thy Fire whose power is Right, the might of Good
Thought shall come to me.

^ There is intentional repetition of uBd (bis) and rasa, both from the

root ms (Skt rap, Gk etc,), and meaning the same.
^ Eschatological (ci Ys 34^^), as are the remaining phrases : eternal life

and strength in Paradise is meant.
^ A.h here means virtually Paradise, as the final abode of the Ideal.

^ aM : on this see Ys 34^^

^ VahiBa, became in Middle Persian (as in the Turfan MSS.) the special

name for Paradise.

^ X^dBray lit. “good breathing^’ (Bartholomae), like

^ JDarsgd'jyditi, “long life,’’ means “everlasting,” as does vUpd ayctr§^^

**'ir<la‘as rks TjfjLepas,^*

® The community may be supposed to speak of their Prophet, whether

or no he himself is author here. Note that he speaks in the first person

till v.^®.

s On this characteristic division of existence into corporeal and spiritual,

which cuts horizontally the other division into good and evil, see p. 202.

1 An anticipation of the End introduces a series of visions in which the

Prophet has recognised the attributes of Mazdah
; note the change of tense.

2 See Fs 34^ and note.
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5. AvS the holy one I recognised thee, Mazdah Ahiira, when I

saw^ thee in the beginning at the birth of Life, when thou

madest actions and words to have their meed—evil for the evil,

a good Destiny for the good—through thy wisdom when creation

shall I'each its goal.^

6. At which goal thou wilt come with thy holy Spirit, O
Mazdah, with Dominion, at the same with Good Thought, by

whose action the settlements^ will prosper through Right.

Their judgements*^ shall Piety proclaim, even those of thy

wisdom which none can deceive.

7. As the holy one I recognised thee, Mazdah Ahura,

when Good Thought came to me and asked me, ‘•‘Who art

thou ? to whom dost thou belong ? By what sign wilt thou ^

appoint the days for questioning about thy possessions and

thyself?”

8. Then I said to him : To the first (question), Zarathushtra

am L a true foe to the Liar, to the utmost of my power, but a

powerful support would I be to the Righteous, that I may
attain the future things of the infinite ® Dominion, according as

I praise and sing ^ thee, Mazdah.

9. As the holy one I recognised thee, Mazdah Ahura, when

Good Thought came to me. To his question, ‘‘For which wilt

^ “In vision,” Geldner and Bartholomae. It is strange that Tiele

{Beligionsg,^ 100) should have inferred that for the writer Zarathushtra is a

saint of the dim past. On such rickety foundations are mythological

theories based !

^ Lit. “at the last turning-point of creation’^— thefraBhorsti.

^ Gae0a^ “ Hans und Hof,” Bartholomae : so Mills and the Pahlavi,

Geldner, “ die Leute.”

Aeihgd Bartholomae takes as ablative, referring back to the ahuras just

named. Geldner would take ratu^ in its regular personal sense

—

Bartholomae gives no other ex. for mdicium—and renders “ Diesen (den

frommen Menschen) proklamiert Armaiti die geistlichen Herren deines

,

Ratschlusses.”

® So Bartholomae, parsing dl^a as 2 sg. aor. mid. from does, Geldner

makes it 1 sg. (act. subj.).

^ msas^^X^adra

:

so Bartholomae, making it a compound, lit. “ sovranty

at will” Geldner separates and renders “ nach meinem Wunscli.”

' vaf, properly to “ weave,” used of the artistic fitting together of words

—cf. doidiv. The word is interesting from its suggestion of a

poetical tradition, first cousin to the Vedic.
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thou decide ? (I made reply), At the gift of adoration to thy

Fire, I will bethink me of Right so long as I have power.

10. Then show me Right, upon whom I calL'*^

Mazdali ,— Associating him ^ with Piety, I have come hither.

Ask us now what things we are here for thee to ask. For tliine

asking is as that of a mighty one, since he that is able should

make thee as a mighty one possessed of thy desire,’’*’

11. As the holy one I recognised thee, Mazdah Ahura, when

Good Thought came to me, when first by your words I was

instructed. Shall it bring me sorrow among men, my devotion,

in doing that which ye tell me is the best ^

12. And when thou saidst to me, To Right shaft thou go

for teaching,'” then thou didst not command what I did not

obey: Speed thee,^ ere my Obedience^ come, followed by

treasure-laden Destiny, who shall render to men severally the

destinies of the twofold award,’’’

13. As the holy one I recognised thee, Mazdah Ahura, when
Good Thought came to me to learn the state of my desire.

Grant it me, that which none may compel you to allow, (the

wish) for long continuance of blessed existence that they say is

in thy Dominion.

14. If thy provident aid, such as an understanding man who
has the power would give to his friend, comes to me by thy

Dominion through Right, then to set myself in opposition

against the foes of thy Law, together with all those who are

mindful of thy words 1

15. As the holy one I recognised thee, Mazdah Ahura, when
Good Thought came to me, when the still mind taught me to

declare what is best ^ Let not a man seek again and again to

please the Liars, for they make all the righteous enemies.*” ^

16. And thus Zarathushtra himself, 0 Ahura, chooses that

^ Lit. “ it,” for Asa is neuter,

2 To tlie work of propaganda. Bartholomae observes, “ The renovation

(Tauglichmachmig) of mankind must be accomplished speedily, for tlie

beginning of the Second Life is conceived as near at hand: cf. Matt.
32

,

417.” Seep. 159.

® Sraohj later associated with the Amshaspands. He is an angel of

Judgement ; see p. 169.

^ vaMBa might be an epithet of tu^ndmaitU (which seems to be a

conscious parallel to Aramaiti), but the other is better. ®
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spirit of thine that is holiest, Mazdah, May Right be embodied,

full of life and strength ! May Piety abide in the Dominion

where the sun shines ! May Good Thought give destiny to men

according to their works

!

Yama 44

1. This I ask thee, tell me truly, Ahura—as to prayer, how

it should be to one of you.^ O Mazdah, might one like thee ^

teach it to his friend such as I am,^ and through friendly Right

give us support, that Good Thought may come unto us.

% This I ask thee, tell me truly, Ahura—whether at the

beginning of the Best Existence the recompenses shall bring

blessedness to him that meets with them. Surely he, 0 Right,

the holy one, who watches in his spirit the transgression of all,

is himself the benefactor unto all that lives, 0 Mazdah.^

3. This I ask thee, tell me truly, Ahura. Who is by genera-

tion the Father of Right, at the first Who determined the path

of sun and stars ^ Who is it by whom the moon waxes and

wanes again This, 0 Mazdah, and yet more, I am fain to know.

4. This I ask thee, tell me truly, Ahura. Who upheld the

earth beneath and the firmament from falling Who the

watei'S and the plants ? Who yoked swiftness to winds and

clouds ? Who is, O Mazdah, creator of Good Thought ?

5. This I ask thee, tell me truly, Ahura. What artist made

light and darkness ? ^ What artist made sleep and waking ?

Who made moiming, noon, and night, that call the understand-

ing man to his duty ?

6. This I ask thee, tell me truly, Ahura—whether what I shall

proclaim is verily the truth. Will Right with its actions give

aid (at the last) ? will Piety ? Will Good Thought announce

from thee the Dominion ? For whom hast thou made the

pregnant cow^ that brings good luck?

7. This I ask thee, tell me truly, Ahura. Who created

1 Oa these words $wdva7ity mavant, which may mean nearly

the same as the pronoxm without the possessive suffix, see note on p. 359.

® I have attempted a rimed version of these two stanzas as an experiment

'

in MMPF, 102 I
'

3 On this striking contrast to the Magian dualism, see p. 291.

* «In Zarathushtra’s teaching the symbol of good fortune : cl Fs 47^,

50'^’^ (Bartholomae).
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together with Dominion the precious Piety? Who made by

wisdom the son obedient to his father ? I strive to recognise

by these things thee, 0 Mazdah, creator of all things through

the holy spirit,

8. This I ask thee, tell me truly, Ahiira. I would keep in

mind thy design, 0 Mazdah, and understand aright the maxims

of life which I ask of Good Thought and Right. How will my
soul partake of the good that gives increase ?

9. This I ask thee, tell me truly, Ahura^—whether for the

Self^ that I would bring to perfection, that of the man of

insight, the Lord of the Dominion would make me promises of

the sure Dominion, one of thy likeness,*-^ 0 Mazdah, who dwells

in one abode ^ with Good Thought.

10. This I ask thee, tell me truly, Ahura. The Religion^

which is the best for (all) that are, which in union with Right

should prosper all that is mine, will they duly observe it, the

religion of my creed, with the words and action of Piety, in

desire for thy (future) good things, O Mazdah ?

11. This I ask thee, tell me truly, Ahura—whether Piety

will extend to those to whom thy Religion ^ shall be proclaimed ?

I was ordained at the first by thee : all others I look upon with

hatred of spirit.

1£. This I ask thee, tell me truly, Ahura. Who among those

with whom I would speak is a righteous man, and who a liar

On which side is the enemy ? ® (On this), or is he the enemy,

the Liai^ who opposes thy blessings?^ How shall it be with

him ? Is he not to be thought of as an enemy ?

13. This I ask thee, tell me truly, Ahura—whether we shall

1 Daend

:

see p. 263 f. Bartliolomae notes, as important for the connexion

with the ‘‘soul ” of v.®, that daend also means “ religion,” as it does in vd‘L

2 ewdvdnt

:

see note on p. 359.

2 Eadam. The Greek suggests itself, and Strabo’s intuition

(p. 512) of rijs ^Avairtdos mlrtiv o‘vpL$(!)f/,ci}v Qem kphv . . . ’guaj/ou nal ’AyaBdrov

UeptriKOfy Satjudywy. Two Ainshaspands accordingly werti in

Cappadocia, in a shrine of Andhita. The point is discussed above, p. ICX) f.

^ Daend : see note on v.®.

5 Of course in the technical sense, following the Dmj instead of Alh.
® angra, which Dr Casartelli (p. 13Y n. above) would like to keep as an

allusion to Ahriman. Geldner renders “ Art thou thyself the enemy, or

is he . . J” See p. 135 n. ^ Those of the future life.
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drive the Lie away from us to those who being full of dis-

obedience will not strive after fellowship with Right, nor trouble

themselves with counsel of Good Thought.

14. This I ask thee, tell me truly, Ahux'a—whether I could

put the Lie into the hands of Right, to cast her down by the

words of thy lore, to work a mighty destruction among the

Liars, to bring torments upon them and enmities, 0 Mazdah.

15. This I ask thee, tell me truly, Ahura—if thou hast power

over this to ward it oft* from me through Right, when the two

opposing hosts ^ meet in battle according to those decrees which

thou wilt firmly establish. Whether is it of the twain that

thou wilt give victory ?

16. This I ask thee, tell me truly, Ahura. Who is victorious

to protect by thy doctrine (all) that are ? By vision assure me
how to set up the judge that heals the world.^ Then let him

have Obedience coming with Good Thought unto every man
whom thou desirest, O Mazdah.

17. This I ask thee, tell me truly, Ahura—whether through

you I shall attain my goal, O Mazdah, even attachment unto

you, and that my voice may be effectual, that Welfare and

Immortality may be ready to unite according to that promise

with him who joins himself with Right.

18. This I ask thee, tell me truly, Ahura—whether I shall

indeed, 0 Right, earn that reward, even ten mares with a stallion

and a camel,''* which was promised to me, 0 Mazdah, as well as

through thee the future gift of Welfare and Immortality.

19. This I ask thee, tell me truly, Ahura. He that will not

give that reward to him that earns it, even to the man who

fulfilling his word gives him (what he undertook)—what penalty

shall come to him for the same at this present ? I know that

which shall come to him at the last.

1 spadd (cf. M.P. whence our sepoy% the hosts of Mazdayasnians

and Daevayasnians
;
or perhaps rather the spiritual forces in the great

Armageddon that precedes the Renovation,

2 lliis seems to be Zarathushtra himself—^lie is praying for a vision that

may openly confirm his designation as a prophet.

3 See p. 155. It is sufficiently obvious that this is a touch of reality,

enough to reduce to absurdity any theory that makes these Gathas move in

, the sphere of the mystical and the mythical alone.

m
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20. Have the Daevas ever exercised good dominion? And
this I ask of those who see how for the Daevas’ sake the
Karapan and the Usij ^ gave the cattle to violence,^ and how
the Kavi ^ made them continually to mourn, instead of taking
care ^ that they may make the pastures prosper through Right.

Yasna 45

1. I will speak forth : hear now and hearken now, ye from
near and ye from far that desire (instruction). Now observe

him ^ in your mind, all of you, for he is revealed. Never shall

the false Teacher destroy the Second Life,^ the Liar, in perversion

by his tongue unto evil belief.

2. I will speak of the Spirits twain at the first beginning of
the world,® of whom the holier thus spake to the enemy
Neither thought nor teachings nor wills nor beliefs nor words

nor deeds nor selves ^ nor souls of us twain agree.”

3. I will speak of that which Mazdah Ahura, the all-knowing,

revealed to me first in this (earthly) life.^ Those of you that
put not in practice this word as I think and utter it, to them
shall be woe at the end of life.

1 See atove, pp. 140, 357. 2 aesma—^^^ p. 130.
3 This rendering of Bartholomae’s involves the making of a new verb

for which the lexicographer can give no parallel nearer than the
Middle High German smeichen “schon tun” I am strongly tempted
by Prof. Soderblom’s argument (RHR, 1909, p. 334 f.), but neither he
nor Prof. Geldner (Lesebuch^ 325) seems altogether to solve the difficulty

of getting the ordinary root, maez {mzngere—Skt meh\ to work in here :

are we to think of liquid manure ?

^ The absence of indication who is meant may possibly be put down
with the signs that the Gathas have a context that is lost. Geldner under-
stands the false teacher to be intended, Bartholomae Ahura Mazdah : the
former seems to be more probable,-

® The Future Life. It is possible also to render “ never again shall he
destroy life” (so Geldner).

^ the word rendered “ life ” in v.^.

7 amdm : this is the one occurrence of the afterwards stereotyped title in
the Gathas : see p. 136,

® Dasnd : see note on Ys 44®.

® Geldner, “ as first (most important) in this life”
; Bartholomae, “at the

beginning of this life,” which matches the use elsewhere, but only suits the
context if it means that the revelation concerns the immediate present.
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4. I will speak of wliat is best ^ for this life. Through Right

doth Mazdah know it,‘^ who created the same as father of the

active Good Thought, and the daughter thei'eof is Piety of

goodly action. Not to be deceived is the all-seeing Ahura.

5. I will speak of that which the Holiest declared to me as

the word that is best for mortals to obey : he, Mazdah Ahura
(said), ‘‘‘ They who at my bidding render him ^ obedience, shall

all attain unto Welfare and Immortality by the actions of the

Good Spirit.*”

6. I will speak of him that is greatest of all, praising him,

O Right, who is bounteous to all that live. By the holy spirit

let Mazdah Ahura hearken, in whose adoi'ation I have been

instructed by Good Thought. By his wisdom let him teach me
what is best,

7. even he whose two awards, whereof he ordains, men sha,!!

attain, whoso are living or have been or shall be. In immortality ^

shall the soul of the righteous be joyful, in perpetuity shall be

the torments of the Liars. All this doth Mazdah Ahura

appoint by his Dominion.

8. Him thou shouldst seek to bring to us by praises of

worship, Now have I seen it with mine eye, that which is of

the good spirit and of (good) action and word, knowing by

Right Mazdah Ahura.’*’ May we offer him homage in the

House of Song

!

9. Him thou shouldst seek to propitiate for us together with

Good Thought, who at his will maketh us weal or woe. May
Mazdah Ahura by his Dominion bring us to work, for prospering

^ The Pahlavi characteristically glosses this as the next-of-kin marriage 1

We cim safely assume that the vaUUsm is the good doctrine of agriculture

as practical virtue.

“ Both Geldner and Bartholomae render I have learnt it, 0 Mazdah,”

reading M.ardd. But there seems no gain in bringing in the address. What

we seem to need here is an accus. (cf. Mills, Gathas, p. 541), which

would enable us to recognise Mazdah as the “Father” of Yohu Manah and

Aramaiti, as regularly in later times. The MSS. waver between Mazda

and Mazda (iionn). With Mazdqm we should render : “Through Bight I

know Mazdah, who created it [sc. this best thing in life], as father of the

active Good Thought, and his daughter is Aramaiti.”

^ Zarathushtra,

^ Ammtditi

:

Bartholomae renders “ in eternity,” as in Ys 48^ : see p. 173.
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our beasts and our men, so that we may through Right have

familiarity with Good Thought.

10. Him thou shouldst seek to exalt with pi^ayers of Piety,

him that is called Mazdah Ahura ^ for ever, for that he hath

promised through his own Right and Good Thought that

Welfare and Immortality shall be in his Dominion,^ strength

and perpetuity in his house.

11. Whoso therefore in the future lightly esteemeth the

Daevas and those mortals who lightly esteem him^—even all

others save that one who highly esteemeth him,—unto him shall

the holy Self of the future deliverer,^ as Lord of the house, be

friend, brother, or father, O Mazdah Ahura.

Yasna 46

1. To what land shall I go to flee, whither to flee ? From
nobles and my peers they sever me, nor are the people ^ pleased

with me [ . . ], nor the Liar rulers of the land. How am I

to please thee, Mazdah Ahura ?

2. I know wherefore I am without success, Mazdah
:
(because)

few cattle are mine, and for that I have but few folk. I cry

unto thee, see thou to it, Ahura, granting me support as friend

gives to friend. Teach me by the Right the acquisition ^ of

Good Thought.

1 “Wise Lord ”~tlie title needs translating.

2 ^11 the Amshaspands are named here, and in marked dependence on

Ahura. Note, however, that the dvandva tdvlsl utayidti (p. 114) in the last

line is exactly parallel with haurvatdta arrm-dtata, a similar pair of duals,

in the line above, nor is there any real difference between Mazdah’s

“Dominion” and his “House.” So the Amshaspands are no closed com-

munity. See above, p. 96 f. ^ See v.^

^ Saosyantj that is Zarathushtra himself, in that he believed he would in

his own lifetime bring the eschatological Eenovation. Note the curious

verbal parallel to Mark 3^^, with ddug pati (
= 56cr7r(^T7?y) recalling Matt.

and 20.^ Of, notes in EEPP^ 106 f.

^ These are the three social divisions : see p. 117 f.

® The word hdcd is corrupt and has not been successfully emended. It

seems to have disappeared before the Pahlavi translation, in which it is

omitted.

Utim, Geldner, “Streben nach,” which is attractive, connecting it with

Bartholomae understands it as a prayer that Paradise may be revealed

so as to spur men to good life : he compares 28^, 30% 31% 44^% 47% 482,
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3. When, Mazdah, shall the sunrisings ^ come forth for the

world's winning of Right, through the powerful teachings of

the wisdom of the future Deliverers ? ^ Who are they to whose

help Good Thought shall come ? ^ I have faith that thou wilt

thyself fulfil this for me, O Ahura.

4. The Liar stays the supporters of Right from prospering

the cattle in district and province, infamous that he is, repellant

by his actions. Whoso, Mazdah, robs him of dominion or of

life, he shall go before and prepare the ways of the good belief.^

5. If an understanding man should be able to hold one who
comes over from his vow and his ties of faith,® himself having

brought him thereto, and living after the ordinance, a righteous

man (converting) a Liar—then shall he tell it to the nobles,

that they may protect him from injury, 0 Mazdah Ahura.®

6. But whoso when thus approached should refuse his aid,

he shall go to the abodes of the company of the Lie. For he

is himself a Liar who is very good to a Liar, he is a righteous

man to whom a righteous man is dear ; since thou createdst

men's Selves in the beginning,^ Ahura.

7. Whom, 0 Mazdah, can one appoint as protector for one

like me, when the Liar sets himself to injure me, other than

1 A difficult word, as to which Bartholomae has now {Zum AirWh^ 145 f.)

changed his view, in consequence of a criticism by Justi {Indog, Forsch,

Ameiger, xviii. 21). Keturning to an old suggestion of his own, he regards

aHq^m ux^(in as influenced by hu vax^co ‘‘ sunrise,” from a transitive sense of

‘‘der die Tage emporsteigen lasst,” a description of the Dawn. Justi

translates with the Pahlavi “increasera of the days,” referring to the

Sad^tjantd. Bartholomae objects that in Ys 50^® the same phrase must
apply to the dawn.

2 See n.^ on previous page.

2 Both lines concern the “ Future Deliverers,” that is, in Zarathushtra’s

thought, himself and his comrades in the work of the Faith.

^ Bartholomae observes that this is a hint to Vishtaspa that he should

wage war with the Daevayasnian chiefs. If so, we have presumably passed

the point in this certainly composite hymn where the conditions of the

opening apply. There the Prophet is helpless and friendless : the royal

convert has not yet been won, as he clearly has been in v.^^.

® midrozhyo—the sole occurrence of the word miBra in the ©athas, in the

sense ‘‘ compact” which is common later. See p.

® Here accordingly it is assumed that the (s^e on v,^) is on the side

of the Faith : cf. note on v.^.

7 Of. Ys 31^\ and p. 263 above.
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thy Fire and thy Thought,^ through the actions of which twain

the Right will come to maturity^ O Ahura ? In this lore ^ do

thou instruct my very Self.

8. Whoso is minded to injure my possessions, from his actions

may no harm come to me ! Back upon himself may they come

with hostility, against his own person, all the hostile (acts), to

keep him far from the Good Life, Mazdah, not from the ill

!

9. Who is it, a faithful man he, who first taught that we
honour thee as mightiest to help, as the holy righteous Lord ^

over action ? What thy Right made known, what the Ox-creator ^

made known to Right, they would fain hear through thy Good
Thought.

10. Whoso, man or woman, doeth what thou, Mazdah Ahura,

knowest as best in life, as destiny for what is Right (give him)

the Dominion through Good Thought. And those whom I

impel to your adoration,^ with all these will I cross the Bridge

of the Separater. ®

11. By their dominion the Karapans and Kavis ^ accustomed

mankind to evil actions, so as to destroy Life. Their own soul

and their own self shall torment them ® when they come where

the Bridge of the Separater is, to all time dwellers in the House

of the Lie.

12. When among the laudable descendants and posterity of the

Turanian Fryana ^ the Right ariseth, through activity of Piety

^ “ Thy Thought ” is the same as “Good” or “Best Thought,” the

Amshaspand : see p. 97. Note the close linking of Atar and Vohumanah.
2 dgfStvd^ whence the Modern Persian dast, that gives the title Dastur,

3 Ahursm, which here must be translated.

^ On gmi taian^ see p. 347.

® xMavatam, “ those like you (Ahuras) ”
: see p. 359.

6 Seep. 164 f.

^ See p. 357-

® See p. 263 f.

® The Turanians became the traditional enemies of Iran : such names as

Framasydn (Afrasi^b) and Arjai^aspa (Arj^sp) are noted in the epics of

Iranian saga. The hostility was one of culture and religion, between

Mazdah and the Daevas, between agriculturists and nomads. Fryana is

proof that individuals might cross over : his clan is heard of in the Later

Avesta in terms agreeing with this stanza. Of. West in 8BE, xxxvii. 280.

Bartholomae calls Tiira “ an Iranian tribe outside Vishtaspa’s dominion, not

yet converted, but not hostile to the new faith ”—that is in Gathic times.
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that blesseth substance ; then shall Good Thought admit them,

and Mazdah Ahura give them protection at the Fulfilment^

13. Whoso among mortals has pleased Spitama Zarathushtra

by his willingness, a man deserving to have good fame, to him shall

Mazdah Ahura give Life, to him shall Good Thought increase sub-

stance, him we account to be a familiar friend with your Right.

14. Mazdah ,—O Zarathushtra, what righteous man is thy

friend for the great covenant ?
^ Who wills to have good fame ?

Zarathushtra,—It is the Kavi ^ Vishtaspa at the Consumma-
tion.^ Those whom thou wilt unite in one house with thee,

these will I call with words of Good Thought.

15. Ye Haecataspa Spitamas,® of you will I declare that ye

can discern ® the wise and the unwise
[

. . . a line lost - • .

Through these actions ye inherit Right according to the primeval

laws of Ahura.

16. Frashaoshtra Hvogva,^ go thou thither with those faithful

whom we both ^ desire to be in blessedness, where Right is united

with Piety, where the Dominion is in the possession of Good
Thought, where Mazdah Ahura dwells to give it increase.^

^ (twrixuay the Regeneration.

2 Apparently a term for the “ Bund of the Zarathnshtrian community.

But see Carnoy, as summarised in the note on Fs
2 The title has a curious double use, denoting also (see note on Fs 32^^)

chiefs of the Daevayasna. We must assume that it got its sinister meaning

because VislitasiDa stood alone among princes to whom the title belonged.

^ As Geldner notes, this dialogue is supposed to take place at the Great

Bay, when Zarathushtra answers for those with whom he has crossed the

Bridge (v.^^).

® Haecat-aspa was the great-grandfather of Zarathushtra, Spitama a more

distant ancestor. Their names here describe a clan of the Prophet’s more

immediate relatives.

® Or (as Bartholomae) “ proclaim to you that ye may discern.” Geldner

reads as above. The contents of the lost line may have decided it.

^ Hvogva is the family name of Frcda-uitra and his daughter, whom
Zarathushtra married, and of his brother Jdma-aspa mentioned in v.^^. See

Lecture III. mit.

® Geldner, rightly I think, understands this of Mazdah and the Prophet

himself, acting as Judge. Justi (IFAnz.^ xviii. 38) refers it to Frashaoshtra

and Jamaspa, which is hard to understand.

® So Bartholomae: see my note (p. 171). Geldner has “where the

Wise Lord is throned in his majesty,” depending on Skt vardhman, the

meaning of which Justi (Ic.) says lies in c[uite another direction. Justi com-
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17. Where, 0 Jamaspa Hvogva, I will recount your wrongs

not your successes,^ (and) with your obedience the prayers of

your loyalty, before him who shall separate the wise and the

unwise through his prudent counsellor the Right, even he,

Mazdah Ahura.

18. He that holds unto me, to him I myself promise what is

best in my possession ^ through the Good Thought, but enmities

to him that shall set himself to devise enmity to us, 0 Mazdah
and the Right, desiring to satisfy your will. That is the decision

of my understanding and thought.

19. He who accomplisheth for me, even Zarathushtra, in

accordance with Right that which best agrees with my will, to him
as earning the reward of the Other Life shall be that of two

pregnant cows,^ with all things whereon his mind is set. These

things wilt thou bring to pass for me ^ who best knowest how,

O Mazdah.

Gatha Spenta-mainyu

Yasna 47

1. By his holy Spirit and by Best Thought, deed, and word,

in accordance with Right, Mazdah Ahura with Dominion and
Piety shall give us Welfare and Immortality.^

pares var9-fha {AirWh^ 1371) for the first part and haddmoi (above, v.^^) for

the second, and retains the traditional rendering, “in the home of desire”

—

Paradise, where all desires are fulfilled. This does not seem to me philo-

logically unsound. Prof. Jackson (Zoroaster, 77) renders “amid abundance.”

1 So Bartholomae, connecting afia “damnum” (Vd 13^®): he compares

Ys 43^^—the wrongs suffered by the a^ava.n at the hands of the drogvant are

recounted before Mazdah. Geldner gives “ I will recount of you only what
is exemplary,” apparently connecting aflman with afsman, “metre,” a rather

violent procedure, I think. Jackson (l.c.) has “ ordinances.” The Pahlavi

renders “ metrical,” Neriosengh pramdnam,
^ Geldner, “ wish,” In either case Paradise is probably intended, unless

the cows of vj^ are in mind.
3 For these mundane rewards cf. Ys 44^^, and Lect. V. init
^ Geldner, “ das scheinst du mir am besten zu wissen,” taking sas from

\/sand, videri. Bartholomae prefers \fsand, officere.

^ The stanza is almost a mnemonic, into which with the names of the

Amshaspands is woven the triad of Thought, Word, and Deed, as an
expansion of “ Best Thought.” There is much in this hymn to suggest

that it was a sort of versified creed for the neophyte, bringing in a maximum
of characteristic terms.
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2. The best (work) of this most holy Spirit he ^ fulfils with

the tongue through the words of Good Thought, with work of

his hands through the action of Piety, by virtue of this know-
ledge ; he, even Mazdah, is the Father of Right.

3. Thou art the holy Father of this Spirit,^ which has

created for us the luck-bringing cattle, and for its pasture to

give it peace (has created) Piety when he had taken counsel,

0 Mazdah, with Good Thought.

4. From this Spirit have the Liars fallen away, O Mazdah,
but not so the Righteous. Whether one is lord of little or

of much, he is to show love to the righteous, but be ill unto
the Liar.

5. And all the best things which by this holy Spirit thou
hast promised to the righteous, O Mazdah Ahura, shall the

Liar partake of them without thy will, who by his actions is

on the side of 111 Thought ?
^

6. Through this holy Spirit, Mazdah Ahura, and through
the Fire thou wilt give the division of good to the two parties,^

with support of Piety and Right. This verily will convert many
who are ready to hear.®

Yasna 48

1. When at the Recompensings the Right shall smite the Lie,

so that what was long since made known shall be assigned in

eternity^ to Daevas and men, then will it exalt with thy blessings,

Ahura, him who prays to thee.

^ Zarathiislitra, says Bartholomae in AirWh^ 1377 : in his translation he
has “ soli man erfiillen,”

2 Mm^aht in the next line makes it clear that the “spirit’’ here is

taSan,

3 See Ys 31® and note. Aramaiti is here brought in primarily as Genius of
the Earth : Vohu Manah was especially patron of cattle.

^ Or as Geldner,“ the Liar partakes . . .”
: since this is “ against Mazdah’s

will,” it is inferred that the a^avand are to receive as their reward
possessions enjoyed by the dr^gvato.

^ The aSamnd and the drsgvatd, as elsewhere. The mr:>hd% mddit% lit.

“partition in good,” is of course an abbreviated phrase, implying “ partition
of good and evil severally.”

® Of. Ys 46^ and note.

7 gee p. 174. Prof. Soderblom {La Vie Future^ 239) renders daihitdm
/raoxkl “ ce qu’on dit etre le mensonge.”
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2. Tell me, for thou art he that knows, O Ahura shall the

Righteous smite the Liar before Uhe retributions come which

thou hast conceived ? That were indeed a message to bless the

world !

^

3. For him that knows,^ that is the best of teachings which

the beneficent Ahara teaches through the Right, he the holy

one, even thyself,^ O Mazdah, that knows ^ the secret lore

through the wisdom of Good Thought.

4. Whoso, O Mazdah, makes his thought now better, now

worse, and likewise his Self by action and by word, and follows

his own inclinations, wishes and choices, he shall in thy purpose

be in a separate place at the last.^

5. Let good rulers rule us, not evil rulers, with the actions of

the Good Lore, 0 Piety 1 Perfect thou for man, O thou most

good, the future birth,® and for the cow skilled husbandry. Let

her grow fat for our nourishing !

6. She^ will give® us a peaceful dwelling, she will give lasting

1 The stress is on before. Zarathushtra is clear about the ultimate

victory, but wistfully asks for an earnest of that future.

2 Bartliolomae has ‘‘Das ware gewiss eine der Welt frommende Bot-

schaft.” Ahordti occurs only here, and is rendered “ efficiency ” in the

Pahlavi (Mills). I do not know how Bartliolomae arrives at his “ Kunde,

Botschaft” (AirWh, 310). “ This is [lit. “ is known as the good Renewal of

the world” is an alternative that seems to make appropriate sense ;
and it

comes naturally out of d+ \/kar.

3 VaHmnds mdvd : the former (middle) is only used of men, the latter

(perf. act.= Gk. Feiddjs) of either Mazdah or illuminated men. But it is

risky to distinguish.

4 ewcivqs, “ one like thee ” : see Ys 44h

Both Geldner and Bartholomae take this stanza to refer to HamistakUn :

see (p. 1V5).
.

6 Bartholomae so takes aipi’Zqda (qs. imyeyy7}(ns), meaning much the

same as the future life. Geldner, following the tradition (with aipl zqeom,

two words), renders “Reinheit gleich nach der Geburt ist fiir den

Menschen das Beste. Fur das Vieh soli man tatig sein.” The contrast

is a good example of the latitude of interpretation still possible.

7 Aramaiti, especially as genius of the Earth. As in Ys 307

giyes future life : the connexion strongly suggests the germ of a doctrine

of bodily resurrection.
.

8 So Geldner, which I prefer : dat is aorist, and may be indicative (bkt

adm) or injunctive (Skt dat), “has given” (as Bartholomae, Gaeds) or

“ will give” : in AirWb, 1839 B. had “ let her give.”
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life and strength,^ she the beloved of Good Thought. For it

(the cattle) Mazdah Ahura made the plants to grow at the birth

of the First life, through Right.

7. Violence ^ must be put down ! against cruelty ^ make a

stand, ye who would make sure of the reward of the Good
Thought through Right, to whose company the holy man
belongs. His dwelling places shall be in thy House, O Ahura.

8. Is the possession of thy good Dominion, Mazdah, is that

of thy Destiny^ assured to me, Ahura Will thy manifesta-

tion,^ O thou Right, be welcome to the pious, even the weighing^

of actions by the Good Spirit ?

9. When shall I know whether ye have power, 0 Mazdah
and Right, over everyone whose destructiveness is a menace to

me? Let the revelation of Good Thought be confirmed unto

me: the future deliverer should know how his own destiny

shall be.®

10. When, O Mazdah, will the nobles understand the

Message?"^ When wilt thou smite the filthiness of this in-

toxicant,® through which the Karapans ® evilly deceive, and the

wicked lords of the lands with purpose fell ?

11. When, O Mazdah, shall Piety come with Right, with

Dominion the happy dwelling rich with pasture ? Who are they

that will make peace with the . bloodthirsty Liars ? To whom
will the Lore of Good Thought come ?

12. These shall be the deliverers of the provinces, who follow

^ utaymUmt9vUlm : see p. 114.

2 Ae^mo (^AcrfMo^cuos)—see p. 130. Botli tliis and ramo denote in tMs
context violence and cruelty towards cattle, such as the nomad raiders were

constantly showing.
^ a^oiiy the destined reward.

* Apparently the (pavipuxns, Asa unveiling all secret things (cf. 2

Cor. 5^^).

® javard has its meaning assigned rather by guesswork. For the weighing,

see p. 169 f.

® A good passage to show what saoSyant means for Zarathushtra,

^ The naro (identified with the by Bartholomae—see p. 117 f.) are

not yet won over : whether this is before or after Vishtaspa^s conversion

does not appear.

® A very marked allusion to Haoma, who, however, is not named,
See Ys 32^^ and note.

® See Ys 32^^ note.
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after pleasing, O Good Thought, by their actions, 0 Right,

depending on thy command, O Mazdah. For these are the

appointed smiters of Violence.

Yasna 49

1. Ever has Bendva^ opposed me, my greatest (foe), because I

desire to win through Right ^ men that are neglected, O Mazdah.^

With the Good Reward^ come to me, support me, prepare his

ruin through ^ Good Thought.

The perverter ^ of this Bendva has long time impeded me,^

the Liar who has fallen away from Right. He cares not that

holy Piety should be his, nor takes he counsel with Good
Thought, 0 Mazdah.

8. And in this belief (of ours), 0 Mazdah, Right is laid

down, for blessing, in the heresy the Lie, for ruin. Therefore

I strive for the fellowship of Good Thought,^ I forbid all inter-

course with the Liar.

4. They who by evil purpose make increase of violence and

cruelty with their tongues, the foes of cattle-nurture among its

friends ; whose ill deeds prevail, not their good deeds ^
: these

^ A daevayasna chieftain. So Bartholomae, for once agreeing with Mills,

who thinks the Pahlavi has encouragement. The word means apparently

“ pestilent ” (^han, to make sick)
;
and Geldner takes it as a title of the

evil spirit : on the other view it will he a nickname of the chief.

2 Or (as Geldner and Bartholomae) “ 0 Eight, 0 Mazdah.”

3 Geldner’s version is so different that I quote it :
“ Und mir hat immei

der grosste Verpester entgegengewirkt, der ich seine iihlen Absichten

guthmssen soli, 0 Asha, 0 Mazdah.”

4 Addj which Bartholomae regards as personified here (“ als GottheiV

AirWh, 321) :—is this necessary ? Geldner has ‘‘ Gut ist das Werk.”
s So Geldner: Bartholomae makes it “0 Vohu Manah,” which is

equally possible.

® Bartholomae suggests that this heretic may be the Grehma of whom w(

hear in Ys

^ Geldner, “IJnd an diesen Verpester gemahnt mich der falschglaubig<

Prophet.”

® Bartholomae makes sarS inf., “sich anschliessen an,” but allows the gen

mananhd to be strange. May it not be a noun ? I follow Geldner

9 TaMug hvarMdi^ as subject (Jackson, JAOS, xv. Ixii.), and followinj

Bartholomae. But can duharUd follow as another subject ? Bette

perhaps “ whose good deeds do not outweigh their ill deeds.”
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(shall be) in the House of the Daevas, (the place for) the Self of

the Liar.^

5. But he, 0 Mazdah—happiness and satiety ^ be his who links

his own Self with Good Thought, being through Right an

intimate of Piety. And with all these (may I be) in thy

Dominion, Ahura.

6. 1 beseech you twain, O Mazdah and the Right, to say

what is after the thought of your will, that we may rightly

discern how we might teach the Religion that comes from you,^

0 Ahura.

7. And this let Good Thought hear, 0 Mazdah, let the Right

hear, do thou thyself listen, O Ahura, what man of the brother-

hood,^ what noble ^ it is according to the law who brings to the

community good fame.

8. On Frashaoshtra do thou bestow the most gladsome fellow-

ship with the Right—this I ask of thee, O Mazdah Ahura—and

on myself the hold on what is good in thy Dominion. To all

eternity we would be (thy) beloved.®

9. Let the helper hear the ordinances, he that is created to

bring deliverance.'^ The man of right words is no regarder of

fellowship with the Liar, if they that are partakers of Right

^ A difficult line. Geldner renders “die maclien das Gewissen des

Falschglaubigen zu (leibhaftigen) Devs.” This is near the version of Tiele

(Beligionsg,^ ii. 96), “Sie schaffen Daevas durch die Lehre des Liigner.”

That is, Bartholomae makes dan locative of dam^ “ house,” Geldner makes
it 3 pi. aor. of \/dd.

2 Geldner, “ he is milk and oil for such.” Aziliti means solid food, or

fat, in some places. See Ys 29^.

® X^mdmtd, “ of one like you (Ahuras),” as elsewhere.
^ airyamd

:

see note on Ys 32^.

® X^aetus : see the same note. Geldner has “ welcher Gdnner, welcher
Yerwandter {i,e. Frashaoshtra und . . . Jamaspa . . .) nach den Gesetzen

lebt, dass er dem Anhang (den Keligionsgenossen) ein gutes Vorbild gebe.”

Bartholomae notes as the meaning that if priests and nobles set a good
example, the peasants will also attach themselves to the faith.

® Bartholomae, “messengers.” The word is and the meaning is not
as good as Geldner’s “ deine Trauten”

; cf. Yedicpmihct, from to love.

The Pahlavi seems to have attached fraeUmho to '^fraska (^TrAero-Tos),

“ men in authority,”

This is Jamaspa, here called a sao^yant, for suyB is the infin. of the verb
of which that is fut. partic.
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are to make their Selves partake in the best reward at the

Judgement, O Jamaspa.

10. And this, O Mazdah, will I put in thy care within

thy House ^—the Good Thought^ and the souls of the

Righteous, their worship, their Piety and zeal,^ that thou

mayst guard it, O thou of mighty Dominion, with abiding

power.^

11. But these that are of an evil dominion, of evil deeds, evil

words, evil Self, and evil thought. Liars, the Souls ^ go to meet

them with foul food : in the House of the Lie they shall be

meet inhabitants.

IS. What help hast thou, O Right, for Zarathushtra that

calls upon thee ? what hast thou, Good Thought ?—for me who
with praises seek your favour, O Mazdah Ahura, longing for

that which is the best in your possession.

Yasna 50

1. Zarathushtra .—Can my soul count on anyone for help ?

Who is there found for my herd,^ who for myself a protector

indeed, at my call other than Right and thyself, 0 Mazdah
Ahura, and the Best Thought ?

S. How, 0 Mazdah, should one desire the luck-bringing

cattle,^ one who would fain it should come to him together with

the pasture ?

Mazdah .— They that live uprightly according to the

Right among the many that look upon the sun, these when

1 Tlie ‘‘treasury’’ (ganj), as it was afterwards called ; see p. 162.

2 ftiano vohuj with order changed. No doubt it means that of the

asavano, whose aramaiti is also thus committed to Mazdah’s care. This

coincident use of the names of two Amshaspands illustrates the thinness of

their personification.

® im : Geldner, “die susse Milch,” the food of the blessed, as (according

to G.) in Ys 51b
^ Bartholomae divides the vox nihili into avom Im.
^ Of those “ Liars ” who have died earlier and preceded them to the hell

of which the “ foul food ” is characteristic.

® pasm^ (pecus).

^ See Ys 44®, 47®. Bartholomae and Geldner take it as a reward in the

future life : the former notes that one who makes cattle and pasture the

source of good here cannot conceive of Paradise without it.
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they stand in the judgement^ I will settle in the dwellings

of the wise.

3. Zarathushtra.—So this (reward) shall come to him through

the Right,2 O Mazdah, (the reward) which by the Dominion and

Good Thought he^ promised, whosoever by the power of his

Destiny prospers the neighbouring possession that now the

Liar^ holds.

4. I will worship you with praise, O Mazdah Ahura, joined

with Right and Best Thought and Dominion, that they, desired

of pious men, may stand as Judges^ on the path of the obedient

unto the House of Song.

5. Assured by you, O Mazdah Ahura and Right,® are the

pointings of the hand*^—since you are well disposed to your

prophet—which shall bring us to bliss, together with visible

manifest help.

6. The prophet Zarathushtra, who as thy friend, O Mazdah
and the Right,® lifts up his voice with worship—may the Creator

of Wisdom teach me his ordinances through Good Thought,

that my tongue may have a pathway.^

7. For you I will harness the swiftest steeds, stout and strong,

by the prompting of your praise, that ye may come hither,

O Mazdah, Right and Good Thought. May ye be ready for

my help

!

^ dkmtdng. Ahd as an adj. means manifest

,

as a noun rh <pav^pwQ^vai in

the sense of 2 Cor. 51®. Geldner renders, 0 du Ankunderin, wenn du
diese scheidest, so nimm niich als Gerechten an.”

2 Or ‘‘ 0 Right ” (asa, voc. or instr.).

2 Bartholomae interprets this as Mazdah, supposing the stanza (despite

the clear vocative Mazda) addressed to Vishtaspa. Could we take

and vohucd mananhd as instr. for the subject, and render “ which Dominion
and Good Thought have promised ” ?

^ Bartholomae thinks there is a definite reference to Bendva or Grehma.
6 alia—see note on v.^. “ Revealers ” would be more exact.

® Mazda Aid Ahura, The order of the words makes Bartholomae’s

earlier view tempting, by which Ahurd is dual, “ ye two Lords.” But now
both he and Geldner take it as above.

^ See note on Ys
® So Bartholomae in his Lexicon: his translation is ‘‘der Freund des

A§a,’’ which would seem to make ala instr., befriended by Asha.”
® May not stray from the right path. Zarathushtra himself is speaking,

though he uses the third person in the relative clause.
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8. With verses that are recognised as those of pious zeal I

will come before you with outstretched hands, O Mazdah, before

you, O thou Right, with the worship of the faithful man, before

you with all the capacity of Good Thought.

9. With these prayers I would come and praise you, 0
Mazdah and thou Right, with actions of Good Thought. If

I be master of my own destiny as I will, then will I take

thought for the portion of the wise in the same.

10. Those actions that I shall achieve, and those done afore-

time, and those, 0 Good Thought, that are precious in the

sight, the X'ays of the sun, the bright uprisings of the days,^ all

is for your praise, 0 thou Right and Mazdah Ahura.

11. Your praiser, Mazdah, will I declare myself^ and be, so

long, 0 Right, as I have strength and power. May the Creator

of the woild accomplish through Good Thought its ^ fulfilment

of all that most perfectly answers to his will I

Gatha Vohuxsa6ra

Yasna 51

1. The good, the precious Dominion, as a most surpassing

portion, shall Right achieve for him that with zeal accomplishes

what is best through his actions, O Mazdah. This will I now

work out for us.

%. Before all, O Mazdah Ahura, give me the Dominion of

your possession, 0 Right, and what is thine, O Piety. Your

(Dominion) of blessing give through Good Thought to him

that prays.

3. Let your ears attend^ to those who in their deeds and

utterances hold to your words, Ahura and Right, to those o1

Good Thought, for whom thou, Mazdah, art the first teacher.

4. Where is the recompense for wrong to be found, where

pardon for the same ? Where shall they attain the Right i

1 See note on Ys 46^. *

2 aojd% used ratter like its cognate ^iSxofjiai UtvaL\ in Homer.
^ anhaus depends on data and haieydmrditatn^ /coivov, according t

Bartholomae {AirWb^ 1761).

^ Barttolomae, “ Enre Otren sollen sich init denen in Verbindnng setze

die . . Geldner, ‘‘ Eure Ohren sollen erfaliren, welclie . .
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Where is holy Piety, where Best Thought ? Thy Dominions,

where are they,^ 0 Mazdah ?

5. All this (I) ask, whether the husbandman shall find cattle ^

in accordance with Right, he that is perfect in actions, a man of

understanding, when he prays to him who hath promised unto

the upright the true judge,^ in that he is lord of the two

Destinies ^

—

6. even he, Ahura Mazdah, who through his Dominion

appoints what is better than good to him that is attentive to

his will, but what is worse than evil to him that obeys him not,

at the last end of life.

7. Give me, O thou that didst create the Ox and Waters and

Plants, Welfare and Immortality,® by the Holiest Spirit, O
Mazdah, strength and continuance through Good Thought at

the (Judge’s) sentence.

8. Of those two things will I speak, 0 Mazdah—for one may
say a word to the wise,—the ill that is threatened to the Liar,

and the happiness that clings to the Right. For he the

Prophet is glad for him who says this to the wise.

9. What recompense thou wilt give to the two parties by ^ thy

red Fire, by the molten Metal, give us a sign of it in our souls

—

even the bringing of ruin to the Liar, of blessing to the Righteous.

10. Whoso, other than this one,^ seeks to kill me, Mazdah,
he is a son^ of the Lie’s creation, ill-willed thus towards

^ Bartholomae observes that this last question is the answer to those that

precede. The plural is unusual : cf. Ys 34^h

2 I have rendered gdu^ ‘‘ cattle ’’ because the gender is indeterminate,

except in etc., where “Ox-creator” is more convenient. Both
Geldner and Bartholomae think the eschatological Lohnkuh is meant here

—see note on Ys 50-. I do not feel quite sure that the homely cow of this

world may not be meant, and so leave the matter open.

3 Batum

:

Zarathushtra means himself—see note on Ys 44^®.

^ Heaven and hell. Of course Mazdah is the apportioner (x^ay($Sj

“ potens ”) of the aB,
^ ISTote the combination with Water and Plants, their province.
® See Ys 3P and note. On the ayah x^usta see p. 157 f.

^ Bartholomae suggests that the reference would be made clear by a
gesture. If so, it is hardly likely that the evil spirit is intended, as he
thinks : rather a human heretic (Geldner), perhaps Grehma.

^ hunus (Bkt sunuj Gothic sunus), curiously specialised in Avestan to

denote only “ sons ” of demoniacal beings. See on this phenomenon p. 218 f.

25
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all that live.^ I call the Right to come to me with good

destiny.^

11. What man is a friend to Spitama Zarathushtra, O
Mazdah? Who will let himself be counselled by Right?

With whom 3 is holy Piety? Or who as an upright man is

intent on the covenant ^ of Good Thought ?

1% The Kavi’s wanton® did not please Zarathushtra Spitama

at the Winter Gate, in that he stayed him from taking refuge

with him, and when there came to him also (Zarathushtra's) two

steeds shivering with cold.

IS. Thus the Self of the Liar destroys for himself the

assurance of the right Way; whose soul shall tremble at the

Revelation® on the Bridge of the Separator, having turned

aside with deeds and tongue from the path of Right.

14. The Karapans ^ will not obey the statutes and ordinances

concerning husbandry. For the pain they inflict on the cattle, ful-

fil upon them through their actions and judgements that judge-

ment which at the last shall bring them to the House of the Lie.

15. What meed Zarathushtra hath promised to the men of

his covenant,^ (which) in the House of Song Ahura Mazdah

hath first attained, for all this I have looked through your

blessings, Good Thought, and those of Right.

16. Kavi Vishtaspa hath accepted that creed which the holy

Mazdah Ahura with Right hath devised, together with the

dominion of the Covenant,^ and the path of Good Thought. So

be it accomplished after our desire.

It only occurs once in the Gathas, which is insufficient evidence for the

establishment of the usage so early. Probably the Magi based their

appropriation on the accident of the use here.

1 duz'da ydi hdnt% the antithesis of hudd ydi hdntl in Ys 45®.

2 to come with aH vanuM. See p. 360.

3 Kd instr. (Bartholomae). Geldner makes it nom. sg. fern., “ Was gilt

die heilige Armaiti ?
”

4 Magdi, a doubtful word. Bartholomae “ Bund,” Geldner “ Gnadengabe.”

See note on Ys 29^^.

® vae'payo—TtailiKd : Geldner makes it a proper name. Bartholomae lays

just emphasis on the convincing reality of this personal reminiscence : see

above, p. 83.

® died : see notes on Ys 48®, 60^'^.

7 See p. 140.

® magavabyd : see note on magdi in and in Ys 29^^
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17. The fair form of one that is dear hath Frashaoshtra

Hvogva promised unto me : ^ may sovran Mazdah Ahura grant

that she attain possession of the Right for her good Self.

18. This creed Jamaspa Hvogva^ chooses through Rights

lordly in substance.^ This Dominion they (choose) who have

part in Good Thought. This gx'ant me, Ahura, that they may

find in thee, Mazdah, their protection.

19. This man,^ 0 Maidyoimaongha Spitama,^^ hath set this

before him after conceiving it in his own Self. He that would

see Life indeed, to him will he make known what in actions by

Mazdah's ordinance is better during (this) existence.

20. Your blessings shall ye give us, all ye that are one in

will, with whom Right, Good Thought, Piety, and Mazdah

(are one), according to promise, giving your aid when worshipped

with reverence.

21. By Piety the beneficent man benefits® the Right through

his thinking, his words, his action, his Self. By Good Thought

Mazdah Ahura will give the Dominion. For this good Destiny ^

I long.

22. Fie, I ween, that Mazdah Ahux'a knoweth, among all

that have been and are, as one to whom in accordance with

1 Hvovi, the daughter of Frashaoshtra : see p. 82. The possibilities of

these Gathic problems are well illustrated here by Geldiier’s version, “ Einen

begehrenswerten Leib hat mir F. H. fiir seine giite Seele ausgemalt.” He
notes ‘‘ D. h. er hat ihm geschildert, welchen schonen Leib er im Paradiea

fiir seine glaubige Seele erbittet : vgl. Ys 36®,” where prayer is offered for the

“ fairest of all bodies,” to be the worshipper’s portion. The reference to the

Prophet’s new bride seems a priori probable in a stanza referring to his

father-in-law, and Bartholomae’s rendering seems to me preferable* A
passage from the Gatha Haptanghaiti is not the best of parallels for the

elucidation of the older Gathas.

2 Frashaoshtra’s brother, and Zarathushtra’s son-in-law—see Ys 53.

^ Geldner joins iBoU “das Beich des Wtlnsches,” the looked-for

Kingdom of God.
^ M. himself (Bartholomae).

® Maidydi-mdnha^ a cousin of the Prophet, and his earliest convert,

according to tradition. See p. 82.

® Bpmtd—spmvai. Bartholomae, who will not allow “ beneficent ” as the

meaning of spmta—on which see p. 145—regards this as a paronomasia. He
renders “ By Piety one becomes holy. Such a man advances Bight by

. . . etc. So now Brugmann, Grundriss% ii. iii. 329.

^ rmhvlm aiim : see note on v.^^.
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Right the best portion falls for his prayer, these will I reverence ^

by their names and go before them with honour.

Gatha vahisto-isti

Yasna 53

1. Zar'athiisMra ,—The best possession known is that of Zara-

thushtra Spitama, which is that Mazdah Ahiira will give him
through the Right the glories of blessed life unto all time, and

likewise to them that practise and learn the words and actions of

his Good Religion.

2. Then let them seek the pleasure of Mazdah with thought,

words, and actions, unto his praise gladly, and seek his worship,

even the Kavi Vishtaspa, and Zarathushtra’s son ^ the Spitamid,

and Frashaoshtra, making straight the paths for the Religion

of the future Deliverer which Ahura ordained.

3. Him, 0 Pourucista,^ thou scion of Haecataspa and

Spitama, youngest of Zarathushtra’s daughters, hath (Zara-

thushtra) appointed as one to enjoin on thee a fellowship with

Good Thought, Right, and Mazdah. So take counsel with

thine own understanding : with good insight practise the holiest

works of Piety.

4. Jamaspa.—Earnestly will I lead her to the Faith,^ that

she may serve her father and her husband, the farmers and the

nobles,® as a righteous woman (serving) the righteous. The
glorious heritage of Good Thought [. . . three syllables cor-

rup . . . ]
shall Mazdah Ahura give to her good Self for all

time.

5. Zarathushtra,—^Teachings address I to maidens marry-

1 ya^i—^here only in the Qathas applied to men. As suggested in

EBPP^ 118, it seems a little suspicious : later worship, as in Fi 13 passim,

used ifc freely of thefravashi of a living man. On the yenM 'haigm{Ys 27^^)

as adapted from this stanza, see EEPP, 117.

2 I^at-mstra by name (see p. 82) : it does not happen to occixr in the

Gathas, which only refer to him here.

^ On Pourucistd and Eaecataspa (fourth progenitor of Zarathushtra, in

the fifth generation from Spitama) see pp. 82, 375.

^ mvardnl : so Bartholomae divides, with two good MSS. Geldner’s

standard text reads vamm.
5 “ the clan.” On the castes see p. 117.
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ing, and to you (bridegrooms), giving counsel. Lay them to

heart, and learn to get them within your own Selves in earnest

attention to the Life of Good Thought. Let each of you

strive to excel the other in the Right, for it will be a prize

for that one.

6. So is it in fact, ye men and women 1 Whatever happiness

ye look for in union with the Lie [? shall be taken away from

your person ^]. To them, the Liars, shall be ill food, crying

Woe!—^bliss shall flee from them that despise righteousness.

In such wise do ye destroy for yourselves the spiritual Life.

7. And there shall be for you the reward of this Covenant,*^

if only most faithful zeal be with the wedded pair,^ that the

spirit of the Liar, shrinking and cowering, may fall into perdi-

tion in the abyss.^ Separate ye from the Covenant,- so shall

your word at the last be Woe

!

8. So they whose deeds are evil, let them be the deceived,

and let them all howl, abandoned to ruin. Through good

rulers let him bring death and bloodshed upon them, and peace

from their assaults ^ unto the happy villagers.® Grief let him

bring on those, he that is Greatest, with the bond of death ; and

soon let it be !

9. To men of evil creed belongs the place of corruption.'^

They that set themselves to contemn the worthy, despising

1 Bartholomae's conjectural translation [AirWh, 1289, ‘‘das wird von seiner

Person weggenoinmen ”] : lie assumes 1808) that Brfijd has been

repeated from the previous line, and the unintelligible MU pi0d interpolated

in some way that cannot be explained. The ejection of these three words

restores the metre. (Bartholomae^s “seiner” refers hack to “dem Anhanger

der Druj,” which he understands from DrUjd.)
2 gee note on Fs 29^h

^ Bartholomae takes hunoi haxtayd as a proverbial phrase, “if most

faithful zeal be in your very marrow.” His account of haxt^ irregularly

answering to Skt sakth% “ leg,” seems rather violent, and Imnoi has to mean
“ at bottom,” with haxtayd (gen.) like our phrase “ bred in the bone.” I

follow Geldner here with some hesitation, but take ya6rd B.s introducing a

purpose clause (cf. Ys 31^^).

^ hunoi : can we change the order of this and haxtayd ?

® dU^ lit. “ peace with them,”

® vlMbyo; ms is the complex of “houses” (nmdna% with zantu, “county,”

and finally dahy% “ province,” above it.

^ mHo, the same word as the Latin virus.
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x'ighteoiisness, forfeiting their own body ^—where is the Righteous

Lord ^ who shall rob them of life and freedom ? Thine, Maz:dah,

is the Dominion, whereby thou canst give to the right-living

poor man the better portion.

The Three Prayers

1. Ahuna Vairya {Ys ^7^^) : see p. 160 f.

2. ABmmhu{Ys%T^)i
Right is the best good : it falls by desire, it falls by desire to

us, even our Right to the best right.^

3. A awy^ma ( Ks 54^)

:

Let the dear Brotherhood ^ come for support of Zarathushtra’s

men and women, for support of Good Thought. Whatever

Self may win the precious meed of Right, for this one I beg

the dear Destiny that Ahura Mazdah bestowed.^

^ p9.^d^tanvd, liere only in Gathas. In the Later Avesta it recurs

frequently, to denote sinners for whom there is no atonement. Bartholoinae

collects the following passages of the Vendidad to show which sins are in

this category :--420 f., 24 f.,
28 32 35 38 4i

f. . 543
. 04^ 8^

i8
^

4t
;

771
j

1324, 37
. 151^ 2^ 4^ 6^ 7^

8 . 1013^ firing. 44.

2 ahuroj here apparently of the human king who executes judgement on

earth as M.azdah will at the Last Day.
3 See EBPP, 116. It is apparently a play on two derived meanings of

aia, right-doing, and a man’s rights. “ He who lives rightly gets his rights

in the end.”

^ I have ventured tentatively to give airy^md the meaning it seems to

have in the Gathas : see p. 117. In this Prayer Bartholoinae makes it an

Ahura (“ Gottheit ”), with Vedic parallels. But may not the Prophet be

simply urging “ believers ” to do their duty, with promise of a heavenly

reward ?

^ masatd* Bartholomae {Flexionslehre^ 27) assumed a root mas, “ schenken ’

(not in AirJVb). Could we read mastd (with two or three MSS.), as an

aorist of man, “ thought of ” ? Asi is thus the creature of Mazdah’s

Thought.



PASSAGES FROM GREEK
AUTHORS

Herodotus, i. lSl-140

131. Now the Persians I know to have the following customs.

They count it unlawful to set up images and shrines and altars,^

and actually charge them that do so with folly, because as I

suppose they have not conceived the gods to be of like nature

with men, as the Greeks conceive them. But their custom

is to ascend to the highest peaks of the mountains,^ and oflFer

sacrifices to Zeus, calling the whole vault of the sky Zeus ;
^

^ Here, as in some other noteworthy points, there is a suggestive resem-

blance to the conditions of early Roman worship : cf. Dr Warde Fowler’s

Gifford Lectures, p. 145 f . In Bh 1^^, Darius says he “ restored the sanctu-

aries which Gaumata the Magian destroyed.” His word is ayadancl (cf. Av.
ym, “ to worship ”), which in the Babylonian version is the equivalent of

the Hebrew Bethel, “houses of the gods.” These (if really Persian—see

p. 195 f.) were perhaps mere shelters for the sacred fire, with no recognis-

able altar. Parsism was always as free from images as Mosaism itself.

For the reason given, compare tlxe statement of Porphyry {ViL Pyth., 41) ;

ioLKCpai rb jnh crw/4a (poirt, r^v Bb xf/vx^J' a\rj$€la,. For the absence of

shrines compare Cicero, De Legibus, ii. x. 26, “ nec sequor magos Persarum,

quibus auctoribus Xerxes inflammasse templa Grseciae dicitur, quod parieti-

bus includerent deos, quibus omnia deberent esse patentia ac libera,

quorumque hie mundus omnis templum est et domus.” The dyadand may
very well have been open so as to conform to this rule. (I owe the reference

to Mr Hicks.) See further p. 67 f.

2 Cf. below, on Plutarch, p. 403 ; also p. 213 1
3 Prof. Sayce would identify this “vault of heaven” (5 kPkXos rov

ohpavov) with an obscure yamta called in Yt 10®® %wdMa xmddta

:

Darmesteter

renders “ sovran sky,” while Bartholomae makes him the atmosphere. He
is not nearly conspicuous enough for such a place. We have rather to

recognise the great Aryan and South Indo-European sky-god Dyms (Vedic

391
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and they sacrifice also to Sun, Moon, Earth, Fire, Water,

Dyauh, zds^ Diespitery with its vocative luppiter). His name in Old Persian

—nom. "^Myau^y acc. Diydm, loc. Dim or Diyavi—would inevitably suggest

its Greek cognate and synonym to the ear of a Greek traveller. I was

confirmed in my reading of the evidence by finding it anticipated by

Spiegel (Eran. AUertumshwide, ii. 15). There is now a full discussion of

the point in Bartholomae, Eum AirWhy 172-4, starting from a note in

Hesychius, A7av' fxeydxriv ^ ^pSo^oyrhu oifpavhp Uepcrai. Clearly, if the old

lexicographer was thinking of Herodotus he had some reason for dissociat-

ing Aia there (and Ad) from Ze^s, for he selects the accusative of the fern,

adj. Sta, common in Homer. How "^amp would represent the acc. of O.P.

*Diyau^ almost exactly. May we not conjecture that Hesychius had

evidence prompting him to desert the obvious in Herodotus, even

though A just before would not fit 5?a? We have strong reason for ex-

pecting to find DyauS in Persia, since he belongs to the Vedic pantheon,

though his cult is evidently dying. Bartholomae cites Aia7^Ls, the name of

a Persian noble in ^Eschylus, Perscsy 977. It is either “ ruling

in the sky,” or “ dwelling in the sky.” (I think divai and dymi

may be alternative forms of the locative, related like x^ovl and

Skt divi^AiFi as a mixture.) Bartholomae suggests that the Thracian sage

zdfxox^Ls had a Scythian (and so Iranian) name, mmar-x^i^y “ <iui regnat in

terra.” (Since the cognate Thracian had the required \ in the name for

Earth, witnessed by Se/xeAr?, we need not perhaps make Zamolxis a foreigner

in Thrace.) But what were those Persian aristocrats thinking of when

they named their infant, on either etymology ? Can we explain qid regnat

in ccelo by the doctrine of the Fravashi ? If the heavenly counterpart had

royal rank, the rank of the earthly double should correspond, and match

the parents’ ambition.

The case for the presence of DyauS in Iran is strengthened by its recogni-

tion in Yt 3^3^ a verse passage, thus rendered in EEPPy 124 :

—

Headlong down from heaven fell he,

He of demons the most lying,

Angra Mainyu many-slaying.

This rendering of patat dyaoi is found in Darmesteter and Bartholomae.

Geldner, rather doubtfully followed by Soderblom, makes it mean ^‘started

from hell,” assuming that dyau^ shared the degeneration which befell its

cognate daeva. I do not feel this at all probable, though its acceptance

would not affect our present point, the survival in Iran of the old word for

Sky. A conflict in the upper air between the powers of light and darkness

is a thoroughly Iranian, notion. It may even have contributed to popular

beliefs outside Iran, for when Paul uses it (Eph. 6^^) as an idea familiar to

the people of the Lyons valley, it will probably be as a native folklore which

he could apply, without doing harm, when the infinite transcendence of

Christ was held fast. There is a further parallel in Rev. 12®, supposed to
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and Winds.^ To these alone they have sacrificed from the be-

ginning ; but they have learned in addition, from the Assyrians

and the Arabians, to sacrifice to Urania.^ (The Assyrians

be adapted from Jewish apocalyptic. Both passages may be fairly added

to the tale of possible Iranian contacts with Judaism (Lecture IX.).

Before leaving the subject, I should remark on the limitation implicit in

my calling Dyeus pdter the South Indo-European Sky-Father.” In EBPP
33 I repeated the common equation which adds our own Germanic Tin

(Tuesday) to the Aryan, Greek, and Italian series. Bremer’s argument for

attaching the Germanic words to deivos rather than dy&us did not convince

Prof. Otto Schrader (ERE, ii. 33 n.)
;
and the High German Zio is declared

by the paramount authority of Prof. Brugmann (Gru7idnss\ i. 133 f.) to

suit either origin. But Prof. H. M. Chadwick tells me that the Old

English form cannot be traced to anything but deivos; and though

Schrader’s opinion is naturally of great weight, it must in a matter affect-

ing Germanic yield to that of the specialist in this field. A Germanic

scholar who attended my lectures urged that if Dyeus were found in our

speech-area it would be isolated in the western part of the Indo-European

country : though deivos and dyeus are only Ahlaut-doiiblets, differentiation

of meaning set in during the earliest period. But on the theory sketched

above (p. 5 n., 26 n.), a contact between Germanic and Aryan falls into

place.

1 All these are palpably /uransc/i. Prof. Sayce declares that “sacrifices

were not offered to ” four of them. He is, however, a relatively late

authority ; and in all his objections there is an unwarrantable assumption

that Herodotus is wrong wherever we cannot support him from the Avesta.

If the Persian popular religion was, as I have tried to prove, stiU untouched

by Zoroaster, the assumption falls. (It must in fairness be remembered that

Prof. Sayce’s Herodotus was published in 1883.) We turn to the details.

The Sun and the Moon have each a Yasht in their honour, but so late and

so unimportant that we lay more stress on other evidence. India, of course,

abundantly illustrates the prominence of the great lights in Aryan religion,

and the Avesta from beginning to end has sufficient parallels. Earth had

the genius Aramati in Aryan times (see p. 112), and the connexion

survived in the Gathas and after. Apart from this name, we have the

worship of Earth and Waters, “ the wives of Ahura Mazdah,” in Ys 38, a

hymn of the Haptanghaiti, which we have seen to be an almost pure source

of Iranian Nature-worship, practically untouched by the Reform. In the

same Gatha we find adoration of Fire, which was supremely sacred in

Zarathushtra’s own doctrine: thus in Fs 36® Fire is Ahura’s^most holy

spirit.” In Ys 42® “the mighty Mazdah-made Wind^^ receives worship.

So there is adequate Avestan testimony after all, from the older stratum.
2 Persians adopted the Semitic cult of Ishtar, who in some form

unmistakably stands behind the great Iranian goddess Anahita. For con-

vergent evidence supporting this most important statement see p. 238 f.
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call Aphrodite Mylitta^^ the Arabians Alitta,^ the Persians

Mitra.^)

132. Now the manner of the Persians’ sacrifice to the gods

afore-named is this. They neither make them altars nor kindle

a fire when about to sacrifice :
^ they use no libation, no flute,

no garlands, no meal,® But as one desires to sacrifice to each

of these deities, he takes the victim to a pure place and calls

upon the god,^ his headdress adorned with a garland, generally

of myrtle. It is not permitted him to ask for good things for

his own private use who sacrifices ; but he makes petition for

good to befall the whole Persian people and the King, for he

also is counted with the whole Persian people. Then when he

has cut up the victim and seethed the flesh, he spreads out a

carpet of the tenderest herbage,^ especially clover, and sets all

^ Mu^allidtic (Ziminern) was “ probably a functional appellative of Isbtar,

meaning ‘ the helper of childbirth ’ (Farnell, Greece and Babylon^ p. 270).

That Isbtar was “queen of heaven” (e.g, in Jerein. 7^®) makes the title

Obpavlri natural here. For Mylitta see Herod, i. 199.

2 Generally emended ^AXixdr, as in iii. 8, where she and ^opordK, whom
Herodotus identifies with Dionysus, are said to be the sole divinities of the

Arabs. Homniel (Geographie und Geschichte des alien Orients, p. 200) says

that Herodotus wrote Mxirra for the Elamite ANAITTA, that ^AXirro

represents annahid, “ die Vollbiisige.”

3 On this helpful mistake see p. 238. The close association of Mithrs

and Anahita, reflected in the inscriptions of the later Achsemenians, is itsel:

evidence of the thorough Semitising of the Mithra cult in Persia. But th<

spirit of Iran showed itself in the superior conspicuousness of the mah
deity : contrast the feeble male counterparts of Ishtar in Semitic field

(Frazer, Adonis, Attis, Osiris^, 105 ff.).

^ The essence of the sacrifice was the setting out of food before the deit]

for him to partake of its spiritual essence (ipvxh m Strabo, 732) : cf. tin

Hebrew “ shewbread.^’ The sacred fire was the messenger inviting to com
to the sacrifice.

^ The omission of the (Haoma) libation here raises difB.culty : see th

discussion above, p. 71 f.

® We may compare the prominence in the Later Avesta of the “ sacrific

in which the name is invoked” {aoxio^ndman yasna, Yt 10^^ al)

see p. 203.

7 The barhis, “ sacrificial grass,” of Vedic ritual. The correspondin:

Avestan harozi^ has been generalised to “cushion,” the special meanin,

having been displaced by the Reform. As described above (p. 190), th

derivative har9sman, the bundle of twigs still used in Farsi worship, retain

a trace of the older meaning in the verb star, “ spread.”
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the flesh thereon.^ And when he has thus disposed it, a Magian
man stands by and chants a theogony thereto, for such the

Persians say the chant is.^ Without a Magian it is not lawful

for him to offer sacrifices.^ And after waiting a little time the

sacrificer takes away the flesh and uses it as he will.

133. The day of all others that they are wont to honour most

is a man’s birthday. Thereon they deem it right to set out a

greater feast than on other days. The prosperous among them

serve up an ox, a horse, a camel, or an ass,^ roasted whole in

ovens, while the poor serve up the smaller quadrupeds. And
they do not eat much staple food, but they have a great many
dessert dishes, which are not all set on at once. For this cause

Persians say that the Greeks at their meals always leave off

hungry, because nothing worth mention is brought on after

dinner—if anything were brought on, they would never leave

off eating. Now they are greatly given to wine and it is not

allowed them to vomit nor to make water in another’s presence.

These rules are thus well kept ; and it is when drunken that

they are wont to discuss their most serious business. But what-

soever has pleased them when thus discussing, this the master of

the house in which they have been for the discussion, puts before

them the next day when sober. And if it please them sober,

they abide by it; but if not, they put it away. But what

^ Compare Prof. Soderblom’s notes {La Vie Future, 266) on tlie animal
sacrifices to be offered by Saoshyant and his auxiliaries at the end of the
world. Since animal sacrifices were abolished by Zaratliushtra, this attests

the antiquity of the material incorporated in the Bundahish account of

Saoshyant. Note that in thus abolishing sacrifice the Prophet, only went a
step beyond Iranian custom as described by Herodotus, in which the gods
only partook of the spiritual essence of meat that would be eaten by their

worshippers.

2 The dBoyoyir) answers well to a Yasht, or a normal Yedic hymn, telling

of the exploits and history of a God, like a Homeric Hymn. See the

parallel in Pausanias (v. 2*7^), cited in full in a footnote at p. 208 above.
2 Herodotus writes three generations after the Magian revolt under

Gaumata. The Magians doubtless had long re-established themselves in

their sacred offices, if indeed they had ever lost them among the common
people of Media. See p. 194 f.

* The animals, as Blakesley notes, are a relic of prehistoric nomadism.
® Compare the curious notice in Ctesias (above, p. 72), and what is said

about Haoma, p. 71 1 The modem Persians have kept up the vice.
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things they discuss first when sober, they examine over again

when drunk.

184. When they meet one another in the streets, by this may
one discern whether they that meet are equals. Instead of

speaking to one another they kiss on the mouth. If the one be

a little the other’s inferior, they kiss on the cheek. But if the

one be of much humbler birth, he falls down before the other

and does obeisance. They honour most after themselves those

who live nearest to them, and in the next place those next to

these ; and they assign honour in proportion as they go on

thus, holding those least in honour who live farthest away from

them ; for they account themselves to be by far the best of all

men at everything, while others attain excellence in the propor-

tion here described, and they that live farthest away are the

worst. In the time of the Median rule the several races had
the following precedence over one another. The Medes were

over all alike, and over those living nearest to them : these

again were over their neighbours, and they too over those next

to them. According to the same principle also the Persians

apportion honour ; for each nation took its place in order as

ruler and administrator.^

135. The Persians adopt foreign customs most readily of all

men. Accounting the Median dress more comely than theii

own, they wear this, and Egyptian breastplates in war.^ When
they hear of luxuries from any quarter they indulge therein,

Thus they have even learned unnatural vice from the Greeks,^

They each marry a number of lawful wives, and get them man}

more concubines still. 136. It is approved as a token of manli*

ness, next after being a good fighter, that a man should hav(

many sons to show ; and to him that can show the most, th(

king every year sends gifts. In numbers, they think, liej

^ See the note in How and Wells. (I am only annotating points tha

affect the subject of this book.)

2 An Egyptian borrowing in the sphere of religion was the winged sola

disk which supplied the image of Ahura on the Achasmenian monument
(p.243).

3 The Vendidad denunciation of this as mortal sin ^") does not, a

Messrs How and Wells imply, prove the vice earlier than Persian contac

with the Greeks, though it may well be so : cf. Fs 51^^ (p. 386).
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strength. They teach the boys, from five years old to twenty,

three things only—to ride, to shoot, and to be truthful.^ But

till the child is five years old he does not come into the father‘’s

sight, but lives wholly with the women. This is done that if

he should die while under their care it may not cause distress to

the father. 137. I commend this custom, as also the following,

that neither does the king himself put a man to death on a

single charge, nor does any other Persian on a single charge

inflict irreparable penalty on any of his slaves. Only after com-

putation of his wrong deeds and his services does he indulge his

anger, if he finds the former to be more numerous and greater

than the latter.^ They say that no one has ever killed his

own father or mother. Whatever deeds of this kind have

been done, they declare must prove on inquiry to have been the

work of changelings or children born in adultery, for that it is

not rational to conceive of a real parent slain by his own child.

188. Whatsoever things they may not do, of these they may
not speak. Most disgraceful of all is lying accounted, and next

to this to be in debt. Many reasons are assigned for this, but

the chief is that they say the debtor is sure to lie as well. If

any citizen has leprosy, of one kind or the other,^ he does not

enter a city nor mingle with other Persians. They say he is

thus afflicted because he has sinned against the Sun. Every

stranger seized with these diseases they expel from their country

:

many also drive out white doves, charging them with the same

mischief.^

139. Into a river they neither make water nor spit, nor do

1 See p. 130 f. No doubt the fxovpa in this famous dictum is to be indul-

gently interpreted, as epigrams usually demand, Reading, for example,

was an accomplishment more likely to be learnt before twenty than after :

the existence of the Inscriptions is presumptive evidence of its prevalence.

.

2 For the corresponding characteristic of divine justice, see pp. 144, 170.

^ AcifKT} is said to be a mild leprosy : XcVpTj is thus a severer form.

^ Leprosy offends because of its whiteness, and white doves are tabu for

the same reason. In Yt lO^^e Qisti, “ Knowledge,” drives at the left hand

of Mithra, a semi-solar yazata, “ clothed in white robes, and white herself.”

White horses drew the car of Dyaus (p. 59), and white horses were offered

to the Strymon (p. 216). Whiteness might then be tabu in Iran as an
invasion of a divine monopoly. The white dress of the Magi in Diogenes

(p. 416) may thus emphasise their sacred character.
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they wash their hands therein nor allow anyone else to do so,

for they reverence rivers most highly.^ Another peculiarity

has not been observed by the Persians themselves, but it

has not escaped our notice. Their names, which suit their

personal appearance and their love of grand style, always

end with the same letter—that which Dorians call San and

lonians Signia, If you examine them you will find that the

names of Persians, not merely some but all alike, end in this

sound.^

140. This much I can say about the Persians from exact

knowledge. Other things are talked of as secrets and not

openly, with regard to the dead—how that the corpse of a

Persian is not buried before it has been torn by bird or dog.

Now I know the Magi do this, for they do it without conceal-

ment ; but the Persians cover the corpse with wax and bury it

in the earth.^ But the Magi are very difierent from other men,

and especially from the priests in Egypt. The latter hold it

a sacred duty to slay no living thing, save what they sacrifice ;

but the Magi slay with their own hands all animals except a

dog and a man, and they make this an object of rivalry, slaying

alike ants and snakes and other reptiles and birds.^ As to this

custom, let it stand as it has been practised from the first

;

but I will return to my former subject.

^ See above, p. 216. Messrs How and Wells appropriately quote the

deposition of a king for building bath-houses {SBE^ iv.^ 116 n.) I

- Herodotus seems rather to plume himself on his linguistic acumen, but

of course the remark is wholly wrong. Hames in and -us were in fact

the only names that did end in a sibilant : he was generalising from

Grsecised forms in -as, -vs or -os.

^ Note the suggestion of secrecy, due perhaps to a sharp conflict in this

matter between the masses who would follow their Magian kin, and the

Iranian castes which clung to their old customs. The distinction drawn
here between Magi and Persians is most valuable, and shows the accurate

observation which is evidenced almost throughout this account. Compare
the Scythian custom in iv, 71 (KctTaK^Kvpcofieyov rh aSofjLa) : here we have the

genuine Iranian as against the aboriginal practice. See note on Strabo xv*

20 (p. 409 f.), and the disciission above, p. 202 f.

^ The most consjpicuously Ahrimanian creatures are singled out, while

aydovtoTfxa well describes the merit that accumulated from this duty. It

is purely Magian, alien alike from genuine Persian religion and from

Zarathushtra’s Eeform. On birds contrast Plutarch (p. 400).
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Plutarch, Isis and Osiris^ cc. 46 f.

Plutarch has been speaking of two principles, of Good and
Evil, intermingled in the world around us, according to the

doctrine of various poets and philosophers, and enshrined in

religious rites both Greek and foreign. He proceeds :

—

46. And this is the view of the greatest number and the

wisest of men. For some recognise two gods, as it were rival

artificers, the one the creator of good things, the other of

worthless. But others call the better^ power God, and the

other a daemon,^ as does Zoroaster ^ the Magus,^ who they say

flourished five thousand years before the Trojan War.^ Now
he called the one Horomazes and the other Areimanios ;

® and
he showed, moreover, that the former resembled Light more than
any other thing perceived by the senses, while the latter again

is like darkness and ignorance: intermediate between them is

Mithres, wherefore also the Persians call Mithres the Mediator.^

And he taught them to sacrifice to the one offerings of vows
and thanksgivings, and to the other offerings for averting ill,

and things of gloom.^ For pounding in a mortar a herb called

omomi,^ they invoke Hades and darkness : then having mingled

1 The comparative answers exactly to the Gathic spanyah in Ys 45®,

where ‘‘ the holier of the Two Spirits thus spake to the Enemy.”
2 That is a divine being of inferior rank.

3 Ztap^acrpLs

:

on the Greek forms of the name, see p. 426 f.

4 That Zoroaster was a Magian is the general Greek view, the force of

which is discounted by the fact (see p. 426) that the Greeks—Xanthns the
Lydian excepted (p. 412)—knew nothing of him till the middle of the fourth
century b.c., which is more than two centuries after his traditional date

(p. 18). For some arguments against the assumption, see pp. 116-8 and 197 f-

^ This very general Greek exaggeration is supposed to arise from a mis-
understanding of the Zoroastrian mons of three thousand years

; p. 403 f.

® On these forms see p. 422-6.

^ See the discussion upon Mithra, esp. p. 65 f.

® As noted above, p. 127 f., the idea of propitiating the powers of darkness
was utterly alien to Zarathushtra’s system. It was found in Mithraism
derived, as we have seen, from Iranian religion untouched by the Reform :

cf. the dedication Deo Arimanio, and other examples noted in Lecture IV.
Nocturnal libations are mentioned in the Avesta, as noticed on p. 129,
and Herodotus witnesses a cult of 6 tiTch yrjv elpai answering
exactly to Hades here and in other Greek texts.

® The Teubner editor prints Uw\v without comment. Prof. Cumont
(Textes et Monuments, ii. 34) accepts it, remarking that de Lagarde con-
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it with the blood of a slaughtered wolf,^ they bear it forth into

a sunless place and cast it away. For certain of the plants they

count to belong to the good God, and others to the evil daemon

;

and of animals some, as dogs and birds and hedgehogs, belong

to the good power,^ and water-rats ^ to the bad, wherefore

they count fortunate him that has slain most.

jectiired the reading, and Bernardakis put it in his text (“d’apr^s le

MarcianusV^). On this point my friend Prof. Deissmann of Berlin has

kindly consulted Prof. Wilamowitz for me, who writes as follows :

—

“OMnMl ist als tlberlieferung anznsehen, das heisst so hatte der Text,

den wir erreichenj es ist eine Handschrift des Planudes. MHAT giht

Dtihner; es kann nur Conjectnr sein, Urheher unbekannt. (Anf Grand
des den ktinftigen Ileransgebern der Moralia bekannten Materials.)” Since

Bernardakis professes to give the variants from MSS., this is in keeping

with the character of his edition as exposed years ago by the great scholar

to whom I owe this note. Hommel (Geog., 207) compares Syr. hemdmdy
&fjLO){jLov in Aristotle and Theophrastus, If this is correct, Plutarch must
have received ultimately from Aramaic sources the name of a plant

substituted by popular etymology for the haoma, which was of course

intended. The is familiar in the Avesta (hdvana).

1 Cumont notes that the custom is quite unknown : the nearest illustra-

tion is Herodotus i. 132, which, however, only gives us a parallel ritual for

the powers of light. Windischmann compared Ys where Haoma is

entreated to give his worshipper first sight of the wolf : compare lupi

Moerim videre priores. This parallel does not take us far, though it rather

endorses Ahriman’s rights in the wolf. Note, however, that the province

Varkdna (Av. Vdhrhdna) or Hyrcania was named from the wolf.

2 They devour corpses and insects, which are conspicuous among
Ahriman’s creation. The holiness of the dog is still more securely based.

As to birds, cf. the Tohit story, p. 253 above.

3 Rapp (i. 82) renders exivovs Landigel^ and ip^Bpovs fxvs

Wasserigel. But it seems strange to equate exLvoi and ftiJes. (Apart from
this, having trodden on a sea-urchin while bathing in Jamaica, I should

acquiesce in Ahriman’s claim to the animal.) It does not seem likely that

pivs h-QXQ^ mussels

:

the obvious water-rat seems to meet the conditions.

Jackson (Grundriss, ii. 666) brilliantly compares the she-devil Mu^ Pairihd
(Ys 16® and 68®), who on the authority of the Bundahish is supposed to be
a comet, or something responsible for a lunar eclipse : the former would
suit our sea-urchin or other creature with spines. The killing of Ahrimanian
creatures is of course a high virtue in the Magian system. Windischmann
{Zor, St.y 282), who quotes Plutarch, Quaest Gonv., iv. 5^, translates fFasser-

mause: he cites Vd 13^ for the x^pvalos cxtpos, which /‘after midnight
kills thousands of Ahriman’s creatures.” Cumont observes simply, “ Quel
animal?”
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47. Moreover, they also tell many mythical tales about the

gods, such as the following. Horomazes, born from the purest

light, and Areimanios, born from the gloom, strive in war

with one another. And Horomazes created six gods,^ the first

of Good Will, the second of Truth, the thii'd of Good Govern-

ment, and of the rest the one as maker of wisdom, another of

wealth, and another of pleasures in beautiful things. And
Areimanios created as it were rival artificei’s to these, equal in

number to them.^ Then Horomazes having extended himself

1 It may be assumed that Plutarch would call the ^vrir^xyoL of the

Amshaspands datpLovGs like their chief, but he does not use the word below.

For the Six in detail see pp. 110-5. They correspond in order as above to

Vohu Manah (Ei^vom), Asha (’AAi^^eta), Khshathra (Ei^vo^fa), Aramaiti (cro4>las

SnH-tovpySs)^ HaurvatiU {xKoiirou Sr}/x.\ and Ameretilt (tup ivl roly kccXo^s

Tjdicav 577/x.). The equivalents are accurate enough till we come to the last

two. Health and wealth are associated in English on excellent authority,

but are hardly the same thing
;
and we do not improve matters by trying

Khshathra (with Tiele). And it is exceedingly curious that Plutarch

should have gone so far astray with Ameretlt, the simplest conception of

all. The two last Ameshas never had anything like the prominence of the

first four. Plutarch seems to give not only them but Aramaiti a secondary

rank, which as far as the latter is concerned is by no means in keeping %vith

tbe Avesta. It should be noted, however, that in the Haptanghaiti Gatha

Aramaiti is not named more than once, and Haurvatat and Ameretat not

at all, though their special provinces, Water and Plants, are as conspicuous

as the first three Amshaspands. Plutarch’s text as it stands is so entirely

wide of the mark in its equivalent for Ameretat that corruption is sug-

gested : Cumont’s I5mp for ‘‘ Creator of the Ideas connected with

good things,” is exceedingly ingenious. Prof. Ciimont observes the

Platonism, which is of course in Plutarch, not in Parsism. He thinks this

involves bringing in the role of Vohumanah. If we had to justify this,

we might note how in Cappadocia, according to the usual emendation

and interpretation of Strabo (see p. 101),
‘‘ Omanus and Amardatus ” are

But is it not simpler to recall that the very essence of Platonic

Ideas is their immortality, as distinguished from the fleeting mortality of

their earthly shadows ?

2 See Bd W (8BB, v. 106 1), and compare Vd 10» 19« (Oumont).

Mrs Maunder puts the point exceedingly well in a striking paper on the

Tishtrya mythus in The Ohsermtory (Dec., 1912) : Some say that we owe

the game of chess to the Persians, and on that chequered field the con-

flicting armies are equal and opposite ;
every white piece is balanced by a

black piece, exactly eqtiivalent in name and form and powers. So it was

with the Zoroastrian [Magian, I would say] plan of the universe ;
the two

great armies of good and evil were equal and opposite. It is true that the
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threefold ^ withdrew himself from the sun by as much as the Sun
is withdrawn from the earth, and he adoimed the sky with stars

and one star he established before them all as a kind of watch-

man and scout, Sirius.^ And having made other four-and-twenty

gods he put them in an egg.^ But they that were born from

Areimanios, being of the same number, bored through the egg

law of the game was ‘ White to move, and mate in so many millenniums,’

but the two forces corresponded in number and in detail—they were

counterparts.”

^This may possibly be a confused version of the story of Yima, who
thrice enlarged the earth, by one-third each time (Vd Jackson

(Grd.j 671) refers it to the doctrine of heavenly spheres, which he says

is recognisable in Zoroastrianism. So Windischmann {Zor. St.y 283),

who compares the three heavens through which the soul ascends to

Garonmdna.
2 This at any rate is Avestan doctrine, whatever may be thought of the

context: in Ys 31^ Ahura ‘‘first planned that the heavenly realms be

clothed with lights.” So in the Inscriptions Auramazda “ made yon
heaven.” Cumont adds the reference to Bundahish, ch. ii. (SBB^
V. 10 t),

3 This primacy of Sirius is apparent in the Tishtrya Yasht.
4 “A common figure for the IVeltTcugel in antiquity,” says Kapp (ii. 63),

who notes that it does not seem like a piece of popular myth-making. But
Darmesteter (OA, 133) quotes the Cosmic Egg from the Minokhired
{BBE^ xxiv. 85), and from Mann, so that the idea might even be Aryan.

Whether similar myths in other regions are casually or causally connected,

we need not stay to inquire. The 24 Yazatas are not thus numbered in

Avestan texts, though Prof. Jackson observes that when the days of the

month sacred to Ahura and the Amesha are deducted about 24 remain.

But with so much obviously alien matter in the context, I am tempted

to look elsewhere than in the Avesta, especially as the number is so

precise. Prof. Cumont {Astrology

^

p. 33) speaks of 24 stars, outside the

Zodiac, “ twelve in the northern and twelve in the southern hemisphere,

which, being sometimes visible, sometimes invisible, became the judges of

the living and the dead.” Gunkel {Zum religionsgescMchtlichen Verstdndnis

des W.Y, p. 43 n.) refers to an important passage in Diodorus (Bibl. Hist.,

ii. 31) which is Cumont’s source here. He attaches special importance to

a note of Prof. Zimmern’s that these stars or constellations are set in

circles round the polar stars, as the 24 irpscr^vrepot in Rev. 4^ are set

round the Throne. This may or may not convince us. But what does he
mean when he goes on to remark that these 24 signs are “ of course ” 24
divisions of the Zodiac (“die 24 Sternbilder . . . sind nattirlich 24
Abteilungen des Tierkreises ”) ? Diodorus expressly says they were

side the Zodiac, and Zimmern’s remark implies that they are not far from
the Poles.
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[at the top and brought them out, vvh]%iice evil things have
been mingled with the good. But there will come a determined
period when Areimanios bringing plague and himine must be
utterly destroyed by these,- and made to vanish away ; and the

earth having become fiat and level,^ men shall have one life and
one commonwealth, all being blessed and speaking one tongue.-^

And Theopompus says that, according to the Magi, for three

thousand years in succession the one of these gods rules and
the other is ruled ; for the next three thousand they fight and
war and break up one another'^s domains

;
® but finally Hades

1 seems certainly corrupt : I tentatively translate Bernardakis’

conjectural supplement, but without any confidence. The next sentence

would ratlier suggest that he brought his 24 into the IVeltei.

The familiar Greek combination koifi6^ suggests by itself that we
have here no Avestan or other Iranian material. Ahriman was to be

destroyed by the ayah or flood of molten metal. See p. 157.
^ Of. Bd (SBE^ V. 129) : “This too it says, that this earth becomes

an iceless, slopeless plain.’’ West remarks, “Mountains, being the work of

the evil spirit, disappear with him.” But this was certainly no feature of

pure Zoroastrianism, in which (as in Aryan thought generally) mountains

were holy. It is a Magian trait : see above, p. 213 f.

^ The suggestion that the confusion of tongues is a curse to be removed

at the Regeneration naturally suggests a Semitic source
;
but it is quite in

keeping with the principles of MagianivSm, though not actually found.

According to Diogenes Laertius Theopompus (flor. 338 B.c.)

wrote about the Magian doctrines in the eighth hook of his Philippua,

Probably we must regard his information as starting with this sentence,

and not recognise his authority for anything earlier.

® The more natural translation is that which Prof. Frazer gives : see

below. A world year of 12,000 years was established in the system by
Sassanian times. Maul teught thus (Sdclerblom, La Vu Future^ 248
and we have a full statement of it in tlie Bimdahish (SBE^ v. 149). In

Bd the system of tri millennial periods is set forth. In the first the

creatures “ remained in a spiritual state, so that they were unthinking and
unmoving, wif,h iTitangil>le bodies.” Then Auharmaztl proposed to the

evil spirit that there should be a period of 9000 years for conflict : he knew
this would be his enemy’s undoing. Aharman, being ignorant (ci Plutarch’s

Hyvoia above), agreed to tbis. So “ for 3000 years everything proceeds by
the will of Auharmazd, 3000 years there is an intermingling of the wills

of Auharmazd and Aharman, and the last 3000 years the evil spirit is

disabled, and they keep the adversary away from the creatures.” Theo-

pompus seems to have been ignorant of the first period, during which (as

West takes it) only the fravashis of the creatures afterwards produced were

in existence. The period of Ahura Mazdah’s supremacy may be reconciled
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witK Plutarclijs exposition if we take the opening kvk fj.4pos as “ in succession,

applying to all the periods instead of the first only, and then translate “ one
of the gods [viz. Horomazdes] is in power, and the other is subject.’^ On
this point Prof. J. G. Prazer kindly sends me the following note

‘‘If we could interpret the words (as, apart from the context, they naturally

would be interpreted) to mean ‘ in alternate periods of three thousand years
first one and then the other god prevails,’ this theory would resemble
Empedocles’s view of the alternate periods in which Love or Hate (Attrac-

tion or Eepiilsion) respectively prevails, so that the universe, under the

influence of the one or the other, alternately contracts or expands, the
periods of motion (whether of attraction or of repulsion) being separated
by intervals of equilibrium and rest, in which the one force has exhausted
itself and the other has not yet begun to move all things in the reverse
direction. It is tempting to interpret the koI apavaiieo'dai etc.,

of such intervals of equilibrium or peace separating periods of motion or
conflict. If there is anything in this suggestion, the MSS. reading aTroK^lTrecrdai

is to be preferred to the a.iro\€7(rdat or airoXicrdaL of modern critics, since the
reference would be to a temporary failure of the bad power’s influence, not
to its total extinction. As to Empedocles’s theory of the alternation of the
world-periods under the opposite forces of Love and Hate (Attraction and
Repulsion) see Zeller, PhilosopMe der Griechen, i.* 678 sqq., especially pp.
704 sqq., where he says, ‘Die Zeiten der Bewegung und des Haturlebehs
wechseln daher regelmassig mit solchen der Naturlosigkeit und der Ruhe.’
The length of these periods is unknown

;
but Zeller adds in a footnote

:

‘Das einzige, was in dieser Beziehung vorliegt, ist die . . . Bestimmung
dass scliuldhafte Damonen 30,000 Horen in der Welt umherirren sollen.’

The rpls i^vplai Spat have been variously understood as 30,000 years or
30,000 seasons (10,000 years). In any case the 30,000 of Empedocles is a
curious echo of the 3000 of Zoroaster. By the way, Empedocles’s doctrine
of the alternate world-periods of contraction and expansion closely resembles
Herbert Spencer’s theory of alternate periods of evolution and dissolution.
I have occasion incidentally to point out the parallelism in the forth-
coming part of The Golden Bought

This interesting suggestion has the considerable advantage of explaining
the difficult words 7]pefi€7v kta, which, as far as I can see, have no analogue
in the Zoroastrian system. In that case we must be on our guard in using
Plutarch as a source, since he is suspected of interpolating Greek elements
—unless, indeed, Empedocles got hints from Persia. Another line is

suggested by Bolden (Pars. JEsch., 82), who points out that in Arda Viraf
(18 and 54) a world-age of 9000 years is presumed, and in Plutarch 6000.
(He observes that on Zoroastrian principles it is impossible to imagine
Angra Mainyu having dominion over Mazdih, so that we must translate as
in my text above.) Accordingly he suggests that the 9000 of Arda Viraf and
the 12,000 of the Bundahish represent successive accretions to an older 6000.
This enables him to compare Jewish-Christian apocalyptic, where a cycle of
6000 or 7000 years bases itself obviously on the week of creation, interpreted
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is to and men will become happy, neither needing food

nor casting shadows,^ while the god who brought these things

by the principle stated in 2 Pet. 3® and elsewhere. It seems to me that if

this is the original we must postulate Semitic sources for the Magian doctrine

Plutarch describes, for only in this field can we find an adequate motive for

the number.

For the next period the Greek and Pahlavi authorities agree : but

Theopompus does not connect any millennial reckoning witli the time of

final triumph.

^ On aTTokiivecrdaiy often corrected to a7roA6?<r0ai, see Dr Frazer’s note.

Boklen (Pars, Esch., 102 ff.) has an acute discussion of it on the assumption

that the text is correct. He shows, rightly enough, that the Greek verb

must be badly forced if we are to assume that the destruction of Ahriman
is meant. He would take rhv literally, and render ‘‘ Hades is to lie

deserted,” which gives us the desiderated reference to the Eesurrection,

elsewhere not alluded to by PluUirch. This is strange, since he knew and
quoted Theopompus, who is expressly cited by Diogenes Laertius (p. 415 1,

below) for Magian belief in the future life : the words are ts (sc. Theo-

pompus) Kal ^i/a^idixrGcrdai Karin rovs Mdyovs (pTial rohs dpQpdvovs Kal ^(r^aBai

dOapdrovs Kal rd opra rais avrcap imKXdjcrecn ^Lafj.€p6Tp. The quotation is con-

firmed by iEneas of Gaza (De Animi Inimortalitate^ 77), d Zmpodcrrpns

TTpokiyei diS ^(rrat Trorh xP^pos ip $ nrdprup v^Kpoop dvdcrracns irrau ottep 6

BedTropLTTOs. Since Plutarch does not, like Aristotle, expressly identify

Ahriman and blades, there certainly seems a strong case for this rendering.

But it may be noticed that if Theopompus really gave the doctrine as

Zoroaster’s, as iEneas says

—

Kard rovs Mdyovs being due to Diogenes—we are

left free to explain Plutarch’s silence from our converging evidence that

the Magi had no doctrine of the Future Life apart from their acceptance of

Zoroastrianism. Plutarch’s picture (cf. below) is remarkably true—apart
from some Greek elements—to the doctrines we should on other grounds
suppose the Magi to have held in the first century a.d. ; the complete
syncretism of Magianism and Zoroastrianism proper was not achieved till

the Sassanian era.

Cf. Bd 30^-®, where it is said that at the first the primeval pair fed

on water, then plants, then milk, then meat : so when men’s time comes to

die they desist from meat, tlien from milk, then from bread, and finally

feed on water. So in the end men’s appetite will diminish, one taste of

consecrated food sufficing for three days and nights. After that they desist

from the foods in this order, “ and for ten years before Sushyans comes they
remain without food and do not die,” Since Ahriman is the power of

darkness, it is logical that shadows should belong to his province and vanish
when he is destroyed. Compare Yt 10®® and 15'-^^. Another reason for

the disappearance of shadows in the life beyond death is that suggested by
Darmesteter’s notable extract from the Grmt Bmidalmh^ cited above, p, 256

1

Since at death a man’s “ form,” or more literally “ image,” flies up to the
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to pass ^ is quiet and rests for a season, not a long one for a

god, but moderately long as it were for a man that sleeps,^

Such, then, is the mythology of the Magi.

On a review of this most important locm classicii>s we cannot

help being powei'fully struck with the almost exclusively Magian
character of the sources Plutarch has employed. There is

nothing whatever here that we can credit to Zarathushtra,

except what we find perpetuated in the Magian parts of the

Later Avesta ; and the most conspicuous parallels we have to

seek in the Pahlavi books, of which on any showing the Magian
authorship is secure. We have already noted the possibility

that the World-age of 6000 years is due to Semitic thought,

modified in Sassanian Magianism by new elements, which in

their turn seem to be Babylonian. To the same source we
attributed the Twenty-four gods. The dualism of Plutarch’s

picture goes far beyond anything we find in the Avesta. Sacrifices

Deo Aeimanio, found in the syncretic system of Mithraism,

are utterly alien to Avestan thought. Characteristics of the

Magian doctrine may be recognised in the emphasis on the

stars (though Plutarch’s brief account gives nothing actually

alien to the Avesta here), and the curious view of mountains

as creations of evil : see p. £13 f. The Amesha Spenta are

adopted, it is true, and so is the name Areimanios, which are

both due to Zarathushtra’s thought. But it is pointed out

sun, lie may well be witliout shadow in the next existence. But the

antiquity of the psychology in this passage cannot be proved : it differs

from the Avestan, as noted there.

^ Windischmann accepted Markland’s firixavria^SfievoVi and assumed that

Saoshyant was intended. Sodecblom (La Vie Future^ 244 n.^) urges that

©€05 should mean Ahura Mazd^h, as in the preceding phrase. Another
suggestion of Windischmann was that S^ma Keres^spa is the Be6s^ referring

to his rising from long sleep to take part in the Regeneration. Keres^spa^s

place in the Avesta is hardly that of a e^6s. (See Dr Frazer, above.)

- The ordinary text is probably corrupt : I render without much con-

fidence the Teubner ikxxcas for KaXm. Soderblom would read KaXSis adv

(for ov) nroX'hVi ref? [5^] Be^ &(Tir€p aj/BpdBfrcp KOLiicofiev^ [xirpiov, Boklen (PafS.

Esch.y 81 n.) suggests KaLvea/xevep (sic—Ka.ivovpLiv(p is presumably meant),

explaining that ‘‘die Selbstverjungung des Gottes die Yoraussetzung ist fiir

die Yerjiingung und Erneuerung der Menschheit.” Neither seems to solve

the problem.
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elsewhere that even the name Angra Mainyn is only the

stereotyping of a casual collocation, occurring only once in the

Gathas, the fixing of which belongs most certainly to distant

successors of Zarathushtra. The Ameshas also have been de-

veloped since Zarathushtra‘’s day in directions very difFerent from

those to which he pointed. The Six in Plutarch have all the

features of the Magian adaptation. There are the six arr/rexroi,

a conception with an unmistakable Magian hall-max'k, but

essentially absent from the Avesta except in scanty hints. And
it is perhaps not without significance that the one Amesha
whose character Plutarch misinterprets is Immortality,'’’ since

the Magi evidently did not take to this doctrine for geneiations,

native as it was to the Aryans and developed by Zarathushtra.

We should compare the Magian original of Tohit (p. 252 £).

The conclusion forced on me is that in Plutai'ch's day the

Magi were still keeping up their own system, extended to a

very limited degree by adaptations derived from Aryan and

Zoroastrian sources. They took over these elements largely in

order to win their way among the populace who followed

a degenerate form of Aryan polytheism, influenced mostly in

externals by the Zarathushtrian Reform. Otherwise they had

changed but little : the Sassanian x'evival was still far oflF.

Steabo, XV. 3. 13 ff. (p. 732 1 )

13, Persian customs are the same as those of the Medes and

many others, concerning which sundry have written : I must,

however, tell of what is important. Persians, then, do not set

up images and altars, but sacrifice on a high place, regarding

the Sky as Zeusd They honour also the Sun, whom they call

Mithras,^ and the Moon, and Aphrodite,*^ and Fire and Earth,

and Winds and Water. They sacrifice in a pure place after

dedicatory prayer, having set the victim by them garlanded.

The Magus who presides over the rite divides the animal limb

from limb, and they take their portions and depart, assigning

; 1 This, seems simply borrowed from Herodotus (p. 391).

^ This is of course an advance on Herodotus, whose ' knowledge about

Mithra'Was scanty (p. 238). The identification of Mithra and the Sim had

advanced rapidly.
''

^ /Anihita, who is here mentioned apart from Mithra.
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no portion to the gods. They say the deity needs the soul

of the victim, but nothing more : they do, however, according

to some, put a little piece of the caul upon the fire.

14. They make a difference between fire and water in their

manner of sacrifice. For the Fire, they put on it dry logs

without the bark,^ adding fat from above : then they kindle

it from below, pouring oil over it, not blowing it,^ but fanning

it ; any who have blown it, or have laid a dead body or dung

upon fire, they put to death. For Water, when they have come

to a lake, a river, or a spring, they dig a trench and slay the

victim over it, taking care that none of the water close by may
be splashed with blood, since they would thus defile it.^ Then
setting in order the flesh upon myrtle or bay, the Magi touch

it with thin rods ^ and chant a hymn, pouring a libation of oil

mingled with milk and honey, not into the fire or the water,

but on the ground
;
and they keep up the chants for a long

time, holding a bundle of thin tamarisk rods.^

15. In Cappadocia, where the Magian tribe is numerous,

being called jire^priesU {iripaSoi)^ and shrines of the Persian

gods are also numerous, they do not even kill with a knife, but

by striking the victim with a log of wood, as if with a pestle."^

1 The entirely reasonable requirement that Atar must have carefully

dried wood given to him may be seen in a verse fragment in Fd 18^^

(cf. ERPF, 157), which is presumably old. The additional requirement

that it must be purified (yaozdata) may well have meant originally that the

bark must be stripped off, as here. Cf. Lat. delubrum, and ERE, ii. 44.

2 This suits the Parsi ritual use of the paitidana, a small napkin worn
over nose and mouth by a priest before the Fire, to prevent his breath from

polluting it.

3 Contrast Herod., vii, 113, where the Magi in the suite of Xerxes

sacrificed white horses to the Strymon : the words seem to imply that

a jet of blood was directed into the water.

4 This item is not quite clear. The carpet of myrtle or bay is a develop-

ment of the old Aryan harhis-harszis (see p. 190). Are the “thin rods”

simply the first stage of making a barsom, consecrating it by touching

sacrificial meat ?

® This is of course the barsom : the notice is interesting as showing the

kind of plant then used. It is still used in Yezd.

® Le. ddravana.

7 This was presumably to avoid the shedding of blood—an extension of

the precaution observed above. Cf. J. G. Frazer, The Golden Bough% iL 241

:

royal criminals in Siam were pounded to death in iron cauldrons, because
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There are also fire-temples (7rvpai0€ia% a peculiar sort of

enclosure, in the middle of which is an altar, with abundance

of ashes upon it, and the Magi guard thereon a fire that is

never quenched. They enter these by day,^ and chant for

almost an hour before the fire holding the bundle of rods,

wearing felt headgear {napa^^ which falls down on both sides

for the cheek pieces to cover the lips.- The same usages are

practised in the shrines of Anaitis and Omanus :
^ these also

have secret enclosures, and an image of Omanus goes in

procession. These things I have seen myself, but the former

details and those to follow are described in the books of

history.

[Sections following deal with manners and customs: a few

sentences are excerpted.]

17 fin. Marriages are consummated at the beginning of the

spring equinox.^ The bridegroom goes to the bridal chamber

after first eating an apple or the marrow of a camel,^ but

nothing else that day.

20 (p. 7S5). They bury their dead after covering the body

with wax.® The Magi they do not bury, but leave them to

the royal blood must not be spilt on the ground. Dr Frazer gives much
evidence {op. cit^ 243 if.) to show the widespread “ unwillingness to shed

blood, or at least to allow it to fall on the ground.’*

1 For any ritual of the kind performed at night would all go to the

profit of the Daevas, as the Vendidad shows.

2 See note p. 408. The description here answers in every particular

to the familiar medallion of a priest before the Fire, reproduced on tbe

title-page of Geldner’s Avesta^ from MSS. more than a thousand years later

than Strabo. There is the harsom and the penom (paitiddna)y the coal-scuttle

hat with irapayyaBiBes, and the book out of which the priest chants a Yasht
(cf. Hdt., iTraeiSet Beoyoviifjv), Compare also the passage from Pausanias,

quoted p. 208, n.

® This is assumed to be Yohumanah, chief of the Amesha in Later

Avesta. If so, we have a significant divergence from the aniconic worship

of the Avesta. For the one (late) Avestan parallel, see p. 101 above.

^ When the productive powers of nature are in full activity,

® The names of ZamthuUm and Fra^a-uUra are evidence of the part the

camel took in Iran. There may possibly be an allusion to the sexual power
of the camel; cf. Tahmuras* Frag. 65 {8BE, iv,^ 289, and Darmesteter’s

note).

® With this compare, not only Strabo’s possible source, Herodotus, i. 140

(p. 398), but also a passage later in this Book (p. ‘746, ch. i. 20), where
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be devoured by birds. It is the latter who by ancestral

custom actually mate with their mothers.^

Diogenes Laertius, Prooemimn

Diogenes ^ introduces his account of famous philosophers by
remarking that Philosophy is said to have owed its origin to

foreigners (/3ap/3apoi)- Thus “the Persians had Magians, the

Babylonians or Assyrians Chaldaeans, the Indians had Gym-
nosophists [fakirs], the Kelts and Galatians the so-called Druids
and Semnothei, as Aristotle says in To' and Sotion in

the £3rd book of his AiaSoxn-'^" A few lines lower down
he proceeds :

—

“ Now from the time of the Magi (whose chief was the

Persian Zoroaster) up to the taking of Troy 5000 years elapsed,

according to the Platonist Hermodorus in his book IlepJ

M.a6tjjULdTm. Xanthus the Lydian, however, says 600 (?) years

passed between Zoroaster and the invasion of Xerxes ; and
that after him there was a long succession (SiaSoxv) of Magi,
with names like Ostanes, Astrampsychus, Gobryas, and Pazates,

up to the conquest of the Persians by Alexander.”

The four names of Magi succeeding Zoroaster are explained

by Windischmann (Studien^ 286) as recalling (1) Av. see the

Ustavaiti Gatha
; (2) VdstryZ)fiuyas^ the name of agriculturists,

given actually to Zarathushtra and his son; (3) Gaubaruva

Strabo says of tbe Assyrians, “They wail for their dead, as do the

Egyptians and many others
; and they bury them in honey, having covered

them with wax.’^ The words Odwrovcri ktjp^ Trepnr\dcravres are common to

both : Herodotus says KaraK7]pd>arai^es yy Kp^Trrovcri. The difference oi

phraseology may possibly imply a supplementary source, which makes the

note of a similar custom in Mesopotamia interesting. There is a furthei

parallel in Herodotus, in his account of the Scythians (iv. 71), who “take
up the corpse, KaratceicTjpcofjLevov fxkv rh ir<op.ci. ktk” That Strabo omits the

dogs has been noted above (pp. 202).

^ To{)roLS Kal pL7}rpd<n (rvvipx^frQai vdrpiov yevS/JLiarai. On this subject see

p. 204-8.

2 He called himself apparently Diogenes Laertiades (Laertios) by a punning
use of the Homeric ALoyeyh AaepridSTf^ v/ith which Odysseus is so often

addressed : it gave him a pen-name, Mr^ Hicks tells me that Wilamowitz
anticipated this suggestion.

3 So “in the anonymous list now referred to Hesychius,” Mr Hicks tells

me. It may of course be 3 Mayt/ccfy.
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in Old Persian; (4) Herodotus (iii. 61), wliich

Windischmann would connect with pattlmn^ ‘‘ acknowledge,'”

specially in a religious sense (as Ys 29^^). It may be observed

that the second of these—a most acute attempt to interpret a

word that was certainly not invented—suits the case I have tried

to make above (p. 117 f), that the priesthood was originally

no sepai'ate order. Bartholomae (JirWb^ 1416) would put tip
in antithesis to ddf'azmi'^ but here a typical priest actually

bears the name. Not much is added by later research to these

notes of Windischmann, which at least bring out the entirely

Iranian character of the names, and establish accordingly the

certainty that the sources of Diogenes were not mere imaginative

Greeks. The plural form in which the names occur ‘indicates

type or class,"” says Prof. Jackson {Zoroaster^ 138 n.). That is,

they will be rather sects than individuals. Justi (Namenhuck^ 52)

says of ^Oa-rdpaL [why not '"Ocrrdpai ?],
“ Austdna hiess ein

Priesterschaft welche sich rnit Astronomic beschaftigte (also

von dem Worte Awesta abzuleiten ”), referring to this passage.

The connexion with J vesta is unlikely enough. ‘'Acrrpayf/vxovg

(p. 47) he only mentions as derived professedly, like the others,

from Xanthus of Sardis : Suidas has ’’Ao'rpa/xV^Jxocs*. Tm^pvag
is of course a good Persian name, Gatibaruva: see Justi, p. 112.

lla^dra? (p. ^^46) he compares with Patizeithes, and makes him
einer der Begriinder der Magie.” Rapp {ZDMGy xx. 72) gives

some other classical quotations : note also that from Suidas,

’‘Ocrrapat • oStol Trpwriv irapd Hepcrai^ Mctyoi eXcyorro.’’ It is

at least possible that these four names may include more than one

which really denotes a caste within the Magi of Sassanian times,

for which Porphyry vouches (De Jbstin.^ iv. 16).

For the common idea among the Greeks that Zoroaster

belonged to a period 6000 years before Alexander—which is

the same as the date given by Hermodorus (fourth century b.o,)

above—it will be enough to refer to Prof. Jackson'’s dissertation,

ZoroasterJ pp. 152 ff! Xanthus the Lydian was an elder con-

temporary of Herodotus,^ according to Ephorus {ap. Athenaeus,

xii, 615). But unfortunately textual certainty fails here in a

' Obviously Xanthus could not have named Alexander, except by a gift

of second sight. But. careless quotation on the part of Diogenes will

perhaps' sufSciently accotint for the anachronism.
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crucial matter. Two MSS. are said to read e^a/cicrx/Xia instead

of e^a/coVta, and Cobet (1850) adopted this reading, which

accords with many other classical notices and is, I fear, more

likely to be right. In view of some doubts attaching to the

fragments of Xanthus, and the impossibility of depending on

our text of this extract in Diogenes, I reluctantly pass on.

But the notice is most tantalising, for it throws back by a

century the earliest mention of Zarathushtra by a Greek writer,

and it puts his Jioruit into the eleventh century b.c., which is

just about the period that on other grounds I should very much

like to give him, as explained in Lecture III. above. I must

not stop to discuss Xanthus in general, a task which belongs

to the historians and the specialists on Greek literature; but

it may be fairly noted that this particular extract is reasonable

enough, and I should be well pleased to find it genuine. I

note that in W. Christ's authoritative work on Greek literature

(in Iwan Muller’s HandiiLch\ ed.®, p. 454, it is observed that

the finding of the Escurial fragment of Nicolaus Damascenus in

1848 rehabilitated the credit of the Xanthus remains by the

accurate local colour displayed. Mr Hicks refers me to Busolt

(II.- 451), who writes as if he accepted without a doubt the

existence of a Lydian historian in the reign of Artaxerxes.”

Before leaving Xanthus, I ought to refer to his other fragment

which interests us, preserved by Nicolaus Damascenus (first

century b.c.) : the text may be seen in Jackson’s Zoroaster^

p. 92% He speaks of Zoroaster's oracles,” in connexion with

the Sibyl’s responses, and then attributes to Zoroaster the

precept not to burn corpses or otherwise pollute fire. If, then,

Xanthus is really our oldest authority, we gather from him

that Zoroaster was already—in less than a century and a half,

on the orthodox view !—invested with immemorial antiquity,

and his name annexed by the Magi for the sanction of their

most characteristic practice. So far, then, as his authority goes,

I should quote him as evidence for dating Zarathushtra some

centuries before the era fixed by the native tradition.

These extracts, however, I have only given to prepare for the

loom classkus that follows in §§ 6 to 9 (ch. vi.). A paper by

Mr Hicks upon Magian Doctrine in these sections, read before

the Cambridge Philological Society on October 26th, 1911
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claims that ‘^Hhe authors cited"" by the compiler ‘^Svere at least

as old as the fourth century b.c., except Hermippiis and Sotion,

who belonged to the third century. A comparison with the

Avesta and other Parsee scriptures confirms the accuracy of

the account as a whole."" The disabilities of a no longer

resident member of the Society have been made up for me by
Mr Hicks’s kindness in sending me his paper and permitting

me to quote from it. His authority on all matters of Greek
scholarship, and especially Greek philosophy, is such as to

lend peculiar value to his impressions of the Farsi theology,

even though read only in translations. Firstly, I borrow his

version of the passage entire, with one or two of his notes

which are important for my purpose: I attach to these the

initials E. D, H., as in other notes upon this subject with

which he has most kindly furnished me. He asks me to state

that in his use of Avestan material he has mainly followed

Darrnesteter.

§
6*. [The Chaldmans busy themselves with astronomy and

prediction,] but the Magi with the worship of the gods, with

sacrifices and prayers, as if none but themselves have the ear of

the gods. They propound their views concerning the being and
origin of the gods, whom they hold to be fire, earth, and water.^

They condemn tlie use of images,- and especially the error of those

who attribute to the divinities difference of sex.^ (7) They hold

^ This, of course, is not far from the truth, as far as genuine Magianism
is concerned : as we have seen, it is very inadequate for Iranian religion,

and utterly untrue for that of Zarathushtra.
2 This may have been derived from the statement of Herodotus (i. 131

:

see note above, p. 391). But here the Magi did not care (or dare) to disturb

a scruple thoroughly characteristic of Zarathushtra and of the pre-

Reformation religion as well See also p. 67 f.

This would be true of Zarathushtra himself, for his feminine
Amshaspands are only grammatically endowed with sex, and his first

three are neuter. But it is far from true of the Magi, who even used the

Avestan figurative description of Aramaiti as Ahura Mazdalfs daughter

to enforce their own doctrine of the Khvetuk-(las (see p. 204 f.). As little was
it true of the Iranian Nature-worship : for example, as early as the Gatha
Haptanghaiti there occurs the very Yedic denotation of the Waters as
tc 0f Mazdah." If Diogenes is depending on a good authority,

we have here seemingly a trait of the Prophet himself, not otherwise

preserved, but entirely in character. In view of the scarcity of genuine
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discourse of justice, and deem it impious to practise cremation

;

but they see no impiety in marriage with a mother or a

daughter, as Sotion relates in his 23rd book.i Further, they

practise divination, and forecast the future, declaring that the

gods appear to them in visible form.® Moreover, they say that

the air is full of shapes which stream forth like vapour, and

enter the eyes of the keen-sighted.® They prohibit personal

notices of Zarathuslitra in Greek writers, this is decidedly interesting : I

wisli we knew whom Diogenes was quoting.

1 The daJchma and the khvetuk-das are combined, as so often in Greek

accounts of the Magi.

2 In the medallion reproduced from an Avestan MS. on the title-page of

the great Avesta text of Geldner the figure of Ormazd is seen in the air

above the sacred fire, before which the priest is ministering with barsom and

service-hook. An illustration from antiquity might he found in the

Mazdeism of Commagene as set forth hy Antiochus I.
;
see Lecture III.,

p. 107 f., where a sentence of the famous inscription is shown to embody the

idea that a Fravashi could appear visibly. That this is hy no means a

genuine Zoroastrian field does not matter. Divination and prediction are

Magian characteristics : see p. 196 f.

3 I take this word (b^vBepKcop) literally, of keen sight. But if the writer

attributed magic to the Magians, it might bear the sense of ‘adepts,’

‘ Mahatmas.’ Pliny in his tirade (Nat. Hist, xxx. vi. 16) tells us that the

Magians sometimes excused the failure of their stances by alleging physical

defects, e.g. freckles, in those who took part in them. [In the whole sentence]

(note the words dddcXcoy . . . /car’ a'!r6ppoiay vir' ava6vfjLid(r€(as do-KpLPOfxevcap) I

suspect contamination with Greek philosophemes. For eUcaXop is a

technical term with the Atomists for the film or image emanating from

objects perceived, and impinging upon the sense or the mind. ’Av^ppoia is

used in nearly the same sense, particularly by Empedocles, but also by

Leucippus and Democritus, for the efflux of minute particles which

stream off (dvoppd) from the surface of all perceptible bodies. Again,

avaBvfxia<jLs is a Heraclitean term denoting the evaporation of fine mattei

from earth and sea, and its volatilisation into air. Variations in this

process cause day and night, the seasons and years, rain and wind. It

feeds flames and the stars, and is identified with soul. Now, if this

sentence refers to the manifestations of the gods mentioned in the preceding

words (B€ohs ipLcpaplCeo-BaL), I suspect that the Greek writer is putting forward

a theory of Greek physicists, which he thinks would partly account foi

such manifestations. Spiritual beings could not be discerned by way oi

efflux, image or exhalation. The archangels and archfiends of Mazdeisn

seem always to have their corporeal as well as their incorporeal or spiritua

aspect, at any rate for the Greek authority whom Diogenes here follows ’

(K D. H.). The statement cannot be justified from the Parsi side ;
foi
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ornament, and the wearing of gold. Tlieir dress is white, they

make their bed on the ground, and their food is herbs, cheese,^

and coarse bread ; their vstaff is a reed, and their custom is (so

we are told) to stick it into the cheese, and take up with it the

part they eat. (8) With the art of magic - they were wholly

unacquainted, according to Aristotle in his Ifagicus^ and

Deinon ^ in the 5th book of his history. Deinon tells us that

the name Zoroaster literally interpi'eted means star-worshipper ;
^

and Hermodorus agrees with him. Aristotle, in the first book

of his dialogue On Philosophi/y declares the Magi to be more

ancient than the Egyptians ;
® furthex*, that they believe in two

principles, the good spirit and the evil spirit, the one called

Zeus or Oromazdes,^ the other Hades or Aremanius.® This is

confirmed by Hermippus in his first book about the Magi, and

by Eudoxus in his Voi/age rotmd the Worlds and by Theopompus

in his PMlippka.^ (9) The last-named author says that accord-

ing to the Magi men will live in a future life and be immortal,^

there neither Ameshas nor Daevas have any corporeal aspect. Perhaps the

material provinces of the Ameshas (fire, earth, etc.) suggested the idea.

1 Pliny records a story that Zoroaster lived in the wilderness on cheese.

Of. the raoyna zaramaya^ “spring butter,” which is the ambrosia of the

blessed in Garo nnuina (Yf, 22^*). On the white dress, see p. 397,

2 yoTiriK^v fjLavrdap^ i.e. “ black magic.” The Greeks distinguished

between f^ayeta and yo-nriK'f}. See p. 208 f,, and some good reff. in L. H.

Gray’s article on Persian Divination, BEE, iv. 818 f.

3 Fourth century, like Aristotle.

* ^KffrpoBvrris. On this See p. 201.

s Fourth century,

® I have adduced evidence in Lecture VI. taking them back to the seventh

century, and we may assume that their characteristic position as a sacred

tribe was much older than this. This justifies Aristotle as far as is

necessary. I should enter a caveat as to Axistotle : Mr Hicks tells me that

“not only Valentine Eose, who holds all fragments of Aristotle to be

spurious, but Heitz also, suspects the yiayiK6sP By way of compensation,

Mr Hicks supplies another reference to the Magi from an undoubted work :

see below, p. 420 f.

^ Of. “Zeus Oromasdes” in the Inscription of Antiochus of Commagene
(above, p. 107).

® Compare above, pp. 128 1, 399.

® These writers are respectively third, fourth, and fourth century b.g.

1 This is a very important notice when the date is considered, and the

precision withwhich Diogenes locates the quotation. If my reconstruction
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and that their invocations ensure the permanence of the world.^

in Lecture VI. is justified, we must regularly sort out all Greek notices of

the Magi, according as they appear to belong to them as repositories of

Avestan doctrine, or to represent their own beliefs and practices as a

distinct sacred caste. Naturally this would often be a question of

geography : we should expect to find communities of Magi in non-

Zoroastriaii districts who kept to a late date their own peculiar tenets,

being under no temptation to assimilate them to Avestan forms. The
laxity of faith and practice under the Arsacid dynasty would encourage

a great absence of uniformity even in districts which generally observed

Avestan doctrine. In this notice of Theopompus we have a dogma
which was probably alien to the Magi as such. This appears specially

from Tohit, if I may assume the correctness of my reconstruction of the

Magian folk-story which contributed groundwork to it : see p. 252. The
story was taken over as it stood before the Magi attached themselves to

Zoroastrianism
;
and it has no doctrine of a future life, unless we are to

suppose that the Jewish writer who used it excised this part of its teaching.

Apart from this, I can only urge that a doctrine of immortality does not seem

to me in keeping with the general character of purely Magian theology,

except so far as death may have been regarded as a creation of Ahriman
to be destroyed with his other works. (See p. 177 f.) Both Iranian religion

and Zarathushtra^s reform acknowledged immortality, the latter, of course,

as the very pivot of his whole system. This notice of Theopompus may
accordingly be claimed as evidence that the most essential feature of

Zarathushtra’s teaching had in the fourth century to this limited extent

become known to writers of the West.
1 ‘‘ This is the plain sense of the clause Koi rk ovra ra7s avrav

Sta/teVefv, and there is no need to adopt the makeshifts of early interpreters.

Thus Isaac Casaubon’s note suggests rats avreSv (or auraTy)

* omnia suas appellationes retentura.’ But why should the names of things

in the next world, in the state of immortality, receive this special notice ?
”

(K. D. H.) I think I could answer this question, whether or no the

emendation be accepted. The importance of names^ as an integral part of

the personality, is prominent in the Magian parts of the Avesta
;
and I

can quite believe that Magian custodians of Zarathushtra’s doctrine would
insist upon their perpetuity. And since the former of Oasaubon’s

emendations only involves one changed breathing and one changed accent,

it might fairly stand as an alternative explanation of the existing text.

Mr Hicks proceeds to note that Meric Casaubon rejected his father’s

interpretation, and quoted a (decidedly apposite) passage from Oedrenus,
a monk of the eleventh century —ecm Se ytay^ia fJth imKkjjrts kyaBo-

TTotav StjOcp, TTphs ayaBov riuhs (rvcrracrtVf o^crirep rck rodTvavicos, “ According tO the
Bundahish, the world of existence is the result of the creative effort of

Ormazd on the one side and the malignant imitation of these creations by
Ahriman on the other. [This is equally true of the Vendidad : see
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This is again confirmed by Eiidemus, the Rhodian.^ Hecatseus ^

adds that according to them gods, as well as men, are born,

especially Fargard i. J. H. M.] The two orders of creation are in incessant

conflict. In order that the universe may persist, Ormazd and his angels

must vanquish the devil and his angels, and they need all support in the

struggle. Man with his free will can lend his aid, and thus lay up for him-

self a store of merit or righteousness, by good thoughts, good words, good

deeds, and more particularly by sacrifice. He thus takes an active part in

the conflict betw^een gods and fiends. The sacrifice is more than an act of

worship : it is an act of assistance to the gods. Gods, like men, need drink

and food to be strong
;
like men, they need praise and encouragement to

be of good clieer. When not strengthened by the sacrifice, they fly helpless

before their foes. [Of. passages in metrical and therefore old Yashts, in

which Yazatas declare that if only men would invoke them with a sacrifice

that named their name (aoxto-namana yasna—very close to iTtlKk'ncris)^ they

could conquer the foes of gods and men. So especially Tishtrya in Yt 8,

in reference to his struggle with Apaosha, the Brought demon. J. H. M.]

Spell or prayer is not less powerful than the offerings. The invocation by

solemn formula is a weapon which Ormazd himself employs against his

foe
;
in the beginning of the world he confounded Abriman by reciting the

Honover. Man, too, sends his prayer between the earth and the heavens,

there to smite the fiends (Ys 61).’^ (R. D. li., after Barmesteter, who
compares the supersession of Indra in India by deified Prayer (Brahman).)

He is, I think, on wholly right lines in interpreting the Iranian evidence.

I have a note elsewhere (p, 160) on the position of spells in Avestan

religion. My only difficiilty is that the second statement has on this

interpretation nothing to do with the first. On Isaac Casaubon’s lines we

have a second statement which is a logical continuation of its predecessor :

men are to live again, and their identity (and that of the world in which

they live, except so far as the Ahrimanian creation goes) is to continue

unchanged, as guaranteed by the permanence of their nmies, which are.

almost, like the fravashis, a part of themselves. Mr Hicks remarks on my
note that linguistic tests break down, as iirUxiTjcrts and ra 6vTa are susceptible

of either meaning. He thinks my preference makes the dative ‘‘ perhaps a

trifle less natural,” We must, I fear, leave the matter open.

1 Fourth century.

2 Of Miletus, who lived in the sixth and early fifth centuries. This is

accordingly one of our very earliest notices of the Ma^., and it is tantalis-

ingly brief. The historian or his epitomator has not troubled to justify

the statement, which is difficult to fiit on to what we know. Perhaps the

best parallel will be the passage in Plutarch (above, p. 401) where he

says Horomazes ‘‘created six gods” (the Amshaspands) and 24 others

later, Areimanios creating ^prlrexyoi to them. Ahura Mazdah is called in

the Avesta the “father” of Atar (Fixe), Aramaiti, and other yazata; and

the epithet Mazdadata is applied to Haoma and others- Perhaps these
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and have a beginning in time.^ Clearchus of Soli^ in his

work On Education further makes the Gymnosophists to be

descendants of the Magi, and some trace the Jews to the same

origin also.^ Furthermore, those who have written about the

Magi criticise Herodotus.^ They urge that Xerxes would

never have cast javelins at the sun, nor have bound the sea

with fetters, since in the creed of the Magi sun and sea are gods ;

but that statues of the gods should be destroyed by Xerxes was

natural enough.

I must not yield to temptation, or I might be quoting Mr
Hicks’s paper whole, and thereby emulating the service that

Diogenes has rendered us in preserving valuable matter which

otherwise would not have survived. I will excerpt only one or

two more passages which have importance for my purpose.

^^The Magians, whose doctrine is here presented, were

clearly not magicians, as Aristotle saw, though Pliny, four

centuries later, perhaps wilfully confounded them ; for his own
account (N.H, xxx, 6) of the reasons why Tiridates refused to

facts will justify Hecataeiis, in whose day the Magi were only recently

attached to Zoroastrianism, and therefore doubtless indifferent about

excepting Ahura himself from the rule thus universally expressed.

1 ‘‘
‘E/caraTos Se koI yepu'orovs rovs Oeohs ^stpai /car’ avrovs. I have paraphrased

the words too freely, perhaps, but the position of kaI is not inconsistent

with my rendering ‘ as well as men.’ ” (E. D. H.)
2 ‘‘ Pupil of Aristotle,” (E. D. H.)
^ The modern analogue of this notion comes under consideration in

Lecture IX. It is a pity that Diogenes did not give us chapter and verse

for this specially interesting assertion.

4 The criticism means, of course, that like most moderns they assumed

Magian rules to have been current in Persia in the time of Xerxes. I have

dealt with this question at length elsewhere, and need only observe here

that evidence is abundant to show that a much longer period passed before

the Magian Eevolt was sufficiently forgotten to allow the Magi great power

in Persia : their religion also needed much adaptation before it could be

mistaken for a kindred cult by the Persians. Mr Hicks well observes that

under the Achaemenian kings Mazdeism as we know it from the Avesta

gained ground but slowly, and there was a distinction between Magian and

Persian to the end.” For the reasons already given, I do not feel it necessary

to regard the stories about Cyrus placing Croesus on a pyre, Cambyses burn-

ing the mummy of Amasis, or Xerxes flogging the sea or shooting arrows

at the sun, as discredited by inconsistency with Magian religion.
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go by sea to Rome, and taxed the provinces with the expense

of a land journey,^ shows clearly that Tiridates was a follower

of the Mazdean religion, which foi'bade him to defile the

elements, as the Parsees of to-day consider it a crime to spit

into the fire. Tacitus distinctly says that it was on grounds

of religion that Vologeses, in a despatch to Nero, had at first

declined the invitation to Rome for his brother Tiridates.^

Thus by the term Magian ^ve are to understand a priest, and

one of the Zoroastrian or Mazdean religion/’

These tabus are of course Magian in the strict sense of the

word, and only attach themselves to the Zoroastrian or the

Mazdean name by virtue of the syncretism which in the first

century was very nearly complete.

Of great interest to the student of Greek philosophy is Mr
Hicks‘’s discussion of possible influence of Magian doctrine on

Greek thinkers. I must pass this by, only noting his conclusions

because of their bearing on the dating of Magian dogmas. He
decides against Prof. Goodrich\s suggestion (Class. Rev.^ xx.

208 f.) that there is an allusion to Zoroastrianism in Plato,

Politicus^ 269E”-270a, the Empedoclean doctrine of NeZ/co? and

#4X/a. (C£ Prof. J. G. FrazeEs letter quoted in my notes on

Plutarch, above, p. 404.) Pie is more inclined to accept Mr
Goodrich's other suggestion, that Plato has Parsi doctrine in

mind when he propounds (and rejects) the hypothesis of two

gods with hostile intentions towards each other. But he notes

that in the Laws (x., p. 896e) Plato hit upon another hypo-

thesis, that there are two souls in the universe, a good soul and

an evil soul/' From the same book he quotes a passage which

looks decidedly Magian

For as we acknowledge the world (ovpavov) to be full of

many goods and also of evils, and of more evils than goods,

there is, as we affirm, an undying conflict • * • a^amros)

going on among us, which requires marvellous watchfulness

;

and in that conflict the gods and demigods are our allies, and

we are their property (Laivs^ 906a).

^ Magus ad eum [Neronem] Tiridates venerat . . . ideo provinciis gravis.
Navigare noluerat, quoniam exspuere in maria aiiisque inortalium necessi-

tatibus violate naturain earn fas non putant. (On this see p. 216.)
2 ]^ec recusaturum Tiridaten ... in urhem venire, nisi sacerdotii re-

ligione aitineretur (Annals^ xv. 24).
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The never-ending contest is as old as Heraclitus, and
thoroughly Greek ; but that gods and men are marshalled

together, and share the perils of the fight, that their co-opera-

tion is necesvsary to victory, is an idea more familiar in the East

than in Greece.'” Mr Hicks thinks that a nearer parallel may
be found in a curious doctrine of Democritus, whose system of

materialism and natural necessity admits it as an incongruous

element suggesting alien origin. “ If the travels attributed to

Democritus are historical, he may well have learnt this part of

the Magian religion.’’*’ The passage that gives us our informa-

tion is in Sextus, adv. Math., ix. 19 :

—

Democritus says, certain phantoms or images (€tSwA.a), some
beneficent, others maleficent, come into touch with men

;
and

for that reason he prays that he may meet with favourable

images. They are huge, nay, enormous ; not indeed inde-

structible, but nevertheless hard to destroy. They are seen of

men, and heard to utter voices ; and they give prophetic warn-

ing of what will come to pass. It was from the perception of

these images that primitive men derived the idea of God,

for apart from them no deity of immortal nature exists.

To Mr Hicks this ^‘does at first sight look like an adaptation

of the doctrine of archangels and archfiends (or Fravashis

and of the other subordinate good and evil powers which we
know in the Avesta.*” If this is so, it will be the earliest Greek

contact with Magian dualism, for Democritus was born about

460 B.c. As we see elsewhere (p. 425), the name Areimanios

does not arrive in Greece, to our knowledge, earlier than

Aristotle (as quoted in Diogenes, above). It is therefore of

importance if we are to recognise the conception (though not

the name) in Plato’s latest writing. To find it in Democritus,

a generation above him, is only to be admitted if the evidence

is very strong indeed ; and I confess I do not see very convincing

resemblance here.

Last among Mr Hicks'’s kind contributions are two further

references to the Magi. In the Metaphysics., xiv. 4, p. 1091 b 10,

after a reference to poets as mythologists, Aristotle continues,

1 This last suggestion has occurred independently to Dr Casartelli—

m

spite of malevolent ones (perhaps a confusion ?).”
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since those of them who are interspersed with a style not

entirely mythical, e,g. Pherecydes and some others, make the

first creator and begetter (to yewridav 'irpo)TOv^ generating

principle) the Best, and so do the Magi.’’ I cite Mr Hicks’s

translation, with his remark that “ this is as good as a recognition

of Ormazd,” I might add that ‘‘‘Best”(Av. vaMMa) is very

much in keeping with Avestan phraseology from first to last.

Mr Hicks gives me also the interesting reference to Diogenes

Laertius, ii. 45, which I thus render :

—

Aristotle says that a Magijin came from Syria to Athens, and

warned Socrates, among other things, that lie would die a

violent death.

I suppose we may safely assign this to the Magicus^ wliich makes

it subject to the doubts raised by critics as noted above. If

Aristotle really recorded this, it is an excellent example of the

gift of the Magi for divination. Of the grounds of the critics’

questioning I have no knowledge.
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Foreign Forms of Zoroastrian Names

The date when certain crucial names are first recorded in

Greek writers or Oxdental inscriptions, and the forms in which

they appear, may supply information of importance for our

inquiry.

AJmra Mazddh. (O.P. A^^urarnazda^ M.P. Ohrmazd^

N.P. Hurmuzd^ Gk. \}pojuLdo-Sr]g>, etc.)

The name is always two words in the Avesta, and in the

Gathas the elements are often separated by several words, and
either of them may stand first. In Old Persian, on the other

hand, except once in an inscription of Xerxes {Atirahya

Mazdaha) and once where Aura stands alone in a Persepolis

inscription of Darius, the name is always a compound with the

second element only declined. It is to be noted that the name
Mazdaha is twice found in Media in the year 715 b.c. (E. Meyer
in Enc, xxi. 205, cf. xxviii. 1041). This, with the two

exceptions just noted, may be taken as evidence that in the

time of Darius and Xerxes the union of the two elements was

a recent fashion- (See above, p. 109 f.) It is accordingly

noteworthy that they should be found in combination in an

Assyrian list of gods, published by Horamel in PSBA^ 1899,

pp. 127, 138 f., dated in the middle of the seventh century b.c.

The form is given by Zimmern {KAT^ 486) as {ilu) As-sa-ra

(iiu) Ma-za-a§, the determinative of deity preceding each part.

There follow the seven Igigi (gods of the sky) and seven

Ammnahi (gods of underworld). Hommel is no doubt Tight

in inferring that the name must have been taken over some
centuries earlier: his own suggestion goes as far back as the

Kassite period, 1700-1200 b.c. (Cf. also his observations in

422
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Geographie und Geschichte des alien Orients, p. 204 (1904).)

Hommel notes the absence of the nominative -s from the first

element, while it is present in the second. This leads him to

regard the vvoi'd as a compound. I can only discuss this from

the Indo-European point of view ; but there is a consideration

that the Assyriologist might easily overlook, viz. that the

sibilant at the end of Ai-yan Mazdhds ^
is radical, while that

in Asitras is the sign of the nominative. The Aryan Asiura

Mazdhas, therefore, to which the Assyrian form seems to point,

is capable of being taken in both elements as the bare stem and

not the nominative at all. There are, however, some other

considerations which Aryan philology suggests. Firstly comes

the crucial question whether the form belongs to Aryan or

Iranian. Indian is happily excluded here, as it is not in the

Boghaz-keui deity-names, for the s is decisive. Hommel’s

suggestion that Iranian may be recognised by postulating a

period in which initial or intervocalic s had not yet reached

h, but was in an intermediate position which was represented

in Assyrian indifferently with s or s, seems satisfactory. But

of course in any case the word must have been taken over

centuries before Assurbanipal, to whose reign the inscription

belongs. This characteristic Iranian sound-change must be

allowed time to work, and it is complete before our oldest

literature begins.® If we go back to the Aryan period, Hommel’s

earliest Kassite century gives us hardly time enough, unless I

press my own speculations outlined on pp. 5 and 26. Ed. Meyer

regards the five Boghaz-keui divinities as Aryan ; but unless

we are prepared to bring the Aryan migration into India down

to the very end of the second millennium, we surely cannot

find room for the differentiation, if the Aryan unity is still sub-

sisting in the fourteenth century b.c. But all the requirements

1 Or McMhas (Bartliolomae).

2 Hopes of tracing Iranian in the second millennium by the help of tbe

Kassi have vanisbed under the skilled criticism of Bloomfield (^m. Journ.

PMl., XXV. 1-14). Hommers two discussions were written before this paper,

so that he is not proof against the natural temptation to recognise Skt

suryas (nom.) in one of the forty odd words of the Kassite vocabulary.

With the useful example of Potomac Tt&ra.fi6s before us, or Span. our

we may safely trust the long arm of coincidence here, even if Hrial

yrere certainly a sun-god. See Hirt, Die Indogermanen^ ii, 583 f,
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seem to be met by postulating an earlier stage of Iranian. In

applying this to Assara MazM^ we may remark to begin with

that the double s and the a instead of with z instead of

zd in the second word, may prove to us that the name is not

preserved exactly enough to found any argument on the

presence or absence of a nominatival s. And further, if we
may take the form as sound, there is still a strong probability

that the vocative—identical with the bare stem—would supply

the form for exportation : divine names are most heard in

the vocative, and the leading case of the Latin luppiter

shows how the form of invocation may fix the type. We
are left, then, with the option to treat the Assyrian borrowed

title as one word or two, and the probabilities for so early

a date are strongly in favour of the two. For the bearing of

HommeFs discovery on the date of Zarathushtra see p. 31 f.

The forms of the divine name in Greek must next be con-

sidered. Variation between ^ and oS is only a matter of

spelling. For Greek co representing Persian au we may compare

Tw^pvag from Gaubaruva. Windischmann attributed the form

to Hermippus, but unfortunately it is only a con-

jecture, and a violent one.^ If it existed, we should recognise the

only Greek form that even suggested Avestan, since the y would
mark the hiatus and produce a five-syllabled word. As it is,

we note that the only possible source of the name is Old Persian

and not Avestan. The earliest Greek writer to give the name
is the author of the pseudo-Platonic dialogue Alcibiades L:^
reasons for its absence in Herodotus are attempted elsewhere

(p. 60). Towards the end of the fourth century we have

Aristotle, and probably Theopompus and Eudoxus. We need

not trouble about testimonies later than Plutarch. How the

Greeks got the name is clear, and that it can hardly have come
to them much earlier than the end of the fifth century.

^ Zor. St,, 291. It is at least avowed as sucli, whereas Justi (Namenbuch,

p. 7) assigns “ AvpofxdadTis” to Hermippus without a hint that it is not from
the MSS. As far as I can find out, this is only a conjecture from Pliny’s

Azonaces (etc.), the clearly corrupt name of Zoroaster’s instructor (NH. xxx.
ii. 1—see Jackson, Zoroaster, p. 234). That the divine name does underlie
this is likely enough.

2 Professor Burnet tells me this dialogue “ can hardly be later than about
the middle of the fourth century b.c., whoever its author may have been/’
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Angra Mamyu

The name occurs in the Later Avesta, and once in the

Gathas, but is to the last less conspicuous than the older

Druj. Like Ahura Mazdah, it is always two words in the

Avesta. It does not occur in Old Persian, but later Persian

encourages us to assume that it was fused into one word when

it did become acclimatised in Persia ; and Greek most certainly

received it fi'om Persian and not Avestan. ^ApeijixapLog agrees

with the modern Persian Ahrirnan. Its first appearance is in

Aristotle Hep] ^LXoa-o(piag I., ap, Diogenes I^aertius, Proam,^ 6.

The difficulty is the eij for ^A{h)ra7namfUH(i\om.) would be the

Old Persian form answering to the Avestan, when the two

words coalesce into one, and this would demand ^Apap-apm and

a similar change in Persian; cf. Middle Persian Ahraman.

Bartholomae (AirWb^ 105) says that “^N.P. Ahrirnan, Gr.

^Apeijuiavw^ presume an original Iranian by-form ^AhriyaP I

cannot feel satisfied with this— surely the Greek w^ould be

^’"ApiojULavio^ or ^Apiaju '?—though my own alternative^ is not

without difficulties. An Old Persian form "^‘AkrtmanyttA with

a. femmine adjective, may be explained in one of two ways.

Since nouns in iti are properly masc. (see Brugmann, Gr'undrm

der vergl. Grammr^ ii. i. 224), we might be tempted by the

analogy ofanother noun which is fern, in Iranian, dmyti'(m.)^

O.P. and Av. dahyu- (f.). But the semantics of this word and

its morphology alike (cf. Brugmann, op. rii., p. 210) make it an

unsafe parallel. I prefer to call in the Avestan the

feminine fiend of Falsehood. In O.P. the masc, cognate dmuga
(also Avestan) takes this role, but Middle Persian druz helps

us to believe that this word existed in O.P., as in Avestan

(Gathic and Later) and Sanskrit {druJi-., a fiend, thrice fern.,

twice masc. in Rgveda). Since the conception of Angra
Mainyu is certainly Zarathushtra'’s own, and cannot have

entered Persia except in conjunction with his doctrine, the far

greater prominence of even in the Gathas w'as likely

enough to colour the conception of the archfiend. And the

feminine, if we could trust it, would be valuable witness for

1 See Proceedings of the Third Intermt Congress of the History of Religions

(Oxford, 1908), yi. 98.
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the genuine Avestan origin of the Persian importation. But
I have to confess that I should expect Ahrd manyid rather than

Ahn> m. ; and I only set this down because the difficulties of

other explanations seem weightier.

ZaraQidtra

It is generally allowed now that the Prophet'^s name contains

the word idtra^ camel,’’’ like that of his follower Fra§a-tdtra

(4 sylls. in Gathas) : we compare at once VUta-aspa and Jama-
aspa^ containing the word for horse.” To equate with zaraQ

the cognate of yepovr- seems on the whole most satisfactory :

see p. 82. Its earliest Greek appearance is in the Alcibiades,

quoted above,^ and in Xanthus Lydus.‘^ This brings the Greek

witness into the reign of Artaxerxes 11. ,
or even Artaxerxes

I., if Xanthus is accepted as dating thence. Apart from

occasional variants with Zop., or in -ig instead of we
have no other form of the name till the reign of Augustus,

when Diodorus Siculus (i. 94, 2) brings in the corrected form

Za6pavcTTrjg- There are forms like ZapaTag also current, from

Plutarch down, but Justi is probably right in referring the

original reference to some other person : in later times confusion

arose.^ How the Greek form started is very hard to conjecture.

Justi {Namenhuch^ s,v.) accepts a theory of E. Wilhelm’s, that

it is due to a kind of spiritualising of an intiactable name, so

altered in Iranian as to suggest “ one who sacrifices (ya^tar) with

power (Av. zdvar ‘ physical strength ’).” The word appears in

M.P. as zor^ occurring frequently in the Turfan MSS., sometimes

in its older form zdvar : it seems there to have a wider meaning.

This ingenious explanation presumes an effort of priestly

etymologising, of course within the Iranian area. Against this

hypothetical process we can set another account which (whether

sound or wild) did certainly take place within Iranian speech.

For we have ancient evidence of a real popular etymology in

the explanation of ZoopoaorTprjg as acrTpoOvT^g, which comes to

^ 6 fiev jj.ay€lav re BiddcTKei ZatpodtrTpov rov ''O.pofj.d^ov.

Af. Nicolaus of Damascus and Diogenes Laertius : see Jackson, Zoroaster^

pp. 232, 241.

^ So Agathias (sixth century) on ZMpdacrrpos - rod adding

^TOi Zapddrjs—dirr^ ydp iir’ avr^ ^ ^7rcoyvp,{a (Jackson, ZOTOdSt&r^ 248).
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us from Deinon (340 b.c., acc. to Ed. Meyer) and Hermodorus

(fourth century b.c.), ap. Diogenes, Promn., 6 (p, 415 above).

This implies that some form of Av. zaoOra (M.P. zohr) was

brought in, with Gathic and Avestan star (mod. Pers. sitdra).

The elements of the compound are, it must be allowed, in the

wrong order. If the Greek form ZopodcrTp>]9 were better attested,

we should have no trouble. The dental vanished in O.P., as

in Ddrayavmd= Av. Dm'O/yaivohus : we may quote also the

Gmeco-Bactrian KPOOKCHO^^Atvi^vataspa (Lohrfisp). The

disappearance of the th^ then, attests the influence of Old Persian,

which we see all through these names. It has, in fact, to be

stated generally that we can find no distinct traces of Zend in

Greek writers, but only of Old Persian.

V^rdQfm^yna

The Avestan genius of Victory appears as ’Aprayri?? in

the Inscription of Antiochus of Comnmgene. This is a clearly

Old Persian form. Kaniska's OPAAPNO is different, but

equally far from the Avestan. An important question is

raised by the etymology of this name, which is of course com-

pared with the Vedic cult-title of Indra V'Hrahan, That is

assumed to mean “slayer of but the Iranian evidence

makes it highly probable that the said demon is a myth in

more senses than one. Bartholomae {AirWb^ 1420), on the

Avestan word wrdQirty “assault,"' notes that the Skt equivalent

Vrtm has changed its meaning. On vmQrayna^ a neutei' noun,

he gives the meaning “ repelling of assault," and points out that

the masc. form is the result of personification. Justi {Narmvi-

buck., 361) makes it mean “victoriously (lit. with victory)

smiting." It is clear that the Indo-Aryans misunderstood the

word, and invented a demon to explain a word which on analogy

might naturally mean “slaying the x in question having

gone out of use.

MiOra

The only point to observe here is the variation in Greek

transliteration. Herodotus, who writes before the first appear-

ance of the name in the O.P. Inscriptions, represents Qr by

rp, as was always the case with craTpairf}<^, So in the proper
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names MirpaSaTyj^ and Mirpo^arm- 'I'he latter (Herod, iii.

120, 126), dating from the reign of Cambyses, is, according to

Justi, the oldest historically credible name containing this

element (
= Mi0?^a-pdta^ protected by M."’). There is earlier

Greek attestation for a man of the next generation, MiTpoyddijg^

named by ^schylus, 43 (MSS. M>/Tpoy). Ctesias also

has rp, as M.iTpa<j)€ppt]^^ also Mj^rpcocrr^;? {Midra vaMMa^ acc. to

Justi) ; and Xenophon mentions a WiTpalog, but also

The rp occurs only sporadically after fourth century, as in M/r/>a,

a proper name in an inscription of 79 a.d. at Komana {BulL
Corr. Hell^ vii. 129), We may probably infer a more exact

knowledge of the Persian pronunciation, coupled with the

gradual spirantising of the Greek Q which made it an exact

representation of the Iranian sound. In one of the three

appearances of the name on the Inscriptions of Artaxerxes
Mnemon, who is the first to mention it, the spelling is Mitra :

Bartholomae {AwWb^ 1185) regards the variation as having
no significance. But it is possibly suggestive that Mithra^s

companion Anahita is also imperfectly spelt Anahata in these

inscriptions. So far as they go, they might prompt the idea
that the names were strange as well as new : the mistake of
Herodotus (i. 131), who confuses the two deities, might help
the same inference. But the proper names derived from MiQra
make such a conclusion highly precarious. The name at any
rate is quotable from the Assyrian : cf. Zimmern in KA 486,
where MiAt-ra comes in association with Carnal The tablet
is from AssurbanipaPs library, so that its antiquity is secure.

Some points suggested by the Cappadocian record will be
taken up in a separate note at the end.

Magii

The name comes to us from Behistan, and in the form
Mayo? from Sophocles (OT, 387),^ Euripides {Orestes^ 1496),
and Herodotus, to name only the oldest. Slightly older, if

genuine, is Xanthus the Lydian, who is said to have written

^ Jebb’s note may be quoted :—“The Persian (as conceived by the
Greeks) was one who claimed to command the aid of beneficent deities
{daifXQv^s ayaBoepyoiX while the y47)s was properly one who could call up the
dead (Said., I. 490 : cp. Pint., De Defect Omc., c. 10).”
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under Artaxerxes L He refers to the succession of Magi

following Zoroaster, whom he dates 6000 years before the

Expedition of Xerxes, (See Jackson, Zoroaster^ 241, and

Diogenes Laertius, above, p. 410 f.) If Xanthus really is genuine,

and is correctly dated, we have a strong argument for giving

Zarathushtra some centuries'* antiquity beyond the traditional

date. But his notices do not inspire me with much confidence as

a whole, except as a witness to fifth-century Magianism. In the

Avesta the name only occurs once, in a prose passage : Ys 65^,

ma no apd . . . haM-tbise nia moyiL-thi^e ma vaT9zdnd4bise . . .

JrdSditi^ Let not our Waters be given up to one who hates the

brotherhood, hates the Magi, hates the community.'” The

passage belongs to some very late period in which the priest-

hood uses at last a name that had been used of them by

outsiders for ages, probably as a depreciatory title. I have

given reasons elsewhere for expecting to find it at least a

foreigners’* name, like Welsh for Cymry^ Greek for Hellene^ or

German for Deutsch, What is its origin ? The authority of

Noldeke and Bezold (cf. Bartholomae, AirWb^ 1111) I'emoves the

veto of the Assyriologists against the a prim probable assump-

tion that it is a Persian word, like the other five names of

Median tribes in Herodotus, i, 101. I venture to return to an

etymology I proposed in 1892,^ understanding it, however, in a

different sense. L.Av. viayava^ ‘^unmarried,’’’ is compared by

Bartholomae with the Gothic magics

^

which translates irai^ (once

T€Kvov): cf. thiumagiis for rraiq when it means ‘‘servant,” a

meaning which magus itself has in Lk. The same
development of meaning has taken place in our own cognate

maid and in O.Ir. mug^ “ servant.” When the Aryan invaders

('ApL^avTol in Herodotus) established themselves in Media, they

may well have reduced the former inhabitants to serfdom and
named them accordingly : the fact would account for the

Magian preference for other names. In Avestan the word
for developed along another line. For the acute and in

many ways very seductive alternative proposed by Caxmoy, see

p. 183 n.

I must stray for a moment into the Semitic field to ask

whether the name Magu is not to be recognised in the Hebrew
^ The ThinJcerA^*
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which I have taken as apxtj^(^yo 9 (above, p. 187 f., and

in my article s.v. in Hastings’ Bible Dictionary (one volume)).

The Semitists (see Oocfo7'd Leocicon^ s.v.) are not veiy decided.

Dr C. H. W. Johns, in 4000, cites a Rah mugi as

‘^master of the horse in the Assyrian Court.” Naturally I

cannot criticise this, which to an outsider seems very much
more plausible than the other suggestions made from Semitic

quarters: see Prof. Cheyne’s contribution {Enc, BihL^ lx.)

which ends characteristically with the assertion that is

corrupt.” Tide’s discussion (Religionsgesch.^ ii. 110 f.) should

just be mentioned. His objections to dp%iVayo? are twofold :

—

(1) The sorcerers and magicians in Babylon and AsvSyria have

an entirely different title. It is enough to reply that we are

not obliged to assume the identity of this sacred caste with

‘‘sorcerers and magicians,” even if their name connoted this

some centuries later. (SJ) The Rab-mag is in Jer. 39^ included

among the king of Babylon’s in v.^^ among his

and Magi w^ere neither “ Fursten ” nor “ Grossen.” So he has

recourse to a Sumerian woi'd “gross, machtig, gliinzend,

Herr, Flirst,” taken over by Assyrian, but never for priests or

sorcerers. “These Afaggi have nothing in common with the

Medo-Persian Magi, and in all probability the Rab-mag has as

little. If this last is really to be a chief Magus, he must have

come from Media to Babylon, but this is not probable.” I do

not know why, if the caste had anything like the position I have

depicted on evidence gathered in the text. But I must not be

understood to be anxious to defend the Rab-mag as an Ai'chi-

magus against Semitists, who have unquestionable rights to

deal with him as they please. My inferences from Ezek. 8^^

stand, whatever be Rab-mag’s fate ; and I am quite content to

plead only that the difficulty of Tiele (and Cheyne) is removed.

They ask what a Magus was doing in a Babylonian galley. I

hope my prolonged investigation may have proved that he had

business there.

The Cappadocian CalendiOr

This subject does not on the face of it belong to the title of

the present excursus : but it will soon be found to lie almost

entirely within the limits. I have discussed some of the
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inferences in Lecture III. : here it is my object to examine

the evidence that has been gathered from the names of Persian

divinities in its bearing on the epoch of the earliest appearance

of Amshaspands in the West.

Prof. Cumont does not discuss the date at which the Persian

Calendar was adopted in Cappadocia. He simply accepts the

argument of M. E. Drouin in an article on the Calendar in

Revue Archeologique^ 1889, especially the section in ii. 43 C
M. Drouin’s chief conclusions may be repeated. The Cappadocian

Calendar must have been introduced by the Persians a tolerably

long time after Darius I. and the adoption in Persia of the

Avestan Calendar : otherwise the months taken over would have

been those named on the Behistan Inscription. The first inter-

calation of a 13th month to rectify the solar year he pi'oves

to have been in 309 b.c. This is, then, the inferior limit, for

after that date we should have found in Cappadocia the inter-

calation, or more probably the Macedonian months, since all

Asia Minor was included in Alexander's empire. The fixing

of the year at 365 days, and the adoption of the Avestan

Calendar, M. Drouin dates in the middle of the fifth century.

We should not be far from the truth if we put the introduc-

tion of the Persian Calendar into Asia Minor about the year

400 B.c.*"' (This date, we have seen, Prof. Cumont takes over.)

It is noted that the borrowing of the cTrayo/j^evat to fill up the

year comes from Egypt, and the 13th month from Chaldsea.

The Old Persian Calendar may be supposed to have lasted

the lives of Darius and Xerxes. This assumption, however, has

to reckon with E. W. West's researches, the results of which

may be seen in the introduction to SBE^ xlvii. (pp. xlii. fl),

published in 1897, about eight years after Drouin's article, and
earlier in the Academy (voL xlix.—I have not seen this last).

West calculated that the year of 365 days, still current among
the Parsis, must have been introduced in 505 b.c., with a margin

of four to eight years in either direction for accidental errors of

ancient observers. He gets this by the simple fact that 365
days make the year too short by ’^42S of a day, which he sets

beside the datum that in 1864 the beginning of the Parsi year,

according to Persian reckoning, had retreated to August £4,"

or 210 days before the equinox. That the Parsi year should
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begin with the equinox we learn from the Bundahish,^ which

we have seen takes a specially high place in Pahlavi literature

for the antiquity of its material. Obviously the 365 days year

does not carry with it the names of the months. But West
remarks that we do not hear of any change, and might reason-

ably expect to have heard if such a. change took place. The
assumption that Darius used the Old Persian months not only

at the outset of his reign, when he dated his victories with them

on the Behistan Rock, but to the end of his life, would

necessitate our inferring that the Old Persian months also

accounted for 365 days, for which we should need positive

evidence that is not forthcoming. We may take it as proved

that a 365 days year was established in Iran about 505 b.o., and

therefore in the reign of Darius I. But the year which has

been used among the Parsis, since the Sassanian era at least,

is one of 365 days, and there is a presumption in favour of

identifying them. The months are not named in the Avesta,

except in one passage of Afrinahmi (see below). But, in what

they include and what they exclude alike, they suit the mind of

Darius remarkably well. We have seen good reason to believe

that he was a genuine and earnest follower of Zarathushtra,

while by no means fanatical as to the recognition of deities

whom the Prophet sternly ignored : they could be acknowledged

as hagdha^ or yazatd^ as the Later Avesta called them, with

Ahura Mazdah unapproachably above them. The inclusion

of the six Amshaspands shows that the epoch is after Zara-

thushtra, when his Ahura had been systematised into a Hexad.

But with them we find six others in Fravartin^ Tir^ MitrOy Azmiy

Atardy Dm, to give the Pahlavi names, presiding severally over

the 1st, 4th, 7th, 8th, Qth, and 10th months. The sacred Fire

and the Religion {Damd) might have been included by Zara-

thushtra. The Fravashis, Tishtrya (see below), Mithra, and the

Waters are just the most conspicuous of the old divinities which

Zarathushtra could not dispossess. And Ilaoma and Anahita

are not there! This last omission rules out Artaxerxes Mnemon

1 Wliich, however, is not consistent, says Bartholomae (AirJVb^ 1117, 1119,

s,v, mai^ymrya, maidydi'iam). B. seems to me inconclusive in his sug-

gestion of two different beginnings of the year in various early epochs

(a pnon somewhat unlikely).
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or any later time ; for even if a later Achmmeniaii reduced the

triad (Auramazda, Anahita, Mithra) to a duad in his inscription,

he would not have dropped Anahita out of a selection of twelve.

It is, I think, safe to say that the convergent evidence of the

astronomical data and the choice of divinities to preside over

the months—an undesigned coincidence which ha.s peculiar

weight—takes us to Darius as the author, and in its turn

strengthens the case for Darius'’s Zoroastrianism. There are

many other questions suggested, such as the very curious order,

^

but I have mentioned all that is necessary for the problem

before us : we may transfer our attention to Cappadocia.

The names of the Cappadocian months were given above : it

will be remembered that they are indifferently preserved, and

we are at liberty not only to choose between many variants

in late Greek MSS., but to amend where necessary. I may

repeat the restored forms, according to Cunion t, adding the

Old Persian names of the divinities from which they come :

—

Pablavi,

Origin-

ally com-
menced.

Named from
(Restored)

Cappa-
docian.

O.R Avestan.

I. Fravartin Mar. 21 ^Fravarti FravaH ^Apaprava

II. ArtavahiB Apr. 20 "^ArtavaMMa Asa VainBa * ApraaurrIV

III. Horvadat May 20 "^Earvatdt Haurvatdt Aparara

IV. T%r June 19 nTlra mtrya{'>) Tipi|jTeipei

V. Amerddat July 19 "^Amartdt Anw'HcU '^Ap.aprora

VI. Batvalro Aug 18 Xhera'^variya A7adra Vairya 'BavOptopif)

HavBvpt

VII. Mitro Sept. 17 Midra, Mitra MiBi'ii Ul&pL

VIII. Amn Oct. 17 Ap *A'n‘Of.L€para

IX. Atar6 Nov. 16 ^Atar AtaT9 A6pa

X. Din Dec. 16 *Damci (Damd) Aa&ovira

XI. Vohiman Jan. 15 Vahumani^ Vohu Mxmah ^0,ap.avia

XII. Spejidarmat Feb. 14 "^Spantarmiati Bpnitd Artmiaiti ^ovdapa

The asterisk denotes restored or theoretical forms. I take tlie

Pahlavi from Gray, the Cappadocian from Cumont : for the

Old Persian I am responsible. I may add the modern Persian

^ Dr Louis H. Gray (in his indispensable account of the Calendar in

Grundriss, ii. 675-7) says this is still unexplained.

m
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for purposes of identification, as printed by Cumont

—

Fravardm^

Ardibahisht^ Khorddd^ Th\ Murddd^ Shahrevar^ Mihr^ Ahdn^

Adar^ Da% Bahman^ Asfanddrmad- Of the Avestan names

five occur in the AJrmakdn^ ff., viz. those of the ^nd,

4th, 6th, 7th, and 10th (DaOtiso—see below) months. In each

case the genitive of the proper name appears, with mdh
understood.

I take first one or two points of substance. The most strik-

ing, as it is obviously the only one in which the Cappadocian

does not agree with the Persian in the oldest form we can reach,

is the name of the tenth month. Aadovcra (or Te6oucr6a) takes

us to the Avestan daQid^ dadus^ the weak stem of the pf. part,

act. of ^dd (TiOijjULi), O.P. would be dad7i,% in all probability,

but we have only one perfect form on our O.P. monuments.

Now this name does actually occur in the Later Avesta : daduso

[gen. sg., sc. ma]^ (month) of the Creator {Afrlnakdn^ 3^^—see

AirWb^ 1117). This word is perhaps the best example of a

really Avestan word coming into the West—indeed, 1 know no

other of its antiquity. The use of the perfect participle as a

title—compare the aorist add (^‘^he created*’’) from the same

verb in the standing formula of the Inscriptions—with the

characteristic 0, faithfully reproduced in the Gx'eek, gives us

really good reason to recognise a technical term of Later

Avestan religious language. How early “ The Religion *” was

substituted for The Creator
"’*’ we cannot tell, but it is highly

probable that the change was made in the Sassanian Reform.

The motive may have been that Ahura Mazdah could not fitly

be set on a level with the Yazatas, unless the first month was

given him, as was the first day of each month.

Two other indications of antiquity meet us among these

Cappadocian names. The name of the 7th month has veiy

variant forms in the Greek MSS. ; but while some of them may
well have been affected by the later pronunciation of Mithra’s

name, is attested by the very fact that no foreigner could

have reconstructed this obsolete form. We are accordingly

taken back at least to a period b.c., for the Middle Persian

Mihir was producing proper names in the first century a.d. (see

p. 233). Prof. Cumont takes this Mtdpi as one proof among
many others that the Calendar was introduced into Cappadocia
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in the Achsemenian age.” ^ The 0 here and in the name of the

9th month would suit the Avestan form—Midrake (gen.),

JOrd

;

the 0 in O.P. is a little prone to change to as its Greek

transliteration helps us to see. Then we have a very ancient

name preserved in the 8th month, where we recognise Apam
napdt^ the Aryan water genius (gen. napto in Av.), The Sas-

sanian name has dropped this latter element.

One difficult form remains to mention before I refer to a

problem which goes deeper. The name of the last month has

lost the p which appears in Avestan and Persian alike.

Similarly CumonPs Armenian list shows {Textes^ i. 133) that

there were two forms, Spandaramet and Sandaramety in that

neighbouring language. One is sorely tempted towards assum-

ing dialectic variation in the treatment of the Aryan group ft?

(answering toWest Indo-European kv) : cf. N.P. Median ^

oriraKa^ and other cases explained by analogy-levelling in

Bartholomae’s Grammar (Grufidriss^ i. £9), with Brugmann\s

approval.^ What levelling power was available for spmta ? 1

can only suggest that possibly the Cappadocian god Safidan

may have affected the name by a popular connexion.

With the exception of the two words (1st and 2nd months)

in which the Avestan ^ faces the Persian 9% the names come as

near the Avestan as the Persian form, and sometimes nearer, as

we have seen. But the 4th month presents us with a very

serious difficulty. An Avestan text tells us that the month
belonged to Tishtrya. The Cappadocian name is unmistakably

Lagarde long ago^asked {Gesmnm, AbL^ p. 258-64) how
TiM>rya developed into N.P. Ttr, Still more have we reason to

ask how Tir could appear in Cappadocia three or four centuries

B.c. We note that the Indo-Scythian coins (fiivst century a.d.)

show Tcipo, while several Arsacide kings had the name Tiridates.

Meanwhile {AirWh^ 652) Tist9'ya becomes TiUr in Middle and
Tistar in New Persian, a learned word ” there, in Bartholomae^s

opinion. Now the lexicographer himself (p. 651) gives '*7^tra

as “ name of a deity,” comparing TipiSdrfjg u.s.w.,” and citing

Noldeke and Hubschmann. I have been inclined to wonder
whether this yazata^ only recalled in the Avesta by a proper

^ See West in Grundriss, ii. 76.

^ See Tolman, p. 71, on O.P. asa, Av. mpa^ “ horse.”
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name {Tlro^nakaQwa^ Yt may have given his name to

the planet Mercury, so that the 4th month belonged to him

rather than to Tishtrya. This would have to be through the

medium of some confusion between the star-names, for we can

hardly suppose Tira important enough to name a month except

by some such accident. Of course the planets were yazata^ not

daeva^ until the Magi dethroned them: see p. 211 f. An ex-

planation on these lines might help us to show how Tistar got

into Cancer in the Bundahish (p. 27 above). It will also

connect itself with the choice of Mercury to be the demonic

avTLT€xvo9 for Tishtrya in the system of the Pahlavi books.

But here I have to reckon with the very important counter-

proposals of Mrs Maunder in her article on the Tishtrya mythus

in The Observatory (Dec. 1912), The passage is too long to

quote in full, and I am rather afraid of summarising. The
interpretation is based on the configuration of the sky at the

moment when the Sun in Cancer had set and the stars have

appeared. Sagittarius (which Mrs Maunder acutely finds in

^VEreksha the swift archer” in Yt 8®) is then in the S.E., with

Sagitta, his arrow darted through the air,” far over his head,

and confronting, the other horseman, Centaurus, down in the

west : they thus represent the warring powers of good and evil.

I quote the two closing paragraphs :

—

As it seems to me, then, the TiA*tar myth is essentially a

meteorological nature-myth, which took its rise in India.

Ti^tar is primarily not a star at all in our ordinary sense of the

word, but “the most bright and glorious star of all,” the Sun
of the summer solstice in its capacity as rain-bringer. But the

trappings of the myth were, I think, derived from the two
great stellar figures that were so prominent in the evening

sky after sundown, at the time of the beginning of the rains.

So Tistar was the Sun, or at least the Angel of the Sun, but

was conceived as embodied in the zodiacal sign Sagittarius.

Yet the tradition that identifies TMar with Sirius has its

justification, for Sirius rose heliacally at Delhi when the Sun
was in Cancer—“in the month Tir,”—and the breaking of

the monsoon was in suspense.

This is the explanation of the myth that most appeals to

me. But it should be noted that in the Tir Ya^t there is ho
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niention of the month of the year ; that is only found in the

Bundahi.? and the later commentary. Therefore, so far as

the Tir Ya^t alone is concerned, the myth may have related

originally to the winter rains of Persia, which fall in the ninth

month—the month of Sagittarius Ti^'tar in this case would be

the Sun in Sagittarius, as rain-bringer, and that constellation

would still supply the imagined form for the Angel of the

Rain. But in this case we should have to dismiss the connec-

tion, so emphatically stated in the Bundahi.?, between TMar
and Cancer and Tir, the fourth month of the year, as a late

and mistaken gloss.

I cannot presume to clear this matter up. I will only remark

that if the myth did arise in India we can easil}^ understand

a confusion springing up between the age of the Yashts and

that of the Bundahish. In this interval Babylonian star-lore

was naturally domesticated among the Magi ; and the incon-

gruity between Median conditions and those which give birth

to the myth in a southern latitude would be recognised. An
attempt to reconcile the data might account for the confusion.
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267, 270, 272, 277, 287, 394,

403-406, 408, 409, 419-

Geiger, W., 23, 134, 194.

Geldner, K., vii, 8, 15-18,28,

30,68, 80, 101, 132, 141, 142,

161, 171, 343, 349, 351, 352,

356, 358, 359, 36l, 365, 368,

370, 371, 375-378, 380-389,

392, 409, 414.

Gilmore, 186.

Goodrich, W. J., 419.

Grassmann, H., 359-

Gray, G. B., 305.

Gray, L. H., 51-55, 57-59, 133,

187, 190, 191, 415, 433.

Gressmann, H., 302, 317, 318.

Griinbaum, 251.

Gunkel, H., 113, 241-243, 402.

Harlez, C. de, l64, l65, 175.

Harnack, A., 287.

Harris, J. Rendel, 115, 248.

Harrison, J. E., 263.

Hartland, E. S., 334.

Hatch, Edwin, 292.

Haug, M., 29, 191, 269-

HeaMam, Walter, 12

Heitz, 415.

Herford, C. H., 92.

Hicks, R. D., xiii, 391, 410, 412

-421.

Hirt, H., 5, 70, 244, 423.

Hogg, H. W., 65.

Hommel, P., 31, 32, 53, 56, 394,

400, 422-424.

Horn, P., 310.

How, W. W., 396, 398.

Hiibschmann, H., 435.

Hyde, T., 36, 82.

.Jackson, A. V. Williams, xii, 3, 6,

16-19, 22, 29, 30, 35, 51, 57,

83, 84, 89, 91, 95, 114, 134,

1.35, 156, 16s, 164, 190, 191,

212, 220, 226, 257, 262, 265,

269, 271, 272, 27.5, 295, 301,

306, 312-314, 320, 323, 325,

326, 330, 350, 356, 376, 380,

400, 402, 411, 412, 424, 426,

427.

James, M. R., 314.

Jasti-ow, M., 199-

Jebb, R. C., 428.

Jensen, 83, 238, 296.

Johannson, A., 271-

Johansson, K. P., 27 1

.

Johns, C. H. W., 31, 188, 430.

Justi, P., 18, 206, 259, 277, 343,

348, 351, 355, 373, 375, 411,

424, 426-428.

Kepler, 283.

Killip, R., 23.

Kohut, 221, 249, 253, 334, 338.

Kretschmer, P., 4.

Lagarde, P. de, 103, 399, 435.

Lawson, J. C., 249.

Lehmann, E., 70, 71, 256.

Luekens, W., 289-

Macdonell, A. A., 74, 117.

Markland, 406.

Maunder, E. W., 23-27, 237,

283.

Maunder, Mrs, 26, 27, 401, 436.

Meillet, A., 63-66.
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Mejer, E., vil, 5, 6^ 18, SO, 73,

119, 13^. 208, 240, 242, 286,

422, 423, 427.

Mills, L. H., 9, 20, 170, 190,

298, 304, 343, 351, 365, 371,

378, 380.

Modi, J. J., xiv, 191, 334.

MofFatt, J., 328.

Miiller, C., 189, 204, 210.

Muller, F., 81.

Miiller, F. W. H., 234, 274.

Nariman, G, K., xiv, 230, 356,

Noldeke, T., 338, 429, 435.

Oldenberg, H., 74, 240, 244.

245.

Oppert, 183, 229, 232.

Orelli, C., 266.

Peake, A. S., 188, 292.

Rapp, 400, 402, 411.

Eawlinson, H. C., 35.

Reiclielt, H., 6l, 86.

Reinacli, S., 33.

Ridgeway, W., 5, 233.

Robertson, J. M., 16.

Roscoe, J., 222, 225.

Rose, 415.

Roth, R., 175, 176, 358.

Saadya, 221.

Sachau, E,, 226, 257.

Sanjana, D. P., xiv, 205.

Sayce, A. H., 36, 232, 391, 393.

Schmidt, J., 244.

Schmiedel, P. W,, 348.

Schrader, Otto, 69, 74, 117, 131,

150, 188, 192, 200, 225, 262,

393.

Schtirer, E., 298.

Seligmann, 225.

Simpson, D. C., 246-248, 338.

Skinner, J., 292.

Smith, W. Robertson, 338.

Soderblom,N., 6, 17, 68, 110, 132,

133, 147, 158, 159, 164, l65,

169-171, 175, 177, 193, 241,

256, 257, 259, 265, 271, 289,

292, 299, 306, 309, 315, 326,

370, 377, 392, 395, 403, 406.

Spencer, Herbert, 404.

Spiegel, F., 7, 242, 392.

Stade, B., 289, 305.

Stave, E., 169, 275, 306, 308.

Strachan, J., 76.

Tait, J., 320.

Tarn, W. W., 85, 86.

Thomas, N. W., 268.

Tiele, C. P., 6, 18, 62, 71, 139,

167, 216, 230, 232, 238, 241,

282, 351, 356, 365, 401, 430.

Tolman, H. C., 274, 277.

Toy, C. H., 191.

Voigt, H., 283.

Walde, A., 65, 175.

A 2QQ

Weissbach, F. H., 109, 277.

Wells, J., 396, 398.

West, E. W., 18, 133, 207, 310,

313, 315, 334, 336, 374, 403,

431, 432, 435.

Westergaard, 26 1.

Whitney, W. D., 14.

Wilamowitz, U. von, 400, 410.

Wilhelm, E., 187, 197, 201, 210,

281, 426.

Winckler, H., 5-7, 188.
,

Windischmann,F., 400, 402, 406,

410, 411, 424.

Wissowa, C., 266.

Wolff,. F., 121, 122, 129.

Zeller, H., 404.

Zimmem, H., 188, 242, 402,

422^428.



INDEX II

PASSAGES REFERRED TO

1. Aryan Texts

{a) Gathas

[Only the notes are indexed in p. 344-390]

' 27^'"^ (AluinlaVairya)
;
Ys 82® , 136 Ys 44® 382

160 f., 168
1

328 . 148 44’. 291

28“. . 170 i

23’-"*“ 380 44,10 372
28'^ i6o, 172, 359. 32’“ 72 44’® 135

372 32’® 166 44’® 385
29’'. . 381 33’

.

l68, 175 4.+1S 83, 155, 376
29’® . 83 33“ . 112, 117 44®®

, 140

29” 359, 373, 386, 33®. 174, 300 45® 1-9, 135 f.. 263.

411 3.3« . 11 1 f.. 116, 305. 899
80’

.

. . 172 355 45® . 113

303 l$2 f., 136 f., 33®

.

174 45®

.

386
305 33’« 50 45'’

.

173 £
30“ 132 h, 145, 33’® 95, 363 45’® 96

362, 372 33’“ Ml 45” 264
30”

.

. 307 34’

.

l67f. 46 . 141

SO’. l63, 378 34“

.

169, 364 46®

.

. 360
30®. 112, 158 34” 364, 385 46’“ 155. 164,

SO’O . 171 34*2 364 166 f.

30” . 174 S4’“ 155 46” 162, 164, 174

313 354, 372, 385 43®. l62 46’® 197

31“. 1 14, 363 43®. 147 46’“ 349
31’’. . 402 43“

.

169, 361 46’® 171

31®. . 377 43” 376 46” 166 f.

31’® . 129 4S’2 159 47’

.

96
31’-'

. S60 43’® S90 47®. 359, 367 382

31 >3 16, 95 43’® 135 47®. 372
31 ‘3

. 83 4S’« 159 48'

.

371

3l3« 162, 174 44 . 95 48®. 159 372

3l3> . 95 44’ . 378 48“

.

175 358
3122 . 100 44®. 298 48®. 164

32’ 117 , 358, 381 44“

.

* 271 48®. * 386
32® 112 132, 138 44®

.

95,291.367 48’® 72, 135 358

m
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Yf49^ , 264
49L . 355
4911 . 354
502 367, 385, 386

SOL . 386
501“ . 373
511. . 382 390

(5) Gatha

Ys S5^ . 121

S6K . 393
S6®. . 387
371. , 121

Ys 12 . 347

9-11 72
9'^ . 275
921

. 400

10^ 74
10^^ 194
116. 194
167. 261

16^. 400
231

.

.*

270, 274
267. 261
2715 388
552. 328
5712 99
611 f. 417
657. 429
688. 400
702. 347
7123 261

Yi 31s 392
47 . 116

5 . 22, 78,

238,

128,

240
521 . . 58
529

. 245, 333
542

. 276
5®4

. 328
58I

. 28
585

^ 212
58^ . 218
5^4

, 129

r«5i* . 152

51L 114, 360
5110 . 218
5111 . 349
5112 . 83

5112 . 164
511® . 359

Haptangkaiti (see also

YsSl^
. 264

38 . . 393
381. . 121

392. . 122

(c) Later Avesta

Yt 59s
. 206

8 242, 280 f., 417
8® . . 23 f.

8® . . 436
10 67, 140, 150 f.

lOL . 151

10®. . 270
101«

. 86
10®! . 394
10®8 . 405
10“®

. 62
1012®

. 397
12 . . 210
13 .28,56,90, 163,

267, 388
1321-

. 280
13®. . 61
131-1“

. 277
1311 . 270
13i« 28, 115
1311

. 273
131®

. 260
13®i®

. . 280
lS«i

. 16s
13«*

. 278
13™ . 260
131*

. 262
13®®

. 275
1382 1.

, . 98
13®^

. 112
IS” • 19

r^5H« 349
51®! 145

53 . 82, 147, 387
53L . 171, 350
53®

.

351

531 . . 349, 354

adex HI.)

Ff42 . 20
42® . 120
42® . 393
42® . 88

Yt KSl®-* . 278, 349
13120 . 278
13126 . 435
13129

. 159
13™® . 256
14®® . 209
1527 . 405
15®® . 206
15®-*

. 328
1710 . 52

19 27, 90, 275
19'^

. 117
19®* 'f-

, 149
I9S8 ir.

. 176
1946

. 276
i960 . 276
1965-9

. 277
1966 r.

. 84
1989

. 164
[F<] 22 , 168
22™

. 328
22™-™ 179 £
22™

. 415
22®®

. 180
[F<] 242®

. 55
yisp 1

F

, .273
Fd 1 . .

,

^ . 417
F®. . . 86
113 _ . 203, 209
211, 16^ 19

. 402
312 . . 203
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131^ . 33S Vd 8““ 1-
. 396 Vd 192“-“= . 68, 101

420 . etc.
. 390 8®i

. . 147 1930 333

. . 163 S87
(.

. 334 19‘“ 211

. 334 81“
. . 285 19^3 . 115, 401

54s . 390 10“ . . 115,401 hiir 44 390
eto.

. 390 13“. . 400 48 . 129

g44 tr.
. 333 13“ . . 333 Afrin 3' . 434

QGQ f.
. 334 13“’, 31

. 390 Hadkokht Naskj see

7n.
. 390

1

14 - 221 [17] 22.

fjTe
. 129 ; 151 .

etc.
. 390 Vuhtasp Yaskt^ see

8-^12 . 2£i3 1821 . 408 [17] 24.

82 , . 285 1837 If.
. 336

812 . . 223
i 19“. . 218

Fragments (by pages in Darmesteter’s English version)

iE iv.‘-* 247 (W. 43) SBE 289 - tog SBE 388 . . 336

163 295 . . 335 xxiii. 322 . 279

BE—](W.1039) 261
1

297 . . 336

(d) Pahlam Writings (by pages in SBE)

JEv 5 f. (E</ 1®-") SBEvAiQf.{Bd30'-^) SBE xxiv. 92 (Mkh

403 315 492*) . . 281

10 £ (Bd 2) . 402 127 (Bd 30‘^) . 315 258 {Sd l3-7) . 313

lQ(BdZ'^) . 23 1 29 (Erf S0=*5) 403 259 (Erf
2-'’

•^) 313

1 4 (Bd 21“ f.) 273 137 (Erf31® 206 £ xxxvii. 1 96 (E* ix.

21 (Erf 51
) .211 149(Erf34i) 272 £ 13“) . 315 £

41(Erfl2«) .214 160 (Ei(E l‘“^) 133 242 (Ei ix. SO*)

106 (Erf 281“) 115 l 97 (Erz 2i“) 316 133, 349

114 (Erf28‘‘i) 315 203 (EYl 2““) 3l6 266 (EAix. 3.5“) 3l6

121 £(Erf30“£) 291 297 (E/S 6^) 336 273 (Eit ix. 38“)

l24(Erf30ii) . 315 363 (E/E 13““) 336 337

124 (Erf 30’“) ..361 xxiv. 85 (Mkk Ardd Ftraf, cc. 18, 54/

126 (Erf 30““) . 157 44®ii) . . 402
|

404

(e) Old Persian Inscriptions (Tolman’s pages added)

k 1“ (p 2) . 50 Bh 41® (p. 28 f.) . 195 I
Ear. NR. a.' (p. 44)

110 (p. 4) 45, 55 Ear. Eer^. d.® (p. 36) i 52, 95,122,291.402
li“(p. 6) . 44 51,53, 274 I a.® (p. 46) . 86

li« (p! 6) 52, 391 e.“ (p. 38) . 86
[

Art. Sus. [a] (cf. p.

21“ p. 16) . 45 e.s (p. 38) . 422
j

49) - . 78

3’“ (p. 22) . 277 Xer.v. Pers. c.® (p. 40) ! Art. Ham. (p. 54) 78

41“ (p. 26) .51 422
i

41“ (p. 26) . 136 Pm. a.'* (p. 44) 52
|
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(/) Middle and Ne?v Persian

Shall Naniehj i. 256,

260, 339

Rigveda, iii. 59 •

vii. 104^ . .173
X. 10 . . 205

X. 135^ . . 170

Turfan MSS., pp, 18,

24* . . 274*

{§)
Sariskrit

Rigveda, x. 14^^ . 333

Nalo'pakhydnam, v. 23,

318

Turfan MSS., pp. 46,
''

lOi, etc. . 234

Sayaiia, on Rii vii. 36®

10

viiL 42® . .10

II. Biblical Texts, Apocrypha and Semitic

Gen. 1« . 66
20*2 . 337
222:t . 337

Ex. 1021 . . 315

Num. 36^ . 250

Jud. 17*3 . . 194

1 Sam. 2® . . 314
2619 . 54

2 Sam. 24* . . 325

2 Kings 511

.

. 54

178. . 247
I726f- . 54

1 Ckron. 21* . 325

Job 1, 2 . 306

Matt. 1, 2 . 297
jlSff.

. 310
21-12 00 (01

32 . . 366
411

.

. 366
5*9 . . 295
1036 . 316
1819 . 324
252. . 351
2592 . 311

259* . 358
25*9 . 315

Mark 399
. 372

2
g30-32

, . 309

{a) Old Testament

Job 28 . 291
31®

.

. 314

Ps. 22^i
. 170

97®. . 293
Prov. 8®®

. 291
16®. . 314
21® . . 314
24'^®

. 314

Reel. 127 . 262

Isai. 7^'^
. 310

1710 . 190
40*. . 214
41® . 317
44®® . 304

(b) New Testament

Luke 9}^ . 294
4® . . 306
6®i

. , . 315
11®. . 294
15®® . 429
l622f.

. 316
20®® . 315
OglS

. 179
John 4®* 292 f.

101®. . 295
12®i

. 306
1248 168, S6l

Acts 811 . 208
121® * 248, 324

Isai. 457 220, 291

Jerem. 7^® . . 394
Jerem. IQi*

. .
304*

39®-i®
. 187, 430

E<:ek. 81®4T X, 189

230, 430
Ezek. 331’®

. . 315
Dan, 8® . SIS
Joel 3^4 . 311

Mic. 7® . SI6
Zech. 1 41^ . . 214
Mai 111

. . 286

Acts 239 - . 323
Rom. 199 . . 304

12*

.

. 360
1 Cor. 3*9 . . 175

129*
. 295

13*9
. 295

15*9f-
, . 327

2 Cor. 4* . . 306
5* 9

. . . 328
59 . . 315

S>« . 379, 382
I22ff.

. 328
Philipp. 28*-

. 327
Eph. 6*9 , , 39^



1 Tim. . . 328
6«'>

. . 295
Hehr. 4^"^

. . 328
57

. 294
Jm. . . 295
2 PeL 3^ . . 309

3s . . 405
'

310-12
. 303 1

1 Jaim 5^^
. . 306

Tok . . 333
04

. 334
25-9 *

; . 334
45*6

. 335

. 336
4»2

. 337
414*15

. 336
41^

. . 334
612 . . 250

Koran s. 7 *

Albiran! (c. 1000 a.d.».

ed.^) p. 210 ,

INDEX II

Jude 9
. 328

Rev. 14 . 327
. . 328

21 etc. 274, 325
43 , . 297
44 . . 402
¥ . . 303
8M2

. 326
810

_ . 326

(c) Apocrypha

Tab. 8^ . 338
IP^ . 339
1
2^"* 252

Wisd. 223
. 295

£24 . . 157
7I”

. . 208
2 Mac. 7-s

, 292
E7ioch 52® (Oxf, Apocr.

ii. 219) . 302

(d) Semitic

. 176 AlbirCmi p.

-Sachau Kazwini (c

257 f.

445

Rev. 9^^
. 326

120
. 392

202 . 326
20"-^o .326
2|2

. 326
OjlOff.

. 308
2P^ . 214
21

2"
. 304

2215
. 131

Enoch 67^^- (Ox£
Apocr. ii. 232)

302
Test, of Abrakmi, p. 90

(James) . 314
SihylL Or. iii. 777-9

(Oxf. Apocr. ii.

392) . . 214

314 .. . 226
1263 A.D.) i. 132 . 338

III. Greek (non-Bibi.ical) and Latin. {See also Index III.)

d^neas of Gaza (c. 500
A.D.) De A'liimi Im-

mort. 77 . 405
/Eschyl us^

Choeph.A.2$ . 185

Persae^ 43 . . 428
Persae, 977 . 392
Aristotle^, Meiapk. p.

1091 b. . 420

Clement (Alex.)^ Pro-

treptfV. 65^6B,:7B

Strom, iii. 1 1 * 204
DiodoruS;, i. 94 • 426

; ii:31 , 402
xviilOS . 192,

{a) Greek Atitkors

Diogenes Laertius Herodotus, i. 131 66,

Procem. 6-9 410- 00O'! 413, 428

421 i. 1 32 . 70, 400

6 403, 427 i. 199 . 394

9 . 405 iii. 8 394
ii. 45 . 421 iii. 16 . 44, 215

Euripides, Orestes, iii. 31 . 204

1496 428 iii. 35 . 215

HerodotuSj
,

i. 96. 269 iii. 61 . 411

i 101 60, 117, iii. 65 . 186

183, 229, 429 iii. 67 . 196

i 107 . 187 iii. 79 . 186

i. 120 . 196 iii. 93 . 228

i. 131-140 59-69, iii. 120 . 428

391-8 iii. 126 . 428
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Herodotus iv. 71 f.

200, 398, 410
vii 35 . . 215
vii. 37 . . 199
vii. 40 . .59
vii. 43 . .58
vii. 54 . 58, 21 6 f.

vii. 62 . 185, 228
vii. 113 . 216, 408
vii. 114 . 57, 128

vii. 117 . 203, 233
vii. 191 . . 216

Pausanias, v. 27^ 208,

395
ix. 1^ . .272
ix. 34^ . . 272

Plato, LawSj p. 896e
419

(6)

Bulleiin de Correspond-

ence HelUniquejVii.

129 . . 428
Sylloge Inscriptionum

Grcecarwm * (ed.

W. Ditteiiberger),

i ]™4 37, 53 f.

Censorinus, De Die
Nakdi, 2, 3 . 266

Cicero, De Legibus, 11 .

X. 26 . . 391
Curtius, Q., Ill,, iii. 9,

10 . . 320
Hieronymus (Jerome),

mJimo5V.9,10 320

Plato, Laws, p. 906a

419
Phcedo, p. Il3d“

114f. . .176
Politicus, p. 2690, 270a

419
[Plato] Alkibiades /.,

p. 121e, 122a

208, 424
Plutarch, Isis and Osi-

ris, c. 46 f.

399-407
Qucest, Conv. iv. 5^ 400
Porphyry, De Abstin-

entia, iv. 1 6 . 411
Vita Plotini^ 29 f.

Vita Pythagorce, 41

67, 391

Orientis Greed Incrip-

tiones Selectee (ed.

W. Dittenberger),

ii. 593-617 37,

106-8

(See Index III., s. vv.

(c) Latm Aidhof's

Hoi-ace, Epistulce, 11. ii.

187-9. .266
Pliny, Nat. Hist., vii.

15 . . 91

XXX. 6 216
, 414,

419, 424
Tacitus, Annals, xi. 10

233

I

Sextus .Empiricus, adiK

MaiJmn., ix. 19
420

Sophocles, Oed. Tyran-

nus, 387 ‘ 428
Strabo p. 512 100,

368

p. 513 . . 192

p. 517 . . 192

p. 520 . . 192

p. 529 . . 233

p. 714 . . 192

p. 724 . 86, 233 f.

p. 732-5. 407-10

p. 732 f. . 100, 190,

S94

p. 735 . . 202
! p. 746 , 409 1

Antiochus, Gad-
atas.)

Oxtjrhtjnckus Papyri

(ed, Grenfell and
Hunt), i. p, 106 f

293

Tacitus, Annals^ xv. 24
*1

1

9

VTu'gil, Eclogues, iv.

60~-63 .

"
. 91 f.

ix. 53 . . 400

Greek Inscriptiofis and Papyri



INDEX III

GENERAL

In pp. 344-418 only the notes are indexed, not the translated texts.
(2) Iranian words in iifahcs follow the transliteration described on p. xvii. Words
in iiaiifs not otherwise marked are Avestan. (3) Technical Avestan or Pahlavi
terms are normally to be sought under their originals, a translation following in
each case. (4) The order is that of the English alphabet, the additional signs
Iteing put where their rough equivalents stand. Thus ^ stands where <e is, where
ivw, etc.

Aboriginal features of Magi, 193^
230.

Acanthus, 203.

Achaunenians : their religion,

39-60, 203, 217, 239, 394,
432- 1 ; history of the dynasty,

88 £, 231 f. See ufider Cyrus,
Darius, Xerxes, etc.

Achaians, 233.

acika altd (worst existence), 172.

a. manah (worst thought), 172.

Aqvmau (the Indian Dioscuri),

(their sister), 115.

add (Reward), 3()(), 380.

Adarhaijan, 83.

Aditifds (wSkt), 98 £, 1 1 7, 240.

Adonis, 19 R
r/cNma (violence, wrath), 130, 202,

250-2, 337 f., 346 £, 350.

,i frlmkartf 432. Index 11. i (c).

Aya<9o9 Aaf.fJiwu^ 255, 265.

Agni (Skt), 70, 200.

Agriculture, 85, 87, 147-

Agriculturists and nomads, 72,

85, 142, 156, 374, 379*

Ahitpir, 248.

Ahriinan, 425. See Aftgra

Maimju,
jf/ii? (lord), 160, 347.

4kuna Fairya (Hommr\ l60£

akura (lord) : = Skt asurciy an
Aryan divine title, 31, 6 1, 150 ;

applied to personified attri-

butes of Deity, ix, 140,

155, 169, 293, 351 £, 383; in-

cluding in Gathas other than
Amshaspands, 97 (121), 241 ;

not applied to Sjmita Mainyii
separately, 298 ;

as a common
noun, 347, 353, 374, 390;
original of Asshur ? 3 1 £

Akura Mazdcih (Wise Lord) : still

descriptive title in Gathas, 31,

345 (see Akura); forms of
name, 422-4

;
god of the

Aryans,’* 32, 42, 60, 93, 119,

184, 277, 301 ; conception
older than Zarathushtra, ix,

31 ; not elemental, 61, 95 ; his

attributes, 95 £ ; as ethical

deity compai*ed with Varuna,
245 ; compared with Yahweb,
288-95 ; Light and Truth, 67,

292, 391 ;
Spirit, 292 £; Wis-

dom, 290 £ ; Creator of good,

95, 121 £ (see DaOiis); and of
physical evil, 291 ; ex nikilo^

291 £; Judge of all, 166; his

"Holy Spmt,” 134£, 299 £;
the Amshaspands his attri-

447
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buteSj 97:, 293-8 ; as Father
of akura6\ 113, 291, 298,

417; in a triad with Asha and
Vohunaanah, 112, 298; rela-

tions with Amshaspands in

Haptanghaitb 122, 413; in

Later Avesta, 98 f.
;

Waters
his wives” in unreformed
Aryan cultus^, 122, 413 ; three

Amshaspands represent his

nature, three his gifts, 114,

294 ; his Fravashi, 260, 262,

275
;
pictures (of this ?), 414 ;

relation to Zdrmn akarana^ 133;
as ^^Twin” of Angra Mainyu,
1 32-7 ; relation to lesser divin-

ities, 300 f ; Conception popu-
larised and adapted by Magi,

322 ;
ZcTJS ^QpofjLdcrBTjs in Com-

magene, IO6, 415. See Aura-
masda^ Assara MazaL

aipizqOa (future birth), 378.

airyaman (brotherhood ?—Vedic
aryaman), 117, 355, 381, 390.

Airyana Vaejah^ 86.

aka (manifest), 383, 386*

Aka Mainyu (Bad Spirit), 126,

135 f., 138, 356.

akdTdti (renewal?), 378.

Albiruni, 26 1. See Index II,,

ii. {d).

Alburz. See Hara hdrdsaitl,

’AX>;(9eta, 110, 345, 401.

Alexander, 2, 11, 22, 77, 106,

192, 320, 411, 431.

Alkihiades L ([Plato]), 77. See

Index II. hi. {a).

All Souls’ Day, 259-

Almsgiving, 153, 289, 336.

Al-Sirat’s Arch, l65.

Altars, 68.

Amasis, 44, 215, 418.

Amdrdtdt (Immortality), 100, 102,
173 £,219.371,401,407. See

Haurvatat and Ameretat.
Amdsa SpBnta (Immortal Holy

ones), 145. Amshaspands.

Amestris, 57,
' 128.

a7nrii (Skt—drink of immortal-
ity), 179.

Amshaspands : lirst named cob
lectiveiy in Haptanghaiti, ix,

96, 121, 241;
"
their Aryan

germs, 73 f., 98, 114, 121;
alleged connexion with Baby-
lon, 74, 240 f.; as akuras, see

akura ; individual names and
characteristics, 110-5, 293-5;
a part of divine hypostasis, ix,

97, 293, 296-S
;
parallel ideas

in Judaism aird Christianity,

293-8
;

alleged genesis in

school of Philo, 10, 103; early

non - Avestaii evidence, 33,

431-4
;
hardly known outside

East in Achsemenian age, ix,

32, 87 f., 104; number in-

creased to seven, 31, 99, 240 £,

252, 339
;
parallels in Achae-

menian Inscriptions, 50 £, 109 5

their order, 96, llOf.; and
relative importance, 97, 112 ;

relation to other ahuras^ 97,

366 ;
extent to which they are

personified, 97, 382 ; their

material provinces, 98, 105,

109 ; stereotyped epithets in

LAv., 99 £ ; images of, in

Cappadocia, 1 00-2 ; antiquity

shown by corruption of names,
100 ; are they found in Com-
magene ? 1 06 -8

;
too esoteric

to be popular till adapted by
Magi, ix, 87 £, 108-10, 220,
322 ; filial relation to Mazdah,
113; sex-distinction, 1 1 3 £,
1 22 ; represent the nature and
gifts of God, 114, 294 ; in-

tended to supersede poly-

theistic divinities, 72, 114£;
the most distinctive creation

of Zarathushtra’s thought, 87 ;

Magian dmT€;i(i/ot, 220, 401,
407 ; interrelations within the
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Hexad, 300 ;
Plutarch's names

for them^ 40 1 ; in Cappadocian

Calendar, 431-4.

Anadatus, 101, 108,

miayra raoca (lights without be-

ginning), 172,

Anakita ('Avdm?) : her name,
238 f., 428 ;

Semitic origin, 66,

238 f., 394; epoch of intro-

duction, 22, 239 f ; name mis-

taken in Herodotus, 66, 238,

394 ;
relations with Mithra,

66, 238 f. ; in a triad with him
and Auramazda, 32, 78, 239 ;

iconic form, 68, 78, 240;
attributes, sacrifices, 58, 129;
relations with Ishtar, 63 ;

a

river-genius, 66, 239 f.
;
associ-

ated with ‘^'^Omanus,” 100;

replaces Apmn Napat, 105

;

and the twin Amshaspands,
114f,, 240, 27 ; and fravashis,

271 f* ; significant absence in

Commagene, 108; and in

Cappadocian Calendar, 432

;

gives name to planet Venus,

21 1,—etc.

anapardOa (without atonement),

203.

Ancestor-spirits, 74, 150, 245,

256, 262, 264 f., 270, 324.

See Frava^L

Angel. aSVcAmshaspands, Yamta,

Double.

Angelology of Parsism and Juda-

ism, xii, 302 f., 323.

Angels of communities, 274, 325.

angra (enemy), 137, 368, 370.

Aiigra Mainpu (Ahriman,

"Ap€LpdvLo<s)

:

meaning of name,

136; occurrence in Old
Persian, 49, 136; single oc-

currence in Gathas, x, 135-7,

370 ;
made into a proper name

by Magi, 136; his relations

with Spmta Mmnp% 134 f.;

with Ahura Mazdah, 132-4;

attributes in Magian system,

220, 305, 403; an ‘^ineffectual

angel of Darkness, 330

;

relations with Druj^ O.P.

Drauga^ 49 ; absence from

Achaemenian religious system,

55 f. ;
unknown to Herodotus,

59 ;
conceived as a deity

dwelling underground, 95,

128 f.; never propitiated in

Parsism, 128; but received

sacrifice from Magians, 127

;

and Mithraists, 129f., 406

;

represented by Hades in

Greek, 1 29, 405 ; in the

spiritual world answers to Azi

JDahdka in corporeal, 147, 292 ;

his ultimate destiny, 157, 403 ;

epithet 132, 177

;

represented by Nergal in

Assyrian, 188; resemblances

to the Satan, 30-6
;
was there

connexion ? xii, 325 f, ; me-
chanical dualism of Magi, 201,

211, 214; compared with

Aeshma, 251 ;
author of physi-

cal evil, 253 ;
compared with

Chinese Yin, 304 ; the millen-

nia of conflict, 403; shadows
in his province, 405 ; forms of

his name in O.P. and Greek,

425 £,—etc.

Animals’ souls (or Fravashis)

adored, 262.

Animism, 202, 262.

Annihilation of Evil, 157, 289,

312,

Ansan, 45, 89.

Anthesteria, 263.

Anthropomorphism, 96, 1 1 3.

Antiochus of Commagene, 37,

106, 119, ^B5, 320, 414, 427.

Anti-Farsic polemic alleged, in

H Isazahy 221 ;
in Tobtt^ 249,

253.

Antiquity of Gathas, etc. See

! Date,

29
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dmrcxvot, 51, 133, 211, 220, 401,
|

407, 417, 436.
I

Antitheses of Magianism, 178,

201, 219 f., 290, 401 f.; com-

pared with one in Judaism,

292 ;
and in Paul, 293.

Ammnaki (Assyr.), 31, 422.

aoj (speak), 384.

ao)(td'namana yasna (with worship

invoking the name), 203, 394,

417.

ap (water), 433.

Apam (childoftheWaters),

104 f, 435.

Apaosay 26, 210, 281, 417.

Apocalyptic, xii, 154 f., 214, 288,

326-8, 404.

Apollo, 53 f, 107, 199-

Apotheosis of Zarathushtra, 22,

49, 78, 142, 302.

Arabs, 394.

Arachosia. See Hara^aiti.

Aramaic, 400.

Aramaiti (Piety, Devotion), 10,

74, 97-100, 104 f., 112, 114 £,

118, 145, 163, 280, 290 f.,

294, 350, 352 f., 360, 366,

377 f., 382, 393, 401, 413, 433.

See Amshaspands.
Archilochus, 27.

Ard4 Vir^f, 180, 315.

Ardashir, 11, 30.

Ardvt Suray 238 f.

*Ap€t/xawo9, 76, 406, 420, 425.

See Angra Mainyu.
Ares, 107.

ari (Indo - Iranian = excellent),

183 f.

Ariani, 86, 233.

''Apioiy 185, 228.

Aristobulus, 192.

Aristotle, 77, 208, 405, 410, 415,

418, 420 f, 425. See Index

IL, hi. (a).

anya (O.P.), 184, 229. Stedrya,

'Api^avrol, 60, 93, 183 f, 187,

229 1, 232, 277, 429.

ArjairaspUy 374
Armenian, 435.

Arrian, 320.

Arsacides, 28 f., 21 6, 227, 233,

318, 416, 435.

arUd (uprightness), 5 1

.

Artachsees, 203, 233.

Artaxerxes etymol-

ogy of, 109. See Longimanus,

Mnemon, Ochus.

Artisans, 117,

«n/a:(Skt; Av.airija, O.P. ariya;

noble), 4, 75, 93. 184, 228. *SVe

^^God of the Aryans,” under

Ahura Masdak.
aryamafi (Vedic, see airyaman),

117, 355.

Aryan, historical meaning of, 4 f.,

32, 60,75, 93, 183 f., 229.

words and concepts de-

rived from Aryan period, ix,

4-7, 10, 14, 20 f., 26, 32, 45,

61, 70 f., 73 f., 98 f., 110, 112,

114, 116-8, 120 f., 132, 138 £,

143, 165, 181, 187, 191-3, 196,

212-4, 216 £, 221, 228 £, 231-

5, 245, 314, 333, 393, 402,

423, 435, etc.

Asa (Right, Truth), 51, 73 £,

96 £, 99, 102, 104-14, 121,

131, 134, 140, 146, 151, 155 £,

159, 161,166,171 £, 174, 245,

256, 261, 264, 275, 293, 29s,

344, 347, 379, 390, 401, 433.

iSee Amshaspands.
asavan (righteous), 146, I60.

(Destiny), 114, 169, 352, 360,

363,379,390.
Asiatic origin of Indo-Europeans,

244.

’Acr/Ao8at09, 'Acr/^oSavg, ’Acr/Aw8av9,

250 £ See Aesma.

amam u-)(san —see note), 373,

384.

Assara Mazds (Assyr.), 31 £, 98,
24a, 243, 252, 422-4. See
Ahura Mazddk*
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Asshur^ 32.

Assyrian borrowing from Iran^

Si f., 48.

language, 42, 2S0, 42S, 428,
4S0. See Babylonian.

(bone), l6S, 179.

(istdddn (ossuaries), SS4.

Astral Mythology, 2S6 £
Astrology, xi, 87, 201, 209-11,

237, 281, 283.

Astronomical data, 23 £, 26,

90.

^AcrrpoBvTT^s, 77, 201, 415, 426.

mivant (corporeal), and mainyava
(spiritual), antithesis of, 147,

168, 291.

Asivai'drdta, 1 59.

Astyages, 187, 197, 232.

Asiira (Aryan or Indian), 6 1, 150.

l^ar(Fire), 70, 97, 104, 172f.,

224, 302, 408, 433. See Fire.

Athanasian Creed, 297.

Atharva Veda, 352.

Athena, 113.

dOramfij aOaurvan (Skt cUharmri),

76, 1 1 6-8, 194, 354, 359, 385.

Atonement, 152.

Atossa, 43. See Huiaosd,

abiim (Lat.), 70, 302.

Attributes of God, 95 £ See
Amshaspands.

Auramazda, 32, 48, 50 £, 59 £,

78, 184, 195, 422, 433. See
Ahura Mazdah.

Aurvataspa (Lohrasp)^ 102, 427.

tvavhdna (consummation), 359-

^vesta : discovery of, 8, 36

;

name, 8, 41 1 ; matter preserved
in Pahlavi Books, 34; antiquity

of, see Date; destruction in

Alexander's invasion, 1 1 ;
pros-

ody of, 1 3 £ ; influence on the
West, 227 £ ; contrast ofcultus
with the Achaunenian, 32

;

word of its dialect found early

in Cappadocia, 434. See Gatha,
Later Avesta,

dyadand (O.P., sanctuaries), 52,
195 £, 391.

ayah )(susta (molten metal), 98,
157 £, 242, 302, 312, 328, 350,
356, 361, 385, 403.

aB (serpent), 1 30.

AB Dakdka (Zohak^^ 70, 147, 245,

307, 326, 333, 338.

Baalim, 307.

Babylon, 42, 245, 319 £ See
Assyrian mid Babylonian,

Babylonian: gods, 41, 63, I99,

210, 213; language, 42, 52 £,

55 ; influence alleged on Iran,

xi, 65 £, 86 £, 98 £, 237-43;
on primitive Aryan, 65, 74,
244 £ ; on Magian religion, 99,
188, 212 £, 220, 236 £, 394,
403, 405 £

Bactria, ix, 24, 46, 83 £, 90,
192, 234, 304.

Badagas, 193.

Baga (O.P., deity), 51 f., 239,
300, 339, 352, 432.

Balkh, 89.

Bantu, 222-5.

baodah (consciousness), 179, 257,
259.

Bardaisan, 315.

Bardiya, 194 £
hards7nan {barsom), vi, 68, 1 90, 1 98,

408 £
harku-bar^zu (grass carpet), 63,

198, 394, 408.

Basil, 33.

jBacrtXyJtot, $€(>[, 108, 274.
Basilides, 292, 320.

Banrri (see Babylon), 245.

Behlstan Inscriptions, 21,34 £,
51 £, 55, 68, 73, 131, 185,
194-6, 229 £, 269, 431 £,ai.
See Index II. i. (e).

Bel, 119.

Bmdva, 354, 380, SS3.

Berosus, 77 £, 133, 239 £, 242 '£
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Bilateral symmetry” of Magi-
anism^ 126.

Bird-form of Fravashis^ 260 ;
of

the ^^Glory/V276.

Birds : of good or evil creation,

253, 398, 400 ; corpse-eating,

192.

Birth, Fravashis promoting, 266,
270.

Birth of Saoshyant, 159 f.

Birthday of the Sun,” 181.

Blood-shedding, 408 f.

Body, resurrection of, l63 f., 350.

Boghaz-keui, 5-7, 26, 115, 139,

235, 423.

Books, Magi said to have no, 33.

Boundless Time. See Zsrvan.

brahman (Skt, Prayer), 417.

Brahmans, 194.

Branch to the nose, 1 89*

Bridge. See Cinvatparstu,

Brotherhood, 117.

Buddhism, 28 f., 115, 130.

bfdti (demon), 130.

Bull-slayer (Mithra), 72, 129.

buna (see note), 389-

Bundahish, 26 f., 89, 130, 213,

251, 272, 305, 310, 326-8, 395,
41 6, 432-7, See Index 11.

i. (d).

Bunyoro, 222, 225.

Burial, l63, 193, 202, 217, 249,
350.

Burning dead, 193, 217.

Burying alive, 57, 128 f., 215.

Bmy(uta (Sloth), 153.

Byron, l65.

Calendar : Cappadocian, 33,1 03 f.,

108, 430-7
; Persian, 48, 50,

105, 43 If.

Cambyses, 43-5, 53, 186, 194 f.,

204, 207, 215-7, 231, 247, 418.
Camel, 82, 409-

Cancer (Zodiac), 27, 436 f.

Canon, 289.

Canton, William, 255.

I
Cappadocia, 68, 100, 105 f., 119,

138, 368, 401, 431. See

Calendar.

Caspii, 192.

Castes, 117, 183, 388.

Qatapatha Brahmana, 313.

Cattle and Vohumanah, 101, 105,

109, 348, 353, 377.

Cedrenus, 41 6.

Cephisodorus, implication of
name, 272.

Chaldseans, 63, 187, 210, 304,

319, 431.

Charioteers (caste), 118.

Chess, 401 f.

Chinese religion, 303.

Choice, 134, 137.

Chorasmia (X^dirizan^f 86.

Christmas, date of^ 181.

Chronology. See Date.
Chrysostom, 283 f.

Chthonian cultus, 57, 95, 128 f.,

132.

Cinvantf cinvaty^retu (Separator,

Bridge of S.), 143, 158, l64-7,
169 f., 289, 311, 333, 36l.

Cistiy 397. See Wisdom.
Cithrafarnah (Tia'0‘a<^€pviq<^, 277.
Cities of Refuge, 111.

Clan gods, 51, 53, 93, 108, 274.
Classical evidence, 36y 39, 183,

202, 205, 207. See Index 11,
iii.

Cleansing Vohumanah, 101,

Clearchus of Soli, 418.
Cleitarchus, 77.

^loka (Skt, metre), 1 3.

Cock, 219.

Co-eternity of good and evil,

305.

Coincidence of unrelated words,
244.

Commagene, 60, 1 06 f. See
Antiochus.

Commiunities, Fravashis of, 266,
274.

Comparative method, 7 f., 89.
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Conflict of Mazda- and Daeva-
worsMp, 141 ; of Ahura and
Angra^ 403 f.

Consanguineous marriage. See
Khveiuk-das.

Consummation. See ya/t.

Contracts. See midra.

Corporeal and spiritual, 147, 168,
29 1> 346, 414. See Dualism.

Corpse-bearer, 193, 333.
Corpse-cake, 334.

Corpse-fiend, 333.

Corpses: pollution of, l64, 178,
215, 411; dogs and birds
devouring, see Bakhna and
Dogs.

Cosmic Egg, 402 f.

Counter-reformation, ixf., 119 f.,

182, 202.

Cousins, marriage of, 249 f.

Cow, pregnant, 367, 382, 385.
Creation ex nikilo, 291.
Creator, 52, 95, 1 21 £, 1 25 f., 291,

434.

Creed, Parsi, 289.

Croesus, 418.

Cruelty to (Ahuryan) animals,
153.

Ctesias, 72, 186, 232, 427.
Cuneiform writing, 35.

Curtius, Quintus, 319 f. See
Index 1 1., iii. (c).

Cyaxares, 232.

Cylinderdnscription of Cyrus,
41 £, 45, 53, 231.

Cyropcedia^ 42.

Cyrus the Great, 27, 40 £, 45,

53, 88 £, 210, 230-2, 247, 418.
Cyrus the Younger, 41,

Dama (Self), xii, l62£, 171,

179, ^63-5, 278, 310, 353, 368.
Bmna (Religion), 265, 368, 432.
Bmm (demon) ; relation to

Indian deva, 140, 150, 213;
and Ind.-Eur. "^dewos (Ger.,
Litli., Lat., etc.), 138, 150;

cause of the degradation of
name, 141 £, 150, 307; gods
of nomad cattle-raiders, 138,
350 ; Gathic doctrine of their
Fall, X, 137 £,307, 350 ; Mithra
as their chief, 140 £, 149; De-
ceivers of primeval man, 148 £,
307.

daevayasna (Daeru-woi'ship), 72,

83, 95, 118, 129, 141 £, 156.
daevfrsusta (pleasing to Daevas),

356.

dakyu (province), 389.
^daivas (Aryan and early Iranian,

see daeva\ 60, 122, 150, 247.
Bakhna tower of silence’*):

Magian custom, xi, 203 £

;

!

purpose, 215; parallels in
other tribes, ancient, 192 £;
and modern, 223 £ ; contrasted
with Zarathushtra’s teaching,
164; and Persian usage, l63,
202 £, 398 ; Greek view of,

223, 414 ; modern view, 205 ;

rules affecting, 202 £, 333 ; lies

behind the fobit story, 203,
249 £ ; function of the dog’s
glance,” see Sag-^did,

Bamdat Nask, 327-
Daniel, 274, 325.
dardga (long) = eternal, 174, 359,

3frk

Darius I., vih, 27 £, 37, 40 £,
44-56, 131, 136, 187, 194-6,
260, 427, 431-3, al

Darius IL, 56.

Darkness : created by Mazdah,
95,291 ; characteristic of hell,

172.

Basiur^ 374.

Date ; of Ind.-Eur. separation,

5; of Aryan period, 6£; of
hypothetic Germanic migra*-

tion S.E*, 26 ; of Gathas and
Zarathushtra, viii, 8-22, 87,
103 £, 412 ; of Yashts, viil, 22,

78, 240; of Vendidad,. etc.,,
,
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viii;, 198j 204; of Bundahisli,

26 £ ;
of Zoroastrianism in

Persia, 75 f.^ 90 ; of Persian

Calendar, 103, 431-3; (pre-

dicted) of Saosliyant, 310.

(Creator), 95, 104, 434.

David, 54.

Dead language : alleged com-
position of Gathas in, 12, 102 ;

Sassanian interpolations in, 34.

Demon, 68, 77, 189, 208, 415,

426.

Deioces, 231 £, 269*

^Beivos (Ind. - Eur., heavenly

ones), ix, 74, 138, 3 50, 225.

See ^Bairns.

deluhrum (Lat.), 408.

Democritus, 420.

Demonology, Parsi-Jewish, 325 f.

dSvg’paiti (house-lord), 372.

Deo Arimanio, 128, 399, 406.

Destiny of Evil, 125.

devdjusta (Skt, pleasing to deva),
138.*

Differences, more significant than
resemblances, 307.

Differentiation within Godhead,
298 .

Dimavend, Mt, 338.

Bin Mazdayasnis, 11 9.

Binkart, xiv, 257, 275. See

Index II., i. (d).

Diogenes Laertius, 77, 114, 410-
21 .

Dioscuri, 115.

Dius Fidius, 63 £, 140.

Divination, 189£, 196, 199, 225,

414, 421.

*Biyaus (O.P., Zcrs), ix, 43, 60 £,

391 £
Doctrine of Evil, 125-53, 303-

12; of God, 93-97, 290-302;
of Immortality and Retribu-

tion, 154-81.

Dog-days, 210.

Dogs, 192, 202, 250, 253. See
Sag-did.

Double (Boppelg{mger\ 92, 108,

248, 254 £, 264, 266, 324.

Douris, 72.

Drangiana, 90.

drauga (O.P., Lie), 49, 131, 136,

359, 425.

Dreams. See Oneiromancy.

Brdgmnt (liar, heretic), 131, 134,

146, 344, 347, 356.

dron. See Corpse-cake.

Drought, 51, 210.

druh (Skt, fiend), 131, 425.

Druids, 33.

Bmj (the Lie) x, 49, 51, 110£,

126, 131, 134, 136, 138, 156,

160, 201, 304, 336, 351, 389,

425 £
drujirnmana (House of the Lie,

hell), 157, 172.

Drunkenness, 71 £, 140, 396.

Dualism : definition of, 125 ;
how

far attributable to Zarathush-

tra, 126, 155; to the Magi,

201, 220 £, 322, 420; Baby-
lonian and other dualisms,

220 ; attributed by Bousset to

Parsism and Judaism, 288 ; in

Plutarch’s account, 406 ;
Alter-

native dualism of Corporeal

and Spiritual, 147, 292, 364.

Dughdova, 82.

Duodecimalnumeral system, 244>

duraosa (averter of Death), 71,

358.

Duration of future rewards and
punishment, l73f.

dusiyara (O. P.), duiydirya (Av. «
Drought), 51, 130.

duMmhd (unintelligent), 137*

Bvandva duals, 6I, 114, 352,

372.

^Byeus (Ind.-Eur., Sky), 13%
391-3.

Earth, 10, 57, 121, l63 £, 203,

215, 217, 291, 350, 378, B9S,aL
See Ara7naiti.
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Eastern Iran as home of Gathas,

89, 110, 131, M(i
Eastward position in cultus,

198.

Eclipse, solar, 199.

Ego. See dama.
Egyptian influence, 68, 243, 396,

43

1

.

ehi (Negro = soul), 268.

’EKTTupcoo-ts, 242, 303.

Elam, 44, 230-3, 238.

Elamite. See Susian.

Elemental character of Mazdah,
6l, 93 ; of Mithra, 62 ; of

Varuna, 64, 95 ; of Magian
worship, 413; provinces of

Amshaspands, 93, 109.

Elephantine papyri, 55, 73.

Eli4a, 54.

Empedocles, 404, 414.

Endogamy, 223.

Enoch, Book of, 327 f.

Ephorus, 411.

Equality of merits and demerits.

See Hamistakdn.

Ereksha, 436.

Eschatology : of Zarathushtra,

154-181, 308-14, 405 ;
of the

Magi, 177 f., 252 405.

Esoteric note of Gathas, 6o, 87,

108, 110, 118, 322 f.

Eternal punishment, 1 57 f., I73f.,

312; reward, 174.

Ethical side of Mithra, 63 f.,

139; ^iid elemental deities,

244 f.

Ethnology of Aryans, 5, 26,

232 f. ; of Scyths, 200 ;
of

Magi, 213 f, 225, 228, 235;
of Media, 229-35.

Etymology of ZaraBiMra^ 81,

426 ; of other Gathic names,

82; of MagUj 183, 429; of

fravaeij 268 f.

Eudemus, 417.

ciiSoKta and Vohumanah, 294.

Eudoxus, 415, 424,

€vXd^€La. and Aramaiti, 294.
€vvoLa translating mhmnanah, 111,

401.

cvvo/xta translating )(sa6ra^ 111,
401.

Evil, ignored in Haptanghaiti,
122. See Angra^ Drujj etc.

Expiation, 152.
^

External Soul, xi, 224, 267, 276,
324.

Ezekiel, 189f., 303. See Index
II., ii. (a).

Eznik, 33, 133.

Ezra, 41, 43.

Fall of the angels, 307, 350.
Fall-story, Iranian, x, 74, 137,

148-50, 307.

Falsehood. See Dny.
farnah (O.Y. — '^ardTiahy O.t?.),

275, 277.

Farvardigdn, 257, 263.

Fate, 133.

Feast of the Dead, 258, 26 1-3.
Ferghana, 85.

Fides^ 64.

Firdausi, 35, 89, 149f., 339,
Fire : as messenger to the gods,

68, 394 ; Iranian and Indian
connotations, 69 f.

;
|>rofaned

by Cambyses, 44, 215, 418;
and Cyrus, 418; department
of Asha, 109; as an Ahura,

97, 121, 393; of
Mazdah, 97 ; offended by
Keresaspa, 176; Magian cult

of) 200 ; end of world by, 242,
303; Yahweh^s and Ahura's
compared, 302 £ ; name of a
month, 432.

Firmament, 66.

First man, 148.

Five divisions of human person-
ality, 256 £

Fixed epithets of Amshas|mnds,
991

Fomalhaut, 23£, 281.
'
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Food: of heaven, 179> 311; of

hell, 172, 180, 312, 354, 382.

Founded’’ religions, 3, 299-

Four world-ages, 243, 403 f.

Four-eyed dog, 333.

Fourteen, 128.

fraesia (.^), 381.

Frangrasyan (Afr^siab), 276,

374.

Frankincense and myrrh, 285,

330.

Frashaoshtra, 81 f., 346, 426, al.

Fraso'kdrdti (Renovation), 158,

163, 310, 350, 363, 365, 369-

Fravasi, xi £, 254-285 ;
sculp-

tured at Behistan } 68 ; and
on monument of Antioclius?

1 06
;

animistic side of con-

ception, 98 ;
worshipped in

Commagene, 108 ;
disowned

by Zarathushtra, 1 62 ;
a

parallel in Uganda, 224 ; use

in the folk-story behind Tobit,

248
;
guarding seed of Zara-

thushtra, 310 ;
compared with

angels,” 324 f.; compared
with G9US uTvan, 346; explain-

ing names Zamolxis and
Diaixis, 392 ; existing in first

world-age, 403 ;
known to

Democritus ? 420 ;
name first

month, 432.

Fruit of the vine,” 179, 311.

Fryana, 197, 374.

fsdratu (Reward), 360.

Funeral customs, l63, 193, 200,

202, 249- See Dakhma,

Gadatas, 37, 53 f.

gaWa (people), l63, 365.

Gdhdnhars (six chief feasts), 258.

ganj (Pahl., treasury), l62, 382.

gaomaem, gSmez (urine of cattle),

221-3, 334.

Gaotema Q = Gautama), 28, 115.

Gard ddmdna (nmana) (Paradise),

144, 170, 328, 402.

Gatha days, 257.

Gathas : age of, 8-22 {see Date)

;

compared with Behistan In-

scription, 48 ;
use under later

priests, 153, 218; contrasted

with Vendidad, 222. See Zara-

thushtra.

Gathic dialect : dead by a. o., 13;

accurate preservation, 1 5 ; re-

lation to Vedic, 19 ;
adaptation

of names to Old Persian, 77,

422 £; perhaps spoken in what
is now Saistan, 89 ;

in a country

removed from that of Later

Avesta, 90 ;
two-word titles

fused in O.P., Cappadocian,

and Indo-Scythian, 109 £; em-
ployed in Haptanghaiti, 120;
not spoken in Achaemenian
Media, 230 ;

etc.

Gaumata, x, 44, 52 £, 186, 194—

7, 231, 395, aL
gaya (life), 163, 308.

Genesis and the Gathas, 130,

307 £
Genius and itmOj xii, 255, 265 £
German migi'ation, 5, 26, 85.

Germanic myths, 71, l65, 262.

Gaus tasan (Ox-Creator), 97, 121,

303, 347, 374, 377, 385.

Gdus urvan (Ox-Soul), 97, 121,

303, 346 £
Gnostics, 30, 213.

Gocihdr (Ox-Seed), 213, 326.

God, Zarathushtra’s doctrine of.

See Doctrine.

‘^^God of Aryans.” See Ahura
Mazdah.
God of heaven,” 43.

Goethe, 255.

yoTjTLK^, 415, 428.

Gothic, 429.

Grammar in LAV., 34.

Grass carpet. See barMs.
“ Grateful dead,” 248, 339v
Great Bear, 23 £, 278, 281.

GreatBundahish,209,256£,405 £
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Greece and Babylon^ 236.

Greek and Pei-sian dualism, 148.

Greek : influence alleged, l67,

414 ; knowledge of Magi, 123
;

j

philosophy in conbiet with
|

Magianism, 404, 419 ; religion,
j

245 ; rendering of Amesha
j

names, 111, 401.

Grehma, 354-7, 380, 383, 385.

Guardian angel, xii, 255, 266-

70, 278.

Guide over Bridge, l67.
i

Hades-Ahriman, 77, 127 £, 132, I

399, 405.
i

Hadhokht Nask, l63.
|

Haecataspa, 375, 388.
|

Haetumant (Saistan), 209*

haina (O.P,, horde), 51,

Hair and nails, 152.

Iia)(umaniSf 109*

kaxt (?), 389.

HamaspaOma^daya, 257.

Hamistakin, 141, l62, 170, 175-

7, 311, 358, 378.

Himfln, Lake, 84.

Hand, Pointing of) 169, 36 1.

Haoma: Aryan antiquity, 71,

1 80 ; ignored by Herodotus,

71, 394; original chax'acter,

7l
; attitudeofZarathushtra to,

X, 7l, 357, 379; as a Daeva
of intoxication, 71 f. ; epithet

durao^a^, 7l £, 358 ; association

with Mithra, 72; patron of

nomad cattle - raiders, 72 ;

change in post-Gathic period,

72 f. ; appears in Haptanghaiti,

121 ; in Magian libations to

Ahiiman, 128, 400; in myth
of Zarathushtra's birth, 275

;

as Omomi in Plutarch, 400

;

H, Mmdadata, 417; significant

absence from Darius’s Calen-

,dar,,432.

Haptanghaiti, Gatha
:
prose, but

Gathic dialect, 20 ; relative

antiquity, 20 £, 120; repre-

sents pre-reformation Iranian,

55, 120 £, 393; closest to

Veda, 89, 413; virtually

ignores Zarathushtra, 21, 49,

120 ; suggests propaganda
‘^from far,” 88, ll6f.

;
first

names Amshaspands collect-

ively, 96, 93, 121 ; still keeps
Asha first, 1 10, 121 ;

compared
with standpoint of Behistan,

121 £ ; ignores the doctrine of

Evil, 122; makes Amesha sons

and daughters of Ahura, 122 ;

has worship of Fi^avashis, 264 ;

an illusory pai-allel for

387 ; names Aramaiti once,

Haurvatat and Ameretatnever,
401.

Hapto'iringa, See Great Bear.

Hard hmzait% l65, 214.

Haraiva, 228.

Hara'^aitl (Arachosia), 24, 203.

Harri, 5.

Haumadata, Haumavarka, 73.

Haurvatat, 51, 295. See below.

Haurvatat and Ameretat, 74, 97,

104, 113-5, 155, 240, 257,

271, 294, 360, 363, 385, 401,

433. See Amshaspands.
hmana (pestle), 400.

^‘^He that knows*' (vidu§)y 118,

352, 378,

Heart, liver and gall, 338 £
Heai’th fire, 70, 302.

Heaven and Earth, 74, 95.

Heaven the ^^gannent*’ of Mass-

dah, 61, 280.

Heavenly Ones. See *Deims.
Heeataeus, 417.

Hedgehog, 219, 400.

Helen, 115.

Heliacal rising of Sixius, 25, 27,

210 .

Hell, 172-4, aL See Eternal,

Drdjo'nmma, Eetribution.

Heptad. See Six.
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Heracles^ 107.

Heraclitus^ 420.

Hermes, 1 07.

Hermippus, 33, 413, 415, 424.

Hermodorus, 411, 415, 427.

Herodotus, ix, 36 f., 46, 59 f-, 73,

75 £, 195-7, 232, 427 f. See

Index IL, iii. (a).

Heroes, 108.

Hesychius, 392, 410.

Hexad. See Six.

Hillel, 336,

Hipparchus, 237.

hirpus and kircus^ 219.

Historical realityofZarathushtra,

8f., 80f.

Hittites, 6.

Holiness, Parsi and Jewish, 299.

Holy Spirit. See Spanta Mainyu.
Homer, 219; 232.

Honover (Ahma Vairya), l60f.,

417.

kotar (Skt, = Av. saotar), 11 6.

Houris, l65f.

House : of Song, see Garo'-

nmdna
;
of the Lie, see DrTijo'-

nmdna.

hud&Dho (understanding), 137.

(artisan), 117.

humatay huyta^ hvarsta. See

Thought.
humardti (evayyeXtov), 353.

hunsL (Goth.), 145.

hunu (son, ofAhriman's creation),

385.

Husbandmen (caste), 117.

Hutaosa, 43, 47, 88, 206,

Huvishka, 13, 102.

Hvogva, 82, 375.

Hvovi, 82, 92, 387.

Hypostases, 289.

Hystaspes. See Vishtaspa.

Ideas, Platonic^ 401.

Igigi (Assyr.), 31, 98, 241, 252,
422.

Ignis, 70.

Ignoi*ance, attribute of Ahriman,

290, 305, 403.

Images, 67, 78, 100 £, 240, 391,

396, 409, 413.

Immorality, ritual, 72.

Immortality, 71 £, 149, 227,

252 £, 322, 329, 407' See

Ameretat.

Incarnation, 297 ;
of Fravashis,

273.

Incest. See Khvetuk-das,

Independence of Angra, 1 25 £
India : and Boghaz-keui, 6 ; the

Tir Yasht, 25 ;
as a home of

asceticism, 1 46 ; shows Aryan
features less than Iran does, 69.

Indo-European, 4 £, 74, 158, 165,

179, 193, 244, 262, 265.

Indo-Scythian coins, 37, 100,

102, 435. See Kanishka,

Indra, 6, 115, 139, 244, 427.

Industry, 153.

Infinite number, 281, 310.

Intercalary days, 257, 262 £, 431.

Intoxicant, 71 £, 358.

Iran: the name, 4; modern name
of Persia, 58 ; ethnography, 5,

28, 45, 200, 235 ;
primitive re-

ligion and folk-lore, 69, 130,

148 £, 183, 198, 239, 247, 265,

307 ;
language characteristics,

6, 26, 235, 423
;
geography and

climate, 25 ; contrast of East
and West, 33.

Ishatvastra, 82, 388.

Ishtar, 212, 239, 393 £
Ishtar-Siduri, 113.

Islam borrowing from Iran, l 65.

Israel. Judaism.
Israel, Noi*thei*n, 247, 318.

Isii (acquisition .^), 372.

iuno {genius of women), 266.

luppiter, 63, 392, 424.

izd {?), 382.

Jamaspa, 82, 166, 375, 381,426.
jaiara {i), 379.
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Job, Book of, S05.

Judaism : alleged influence on
Zoroastrianism, 11, 293, 31 a,

317, 404 f.
;
compared in detail

with religion of Gathas, 286-
312 ; and later Parsisrn, 312-6;
alleged borrowing from Par-

sism : views of Bousset, 288 £,

319-21 ; Clemen, 214, 318,

327 f.
;
Boklen, 3 ;

not fevoured
by Iranian specialists, 33 7;
time and place of contact, 318-
21 ; nature of Parsisin when
in contact, 322 £ ; angelology,

323 £ ; fravashi, 324 £ ; demon-
ology, 306, 325 £ ;

apocalyptic,
303,^ 326-31, 392 £; immor-
tality, 329

;
general considera-

tions, 308, 317, S2Q-31 ; virgin

birth, 3 1 0 ; Zarathushtra’s own
teaching practically excluded,

321 ; assertion reported by
Diogenes, 418.

Judge : Zarathushtra, 118, l68 £

;

Ahura, 166-9-

Judgement, 166-70, 242. See
dmant

Jupiter (planet), 211, 213.

Ka, 254.

Kanishka, 13, 102, 427.

Kara (mythological Fish), 211,

Karapan, 140, 174, 357, 379-

Karduchi (Kurds), 235.

Karhar (seventh of earth), 42,

138, 276.

Kmaoi/a^ Lake, 89? 123, 278, 310.

Kassite, 422 f.

Kavi, 83, 174, 357, 375.

Kayanians, 56, 89.

KBhrp (body), l63.

Keresaspa, 176, 278, 406.

Khorassan, 85, 234.

Khshathra (Vairya), 13, 50, 74,

97-100, 104 £, 111-14, 155 £,

168, 294, 300, 344, 355, 401,

433, aL See Amshaspands.

Xe(^a$iya (O.P., King), 41, 45 £,

52, 89-

Xemavani (one like you), 359, 36 1,

367, 374, 381.

(clan), 117, 355, 373, 379,

381, 388.

yl'qfnd (in vision), 132, 210, 349-

X^'anmak (Glory), xii, 1 49, 275-7,
283 £, 307.

X'^iOra (bliss), 364.

Khvetuk-das (x^'aeimdaOa, next-

of-kin marriage), xi, 205 £,

223, 249, 322, 371, 413 £

Kingdom. See Khshathra,
Kingly Glory."' See

Killing Aliriman^s creatures, 322,

330, 400.

Kipling, 181.

Klein}(ihr. See Intercalary days.

Koitapu, 194.

Kurds, 138. See Karduchi.
Kurumba, 193.

Kutu, 53.

Laertius, 410.

Languages of Behistan, 185,

229 £

"

Later Avesta : dialect, 1 3, 90, 1 70,

230, 4«34
;
geographical separa-

tion from Gathas, 90 ; differ-

ences of Yashts (etc.) and
Vendidad, 183; religion of,

104, 116 £, 120, 149, 163, 172,

180, 182, 243, 251, 26l, 265,

293; metre of, 13-15.

Laughing at birth, 91 £
Legends of Zarathushtra, 19, 91.

Legislation, Moses and Zara-
thushtra's, 301.

Leprosy, 397.

Liar. See Dr^gimd.
Libations, 71, 73, 129.

Lie : comprehensive term for

Evil, 50, 142; for rebellion,

50, 131 ; O.P. and Babylonian
versions, 55. See DrnJ.

Life, present and future, ' 346.
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Light, 64.

Limbo, l74-*7.

Limitation of Mazdali’s sovranty,

96.

Living, fravashis of the, 256, 259,

273,

Logos, 10, 111, 298.

Loki and Thor, 71.

Longimanus, Artaxerxes I., 56,

68, 207, 412, 426, 429.

maeSa (?), 360.

maez (?), 370.

maga Q), 348 f., 375, 386.

magavan Q), 359, 386.

fxcLyua, 208, 415, 428.

Magi : x£, 182-253; their name,
428-30

;
had sacred books, 33 ;

their variance from Zarathush-

tra, 39, 89 f., 105, 139 f, ^91,

350, 367, 413 ; their apotheosis

of him, 48, 412; and claim
that he was a Magus, 118, 323,

410; burial attributed to, 57,

129; and nocturnaL sacrifice,

58 ;
their guardianship of

Avesta, 72, 79, 123; Hero-
dotus’ knowledge of, 76, 11 6,

398 ;
their traces in Tohit, 99,

332 if., 416; Artaxerxes II.

their patron, 104; treatment
ofAmshaspandsj 1 05, 1 1 3, 407

;

and fravashis, 324
;
sole trans-

mitters of the Religion to the
West, 123, 322 f ; their dual-
ism, 126, 322, 401 f., 420 ; non-
Avestan traits in Plutarch,
etc., 127 £, 130, 406; alien

from Iranians, 403, 407, 418 ;

their syncretism, 128 ;
divina-

tion, 421; star-lore, 436 £;
selected title Angra Mainyu,
136; their ritual and ethics,

1 52 £ ; the dakhma and khve~

tuk-das, q.v, ; attitude to im-
mortality, 1 77 £, 329, 405, 407,
41 6 ; their antitheses, q,v,;

|

compared with Scribes, 289

;

at Babylon, 319, 430 ;
general

estimate, 330 ;
legendary suc-

cession after Zoroaster, 410 £ ;

Diogenes’ account, 4 1 0-42 1 , aL
Magic, xi, l60, 208 £, 249, 415,

418.

M.ayo<j>6vLa, 76, 186 £
Magu (O.P., Magus), 428-30.

Maidyoimaongha, 82, 387.

Mainyu (spirit). See Spenta and
Angra,

manah (thought), 349, 862.

Mandaism, 213,

Manes, xi, 257.

Mani, Manichaeans, 30, 234, 403.
manOra (utterance), 1 60, 2 1 8, 345,
"348, 352.

Manthraviika, 278.

Mai-duk, 41 £, 212.

Marlowe, 171.

Maniage, Zarathushtra^s view of,

147.

Mars (planet), 107, 211,

Massagetse, 192.

Masudi, 209.

Mazana, Mazindai-an, 338.

Mazdadata, 417.

Mazdah, 30 £, 56, 6l. A'ee Ahura.
Mazdaka, 30, 422.

Medes, Media, 30, 44 £, 185,

187, 229-35, 247 £, 332.
Median Tribes, the six, 60, 93,

183 £, 229.

Meherdates, 233.

Mercury (planet), 27, 436.
Mdrdzii Q), 211 .

M€cr4T'>79, Mithra as, 62, 65, 141.

Metals * Khshathra’s province,

98, 109, 157 ; test of culture,
244.

Metempsychosis, 273 f.

Metrical tests, 1 2 £
(Assyr., rain), 66.

Micah, 194.

Middle Persian, 102, 233 £, 358,
434.
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Middling’^ souls, 174-6.

Mikir (M.P., Mithra), 23S, 434.

Milton, 2, 49, 113, 157, 171, 173,

177, 307, 330.

misva gatu (intermediate place),

175f., 358.

Mitanni, 6£, 45, 139, 235.

Mithra: in Aryan pantheon, 63 f.,

139 ;
problems of name, 65 f.,

427 £ ; relation to 7m$ra^ 63-5

j

69, 151; and original function,

6 1-6, 69; /xcortTr^s, 65, 14l
;

twin with Vanina, 32, 6l ;

chief of deva-daiwa^ ix, 140£,

149; a Persia, 52;
Zarathushtra’s treatment of,

X, 67, 139£; cult never
destroyed, 1 39 £ ; holds place

in Calendar, 432 ; returned

purified in LAv., 139;, 150f.

;

lord of Truth, 63 £, 139, T51

;

becomes Sun-god, 62 £, 1 07,

407 ; relations with Haoma,
72 ; and Gsm iasan^ 347 ;

and
Anahifei, 66, 72, 78, 394; in

Triad, 298 £ ; Slayer of Bull,

72, 149, 181 ; hence gives im-

mortality, 149 ; as Judge, l67

;

Semitic affinities, 65, 238 £

;

leading towards Mithraism,

67, 108 ;
figures in Indo-

Scythian coins, 103; in Cap-

padocia, 104; in Commagene,
106 £, aL

Mithraism, 32, 37, 63, 67, 108,

128-30, 133, 149, 151, 131,

210, 226, 320, 399> 406.

miBro'druj (pledge-breaker), 151,

270.

Mitra (Skt or Aryan), 6, 32, 6l,

117,141. Mithra.

miird-mi0m (compact), 63, 67,

69; 1 39> 151, 373.

Mnemon, Artaxerxes IL, 22, 42,

77, 104, 139, 238 £, 298 £,

428, 432.

Molten Metal. See

MwXxr, 219, 399 £
Mongolians, 200, 224.

Monotheism : the rise to, 945

300 ;
compromised in Hap-

tanghaitij 122; pre-eminently
characteristic of Parsism, 288.

Monsoon, 25, 436.

Months, names of, 104 £, 279?
430-7.

Moon: and Soma 71, 199;
TTpoSeKTwp for Persians, 1 99 £ ;

Babylonian Sin^ 1 99, 244
;
in

Yashts, 393.

Morality, divine guardians of, 74,
150.

Moses and Zarathushtra, 300-2.

Moses of Chorene, 103.

Mother Earth, 112.

Mother-goddesses, 238 £
Motu, 193.

Mountains, xi, 213 £, 403, 406.

Murghab, 41, 89-

Mmpar, MFw pairikd, 213, 400.

My God (Babylonian), 255,

myazda (food-offering), 36 1 -

Mysticism, 146.

Mythic Ox, 129-

Nabonidus, 42.

Nahitta, Nahunti, 238.

NaH-i-rustam, 195.

Names : of angels, 323 ; of
planets, 2 1 1 £ ; and person-

ality, 41 6 £
N&nhai&ya^ 115, 139*

Naotara, 206£
nardyS79* Castes.

Nasatyau, 6, 115, 139.

Nasu (corpse-fiend), 253, $33.

Nature-worship, 47, 59 £,87, 108,
120 .

Nearness of tine End, 159, 366,
372.

Nebuchadrezsiar, 187.

Nectar and ambrosia, 178, 36$.

Negative, Evil, 134.

Neit, 44, 53 £
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Nemi, 225.

Nereids^, 21 6.

Nergal, 128, 188, 212.

Nergal-sharezer, 188,

Neriosengh, 170, 271, S04t, 376.

Nerthus, 112.

Neuter names, 1 13 f.

New Testament and Zarathush-

tra, 1261
Next of kin. Khvetuk-das.

Nicolaus Damascenus, 204, 210,

411.

Night-heaven, 6l.

Nine Ways, 57.

nmana (house), 389-

Nobles (caste), 117.

Nocturnal sacrifices, 58, 71 1,

129, 180, 357, 409.

Nomadic period, 71, 395.

Nomads, 51, 72, 85, 94, 138,

142, 193, 333, 353.

North, demons in, 172, 281.

Northern invaders, 5, 26, 85,

229, 333.

Nova, Star of Magi as a, 283 f.

Numeral system, 244.

Obedience. See Sraosha.

Ochus, Artaxerxes IIL, 52, 239.

Olympians, 74.

Omanus, 68, 100 1, 108.

Omniscience, 95, 290. See Wise.

omomij 399

1

Oneiromancy, xi, 187, 196, 200,

2091,283.
Onesicritus, 192.

Ordeal, 74, 158.

Order of Amshaspands, 96, 1 1 0

1

Oreitae, 192.

Origin of Evil, 125, 132, 148-

50.

Originality of Zarathushtra, 1 27,

Ormazd, ^^ipofiacrBr}^. See Ahura
Mazdah.

Ossetes, 235.

OvpavLrj, 394 .

OvpavoSi 64 ,

Ox-Creator, Ox-Soul. See Gms
tasa7ij iirvan,

Oxus, 2391

Pahlavi, language and books, 34,

86,101,133, 149, 1631, 1701,

176, 180, 205-7, 220, 250, 272,

306, 312, 315, 319, 332, 355,

363, 365, al.

Pairika, 278.

Palestine and Media, trilingual,

185.

Panjab, 7.

Panini, 12.

Paradise, 311, 330, 351. See
Garomnana, Fakista.

of Fools, 177.

Parentalia, 265.

Parsa^ 184.

Parsi influence on Judaism. See

Judaism.

Parsis, modern, xiv, 1 i
under

Arsacides, 322

1

Parthia, 451, 85, 90, 228, 233.

Pasargadae, 195.

Paul, 154, 175, 323. See Index

II., ii. (5).

Pausanias, 33, 208. See Index

II., hi. (a).

Penalties, 221.

Persepolis, 260, 274,

Persia, 45, 57 1, 233.

Persian: and Magian, 193, 196,

202-14, 403, 407, 418 ^
burial,

163, 398 ;
language, Old, S4-6,

77, 183-5, 251, 332, 432, ul]

law, 144, 170* religion, popu-

lar, 59 1
Personification, 100.

Peshdadians, 56.

pmo'tanu (beyond atonement),

390.

Philo, 91 , 1021, 110.

Phraoi'tes, 74, 232, 2681
“Pillar” passages in Gathas,

348.

piUrd (caste), 117.
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Planets, xi, 98 f., 211-4, 241,

283, 436.

Plants, 74, 98, 109, 1 14, 257, 271,

275, 277, 401. See Ameretat.

Platonism and the Gathas, 17,

401.

Plautus, 1 1 0.

Pliny, 415, 418. See Index II.,

iii. (c).

IlXoaros and Haurvatat, 401.

Plutarch, 27, 51, 110-2, 123,

127 f., 1321, 141, 327, 426.

See Index II., iii. (a).

257, 299.

Poetical tradition, 365.

Polytheism : of Darius 54 f.
;

of pre-reform Iran, 1 83 * holy

triads in, 299.

Pool', care of, 289.

Porphyry, 29 f., 67, 287. See

Index IL, iii. (a).

Pourucista, 82, 351, 388.

pourmnahrka (many-slaying), 132,

177.

Pourushaspa, 82,

Powers,” Philonic, 10, 111.

Prayers for dead, 313,

Precedence among Fravashis,

274.

Precession, 237, 243.

Pre-existence, 272.

Prexaspes, 82.

Priests, vi, 76, H6f., 354.

Primeval Ox, 149, 199.

Prince of this world,” 306.

Princes” of nations, 325.

Principles, the two, 77.

npoScKTtop,' 199.

Prometheus, 275.

Propaganda, 119.

Prophecy and apocalyptic, 154 f.

Prophet and Priest, li6-£
Prose : of Haptanghaiti, 20,

120 ;
in LAv., 15, 34, 123,

183, 193, 204,

Proverbs, Book of, 113, See

Index IL, ii. (4

Prthml (Skt, Earth), 112.

Ptolemies, 208.

117, 408.

Quantity in verse, 1 3 f.

Eab-Mag, 187 f., 230, 430.

Rap, 46, 247 f , 269. 335.

Rains in Iran, 25.

raoyyia zarmnaya (spring butter),

179. 415.

Raphael, 252.

Rashnu, l67, 210, 280, 331.

m^acsiJar^charioteer—caste), 1 17,

Ratu (Judge), 16O, 175, 1 79^^347,

351, 358, 355, 385.

Reading, 397.

Reckoning, 112.

Record of merits, 1 60, 1 62.

Regeneration. See Frmo'hrdi,
Regent Stars, 23, 90, 201, 210 £,

242, 280.

Religion : of Israel, 286-331
;
of

Persia, 36 ; of Achajmenians,

39 ff., 432 f.

Religious degeneration, 301.

Representative spirits, 278.

Resurrection, 1 63, 289, 378, 405.

Retribution, 155, 172 £, 259, ^88.

Reward: here, 155, 159; here-

after, 355, 170-2* 259, 288.

Right. See Asha.
Rigveda. See Veda.
Ritual, 118, 153, 183, 189, 19S,

221 .

Rivers: genius of, 21; patx'onym-

ics in 'Greece, 272 ;
sanctity

of, $98. See Waters.

Rods, Magian use of, 1 89-

Roman religion, 63 £, 244, 26S,

391.

Rta (Skt, e/, Aslia), 73, 110, '159.

mbat MB (As'syr.), 239.

Rustem, 339.

Sac®, 100.

Sacsea, lO'l

,
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Sacerdotalism, 116 f.

Sacred Books of the East, 9, 34,

296.

Sacrifice, 395, 417.

Saddar Bundahish, 259.

Index II., ii. {d).

Sadducees, 323,

Saena, 19, 22, 29.

Sag->did (glance of dog), 250, 253,

333 f.

Sagittarius, 436 f,

Saistan, 89, 209.

Sandan, 435.

Sanskrit, 26, 27 1 ,
al.

Saoshyant: name, 145, 346;

original idea, 158, 309, 372,

381 ;
function in Gathas, 372 ;

extension in LAv. religion, 27,

159, 273, 310, 405; birth of,

89, 92, 310 ;
destiny, 171, 395 ;

application to Matt, ii., 284, al.

Sapiential Books of O.T., 137.

Sargon, 247.

Sarmatae, 235.

Sassanian, xi, 11, 29 f, 33, 120,

123 f., 130, 134, 147, 177, 180,

183, 204-6, 226 f, 243, 246,

257 f, 260, 273, 282 f., 305,

319, 403, 405-7, 434.

Satan, 304-6, 325 f.

Satavaesa, 211, 281.

Satdm dialects, 26, 115.

Saurva, 115.

samh (blessing), 346.

Sayana, 10. See Index IL, i. (g).

Scribes, 289.

Scythians, 13, 70, 73, 200, 410.

Sea, 58 f., 2l6f
Sea-urchin, 400.

Seed: plants and animals, 211

;

of Zarathushtra, 89, 278, 310.

Self, as determining destiny, 162,

310. See Daena.

392.

Semitic : influence, see Baby-

lonian, Judaism
;

population

in Media, 185, 196.

Separater. See Cmvant,

Serpent, 307. See AU.
Seven Amshaspands. See Six.

Sex; distinctions of gods, 113f,

122, 238, 394, 413.

Sexagesimal reckoning, 244,

Sexual morality, 153.

Shah Nameh. See Firdausi.

ShahrevaTf 13, 100.

Shahpuhr, 11.

Shelley, 92, 172, 254 £, 297.

Shrines. See d^adcmd.

Silences : Behistan, 48 f. ; Hero-

dotus, 59 f
Sin, 144, 152.

Sirius, 23 f, 26 f., 90, 210,

402.

Six Amshaspands, 96 f, 113, 145,

432 ;
seven, 93 f^^ 240 f

, 252,

327.

comrades of Darius, 186,

195. 276.

siyditH (O.P.), sditis (Av., joy),

50 f., 291.

Sky-god, 43, 59 f, 62, 95, 245,

391 f , 407.

Sogdiana, 86, 234.

Sol Invictus, 63, 140.

Solar character of Mithra, 62 f.

See Mithra.

Soma, 71, 199. See Haoma.
Sondergotter, 69 f, 105, 150*

'2o4>La: Gnostic, 113; rendering
Aramaiti, 112, 290, 401.

Sotion, 412.

Souls : five, 256 ;
Plato's two,

419. See urvan.

S(p)andaramet, 435.

Spanyak (holier), 399.
SpayaOra {}\ 351.

Spells, 118, 153, 160, 217 f., 322,

417.

Spdnta (holy), 96, 99, 112, 144 £,

263, 294, 387, 435.

Mainyu, 97, 111, 127, 134 £,

211, 262, 298-300.
Sphere of Z.'s preaching, 83 £
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Spirit, 111, 299. See Spmta
Maini///.

Spitama, 375.
Spityera, laO, 276.
Spring butter, 311.
Sraosha, 97, 9.9, HI, 11 4., 167-9,

172, 2H, 252, 2,91., 338, 36(),
«66 .

.?/«/• (si)read), 190, 3.94. I

Star of the Majii, 282-5. 1

Stars: and Fravashis, 280 f., !

283 f.; cult ot; 99, 201, 210,
^

^
212, 281, 406.

Steppes, 71, 302.

Stevenson, R. L., 255.
Stoics, 242.

Strabo, 68, S6, 100, 105, 117,
192, 204 f. See Index 11.,

iii. (a).

Subordination of Aliriman, 305.
Suetonius, 91.

Suidas, 411.

Sun-worship, 58, 189, 1.91, 198 f.,

217, 393.

Supererogation, 1 62, 313.
Susianian Version, 52, 55, 60,

98, 185, 2.30, 238.
Suttee, 1.92.

Symmetrical
;
grouping of Am-

shaspands, 1 i 3 f. ; antitheses,

180, 214, .322.

Syncretism, 79, 287, 321.
szveiUas (Lith.), 145.

Tahiti, 70.

Tacitus, 85, 1 1 2. iJec Index II.,

iii. (c).

Talmud, 319, 328, 325.
Tamarisk, 1.90, 408.

Tammuz, 189, 191.

Tansar, 30.

tanu (body), 1 63.

taramaiti (heresy), 359.
Taurobolium, 129, 141, 181, 357.
Taxila, 192.

Tchang K’ien, 85.

Teispes, 45.

Temples, 5.3, 225.
Ten Tribes, 247, 3 1 8.

*lepos (Ind.-Eur., heat), 70.
tav'iil utayTiiU (strength and con-

tinuance), 114, ,372, 379.
OfoyoviT], 116, .39.5, 409.
Theodicy, 154 f., 329-31.
Theopompus, 177, 273, 403-5,

415 f, 424.

Thetis, 216.

Thor, 71.

Thought, Word, Deed, 1 1 1, I42,
146, 168, 170f., 179, 278, 310,
376.

Thrace, 3.92.

Thraetaona, 338.

Three days, the, 242, 289, 313.
Three Fleavens, 328, 350, 402.
®rvasa, 391.
Tira, 27, 103, 435-7.
Tiridates, 216, 418 f., 435.
Tishtrya, 23 f., 26 f., 103 f., 201,

237, 281, 401 f., 417, 432 f.,

436 f.

Tobias, 250.

Tobit, Book of, xi, 99, 203, 227,
246-5.3, 28.5, 315, 327 f.

Tortoise, 21 9.

Tower of Silence. See Dakhma.
Tradition, Parsi, 7f., 11, 18f.
Travels of Herodotus, 76.
Treasury. See ganj.

Tree cult, 189.

Triads, 112, 142, 299, 433.
Tribes, Median, 60, 117, 183.
Trilingual Media, 185.
Trinity, 297 f.

Truth, 94, 130, 140, 142, 151,
186, 202, 304, 397. See Asha.

Uganda, 222 f.

ugms (Lith.), 70.

Ugspat-arata, 310.

UyiyaPTmnah, 310.
Understanding. See hudanhd.
Universalism, 157f-, 312.
Unnatural vice, 148, 386, S96.

30
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viraKO'^ and sraosa^ 294, I

Urheimai, ofIndo-Europeans, 244.

urvaiti (vow), 67.

itTVCLfi (soul), 162 f., 25 259)

26I--S, 382.

usijy 140.

uita (will), S64, 410.

ustana (life), l63.

ustra (camel, q.v.), 426.

utayuiti (continuance), 1 14, 173 i.,

372, 379. See tdmii,

vaepayo (wanton), 386,

vaesak (corruption), 389-

-uaf (weave), 365.

vahista (best), 99^ 171 f*, 336, 346,

359) 364, 371, 421.

vairya (desirable), 99^ l^^*

Valkhash, 11.

Far, Yima^s, 308, 327.

varddemam (?), 171, 375.

vdrdngan^ bird, 209.

varna (Skt, colour), 117.

Varro, 64, 266.

.Varuna, 6, 32, 6I, 64, 95, 117,

139, 244 f.

vasctsd‘)(saOra (ruling at will), 365.

Vastrya fsnyant (husbandman

—

caste), 117, 410.

Vaumani^a, 109-

Vayu, 206, 328.

Veda, 13f., 18, 20, 89, 98, 117,

123, 138, 143, 200, 244, 356.

Vedic, 19, 170, 200.

Vega, 23 f.

Vegetation spirit, 191.

Vdhrkana (Hyrcania), 400.

Vendidad, xi, 34, 102, 152, 183,

202 £, 206, 21 1, 301, 322, 409-

See Index II., i. (c).

Venus (planet), 211-3.

Verethraghna, 69^ 103, 106, 108,

427.

V9r93dna (husbandmen), 117, 355.

Verse: Avestan, 123; preserved

by Magi, 198.

Vesta, 70.

mddiii (separation), 312.

vidul See “ He that knows.”

viOaibis or mOihis (O.P.), 51, 53,

274.

Vifarnah, Vindafarnah, 9ribt

Virmi, ix, 91 f. Index II,

id. (c).

ms (clan), 389»

Vishtaspa, 27, 30, 43, 45, 47, 80,

82, 86, 88, 90, 102, 142, 2()6,

373 f., 379, 426.
^

vispaiti (clan-lord), 86.

Vivahvant, 149*

Vocabulary, separate, for Ahri-

manians, 21 8 f., 385.

Vocative of divine names, 424.

vohu'gcto7ici (frankincense), 285,
^

Vohumanah, 10, 50, 68, 72, 96,

99f., 101, 104f., 109, lll’-4,

134, 161, 171 f., 275, 293 f.)

300, 382, 401, 409) 433. See

Amshaspands.
Vouru-kasha, 276, 278.

vrata-urvaia^ 64.

Vrtra, 69.

vrtrakan^ 427.

Vultures. See Dakhma.

Warrior Mithra, 139f.

Water-dog, 152, 222.

Water-rat, 400.

Waters, 74, 98, 109, 114, 121,

129, 215 £, 257, 271,277,393,

401, 413, 432. See Anahita,

Haurvatat.

Waters above and below, 66.
^

Wax, corpse covered with, l63,

202, 398, 410.

Weighing of merits, 144, 158,

169 f.) 311, 313 f., 379, 397.

White horses, 59, 21 6, 408.

Whiteness, 397, 415.

Wind, 393.

Winged solar disk, 68, 243,

396.

Wings in Persian art, 260.

Wisdom, 112f., 137, 290, 351.
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Wise Lorci^ 31 f.;, 93^ 120^ 156,

290 1
Wise men, xii, 2, 227, 282-5.

Witchcraft, 209-

Wives of Mazdah, 121, 393, 413.

Woll^ 400.

Women, position of, 85, 221.

Words, Ahrimanian, 218 f.

Wordsworth, 39j, 1 1 3, 280.

World-yeai’, 243, 403-6.

Worst Thought, 137, 312,

Xanthus and Scamander, 219-

Xanthus Lydus, 77, 204, 399,

41 1 £, 426, 428 f.

Xenophon, 42, 428.

Xerxes, 44, 561, 73, 104, 129,

1 99, 203, 209, 2 1 5-7, 4 1 8, 43 1

.

ijak ma3(iBd), 158, 242.

Yahweh, 41, 51, 54, 194, 220,

247, 286, 288, 290, 292-4,

300, 305 f., 325.

Yama, 74, 170, 205. See Yima.

Ya7ig and Ym (Chinese), 303.

yaozdcita (purified), 408.

Yashts, 1 3,21 £., 24, 26, 1 1 6, 1 2211,

1 50, 1 82 £, 1 98, 245, 260. See

Index IL, i. (o).

Yatu, 209.

yaz (adore), 388.

yazata (adored one), 121, 432,

434, 436, at.

Yazdgard, 147.

ymia (twins), 132.
an8

YinuC 74,’l48£, 205, 276, 308,

402.

YoiBa, 28.

392.

zantu (district), 389.

zantupaiti (district-lord), 86.

zmtar (priest), 76, 1 1 6, 1 9-1^ 359.

zmSray (libation), 36 1, 427.

Zarathushtra
;
general estimate,

2 ;
historical, ix, 8 £, 80 £, 365 ;

Gathic and LAv. picture, 1 6 ;

as author in Gathas 17, 345,

348, 358, 36 1£, 369, 383;
name ex])lained, 77, 82, 201,
426 £ ;

legends, ix, 19, ,91 £,

319 £ ;
dated in 7l:h millen-

nium, 77 £, 2‘k>, 1.1 1 £ ;
first

mention in Greek authors,

76 £, 412, 426; ignored by
Darius, 48, 55 ; by Hap tang-

haiti, 20, 121 ;
liy Mcrodoius,

59 £; doctrine known to Darius,

56; apotheosis in (Haptang-
haiti once and) LAv. 22, -1.9,

78, 142, .‘U)2
;

history and
teaching, 80 -121.

; abstract-

ness of his tlumght, 33, 60,

94, 99 ;
hilt intensely practical,

94, 142, 116; his caste, 117;
not a Magus, 93>? 1 18 £, 197 £j

265, 323,
‘ 399 ; his date, 8-22,

87, 103£, 412; death, 89;
Monotheistic, MO, 29f,)

; his

Ahuras (f/.r.); not Dufilist,

1 26, 20 1 , 29 1 5 31)7 ;
makes devil

Falseiiood, 131,202; counter-
action of Good, 13.‘); general
doctrine of Evil, 125 -53; ejects

Mithra, 1 39-41 ; and Haoma.
71 £; and Fravashi, l62,

263-5; casually names Angra
Mainyu, 19^ 135 £; adapted
from him by Magi, 202

;
pro-

pitiation of demons forbidden

by, 127 £; as Judge at last,

118, 361, 369j 37fi, .385 ; as

Advocate before Mazdah,
166-8; as Saoshyant, 158£,

379i 881 ; as alul and mO/,
1 60 £ ; Ethics : triad of Word,
Thought, Deed, 1 1.3; no
provision for atonement, 144;
use of aptmta arid aBmm,
I45£; neither ascetic, 146f.,

387 ; nor mystic, 146 ; as ^‘the
ASavan,'' 354, 36T

;
earliest

apocalyptist, 154£, 326; uses
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old BiytliuS;, 158 ; retains rev-

erence tor Eartli, 1 64 ; and
Fire, 200

;
the Bridge mytluis,

l65; and Aryan hell, 178;
imminence of End, 309;
shepherd of poor,” l6lf.

;

overstepped popular religious

capacity, 182; indifferent to

ritual, 118, 221 ; no priest,

116-8 ;
his teaching not trace-

able in Tohit original, 247 ;
or

in Plutarch, 406 ; or in neigh-

bourhood of IsraeFs exile, 321

;

Meets his frmashi (Shelley),

254 £ ;
compared with Moses,

301 ; with Jewish prophets

on Immortal!
I y, 329 31 ; n

prophet %vith(Hit siicc«NS(n*s,

Zara&uSfroUma, IIS, 27k
(strength), 234, • 12 |).

Zehi, 101 .

‘

Zend, 8 .

Zervan akarana, I 0Tf» 133
,
153 .

Zervanites, 153, 281.

I
Zeus, 60, 392 ; (Ireek <*(|uiva!<aj|

I
for Ma/dnh, 77> HHi : wStmih

Ind.-Eur. sky-gtal, 60
, 138.

391 1
Zodiac, 402.

Ziopod(TTpy}% 76 i., 399.> 426.
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